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FOREWORD
This volume contains the proceedings of the Twelfth Annual Conference
on Manual Control held at the Coordinated Science Laboratory of the Univer-
sity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign from May 25 to 27, 1976• This report
contains complete manuscripts of most of the papers presented at the meeting•
This was the twelfth in a series of conferences dating back to
December 1964. These earlier meetings and their proceedings are listed ,-.
below:
First Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, The
University of Michigan, December 1964• (Proceedings not printed.)
Second Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, MIT,
February 28 to March 2, 1966, NASA SP-128.
Third Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, University
of Southern California, March 1-3, 1967, NASA SP-144.
Fourth Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, The
University of Michigan, March 21-23, 1968, NASA SP-192.
Fifth Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, MIT,
March 27-29, 1969, NASA SP-215.
Sixth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Wright-Patterson AFB,
April 7-9, 1970.
Seventh Annual Conference on Manual Control, University of Southern
California, June 2-4, 1971, NASA SP-281.
, Eighth Annual Conference on Manual Control, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, May 17-19, 1972. i
!
Ninth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, May 23-25, 1973.
Tenth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Wright-Patterson AFB,
April 9-11, 1974.
Eleventh Annual Conference on Manual Control, NASA-Ames Research
Center, May 21-23, 1975, NASA, TM X-62,464.
i
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MULTI-TASK DECISION MAKING
Chairn.m: R.W. Allen
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REVIEWOF THE SYMPOSIUMON MONITORINGBEI_VIOR AND SUPERVISORYCONTROL
(BERCI_ESGADEN,F.R. fiERblANY,MARCI!8-12, 1976)*
by Thomas B, Sheridan
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge) Ha, 02139
SUFIVlARY ,...
The motivation for this meeting was the fact that the role of the
h'_unanoperator in manned systems is changing from tha" of a contindous in-
the-loop controller to that of a monitor and supervisor. The rapid develop-
ment of the computer is the primary force which is causing this change,
especially the fact of m_rked decrease in cost and size, along with associ-
ated new and more sophisticated developments in software and disvlay tech-
nology.
To deal with these issues, over 100 participants from fifteen countries
assembled during 8-12 March, 1976, at Berchtesgaden, F.R. Germany, in the
Bavarian Alps. Thirty-five papers were presented in three categories:
vehicle control (aircraft, automobiles and urban mass transit, ships); process
control (industrial manufacture, nuclear reactors); and general models of
monitoring and supervisory control.
Intensive workshop discussions involving all the participants were held
throughout the symposium to define better the human operator's role changes,
the concommitant changes that are necessary (new priorities) in research,
the associated problems in implementation, and required new interdisciplinary
and ins;itutional arrangements.
INTRO_JCTION:
_IE NATUREOF _IPERVISORYCONTROL
Figure I characterizes the trend in controlling complex systems. Figure
la represents control of a modern aircraft, where at the lowest level of
control and on a short time scale, thrust, pitch, roll and yaw are stabilized
relative to gust disturbances and reference commands coming from guidance
logic. At s next level, the vehicle's course is controlled relative to
prevailing winds and reference commands from the navigation logic. Finally,
the navigation process can be automated, in part, by ground-based as well as
on-board computers. At each level in the multi-loop control heirarchy the
* Dr. Gunner Johannaon of Forschungslnatltut f_r Anthropatechnik, Meckeabelm,
Germany, was Co-director along with the author. The meeting was svon=ored by
the Special Programmes Panel on Human Factors, Scientific Affairs Die.. NATO. and
by the Federal Republic of Uermany The papers end workshop reports will soon
be available from Plemm Press in a book entitled Monitoring Behavior and
_ls_7 control.
PAOE BLApI_KHOT _ 1PRECEDtNG
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human operator can make inputs. At the lowest level he can provide continu-
ous stick-pedal commands to the inner loop (and does, of course, during
critical take-off and landing maneuvers). At the middle level he can provide
intermittent course changes by resetting course relative to a computer-
navigation base. At the highest level he can modify the flight plan or mis-
sion in major ways, in conjunction with persons on the ground and/or other
aircraft. At each higher level the nature of his control is different,
responses becoming more intelmittent (longer time between responses)
and involving more monitoring and vaore interaction with computers and with
other persons.
Actually it was probably in spacecraft where the multi-level control
first was implemented to any degree of sophlstication and wher_ one might
sat we first saw "supervisory control". It is rather arbitrary to set the
number of levels in the control heirarchy at three (except that the con-
junction of the three words "navigation", "guidance" and "stabilization" has
come into common use in the aerospace industry). In the Apollo spacrcraft
one can list many more levels of control for some functions, especially
if one considers nested control loops in computer software, layers of backup
or abort modes, etc.
Turning to a different kind of system, the chemical plant, one finds
a similar heirarchy or nesting of control loops, with successively longer
time constants, successively less c.:ntinuous real-time automatic control, and
successively more humanx interactic,_ with higher level control. Figure lb
suggests three levels of control associated with: "valve control" to regu-
late instant-by-instant temperature and pressure; "mixing logic" to effect
longer term mixing procedures; and "ph _t management" to control the major
steps of producing the given product.
A third example (Figure lc) is found with the industrial robot, as used
for manipulating and assembling discrete parts on the production line. At the
lowest level conventional servomechanisms control instantaneous forces and
po3itions of the actuators for each degree of freedom. At a middle level
a computer decides what sequences of positions and Eorces for the component
degrees of freedom to comand in order to achieve certain elementary manipu-
lations ("therbligs")which are programmed from above, like: reach, grasp,
insert, release, etc. The highest level the control system coordinates is
i the robot's accomplishment of various tasks in conjunction with the production
line, special parts feeders, other robots or h_man workers, etc. Again, most
of the human effort is in monitoring and supervising at the highest control
level,though in case of emergencies or for maintenance or repair the human
operator may intervene into automatic loops and apply direct control :
: lower levels.
o , Figure 2 illustrates supervisory control from the viewpoint of the
human operator. He observes displays which amy present pictorial, graphic,
or alphammeric information. In the near future he my also listen to
computer-generated speech information. He operates hand controls which may
_, be of the symbolic type (keyboard) or analogic type (joystick, light pen).
In the near future he may speak in specialized code and be recognized by com-
puter.
The characterization in Figure 2 shows a "local" control loop in which
the human operator can test his plans and programs before committing them ]
to action. This is analogous to the way the chief executive uses planning l
• l_ 5
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staff in the managerial heirarchy of any large organization. After both plans
and communications (teaching or programming in this case) have been worked
out, the chief executive orders his line organization into action (via the
sup_.7-visory link in Figure 2). He then monitors what happens as his sub-
ord _ates (in this case the "remote" control loop, with its own sensors,
d_ated decision-making powers, and capability to effect its own actions )
t:_ over, reassuming control in emergency or when his instructions have
be a executed.
EMPHASESAND POINTS OF CONSENSUS "_
The following, in the opinion of the author, constitute the major high-
li_ ts, emphases of the papers presented at the Symposium, and points of
cot ,ensus which emerged from the workshops. The reader is referred to the
fulJ papers and workshop reports, forthcoming from Plenum Press.
Multiplicity of Interfaces
Understanding monitoring behavior and supervisory control :equires
observation and analysis at a multiplicity of system interfaces. Figure 3
(after E. Edwards of the University of Loughborough, England) is a con-
',enient way of portraying these interfaces: the conventional man-machine
Jnterface between a human operator ("live_vare") and the hardware; a linguistic
interface between him and the software; a physiological interface between
?_im and the environment; and a social interface between him and other persons
_n the system. Edwards called this the "SHELL" model for obvious reasons.
Use of Simulators
The papers and workshops affirmed the increasing use of simulators in
complex man and computer-controlled systems. A first reason is that, because
of th,_ rich electronic intercommunication of component subsystems in simu-
lators and the availability of computers intrinsic to the system, it is
relatively easy to do measurements, data storage, data correlation, and even
on-line modeling of human behavior. A second reason for simulation is that
it is the best _._,' (perhaps the only viable way) to provide huRan operators
' exposure to low probability events - which is one of the major reasons that
human oper,_c:s are included in such systems.
Workload
. There was a great deal of discussion about human operator workload. Four
dltern_tive definitions of workload were evident. A first definition is in
terms of what the task demands are for "satisfactory performance" (required
reduction iv uncertainty, positioning speed or accuracy, forces required,
etc.), A second is in terms of the level of effort or difficulty as
perceiwd (subjectively) by the operator. A third is in terms of what the
" 9
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operator actually accomplishes, or some objective measure of his decision
success, speed, accuracy, or force. A fourth is in terms of risk or actual
detriment to his health or future capabilities. The common technique of
defining workload as the negative of "spare capacity" (objective performance
on a "side task") would fit the third category. The greatest problems in
workload analysis seemed to be in finding operational definitions which are
common across a variety of tasks.
Internal Models of External Systems
Keen interest in "internal modeling" was evident. The internal model
is as old as the ancients: the notion is that somehow the brain has an
internal representation of structures in the external world - of which it
can ask"what would happen if ... " and get reasonable answers. In more
recent years, "plant-model" controllers and Kalman filters have become useful
tools in control, and human operator modelers have hypothesized that people
make use of such internal models too - at least that is a convenient normative
base from which to model. For example, the well-known "Kleinman-Baron-Levison
optimal control model" of the human operator includes a Kalman predictor
as an internal model, and so do recent failure-detection models of Curry and
Gai.
When considering man-computer cooperation in supervisory control systems,
the problem arises whether the human operator needs an internal model not
only of the process or vehicle to be controlled but also of the decision-
making processes which involve the computer serving as a lower-level con-
troller. Such a consideration elicited further concern by some Symposium
participants that the computer needs not only an internal model of the
process to do its control job, but must also have some model of what the
human is likely or able to do in order that it can decide when to relinquish
control to the human or take back control. More is said of this san-computer
responsibility problem later.
Representation of Goals and Performance Criteria
Closely associated with the "internal models" discussions were those
of performance criteria, objective functions, cost functions, payoff functions,
tradeoff functions (and other terms, all of which mean the specification of
what is good and what is bad for a particular system).
It is not easy for the experimenter to comunicate to an experimental
subject a precise performance criterion or objective function, nor can a
human operator in an actual system explain precisely what function of i
relevant variables he is seeking to maximize. Attempts to communicate such
functional relationships in mathematical form almost always fail because _I
most people simply don't understand their own behavior in such terms Thus
the experimenter or the analyst of actual system behavior must infer the _performance criterion actually being used - either from observa_of actual
system behavior or from a battery of subjective Judgments which the subject
says he would make if confronted with given particular situations.
If inference of performance criterion is made from subjective Judgments,
i11
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there are several techniques which are under active development. One of these
is "multidimensional scaling" - a technique developed at Bell Telephone
Laboratories and based upon subjective judgment of dissimilarity between multi-
dimensional stimuli. By least-squares regression it yields "principal axes"
ztl-attribute utility",of difference between stimuli. A second technique is "mu'-"
developed by Raiffa, Keeney and others, and based on indifference judgments
of utility (or worth) with respect to l_tteries. It yielJs multi-dimensional
cardinal scales of utility. A third technique called "interpretive structural
modeling" was developed by Warfield and his colleagues at Battelle Institute,
and is appropriate where transitive orderings can be made among stimuli. A
fourth technique called "policy capturing" makes use of direct worth asses-
sment . And so on. All of these techniques have interactive computer pro-
cedures to accompany them.
Tradeoffs in System Strategy
The Symposium also dealt with what might be called "system strategy
tradeoffs" - questions of management philosophy regarding overall strategy
for making the system work best.
Perhaps two such tradeoffs are most important. The first is the question
of relative power of the human operator vs. the computer over one another.
_ho monitors whom? Should the human operator always have the upper hand, the
final word? Or should system designers endow the computer with the capability
to overrule erratic and detrimental decisions of the operator? To what
extent should man and computer be working in parallel, independently and in
relative ignorance of what the other is intending? Or is it preferable that
man and computer cooperate in close harmony, each being continually updated
on what the other is doing and intending? These questions were in no way
resolved. But the need for further research was evident.
A second "strategy tradeoff" is between acquiring enough data to be
confident of action vs. acting with anticipation. This is a somewhat older
problem of cybernetics, and does have a quantitative solution provided the
event states are well defined, and all the appropriate prior and contingent
probabilities of these events are known, as well as the costs/benefits of
possible outcomes.
Tradeoffs in Modeling
Questions of modeling philosophy were of particular interest because, as
systems become more complex and the role of the human operator becomes more
"supervisory" and thus less amenable to definition, modeling becomes more
'r difficult.
These questions might, again, be posed in terms of trading relations:
a) Mathematical models of man-machine systems are complex and incompre- 4
hensibie to many people to begin with, and lately are b_oming more so. Yet
the more traditional verbal model of classical b_havioral and social science
is often ambiguous and not seen as particularly useful in doing an engineering
Job. Is there a practical compromise between mathematical complexity and
verbal ambiguity?
i b) Controlled experiments require a constraint and distortion of reality,
12
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and the experimental subject knows this. Thus validity of his behavior is
questioned. Reality, on the other hand, is chaotic. How to trade between
the unreality of experimental control and the chaos of reality?
c) A common criticism of man-machine systems and technological "progress"
generally is that the people involved are more and more forced to behave like
(and be modeled like) machines. Should that trend continue? Or should there
be a counter-trend to enable human operators to behave and be modeled as
fully free, creative, social, emotional people?
d) As engineering areas have matured there have been efforts to stan-
dardize certain models, definitions, measures, etc. across th_ professional
con_unity. Shmald no standardization be introduced in thi_ field, is it
impossible or premature, or should some standardization efforts be pursued?
e) Man-machine modelers have been criticized as being "mechanistic",
"logical-positivist", "behaviorist", and therefore presumably out of date,
especially as we move toward supervisory control. The opposite might be a
"gestalt", "holistic" approach. E.R.F.W. Crossman has used the term
"polyvalent craftsman" to characterize the human supervisor. Can modeling in
such terms be useful, and what compromises are appropriate?
Ethical Implications
There is much talk these days of making individuals, companies, and
nations more "productive". Mostly, it seems, "productivity" is considered
in functional terms - speed, reliability, etc. At the Symposium there was
great concern, especially among the Scandanavian delegates, about productivity
in human terms - job satisfaction- and whether work is meaningful.
What changes is the computer making with respect to job satisfaction,
not only as regards employment statistics and training requirements? We are
warned that the computer and associated automation may be making the human
worker spatially more remote from actually handling the product, and tempor-
ally less synchronizedwith the rhythms of traditionalwork. The worker may
perceive that he has less and less direct effect on the product, is more and
more specialized, and has less and less understanding of the production
process generaily.
The rumblings in this problem area seemed a bit more significant than I
remember them to have been in previous meetings.
i
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tiUMd_ CONTROL AND MONITORING-MODELS AND EXPERIMENTS
}
By P.H. Wewerinke
N_tional Aerospace Laboratory (NLR)
SU_,i%RY
This paper deals with the results of a theoretical and experimental
program concerning hum_anmonitori1_g behavior. Apart from monitoring an auto-
matic approach, combined monitorinz and manual flight director control was
: stud_d t_ determine the 2n_e"_ference between subtasks. Also simultaneously
monitoriz_g J_.da_Jitory tracking was included.
The _'esul_s demonstrste that the multivariable monitor model adequately
describes human behavior in the aforementioned tasks. Furthermore, a multivari-
able workload model is developed. Computed workload is shown to agree
excellently with subjective ratings.
INTRODUCTION
With increasing complexity and automation }f aerospace vehicles the
human operator's role shifts from controller to supervisor. This necessitates
the proper tools for describing these manned vehicle systems. Apart from con-
trolling the system (to which situation considerable modeling effort has been
devoted), the pilot often has to fulfil other crucial functions, such as
monitoring the automatic system, making decisions, detecting system failures,
etc. The insight in this higher mental functioning is still rather incomplete
although several attempts have been made to investigate and model signal- and
failure detection behavior.
The object of this study was to describe human monitoring behavior and
to determine how it is affected by performing other tasks (interference). For
this, a model for monitoring multivariable systems has been developed which
can be considered as an extension of the research of Levison et al (Ref. 4).
Essentially, it is a cascade combination of the subjective expected utility
model (Refs. 2 and 3) and the state estimation submodel of the optimal control
model.
The model has been tested against experimental results of a fixed base
simulator program, dealing with monitoring the automatic approach of a DC-8.
Also combined monitoring and manual flight director control (using the optimal i
14
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control model) was investigated to determine the interference between several
subtasks using the task interference model given in reference 5. For the same
reason, the monitor tasks were combined with an auditory tracking task.
In section 2 the human operator models involved will be briefly reviewed.
Section 3 contains a discussion of the experimental program and a comparison
of the predicted and measured results. In section h pilot workload is analyzed
and a multivariable workload model is developed in accordance with the task
interference model fractional workload model saggested in reference 5.
HUMAN OPERATOR MODELS
This section summarizes the mathematical models which are used to pre-
dict and analyze the results of the experimental program discussed in the
next section. The models deal with human control-, monitor- and decision
mak ag behavior as well as their mutual interference.
Human control behavior is described by the optimal control model (OCM)
developed by Kleinman and Baron (Ref. I). This model consists of a perceptual
model indicating how the "displayed" variables are related to the "perceived"
variables, and a response model. The latter model describes how the internal
representation of the task environment results in the actual control input[s).
Human decision making behavior i_ described by the perceptual model,
however now in a cascade combination with the subjective expected utility
model (Refs. 2-h). This model, reflecting how "perceived" information results
in an optimal (binary) decision strategy, will be briefly discussed in the
next chapter.
Interference between several tasks is accoanted for by the task inter-
ference model developed and partly validated by Levison et al (Refs. h and 5).
This model plays a major role in the present study not only to predict the
interference between the pertinent control- and decision making tasks but
also to formulate the fractional and total workload involved in performing the
tasks. For this reason the task interference model is briefly discussed in
chapter 2.2.
Human operator workload is expressed in terms of the fractional attention
corresponding with each subtask (Ref. 5). One objective of the present study
was to extend and validate this model in order to predict human operator work-
load corresponding with multivariable control- and decision making tasks.
]
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Decision making model
Perceptual model
Decision making is assumed to be based on the internal representation
of the state of the world, i. This internal model of the system state, x, is
based on the "perceived" variables, yp according to
yp(t) = y(t-,) + Vy_'t-T ) (I) --"
where y represents the "displeyed" variables, T is a lumped "equivalent"
perceptual time delay, and v is a vector of independent, white, GaussianY
observation noises. The autocovariance of each noise component appears to
vary proportionally with mean-squared signal level and may be represented as
Vyi(t) = "PYi E I y_(t) I (2)
where P is the "noise/signal" ratio corresponding with the fractional
Yi
attention paid to variable Yi (see chapter 2.2).
Denoting the covariance of the difference between the instantaneous
value of the state vector and the estimate of it (e (t) = x (t) - _ (t)) by
Z , the pair (_, X ) constitutes a sufficient sta istic to test hypothese
about x, based on the data yp.
Subjective expected utility model
It is assumed that the human's decision strategy is reflected by the
following stages (Refs. 2-4).
• formulate (N) possible hypotheses, H.
J
assess probabilities of all hypotheses based on the available
information yp, P(H_/yD)
• determine (M) possible decisions, D.
• assign the utilities to each hypothesis/decision combination U..
10
• determine the maximum utility-decision DR according to D. - DR
for E = Emax, where I
N
E {U/D i } = X Uij P(Hj/yp) (3) i
i jI1
-i i
1 J
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Many decision making situations involve binary decisions (the choice
between two hypotheses, e.g., the prouability of a successful landing is large
enough or not). Both the following analysis and experimental program deal with
th_s class of decision tasks.
Now, let the mutually exclusive hypotheses H0 and HI correslJcnd to the
events that x _ R and x _ R, respectively, where R is defined as some region
(or window) in the state space. Using eq. (3) the human's decision is _here-
fore given by
P(HI/Yp) Uoo-UIo UO
D = DI if P(Ho/Yp) > U11_Uo I Z U I
(2)
D = DO otherwise
In the following the target region R is given by a multidimensional
"window"; then for H0 c%n be written
HO : XTL"< xi < XTU" for all i, i=I, ....n (5)i I
where XTL" and xTU" represent the lower and upper target boundary, respecti-i
rely. Computation _f eq. (2) requires the posterior probability of hypothesis
Ho
%u
I n
P (Ho/Yp) - f ... / p(X/yp) dXl...dx n (6)
XTL I XTLn
where p(X/yp) is (assumed to be) Gaussian with mean _ (maximum likelihood
estimate) and covariance _ . For the computation of various measures of
decision performance it is convenient to define the human's decision _pace
DS using eq. (_)
P(HI/Y_) U0
P(Ho/Yp) = Uq (7)
or
U I (8)
P(Ho/Y p) • Uo t 1
Combining eqe. (6) _ (8) yiela_
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xTU xTUI n
U I
/ • l" p (4,,_)dx_ ..dx =_ (_)
•" " " n Uo+U I
XTL I XTLn
where p(,%,h) represents the normal probability density function with mean
(representing the elements of DS) and covariance Z . Now the probability th_,t
decision DO is made can be computed according to
P(oo) --F (_ ,Ds) (_,))
The probability of wrongly deciding DO is given by
P(HI,D O) = P (x ¢ R, _, DS) (_I)
Alternatively, the probability of wrongly deciding DI can computed
according to
p(Ho,_I)= P (x,_, _ ¢ DS) ',_2)
Foregoing theoretical Oecision making measures will be compared with the
corresponding measures obtained in the experimental program discussed in
section 3.
Task interference model
Task interference is modeled in terms of the following relationship
between fraction of attention, f., paid to subtask (indicator) i and the
i. • •
correspcnding human's internal nolse/slgnal ratlo, P.!
Pi " Po./fi (13)
1
where PO is the ratio corresponding to single-task performance ("full
attention"). F_u'thermore, it is assumed that the amount of information-pro-
cessing capacity is determined by the demand of the subtasks and not by the
amount of subtasks to perform. In formula
M
i=i i
This model developed by Levison et al, has been partly validated for some
multivariable control situations (Ref. 5) and dual decision m_king tasks
(Ref. h). In the present study the model will be tested in multivariable
J
I
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hypotheses-situations, and in combined control and decision making tasks
(both interacting and non-interacting).
In reference 5 the concept of fractional attention, is related to
fractional workload. Based on this suggestion a multivariable workload model
/_ _C ..... +_1 _A a_nn m_kln_ _ituations) will be Presented and
compared with experimental data (subjective ratings)• The model will be
discussed in section _, because it has not been used to predict the expe-
rimental results.
EXPERIMENTS
Experimental set-up
In order to investigate monitoring behavior for v_rious task situations,
the following single-task configurations were examined in the experimental
program (figure I)
• monitoring the fast/slow- and the glideslope indicator during
an automatic approach of a DC-8 (indicated by M2)•
• monitoring the fast/slow-, the glideslope- and the localizer
indicator (M3).
• manual (flight director) approach (only longitudinally) of a DC-8
(C).
• auditory presented unstable first order tracking task with a time
conbtant of I sec (A).
Also combinations of these tasks were included to validate the afore-
mentioned task interference model for both control and monitoring tasks•
Combining the longitudinal control task and the two monitoring tasks results
in "two" interactin_ tasks, or put another way, the prior probabilities of
the monitor tasks depend on the human control behavior. The combinations of
the monitor tasks and the auditory tracking task were included to study the
interference between the monitor tasks and non-interacting (side-) tasks
(e.g., radio-communication, procedural tasks, etc). So, the resulting
combined task configurations are M2C, M3C, M2A and M3A.
,i
Single-task configurations !
Referring to figure I, the decision making tasks were intended to repre-
sent the pilot's task of deciding whether or not he is within the "lan_i_
19
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window". Each indicator was displayed along with two reference indicators
showing the "target" or region of acceptable deviations. The subject depressed
a response button whenever he decided hypothesis HI to be true (one or more
indicators outside their region of acceptance).
The longitudinal control task was a manual approach tracking task
(without the time varying aspect involved in an actual approach and landlng
task) using a flight director (FD in figure I). The flight director design,
autopilot characteristics and turbulence levels are derived from reference 6.
The first order instability task was presented auditory. The display --"
characteristics were such that the perceived tone (pitch) was linearly related
to the system output (Ref. 7). No external driving noise was included, so the
subject's task was to minimize his remnant by manipulating an isometric side-
arm controller.
Measures, subjects and procedure,
For the decision making tasks the measures discussed in section 2 were
taken. Tracking performance was measured in terms of the relevant variance-
scores (ILS-deviations, flight director deviations, speed deviations, stick
activity, and audio display-deviation). Furthermore, pilot workload was
measured in terms of subjective ratings on the scales presented in table I.
In case of the dual task configurations, an overall impression of the total
task difficulty was given.
Four general aviation pilots participated in the experiment. The subjects
were provided with about fifty _raining trials totally (six on each of the
eight configurations) corresponding with a relatively stable level of per-
formance. In the formal experiment each configuration was presented four
times per subject. The duration of the trials was five minutes and the order
of presentation of the trials per subject was random.
In the combined control- and decision making task the subjects were instruc-
ted to perform the control task as well as possible and to spend their
"reserve capacity" on the decision making task.
Theoretical and experimental results
Since space does not permit an extensive presentation of the experimental
results , only the principal results will be discussed corresponding with the
model predictions.
These will be contained in a later report.
20
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Single-indicator tasks
In order to obtain noise/signal ratios corresponding to monitor single-
display indicators ("full attention") a base-line experiment was conducted
to "calibrate" the displays. Three subjects performed each of the three single-
: _:_ _-_ .... _ +_ +,,_+4_ The meas_ed _pC_on mAkin_ scores
are shown in table 2. Two model parameters were varied to match the corres-
ponding scores: the observation noise level associated with the displayed
variable and the utility ratio UI/UO. The perceptual time delay, T, was kept
constant (0.20 see). The resulting _odel scores are also given in table 2.
Although the subjects were instructed to weigh "miss"-errors and "false alarm"-
errors equally and to minimize the total decision error, P , they were
e
apparently somewhat reluctantly in deciding "in" (U1/Uo=1.75).
Based on this result U]/Uo=I.5 w_s use_ for the subsee21ent model predictions.
The resulLing observatlon noise levels reflect display phenomena and/or
"indifference" thresholds. These values were assumed to be the ratios
corresponding to "full attention" (P ).O.
• i.
Using eq. (13) the actual noise/slgnal ratio could be determined given
the fraction of _u_ion, f. paid to indicator i for the multivariaole
l'
decision making (and control) tasks.
Multivariab!e decision tasks
Decision scores were predicted for the M2- and M3-tasks assuming an
equal division of attention among the display indicators. A comparison of
measured and predicted scores (Table 3) reveals an excellent agreement between
all corresponding scores. The effect of the ratio UI/U0 on the decision making
scores is shown in figure 2. As expected the probability of deciding "in" as
well as the joint probabilities are relatively sensitive to this ratio;
however, the total d_$ision error, Pe' increases only slightly when UI/UO
varies from I to 1.5_.
Decision making and non-interacting control
Next the combined auditory tracking and decision making tasks are _
considered. The following procedure was used.
.
i Observation noise levels corresponding with indicator position are modi-
fied because of the non-zero references (Ref. h).
The assumed value of 1.5 turned out to be rather close to the actually
• "measured' ratio. Pilot's comments clarified why this ratio was larger
than one: after being out the "window" they wanted to be "sure" before
deciding "in" again.
21 ,__
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The noise levels of the single audio task were determined by matching the
model scores to the measured ones uslng figure 3; these values corr,_spond to
"full attention". The same was done for the audio tasks when performed in
combination with the decision tasks. The corresponding fractions of attention
(fA) were used to predict the attention paid to the decision tasks (1-fA).
The resulting decision scores are given in table 3. Comparing these scores
wi_h Lh_ m_as_-ed _ o,,_,_-_....+ha_,_ the _l...........p_d_t_ _ larger interference
than actually measured (about ten percent too large for both M2(A) and M3(A)).
Matching the measured decision scores using figures 4 and 5 containing the
theoretical curves of decision error versus fraction o± attention results in
an actual fraction of attention paid to M2(A) of 0.7 and to M3(A) of 0.73.
The explanation for the smaller interference is, of course, the fact
that the decision task involves visual information and that the control task
is presented auditory. So, we see that the interference between visual and
aural information is less than between two visual tasks. It is particularly
interesting to note that the amount of interference for the combined M2(A)
task is just the same as for the M3(A) task: the total amount of information
processing capacity is for both configurations 1.2. Based on these results
it is concluded that the task interference model has to be adjusted for
multi-modality tasks. For combined visual and auditory tasks the total
amount of information processing capacity is tentatively hypothesized to be
1.2 (instead of I (2) for full (no) interference).
Decision making and interacting control
The third set of configurations was included to determine the extent to
which the task interference model would hold for simultaneous control and
decision making when control behavior affects the (a priori) decision making
statistics. For this reason the aforementioned split-axis manual approach and
monitor task was investigated. The basic assumption in modellng this
situation was that control behavior was based on the perception of the flight
director and decision making on the basis of the perceived monitor indicators
(u, d and y). In other w,rds, it was assumed that two separate internal
models were used.
The same procedure was followed as before. The _ingle control task (C)
was modeled by matching the model scores to the measured ones. Th_ r_sulting
correspondance (shown in table h) is obtained for a noise ratio of -18.7 dB.
By varying only the observation noise ratio the control tasks when performed
in combination with the decision tasks (C(M2) and C(M3)) were matched. The
result is also contained in table 4. The corresponding fractions of attention
(f^), shown in figure 6, were used to predict the attention paid to the
de_ision tasks (1-f). The resulting decision scores are given in table 3.
Comparing these wit_ the measured errors shows an excellent agreement for
the M3(C) task, however, the predicted errors for the M2(C) task are consi-
derably larger (20 %) than the measured errors. For this reason the measured
decision scores were matched using figure 7. The resulting scores (given in
22
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table 3) correspond with a fraction of attention which is about 0.1 smaller
th_n the predicted fraction (based on the interference model).
It is concluded from the foregoing results that the total information
prccessing capacity is relatively constant (1.0 for the M3(C) task and 0.9
for the M2(C) task). However, an interesting refinement to the model will be
discussed in the next section incorporating the aspect of pilot workload•
PILOT WORKLOAD
In accordance with the task interference model and the fra=tional wor_--
load mode?, suggested in reference 5, a multi-task workload model is proposed
in th_s _ection and compared with measured workload (subject_,e ratings).
Assuming the workload corresponding with performing a single task (indi-
cator), W , the fractional workload when performing this task in combination
with othe° tasks is
Wi = W° F(f i) (15)
where F(f. ) represents the functional relationship between the fraction of
attentionldedicated to the subtask i and the corresponding fractional work-
load. The tota],workload involved in performing M tasks is given by
M
Wt = _ W. (16)1
i=I
implicitly assuming that the function F is such that W. is expressed in units
along an interval scale, i
Subjective ratings were used which were obtained on the adjectival
"demand-scale" shown in table I (Ref. 8). This scale is assumed to be an
interval scale. Assuming a logarithmic relationship between f. and W. results1 1
in F(fi) = Log cfi where c is an empirical constant corresponding to the
zero of the interval scale. A value of c = 10.5 results in computed total
workload values surprisingly close to th_ measured workload ratings. This is
shown in _able 5 and plotted in figure 8 .
! Returning to configuration M2(C) one can see that the computed workload <
based on the predicted fraction of attention on the monitor task is larger ,_
, than the measured workload. This is in accordance with the predicted perfor-
i mance which was superior to the measured decision error. Using the "matched"
I _ During the single-indicator experiment no workload data were obtained. _
Therefore, W° , etc. were assumed to be equal and estimated by matching
• U
the M2 confxguratlon. The result was a rating of 3.I.
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fraction of attention results in a predicted workload very close to the value
actually measured (see table 5 and figure 8). So, the only question is why
the predicted performance-workload trade-off differs from the measured one.
In figure 9 the theoretical curves of decision error versus fraction of
attention are shown for both M2(C) and M3(C). For the matched M2(C) task the
performance versus workload trade-off, AP /JW = .12. This is close to the
' _c .... _uggestion is that thevalue for the M3(Cj configurations (.!!). _, ,_c
subjects were not motivated enough to spend their "full" capacity because the
pay-off was insufficient. More experimentation will b_ needed to establish
this capacity/pay-off relationship. However, this can be considered as a
(useful) refinement to the models which have been shown to describe
encouragingly the control and decision making tasks studied in this program,
both in terms of performance and workload.
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TABLE l: RATING SCALES
_ame :
Task:
Using the _cale [tlow, indicate the d_grcc or" effort you spend on
performing the, t,a:+k
0 _ 13 h 17
increasing effort
Rating scale for Rating Scale for
Controllability/observability and Precision Demands on _ilot
0
- 0
Extremely easy to control/monitor
- with excellent precision
I - I
2 2
Very easy to control/monitor with [ Completely undemanding,
--good precision --t very relaxed and comfortable
3 3
1 Largely undemanding relaxed
4 - Easy to control monitor with fair h _
-- precision
5 - 5
l[ Mildly demanding of pilot
6 L[ Controllable/observable with somewhat 6 L attention, skill, or effort[ inadequate precision
[Demanding of pilot attention,
Controllable/observable, but only effortT "-- very imprecisely 7
or
DifficultI to control/monitor
I fV_ry demanding of pilot at-
- _--_tention, skill, or effort8 Very difficult to control/monitor 8
I
l, IC°mpletely demanding of pilot9 Nearly unoontrollable/unobservable
9 [l_ attention, skill, or effort
10p-_ Uncontrollable/unobservable Nearly uneontrollable/unoblervable
L_J
I_ [_ Uncontrollable/unobservable
0 Not applicable 0 Not applicable
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AN EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION FOR STUDY OF PILOT INTEP_CTION
WITH AUTOMATED AIRBORNE DECISION MAKING SYSTEMS*
By William B. Rouse, Yee-Yeen Chu, and Rex S. Walden
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801
SUMMARY
This paper describes an experimental situation which allows varying
degrees of automation in a set of control and monitoring tasks. The control
tasks involve flying a map display at specified altitude and speed. The
monitoring tasks involve detection of events in N dynamic processes each
of which has an associated display. Events evoke actions which involve
a checklist-like tree search. Computer aid, with adjustable reliability,
is available for both the control and monitoring tasks. A series of
experiments which are to be performed in this experimental situation are
described.
INTRODUCTION
Several factors are leading to the consideration of automated deci-
sion making systems for aircraft operations. Aircraft are becoming more
sophisticated and complicated while greater precision and performance is
being required of the pilot. The pilot simply does not have the time to
do everythiztg well. At the same time, computers are becoming smaller,
faster, and cheaper. Thus, computer-alded decision making is (or will be)
both desirable and feasible.
However, it is unlikely that the computer will completely replace
the pilot. In failed or unusual situations, the pilot will be called upon
to manually perform tasks normally allocated to the computer. Also, the
pilot will serve as an executive or m_nager providing goals to the computer,
monitoring overall performance, and occasionally preempting inappropriate
decisions by the computer.
The problem area addressed by the project discussed in this paper is
the interaction between a human pilot and a computer with decision making
responsibility. The goal of the research is to enhance cooperation between
the two decision makers by understanding end then avoiding possible modes
of competition between them.
Supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under
NASA - Ames Grant NSC-2119.
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To be more specific, we are concerned with multi-task situations
and the issues of primary interest include:
i. Allocation of responsibility between human and computer.
2. Resolution of conflicts between human and computer.
3. Human confidence in the computer system.
Considering allocation of decision making responsibility, we have pro-
posed that responsibilities not be strictly assigned to each decision
maker [1,2]. Instead, allocation should adapt to the state of the aircraft
and the state of the pilot. Both pilot and computer would have responsi-
bility for all or most decision making tasks with responsibility at any
particular instant being assigned to the decision maker most able at that
moment to perform the task. Simple concepts from queueing theory indicate
that such a procedure for allocation of responsibility would improve the
utilization of system (aircraft plus pi]ot) resources and thereby improve
system performance. This approach would allow the pilot to retain a cohe-
rent role in the sense of having overall responsibility for the whole
aircraft while the computer would enable the pilot to avoid having to
continually exercise all of these responsibilities.
The most significant disadvantage of adaptive allocation is the possi-
bility of conflict between the two decision makers. Without sufficient
information about each other's actions, the pilot and computer might
compete to perform tasks. This would degrade system performance (and
perhaps be disastrous) and possibly cause adaptive allocation to be an
unattractive approach. Theoretical and experimental approaches are being
employed to assess the costs of conflict and devise methods of avoiding
conflicts.
Of course, the success of any adaptive decision making system will
depend on the pilot's confidence in the system. Within our experiments,
we plan to study the pilot's decisions concerning mode of use of the compu-
ter system and his ability to detect when the decision making system has
failed.
THEORETICAL FORMULATION
To investigate the feasibility of adaptively allocating decision making
responsibility between human and computer, a mathematical model of multi-
task decision making was developed and several simulation experiments were
performed [3]. The goal of this effort was determination of the effects
of several system variables including number of tasks, mean time between
arrivals of action-evoking events, human-computer speed mismatch, proba-
bility of computer error, probability of human error, and the level of
feedback between human and computer.
The model is based on queueing theory concepts. Multl-task decision
making is described in terms of events and actions. The decision maker's
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task is to detect action-evoking events and to decide whether or not any
p_rticuiar task warrants his full attention. The model assumes the human
to employ a quasi-optimal decision making strategy for scanning displays
and allocating attention. However, the results of our simulation studies
are probably not very sensitive to the particular strategy employed, mainly
because we were most interested in gross effects.
The theoretical formulation has given us valuable insights to problems
associated with the design of an adaptive decision making system. However,
before we can use this formulation to evaluate potential designs, a better
understanding of human decision making in multi-task situations is needed. .._.
AN EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION
We have developed the following experimental situation with two goals
in mind. First, we wanted a situation of enough generality to allow several
experiments to be performed without substantial changes in the software
and/or hardware. Second, we wanted to be consistent with the simulations
being developed at NASA Ames Research Center [4].
Figure I illustrates the CRT display observed by the pilot. The
display is a Hewlett Packard 1310 while the computer generating the
display is a PDP-II/40 augmented by special purpose equipment for refreshing
the display. The pilot's task is to fly the Boeing 707 dynamics along
the m_p while maintaining specified altitude and air speed. His flight
instruments are displayed beside the map. The pilot has aileron, elevator,
and thrust controls.
", o
i " "- ,t
i P 5 '_" " 1%'"
! • I 4 • •
Figure I: The Experimental Situation
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The instruments below the map repregent the numerous aircraft sub-
systems (e.g., electrical, hydraulic, etc.) which the pilot monitors for
possible action-evoking events. Each of the subsystem instruments repre-
sents a linear dynamic process driven by non-zero mean white noise input.
An event is defined as the removal of the input, which causes the state
of the process to asymptotically approach zero (pointer down).
Upon detecting an event to which he wi_hes to respond, the pilot
selects that subsystem via a 4 x 3 keyboard. The display shown in Figure 2
then appears. This represents the first level of a checklist-like tree
associated with the subsystem of interest. He searches for a branch labeled
with a zero and selects that branch with his keyboard. If the tree has
more levels, the next level is then displayed. After completing the last
level of the tree, the action is complete and the display shown in Figure i
returns.
Figure 2: Display When Pilot Has Reacted to an Action-Evoking Event
Within this e_perimental situation, we can vary the complexity of the
map, the availability of auCopilot, the number of subsystems, the distri-
bution of arrivals of events among task_, and many other aircraft and sub-
system parameters.
42
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EXPERIMENTS PLANNED
Two set_ of experiments are planned using the above experimental situa-
tion. The first set will address the question: How is pilot d_cision
making (in terms of response times, errors, and computer usage) affected
by task complexity, autopilot, and non-adapti_c computer aiding?
At this point, the following scenario is envisioned. Subjects will
fly 50 minutes enroute (simple map) and there will be little subsystem
activity (few events). Then, they will fly I0 minutes in a landing situa-
tion (complex map) where there will be considerable subsystem activity.
Experimental measurements will include:
i. Response time to subsystem events,
2. Probabilities of error,
a. False alarm
b. Missed event
c. Incorrect action
3. Course errors,
4. Control actions.
For the first experiment, each subject will perform three trials
where the experimental variable of interest will be:
I. No autopilot,
2. Reliable autopilot,
3. Unreliable autopilot.
Reliable autopilot refers to one with a low probability of malfunction
while unreliable refers to one with a high probability of malfunction.
An autopilot malfunction is characterized by the aircraft maintaining its
current bearing and air speed and thereby eventually deviating from the
desired path. Once a malfunction occurs, a subject's task is to take over
control of the aircraft, _eturn it to the appropriate course, and re-engage
the autopilot (which never fails irreparably).
The second experiment of this first set of experiments will employ
the same scenario and consider pilot interaction with a decision making
system designed to aid him in detecting subsystem events and acting appro-
prlately. This system will be non-.adaptlve and designed on the basis of
results obtained from the first exper£mnt. The computer aid will have
two Nodes of operatlon (other than "off"):
1. Detection only,
2. Detection and action.
It will also have an Internal adjustment whereby its probability of success-
ful decision maklng can be changed. When initialized, this probability
will be hish enough to be a sIsnlflcant aid to the pilot. Hotmver, if a
malfunctlon occurs, the probabillty will decrease to the point of maklns
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the computer aid a hinderance. The subject's task will be to detect this
occurrence _nd reset the adjustment via a simple pushbutton. The computer
aid will ;lave two levels of reliability which will be characterized in a
manner similar to the autopilot, probably using the same numerics to stan-
dardize subjects' perception of reliability.
The empirical results obtained from this first set of experiments
will be combined with the theoretical formulation discussed above aL1d
employed in the design of an adaptive de_sion making system. Besldes
the queueing theory formulation, we are also considering centrol theory
as a methodology with which to design an adaptive system. Another issue
of special importance to an a_aptive system is the measurement of both
aircraft and pilot states. Several alternative approaches are being
considered. The adaptive system that results from our investigations will
be experimentally evaluated using the situation discussed in this paper.
CONCLUSIONS
It appears inevitable that aircraft will become increasingly automated.
However, it also appears unlikely that the pilot will disappear from the
cockpit. Instead the pilot and computer will have to cooperate in manag-
ing the aircraft. This paper has discussed an experimental situation that
is being u_ed to theoretically and experimentally determine how cooperation
between these two decision makers can be enhanced.
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\AN EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION FOR STUDY OF
HUMAN DECISION MAKING IN MULTI-PROCESS MONITORING*
by William B, Rouse and Joel S, Greensteln
University of Illinois
Urbsns, ll]inols 6180_
SUMMARY ,_.
This paper describes an experimental situation which has been developed
to enable study of the human's decision strategy and performance when moni-
toring multiple dynamic processes. _le decision maker's goal is to detect
dynamic and/or statistical changes in any of the processes and take appro-
priate action to return the process to an acceptable mode of behavior. This
situation is somewhat analogous to industrial monitoring and air traffic
control. A series of planned experiments is discussed whose resu,ts are to
be employed in the design of a computer-aided process monitoring system where
the computer learns how to detect changes by "watching" the human perform
the task.
INTRODUCTION
Quite frequently, a human must simultaneously monitor several dynamic
processes. His task is to detect action-e_klng events _nd imp!emenc the
appropriate actions. As the number of processes increases and/or as the
frequency of •orlon-evoking events _ncreases, the human becomes overloaded
and overall system perforn_tnce decreases.
The goal of the project discussed in this paper is the design of s
computer-alded process monitoring system• Three important _ssues in the
design of such • system •re:
I. Allocetlon of decision making re_ponslbillty,
2. Resolution of conflicts between _ecision makers,
3. Human confidence in the computer system.
Theoretical studies [1,2,3] hive led us to suggest that •lloc•tlon of reapon-
sibility should be dynamic (i.e., _itustlon dependent) with particular
• decislon making tasks being assigned to the decision maker who, •t the
mowent, has th: time to devote to the task. This approach can yield sisnlfi-
cant performance benefice if conflicts beCtNten declsionmakers can be •voided.
Supported by the Joint Services Electronics Program (U.S. Army, U.S. l_vy,
and U.S. Air Force) under Contract DAAB-07-72-C-0259.
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Instead of resol_ conflicts, it would be preferable to avoid thLm.
An approach to accomplibning this involves giving the computer a model of
human behavior so that the computer may infer the state of the human within
the overall system. To develop an understanding of human decision making
in the simultaneous monitoring of several dynamic processes, we have designed
an experimental situation. This situation will be employed both in the
development of models of human decision making and for evaluation of pote,_-
tial systems for computer-aided process monitoring.
AN EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION
Figure i illustrates the display observed by the subject. The display
is generated on a Tektronix 4010 display terminal by a time-shared DEC-
System I0 computer and depicts the measured values of the outputs ot n_ne
processes over the past I00 sampling intervals. The subject's task is to
monitor the processes, via the display, for the occurrence of abnormal events.
The processes normally have identical second order system characteristics
with zero-mean Gaussian white noi3e inputs of identical variance. The dis-
played measurements of the process output3 are corrupted by additive zero-
mean Gaussian white noise sequences which normally have identical variance.
Abnormal events might be represented by changes in the dynamic3 of a process,
changes in the process input, or an increase in measurement noise variance.
After scanning the nine process histories, the subject is given an
opportunity to key in the numbers of processes in which he has decided an
abnormal event has occurred. He also enters his estimate of the time at
which the event occurred. Upon completion of his responses he is given
feedback regarding the actual states of the processes he has keyed in ("i"
indicates the norn_l state, "0" indicates an abnorr_sl state). _e display
is then erased, any abnormal processes detected by the subject are returned
to the ncrmal state, and a new display depicting the process histories
advanced in time is generated as illustr_ted in Figure 2.
Within this experimental situation we can vary the number and type of
different events, the frequency of occurrence of events, the distribution
of even=s over processes, and the amount of time the process histories are
advanced each iteration. The format in which the s..Ject reports evcat
occurrences and receives feedback can also be varied.
EXPERIMENTS PLANED
Two sets of experiments are planned that will ,,mploy the above experl-
men*el situation. The first set will investigate human decision makin_ in
event detectio:: and attention allocation. In the second _e_ of experiments,
computer-alded process monitoring vilI be studied.
Within the first set of experiments, one experiment is curze:,tly
underway while another will soon begln. The firs= experiment i_ aimed at
46
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understanding the human's event detection behavior. Subjects are allowed
to respond to as many events as they think have occurred. Their false alarm_
are subtracted from their hits and then, the remaiILder is divided by a
measure of their delay in responding (event waiting time). The resulting
measure is their score which they are instructed to maximize,
To model human decision making in this task, we are employing signal
detection theory and discriminant analysis. Our goal is to develop a model
that will be of real time use to a computer as it attempts to assess the
_ate of the decision maker.
The experiment that is soon to begin emphasizes event detection and
attention allocation. In this experiment, subjects will only be allowed to
respond to one event per iteration. Thus, they must tradeoff uncertainty
and costs to re_ch a decision. We have developed a queueing theory model
of this task and will compare it to the human's decision making performance
in this experiment.
The second set of experiments will consider computer-aided process
monitoring. We envision that the computer will employ the detection and
attention allocation models noted above to assess the state of the decision
maker. The computer will then be able to adapt to both the state of the
task and the state of the human.
CONCLUSIONS
Many human tasks can be abstracted as the simultaneous monitoring of
multiple dynamic processes. Computer aiding may allow the human to monitor
an increased number of processes and also to monitor more effectively. The
research _iscussed in this paper is aimed at designing and evaluating a
comput, r-aided process monitoring system along the lines of that proposed
in reference 3.
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THE PSYCHOPHYSICS OF RANDOM PROCESSES
Renwick E. Curry and T. Govindaraj
Man-Vehicle Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
ABSTRACT
One of the major functions of the human monitor is to detect failures
in systems under observation. For systems which display continuous-
time variables, this is equivalent to determining when the statisti-
cal parameters of the random process have changed. This paper re-
ports on some preliminary experiments to determine the thres_!d
values for changes in the variance, bandwidth, and damping r_ io of
a second order random process. The detection time appears to be
summarized by the change in the standard deviation of the velocity
of the display.
INTRODUCTION
Human monitoring and supervisory control has become a research topic of
increasing interest due to the advances in lower cost automation (Sheridan and
Johansen, 1976). One aspect of htman monitoring is that of failure detection,
and some results and models have been proposed for modelling the human's ability
to detect changes the mean of random process (Gai and Curry, 1976). However,
there are many other parameters of a random process which are subject to change
(Anyakora and Lees, 1972), examples of which are changes in variance, band-
width, and damping ratio. In a recent review (Curry and Gai, 1976) we were
unable to uncover data on the ability of the human to detect changes in these
parameters. Thus we performed a set of experiments to determine the prelimin-
ary threshold values for changes in these random process parameters, i.e.,
to determine some of the basic psychophysical constants of random processes.
These data when complete will be valuable in designing more extensive experi-
ments, and will also be useful in modelling efforts and in obtaining perfor-
mance _stimates for the human in failure detection tasks.
5O
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EXPERIMENT
Overviev
This experiment was conducted to determine the thresholds for various
parameters of a stochastic process. The process is the output of a second
order shaping filter with transfer function
K
(s/_)z + 2(_/_ )s + i
n n ...
and zero mean white noise input. The output was displayed by the vertical
displacement of a horizontal line on an oscilloscope screen. After the steady
state was reached, one of the parameters of the filter was either increased or
decreased (frequency, _ , damping, _, or the gain, K (for noise power and hence
the output variance)): _he observer was expected to detect the "failure," or
change. All the relevant parameters and the detection time were recorded fcr
each trial.
Equipment
A PDP-II/10 digital computer and TR48 analog computer were used for the
experiments. The uniformly distributed zero mean white noise was generated
digitally and was passed through a second order (digital) shaping filter. The
analog computer was then used to smooth the output for display on an oscillo-
scope screen. The smoothing filter pole was far away from the shaping filter
natural frequency, but sufficiently low to eliminate any discrete jumps when
the high frequency content of the process was increased. The subject was
seated about 2½ feet in front of the oscilloscope screen. The display was
scaled to such that that the screen height was equal to 60 of the process.
Graticule marks provided the reference. The subject had two switches (for
responding increase and decrease) to indicate his decision when the change was
detected. These switches were continuously read before each update of the
output of the process every 1/30 of a second.
Procedure
Sixteen graduate students participated in two sessions lasting approxi-
mat_.ly 40 minutes each. Each session consisted of three series of trials in
which one of the three parameters was changed from its nominal value. Only
one of the four nominal random processes was used in each session; the four
nominals were obtained by the factorial combination of T(=2_/_ ) = i., 3 and
- .2, .707.
I.&
At the start of the familiarization phase, the normal or nominal mode
was shown to the subject for two minutes. After this normal mode presentation,
large failures were shown to familiarize the subject with the nature of the
change. The change occured randomly between 7 and 12 seconds after the start
of the trial. Five practice trlals were normally sufficient to allow the sub-
Ject to become familiar with the changes. If the procedure was not clear at
this stage the five initial trials were repeated, i
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Before the beginning of the experime,t the subject was told of the stop-
ping criterion, i.e., that the objective was to determine the minimum detect-
able change Jn the parameter value. He was instructed to press the switch as
soon as he was certain about his decision. Correct detections were acknowledg
ed by the printing of a single character on the teletype which was audible to
the subject. When an error was made, the nature of the error was printed on
the teleptype and the experimenter informed the subject about the error Three
types of error were possible: if a change was 'detected' before one really oc-
cured it was labelled a false alarm; if change was judged as a decrease while
it was actually an increase (or vice versa), or if the change was not detected
within the time limit, it was labelled as a missed alarm. During any trial, --"
the failed mode continued for 30 seconds after the beginning of the failure;
if a decision had not been made by this time, the motion stopped at zero and
a period of 5 seconds was given to decide. If a decision was not made after
this, it was considered a missed alarm. The experiment continued until he
made three or more errors in the most recent six trials.
After each trial, a blanking period of three seconds was given before
starting the next trial. From one trial to the next, the parameter change
could be either an increase or a decrease according to the following relation
(p_) = exp { in R x S}
PN - Nominal value of the parameter
P - Changed or failed value
R - Ratio for initial change (R = i0)
S - Stimulus (S = ± .8, ± .6, ± .4, ± .2, ± 0.16, ± 0.12,
± 0.04, ± 0.03, ± 0.02, ± 0.01, ± 0.008, ± 0.006,
± 0.004, ± 0.002, ± 0.0015, ± 0.0001, ± 0.0005)
%
To avoid guessing by the subject, the decrease in magnitude, As, was taken for
two steps, resulting in a set of four stimuli (SI, $2, -Sl, -$2). The stimulus
was chosen at random for presentation among these four until all the four were
exhausted. Then the next set of four was similarly chosen and presented. The
subject was told only that the magnitude of change would be decreasing in such
a way that it would become progressively harder to detect its change. Initial-
ly, the changes were rather large, S = ± .8 or 0.6 etc.
RESULTS
Figures i, 2, and 3 show plots of detection time as a function of the
ratio of the parameter change (on a logarithmic scale) for variance, bandwidth
(period), and damping ratio. For later analysis we have plotted detection
times for changes in variance and bandwidth as a function of the change in the
standard deviation of the observed random process. The curves shown in
Figures 4 and 5 are least squares fit to the detection time data.
Threshold values were obtained usinz a maximum likelihood estimate for
the observed probabilities of correct responses assuming a high-threshold
model for detection. The likelihood function for the observed responses is
52
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given by n n
= _ P(CIS i) ci p(wlsi) wi
i
where P(CISi) = Probability correct, stimulus Si
P(WIS i) _ i - P(CIS i)
n = number correct, stimulus S.
ci i
nwi = number wrong, stimulus Si
The expression for probability of being correct for the high-threshold-theory
model is
P(CISi) = P(CID)P(D ) + P(CID_e(D)
where P(CID) = i
P(CID) ffi½ (guessing factor)
P(D) _i-_ 1
D_in detection state, D_in nondetection state
where A is the st_ulus level, _ is the threshold value and o is the standardi
deviation. We found that using &i = log Si gave an appropriate Gaussian form
for the stimulus values. (This may be due to the somewhat limited number of
responses at each stimulus level, at the most eight).
The calculated thresholds are shown in Table i for the four nominal and
random processes. The fit of this threshold model to the data was not parti-
cularly good because of the small number of samples available, so that these
values must be considered extremely preliminary. This is due to the small
number of subjects and the measurement technique which we employed to obtain
a rapid determination of threshold. Our subsequent experiments will use
more conventional psychophysical techniques.
DISCUSSION
The subjects had no difficulty distinguishing between increases and
decreases in bandwidth and variance, i.e., all subjects would agree that an
"increase" had occurred when so indicated by the experimenter. The same was
not true for changes in damping ratio, which is reflected in the wide varia-
tion of detection times as shown in Figure 3. We finally arrived at a proce-
dure of never explaining that it was an "increase" or "decrease," but Just
told the subjects, during the familiarization phase, that they were about to
see a change of one sign or the other; we let the subjects determine whether
it should be comsldered an "increase" or "decrease."
Examination of Figure 1 and 2 also indicates that there is an asymmetry
in detection times for increase and decreases in variance and bandwidth. A
53
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heuristic explanation for the asymmetry of detection times for changes in vari-
ance is suggested by the "exceedance limits" hypothesis. The subjects learn
what values are "rarely exceeded" which correspond to (say) 2 o levels. The
first time that the display exceeds this level is an indication that the vari-
ance has increased, and thus an increase of variance is indicated by the sub-
Ject. On the other hand, when the variance is decreased, it takes the subject
more cycles of the random process to determine that the display is not coming
as close to the exceedance limit as it had before.
This asymmetry seems somewhat surprising if one considers the stimulus
as a change in RMS velocity, because it can be shown that for the random pro-
cesses considered here, the standard deviation of display velocity is "_"
o-=w o
x nx
If the concept of a Weber fraction holds, then we have
Ao. A w Ao
X n x
x n x
which would not imply any asymmetry in detection times. Such a model would
seem appropriate since Brown (1960) has shown that the relative velocity
threshold is approximately one-tenth of the absolute velocity. On the other
hand, Figures 4 and 5 show that the detection times are reasonably well describ-
ed by the change in absolute RMS velocity, rather than its relative value (a
possibility suggested by Capt. R. Gressang).
As an alternative to the velocity effects, a normative approach to detect
the changes in parameters would be to examine the residuals of the Kalman
filter designed for the nominal process. If the Kalman filter is operating on
the random process for which it was designed, the residuals will be white
noise. Any deviation of the residuals from the white noise situation indicates
a change has taken place. We have derived the equations for this increment
to the residual auto-correlatlon function (Curry and Gal, 1976) and show in
Figure 6 some typical changes to the autocorrelatlon function for changes in
frequency and damping ratio. (In addition to the autocorrelatlon function
shown, the Kalman filter residual has a wh!te-nolse component, i.e., an im-
pulse at T = 0 in Figure 6.) Figure 6 shows that an increase in bandwidth
yields a much larger autocorrelation component than does a decrease in band-
width of even greater magnitude (measured on a logarithmic scale). Thus it
seems as though the normative Kalman filter model for failure detection may
be a reasonable basis for a descriptive model of human failure detection for
these parameter changes, as well as the change in mean of a random process.
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THRESHOLDS
- + -
Nominal T+/T ° T /T° _x /gx ° ox /gx °
T z i, _ = 0.2 1.1549 0.9326 1.1610 0.8097
T = i, [ = 0.707 1.3072 0.9165 1.2655 0.7406
T = 3, _ = 0.2 1.2167 0.9009 1.3917 0.8710
T = 3, _ - 0.707 1.2070 0.9517 1.1299 0.7227
Table i: Calculated Thresholds for Period and
Standard Deviation Changes
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Figure i: Detection tlme vs. period change
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Figure 2: Detection time vs. variance change
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Figure 3: Detection time vs. damping ratio
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A NOVEL APPROkCH TO TIIE CROSS-ADAPTIVE AUXILIARY TASK
By Arye R. Ephrath
National Research Council Associate
NASA Ames Research Center
INTRODUCTION
Tt_e technique of the adaptive task was first introduced by Birmingham
(1959) and since used by various investigators in operator-performance studies
(Kelley, 1962; Birmingham Pt al., 1962; Hudson, 1964; Kelley, 1970). Under
this now-classic adaptive (or self-adjusting) scheme, the task's difficulty
is modulated in real time by the operator's performance score: as the opera-
tor performs more skillfully, his task becomes more difficult. This techni-
que found useful applications in a number of areas, such as measuring opera-
tor skill, personnel selection and training, and manlal-control system design
(cf. Kelley et al., 1965).
The cross-adaptive loading task technique is a modification of the self-
adjusting task scheme and allows the investigator to keep the operator's per-
formance on the primary task constant (Figure I): th_ operator's primary task
performance is monitored continuously and compared t) a predetermined desired
level; primary task performance which is better than the standard effects an
increase in the difficulty not of the primary task bit of a concomitant load-
ing task, thus keeping the primary task performance :onstant by varying the
operator's overall workload.
Fox th_ purpose w-c this research, _.,_._,_.... ... it _as considered desirable_
to keep the overal _ workload constant at a predetecmined level and co study
the resulting perfo, lan_e in a primary piloting task. Consequently, a measur-
ing (non-loading) side task was used, and it was placed in the feedback path.
This concomitant task continuously measured the operator's workload level and
deviation of this measure from the preset standard, properly filtered, modu-
lated the noise content (and hence, the difficulty) of the primary piloting
task (Figure 2).
THE PRIMARY TASK
The investigation utilized a fixed-base ground simulator which was con-
figured as the cockpit of a deHaviland CC-II5 Buffalo. The primary task con-
sisted of flying a straight, 220 ° localizer course while descending a 2°
glide slope in zero-visibillty conditions. In performing this task the sub-
Jects relied on the conventional flight instruments - airspeed, attitude,
vertical speed and glideslope-deviation indicators, an altimeter, and an
electronic horizontal-situat ion-display.
Simulated wind gusts were introduced to _odulate the difficulty of this
task. The gusts, both horizontal and vertical, were modelled as filtered
noise of constant bandwidth an_ variable amplitude. This type of disturbance
had been shown (Ephrath, 1975b) to affect the pilot's workloau and hence, the
task' s difficulty.
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THE AUXILIARY TASK
The auxiliary task in this study was meant to measure the subjects' in-
stantaneous workload without introducing any significant loading of its own.
It consisted of identifying, and responding to, two small red lights which
were mounted above the instrument panel (see Figure 3). One or the other of
these lights illuminated at random intervals, uniformly distributed between --
0.5 and 5.0 seconds, and stayed on for two seconds; the subject's task was
to extinguish the illuminated light by moving a toggle switch in the proper
direction - up for the top light, down for the bottom light.
The lights were located 75 ° to the right of the center of the flight
instruments. Their intensity was very low and was adjusted individually for
each subject via a variable resistance to ensure that the subject would
not be able to detect the lights in his peripheral vision. Consequently,
the subjects could not perform both the primary and the auxiliary task sim-
ultaneously and had to switch continually between the two taks.
The subjects were instructed to regard the piloting task as their major
responsibility and to respond to the lights only if they felt that they could
do so without sacrificing their piloting performance. Therefore, good auxi-
liary task performance was assumed to imply ease of the primary piloting
task (because if the subject was faced with a difficult piloting task, he
could not afford to switch regularly to the low-priority auxiliary task and,
consequently, would often fail to respond to an illuminated light), and
vice versa.
^'" _............ "MISS i O"Each time the subJcct _At_,,bu_L_=d an _u,,_L_ated light a =
was counted and the subject's response time RT i was recorded. In the
absence of a correct response the light stayed on for two seconds; a
"MISS. = i" was counted and a response-time of two seconds was recorded.i
A pseudo-lnstantaneous workload index was updated after the presentation
of each light, utilizing the data of the subject's response to the last
two stimuli:
WLX i _ 78.0(RTi_ I + RT i) + 125.2(MISSi_ I + MISS i)
5.624
which resulted in a workload-index value between 0 and i00. A measuring
auxiliary task of this type has been shown (Ephrath, ]975a and 1975b) to
cause minimal loading of the subject; the particular numerical coefficients
chosen maximize the sensitivity of this workload measure (Spyker eta].,
1971).
This workload index was compared with the desired workload level; the
error signal was then integrated (to eliminate steady-state position error),
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Figure 3. side-TaSk Stimulus Lights
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limited (to eliminate excessive gusts and to improve stability) and used to
modulate the amplitude of the simulated gust disturbance (Figure 4).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Each of the professional airline pilots _o served as subjects flew 18
simulated approaches in the course of the formal experiment. We were aware
of the fact that they might suspect a causal relationship between their per- _.
formance on the light-cancelling auxiliary task and the accompanying changes
in the strength of the gusts. To minimize this possibility, a value of K1 = 0.5
was chosen for the integrator gain (Figure 4). This value effected a notice-
able change in the gusts' strength in approximately ten seconds when the warn-
ing lights were completely ignored (implying a workload index of i00); the
time lag was short enough to keep the scheme sensitive to changes in measured
workload, yet apparently it was also sufficiently long to mask the correlation
between gusts' strength and auxiliary-task performance: not only didn't any
of our subjects detect the correlation, but neither did the colleamues who
served as preliminary subjects and who might have known better or the program-
mers who wrote the software (without being aware of its purpose) and who had
spent countless hours flying and debugging the simulator.
Workload data of a typical experimental run are shown in Figure 5. The
workload index was computed from a point 46 seconds after the start of the
simulated approach and is seen to oscillate around the approximate reference
the n_,_n_ indicated by the arrow a simulated guidance mal-
value WLX [. At . ....
function occurreo (lateral flight director decoupled from the localizer) and
the subject's workload index is seen to rise as he devoted more attention to
the primary flying task. The mean workload index in this particular run was
63.6, compared to a desired (reference) workload index of 65.0. At the pre-
sent time, the data of a total of 108 experimental runs is being processed
for more thorough analysis.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a scheme for modulating the difficulty of a primary
manual-control task by means of an auxiliary task feedback. The method may
find useful applications in operator workload research, in part-task simula-
tion studies and in personnel training.
In our work, primary task difficulty was controlled by modulating the
noise content of the forcing function, and our results suggest that a stable
workload level may be achieved by proper selection of the subsidiary task to
be used and by proper design of the adaptive logic. Other methods of control-
ling the primary task's dififculty - such as changing d splay and control
gains or varying an unstable mode - may perhaps also be used; the latter of
these has recently been implemented in a system evaluation study (Clement,
1976), apparently with good results.
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Finally, this study raised, quite coincidentally, an interesting ques-
tion about human perception of the correlation between control inputs and the
output, its dependence on the dynamics of the plant and the egfects of the
associated time lags. While this question is basic to the study of human per-
formance in manual control tasks in areas such as system identification, adap-
tation and fault detection, it has never been addressed explicitly, to our
knowledge.
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IS THERE AN OPTIMUM WORK-LOAD IN MANOAL CONTROL?
By William L. Verplank
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
SUMMARY
Experiments on a closed-circuit-television driving simulator were
designed to answer the question: is there an optimum work-load that (a)
sustain_ performance in long-term driving and (b) facil_tates transitions to
new tasks or emergencies? The results affirm (a) with reservations but not
(b). A second experiment is planned and a new measure for work-load pro-
posed. --"
BACKGROUND
Automation or semi-automation in advanced manual control systems sug-
gests the question: Is it possible for tasks to be too easy? Most human
factors engineering has been aimed at reducing work-load, but can we go too
far? Is there an optimum work-load and what is the appropriate measure?
The concept of arousal and the evidence of vigilance and warm-up decrements
suggest the search for such a work-load measure.
AN EXPERIMENT
The task was steering a closed-circuit-television driving simulator
(reference 1). The subjects were instructed to fullow as closely as possi-
ble a marked circular course. Three levels of task difficulty were pro-
vided by adding different amounts of disturbance to the input of the steer-
ing servo. This task corresponds roughly to driving in wind gusts. The
experiment is illustrated in Figure I. A marker in the center of the bottom
of the screen was to be lined up on the dotted center-line of the "road".
The three conditions were: As no disturbance, B: a mx_erate distur-
bance consisting of a sum of seven sine-waves with the lower frequencies pre-
dominating, and C: a difficult disturbahce consisting of a sum of the same
seven sine-waves with the higher frequencies more dominant. The speed of the
car was held constant throughout the experiment.
Each experimental session consisted of 14 laps (approximately 12 minutes)
at one condition, followed by 2 laps of condition C, 14 laps at a second con-
dition followed by 2 laps of condition C, and 14 laps of the third condition
followed by 2 laps of C. The subjects were familiarized with each of the
three conditions prior to the experiment, and during each session were warned
over an intercom, approximately 5 seconds before each change in conuition, what
This is an informal paper presented at,
12th Annual Conference on Manual Control
University of Illinois, 25-27 May, 1976.
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the new condition was going to be. The change in conditions always occurred
at the same point on the track. The whole session lasted _pp_uxim_tely 45
minutes. Data were recorded for three subjects over two or three sessions
each, with the conditions presented in a different order each time. (See Fig-
ures 2-a through g for the orders.)
Each session provided data on th.: six areas of interest: prolonged per-
formance under three conditions, and adaptation to condition C after these
three different c_,nditions.
Instrumentation ..
goth speed-control for the vehicle and ge:.eration of the disturbance
were provided by a PDP-8 computer (i0 samples/second). The lateral position
of the car on the track was recorded on a chart recorder. It was from this
record of position error that performance scores were calculated.
Data
The absolute value of the position error was read from the chart by eye
at 32 equally spaced intervals for each two-revolution block of data. Thus,
if the standard deviation of error in individual measurements from the chart
were "_% (with no average bias) then the two-lap average absolute position er-
ror is good to approximately 3%. These two-lap average absolute position er-
rors are plotted versus time in Figures 2-a through 2-g. The units are centi-
meters, measured at the display (T.V.). Each lap took 51.2 seconds, so the
two-lap averages represent 102.4 seconds of data.
RESU
Hypothesis I: Long-term Performa, Ac_
To test the hypothesis that performance will deteriorate with time, the
difference in averages at the beginning and end of each condition were calcu-
lated. Each condition lasted for seven blocks. Figure 3 shows the change
in average error from the first 3 mlocks to the last 3 blocks for each condi-
tion (i.e. the first five minutes versus the last five minutes in a 12 minute
r_n). Lines connect the data points produced in the same experimental ses-
sion.
There ks no significant decrement in performance for conditions A or B,
but there is for condition C (t-5.9, df-6, p (.005). These data only support
half of hypothesis I, that moderate is better than difficult. Hypothesis I
suggests that, as the task gets easier (condition A), there will be a tendency
for a vigilance-type Qecrement. Either condition A was not monotonous enough,
or the run (12 minutes) not long enough, or for this particular driving simu-
lation there is no such thing as an optimum task difficulty.
There does appear to be some difference however between conditions A and
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B, as they relate to long-term performance. As shown in Eigur_ 3 there as
more spread in the changes for A than for B. That is, under condition B,
average performance did not change over the run, but in condition A, it did.
On some sessions it deteriorated over the run, and on some, it improved.
This suggested that if stability of performance is important, condition B
may well be superior to condition A.
This was examined by computing the standard deviation of the two-lap
averages for each 12 minute, run. The normalized standard deviationis shown
in Figure 4. Here is one measure that shows the moderate condition B as
better than the easy condition A (paired t,.4.8, dr=6, p_ .005). There is
less variability in performance over the 12 minute run. However, the differ-
ence between conditions P and C disappears.
Thus, %Lye., the present data, it cannot be shown that a task of moderate
difficulty is superior in long-term performance to both easier and more diffi-
cult tasks. It is, however, superior in certain ways. The moderate task B
did not show a performance decrement over time, whereas the difficult task C
did. The moderate task B showed less relative variability than did the easi-
er task A.
Hypothesis TI : Adaptation
Figure 5 shows error scores on condition C immediately following the ex-
tended run of either condition A, B or C. The two-lap error score is broken
down int_ _-&-lapscores. Figure 5-a shows the score for the first %-lap (12.8
seconds). Figure 5-b averages the score for the first _-lap with that for the
second (average for first 25.6 seconds). Similarly 5-c and 5-d are averages
of all the performance up to the specified points.
Hypothesis II would suggest that initial performance on the new task
would differ with different preparatory conditions, and that upon "adaptation"
to the same new task, perfore_%nce would equalize. Just the opposite appears
to bc the case. The preparatory conditions cannot be distinguished on the
first %-lap score - only on the entire two-lap averages (5-d).
It is difficult to draw conclusions from the data because of the large
inter-subject variability. In the two-lap averages, the only significant dif-
ference is for subjects JK and JM, between conditions B and C (paired within
ses:_ions) (t-5.16, df-4, p< .01._. An alternative to Hypothesis I7 .s p_ol,os_.d
to _xplain this difference, and depends on a detail of the experimental pro-
cedure.
The experiment compared performance in adapting to condition C foll_ing
an extended run of _Ither A, B or C. If the "adaptation block" was followed
by the extended run of C, this "adaptation" block was counted as the first
block in that extended run. For "adaptation" followlna condition C, the block
examined was simply the last block in the extended run. This may explain the
similarity between Figures 5-d and 3, at least as far as condition C is con-
cerned. Figure 3 shows the d_fference between the beginning and er_ of the
extended run. For condition C, it shows a significant decrement in performance.
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Similarly, Figure 5-d shows the averages at the beginning of a run (C follow-
ing A or B) and at the end of a run (C following C).
There are two reasons then that the data do not support Hypothesis [[.
First, if it is truly a process of adaptation, the difference in performance
should be greatest at the beginning of the new condition. The only signifi-
cant difference is in the direction predicted by Hypothesis II (C worse than
B), but it is not at the beginning, showing up only in the two-lap average.
Sezond, this difference can be accounted for by an alternative to Hypothesis
II. Another possibility is that a _ fferent measure of the "preconditioning"
work-load could explain the differences in adaptation.
SUMMARY
Two hypotheses were proposed relating the concept of arousal and the
evidence of vigilance and warm-up decrements to automobile driving. There
should be an optimum work-load that sustains performance on long tasks, and
facilitates transition to new tasks.
A simulation of automobile driving under three levels of difficulty
showed a moderate disturbance caused less decrement than a difficult distur-
bance and less variability than no disturbance. No condition was superior at
facilitating transitions.
The present evidence is not very strong support for the concept of an
optimum work-load. Performance decrements in the "under-load" condition prob-
ably cannot be expected over such short runs. A second experiment with longer
runs is proposed. The question of what constitutes optimality is also open.
Finally, the measure of work-load ought to include a kind of "self-]oad-
ing" or "operator-induced work-load", especially in the case where there is
no external disturbance and the operator i_ "tracking his own noise". The
second experiment and a new measure of work-load will be reported in a forth-
coming Ph.D. thesis [2].
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TASK INTERFEI_:NCE IN MUI,TI-A)GS AIRCRAFT STABILIZATION
By Edward D. Onstott
Controls Research
Northrop Corporation
Airc raft Division
Hawthorne, Californi_
ABSTRACT
A time domain attention allocating multi-axis pilot model has been used t_
examine task interference effects in a two-axis attitude stabilization task in turbu-
lence. Configurations irom a matrix of uncoupled lateral and longitudinal F-5
dynamics were analyzed to determine the influence of each axis on the control per-
formance of the other. The analysis showed that an inappropriate choice of longitu-
dinal dynamics would deteriorate the roll stabilization with no change in the lateral
dynamics or pilot model. Furthermore, the influence of roll versus pitch angle dis-
play scalings we:'e analyzed by hypothesizing that the task urgencies used to allocate
attention in the pilot mo,iel should be weighted hy the scaling factors. A fixed base
simulation verified the model, the resonant task interference, and the scaling hypoth-
esis; further validation through manned simulation was performed using a complete
nonlinear YF-17 aircraft model and the Northrop Large Amplitude Simulator.
INTRODUCTION
Failure to match the d3mamics of the pilot and the aircraft in an optimum way
may result in not achieving the best performance of both. The result of such dynamic
mismatch is greater pilot workload, less accurate weapon delivery, riskier approach
and landing, and increased development cost deriving from overdesign in an attempt
to achieve better pilot acceptance. Furthermore, the lack of precise methods for
analytically evaluating the dynamic pilot-aircraft interface in the preliminary design
phase may lead to extensive and unnecessary flight simulation. The analytic ability
to recognize and correct significant control shortcomings as well as to identify poten-
tial improvements is important at a time when basic design concepts can be freely
adapted to new requirements.
This analytical requirement has been partially met for decades by the use of
mathematical models of human pilot dynamics. These techniques have been success-
fully employed in the development of simple low authority control systems where
greatly simplified representations of the aircraft and the pilot could be tolerated,
References 1-3. However, the advent of advanced tactical aircraft with the avail-
ability of high authority, high order control concepts and the associated demands for
superior piloted performance requires pilot model aircraft analysis technology that
is considerably more general.
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In order to meet the current requirements of flying qualities prediction and
evaluation, Northrop has evolved a flying qualities analysis procedure including com-
plete generality of the nonlinear aerodynamics and control system. Digital simula-
tion has been adopted as an over-all context for the dynamic representation and com-
putation. With the availability of point-by-point generation of the flight history, pilot
models can be developed that take into account not only the statistical features ex-
ploited by describing function or optimal control methods, but specific dynamic and
decision processes as well. Northrop has validated this digital simulation approach
to time domain decision models which generate the characteristics of multi-axis
piloted flight, References 4 and 5. In addition to the increased system generality, an
important consequence has been the discovery of multi-axis task interference effects
that have never before been identified or analytically computed. The objective of this --
paper is to present these results.
ATTENTION ALLOCATION AND THE MULTI-AXIS HUMAN CONTROLLER
A great deal is known about the dynamics of the human pilot performing contin-
uous linear single axis tasks. Much work ha_ gone into aeveloping models that match
the amplitude and phase characteristics of the pilot's output at the controller, and
many aspects of the internal structure of the human have been analyzed. These
"ultra-precise" models are of use in solving many human factors problems about the
interface between pilot and controller, but for the basic objective of determining the
total system dynamics, it is usually sufficient to employ simpie models that consist
of gain Kp, lead TL, time delay _-, and possible lag TI:
(TLS+I) e-,S
Yp = Kp (Tis +1) (1)
The more exact pilot models can certainly be employed, but for most purposes the
above simple model gives good statistical results.
There have been three main approaches previously taken in attempts to extend
single-axis model theory to multi-axis tasks. All of these recognize that the human
must operate as a time shared device when faced with difficult control tasks on several
independent axes. This shifting attention allocation degrades the performance of each
axis from what the pilot would achieve in continuous control. As might be expected,
these three approaches are 1) decrease the model gain from the optimum for contin-
uous control, 2) increase the time delay to account for the periods of inattention, and
3) inject filtered noise to imitate the spectral content of the shifting pilot control.
The insufficiency with these approaches is this: the human pilot is quite dis-
criminating about when he will abandon the control of one task to. take over the control
of another. This leads to a pilot sampling criterion that is functionally dependent on
the total system variables. In no way can this be regarded as a purely random, or a
regular sampling. Thus a multi-axis pilot model must contain an algorithm that de-
termines when attention shifting takes place, and the model must-be computed in a
wa_, that preserves this information. Recently, Northrop developed a multi-axis
pilot model which does just that, the urgency function model.
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By using the method of digital simulation, the exact fmmtiunal criteriun, by
which a pilot decides his control, can be directly computed without the gross distor-
tions of linearization. The development of the forrr of these urgency criteria has
now advanced to the point where they can be determ. J from 1) the system dynamics,
2) the task, and 3) the appropriate human factor information about the pilot.
Let x. be the state variables of one axis, x, of a two axis task, and let thet
other axis, y, be represented by y_. Then the attention allocation critezion for the
x axis is satisfied identically with the inequality
where Ux and U. are the urgency functions of the x and the y tasks, these functions
are always nonlinear in the state variables, but fall into several precise classes.
Some of these classes have been well explored, and a tabulation of the uzgency func-
tions for attitude stabilization is included below.
The multi-axis urgency function model thus consists of simple linear dynamics,
equation (1), along with the control criterion of (2). Whichever axis has the larger
urgency function gets the corrective control attention. The adjustment of the linear
coefficients can usually be obtained by an easy search starting with the optimum
single axis coefficients. Almost always, the optimum multi-axis coefficients differ
significantly from these values, especially in multiloop control on the two axes.
TWO-AXIS ATTITUDE STABILIZATION IN TURBULENCE
It is natural to inquire about applications of the Northrop urgency model to rep-
resentative tactical fighter dynamics. Since attitude stabilization in the p:esence of
low-level turbulence is an almost ever-present requirement of any Class IV mission,
this task was selected for both analytical and experimental study using degraded F-5
aircraft models. The primary objective was to verify the time-sharing of the human
pilot, the appropriateness of the urgency function attention allocation algorithm, and
the statistical accuracy of the predictions. In order to control the number of param-
eters involved in optimLzing the model, display and controller effects were minimized
in the flight simulation. This involved using a large CRT display so tha_ display
motions were amplified enough to eliminate visual threshold effects. Recently a gen-
eral study of this problem, including visual threshold effects, has been completed
using the general YF-17 aircraft model. The results of this problem are also
discussed.
_he simulation display consisted of an illuminated dot against a dimly illumi-
nated grid. Vertical displacement of the dot represented pitch angle, and lateral
displacement bank angle as shown in Figure 1.
The actual scaling of the dot displacement was achieved experimentally by
going to the most sensitive scope setting which would accommodate all dot excursions.
These scalings, p and a, had units of degrees per centimeter of dot deflection, and
provision was made to simulate at various values of _ to a ratios. As this _/a ratio
82
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FIGURE I. TWO-AXIS FLIGHT SIMULATION DISPLAY
increased from zero (continuous lateral tracking only), the pilot was forced to pay
greater and greater attention to the longitudinal task. One of the most interesting
hypotheses tested was the manner in which this took place. In all flight simulation
tests the pilot was instructed to minimize the rms distance of the dot from the center
of the display. This is called the radial error, denoted by r(¢, e ), and is given by
r(¢, 8) = , /(a_b) 2 + (_)2 (3)
V
In this way the #/a ratio greatly influences the objective urgency, and the hypo-
thesis tested is that the objective urgency as determined by the #/a ratio scales
exactly as the ratios of the urgency functions of the multi-axis pilot model Up and UR;
that is,
./a = Up/U R (4)
Limitations in display resolution allowed only the range of values shown in
Figure 2.
c_ Task
0 1 Continuous Lateral Only
S 1 Two axis, _/_ = 8
16 1 Two axis, p/_ = 16
1 0 Continuous Longitudinal Only
i
FIGURE 2. URGENCY RATIOS TESTED
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It should also be rem.Lrked that the aircraft dynamics and data reduction of the
flight simulation were digitally generated. A frame time of 0.05 second was used,
_d the turbulence was generated using a digital random noise source with a 0.15 kIlz
bandwidth, thus a.,:suring independen-,e of the two gust time histories produced by the
digital filters. The equations of motion and all dynamic computations were pro-
grammed exactly as in the analytical digital simulation model described below. It
should be noted th_._ the r._ethod is in no way restricted to linearizcd equations of
motion, in the YF-17 study general nonlinear six-degree-of-freedom equations were
used with no change in the pilot model or its use. Three degrees of freedom were
mechanized laterally, while the u equation was not required longitudinally, thus giving
five degrees of freedom in all. The equations of motion are shown in Figure 3.
am.,.
1)z (Uo + o (w
w
_t = Mw. x'v+ Mqq_ M6e 6e4 Mw(W-6g.w ) ((_)
o = q (7)
/" : N'r_r N'p àN_r,r flgB)(8)
*p- r(1-Yr)* g---00+ * 6a + Yv (B+ ) (9)l} = Yp u° Y6a Y_r 6r + 6gB
= L' p+p L'rr+ L'6a6a+ Lt6r 6r L_(B+4gB) (10)
= p (11)
FIGURE 3. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The augmentation of each configuration was included in the stability derivatives, since
washout is not required for a zero mean small perturbation attitude stabilization task.
The t_sk proved difficult to fly, and about 10 hours were required for asymptotic
training. Data were collected for test periods of 30 seconds, and simulation sessions
were held to two hours maximum with frequent rest periods. In addition to the digital
data reduction of tracking statistics, strip chart recordings were collected for each
configuration and each #/a ratio tested. In order to provide a variety of F-5 config-
urations, three longitudinal and two lateral sets of dynamics were selected and com-
bined in a matrix of six configurations, designated as shown in Figure 4.
The turbulence simulation used Dryden spectra obtained by filtering Gaussian
white noise as described in Mil- F-8785B, where an air speed of 718 fps and an alti-
tude of 1750 feet were used. In order to diminish the effects of drift, a 40-db/decade
htgh-pa3s prefilter was used on the random number noise source, with the break
point set at 0.3 radish. The hand controller was mounted on the side eL a chair and
had light breakout and gradient forces; both the sensitivity and the polarity were se-
lected by the subjects.
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FIGURE 4, F-5 CONFIGURATION DESIGNATION
Analytically, this problem was studied by means of digital simulation. This
system model includes the six-degree-of-freedom linear or nonlinear airframe equa-
tions of motion, turbulence and command tr.,cking generation, linear pilot model gain,
lead, lag and delay, urgency function switching algorithms, pilot remnant, pilot
inadvertent crossfeed, m-is statistics, histograms of control episodes, and urgency
function delay.
Since the turl_llence provided a large disturbance to the system, it was not
necessary to model remnant and inadvertent crossfeed. The commands to the system
are simply _ = 0 and e = 0.
in order to validate the model as a predictive method, the predicti<;n algorithm
should be understood. The various constants and functional forms are identical to
those used in the earlier validation examples (Reference 4). The model ;akes the
: following form for two-axis multiloop attitude control:
1. Assume a linear model on each axis with a gain, lead (for Class IV
aircraft, 0.5 sec), and delay of 0.3 sec (this includes neuromuscular
lag which can be modeled separately if desired).
2. Assume continuo_ s control in single-axis tasks, split control in multi-
axis tasks. For a two-axis task, the pilot model will switch from one
axis to the other based on testing the urgency functions:
P axis controlled if and only if Up > U R
3. The urgency functions take the form
I _e ' I
where p is equal to zero in single loop multi-axis tasks ('his is the caee
in the two-axis turbulence problem).
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4. The quantity o and its counterpart _ on the oflmr axis are determined by
the display. {This is the hypothesis mentioned above: that subjective and
objective urgency must agree. )
5. Given the above, the model is optimized in the following manner:
a. Optimize each pilot model gain for a continuous single-axis task.
b. Use these gains to optimize the radial error r (¢, 0)
by perturbing B and its counterpart v.
c. The gains should again be checked since it often occurs: that optimum
multi-axis gains are somewhat lower than sLngle-axis optimum gains.
6. With this procedure complete, the model can be exercised to produce time
histories of all dynamic quantities, air statistics of mean, rn s, control
episode periods, dwell fractions, and other parameters which serve as pre-
dictions of the performance of an asymptotically trained humar, controlle_
for any system disturbance to be modeled such as pilot perception threshold,
turbulence, or commands, both continuous and discrete, Gauss'an and non-
Gaussian.
For the two-axis attitude stabilization task in turbulence, the above algorithm
simply requires optimizing two quantities (the pilot model gains) in the separate con-
i tinuous single axis tasks. Hence
i LongitudinalUrgency: Up = _[0[ (14)
Lateral Urgency: UR : o [_]I I
Before examining the quantitative agreement of the mode: with the flight simula-
tion, certain qualitative similarities with the data will be discussvu. Although there,
has been a wide and rapidly growing recognition that the human pilot behaves as a time
sharing device, the sharp division between lateral and longitudinal control has not
often been directly exhibited. Two types of examples will be shown. The first illus-
tration is a trace taken during the simulation of lateral versus longitudinal stick deflec-
tion, Figure 5. Notice tlmt nearly all stick motion is parallel to either the 12*eral
or the longitudinal con! _ol axes. Also note that these traces show that the pilot spent
most of his time performing lateral corrections {which is consistent with the dwell
fractions computed for this #/a ratio of 8/1, approximately 0.75 iateral control). The
second and most telling illustration of the pilot's switcbing from one control axis to
the other is shown in Figure 6. Here the actual strip chart record is reproduced
for a twenty-second sample of the two-axis task. The control episodes have been
marked with a step function showing the pilot's apparent control shifting. If the reader
will follow the entire record starting at time zero, the left hand side, he can compare
the alternation of the control as indicated. Furthermore, if the _ and 0 time series
are compared, it is clear why control shifting takt's place when it does.
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tJ _
!
FIGURE 5. LONGITUDINAL VERSUS LATERAL STICK DEFLECTION
¢
t
FIGURE 6. CONTROL SHIFTING EPISODES IDENTIFIED FROM SIMI'LATOIt DATA
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The most interesting comparisons are, of course, wit,l the quantitative mea-
sures of the tracking performance. In the following data presentation, all tracldng
errors have been normalized to gust levels of 10 ft/sec. This turbulence level is
approximately that used in both the analysis and the simulation, but statistical fluctu-
ations produce variations it, the actual turbulence level for any given data run, in both
the model and the flight simulation.
The first data to be considered are an overal! comparison of tracking error
predictions and the simulation data. Figure 7 shows a plot of longitudinal 0 simula-
tion data versus model predictions. The simulator data are averaged from the 30-
second tests for continuous, #/a = 8, and #/_ 16 tasks, while the model data were
obtained from time histories spanning 1000 seconds. Figure 8 gives a similar ccm- Im...
parison for the lateral ¢ data. The agreement here is slightly less good for the
u/o : 16 cases owing to experimental display constraints; at this urgency ratio, the
dot motions sometimes went off the display. In particular, note the extremely accu-
rate predictions tor the single-axis task (squares). Since the pilot was instructed to
minimize the rms distance of the dot from the center of the display, it is of value to
compare the radial error data. This is shown for the two-axis data in Vigure 9. It
should be remarked upon that this agreement between model predictions and simula-
tion data for a two-axis task rivals currently reported results in many single axis
studies.
1.0,
rnl8 0
Line of Agreement
0
0 Model 1.0
rmm 0
FIGURE 7, MODEL VERSUS FLIGHT SIMULATION DATA FOR ALL
LONGITUDINAL TASKS
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Agreement
o
0 Model 20
rnl# @
FIGURE 8. MODEL VERSUS FLIGHT SIMULATION DATA FOR ALL
LATERAL TASKS
rml r (@,0)
of
Agreement
"_ Alldata norm&Jlzed .o
E I0 ft/sec turbulence
__ o
k.
rm8
FIGURE 9. RADIAL ERROR OF MODEL VERSUS FL, GHT SIMULATYON FOR
TWO-AXIS ATTrrUDF_ STA BILIZATION
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It is useful to examine the individual configurations. A particular type of dia-
$_ m was evolved that F,_rtrays the two _xis and the ur£ _ncy ratio effects. An
ex, " .natoly example is _iven in Figure 10. The vertical axis is lateral t_acking
error, and the horizontal axis is longitudinal tracking error. In order to see how
particular/,/a rati,_ compares with the open-loop aircraft response and with the
continuous single-axis tracking performance, these values have been drawn as lines
of constant-tracking error on the diagram as, for example, the line labeled "open
loop ¢." Thus the two-axis perf,, rmance would be expected to fall somewhere in the
rectangle bounded by these lines. For an u,'_ncy ratio of zero, i.e., continuous
lateral tracking, the model prediction is the lower right-band corner of tho rectangle.
The predictions for ratios of 8 anu 16 are shown and labeled with the #/_ ratio. The
averaged model data are also shown and labeled. "
By referring back to the matrix of lateral and longitudinal dynamics, Figure 4,
itispossibletosee towhat exter,_ Itteraland longitudinaldynamics Interfe_'ewith
eac',,otberthroughthepilot. The most strikinge:_ample,and thisisone ofthemest
significantfindingsof thestudy,isfurnishedby a comparison of 13 and 3B, Fig-
ures 11 and 12. Bothofthe.)configurationshave thesame Intera_ dynamics: _, b_t
differlongitudinally.A comparison of thect_tashows tl_tin 3B, t_ two-axiscont,*)l
staffswithinthe rectangleforurger.zyratiosof 8 and 36. However, In 1B thedifferent
longitudinaldynamics resultindeterioratedtrackingP,ta ratioof 8, aridg:_sslyde-
terim_ttedtrackingat 16. The resuR ofthisisthatt:tskinterferenceand dynamic
._atchinga:'eimportantaspectsof two-axlshandliz,g:lualitiesthatare see_.'oexist
experimentally,and are subjectsthatcan be aecurat_lypredicted_d evalu;.t._dby
thetwo-axisurgency functionpilotmodel.
20.0
Model It
"o I'\
]llcom ]llcmtnut
0 , , I, , _
o ,++_ l.o
FIGURE 10. HOW TO READ TWO-AXIS DATA PLATES (EXAMPLE)
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20.0
Model X
Test D
16
0
e(deg) 1.0
FIGURE 11. MODEL AND TEST DATA FOR F-5 1B
20.0
Model X
Test 0
16
:18 i
0
0 e(d_ 1.0
FIGURE 12. MODEL AND TEST DATA FOR F-5 3B
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A further point to observe is that even in the configurations where the lateral
tracking error is diminished in the ./a = 16 tasks, the data still fall along the lines
of model predictions regarded as interpolations of the urgency ratios. This indicates
that when the display limit forced additional attention to the lateral task, the pilot
simply shifted his subjective urgency, i.e., his actual weighting of _ and 0, thus dis-
placing the data along the urgency interpolation curves. In the other cases where the
display limit was not encountered, the data fall close to the curves. This indicates
: two things: First, the pilot's subjective urgency and the objective urgency of the
actual display gains closely agree; second, the greatest source of model prediction
inaccuracy is a failure of these two urgencies precisely to match up owing to experi-
mental constraints not modeled in this example. .-.
There is one further statistical comparison that has quite important conse-
quences to aircraft design and air safcty, namely, the variation in tracking error as
shown in the performance data dispersion of the 30-second simulations. The follow-
ing Figures 13 and 14 show these 30-second data for two-axis flight simulation data
as well as 30-second model data for a comparable number of flights. The significant
feature of two-axis handling qualities that these figures exhibit is the propensity of
certain co_igurations to large excursions and tracking error, while others aprear
more uniform. This demonstrates a varying sensitivity to fluctuations in the effec-
tive turbulence power spectrum and probability density during the finite duration
flight histories. Here, the model and the flight simulation show a large dispersion,
with many flights performing much worse laterally than open-loop response. These
20.0
Model x
Test D
Xnl_ x
J x,
X
i °
1
i
i
0 | | i
0 6 (deE) 1.0
FIGURE 13, MODEL AND SIMULATION DATA DISPERSION FOR 30 SEC FLIGHTS
: F-5 tB/_/a -- 16
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20, 0
Model
Temt
0
o o(deg) X.0
FIGURE 14. MODEL AND SIMULATION DATA DISPERSION FOR 30 SEC FLIGHTS
F-5 3B p/Ol= 16
effectsindicatethatnotonlydo certaincombinationsoflateraland longitudinal
dynamics leadto deterioratedtrackingerrors, butto a largoscatterin theperfor-
mance as well. The actualattitudexcursionencounteredin examples such as 1B
could,in an actualflight,be severe enough toleadto lossofcontrol. This effectis
totallydue tothetwo-axistime sharingofthehuman controUerDsincesuch sensitivity
is notobservedinthecontinuoussingle-axisdata,or inotherconfigurationsinvolv-
ingthelateralor longitudinaldynamics thattogetherprodace theseexamples. Con-
sidering1B further,Figure 15 shows themodel time historyof225 secondslateral
_i tracking error for continuous slngle-axls tracking and for two-axis tracking with an
urgency ratio of 16. In the continuous case, there is a total absence of large excur-
sions, while in the two--axis history large fluctuations occur in local tracking per-
formance as well as numerous severe sudden excursions. ,
TWO-AXIS ATTITUDE STABILIZATION OF THE YF-lY IN TURI_LENCE
In April 19YSDthe Northrop multi-axis pilot model was further validated through
flight simulation of the YF-lY using the fully general aircraft model on the Northrop
LAS/WAVS flight simulator. There were three objectives of this study.
6
• Demonstrate the generality of the Northrop pilot-aircraft model
• Validate the model for external visual flying
• Evaluate the importanoe of modeling visual deadbands.
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FIGURE 15. LATERAL TIME HISTORIES FOB SINGLE AND TWO-AXIS
TURBULENCE TRACKING OF B LATERAL DYNAMICS
The aircraft model included all nonlinear aerodynamics terms and parametric
table look-ups as well as the nonlinear control system including automatic flap setting.
The cockpit was used with no change from the YF-17 configuration, including stick
grad/ents and all functioning instruments. Dryden turbulence was generated for
lateral v and longitudinal w gusts, and stabilization flights were of th/rty-second
duration.
In order to incorporate visual deadband in a realistic manner, the wide-angle
visual-system earth-sky projector projected a horizon of mountainous terrain. By
having the pilot (a former U. S, Navy test pilot) attempt to hold zero roll angle, the
presence of visual deadband could be both demonstrated and measured from the strip i
• chart record/ngu. This deadband then was mechan/zed into the pilot model as an
inequality test, not as injected white noise. In this way, the model of the deadband
preserved the dymun/c character/st/cs of the actual flight simulat/on as well as led to
the correct statistics.
The model of the piloted YF-17 was exercised by insert/nl the pilot model into
the simulator computers, a small modification. Fl/ghte simulat/ons were completed
for single- and two-axis tasks at six flighl cnnd/t/ons as shown in Figure 16.
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ALTITUDE 5K 10K 30K 40K 60K
MACH
0.4 X X
0.8 X X
0.9 X
1.1 X
FIGURE 16. YF-17 FLIGHT CONDITIONS STUDIED
Plots of model versus flight simulation for the single-axis tasks are given in Fig-
ures 17 and 18, where the lateral model data have been completed using the deadband,
3 degrees. The data for the two-axis tasks are shown in Figures 19 and 20. The
close agreement of these data between the model and the flight simulation validates
the model, including the visual deadband. Computations of the model without the
deadband agree poorly for the flight conditions of high dynamic pressure where the
FICURE 17. LATERAL TURBULENCE TRACKING OF THE YF-17 SINGLE AXIS
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Z.0 O{DEG)
, _)(DEG)
2.0
MODEL
FIGURE 18. LONGITUDINAL TURBULENCE TRACKING OF THE YF-17
SINGLE-AXIS
5.0 _(DEG)
II
5.0_'(DEG)
MODEL
FIGURE 19. LATERAL TURBULENCE TRACKING OF THE YF-17 TWO-AXIS
i
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_.(DEG)
2.0
TN
2.00(DEG)
MODEL
FIGURE 20. LONGITUDINAL TURBULENCE TRACKING OF THE YF-17 TWO-AXIS
turbulence _Isturbances are low, being roughly one-fifth to one-quarter of the dead-
band model values. The effects of dispersion between the data of the thlrty-second
: flight identified in the study of the F-5 in turbulence also show in the flight conditions
of the YF-17 at low dynamic pressure. The data from the individual flights are pre-
sented for the six flight conditions in Figures 21 through 26.
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_-, D MODEL
®i
_[ _ n FLIGHT SIMULATION
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OPEN LOOP #
_.r_ CONTINUOUS # TRACKING
0(DEG)
2.0
FIGURE 21. TWO-AXIS TRACKING DATA FOR 5, 000 FT AT MACH 0.4
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5.0
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D MODEL
D U
H FLIGHT SIMULATION
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D _
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FIGURE 22. 'I'WO-AX_ 'I']RACK_1G]_,'I*A FOR 30. 000 FI" AT MACH 0. 4
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5K/0.8
: o MODEL
FLIGHT SIMULATION
2.0 9(DEG)
FIGURE 23. TWO-AXIS TRACKING DATA FOR 5,000 FT AT MACH 0.8
_(DEO)
5.0
tOK/O. 0
O MODEL
n FUGHT _MULATION
"I
s.oOmZo)
FIGURE 24. TWO-AXIS TRACKING DATA FOR 40, 000 FT AT MACH 0.8
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FIGURE 25. TWO-AXIS TRACKING DATA FOR 60,000 FT AT MACH 0.9
I{DEG)
5.0
1ou:/_.1
D MODEL
n FLIGHT mMUI_TION
FIGURE 26. TWO-AXIS TRACKING DATA FOR 10, 000 FT AT MACU 1.1
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APPLICATIONS
Sincethesemethods ofdigitalsimulationand multi-.txispilotmodels allowlarge
scalemaneuvers tobe studiedas theclosedloopnonlinearand time-varyingproblems
thattheyare, thereare a largenumber of applicationswhich can be undertaken.
Northrop iscurrentlyworking on severalmajor examples, and furtherwork willin-
cludethefollowingproblem areas.
Weapon Delivery --.
Bothair-to-airand air-to-groundproblems can be studied.In divebombing,
forexample, theanalysisincludestargetacquisition,roll-in,acquisitionoftheglide
slope,trackingusingthe weapon sight,intensebutbrieflyunstableattituderate
stabilizationpriortoweapon release,and pullup. The entiremaneuver can be digi-
tally"flown"many times inthepresence ofthe realisticenvironmentoflow level
turbulenceaL.Jpilotinducedsystem noise,and the statisticsofimpact error produced.
Landing Approach
The aerodynamics of landing approach are not well represented by constant
coefficient linear uncoupled dynamics. Furthermore, the landing task in the presence
of low level turbulence make the use of the exact nonlinear models of the problem
necessary. Much has been learned from linear methods about the form of the control
strategy that the pilot must use, and the study of the behavior of the multi-axis pilot
model can utilize this information to produce a comprehensive analysis of the entire
maneuver.
CoordinationofAnalysisand FlightSimulation
The multi-axispilotmodel technologiesdevelopedatNorthrop willnotreplace
pilotedflightsimulation,butinfactcan be.used to greatlyimprove itsefficiency.Not
onlywillconsistentanalyticaland experimentalresultsgivegreatercredibilitytoboth,
buttheabilitytoscreen away needlessexperimentsby analysiswillalsoimprove the
overallefficiencyofaircraftevaluationand design.
Loss of Controlat High Angles of Attack
Once aerodynamic descriptions of this flight condition are determined0 the non-
linear and timt_-vm_ing modeling cs4mbilities of the Northrop methods can be immedi-
ately applied. The multl-_is pilot models required will be similar to the ones de-
veloped for _Aitude s_biliza_tion. As an example, consider Figure 27. This is the
time history of one axis of a two-ula attitude st_dliz_ion problem. The system re-
nmined weU-belmvod for 120 seconds at which time task interference effete couple_
through the pilot model caused a sudden divergence of the system in. 3 seoonds.
,01
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FIGURE 27. SUDDEN LOSS OF CONTROL IN A TWO-AXIS TASK
FUTURE RESEARCH
Apart from continuing work in the areas of the applications discussed above,
Northrop is pursuing further development of the basic methods of dynamically model-
ing human factor pilot model components. The current work addresses the items
indicated in Figure 28, which is regarded as the complete pilot model.
OBS[ RVI:H I:_TI_+IAT(JH [ DECIOEFI [ COMP[ NSAYOR ACTUATOR
_____
VISUAL P_IESENT STATE [ TASK_ j ADAPTIVE GAIN DI_P_kACE__M_[Nff_
• DISPLAYS EUTUR[ STATE ]1 INTENDED l e LEARNING FORCE
" 1 STATF• ESTIMATION
• EXTERNAL • DITHER
A C • PEI_CEPTION ERROR STABILITY • STATE CHANGE UNCERTAINTIES
DISPLAY_Ile ACUITY • PROCESSIN(J • ATTENTION TPANSIENTS SUBJECTIvENONLINEAR_IPCONTROLSA'C
MOTION UNCE_ TAINTY DELAY PRIORITY LEAD FORCE
ILLUSION • ATTF NTION ----
INE R TIAL SHIE TING MUL TILOOP....... SUBJECTIVEFoRcE
• V_.STIBULAR HYSTERESIS
RE_DNSE 1
WASHOUT
FIGURE 28. TOTAL PILOT MODEL
These five areas of observation, estimation, decision, compensation, and
actuation all contribute significantly to the total pllot-aircralt interface. Since only
the compensation block lends itself to linear analysie, descriMng function and optimal
, control approaches to pilot modeUng have been mainly confined to tlfls area• The
other functions have been trad/tionally relegated to a lumped method of degrad/ng the
model performance to emulate deteriorated tracldng scores through the injection of
noise to the model's output. The Northrop time doma/n pilot model, on the other
hand, allows all relevant nonUneariflea and time dependent funcUons of the pilot to be
directly represented. The further develovment of decision algorithms to model
attention shflUng behav/or Is currently being performed for several combl.mtlons of
mult/-ax/s dynam/cs. EsttnmUon and observati(m f_elude both the evahutt/on of
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perception position and rate uncertainties and thresholds. Adaptive algorithms to
represent the gain optimizing capability of the pilot are also trader investigation.
CONC Lt" DIN G RE MARKS
A comprehensive context for flying qualities prediction and evaluation has been
evolved in order to achieve sufficient generality of both pilot and aircraft. Based on
the methods of digital simulation, the central part of t' ; technology is the develop-
ment of multi-axis time domain pilot models which include not only the features of
dynamical compensation and human factors data relating to human observation and
estimation, but decision and evaluation capability as well.
In order to validate the decision models for attitude stabilization in turbulence,
analytical and experimental research was completed using fixed and moving base
flight simulation of F-5 and YF-17 aircraft. The pilot-vehicle system model was
adjusted by optimization either before, or independent from the corresponding
flight simulation. In this way, the predictive capability of the method was demon-
strated. The time domain statistics predicted by the model closely m_tc' .t the
experimental data including the episodic control shifting characteristics oL the
multi-axis human controller. Moreover, an important new aspect of multi-axis
flying qualities, cross-task resonance, was identified and reproduced analytically
As a result of this validation study, the importance as well as the practicality
of the basic methodology has been demonstrated. General applications are now
possible, and basic research into the decision models for piloted control tasks will
include weapon delivery, loss of control at high angles of attack, approach and land-
ing, and dynamic pilot-aircraft interface matching of the longitudinal with the lateral-
directional dynamics of the aircraft.
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TELLING A COMPUTER HOW A HUMAN HAS ALLOCATED HIS
ATTENTION BETWEEN CONTROL AND MONITORING TASKS*
Kenneth D. Enstrom William B. Rouse
John Deere and Company University of Illinois :
Moline, Illinois 61265 Urbana, Illinois 61801
SUMMARY ""
The computer's knowledge of how the human has allocated his attention
is posed as an important issue in the design of human-computer systems _%ere
the two decision makers have overlapping responsibilities. It is argued
that it is inappropriate to require the human to continually tell the compu-
ter how he has allocated his attention. Instead, a computer algorithm
employing fading-memory system identification and linear discriminant
analysis is proposed for real time detection of human shifts of attention
in a control and monitoring situation. Experimental resu]ts are presented
that validate the usefulness of the m_thod.
INTRODUCT _N
While many processes can be completely automated and thus, no longer
require a human as part of the system, there is a large class of processes
where only partial automation is possible and require that the human remain
part of the system. Thus, a human-computer system is formed. One of the
most important issues in the design of human-computer decision making
systems is the allocation of decision making responsibility [I]. In many
cases, where the human and computer have overlappin8 abilities, it seems
desirable for them to have overlapping responsibilities [2]. Thus, allo-
cation of decision making responsibility becomes situation dependent in
that a particular task is assigned to the decision maker who, at the moment,
has the time to allocate to the task in question. The main shortcoming of
• this approach is the possibility of conflicts in the sense that the two
decision makers lose tr_ck of what each other is doinBwhich results in heir
competing to perform tasks. Such competition can have disastrous effects
on performance [3].
An intuitive solution to this problem is to have each decision maker
i tell each other of their actions. This may be reasonable from the computer's
point of view, but such a dialogue might significantly increase the human's i
workload and subvert the main reason for utilizing the computer. Thus, we
need some method for determining what the human is doing without continually
asking him.
Supported by the U. S. Air Force Systems Command under Contract F33615-73-
C-1238.
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This paper considers this problem in the context of a control and moni-
toring situation. As an example, in an aircraft, the pilot's control task
is maintaining attitude, altitude, heading and speed while his monitoring
task involves maintaining his knowledge of the state of his numerous sub-
systems (i.e., electric, hydraulic, etc.). Assuming a computer system was
available for aiding the pilot in detecting and perhaps correcting changes
in subsystem states, then the computer would require a knowledge of the
pilot's perception of sub-system states. Otherwise, they might individually
initiate actions that would jointly be counterproductive or perhaps disas-
trOBS.
We could easily develop other examples for various human-vehicle
systems. However, we will jump inlmediately to the essence of the problem.
The basic question is: How can the computer determine that the human has
e located to his monitoring task a portion of his attention in excess of
what is needed merely to scan the monitoring situation?
This paper proposes a method for real time detection of how the human
has allocated his attention. The method utilizes a fading-memory system
identifier in conjunction with a linear discriminant function to detect
changes in the dynamics of the control situation that indicate a shift in
the human's allocation of attention in excess of what is expecued with
normal scanning. We will now proceed to discuss the method in detail and
consider experimental results that validate the usefulness of the method.
The interested reader can find more detail in Enstrom's thesis [4].
APPROACH
Considerable research has been devoted to the study of manual control
systems and the identification of the human's dynamics (i.e., transfer
function or state model) in control situations [5,6]. We require a method
that can operate in _eal time on a digital computer and successfully identify
time-variations in system parameters. A fading-memory least-squares identi-
fication algorithm was chosen.
The human plus controlled process were modeled as a discrete lino=r
system using
X(k + 1) = _X(k) + r U(K), (1)
Z(k+ I) - _ X(k+ 1). (2)
• where X is an n state vector, U is a p input vector, 0 is an n X n state
transition matrix, r is an n X p disturbance transition matrix, and H is
- an m x n matrix. Following Lee [7], these two equations may be _ransformed
into a canonical form, and then, assuming a single-input, single-output
! system, into a difference equation of the following form.
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nZ(k) = X - ai Z(k - i) + b.l U(k - i) (3)
i=l
In matrix notation, this equation becomes
Z(k) = S(k - 1)'_ (4)
where S(k - I)" = [Z(k - n) ... Z(k - I) U(k - n)... U(k - 1)] and
$ = [-an n " bl... -aI b .. ]. By minimizing the squared model estimation
error, the model parameter vector _ is iteratively estimated using
_(k + I) = _(k) + D(k)EZ(k + I) - S(k)'_(k)] (5)
where
D(k) = P(k) S(k)[S(k)'P(k) S(k) + I]"I (6)
P(k) = P(k - I) - D(k - I) S(k - I)" P(k - I) (7)
Initially _(0) = 0 while P(O) is usually set equal to an arbitrarily large
dlsgonal matrix.
In order to assure unbiased estimates, the method requires tha _ be
updated only after every n inputs, where n is the order of the dif£ ence
equation model. (This avoids biases due to correlated residuals). . further
modification reflecting this requirement produces the following set of equa-
tions.
_[(k + l)n] = _ (kn) + D(kn)[Z(kn + I) - S(kn)" _ (kn)], (8)
where ,"
D(kn) - P(kn) S(kn)[S(kn)" P(kn) S(kn) + 1] "1, (9) 7
P(kn) = P['k(n - 1)] - D[k(n - 1)3 S[k(n - 1)]' P[k(n - 1)]. (10)
The application of these equations will identify single-input, single-
output time invariant systems. However, the method must be modified if
systems with time-varying parameters are to be identified.
A slight modification of derivations by Mendel [8] and Morrison [9]
allows the identification error vector at time J, g(J), to be multiplied
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by a weighting vector at time j, W(j), so that the new squared error term to
be minimized is [W(j)" E(j)]" [W(jS" E(jS]. The vector W(J) is formulated
from the relationship
I I ] (115
wo)=
where p is always less than or equal to 1.0. By making p less than 1.0,
recent errors have a greater influence than old errors in the formulation
of new model parameters. Errors are forgotten as the weighting coeffi- "_
cients asymptotically approach zero. Applying these concepts, the final
algorithm equations are
_[(k + 15n] = _ (kn5 + D(kn)[Z(kn + i) - S(kn)" _ (kn)], (125
where
D(kn) = P(kn) S(kn)[S(kn)" P(kn) S(kn) + p2n]-I (135
P(kn) = _k(n - I)] -D[k(n - I)] S[k(n - i)]" P[k(n - I)] . (14)
2n
: Throughout the remainder of this paper, the term p will be referred to
as the memory coefficient.
Given that we can adaptively identify the dynamics of the human plus
controlled process, we need a method of determining when the dynamics
reflect shifts of attention. The method chosen was linear discrimlnant
analysis [i0].
| Assume that we have events that fall into two classes and that for
: ! each event J, we have m measurements denoted by y , i - 1, 2, ..., m.Then th class to which a particular event belong_Jcan be determined using
cj = _+ _lYlJ + _2Y2j + ... + _mymj (15) _
where c4 - 1 denotes membership in class 1 while c 4 = 2 denotes membership
in clasd 2. If we know the classes to which _ evedts belong, then the c,,
J = 1, 2, ..., _ are determined and _i, i = 1, 2, ..., m can be determined
' if _m.
First, the measurements are normalized ueins
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~ = Z (16)
Ylj Ylj _l + _2 6=1 Yi6
= Z c8 (17)Ej cj £1 + £2 8=1
where _. ts the number of events which belong to class t. Next a set of1
simu7 taneous linear equations are formed
Yll Y21 - - Yml -_1" Cl
!
!
"Y12 "V22 I _2 E2 (18)
I %
' '_ J I J
i _'_ I I I
I _.
I I
% ~
Yl_ Ym_ _m c_
or, more compactly,
? B = _ • (19)
The least-squar_ J solution is the familiar
Tatsuoka discusses issues such as whether or not two classes are signifi-
cantly different and the determination of the probability of class member-
ship. The interested reader is referred to reference 10.
The above identification/discrimination methodology is proposed for
de=erminins 'ow the hmnan has allocated his attention. The following dis-
cussion of experiments will detail the specifics of the method's implemen-
tation.
EXPERIMENTS
Three ex_eriments were designed to test the proposed identification/
dlscrir!.a_ionmethod. While the first experiment tested the scheme's
8eneral _bllity to detect extreme chanses in subject trackin8 dynanttc8, the
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conditions of the second experiment were chosen to represent more realistic
situations and test the method over a range of dynamic systems. The last
experiment was closely controlled to provide data from a group of well-
trained subjects.
An identical testing setup was used in all of the three experiments.
A one-dimensional pursuit tracking task was displayed in the vertical
direction on a CRT. (See Figure i). The CRT was a Hewlett Packard model
1310A, with a screen size of 38.1X 27.9 cm. A PDP-II was coupled with a
custom built graphics display unit to drive the CRT display. A two axis
displacement joystick from Measurement Systems Inc. (model 521) provided
the means for controller input. Later, when side tasks were added to the
tracking task, the subjects' answers were entered via a keyboard unit from
an Infoton Vistar II terminal. To simplify the operation of the keyboard,
the unneeded keys were covered and the carriage return button, which was
used to signal the completion of data entry, was extended for easy location.
(See Figure 2.) All of the tracking tests were five minutes in length.
The displayed input symbol was a square of size 0.68 cm per side, and
the output symbol was a cross of similar size. (See Figure 3.) The subject
was instructed to move the joystick so as to match the cross's position as
closely as possible to that of the moving square. The input path was gener-
ated by passing gaussian white noise through a second order filter. A
sampled-data second order filter (At = 0.I0 see), with a gain of 1.0,
natural frequency of 1.0 radian per second, and a damping ratio of 0.5 pro-
duced an input path (filter output) with a standard deviation of 447 screen
units. The screen coordinates in the vertical direction were -2047 to
+ 2047. The same input path was used for all tests and the square's posi-
tion was always updated at a rate of ten times per second.
The Joystick range was plus and minus 30 degrees from the vertical
position with the full range of the Joystick matching the full range of
the screen coordinates. The Joystick gain was 68.2 screen units per degree;
that is a one degree movement in the Joystick resulted in an input change
of 68.2 screen units. Two stable and two unstable control dynamics were
selected for use in the experiments. (See Table 1.) The Joystick was of
negligible mass and was originally operated without spring resistance. The
update frequency for the cross was 10 times per second for experiments one
and two but was changed to 20 times per second for experiment three. Also,
a light resistance spring was added to the Joystick and controller gain was
increased from 1.0 to 2.0 for experiment three.
In the first experiment, one subject was tested with two different
controller dynamics. Both tests consisted of alternate periods of normal
tracking and periods of no tracking, where _,e Joystick location was kept
stationary. In the first test, the subject used a type 2 controller (see
Table 1), to track for 60 seconds intervals, with dead times between these
periods of 10, 20, and 30 seconds. The second test wee performed with a
type 1 controller. After a 60 second period of continuous tracking, the
remainder of the five minute trial consisted of alternate periods of 30
seconds tracking and § seconds of dead time.
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Figure 1. The experimental setup.
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Figure 3. The tracking situation.
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TABLE I
INPUT CONTROL DYNAMICS
Sampling
System Parameters Period Joystick
Type i K K-I _ -7.8 _-.371 &t=O.l No Spring
(S/Wn)2 + [(2_S/Wn) + i] n
Type 2 K K=I _ -1.60 :-.37] &t-O.l No Spring
(s/%)2 + [(2_s/wn)+ 13 n
K K- I At-O.l No Spring
Type 3 s - 0.5
K
Type 4 s - 0.5 K - 2 At-0.05 Spring
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After testing the identification scheme with these extremely large
changes in subject control dynamics, a more realistic side task replaced the
dead times. An arithmetic problem requiring the multiplication of two
numbers was chosen as the secondary task. The subject's answer to the
problem was entered on the specially designed keyboard (see Figure 2).
To minimize the physical activity associated with the side tasks, the
data entries were made without removing eye contact from the CRT screen.
Each subject was trained on the keyboard to insure familiarity with its
operation before any side task tests. All of the subjects tested were
right handed and each controlled the joystick with his right hand and
operated the keyboard with his left.
The side task was introduced to the subject by displaying it on the
CRT tracking screen. (See Figure 4.) When the side task appeared, the sub-
ject had been instructed to compute the answer and enter it on the keyboard
at a self-paced rate that would eliminate mistakes. The multiplication
problem was displayed until the return key was hit, signalling completion
of the data entry. To prevent unreasonably long reaction times or neglect
of the main tracking task, subjects were scored on both RMS tracking error
and the average reaction time to complete the real side tasks. Peer pressure
due to the posting of results appeared to serve as ample subject motivation.
To control the difficulty of the side tasks, each maltiplication included
a two digit number and a one digit number; forming a three digit product
less than 250.
The scanning required to detect and interpret a side task would require
a short attention shift before mathematical calculations were begun. To
determine if the scanning effect resulted in significant changes in the
control dynamics, "artificial" side tasks were also used. An artificial
side task differed from a real side task by using a '_" rather than an '_"
for the multiplication sign. (See Figure 5.) The artificl•l side tasks
would still require visual scanning, but would not necessitate mental
attention after the text was recognized as a false command. These tasks
were automatically erased after being displayed for five seconds. Three
actual side tasks were included in each five minute test - always at times
2, 3, and 4 minutes. Since the subjects of the third experiment were only
exposed to Lwo side task runs, it is unlikely th•t the timing of the tasks
would have been anticipated by the subjects. Twelve artificial side tasks
were randomly distributed throughout the five minute tracking period, with
one restriction: artificial sid_ tasks would •lways follow real side tasks
by a sufficient amount of time to guarantee completion of the reel task
before the introduction of an •rtifici•l one. See Table 2 for • stnmary
_. of the side task time, types and screen locations.
In the second experimnt, two subjects were tested with three sets of
control dynamics. For each dynamic type, both subjects were run with and
without side t•sks, _he normal treckins task was run first to gmtltarin
: the subject with th6 system dynamics and allow him to devise a satisfactory
operetln$ strate_. Then, within a fifteen minute period, • second test was
run with the same control dynamics and the predetermined side t•sks. Side
tasks with different arithmetic probl_ were used on successive tests.
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TABLE 2
SIDE TASK INFORMATION
m--
5
Number Type Position
X Y
4.720 15 K 2200 1500
eD,..
4.444 14 K 700 1800
4 4.000 13 X 3000 300
3.860 12 K 3100 3500
3.750 11 K 1200 700
3.470 10 K 2300 2500
3 3.000 9 X 1000 2200
2.720 8 K 100 1800
2.500 7 K 3000 1500
2 2.000 6 X 2100 2800
m
1,720 5 K 1000 1500
1.250 4 K 3000 2000
m
1
m
0.805 3 K 50 5O
m
0.416 2 K 5OO 3O00
m
0.278 1 K 2200 500m
": 0
" i
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Four subjects were carefully trained on control type 4 for the last
experiment. Four practice trials of straight tracking were s_aced within
a three day period. After the fourth trial, the subjects were tested again
witk side tasks. The initial reactions to the side tasks were more drastic
than anticipated. Several side task errors occurred, while one subject lost
control of the output cross, causing the coordinates of the cress to exceed
the boundaries of the CRT display area. For this reason, these side task
trials were duplicated on the following day with different arithmetic
problems. Subject number three was run a third time, due to an error
resulting in loss of tracking data.
RESULTS
The raw data collected from each experimental trial consisted of the
input and output signals for the tracking tasks and, when side tasks were
included in the trial, _tart and completion times for each task.
Results of the first experiment proved that the identification/
discrimination method was capable of adapting to unrealistically large
changes in the control system. The two data 3ets were analyzed using a
second order difference equation model and a range of memory coefficients.
Substantial changes occurred in the model's four parameters directly corres-
ponding to the dead periods of joystick control. An identification memory
coefficient of 0.96 produced model parameter changes that were easily
detected by visual inspection of time plots of the parameter values• Since
the conditions of this experiment were oversimplified, further analysis
was not pursued.
The remaining discussion of side tas_ detection will be divided into
two areas. First, the parameters of the identification scheme (i.e., model
order and memory coefficient) will be discussed. Then, the application
of the linear dLscriminant function will be considered. The tracking and
side task data from experiment two _s the basis of these d£sc_sslons.
Finally, we _rLll dls_uss the results when the data from the third experiment
was processed according to the fi_Ings from experiment two.
The difference equation model order, which was arbitrarily set to
for experiment one, was studied by forming control n_dels of orders
one thru five for the six non-side task tracking dat_ sets from experiment
two. The outputs from these models were comparea to the real output values
to determine an P_S fitting error. The identif_cation model memory
• coefficient was set to 1.0 for this analysis since side tasks were not
used, producing fairly constant system parameters. As _xpected, the
fitting error decreased with increasing model order. Trade-oils batwttn
accuracy and feasibility for use in real time applications resulted in a
compromise,, selection of a second order model.
To adaptively identify tiae-vatying syst_ par_ters, a _ry
coefficient less than 1.0 was required. As the coefficient was decreased,
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changes in the system would affect this identification scheme quicker.
However, noise and inaccuracies would also increase with smaller memory
coefficients. Thus, a tradeoff was necessary between identification _'e-
sponse time and the accuracy of the results. To determine a suitable
memury coefficient, the RMS fitting error was aetermlned for side task
data runs from experiment two with memory coefficients of 1.00_ 0.95, 0.90,
0.80, and 0.70. The fitting error decreased as the memory coefficient
was reduced and then started to increase with a coefficient of 0.70. A
value of 0.90 was selected since memory coefficients less than 0.90 produced
eratic parameter values - even for non-slde-task tracking periods.
Now chat a seccnd order model and a memory coefficient of 0.90 have
been established, the use of discr[minant analysis to detect control system
changes will be discussed. A reasonable first choice of discriminant
measures was the four parameters of the model, (i.e., the four coefficients
of the second-order difference equation). If changes in these parameters
were linearly related to side task attention shifts, the discrimir_ _.
function would be able to detect the side task periods. Visual ex&mlnation
of the parameter vs. time plots indicated that absolute changes in the
parameter values did not always correlate well with the side task times.
A measure representing the relative changes of the parameters was proposed
to correspond more consistently to the side ta_k periods. A long term
average of each parameter was calculated and, by comparing the current
parameter value to the lone term reference value, relative changes _ere
measured. By summing the relative changes over shc, rt periods of time,
four mor_ discriminant measures were formed. A final measure was added
co the group of eight properties by forming an average of the squared
t racking errors.
Now we will consider the effects of some of the variables associated
with the detection scheme. Such variables include the window size used
in the formation of the long term parameter reference values, the relative
measure window size, and the a priori probability associated with each
classification type. Then, we viii consider the scheme's ability to use
a single set of sample class measurements to analyze trial data runs within
subjects and across dynamics - and within dynamics and across subjects.
The scheme's performance with fewer discriminant measures is also of
lnteres t.
We have not attempted to determine the optimal settings for the
identification/discriuLtnation scheme. Instead, our efforts were aimed at
showJ.ng some overall trends and characteristics associated with the side
"-_ task detection algorithm. In many cases when the effect of a single
variable was analyzed, the effects of all other variables were assuned
to be independent.
Long tern reference window sizes of 10.0, 20.0, 25.0, and 30.0 seconds
were considered. Flxin$ the probability of a side task event at 0.05 am5
a rela'tve maasure window else of 6.0 seconds, we found that a reference
window size o| 25.0 eoconde was the only value that detected every side
task, and resulted only in false alernu that could _t rola:ed to artificial
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side tasks.
Relative window sizes of 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 12.0 and 20.0 seconds were
considered. Although the results did not show any one window size to be
consistently superior to the others, a window size of 8.0 seconds normally
produced side task detections with a greater degree of certainty than the
others.
The discriminant function requires an initial probability guess for the
likelihood of an event being from one of the two classes. As the proba-
bility estimaLe of an event's occurrence is decreased, th_ discriminant
function will predict a lesser number of events for that particular class.
Data from experiment two was analyzed using probabilities of a side task
event equal to 0.50, 0.i0, 0.05, and 0.01. We found that a probability
of 0.05 resulted -nly in false side task detections that were possibly
related to an artificial side task, and the one real side task detection
that was missed was also missed with values of 0.i0 and 0.01.
Until this point, the discriminant function learning samples were
formed from the same data file that was to be analyzed. Possibly the
similarity among subjects and/or dynamics was great enough to permit the
use of one set of discriminant function coefficients in the analysis of
different experimental trials. Because experiment two used only two
s1_jects, but three different controller dynamics, this data will be
analyzed across the dynamics, but within each subject. Individual learning
samples were summed together making one large learning file. The results
of these tests are shown in Table 3. Overall, the detection algorithm
did not work very well across the different dynamics used in this inves-
tigation. However, note that in both subject sets the controller type 2
run was _dentified far better than the rest. Possibly the discriminant
function fer this control system was near the average of all _hree.
Nine measures were used with the discrlminant function to take full
advantage of as many measures as seemed reasonable. The number of
measurements required to make detections was considered by analyzing the
same sets of data with a decreasing number of measures. In each reduction,
the poorest remaining indicator was dropped. The average order of impor-
tance of the measures from experiment two were as follows:
Order of Measure
Importance Number Description
I 7 Relative Change of Measure No. 3
2 6 Relative Change of Measure No. 2
3 3 Input Value 0.2 Seconds Ago
4 8 Relative Change of Measure No. 4
5 5 Relative Change of Measure No. I
6 2 Out Value 0.2 Seconds Ago
7 4 Input Value 0.I Seconds Ago
8 1 Output Value 0.1 Seconds Ago
9 9 Tracking Error Squared
!
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TABLE 3
RESULTS OF USING SAME DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION
ACROSS DYNAMICS, WITHIN SUBJECTS
., , ,,,.,.
Subject Controller Number of 2 Second Number of 2 Second
Intervals Detected Intervals Falsely
During Side Task No. Detected
Number Type ....
I 2 3 Total R.A.S.T.*
i I 3 0 0 0 0
I 2 6 i 6 0 0
1 3 0 0 1 0 0
2 1 0 2 3 0 0
2 2 6 8 4 0 0
2 3 0 0 0 0 0
,
Number related to artificial aide task
TABLE 4
EFFECT OF REDUCING TIIENUMBER OF DISCRININANT FUNCTION PROPERTIES
I
Subject i I 1 2 2 2
Number i
,J , •
Controller
i 2 3 I 2 3
Type
Number of Two Second Intervals Detected During Side "T-'skNumber
Number of ......
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 ,3 1 2 __ ,Pr oper _e8
9 6 2 0 6 4 8 4 4 5 4 8 3 4 7 5 8 0 5
": 8 0 0 0 3 1 4 4 5 5 5 8 3 5 6 5 9 0 4
7 0 0 0 3 1 4 4 5 5 4 8 2 5 6 5 9 0 4
6 0 0 0 3 1 4 3 4 3 5 8 2 5 6 5 8 1 4
_" 5 0 0 0 4 0 4 4 4 3 4 8 2 5 6 4 8 I 3
4 0 0 0 5 0 2 0 0 3 4 8 2 5 6 3 3 0 3
, 3 0 0 0 5 0 1 3 0 3 8 7 0 1 2 1 - " "
, 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 8 6 0 0 2 1 " " "
.... 1 .... 0 0_.0 0 0 0 3 0 3 8 .6 0 0 2 0 " " "
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Three important points should be noted about the order of the above
property list. First, the relative measure of each property was always a
better indicator than the absolute property measure. Note also that of the
first five important properties, four of them were relative measures.
Secondly, the error squared termwhich was initially thought to be a good
indicator was the poorest. This result was not too surprising after review-
ing the circumstances. The error is not only a function of the subject's
output position, but also a function of the input position of which the
subject has no control. The final point is that the most important variable
was the relative change of the measure related to the input value of 0.2
seconds ago. Since the normal reaction time delay for a human controller
; is in this range, we might conjecture that the subject's time delay is
affected during shifLs of =_.._-.__... The results of reducing the number
of discriminant function measures appear in Table 4. Of the six data sets
tested, four of them were still successfully processed using only five
properties. Note that the other two data sets contained side tasks that
were not detected with the total nine properties.
Now data from the third experiment will be analyzed using the algorithm
parameters (i.e., model order, memory coefficient, window sizes, etc.) deter-
mined from the data of the second experiment. Summarizing these parameters,
the final side task detection algorithm identified four parameters of a
second order difference equation model using a fading-memory identification
method with a memory coefficient of 0.90. The four model parameters plus a
relative measure of each parameter's changes plus a tracking error squared
measure were utilized by a linear di_c_imin_nt function which was "traizLed"
with sample data from each of the two classifications.
The general results of experiment three are shown in Table 5. Note
that every real side task was detected, and all other side task predictions
were possibly related to artificial side tasks. Thus, the results of
experiment two appear to be applicable to at least some additional control
systems with different subjects and different controller types.
The data from experiment three was also used to consider the side
task detection algorithm's ability to process data across subjects within
the same dynamics using a single learning classification sample group.
These results appear in Table 6. The method seems to work reasonably well
for different subjects using the same dynamics. Notice that only one real
side task was not detected, and the only false detections were again
related to artificial side tasks. This is somewhat surprising because, the
four subjects did not have similar tracking skills - one was much better,
while one was consistently poorer.
Finally, the algorithm's ability to operate in real time was examined.
Using a DEC-10 computer, 3.917 cpu seconds were required to initialize i
variables and read in the raw tracking data from a five minute trial. The
time required to form the eight measurements (the squared error term was
not used), and _ake predictions with predetermined discrlmlnant coeffi-
clents was 6.535 cpu seconds. Real time use appears to be highly supported,
since only about ten cpu seconds were used to process a total of five
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TABLE 5
GENERAL RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 3
Subject Controller Number of 2 Second Number of 2 Second
Intervals Detected Intervals Falsely
Number Type During Side Task No. Detected
,,,L_ = J m
I 2 3 Total [ R.A.S.q_
I
3 | 4 6 5 6 0 0
4 4 6 4 i0 2 2
5 4 6 4 3 2 2
6 4 5 II 8 0 0
I
Number related to artificial side task
TABLE 6
RESULTS OF USING SAME DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION
FOR ALL SUBJECTS IN EXPERIMENT THREE
i
'Subject Controller Number of 2 Second Number of 2 Second
Intervals Detected Intervals Falsely
During Side Task No. Detected
Number Type
i I 2 3 Total R.A.S._ _*
I !
3 I 4 6 3 5 3 "_
4 [ 4 4 0 9 0 0
5 4 6 4 2 3 3
6 4 5 7 5 0 0
Number related to artificial side task
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minutes of tracking data. Assuming a PDP-II to be five to ten times slower
than a DEC-10, a PDP-II or other similar sized computer could also be used
for real time application of the detection algorithm.
CONCLUSIONS
If a human and computer are to successfully interact in situations
where they have overlapping resuonsibilities, they need to know what each
other is doing. H_ever, it is unreaso_ab)¢ to require the human to con-
tinually inform the computer of his actions. A method is needed for the
computer to detect what the human is doing.
_l._ paper has considered human-computer interaction in co_trol and
monitoring situations and proposed a method utilizing a fading-memory
system identifier and linear discriminant analysis that allows real time
prediction of how the human has allocated his attention between the control
and monitoring tasks. Experimental results have validated the usefulness
of the method.
To actually implement the method in, for example, an aircraft or space-
craft, further research is needed to develop heuristics for handling problems
_uch as periods when the human completely stops tracking. Multi-class
discriminant analysis and perhaps some nonlineac method might be appropriate
to this problem.
The proposed method may also be useful as a research tool for those
investigating motor skills or attention allocation. Such research would be
of use in interpreting the outputs of multl-class discrimlnant analyses.
To conclude, we have posed what is a very real problem in the design
of human-computer systems. Our solution, in the context of control a_id
monitoring situations, appears feasible in a real time setting, but requires
more development work before actual implementation.
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THE USE OF EVENT-RELATED-POTENTIALS IN THE ENHANCEMENT
OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE*
By Christopher Wickens, Jack Isreal, Gregory McCarthy,
Daniel Gopher and Emanuel Donchin
Cognitive Psychophysiology Laboratory
Department of Psychology
and Aviation Research Laboratory "_"
University of Illinois
ABSTRACT
Advancing computer technology has facilitated the implementation of
on-line adaptive man-machlne systems. In these systems, computer decisions
based on information concerning the state of the operator can affect _he
nature of the man-machine interaction. Some limitations of performance
measures as sources to provide information to the computer are presented,
and it is argued that these limitations are particularly restrictive when
the information concerns selective attention in a monitoring task, or the
assessment of residual attention. It is suggested that psychophyslological
measures such as the event related cortical potential (ERP) may be utilized
to bypass these limitations. The characteristics of the ERP and experimental
demonstrations of its sensitivity to attentlonal manipulations are described
and a program of relevant research is then outlined. This includes a des-
cription of a pilot investigation of the relationship between the ERP to
auditory probe stimuli and the workload demands of a two dimensional track-
ing task.
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURES IN THE ADAPTIVE MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
The remarkable developments in mini- and micro-computers is transform-
: ing the design of man-machine systems. The computer industry is producing
' smaller, faster and more economical computers. It is, therefore, increas-
ingly easier to incorporate computers as control components in man-machine
systems with striking effects on the flexibility of the systems. Most
notable is the increasing prevalence of adaptive systems. In these the
• computer can affect the nature of the man-machine interaction by implementit,,
dynamically, an optimizing algorithm. System behavior can be adjusted to
the continually changing states of the operator, the environment and to the
: *This research is sponsored by the Cybernetic Technology Office of
ARPAmonitored by ONR thru Contract number N-000-14-76-C-0002, (Principal
Investigator, E. Donchin).
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interaction between the two. This flexibility depends on an exchange of
information between the operator and the machine. Within the framework of
a computer based system it is possible to conceive of novel channels of
communication to supplement conventional display and control interfaces.
This report describes a program, which is one of several Biocybernetic
programs supported by ARPA's Cybernetic Technology Office, which seeks to
develop such a communication channel utilizing information which can be
derived from brain-waves.
The environment for which we developed these channels is exemplified
by the hypothetical high performance aircraft with on-board computer facili-
ties represented in Figure i. The conventional Disp]ay, Pilot, Control and
Plant components are supplemented by various performance aids which can be
implemented or adjusted on-line. Thes_ may consist of the addition or
removal of predictive display information, an alteration o5 the Control or
Plant dynamics along various axes or perhaps the assumption of control of
certain tasks normally performed by the operator. In order that these
adaptive decisions be made intelligently by the on-board aiding center, a
managing computer or Decision Center shown in Figure i must be well informed.
The information it requires includes obviously characteristics of the
mission, the status of other aircraft, vehicular disturbances and ground
controlled inputs. Additionally, it would be extremely useful to the
Decision Center to have estimates of two important aspects of the operator's
attentional state: what information he is processing or ignoring at any
time (selective attention), and his overall level of workload or involvement
with on-golng tasks. Operator workload in this sense is often conceptualized
as a variable that is reciprocally related to the amount of residual atten-
tion available to deal with unexpected environmental contingencies (I).
Various performance measures are traditionally used to index attention
and workload. These have been found to provide adequate indices of both
aspects of the attentional state• For example, in a multl-display selective
attention task, the allocation of attention between sources of discrete
stimuli has been revealed by response latency (2, 3) or accuracy (4).
Attention allocation to continuous tasks has been successfully identified
through changes in tracking gain (2, 4), information transmitted (4), time
delay (5), holds in the tracking output (6, 7), remnant or observation noise
(8, 9), or by more complex coefficients of a linear discrete time series
model (I0).
Operator workload or residual attention has often been measured by the
"secondary task loading" technique (II). The operator is presumed to possess
some limited quantity of processing resources which can be distributed among
various tasks. As a primary task is made more difflcult--Its workload demand
• increased--a greater quantity of the limited resource is required to maintain
criterion perfonuance, and conversely a lesser amount remains to perform the
secondary task. As a consequence, secondary task performance decreases,
serving as an index of primary task difficulty. Such techniques have proven
reliable in comparing different display or control configurations (12), or
in validating subjective estimates of control task difficulty (13).
While performance measures do serve adequately as indices of selective
attention, their use is necessarily restricted to tasks in which overt
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responses are produced. Thus they are inappropriate for a class of tasks
that are becoming critically important in modern system control: passive
monitoring durin_ which few overt responses are emitted by the operator.
To assess the allocation of attention during a monitoring task, periodic
probe events must be inserted in the environment and an overt (detection)
response to the Drobes required. Such probes are of necessity disruptive
to ongoing performance. The difficulties encountered by an on-line assess-
ment of workload through secondary task loading are more severe. The
secondary task performance may well disrupt performance on the primary
task with possibly critical consequences. It may also "saturate" the
residual attention that it was designed to assess. ""
Even in situations where the above restrictions are not encountered,
(for example divided attention between two information transmission tasks),
a further limitation upon the usefulness of performance measures is presented
by the inherent response variability which precludes reliable estimates of
attention-sensitive parameters from a single observation. Thus assessment
of any or all of the performance measures described above must involve a
number of behavioral observations taken over time, a requirement which
further limits tileusefulness of these measures in closing an on-line
adaptive loop such as that shown in Figure i.
The shortcomings of performance measures point to an urgent need for
additional sources of information which can either supplement or, as in the
monitoring and work]oad-measurement situations described above, replace the
performance measures in providing information to the Decision Center. Tt
is for this reason that we have initiated an investigation to determine if
psychophysiological measures can serve as indices of human information
processing characteristics. Psychophysiological measures have two important
properties that counteract the drawbacks of performance variables pointed
out above. (These advantages a'e, of course, purchased at the cost of
increased complexity in measurement. The cost effectiveness of these
procedures is a matter for future research and will not be discussed here.)
It is reasonable to assume that the inherent random noise sources which
perturb, or contribute to the variability of psychophysiologlcal measures
are relatively uncorrelated with the sources of performance variability.
Assuming an independence of the noise sources, the information provided
Jointly by both signals in any given observation period should be of
greater reliability than the information provided by either source alone.J
In other words the time required for a Decision Center to obtain an estimate
of the subject's internal state at a given level of reliability will be
reduced when estimates are based upon Joint measures.
The second advantageous feature of psychophyslolo@ical measures is
that, with proper instrumentation, they may be assessed in a manner that
is less disruptive _o ongoing performance than the monitoring "probes" or
the secondary tasks discussed above. One example of the potential useful-
ness of such measures has been provided by another Biocybernetlcs project
in which Beatty (14) has demonstrated the utility of pupil diameter as a
measure of the operator's cognitive processing load. Our own efforts focus
on the scalp recorded event-related-potential (ERP) as a source which may
provide useful information concerning the operators cognitive state.
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THE EVENT-RELATED-POTENTIAL
The ERP is a transient voltage change in the brain which is elicited by
any discrete event, and which may be recorded by surface electrodes attached
to the scalp. Superimposed on the ongoing EEG, the ERP extends for at
least 500 msec. and is characterized by a series of distinct positive and
negative-going peaks with _haracteristlc latencles followiug Lhe stimulus
(15, 16). The amplitude of the different peaks appears to be sensitive to
physical and informational characteristics of the stimulus. The multivari-
ate nature of the ERP provided by the separate peaks reinforces its poten- -_.
tial value in providing considerable information to an on-board computer.
Although normally the ERP to J single stimulus is masked by the ou-
going EEG voltage, rendering it difficult to identify from a visual record,
multltrial averaging techniquer can serve to cancel the noise contribution
and provide an estimated ERP associated with an event. Alternatively, and
of critical importance for on-line assessment of behavior, a wide variety
of techniques are being developed and implemented as a part of this project
which will enable successful identification and classification of the
CIL _acteristlcs of an ERP on a single trial (17, 18). Such techniques iv-
c_ade frequency domain filtering of EEG activity, iteratlve time domain
adjustment to reveal peaks (19) or application of linear dlscrlminant
analysis (20).
Although the success of ERPs as indlcants of attention in a complex
cockpit-llke environment has not been established, there is nevertheless
strong experimental evidence that components of the waveform are sensitive
to attentional manipulations. Thus for example, Donchin and Cohen (21)
have found that the amplitude of the late positive peak of the waveform
(P300) reflects the allocation of attention to each of the c!ements in a
two element visual display. This finding has been replicated in the
auditory modality (22, 23). Earlier components of the waveform have also
been found to be enhanced by focussed attention (24, 25). Clearly then,
the evoked potential does reflect all-or-none discrete shifts in attention
as defined by the relevance or non-relevance of an information source.
There is much less validation in the literature of the ability of the
ERP measures to distinguish between levels of workload or attention on a
continuous or graded basis in a manner which has been established with
performance variables (e.g., 2, 5). In a study in which ERPs were recorded
to stimuli in a two-channel signal detection task, LaFayette, Dinand and
Gentil (26) were able to observe changes in the early positive and negative
components of the ERP as the stimuli were made _ore or less relevant by
instructional manipulations. In a second study, they found reliable changes
in the early components of the ERP to detected tones as the workload of a
secondary cognitive reasoning task was manipulated.
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PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTATION
We are currently investigating the capability of ERP measures to
reflect the subject's information processing characteristics in an environ-
,,=,L L,,_L_mU_dU_ muL_ clu_iy Lh_ control and moniLu_in8 u=_'-'.... _......• _UL|L J _LAL_
by the pilot. Our basic experimental approach is to record ERPs to probe
auditory or visual stimuli. These probe_ are either irrelevant to the
tasks performed (and may therefore be ignored by the subjects), o= require
only a minimum amount of cognitive processing, thus avoiding any disruption
of primary task performance. In a selective attentlon/monitoring paradigm, ._.
the probe stimulus may occur along one of the relevant channels, displays
or information sources to determine if the elicited ERP will reflect the
extent to which that source is being processed. The stimulus attribute of
the probe will however be different from the attributes of the channel that
is relevant to the monitoring task. That is, if the subject is monitoring
a visual channel for a spatially defined event, the probe will involve an
intensity change. Alternatively, in a divided attention processing task,
the ERP-eliciting stimuli can be the same stimuli as tho_e that are pro-
cessed and responded to in the performance of the tasks. Finally, in a
workload manipulation paradigm, the probes are presented along channels
that are totally irrelevant to the primary task performed, in order to
determine if the elicited ERP's will reflect the residual attention available
from that task as its workload is manipulated.
We have investigated ERP's and residual attention in a pilot experiment
in which six subjects performed a two-dimenslonal pursuit tracking task with
dynamics of the form
K1 + K2S
y =
S2
on both axes. Twelve 3-mlnute practice trials were first presented to
bring the subjects to a stable level of performance via adaptive techniques
with forcing function cutoff frequency employed as the adaptive variable.
ERP's were next recorded in two workload manipulation sessions. The
prubes consisted of a Bernoulll series of rare and frequent tones differing
in pitch. The two sessions differed from each other according to whether
the probe stimuli were ignored or proceesed. "Processln_" involved main-
talnin_ an internal count of the number of rare stlmull that occurred
during a trial (see Figure 2).
Within each session, workload was manipulated by two different methods
(Fxsure 3). First, the forcing function bandwidth was increased and
decreased by 30Z from the asymptotic level, achieved by each subject in the
adaptive practice session. This generated 3 different levels of objective
task dlfflculty. Then, based upon the performance of each subject in the
intermediate and high bandwidth conditions (_oderate and large error
respectlvely), two target diameters were _elected, equal in value to the
_4S error measured for each subject tn those two conditions. A third,
larger diameter was also selected of proportlonately greater size. In this
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manner the manipulatien of target diameter, or required error tolerance was
"calibrated" for each subject according to his sensitivity to the bandwidth
manipulation _, the object of t_is calibration being to obtain equivalent
manipulations of subjective performance demands across all subjects. Track-
ing under the three target sizes was performed at the constant intermediate
bandwidth level. It was therefore assumed that progressively more residual
attention would be made available from the tracking task as the erro °"
tolerance (and obtained error) was increased.
The two particular workload manipulations employed may be placed in
context by assuming that the attentional demands or subjective difficulty
of a task is a joint function of its objective difficulty (e.g., task
characteristics such as input bandwidth or dynamics), and the performance
level required (in the present case, specified by the target diameter).
_at we have done then is to manipulate each of these dimensions of diffi-
culty separately, while holding the other constant.
The logic of the tracking task, probe signal presentation and ERP
recording was controlled by a PDP 11/40 computer (27). ERP's recorded from
3 electrode sites were a_plified and were displayed on-line
via a GT-44 graphics display terminal. The data was also recorded on
digital tape for later off-line analysis and plotting by a Harris computer.
The preliminary data thus far collected has indicated that stable ERP
waveforms can in fact be elicited by probes under the high levels of primary
task workload required in the experiment. At this writing the data are
being analyzed and it is alreadv clear that there is a substantial degree
of individual differences in the shape and temporal characteristics of the
waveforms. These may well be related to different strategies that subjects
adopt in performing their assigned tasks, and these strategies will be
investigated through future analysis of the tracking data in the time and
frequency domain. It appears however that there is some consistency within
the waveforms of a given subject. In this case the between-subject
variability presents no serious difficulty and may well prove useful in
assessing individual differences in performance. In a sense, calibrating
an ERP analyzer to the physiological response characteristics of an individu-
al operator imposes no greater engineering demands than custom designing the
helmet or flight suit to his anthropometric characteristics.
At this point, the state of our research is too preliminary to draw
firm conclusions concerning the effects of attentional manipulations upon
the event-related-potentials. However, given the projected importance of
nondisruptive measures, and the established sensitivity of such measures
to certain attentional variations in the laboratory, we are sufficiently
encouraged to pursue the direction of experimentation outlined above.
i
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PUPILLOMETRIC MEASUREMENT OF COGNITIVE WORKLOAD
By Jackson Beatty
Department of Psychology
University of California at Los Angeles
SUMMARY
The momentary workload that is imposed by a cognitive task upon the limited
capacity human information-processing system appears to be accurately reflected in
the momentary level of central nervous system activation. The utility of pupillometric
methods of workload assessment is evaluated and -everal lines of experimental evi-
dence relating activation and cognitive function aru reviewed.
INTRODUCTION
Information processing tasks differ in the extent and duration of the demands
that they place upon the limited capacity of the human nervous system to handle infor-
mation. For most tasks, processing demands are not constant, but vary from moment
to moment in response to changes in the functional organization of the task. These de-
mands may be thought to represent the cognitive workload associated with the task, a
time-varying function cf the demand for limited resources.
Given the assumption that cognitive capacity is fixed (reference 1), the momen-
tary demands of any single processing function for capacity may be estimated by de-
termining the amount of residual capacity that may be allocated to another processing
task that is assigned a secondary priority (reference 2). Secondary-task measurement
of cognitive wor_lcad is of major importance in the study of both cognitive capacity
and the resource demands of particular processes, but both technical {reference 2)and
• theoretical (reference 3} difficulties preclude the utilization of secondary-task proce-
dures in many situations. For this reason the more convenient method of subjective
estimation of cognitive workload is still commonly employed (reference 4) despite
serious questions as to both the reliability and validity of such rating procedures.
A third approach to the problem of measuring momentary cognitive workload
stems from the observation that momentary workload is directly reflected in the too-
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mentary level of central nervous system (CNS) activation (references 5 and 6). Of the
various indicators of activation, pupillometric measurement techniques (references
7, 8 and 9) appear to be most sensitive and reliable (reference 10).
The present paper examines several lines of evidence suggesting that pupillome-
tric measures of activation serve as a reliable indicator of cognitive workload in per-
ception, memory, decision and complex problem solving. An extension of this experi-
mental method to the study of problems of workload optimization in complex man/ma-
chine systems is then considered.
PERCE PTUAL PROCESSES
Perceptual processes appear to proceed quite effortlessly and place rather little
demand upon the limited capacity of the human information-processing system (5).
Thus Wlckens (reference 11) was unable to observe a secondary task decrement when
a sensory signal-detection task was imposed as the primary task in an experiment in-
vestigating the distribution of processin_ capacity. The workload involved in the detec-
tion of weak signals is quite small.
In this context, it is of interest to note that small but reliable pupillary dilations
accompany the detection of both visual and acoustic signals at near-threshold intensi-
ties. Hakerem and Sutton (reference 12) examined the pupillary movements that ac-
company the perception of weak visual stimuli and were able to show a dilation for
signals that were detected which was absent for signals that were missed. More re-
cently Beatty and Wagoner (reference 13) provided a pupillometric analysis of activa-
tion in the detection of weak acoustic signals using a rating-scale response procedure
(see reference 14). Using unmarked observation intervals, no pupillary dilations were
observed in the absence of a signal regardless of the outcome of the observer's deci-
sion. In the presence of a signal, a dilation of the pupil appeared in the interval be-
tween signal delivery and response cue onset. The magnitude of this dilation varied
monotonically with the observer's rated probability that a signal had been presented.
These data raise the interesting possibility that pupillometric methods may pro-
vide a more sensitive measure of cognitive load than do conventional secondary-task
measurement techniques. Thus the small pupillary dilations observed during percep-
tual processing may be indexing brain workload levels that are not of sufficient mag-
nitude to be detected by secondary task interference methods.
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DECISION PROCESSES
Even simple decision processes appear to impose some workload on the cogni-
tive system as indicated by pupillometric measures of activation. For example,
Simpson and Hale (reference 15) measured pupillary diameter in two groups of sub-
Jects who were required to move a lever to one of four positions. In the decision
group, subjects were told at the beginning of each trial that either of two directions
_as permissible (e. g., front or left). Seven seconds later a response cue was pre- ,_
sented and the subject initiated one of the two movements. In the no-decision control
group, subjects were instructed exactly as to the desired movement on each trial
(e. g., front). Pupillary dilation in the post-instruction pre-response period was lar-
ger and more prolonged for those subjects who had to choose between two movements
befnre responding.
Substantially larger pupillary dilations are observed to accompany more diffi-
cult decision processes. In an experiment reported by Kalmeman and Beatty (refer-
ence 16), listeners were required to determine whether a comparison tone was of
higher or lower pitch than the standard. Clear puplllary dilation occurred in the 4-
second decision period between presentation of the comparison tone and the response
cue. The amplitude of this dilation varied as a direct function of decision difficulty,
the difference in frequency between the standard (850 Hz) and comparison tones.
This relation is shown in figure 1, which presents both the amplitude of dilation in
the decision period and the percent deci_ ion errors as a function of the frequency of
the comparison tone. These dilattcn, ,:_ere highly reliable and did not habituate over
the experimental session. Pupillary dilations during decision appear to vary as a
function of cognitive workload, as inferred from task parameters and performance
data.
MEMORY PROCESSES
The idea that human information-processing capacity Is limited arose directly
from the study of the limitations of human short-term or working memory (reference
17). Our capacity for unrelated items is on the order of seven or eight, with some
adjustment being made for the difficulty of the to-be-remembered units. If pupillary
movements reflect CNS activation shifts as a function of cognitive workload, then
these relations should be clearly revealed in the pupillometric invesUgaflon of mem-
ory processes.
Kahneman and Beatty (reference 18) provided a demonstration that the momen-
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Figure 1. Average puplllary dilation during the decision period and percent errors
as a function of the frequency of the comparison tone. The frequency of the
standard was 850 cps. (From Kahneman & Beatty, 1967)
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tary load placed upon the cognitive system by a memory task is reflected in pupillary
diameter. In a series of experiments on short-term serial memory using paced re-
call, students were required to listen to strings of from one to seven items and, after
a 2 second pause, repeat the string at the rate of one item per second. For strings of
digits, pupillary diameter increased as each item of the input string was heard and
decreased as each item of the output string was spoken. Thus pupillary diameter at
the pause between input and output varied as a monotonic function of the ntunber of
items held in memory. These pupillary functions are shown in figure 2A.
Workload in a memory task depends not only upon the number of items to be re-
membered, but also upon the difficulty of each of the items themselves. Thts_, as
fewer unrelated words may be reliably recalled than unrelated digits, the load im-
posed by each word upon the cognitive system is presumed to be greater. Figure 2B
presents the results of a serial memory experiment involving strings of four digits
or four words. For the simple recall conditions, it is apparent that the slope of the
puplllary function is greater for the more difficult word strings than for the easier
digit strings. That these pupillary response functions are sensitive to processing pa-
rameters is evident from the large dilations observed under the condition labelled
"transformation," in which the subject was required to respond to the string of 4 di-
gits with another string obtained by adding 1 to each digit of the input string. This
transformation task is the most difficult of all memory tasks studied, as indicated by
the error data, and it consistently was accompanied by larger pupillary movements
indicating CNS activation.
Behavioral data supporting the contention that the demands upon limited infor-
mation-processing capacity increase during the rising phase of the pupillary re-
sponse function as items are entered into working memory and decrease during the
falling phase of that ftmction as items are successively recalled from memory, is
prozlded by an experiment in which residual capacity was measured using secondary-
task measurement. Kahnez_.an, Beatty, and Pollack (reference 19) reported that the
pattern of interference with a secondary perceptual-detection task exactly paralleled
the pupillary-activation curve obtained for the serial memory transformation task
alone. For serial memory tasks, changes in cognitive workload appear to be reflec-
ted in the momentary level of CNS activation, as indexed by pupillometric measure-
ment.
COMPLEX PROBLEM SOLVING _'
o
, Pupillary dilations accompanying complex problem solving appear to be related i
directly to the difficulty of such processing, although behavioral assessments of
workload have not yet appeared for these types of cogn/t/ve tasks. For example, Hess
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Figure 2. Upper graph: Average puptllary diameter during presentation and recall of
strings of 3 to 7 digits, superimposed about the two second pause between
presentation and recall. Slashes indicate the beginni_ and the end of the
memory task. Lower graph: Pupillary diameter during presentation and
recall of four digits, words and a digit transformation task. (From Kahne-
man & Beatty, 1966)
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and Polt(8)examined pupillarymovements as multiplicationproblems were colved
mentally.Pupillarydiameter increasedduringtheperiodprecedingsolution,and the
magnitude ofdilationwas relatedto presumed problem difficulty.Payne, Parry, and
Harasymiw (reference20)alsoreporta monotonicrelationbetween mean pupillary
diameter and problem difficulty,butnotethatthisrelationshipismarkedly nonlinear
with respectto difficultyscalesbased upon percentcorrectsolution,time to solution
or subjectiveratingofdifficulty.Pupillarydiameter inmental rnultiplicationappears
to peak rapidlyas a functionofdifficulty,withmore difficultproblems requiring
more time untilsolutionisreached. This suggeststhatcognitivecapacityisquiteful-
lytaxedincomplex mental arithmeticproblems so thattheworkloadper unittime re-
mains relativelyconstantas problem difficultyis increasedover moderate levels,but
thatthetotaltime to solutionisincreased.
Other typesofcomplex problem solvingtasksshow similarrelationshipsbe-
tween pupillarydilationand problem diffieulb..For example, Bradshaw (reference
21)has reportedthatlargerpupillarydilationsaccompany the solvingof more difficult
anagrams, and thatthesedilationsare n:,aintaineduntilsolurionis reached.
IMPLICATIONS FOR WORKLOAD EVALUATION IN MAN/MACHINE SYSTEMS
Traditionalinterferenceand subjective-ratingmethods ofworkloadevaluation
have been employed inthedesigncfcomplc× man/machine interfaces,butneitheris
without its own particular limitations. PupiUometric methods of workload estimation
provide a third alternative that in certain situations might be preferable to either of
the more traditional measurements.
One problem for which pupillometric assessment procedures appear to be well-
suited is that of display evaluation. PupiUometric methods permit reliable measure-
ment of the small cognitive workloads associated with the processing of sensory infor-
marion that may not be detectable by interference methods. One project underway in
our laboratories examines the effects of display readability on the pupillary dilations
accompanying information acquisition. A second experiment is concerned with pupil-
lometricall)" measuring cognitive workload involved in processing computer-generated
speech at -_arlous levels of inteUig/bility.
The most intriguing possibility is that the measurement of central nervous sys-
tem activation associated with eognltive function might provide a common metric for
the comparison of workload in tasks that differ substant/aUy in their functional char-
actertstics. Underlytn_ this possibility is the idea that CNS aottvaflou is tim limited
general resource that is allocated among colpdttve processes demand/_ capacity. If
this is the case, then it may be lXmsible to directly compare perceptual, memory,
141 i
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symbol manipulation and response processes in terms of activation requirements. At
present, however, we may only conclude tlmt the pupillomctric measures of activation
are useful in measuring cognitive load for a range of cognitive processes. No evi-
dence concerning the comparability of measurements made across diverse processes
has yet appeared.
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LEft'-BRAIN/RIGHT-BRAIN AND SYMBOLIC/ANALOGIC
HUMAN OPERATOR OUTPUT COMPATIBILITY
_v William L. Verplank
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
SUMMARY
This paper introduces the terms symbolic (e.g., buttons, keyboards)
and agalo_ic (e.g., jo)sticks, light pens) to describe the range ,>f devices
for interaction between human operator (h.o.) and computer. With increas--
ing automation, there - a tendency for man-machi**e communlcatii,n to be-
come increasingly symbolic. There is a danger that the interface will con-
strain both the cor_munication and the thinking of the human operator. To
remain natural and flexible most systems should allow for simultaneous
access over ,_range from symbolic to analogic. This duality is suqqestive
of long-recognized duality in human thought and some recent evidence from
split-brain patients.
COMPUTER-AIDED MANIPULATION
The structure and capability of any h.o.-computer system is strongly
constrained by the form of the h.o.-machine interface. I considered that
interface as the first concern in designing a sTstem for _upervisory control
of remote manipulation [i]. The supervisory control concept was flrst sug-
gested by Ferrell [2]. and Ferrell and Sheridan [3], as a means for ove:com_
ing the difficulty of remote nanipulation with transmission delay. [See
figure i.)
The Subroutine Approach
The particular form of supervisory control considered was that of pro-
widing the manipulator w%th the capability of an increasing repertoire of sub-
routines or subtasks. For example, John Hill's "ARM" pr_jr_ at Stanford
Research Institute [4] h_s a "GROPZ" subroutine that lowers the jaw around a
block using a touch sensor on each finger (figure 2). This subroutine would
be part of a larger task, such as collecting blocks. _ome parts of the task
would be under human- other:; under computer-control. These can be erga_dzed
in a task hierarchy as shown in figure 3. Barber [5] wrote a special lang-
uage for supervisory control. One of the difficulties, however, was that
commands could only _ given through the teletype. Programming simple motions
vat tlme-¢omsumlng and laborious.
T_A8 is an informal paper presented at,
12th Annual Conference on Manual _ontrol
University of Illinois, 25-27 Hay, 1976.
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Command hardware
if the h.o. _s to communicate arn positions directly, the most a[_ro-
priate form of command might be "master-slave"-like control with a brace or
replica. On the other hand, there may be occasion for the h.o. to indicate
a direction, and the computer to modify the pat_ to avoid obstacles or simply
to stop when it teuches something. This seems the most elementary form of
supervisory control, and would be quite useful with degraded or delayed
feedback from a remote manipulator. The brace seems less appropriate at this
level, for one thing, because there can no longer be always a one-to-one
correspondence between the master and slave which requires re-setting the
correspondence every time control is transferred from computer to h.o. At
this level, some form of joystick providing rate-control seems more appropri-
ate. G. Starr [6] is doing a detailed study of rate control; supervisory
control is a potential applicatic-.
At a higher level, any frequently used subroutine could be called by
the h.o. pushing a button or flipping a switch (e.g., "STOP IF YOU TOUCH",
or "GROPE"). Strings of subroutines, or new programs would be more appropri-
ately input through a special purpose or standard keyboard. Voice seems an
appropriate command mode also, especially because it can be combined with
others; for example, "SLOW" might lower the gains on a rate control; "EASY"
might adjust the servo to produce compliance; "CAREFUL" might increase the
sensitivity of touch or proximity sensors.
Symbolic and Analogic
One way to describe this range of command modes is as running from ana-
(brace, joystick) to s_bolic (button, keyboard, voice) along a conti-
nuum of abstraction. It seems important to provide a range of command modes
in order t_at the system be accessible at different levels, possibly at two
levels simultaneously. For example: "move in this direction" (ANALOGIC),
"but stop if you touch something" (SYMBOLIC).
This division of control or command hardware into symbolic and analogic
suggests the parallel between computer-aided manipulation (C.A.M.) and compu-
ter-aided design (C.A.D.) (figure 4). In both cases it see/rs most appropriate
to use both symbolic and analogic controls perhaps simultaneously.
VISUAL THINKING
My teaching experience in the Design Division at Stanford University has
made me more aware of the importance of this distinction between symbolic and
analogic modes and t_eir relationship to thinking. Robert McKim [7] has dev-
eloped a drawing and design course that focuses on rapid visualization (free-
hand sketching) and the prooess of design. The philosophy of the course (and
what l,akes it so popular) is that productive thinking of a_] sorts requires
fluency in ,_ot only analytical, verbal n_des (on which most education Js
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focus,:d) but also in the sensory, visual modes (in which our education is
severely lacking).
_at is visual thinking? To 9ive you an experience in what visual
thinking is, here is a problem to solve from Mc_im's bnok:
"Painted Cube: Shut your eyes. Thi,_ of a wooden cube
such as a child's block. It is painted. Now imagine
that you take two pa, allel and vertical cuts through the
cube, dividing it into equal thirds. Now take two addi-
tional vertical cuts, at 90 ° to the first ones, dividing
the cube into equal nil,ths. Finally, take two parallel "_"
and horizontal cuts through the cube, dividing it inte
27 cubes. Now, how many of these small cubes are painted
on three sides? On two sides? On one side? How many
cubes are unpainted?"
Most people report quite clear use of some form of visual imagery in
counting the cubes. A symbolic, mathematical approach would be cumbersome
and inappropriate. One of the unique features of the Visual Thinking course
is "experiential exercises for the mind's eye". Menta] manipulation of
mind's-eye imagery improves with practice.
Two Modes of Thinking
There has long been a distinction made between ways of thinking and
great lists can be made of the dichotomies that seem to correlate. My own
list is given in figure 5. Of importance to problem solving, what has been
referred to as "creative" thinking is the ability to move freely from one
mode to the other. The "creative insight" often comes through visual or sen-
sory imagery. There are numerous accounts of this process, the most recent
is by T.H. Krueger [8].
Split-Brain Studies
Recent clinical evidence on split-brain human patients (with hemispheres
separated to relieve epilepsy) has revived interest in the differing roles
of the right and left sides of the brain [9,10,11]. The left hemisphere
(which controls the right hand) is usually dominant and controls speech. The
right brain is associated more with sensory and spatial thinking. Whether
or not the dichotomy strictly holds (both hemispheres have some language
ability! vision occurs on bo_ sides), the notion of a dual brain is a power-
ful metaphor for reminding us that there are distinctly different modes of
knowing and thinking.
ANALfX_IC PART PROGRAMMING
David Gossard, at M.I.T., has recently applied this notion of the
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symbolic and analogic modes to preparing programs for numerically controlled
machine tools [12]. Conventionally, a highly trained programmer prepares a
program in a symbolic language (e.g., APT) directly from the drawings of the
part (figure 6a). '_bis program is comigiled to produce an ideal tool-path
(cutter location or C/L data) 9_ich must be verified. A post-processor com-
pute:_ the com:.ands necessary to _a'<i_g the particular machine tool follow that
path. Gossard's system (figure 6b) uses computer graphics with a picture of
the work-piece, tool and clamps. The programmer uses knobs (analogic) and
keyboard (symbolic) to move the tool through the appropriate paths. The
computer can record and play back, straighten out, or interpret symbolically
(e.g., circle) paths put in a**aologically by the operator. The computer then
outputs the C/L data dlrectly.
Gossard's experience with bo_ part programmers and machiDists untrained
in part-programming points up the advantages of usi,_g computer inputs compati-
ble with thinking modes. In three hours the machinists were able to produce
part programs equivalent to what they would have needed three months' train-
ing to write. Even the trained programmers preferred the analogic mode. One
of the unexpected advantages commented on by the users was the ability to in-
stantly see and to avoid problems of interference between tool and clamps.
The programming of complicated spatial motiens and relationships is a process
that clearly benefits from the ability to use both analogic and symbolic com-
mand modes.
CONCLUSION
With increasing automation, thereis a tendency for man-machine commu-
nication to become increasingly symbolic. This is natural and efficient since
complete processes can be commanded by simple names or labels. There is, how-
ever, the danger that the interface will constrain the thinking of the human
operator to symbolic modes. The human operator also has special abilities in
visual-spatial thinking. To allow both modes of thinking, the man-machine
interface should provide for simultaneous access over a range of control from
symbolic to analogic.
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Figure i. The supervisory control concept for remote manipulation was
introduced by Ferrell and Sheridan [2,3].
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Figure 2. Subroutine "GROPE" uses touch sensors on finger and thumb to
center and lower the jaw around an object.
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Figure 6a. Convel,tional part programming for numerically controlled (N/C)
machine tools requires a part progr_u%mer trained in a highly symbolic
computer language.
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Figure 6b. Analogic Part Programming [121 uses computer display-, and
analogic (knobs) and symbolic (keyboard) modes for more efflcle_,t
programming (less training, better programs). There appears to )m
better compatibility between thinking modes and human operator output
(right-braln vs. left-brain and spatial vs. linguistic and analogic
vs. symbolic).
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A REGRESSION APPROACH TO GENERATE AIRCRAFT PREDICTOR INFORMATION
By Paul D. Gallaher, Roger A. Hunt, and Robert C. Williges
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
SUMMARY
A predictor display shows the human operator future consequences of his
immediate control inputs. A contact analog aircraft display is described in
which an airplane-like predictor symbol depicts future airplane position and
orientation. The standard method for obtaining the predictor information is
to use a complete, fast-tlme model of the controlled vehicle. An alternative
approach is presented in this paper in which least-squares, first-order,
linear approximations for each of the six degrees of freedom of aircraft
motion were calculated. Thirteen variables representing changes in positions
and rate of change of positions were selected as parameters for the prediction
equations. Separate sets of equations were determined for 7, 14, and 21
seconds prediction times and continuous, i, and 3 seconds control neutraliza-
tion assumption times. The advantages and disadvantages of this regression
approach are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Predictor displays provide the operator of manually controlled systems
with information about the future state of the variable being controlled.
Often this information can be generated by an analog of the system to be
controlled, operating repetitively in an accelerated time scale. Ideally, to
geLterate a predictor model using such a fast-time model, the model should be
a duplicate of the original plant. For example, to put a predictor display
in an aircraft trainer which uses an analog computer for all flight equations
and dynamics, a second analog computer Just like the first with speeded-up
time constants could be used. Such complexity in using an accurate fast-time
model imposes a penalty of cost, computer weight, and power requirements. In
fact, Kelly (I) pointed out that it may not be necessary to have the complete
accuracy of a fast-time model.
Bernotat (2) used a Taylor series expansion rather than the fast-tlme
model approach, and found that even inaccurate predictions gave improved
performance over no prediction in the control of a thlrd-order undamped system
following a step input. Kelley (3) found the same effect, but he also found
that the useful prediction span decreased wlthmodel accuracy while learning
times for effective manual control were increased. A comprehensive study of
simplified models for an automatic predictive control system for aircraft
landlng in two dimensional sideways looking dlsplays was conducted by
Chestnut, Sollecito, and Tro,_tman (4). They pointed out that the model may
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be of either the analog or digital form, but they felt the digital approach
offers more accuracy and flexibility. They also indicated that the time
constants and gains of the model can be in error by two to one without exces-
sive loss in performance.
The main effect of an inaccurate model is closely related to the predic-
tor span. The magnitude of the errors in an inaccurate predictor can be
determined analytically or experimentally if the plant can be observed
directly or simulated accurately for comparison with a less accurate fast-
time model. Errors farther into the future are usually compensated for by
the fact that accuracy requirements on short predictions usually are greater
than for long predictions. Predictor displays can also overcome the problem
of accuracy when they are continuously updated. If updating is inaccurate or
infrequent, the fast-time model must be that much more accurate.
This paper presents a least-squares, regression approach for determining
first-order, linear approximations of accurate fast-time models used in
predictor displays. Such a procedure would eliminate the need for an opera-
tional fast-tlme model while still providing a great deal of predictive
accuracy. The accuracy of this regression approach for generating these
predictor symbols is evaluated both at various prediction times and at various
control input durations:
METHOD
Task
For the purpose of demonstrativg the use of a regression approach to
generate predictor information, an application incorporating predictor
information in an aircraft system during an approach to landing was used.
Becaus_ of the complexity and sluggishness of the aircraft system in the
landing phase, manual performance depends heavily on the anticipatory
abilities of the pilot. Under such circumstances, predictive displays might
be very useful. Smith, Pence, Queen, and Wulfeck (5) demonstrated that the
predictor display did improve performance in an approach to landing on an
aircraft carrier. It even facilitated learning to such an extent that mean
performance on transfer trials using a predictor was considerably higher than
that of a control condition without the predictor.
The specific approach to landing task in this study was generated for a
Singer-Link General Aviation Trainer (GAT-2) which simulates general, light,
_in-engine aircraft. The predictor symbology was incorporated into a
versatile computer-generated dynamic flight display developed by Artwick (6)
and was part of an integrated, vertical situation display stylized in
Figure I. In addition to the situational information of runway outline,
centerline, touchdown zone, and grid-line ground texture cues, three glide- i
I slope indicators in the form of telephone-pole-shaped symbols and three
discrete, airplane-like predictor symbols are shown on the display. TheB
t j
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predictor symbols represent the position of the aircraft at three particular
future pelnts in time (7, 14, and 21 seconds as used in this study) given a
specified control input by the pilot.
" 1
Figure i. Stylized representation of an integrated vertical situation
display showing three aircraft-llke predictor symbols.
Regression Procedure
To generate the predictor symbols shown in Figure l, one must specify
the changes in the six degrees of freedom of aircraft motion as listed in
Table 1. Each of these six degrees of freedom are determined by the specific
flight dynamics of the aircraft. These dynamics are specified in terms of
complex, hlgher-order differential equations whleh represent position,
change in position, and rate of change of position as shown in Table 2.
(These values are all accesslble as milllvolts in the GAT-2 analog computer.)
Rather than use the complete set of complex flight equations, a first-
order llnear approximation _ay suffice particularly in the limlted range of
varlables encountered in a final approach to landlng situation. A standard,
least-squares, multiple linear regression analysis (Tatsuoka, 7) can be
used to estimate a raw-score, linear approximation of the general form,
- B° + B1 x1 + . . . + Bmx s (1)
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TABLE 1
Changes in Six Degrees of Freedom of Aircraft Motion Required to Specify
Aircraft Predictor Symbo]ogy
Degrees of Freedom
Changc in Ba.k (A_)
B
Change in Yaw (Aey)
Change in Pitch (&ep)
Change in Lateral Position (Ax,
Change in Vertical Position (Ay)
Change in Longitudinal Position (AZ)
TABLE 2
Initial Variables Used to Predict Changes in Six Degrees of Freedom of
Aircraft Motion
Predictor Variables
Aileron Position (a)
Rudder Position (0)
Elevator Position (c)
Throttle Position (;)
Bank Angle (8 B)
Yaw Angle (By)
Pitch Angle (ep)
Cosine Bank (cos e B)
Rate of Roll (_B)
' Rate of Pitch (ep)
Rate of Yaw (e¥)
Rate of Climb (R/C)
Velocity (v)
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where Y represents the oependent variable, X, througil X the independent
variables, and 8 through 8 the partial regression coe_flcients. Specifi-o
cally, the general form of _he Equation i tot the predictor symbology case is,
= + _i _ + flo0 + _3 _ + f140BA degree of freedom flo
+ 85 _y + B6 0p + 87 cos 0B + fl80B
+ 89 _p + 810_Y + 811 R/C (2)
where Y is replaced by the particular change in degree of freedom of interest
the X's are replaced by selected variables in Table 2, and the 8'= represent
the raw-score, partial regression weights which are empirically determined.
All the independent variables except velocity and throttle can take on
both positive and negative values. Velocity and throttle are always zero or
some positive value, so their contribution to the predictor equation would
always be positive. Furthermore, velocity and throttle changes should amplify
the effects produced by control surface position and airplane position changes.
Consequently, the independent variables of aileron, rudder, and elevator
position as well as the current bank, yaw, and pitch angles _hown in Equation
2 are multiplied by the velocity and throttle values of the GAT-2. The renmin-
ing four variables in Equation 2 already contain velocity and throttle infor-
mation, because they are rates of change in position.
Data Collection Procedure
Of the thirteen independent variables shown in Table 2, only the changes
in position of the three control surfaces (rudder, aileron, and elevator
position) and the throttle position can be directly affected by the pilot.
The remaining nine variables are non-llnear, interacting functions of these
as well as outside disturbances. For each of the four variables under direct
pilot control, three levels of change in milllvolts (zero, one positive, and
one negative) were directly manipulated by the experimenter to obtain the
necessary data for generating the regression equations. A one-third repllca-
tlon of the factorial combination of these four varlables was observed twice
resulting in 54 data ccllectlon flights. The renml.lng nine variables were
considered to be approximately random and were not manipulated through experl-
menter control.
During each of these 54 data collection cycles the CAT-2 was fl_._n in an
approach to landlng configuration. The landing gear was down and tl,.: proper
airspeed, flap setting, manifold pressure, etc. was maintained. When the
CAT-2 was flown by the pilot to the proper landlng configuration, the Raytheon
704 computer maintained the control surfaces at the appropriate level,
recorded the initial values of all thirteen independent varlables sho_m in
Table 2, and _gsured the changes in the six degrees of freedou of motion
(dependent varlables) after 7, 14, and 21 seconds. These latter values
provided the three prediction tlnes represented by the successive dlscrete
predictor symbols shown in Figure 1.
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To simulate the four designated contrul surface positions over different
flight_, th_ Raytheon 704 computer _-_ u_d. The analo_ signals from the GAT-2
representlng control _arface positions were intercepted prior to their use
in the GAT-2 analog computer flight equations. An analog-to-dlgital converter
made these signals available in the form of a 12-bit word. Thus, 0 to i0
volts was converted to 0 to 2048 binary. The software routines then generated
changes in these sJgnals as dictated by the one-third replicate of the fac-
torial design. These new signals were sent through r',e digital-to-analog
converter and into the GAT-2 computer to maintain precisely a given set of
control movements.
As shown in Table 3, the factorial design of this study aiso allowed for
the calculation of six prediction equations for each of three control assump-
tion times at the 7, 14, and 21 second prediction times. The length of time
these control surface changes were maintained prior tc neutralization deter-
mil,ed the control assumption times. When the control changes were maintained
continuously over the 21 second prediction span, this produced the ccntlnuous
or on-llne predictor model (Warner 8). If the control changes were not
maintained throughout the data collection phase, an off-line predictor model
is used. Two off-line models using control assumption times of 1 and 3
seconds were also investigated in this study. A different set of 54
approaches to landing were required for each control assumption time. Con-
sequently, a total of 162 approaches were measured.
TABLE 3
Factorial Design of Control Assumptions and Prediction Times Used to Generate
the Six Regression Equations Prediccing the Degrees of Freedom of Motion of
the Predictor Symbol
Control Assumti_ Prediction Times (Seconds)
_Seconds) 7 14 21
Continuous (21) (6 Regression (6 Regression (6 Regression
Equations) Equations) Equations)
1 (6 Regression (6 Regression (6 Regression
Equations) Equations) Equations)
3 (6 Regression (6 Regression (6 Regression
Equations) Equations) Equations)
RESULTS
A multlple, linear regresslo_ analysis was conducted on sll ii indepen-
dent varlables sh_n in Equation 2 for each dependent variable to determine
the approprlate partlal-regression coefficient values, Table 3 snows that
there were six equations for each predictor time and ;he associated control
assumptions. These six equations determined the changes in the six degrees
of freedom of motion for a particular predictor symbol. Becau_. each
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prediction equation required a sepa_dte regression analysis, a total of 54
regression equations were solved.
For example, Table 4 shows the general form cf the six prediction equa-
tions needed to _epresent the airplane predictor symbol at seven seconds in
the future for a three second control assumption time. Although this regres-
sion analysis was conducted on all ll o_ the independent variables shown in
Equation 2, only the statistically sig ific_ut (_ < .05) predictors are shown
in Table 4. Similar sets of prediction equations were derived for the other
treatment conditions summarized in Table 3. In each case, however, the specific
set of statistically reliable partial-regression weights varied somewhat.
TABLE 4
Prediction Equations with Significant (_ < .05) Independent Variables Used to
Determine Changes in the Six Degrees of Freedom of Aircraft Motion for Seven-
Second Prediction Span and Three-Second Neutralization Assumption.
Ae8 = 8° + 81 a + 82 p + 83 8B + 84 _B + 85 0Y + _6 0P
= + 81 a + 82 8B + 83 8B + 84 0Y + 85 ePA0y 8°
= + 81 e + _2 0B + 83 0y + 84 0p + 85 _p + 86 R/CAOp 8°
+ _i + _2 p + 83 eB + 84 0y + 85 0B + 86 0y + 87 0pAX ffi 8°
= + 81 _ + 82 c + B3 cos 0B + 84 0B + 85 0P + 86 R/CAY 8°
= + 81 a + 82 E + 83 cos eB + 84 0B + 85 0P + 86 R/CAZ 8°
: One convenient way of assessing the goodness of fit of each of these
regression equations is to calculate the multzpie correlation coefficient.
The square of this value represents the percent of variance accounted for
by the regression equation. Table 5 summarizes the multiple correlation
coefficients for each of the 54 prediction equations of this study. (For
example, the multiple correlation coefficients for the six prediction equa-
tions presented in Table 4 are .96, .98, .84, .94, .79, and .85, respectively.)
Note that the change in altitude (Y) is the degree of freedom of aircraft
motion which resulted in the low_st multiple correlation coefficients.
Generally, the one-second control assumption time and the seven second predic-
tion time also produced regression equations with lower predictive accuracy.
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TABLE 5
Multiple Correlation Coefficients for Each Predictor Equation
Prediction
Times Bank Yaw Pitch X Y Z
Continuous (21 Second) Control Assumption
7 .98 .95 .97 .87 .78 .77 _
14 .98 .9P .98 .95 .85 .94
21 .99 .98 .97 .97 .92 .96
1 Second Control Assumption
7 .96 .96 .87 .88 .66 .66
14 ,97 .95 .94 .92 .71 .61
21 .97 .91 .94 .93 .75 .64
3 Second Control Assumption
7 .96 .98 .84 .94 .79 .85
14 .98 .98 .91 .98 .83 .92
21 .98 .98 .95 .98 .85 .92
DISCUSSION
The overall consistently blgh multiple cocrelation coefficients obtained in
this study indicate that the regression a_proach yields very accurate prediction
equations and is a viable alternative to using the complete, fast-time model.
The lower multiple correlation coefficients for the one-second control assumo-
tion is probably reflective of the fact that a one-second control input is
simply too brief to account for any significant movement of the GAT-2 over
the prediction interval. Likewise, the lower predictive power of the 7 second
prediction times as compared to 14 and 21 seconds merely shows that the GAT-2
dynamics are such that the simulator has not completed a response to the
control force inputs. The longer prediction times represent a more complete
simulator response.
A simplification of this approach for application to actual aircraft
would be to remove the variables representing rates of change of motion
whlc., are not normally available. Undoubtedly, this simplification would
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reduce the predictive accuracy of the regression equations, because rate
parameters provided significant weightings in the prediction equations. From
a behavioral point of view, however, these less precise equations may not
affect the pilot's performance in flying the aircraft. Additional research is
needed to determine the ro]e of predictor symbol accuracy in determining
operator control inputs before the allowable degree of predictor simplifica-
tion can be specified.
This approach to generating predictor symbology offers the advantages of
ease of implementation, low cost, and conformity to a digitally-generated
display. In fact, this method may be better than an accurate, fast-time model "
in the sense that time lags are no longer proportional to prediction span
because of increased computations being required further into the future.
Furthermore, the prediction span need not be compromised by repetition rate,
updating frequency, or computing power available because any discrete predic-
tion is as easy to make as any other.
It should be remembered that the specific prediction equations of this
study pertain only to the control dynamics of the GAT-2 at the three predic-
tion times and control assumption times varied. In other words, the regres-
sion equations are always specific to the device from which the data are
collected. The approach and procedure for generating these regression equa--
tions, however, are general and can be applied to generating predictor
symbology for any specific device. Obviously, there probably are situations
in which a mu]tiple linear regression may not provide an adeauate representa-
tion of the true underlying system dynamics. In such instances a regression
approach is still appropriate, because it can be easily extended to higher-
order, polynomial regression representations of these complex functions.
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INTRODUCTION TO A C _RDINATED COCKPIT DISPLAY CONCEPT
By D. L. Baty
Ames Research Center, NASA
Moffett Field, California 94035
ABSTP_CT
The aircraft instrument panel has evolved as an ever growing collection
of subsystem indicators. Although human factors design has reduced the diffi-
culty in interpreting the displayed parameters, it has not resulted in a
quickly and accurately assimilated body of information. Some efforts have
been made to integrate displays from the pilot's viewpoint as evidenced by
electronic attitude director indicators and cathode ray tube (CRT) map dis-
plays. However, with these displays, full advantage has not yet been taken of
the potential of current computer and display device technology. This paper
describes an initial three-display configuration, based on a rationale #_vel-
oped earlier, that is designed to present flight status information. Primary
emphasis is on the factors that contribute to efficient perception and inte-
gration of the pilot's total spatial _ituation. The display system consists
of three orthogonal views containing both qualitative and quantitative infor-
mation presented on three 17.7 x 17.7 cm (7 × 7 in.) beam-penetration color
CRTs. Therefore, the displays will show different views of the same informa-
tion. In addition, to increase the visual separation of the information ele-
ments, the colors red, green, and yellow are used to depict, respectively, the
control, performance, and navigation categories of flight instrumentation. As
a result the displays are coordinated in information and color; therefore, the
name Coordinated Cockpit Display (CCD).
INTRODUCTION
The _n-Machine Integration Branch, Flight Management Program at NASA-
Ames Research Center is committed to study and research of pilot procedures
and pilot-systems interfaces that will be required for aircraft operating
within the National Airspace System of the 1980-1990s (ref. i). The study of
pilot information and display requirements is an integral part of this program.
These requirements are generated by many complex systems ranging in scoFe from
the overall National Airspace System to individual on-board avionics systems.
If the pilot is to cope ufficiently with all relevant information, careful
thought must be given to the method of its presentation. In a separate report
(ref. 2) several system and perceptual problems were discussed and the
rationale for an initial display set was evolved. Three general design goals
resulted from that discussion:
i. Div_-ce the display configuration from individual subsystems.
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2. Display information to the pilot in such a manner that he always uses
the same diupiays regardless of the role he is act_vp]y taking.
3. Provide pictorial representations of the aircraft situation with
quantitative information appropriately related to the picture.
Based on these concepts the first prototype system was designed as
described in this report. The display system is a set of three, beam-
penetration color cathode-ray tubes (CRTs). Since one of three orthogonal
projections of the aircraft situation will appear on each CRT, the displays
will show different views of the same information. The color feature is
included primarily to obtain visual separation of information elements, but
additional advantage is taken of this capability by differentiating control,
performance, and navigation information o, the three displays with red, green,
and yellow, respectively. Therefore, ti:e displays are coordinated in informa-
tion and color, and the name Coordinated Cockpit Display (CCD) was chosen to
emphasize this feature of the system. Changes in internal detail, but not in
overall concept, can be expected in subsequent displays.
GENERAL FEATURES OF THE CCD
The three-display configuration described here is based on three ortho-
gonal projections of the aircraft situation: (i) perpendicular to the
pilot's forward line-of-sight; (2) parallel to the ground; and (3) perpen-
dicular to the other two. Figure i illustrates the relationships.
The first display is most closely related to the pilot's view out the
front window and is perpendicular to the earth. For the CCD system this is
called the Vertical Situation Display (VSD) (fig. i). Because the frame of
reference moves in response to aircraft attitude the first CRT presentations
of this type were called Electronic Attitude Director Indicators (EADI) and
that designation has remained (ref. 3). This reference to attitude is too
restrictive and the term vertical situation display is currently more descrip-
tive of the broader function visualized for this display.
The second display represents the horizontal situation and is thus called
the Horizontal Situation Display (HSD). This plane is parallel to the earth's
surface and is the plane in which maps are co_mmonly drawn.
The display that will show the pilot's situation in a plane perpendicular
to the earth and parallel to the pilot's fomlar] line of sight is called the
. Side Vertical Situation Display (SVSD). In the past, very little attention
has been given to this view of the flight situation. In addition to other
features to be described, this pictorial view will be ideal for explicitly
showing the altitude situation, and should make it easy f r the pilot to main-
tain altitude awareness.
The combination of these three displays unambiguously shows the total
flight situation. Each display explicitly represents two dimensions in space
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and shares one of those two dimensions with each of the other two displays.
For example, the display elements to be shown on the SVSD will represent
up/down and fore/aft situation information; the up/down dimension is also one
of the VSD dimensions, and the fore/aft dimension is one of the HSD dimensions.
Therefore, each of the three displays is capable of showing different views of
the same information; for example, a waypoint in space with a line joining the
aircraft with the waypoint. By constructing these different views of selected
information the displays are tied together, or coordi,ated, in ter_s of
information content. The display elements are also to be color coded accord-
ing to three (perhaps four) classes of function that will be the same on all
three displays.
As prime instruments, the three CRTs will be mounted in the center of the
aircraft instrument panel with the display surfaces perpendicular to the
pilot's line-of-sight. This is not ideal since the pilot will have to men-
tally rotate coordinates to correspond with the real world. However, the
alternatives of positioning the scope faces parallel to the planes they repre-
sent, either at the instr_,ment panel or closer to the pilot, p_esent major
practical difficulties. To keep this mental rotation task as simple as pos-
sible the three displays will be positioned as shown in figure 2. This is the
relationship that results if the three planes depicted in figure 1 were folded
outward as if they were three sides of a box.
Color Coding
As already mentioned in the Introduction, color will be used as part of
this display system, primarily to obtain visual separation of the information
elements. The usefulness of different colors to separate display elements is
well demonstrated by current mechanical flight directors. Because monochrome
CRTs lack color separation, they become visually cluttered by even a few ele-
ments. Shape, intensity, and line coding do little to relieve the problem.
The beam-penetration CRTs to be used with the Initi=i display system can
generate three basic colors: red, green and yellow. (Other intermediate
colors, such as orange, can also be generated, but red, green, and yellow are
the most easily discriminable.) Rather than arbitrarily assigning a color to
each display element, a search was made for some consistent color assignment
scheme that would also fulfill the visual separation requirement. An instru-
ment classificstion scheme used by the Air Force provides three categories to
match the three basic colors.
Air Force Manual 51-37 divides flight instruments into three categories:
control, performance, and navigation instruments (ref. 4). Loosely defined,
the control instruments indicate first response to control inputs such as air-
craft attitude and engine power; the performance instruments indicate the
effects of changes in the control parameters, such as pitch changes resulting
in altitude and airspeed changes; and the navigation instruments indicate air-
craft position relative to ground references. These three categories can also
be referred to as inner, middle, and outer loop control.
The colors red, green, and yellow have been assigned to control, perfor-
mance, and navigation information, respectively. (This is probably not critical
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from a perceptual standpoint.) Red was chosen for control information for
three reasons: (i) pilot response to control requirements must be relatively
quick and red is traditionally associated with a requirement for immediate
action; (2) there are fewer elements of control information than is the case
for performance and navigation so less demand to "look at red"; and (3) because
red elements will probably require two beam tracings to attain the desired
brightness level, assigning fewer elements to red will save computer time.
The present green and yellow assignments were given because early color draw-
ings of potential displays were aesthetically more pleasing to the writer.
Research Hardware "-"
The lines and dots that make up the display elements are generated by an
Evans and Sutherland LDS-2, modified to drive beam-penetration color CRTs.
Each color CRT measures 17.7 x 17.7 cm (7 x 7 in.). An SEL-840 computer
interfaces with the LDS-2 to generate aircraft dynamics, navigation and guid-
ance equations, and performance recording.
FEATURES OF THE INDIVIDUAL CCD DISPLAYS
The CCD concept as outlined so far is quite simple. However, when the
amount of specific information that could go on each display is considered,
along with the different possible forms that could be given to each piece of
information, it is clear that the implementation of CCD could become complex.
In the following description of the individual CCD displays, only one form of
selected information is described. It is to be understood that changes will
be made to accommodate the requirements of specific experiments, and the pur-
pose of these experiments will be to seek better forms of the displays.
Vertical Situation Display
The Vertical Situaaion Display is the primary display for aircraft atti-
tude. Since everything is referenced to the direction of flight, the center
of the display can easily become overly cluttered with aircraft symbol, hori-
zon line, pitch marks, runway symbol and other aiming points. For this reason
everything that might logically go on this display cannot be accommodated at
the same time. One configuration of the VSD is shown in figure 3. Element
color assignments given in the text below are summarized in Table i.
This method of showing the attitude situation is fairly standard. The
combination of aircraft symbol (fixed), horizon line, and roll angle marker
show a i0 ° left bank and zero degree pitch angle. These elements will all be
shown in red.
The ground plane is differentiated from the skyplane by a perspective dot
pattern. The rate of downward motion could be programmed to be a function of
forward velocity and/or altitude and may be studied at a later time. It is
believed, however, that the most important function of these dots is the
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ground-plane/skyplane differentiation (ref. 5) and secondarily the general
streamer _ff_ct (ref. 6). Altitude and velocity coding would encounter range
problems; for example, the dots would be so far apart close to the ground that
the visual illusion of the ground plane would be lost. The ground plane dots
will be yellow.
The performance information that will have to be read most precisely dur-
ing critical maneuvers surrounds the central attitude display. The altitude
position reading on the right has a natural up/down relationship on _his dis-
play. Also the heading readout at the top of the display has a natural right/
left relationship. Airspeed has no natural position correspondence so the ,,.
standard population stereotype, reading upward for larger values, was adopted
(ref. 7). Heading, altitude, and airspeed are each read as a combination
moving tape and digital readout, taking advantage of the best features of both.
Digital readouts can be read more quickly and accurately than an analogue
readout, but are poor for rate judgments. A moving tape provides rate and
lead information. In operation, the moving tape numbers ;ireblanked from the
digital readout box so that the visual effect is that of the tape moving
behind the box. For this simulation there will be provision for choosing
either moving tape or digital readout separately before beginning a flight.
The rate of change of heading and altitude, more commonly known as turn
rate and instantaneous vertical speed indication (IVSI), respectively, are
displayed adjacent to the appropriate moving tape. Turn rate is normally
shown in terms of a standard 3°/sec turn (although for STOL aircraft this will
probably need modification). In like manner the IVSI will be scaled for one
or two standard siLlkand climb rates. If needed, a speed con_nand or error bug
will run along the airspeed tape. All these elements on left, top, and right
of the VSD will be green.
Two pieces of information, flight path angle (FPA) and potential flight
path angle (PFPA), have been combined into one symbol so that the relationship
between the two pieces of information cannot be lost among other symbols on
the display. In figure 3, the point between the two tips of the FPA marker is
the actual direction of aircraft flight at a given mount. This point is also
called the aiming point and a line extending from the aircraft toward this
point is called the velocity vector. This symbol can be used to show flight
path angle relative to the horizon or to any spatially located point such as a
3-D waypoint, runway threshold, or another aircraft. Flight path can be com-
puted relative to the ground or relative to the air mass. At present there
are arguments pro and con for each of these frames of reference. First empha-
sis will be on pilot interpretation problems with different simulated weather
conditions. Green is the color from the inner tips of the symbol to the pivot
or bending point.
The PFPA is referenced to the FPA. When the PFPA is level with thp FPA,
the acceleration along the aircraft flight path is equal to zero, therefore
speed Is constant. If PFPA is above FPA, the acceleration is positive and the
speed will increase; if PFPA is below the FPA, acceleration is negative and
the speed will decrease. These two indicators make the effect of changes in
throttle setting, flaps, landing gear, etc., immediately apparent to the pilot.
As an illustration of the use of these two dis)lay elements consider the
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exan@le shown in figure 3. The potential flight path is shown as beJl.g 8°
below currcnt flight path. Without a power change, a continuation of th_
flight path shown will lead to a reduction in airspeed. The pilot can use the
information to increase throttle until the potential flight path reads the
same value as for flight path, thereby maintaining current flight path and
airspeed. Or, continuing with the example in figure 3, the pilot can maintain
current airspeed without changing thrust by pitching down until the flight
path matches the potential flight path. Because potential flight path is a
directly controlled variable, the "flat" portio_i uf the symbol is in red.
Not shown in figure 3, but planned for evaluation are waypoint guidance,
runway and touchdown point, and a method for showing a 3-D perspective of
desired flight path; for example, tunnel or channel display (ref. 8).
Side Vertical Situation Display
The Side Vertical Situation Display clearly and unambiguously relates
present aircraft altitude to future altitude requirements (fig. 4). The air-
craft symbol (red) remains fixed at the altitude digital readout box (green).
This accomplishes two purposes: (I) the aircraft altitude reference is
explicitly established and (2) a required second altimeter is provided. The
altitude on the VSD is from radar and the altitude on the SVSD is barometric.
The operation of the moving tape/digital readout is the same as described for
the VSD. To enhance terrain altitude awareness, significant terrain features
(yellow) can be shown referenced to the moving tape. Logic will have to be
provided to change these features as a function of lateral displacement from
desired ground track.
Flight path angle (green) and potential flight path angle (red) are
accurately read against an expanded aagle scale (3:1 in fig. 4). The vertical
relationships are the same as previously explained for the VSD. The aircraft
symbol rotates about its midpoint to indicate aircraft attitude.
An IVSI digital readout (green) in the upper left corner supplies abso-
lute vertical speed information, supplementing the analogue readout on the
VSD. An arrow appearing above or below the box reinforces the sign informa-
tion regarding up or down velocity of the aircraft. There is a ±50 ft/min
dead band about zero ft/min so that the arrow is not continually flipping over
when the aircraft is flying straight and level. In keeping with the philosophy
of relating quantitative information to qualitative information this vertical
speed information should be closely related to the flight path angle or the
aircraft symbol. Initial attempts to do so resulted in excessive clutter and
loss of other information. As with all items c_L these displays its final form
is yet undetermined.
A segmented line (yellow), moving toward the aircraft symbol, indicates
the desired vertical track. Relevant tags are shown at waypoints, marker
beacons, etc. Vertical and horizontal scaling must be compatible with the
flight path angle scaling.
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tHorizontal Situation Display
The Horizontal Situation Display (fig. 5) relates the aircraft (red) to
its geographic position. This may be shown as aircraft position relative to a
desired course line, navigation aids, waypoints, runways, or prominent geo-
graphic features, all of which would be shown in yellow.
The horizontal projection of the velocity vector or flight path (called a
trend vector by Boeing), the range altitude symbol, and ground speed and wind-
speed vectors would be green. The range altitude symbol shows the point at
which the next waypoint altitude will be reached if the present vertical com-
ponent of the velocity vector is maintained.
If this display is to be used for manual control the lateral track error
can be expanded by some factor and shown by a bar parallel to the aircraft, as
if a portion of the guide lille had been cut out and expanded.
Sufficient work has been done to show the utility of a predictor on the
HSD (refs. 9, i0) so that an evaluation of a predictor (not shown in fig. 5)
will be part of this work. (This may eventually include evaluation of predic-
tors on the VSD and SVSD as well.) Also not shown, but candidates for HSD
presentation, are time slot information for 4-D navigation and symbols showing
other aircraft for traffic situation information (refs. Ii, 12).
Coordinated Cockpit Display Evaluation
The goal of the CCD concept is to present flight information explicitly
in its situational context. The advantages and disadvantages of this approach
remain to be studied. In the first slmuia*or study, pilots will manually fly
a complex, decelerating landing approach _h go-around at 200 ft before
touchdown. Using this task, pilot performance will be compared when using the
CCD or standard instruments. Pilots will be interviewed for opinions, com-
ments, suggested changes, and additions or deletions.
As display ideas evolve it is expected that various configurations of the
CCD will be compared so that new ideas on display content and form can be
evaluated. In a parallel effort the CCD will also be integrated into a full
mission simulation and evaluated in the larger context of complex navigation
with an air traffic control system.
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TABLE i.- Display Element Color Assignments
Y _ I
Display elements j. Red [ Green I Ye|low
VSD
Horizon line and pitch marks X
Aircraft symbol X
Roll angle X
Ground plane dots X
Altitude tape and digital readout X
Airspeed tape and digital readott X
Heading tape and digital readout X ""
Turn rate X
IVSI X
Flight path (FPA) X
Potential flight path (PFPA) X
Waypoint guidance (not shown) X
Runway (not shown) X
Tunnel or channel (not shown) X
SVSD
r"
Aircraft symbol X
Altitude tape and digital readout X
Terrain feature_ (not shown) X
Flight path (FPA) X
Potential flight path (PFPA) X
Angle scale X
IVSI X
Desired vertical track X
Waypoints, beacons, etc. X
HSD
Aircraft symbol X
Flight path X
Range altitude X
Ground/windspeed vectors X
Desired coursp !inp X
Expanded error bar I X
Navigation ai_ J X
Waypoint X
Rurway X
Obstructions X
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IMPLICATIONS OF A MIXTURE OF AIRCRAFT
WITH AND WITHOUT TRAFFIC SITUATION DISPLAYS
FOR AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
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SUMMARY
A mixture of aircraft (A/C) with and without traffic situation
displays (TSD) was simul_ted to ascertain its effects or distributed
air traffic management in the terminal area.
: A particular type of distributed air traffic management (sequencing)
was used as determined from previous experiments with the nonTSD
aircraft being vectored. This mixed condition consisting of one A/C
simulator without a TSD and two with TSD was compared to a baseline
vectoring condition in which all 3 simulator A/C lacked TSD.
The three simulator A/C and four or five computer simulated A/C
were embedded in a terminal area traffic problem with as much realism
as possible. All A/C were considered to be STOLcraft.
Analyses were made of flight performance measures, verbal communica-
tions and subjective evaluations by the professional pilots and controllers
who served as subjects.
The analyses favor the TSD equipped A/C and the distributed mode of
management permitted by this cockpit capability. However there are
indications chat an A/C without a TSD in a TSD environment may require or
receive considerably more controller attention and pilot disfavor than
when it is in an all vectored environment. This may imply that TSD and
nonTSD A/C should he segregated and controlled accordingly,
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INTRODUCTION
A number of experiments and reports (i, 2, 3) have now documented
the considerable potential that Traffic Situation Displays (TSD) in the
cockpit hold for increasing the safety, orderliness and expeditiousness
of terminal area air traffic management without increasing pilot or
controller workloads. The controller's verbal workload in fact can be
considerably reduced (4) by a type of distributed management in which the
TSD A/C are issued sequence orders only which they then achieve via
their TSD without need for any vectoring as in VFR (Visual Flight Rules.)
However, the experiments to date have not treated the very reasonable
possibility of a mixed traffic display environment in which some A/C have
TSD capability and others do not. This situation could arise by failure
of the TSD in an A/C. It could also arise through the more common possi-
bility that not all A/C will have TSD due to cost or other evolutionary
factors thus producing a mix of A/C on a traffic information basis.
Just as a mix of A/C speed types poses special management problems and
techniques it might also be supposed that a mix of A/C information types
might have its own impacts on efficient management.
In order to investigate the effects of a mixed TSD environment, an
experiment was performed at NASA-ARC utilizing the Air Traffic Control
simulation facilities and programs developed in the Man-Machine Integration
Branch. This facility permits studying the group interactive aspects
and performance of terminal area traffic management based on exploitation
of the 360° view of surrounding traffic made available in the cockpit
by a Traffic Situation Display.
A previous study(l) showed that distributed management of 3 A/C
equipped with TSD was not only possible but also generally superior in a
number of respects to the ground centralized vectoring method of control.
In particular, a form of distributed management termed seRuencing appeared
superior to an alternative form of distributed management. In the
sequeucing mode, the controller issued only sequence order to each TSD
equipped A/C leaving them to achieve this order in VFR fashion thus vastly
reducing controller verbal workload without any substantial increase in
the pilots' workloads. Therefore for this study, the sequencing mode of
distributed management was used for the TSD equipped A/C. All non TSD
A/i"were vectored.
Two basic conditions were simulated in the present expezlment.
Vectoring as a condition was characterized by all three simulators lacking
traffic information and thus requiring vectors. Nonvectorlng was
identified with the mixed information condition in which two of the
simulators had TSD but the remaining one did not. In a sense, the mix
could be viewed as an independent variable along a continuum with the
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ratio possibly determining the best form of traffic management. The
mixed ("nonvectoring") condition was thus a simultan _us VFR-IFR environ-
ment.
The two basic conditions (vectoring, nonvectorlng) w_re compared
and within the nonvectorin_ (mixed) condition, the two specific manage-
ment techniques (Sequencing, Vectoring) were further compared. Comparisons
were based on flight performance measures, verbal communications and
subjective evaluations obtained after each run and after the experiment.
Three groups of three pilots and two controllers per group were used to
test for group specific differences in the results. All subjects were
practicing professionals.
METHOD
i. Task
The basic task is referenced to the map shown in Figure I.
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Figure i. Grouna Projection of the Task Layout. Distances are given
in Nautical Miles. A STOL Terminal Area is simulated.
The Locations of the Outer Marker (LOM) and Middle Marker (MM) were
appropriate for a STOL airport. There were three approaches to the airfield
and a go-around (goa) route to be used in case of a missed approach.
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Suggested altitudes are given at each waypoint (WP) for traffic purposes
although once past WP 12, the altitudes shown are appropriate for a 6°
STOL approach which all craft were req_._red to exec,,te.
Computer generated A/C were introduced at WP ii every two minates
on the average with a 5 second standard deviation. Once introduced,
each A/C followed a standard altitude and speed profile appropriate
for its type. The controllers could modify only the speed of these craft
through keyboard input. Controllers could "hold" the computer A/C at
WP ii and subsequently resume their introduction through appropriate ...
keyboard commands.
The piloted simulator A/C were initially introduced anywhere between
or on the 045 ° and 165° approaches to the terminal area with appropriate
heading_ and speeds. Pilots had aileron, elevator and throttle control
of their craft.
The basic task required that the 3 simulator craft be inserted
between the computer A/C (scheduled to cross WP 12 every two minutes
with some variation.) A basic rule limited spacing tca minimum of inm
or 60 second between A/C crossing the middle marker. (A fuller description
of the problem and subject instructions is given in reference 5.)
Two management conditions for accomplishing this task were compared.
In the first condition (vectoring) all 3 A/C were without TSD. Each pilot
saw the map of Figure i and his own A/C position on it. Because no
visual traffic information was available to the pilots they had to be
vectored. In the second condition (nonvectoring), two of the three
simulators had full 360 ° visual traffic information while the third remained
as in the first condition with the map and only his own position shown on
it. Thus two of these A/C (with TSD) could operate in the sequencing mode
while the third A/C (without TSD) required vectoring. A common voice
circt,lt was used between all pilots and controllers. Each pilot had a
vertica] situation display identical to that used in previous studies and
a description may bc found in Reference 2. A 30 second path predictor
was always present on own A/C only.
The basic objective of this study was to deter_._.lethe impact such
a heterogeneous mixture of A/C with and without traffic information would
have on terminal area traffic management when compared with a baseline
vectoring condition.
2. Meas,,res
Three types of measures were obtained in this experiment. Objective
(flight performance) measures of variables such as aileron, elevator and
throttle activity in the simulators; final airspeed, heading, glideslope,
etc., errors, pitch and roll rates and others: verbal measures based on
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tape recordings of the pilots and controller excbanges: and subjective
measures obtained from questionnaires completed after each run and after
the total experiment.
The experiment "as replicated on three separate groups of three
pilots and two conLrollers per group. Three runs of each of the two
experimental conditions were obtained from each group. A run lasted
20 to 25 minutes and each group received approximately 4 hours of practice
under both conditions. Practice and test runs were made on separate
days. All 15 subjects were current airline pilots or air traffic _ontrollers
from the San Francisco-Oakland region.
To reiterate, in the Vectoring condition, no A/C had a TSD and thus
all A/C required vectoring. In the Nonvectoring condition, the two A/C
with traffic displays received sequence order information only from the
controller and were left to achieve that order via their TSD and a.. verbal
communication necessary between the pilots. The single A/C without a
TSD had to be vectored by the controller among the A/C flying "VFR."
Thus the nonvectoring co_Ldition had both VFR (TSD equipped A/C) and IFR
(nonTSD equipped A/C) traffic.
RESULTS
The results are highlighted here _:ithmore detailed analyses to
be found in reference 5. Results are presented according to _he three
types of measures.
i. Objective Measures
A. Comparisons
A battery of seventeen objective performance measures was recorded
on each of the 3 piloted simulated aircraft. These variables are not
statistically independent of each other. However, an assessment of the
number of independent components present in the battery will depend, to
some extent, on the results of the present analyses. Application of principal
components and factor analytlc-procedures are therefore postponed to a
later report. (5) S_xteen of the variables may be thought of as belonging
to four general groups as follows:
. Group i - Landing Accuracy Group 2 - Manual Workload
FAE: final airspeed error AA: aileron activity
FGE: final glideslope error EA: elevator activity
FHE: final headlng error TM: throttle movements
FLE: [inal lateral error TM/DT: throttle movements
per unit of flight time
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Group 3 - Expedience/Economy Group 4 - Passenger Comfort
HPL: horizontal path length RRA: roll rms acceleration
DT : duration of flight PRA: pitch rms acceleration
STM: speed total maneuvering TAC: throttle average change
ICT: intercrosslng time STM/DT: speed total man. per
unit of flight time
All measures in the Landing Accuracy group were made as the aircraft
passed the middle marker (_E_on Figure i) during the final approach.
In the second group, the aileron and elevator activities are rms
values of these controls during the simulated flight. Throttle movements
(TM) which resulted in speed changes of five knots or more were ccunted
for this variable. The variable TM/DT is the throttle movement count
divided by the duration of the flight.
The third group of output variables includes the total length of
the aircraft ground track (HPL) and the time duration of he simulated
flight (DT). These two variables are highly correlated. Speed total
maneuvering (NTM) is the sum of all speed changes during the flight.
Intercrossing time (ICT) is the time interval between a given aircraft
following the one ahead of it across the middle marker on the final
approach. (Subjects were instructed to maintain an intercrosslng time
as close to sixty seconds as possible.) The lowest mean ICT for any of
the ATC management schemes was in excess of the sixty second guideline.
The final group of output variables describes the aircraft motion
as it may affect passenger comfort. The first two variables are the rms
values of roll and pitch accelerations. The average throttle change (TAC)
was computed using only throttle changes which would result in speeds in
excess of five knots and, therefore, reflects the more gross and perceptible
speed changes. The speed tJtal maneuvering was divided by the flight
duration to give the last variable in this group, STM/DT.
For each of these sixteen variables_ the lowest value is also the
most preferred value. A seventeenth output variable is the average speed
of the aircraft (AVSPD). There is no obvious optimal value for average
speed and since there was no significant difference in this variable among
the s_'eral ATC management schemes, it was not included in the
summar7 of results to follow.
An a priori summary of the objective performance results is
prmsented in Figure 2_ showing four ATC management c_tegorles. The first
category, vectoring_ includes 44 completed flights. The cockpits of
simulators were equipped with displays showing the position of that
aircraft only in relation to the map. The next three categories
involve nonvectorlng condition flights. The first of these included
35 completed flights in which the simulators were equipped with traffic
situation displays showing the positions of all airborne aircraft
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to the pilots. The second of t_.,:nonvectorlng categories included
the 16 vectored flights of simulators wlth no TSD's. Experimental runs
in the nonvectoring condition were heterogeneous since simulators wlth
and without TSD's were in the air at the same tJme in a ratio of about 2:1.
The last category of the nonvectored condition flights included all 51 flights
of the two previous categories (both wlth and without TSD's.) This category
reflects the overall performance of the two to one mlx of TSD and non TSD
aircraft for comparison wlth the totally vectored condition flights.
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Figure 2 A Relative Comparison of the Means and Standard Deviations
of the 16 Object/we Measures for Four Types of Flights.
Percentages shown are _elattve to the lowest Value which
Ls not shown.
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_en a flight involved a missed approach or "go around", the
data descrlbing the portion of the flight after the aircraft passed
the middle marker for the first time is not included in the results
and analysis. This data was omitted since the high throttle, aileron,
and elevator activities and consequent aircraft accelerations associated
with recovering from the mlssed approach tended to produce markedly
bimodal distributions for these var_ables.
The profiles of Figure 2 _ompare the mean values and standard
deviations of the first sixteen output variables. The _C management
category which produced the highest mean or standard deviation for a given --
variable is taken as the worst case for that variable. The vertical bars
indicate the per cent improve_unt achieved by the given management schemes
over the worst case for that ,,ariable. For instance, _.onvectored TSD's
produced the worst results for the mean value of final airspeed error.
The vectored flights produced results which were .5 per cent better (lower).
Nonvectored condition flights without TSD's (i.e. vectored A/C in the
mixed condition) achieved a 35 per cent improvement over the TSD flights
on this variable and the combined result for all nonvectored condition
flights was about I0 per cent better than the TSD category alone.
Figure 2 shows that the vectoring condition produces poor results
in the final error measures both with respect to mean values and standard
deviations. Vectoring also resulted in consistent but poor performance
with respect to aileron activity. However, the remainder of the manual
workload measures, as well as the expediency/economy measures and passenger
comfort measures constituted improvements over the respective worst cases.
The nonvectored TSD flights produced poor results in final airspeed and
final lateral errors, although glideslope and heading errors were low. This
category produced the best results with respect to aileron activity and
consequent roll acceleration while requiring the greatest amount of elevator
activity and pitch acceleration. All other performance measures seem to
follow the vectoring profile. The nonvectoring condition runs without
TSD's (i.e. vectored flights in the mixed condition) outperformed all other
categories on the final error measures. However, this category produced
the worst results for almost all other measures.
Figure 3 shows a set of pair-wlse comparisons of the various ATC
management categories for aiding in comparing flights on the 16 measures.
The first comparison contrasts vectorlng with the combined nonvectoclng
category (i.e., no distinction for TSD, nonTSD.) Nonvectoring _ppears
to outperform -ectoring in the final error measures while the reverse is
true for all but two of the other measures. The aileron activity favored
nonvectorlng and was the only measure signlflcant at the .01 level.
Comparison of the standard deviations on these two categories showed non-
vectoring to produce more consistent results in the final error measures.
F tests showed the heading and lateral errors to be significantly more
consistent (at the 0.I level) for nonvectoring. The variance in aileron
activity and roll acceleration was slgni_icantly lower (at the .05 level)
for the vectoring flights however.
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Figure 3 Means and Standard Deviations of the 16 Ob]ectlve Measures
Compared for the Four Types of Flights on a Palr-Wise Ba_Is.
The Favoring Direction of a Measure Is Indicated. Levels
of Statistical Significance are Shown.
Comparison of the vectoring and nonvectorlng (TSD) fli_ _ _ _,r&lly
favored the latter category. The no._vectored fllghts had sign: t ,,_
lower aileron actlvi_y and consequent roll accel_ration. The v, i,_ :
of FHE, FLE, DT_ TAC, and STM/DTwas significantly less for the
nonvectored TSD flights w|_ile the variance for _lei"on activity _gn]_,_- _ ,'y
favored the vectored aircraft.
Comparison of vectoring condition fl-ghts _i_h the nonvectot
condl_Ion non TSD (i.e. vectored) flights showed _he latter to perfo._
better wlth respect Co final error measures and aileron and elevator
activity, whlle _ ;ctorlng was favored on most other measures. No comparison
of mean values between these categories was signiflcsnt. The nonTSD vectored
fllshta in _he nonvectorln_ condition produced less variance in all of the
flnal error measures and three out of four of these comparisons were
slsn_flcanC beyond ehe .01 level. Vectoring condition fllghts produced
lover variances in all other measures alChough only aileron activity,
roll acceleration and int-,rcroesin8 time were significantly lower.
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Finally, the nonvectored TSD flights are compared with th= _onTSD
(vectored) flights in the n_nvectorinf condition. The ¢ly signifi_ant
differences in mean values show TSD flights to be superior with respect
to aileron activity and roll acceleration. The nonTSD flights have lower
variances in all of the fin_l error measures (two out of four were s_gnifi-
cant) while the TSD flights had significantly lower variances in all of the
expedlence/economy measures. The vaziance in throttle average change
also favorel the TSD flights.
A brief summary comparing the conditions on the relative favorable-
ness of each measure (mean and standard diviation) shows the following: _
0 Vectoring condition superior to nonvectoring condition overall.
Vectoring shewed more favorable biases than no_Lvectoring although the
most significant differences favored nonvectoring as did the final error
measures. Intercrossing times favored vectoring.
0 TSD nonvectoring superior to vectoring.
The truly nonvectored flights (those with TSD) compared to
the flights in the vectoring condition showed more favorable biases
(lO-to-6 for both means and standard deviations) including inter-
crossing times. In addition, the 7 significant differences all favored
the TSD flights.
0 Vectoring condition superior to vectored nonTqD.
The flights in the _ectoricg condition showed more favorable biases
than the vecto.ed flights (noTSD) in the nonvectoring condition, most
noticeably in the st_ Jard deviations _12-to-4) s_though again the most
significant differences favored the ronvectorlng nonTSD flights as did
the final errors. Intercrossing times favored the vectoring condition
although not significantly.
0 TSD nonvectoring superior to v_ctored nonTSD.
Within the nonvectoring condition, the TSD (nonvectored) flights showed
more favorable biases than the nonTED (vectored) flights including Inter-
crossing time. However the final errors were smaller and more consistent
for the nonTSD.
Thus, based solely on objective measures, the TSD (nonvectore_) flights
were sPperlor to vectored flights whether or not all the flights in the
condition were vectored or Just those flights lacklng a TSD. On the
other hand those flights that were vectored in t'_e _ixed (nonvec_orin@
condition were somewhat better on flnal err<:_.
_. _ultldi_enslonnl Analyses
A series of multlvaria_e analyses of variance 04ANOVA) and
dlscrimlnant analyses were performed on the _ata using the ATC management
schemes as the independent or grouping variable. Thus, there were three
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group _" vectored condition flights, nonvectored condit_n flights w_th
TSD's, "d nonveccored cor'ition tligLts without TSD's. The purpose of
these analyses was to determine if there were significant differences
among the 3 groups in terms of the entire set, or a smaller subset, of
the output measures. If such differences are present, as a priori analysis
iFplies, discrlminant variates should express these differences in a
reacily interpretable fashion.
The first step in the analysis wa_, c_ break down the total variance
in the measurement batter> of seventeen variables into e partition of
variance which cont _ined differences among the three groups and a partition --
which included variation within the groups. The hypothesis ITl,equal
within dispersion (variance-covariance) m_trixes fo_ the three groups,
was then tested using an F-dlstribur_d transformation of Box'_ M statistic 6.
This hypothesis was retained thu_ _=lidating application of _e MANOVa
procedure. An F-distributed transformation of Wilk's Lambda statistic 6
was then used to test the hyD _esis, H2, that the column vectors of mean
values on the members of the measurement Lattery were the odme fc_ all
three groups. It was found tha_ th_s hypothesis could b= reJecte_ with
a probabi]ity of false rejection less than 0.i.
Tnspec_ion of univariate F ratios for the _nfividual measurement
variables enabled evaluation of the discriminating power of the varicus
variables. Two of the less useful variables were eI_minated to p'oouce a
smaller subset of 14 variables and both hypothesis w_re retested for the
_maller measurement battery. _rpothesis HI was agai1_retained and hypothesis
H2 was rejected with a smaller probability of false rejection. The
number of variables was selectively and finally reduced in ensuing analyses
to 8.
The eight member battery included the variables HPL, STM, AA, RRA,
FGE, FAr, DT, and ICT and l,nabled rejection of H2 with a probabili_], of
false rejection at less than 0.01. The discriminant analysis performed
on this battery produced two statistically orthogonal components of the
battery, both of which provide significant discrimination among the groups.
The difference among the three group means on the first component was
significant beyond the 0.005 level. This compo ent is defined in terms
of the standardized scores of the eight variables and is given in standardized
form by the following equation:
D1 = .067 HFL - ._3 STM+ .592 AA+ .372 RRA
-.323 FAE + .377 FGE + .320 DT + .397 _CT (I)
The level of significance of diffezences among group means on the secona
component wa. between 0._5 a_d 0.02. This c_ponent i_ given by the
following eq,,_tion:
D2 = - .025 HPL + .491 STM- 1.299 AA+ 1.132 RRA
- .221 FAE + .109 FGE + .307 DT + .481 ,C1 (2)
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The structure matrix for these components was computed using the
total (before partitloni %) variance in the test battery. This structure
matrix, as well as the communalitles achieved by the structure and the
univariate F ratios computed in the MANOVA are presented below.
Variable Structure Co_una]!tles Univarlate F Ratios
I 2
HPL .173 .246 .091 .72
STM -.OS6 .312 .101 .70
AA . 99 -.324 .608 6.56
RRA .602 .129 .379 4.06 _
FAE -.147 -.270 .095 .72
FGE .231 -.226 .03 .89
DT .217 .298 .36 1.10
ICT .307 .334 .206 1.176
The elements of the structure matrix are product moment correlations
between the variable (row) and the discrlmlnant component (column).
The square of an element is, therefore, the proportion of total variance
in the variable that is used by the component. The communalltles for
the variables are the sums of squares across the rows of the structure
and are, therefore, the proportions of total variance in the variable
that are utilized in the dlscrlmlnant space defined by the two components.
The univariate F ratios anl communalities both indicate similar orders
of importance for the variables in this measurement battery. The aileron
activity is the most important dlfferentlator of the group. The other
variables are RP_., ICT, DT, FGE, STM, FAE and HPL in descending order of
importance.
The mean group scores on the two dlscriminant components are
plotted in Figure 4. Each group mean is at the center uf an eclipse
and the ellipses define regions of the discriminant space containing about
67% of their respective populations. The vectors emanating from the origin
of the space are projections of the measurement vectors on the discriminant
plane indicating their directions of increase in the dlscrlminant space,
while their lengths indicate their relative importances as discriminators
of the groups.
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Figure 4 Discrixinant _malyses of the Three Different Types of Flight.
h'rSD Indicates the ZFR Flights in the Mixed IFR-VFR Environment.
The Figure _hovs a Clear Significant Difference Between these
Flights. Eight DiscrinLinatory Variables are Shown,
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The MANOVA and discriminant analyses have established that the
level of significance for differences in the smaller subset of eight
.....u_ i_ beyond the 0.01 level At this point it would be appropriate
and informative to perform a principal components analysis and factor
analysis on the data to determine the number of independent components of
variance present in the seventeen output variables and to find a rotation
of the components which is maximally interpretable. Since the MANOVA
showed significant differences among the groups, these further analyses
must be performed on a correlation matrix obtained from the pooled
within groups dispersion matrix. Use of this within groups partition ,_
of variance will eliminate the differences between groups and give a
more accurate view of the inter-relationships among the individual
variables• This analyses is being performed.
C. Conclusions from Objective Analyses
Therefore based on the above analyses, it appears that the flights
that merged and made approaches from sequence order information only (i.e.
via TSD) achieved distinctly different and better individual and system
performances than vectored flights. On the other hand and perhaps some-
what counterintuitively, those flights that were vectored in a mix of
vectored and nonvectored ones were also distinctly different from flights
in which all were vectored. This perhaps indicates that controllers
found it more difficult to vector A/C in a nonhomogeneous mix than when
all were vectored even though the A/C "workload" Judged by vectored A/C
numerosity was 1/3 lower in the mixed condition than in the all vector
condition.
2. Verbal Measures
The verbal communications during each run were tape recorded and
later transcribed to hard copy for further analysis of the verbal workload
for both vectoring and nonvectoring flight simulations. As befo:e, the
traffic situation display flights and those flights without traffic
situation dlsplays are compared, and more specifically the flights with
TSD are compared to flights with the vectoring condition and to vectored
flights within the nonvectoring condition. (Vectored pilots flying in
the nonvectorln8 condition will be referred to as pilots without a TSD.)
A. Word Rates and Word Counts
Running cummulative word rates (averaged over successive 60 second
intervals) are shown for pilots, controllers and the total group in
Figure 5a, 5b, 5c.
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In these figures, rates are plotted _gainst the running cummulative
word count permitting both to be compared. _Jmparisons must be made
at equal numbers of plot points (60 sec. intervals). One inmlediate
feature of the graphs shows a high initial word rate which decreases
sharply followed by a subsequent increase from which point the rate
continues to decrease for several minutes. While the exact behavior
is no doubt task specific this same general behavior was observed in a
previous experiment. _-"
Figure 5a which combines the total pilot and controller communication
presents a fair comparison of the conditions. Vectoring and nonvectoring
conditions had the same total word count (300) although the initial rates
were lower for nonvectoring. However, where the two types of flights (TSD,
NTSD) within no_:vectoring are compared a large difference is apparent.
Both the initial word rate and final word count were about 75% greater for
the NTSD flights than for the TSD ones. This type of finding is completely
consistent with previous experiments. An interesting and somewhat
unexpected finding is that the word rate for the vectored flights in the
nonvectoring condition (i.e. nonTSD) was considerably higher even than for
flights in the vectoring condition. This phenomenom was observed for each
of the three groups individually so that it appears to be fairly robust.
When Just the pilot communication is looked at in Figure 5b, the
differences between these 4 conditions are not as marked although again
the NTSD flights had a higher initial word rate and final word count
than either of the other 3 conditions. TSD (nonvectored) flights had
the lowest initial word rates.
Figure 5c shows that the effects of the four conditions were most
pronounced for the controllers' communication with the same general
findings holding as before. The nonvectored flight (TSD) had lowest
verbal workload in terms of initial word rate and total word
count while the vectored flight in the nonvectoring condlt'on (NTSD)
had the highest word rate and total word count.
The group consistency effect is shown visually in figure 6 as a
means of suggesting the robustness of the previous findings. Figure 6
plots the normalized dlfferencss in total word counts for each comparison.
The controller groups were quite consistent across the comparisons
with somewhat less consistent results for the 5 pilot groups.
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FIsure 6 Pair Wise Comparison of Total Word Counts in Each Flight
Type for the Three Groups.
B. Content Analyses
Content analyses are being performed on the verbal data. The
results to data show that the pilots with TSD's spent signlflcantly
less time discussing direction and heading than under either of the two
vectoring situations. And not too surprisingly, controllers com=unlcatlns
with the nonvectored flights (TSD) made fewer references to speeds than
when communicating with the vectored flishts.
C. Conclusions Based on Verbal Analyses
The verbal workload for controllers is conslderably reduced
in both. word rate and total words by taking advantage of the pilots'
TSD capability. Pilots vlth TSD have essentially the sane work rate
and total word count as when they are in an "all vector" environment.
Thus the lover controller verbal workload in the sequencing condition
is not reflected in 8 hisher verbal vorkload for the pilot. This findins
is essentially the same as in a previous experiment. (1)
The effect of a udled traffic infatuation environment however Is
8urprle_Lne. The verbal workloads for both controllers and pilots being
195
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vectored in the mixed control environment was markedly higher than when
the environment was not so mixed. This may be caused by an increased
difficulty in vectoring A/C around in a space also being used in a
"VFR" mode by other pilots. It might also simply reflect the increased
time the controller has when some of the A/C do not need vectoring
causing him to increase his communication with the remaining A/C.
Analyses to determine the pertinence of this increased communication
is being pursued.
In practice, this finding might suggest a necessity to segregate ._
TSD and NonTSD equipped A/C handling each group separately on a "VFR",
"IFR" basis.
3. Subjective Measures
A. Questionnaire Results
Subjects filled out evaluation sheets after each run and a
fin_l questionnaire at the conclusion of all of their runs. Figure 7
summarizes some of the averaged results obtained. Subjects were
asked to indicate their assessments by placing tic-marks
on an ungraduated line. Thus placement of a mark indicates not only
relative ordering but strength of the assessment as well.
The overall preference for the two main conditions is shown by
System Evaluation on the final questionnaire. As in a previous
experlment,(I) controllers preferred vectoring to nonvectorlngwhile
pilots preferred the nonvectoring (i.e. mixed) environment even through
they had experienced both TSD flights and nonTSD fllghts (in which
they were vectored). The strengths of the two choices were essentially
identical for pilots and controllers.
The pilots also felt that the nonvectorlng condition was safer
than vectoring although again controllers had the reverse opinion.
However, a more detailed analysis obtained after each run shows that
controllers felt the nonvectoring condition to be slightly safer than
vectoring. The pilots Judged the TSD (nonvectored) flights as most safe
and the vectored flights in the nonvectoring environment (NT) as least
safe, even compared to being vectored in an all vector environment.
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In fact, pilots _oted the vectored flights in a mixed environment
(NT) lowest on the three primary FAA Criteria of Safety, Orderliness
and expeditiousness. The fact that NTSD received lowest marks on these
subjective evaluations, on the verbal measures (subjective and objective)
and on many of the objective measures is a very strong finding.
Pilots felt the total workload to be essentially the same regardless
of the condition (V, NV) or the type of flight made within the NV
condition. Controllers quite clearly ranked the vectering condition
as having a higher (worst) verbal and total workload whether assessed
after each run or in retrospect at the end of the experiment. Pilots
and controllers also clearly assessed the vectoring condition as
requiring a higher verbal workload.
B. Conclusions from Subjective Measures
A fairly consistent theme is that even though pilots preferred
the nonvectorlng condition to vectoring on the whole, they least liked
being vectored in an environment where others were flying VFR. Pilots
quite consistently preferred flying VFR (even in the mixed condition)
to being vectored. Controllers, acknowledged that the nonvectorlng
condition as a whole had a lower workload and did not necessarily
express any large difference between the two conditions on the
three primary FAA criteria. However, in an encompassing evaluation,
controllers preferred to operate in the wholly vectoring environment.
The above remarks are quite in keeping with a previous experiment
particularly as to pilot-controller system preferences. Pilots want
to fly VFR after a sequence order is established and controllers want
a strong ground centralized system regardless of the workload decrease
possible in a distributed managemeut mode of control.
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions offered are based on the objective, verbal and
subjective analyses presented aboved. In considering the reality
of an environment in which some A/C have TSD while others don't, it
should be remembered that this situation was predicated on two possi-
bilities, the first could be the failure of an onboard TSD in a homogeneous
TSD environment while the second follows the simple realization that
such a mixed environment could be quite natural based on the cost of
TSD equipment.
_.,e analyses support the primary conclusion that the mixed environment
simulated can be managed effectively on a distributed management basis
tnwhtch those A/C with TSD are given initial sequence orderinss and
then fly '_Y_' while the I/C without TSD are vectored and speed controlled.
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Since this mixed condition as a whole produced results at least as
good as the all vectoring one (and in many cases better) it does not
appear that a TSD failure on the insertion of nonTSD equipped A/C
into TSD traffic has any real disruptive effect. (Of course neither
one of these possibilities is necessarily advocated.)
The TSD equipped A/C operating under distributed management
(controllers issue sequence, pilots fly "VFR") achieved generally
better results than when they were vectored. For example, verbal
communication workload was considerably lower, Intercrosslng spacing
was closer to the desired valve with less variability, etc., and this ._
mode of control had clear pilot acceptance.
However, the nonTSD equipped A/C in the mixed environment required
more verbal communication than In an all-vector environment, generally
acL_ieved lowest performance scores and was least well accepted by pilots
even though from the pilots' point of view he was vectored as in the
all-vector condition. This may indicate a lack of assurance by
the pilot on being IFR in a VFR-IFR environment without knowledge
of where other traffic is. From the controller's viewpoint, the
increased verbal communication to the nonTSD A/C In the mixed environment
may reflect some increased difficulty in vectoring an A/C among others
flying VFR.
In the context of the present experimentj spatially segregating
the TSD from the nonTSD A/C and using distributed management for TSD
and vectoring for nonTSD should form the basis for a considerably
better overall system than either a mixed or all-vector one.
The generally better results with distributed management for TSD
in comparison to vectoring is fully in keeping with previous experiments
at Ames Research Center.
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_TIGATI_ T_ USE OF A MOV_ MAP DISPLAY AND A
I_IZO_TAL SITUATION I_DICATOR IN S_/LATED
I_-LITT $1_RT-HAU5 O_0_*
By Warren F. Clement
Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, Califoruia
The purpose of this research-in-progressis to inves_ gate the us...'which
pilots make of a moving map display from enroute through the terminal area and L
including the approach and go-around flight phases. Various features of each
of the primary STOLANDt displays, the electronic moving map Multifunction Dis-
play (MFD), Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI), and Electronic Attitude
Director Indicator (EADI), are used in the three phases of flight mentioned
above when the STOLAND system is operated in each of three ways: a) flown in
the fully automatic mode with the pilot(s) in a monitoring role; b) flown
manually using flight director guidance to reduce workload and task require-
ments in an acceptable level; or c) flown manually using raw instrument situa-
tion data. Eye-point-of-regardand workload measurements, coupled with task
performance measurements,pilot opinion ratings, and pilot comments are pre-
sented. The experimentalprogram w_s designed to determine the pilots' use of
the MFD in conjunctionwith the other displays. The measurements, ratings,
and comments provide an indication of the utility of the MFD as a supplement
to the HSI for improving flight safety in following curved courses and holding
patterns.
_ODUCT_
This research is designed to provide for a systematic comparison of an
electronic Multi_nction Display (MFD) and an electr_mechanicalHorizontal
Situation Indicator (HSI) in conjunctionwith other instruments (EASI, alti-
meter, airspeed indicator, etc.) in the NASA/Ames Research Center STOL_TD digi-
tal avionics_system for guidance and control of powered-lift short-haul air-
craft. This research forms one part of the Joint DOT/NASA STOL Operating
Systems Experiments Program.
*Th_s paper is b_sed on work done for the Aircraft Guidance and Navigation
Branch, Flight Systems Research Division,Ames Research Center, under Contract
NAS2-8973.
tA versatile digital navigation, guidance, and control system developed by
Ames Research Center for conducting experimenGs with advanced STOL aircraft.
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The objective of the joint DOT/NASA STOL Operating C?/;t_,m......i_,rim tc Pr,,-
gram i_ to prc'_ide data to aid th_ de_:ign_of terminal _'_re'__7da_,c,_, ,_,,L_;'t',LO,_,
and control systems and the definition of opt:rational proccd_irc: f_,rpo _'i-
lift and light wing loading :_hort-haul aircraft under IfR. A: a fir:t :tep in
this program experimental digital automatic and flight lirector c_i_lanc,:and
control systems have been aeveloped for the HASA Augme_itor Wing pow_red-ii_t
short-haul aircraft by Sperry Flight Systems (under UACA ccntr_ct_. Thi_
system, called STOLA_$, iz based on the applicatiou of curre_Tt CTOL _y tern
technique:_ and dizplazrs to the ex-p,riment_l short-haul aircr_ft (Rof. I).
Two of the primary displays used in the _y_tem _re an Electronic Att" _ide
Director Indicator (EADI) and a _tandard Horizontal Situatie_ Ir_lic_or (HSI). --
In addition, thi_ digital system has a computer driven, c_thod._ray di plo,y
called the Multifunction Display, or _[FD, which di_pl_,,y_th; _ircraft po_itio_
and predicted motion on a moving map of the area. Al_o displayed are other
status data including heading, altitude, raw navmid data and refercnce flight
paths. Annotated illustrations of each of the pri_z-y displays are chown in
Figs. I-3, and a view of the pilot '_ [n:_tr_unentpanel in the STOLA_/D zimu!%tcr
used for this investigation is shown in Fig. L.
This paper presents a preliminary review of _ome of the co_pa;: _e measure-
ments and pilot opinions from a flight c,imulation in February and March 197C.
The experimental program for comparing the MFD and HSI within the context of
the whole cockpit will be summarized first. Then, after presenting som_ el the
key results, we shall recapitulate our %er'atlve finding:_ in the concluding
section of this paper.
EXPERIM_2AL PROGRAM
The experimental investigation was conducted on the _{ASA/Ame_ fixed-base
STOLAND simulation facility. This facility includes: a) a fully instrumented
cockpit; b) a slx-degree-of-freedom C-SA Augmentor Wing Jet STOL Research
A_.rcraft/environment/navigation simulation program implemented on an EAI 8&00
digital computer; and c) a complete STOIAND digital avionics sy::tem.
If the display content has been suited to the task, the display format and
symbology will usually be crucial only if the pilot is at a saturated level of
workload in a realistic flight simulation or in actual flight. Consequently,
we attempted to emphasize the realistic air route navigation, guidance and
control environment for short-haul aircraft in preparing the experimental
design summarize_ in _able I. Three classes of independent variables are
shown in the table. The level of pilot involvement in guidance and control
tasks is divi_ed between two independent classes, one of which we have called
"technique," i.e., either manual or automatic, and the other of which we h_ve
calle_ ",he level of display," i.e., ei4_her situation aw data only) or flight
_irector and situation on the EADI with the HSI and MFD the cbvlou_ independent
display variables for comparison.
The flig_htl_hases of interest in this experiment were fourfold: a) enroute
within _6 M_ (_O am) of Crows Landing, ALF, Colusa County, California; b) the
!
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
LEVEL OF DISPLAY
PILOT.- ".....
NAVIGATION AND SITUATION FLIGHT DIRECTOR AND
ING CONTROL (RAW DATA) SITUATION ON EADIT_UH,-
WORKLOAD
N [QU± HSI MFD HSI MFD BOTH HSI
AND MFD
Tracking a STAR JXSCC* j j j jHighest --"
sequence Workload XSCC* EPRt
Select differentMantu_l
radio navaids en-
route for STOLAND J / / / /
and maintain geo- EPRt
graphic orientation
Auto- Tracking a STAR Lowest
matic sequence Workload
10 cells x 2 replications x 5 pilots = 100 runs
*XSCC m Measurement of excess control capacity with
cross-coupled secondary control task
tEPR m Measurement of eye-point-of-regard
Dependent Varia_ es (i.e.I Measurements
a. Flight plan performance errors:
@ Airspeed error with respect to commanded flight profile
• Lateral distance error with respect to commanded course
• Altitude or glide slope displacement error
I Elapsed time between waypoints in flight plan
b. Other aircrai% ,notion and control variables (e.g., pitch and roll
attitudes, pitch and roll rates, heading, turn rate, airspeed, iner-
tial veloc._y, angles of attack and sideslip, course and l_th an_les
[or grou_,d and vertical velocities], translational accelerations]
c. Eye-wolnt-of-regard in azimuth and elevation
d. $ bJectlve display ratings (e.g., controllabillty-and-preclslon,
status utility, clutter, attentlonal demand)
_. Exce:_s control capacity •
f. Caution advisory response latency (from a light-cancelling task i
designed to measure the pilot's sim_le reaction time)
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terminal area itself; c) the landing approach; and d) the go-around in_rolving
a holding pattern after a missed approach. We included the four flight phases
within a class of independent variables representing the level of pilot involve-
ment in air navigation tasks, i.e., whether the pilot is just following a stan-
dard terminal arrival route (STAR) assigned initially by a controller or whether
the pilot is additionally involved in reselecting radio navaids enroute for
STOLAND, both du['ingarrival and after executing a missed approach.
While using the automatic mode of STOLAND during initial training sessions,
we discovered that automatic operation is so devoid of pilot workload that a
critical comparison of the HSI and MFD cannot be made. because the pilot is not
even saturated wibh monitoring tasks. Therefore, we refocused the experimental
design on only the manual piloting technique and deferred investigation of the
automatic technique.
We have indicated in Table I the cells in the experimental design which
were most relevant by check marks. We have also indicated the cells which
involved the highest and lowest workloads and the two cells which were most
amenable to eye-point-of-regard comparison.
Pilot workload is high to begin with when flying the C-8A Augmentor Wing
manually with combinations of powered and aerodynamic lift. Since the several
STAR's involved holding patterns and curved paths as well as straight segments,
reliance on the HSI (and EADI) without the MFD placed the high_st wcrkload
demand on the pilot, because he had to keep track of his position mentally with
the aid of his enroute and terminal area charts as he progressed along the
assigned STAR, reselected radio navaids, and executed missed approaches, go-
arounds and holding patterns.
Since the pilot will scan to and fixate on instruments which display redun-
dant information, there is a danger in presenting both the HSI and MFD when the
pilot is required to fly with only raw situation da"_. Having _---'_hhorizontal
displays may actually increase his scanning workload unnaturally when he is
already saturated or oversaturated. Therefore, we covered the horizontal dis-
play which was not being evaluated in eight cells of Table I, because the pilot
will scan to ins-_-rumentswhich display no information or which are temporarily
inactive, if given the opportunity. However, both the HSI and MFD were uncov-
ered and presented to the pilot simultaneously in the two cells in the extreme
right column of Table I when the pilot was using the flight director and situa-
tion on the EADI to fly manually. We expected that any outstanding bias in
the partitioning of the eye-pJint-of-regard distribution between the HSI and
MFD might afford a measure of pilot preference for or confidence in monitoring
the horizontal situation.
The displacement '_indow" on the EADI was deleted when runs were made to
test the HSI alone, since the HSI presents lateral and vertical deviation any- /
way. The displacement scaling of one '_lf-window" on the EADI was consistent
with the displacement scaling of one dot on the HSI, viz., 381 m (I250 ft)
laterally and 30.48 m (100 ft) vertically.
In thls connection, we should emphasize that the content of the MFD and _
HSI are not strictly equivalent, because no waypoint numbers appear on the HSI
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and no heading scale appears on the MFD, if the pilot elects the north-up
orientation. Furthermore, the format of the altitude presentation on the MFD
is purely numerical, and is more unsuitable for tracking than even the counter-
pointer altimeter, let alone the vertical deviation indicator (VDI) on the HSI.
However, it is a_'_unconventional for the pilots to use the VDI anywhere except
on the glide slope as it is to use the displacement "window" on the EADI.
Therefore, we may, insofar as the tracking control aspects of this experiment
are concerned, be comparing the EADI (supported by the MFD) with the HSI _sup-
ported by the EADI without displa-'_ent information). Notwithstanding_-inso-
far as the geogra_ohic orientation aspects of the experiment are concerned, we
are comparing the HS! [supported by an area navigation (RNAV) chart and approach
p-_te] with the MFD, which presents a horizontal moving map of the same RNAV
and approach chart.
Heading was provided on the EADI's progranmlable display during the experi-
ment. We recommended to each pilot that the MFD be used in the course- or
heading-up orientation for consistency with the HSI and because the heading
tape on the MFD appears only when the course- or heading-up orientation is
selected. However, the RMI was always available to present a compass rose when
the HSI was covered in the event that a pilot elected to keep the MFD north-up
because he experienced disorientation with the revolving map display in turns.
The choice of map scale on the MFD was left to the pilot; however, he was
instructed that the STAR waypoint numbers would appear only if the I.5 or
0.5 mn/in, scales were selected.
A steady wind speed cf 20 kt from the east or west as required by the
flight plan to produce a prevailing tailwind enroute was used tDzoughout the
experiment to increase workload, and the wind velocity dispersion was between
3 and 4 ft/sec.
Also listed in Table I is the minimum number of 100 runs required for two
replications of 10 cells counterbalanced for order effects with _ pilots.
(Over 160 runs were made.) Pilots I and 6 are research pilots; Pilots 3 and 4
are commercial airline pilots; Pilot 5 is a general aviation instrument instruc-
tor and engineering pilot; and Pilot 2 remained on reserve for this experiment
and did not have to participate.
Below the table of independent variables and cells there appears a list sum-
marlzlng the dependent variables, that is, the measurements which we made. All
measurements are self-evident except perhaps "excess control capacity" which is
proportional to the value of the spiral divergence required to load the pilot
i to the point of saturation with control tasks while satisfying primary task per-
formance with respect to a norm or error criterion. Excess control capacity is
measured by increasing the spiral divergence until a stationary value is reached
by the cross-coupled adaptive regulator of the divergence in balance with the
performance error criterion. The regulated average or stationary value of the
spiral divergence may be normalized by its critical limit of controllability
for each pilot to form a fraction which represents his excess control capacity
with respect to the primary task (Ref. 2). To the pilot flying the aircraft i
the increased spiral divergence seems like a malfunction in lateral stability . i
au_nentation, so the measurement can be made while the flight simulation retains
high face validity. 1
209 1
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Four simple pilot rating scales for use in r_search on and evaluation of
manual control displays were derived and used in the pilot experiments reported
in Ref. 3 and were well-suited to the present investigation. The scales sho_m
later in Table 6 are of interval-scale quality and will permif averaging and
other standard parametric statistical analyses. The use of four trait cate-
gories (task controllability and precision, status utility, clutter, and atten-
tional demand) helped to separate subjecti_ identification cf these often con-
founded effects. Rating forms for the HSI and MFD were filled out by each
pilot in the cockpit at the conclusion of a simulated flight.
RESLI"/._SOF THE EXI_R_IZ_IT
Although we shall continue to label the displays being compared as '5_SI"
and '_W_D"for conciseness in presenting the results where one or the other
horizontal display was uncovered, the reader should clearly understand that
"HSI" means '_SI, EADI (without the displacement window) and other instruments"
and that '_I_D''means "EADI, _D and other instruments." By design, the HSI and
MFD are being compared within the context of the whole STOLAND display and con-
trol arrangement in the simulator cockpit.
We shall now turn to present the several forms of comparative results of
the experiment under the following subordinate topical headings:
- Blunders -- Excess monitoring capacity
- Tracking errors - Pilot opinion ratings
-- Excess control capacity - Eye-point-of-regard
B.l.tmd.e:rs
About 160 simulated flights, each lasting from 10 to 25 minutes in time,
were conducted among four standard terminal arrival routes (STAR's). The most
dramatic results are the 20 'blunders" partitioned in Tables 2 and 3. Table 2
partitions the 9 blunders which occurred in the first phase of the experiment
in February while the pilots were primarily tracking STAR's as reference flight
paths. Table 3 partitions the remaining 11 blunders which occurred during ter-
minal area and enroute flight with emphasis on geographic orientation (as well
as tracking) in the second phase of the experiment in March involving missed
approaches, go-arounds and holding patterns with three different radio navaids.
The types of blur_ders identified include loss of geographic orientation, loss of
altitude awareness, and loss of roll attitude control as well as several others.
Five blunders involved the HSI and 4 the MFD, while tracking reference
flight paths exclusively (Table 2). However, 8 blunders involved the HSI, 2 the o
MFD, and I both displays, during terminal area and enroute flight with emphasis
on geographic orientation (Table 3). The flight director was (or should have
been) in use during 11 of the 20 runs wherein blund_rs occurred. Since 7 of
these 11 blunders were also associated with the HSI in Table 3, the canbina-
tlon of using the HSI for orientation with the flight director for tracking
while selecting different radio navaids for guidance seemed to conspire to pro- 1
duce the most blunders. There were no blunders involving the MFD and flight
director in Table 3 and only three in Table 2. Therefore, we would,conclude !
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF BLUNDERS WHILE TRACKING REFERENCE FLIGHT PATHS
RAW DATA FLIGHT DIRECTOR
BLUNDERS
HSI MFD HSI MFD
Loss of geographic orientation 2 None None None ._.
Loss of altitude awareness 1 None None I
Loss of roll attitude control I I None 2
Other crashes I None None None
GPIPa
aGlide path interceptpoint
TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTIONSOF BLUNDERS DL_RINGTERMINAL AREA AND ENROUTE FLIG_
WITH EMPHASIS ON GEOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION
ll
FLIGHT
RAN DATA ._=b BOTH HSI
BLUNDERS _==_A _ AND MFD
WITH FDHSI _ HSI
I
Loss of geographic orientation None None 3 None
2
Loss of altitude awareness None (Crash and I None
missed
capture)
Loss of roll attitude control None None 2 I
"Copilot error" None None I None ;
7
Experimenter's error I None None None
bThere were none with MFD and Flight Director.
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on tilebaJiz of the blunder distribution alone from the simLu!ation that the
_FD seems to offer a worthwhile improvement in safety, since 13 of 2© blunder=
involvcd runs wherein the MFD was not available to the pilot
Tr_cking Errors
The least dramatic results are to be found among the flight plan tracking
errors in three dimensions (lateral and vertical displacement and airspeed) and
the related variations in aircraft motions. As one would expect, the flight
director provided for more precise tracking of the assigned altitude and the
glide slope than otherwise. However, there was no consistent evidence of dif-
ferences between tracking errors with the HSi versus the MFD even with only raw
data. Yet, as we mentioned in beginning the discussion of results, the "MFD"
implies the use of the integrated EADI as the tracking display, and occasionally
better altitude-keeping performance appeared with Che '_FD" t_hanwith the '_SI."
Excess Control Capacity
The measurement of excess control capacity was provided by the average
cross-coupled adaptive spiral divergence in selected runs with either the HSI
or the _FD. The null hypothesis of equality between mean values of excess con-
trol capacity within comparable pairs of waypoint groups with either display
arrangement was tested for significant differences. The results of these tests
are listed in Table 4 by pilot and flight plan. The column heading "neither"
TABLE 4
NUMBER OF COMPARABLE PAIRS OF WAYPO]3qT GROUPS FOR WHICH ONE OR
THE OTh_ DISPLAY AP3_hNGEME_T EXHIBITED SIGNIFICANTLY GREATER
AVERAGE EXCESS CONTROL CAPACITY AT THE 0.05 LEVELa
PILOT FLIG PLAN EADVM
I 2 I 4 I
3 2 3 4 I
3 3 i i
4 2 5 i 6
5 2 I I 4
Totals 11 11 16
aThe null h_thesis is "neither." The probability of rejecting
the null h_pothesis when it is true is 0.05. Behrens', Scheffe's,
and Tukey's tests produced consistent results.
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identifies the number of comparable pairs of waypoint groups for which the null
hypothesis was accepted. The probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when
it is true is 0.05. Behrens', Scheffe's, and Tukey's tests produced consistent
results under the ergodic hypothe._is, because the number of samples available
within each waypoint group was on the order of several hundred or more.
The column headings '_SI" or '_4FD"identify the numbers of ccmparable pairs
of waypoint groups for which the null hypothesis was rejected, i.e., for which
one or the other display arrangement eyhibited significantly greater average
excess control capa_ ....r at the 0.05 level. The totals show that the null hypo-
thesis was rejected _ r 27 of 38 pairs at the 0.05 level. Of these 27 pairs,
the '_FD" exhibited greater average excess control capacity for 16, and the
'_SI" greater for 11 pairs. In the individual case of Pilot 3 tracking Flight
Plan 2 involving only a curved approach, the partition is in favor of the "HSI,"
a result which was consistent with that pilot's own appraisal of that flight
plan. However, the partition for Pilot 3 with Flight Plan 3, involving a missed
approach and holding pattern is in favor of the MFD.
Zxcen VAonLtor:L_C&Z_oity
une measurement of excess monitoring capacity was inversely proportional to
the average caution advisory response time. The null hypothesis of equality
between mean response times within comparable pairs of runs with either display
arrangement was tested for significant differences after a correction for the
skewness of the response time distribution was made. The results of these
tests are listed in Table 5 by pilot. The column heading "neither" identifies
TABLE5
N_4BER OF COMPARABLE PAIRS OF RUNS FOR WHICH ONE OR THE OTHER
DISPLAY ARRANGemENT EXHIBITED SIGNIFIC_J_LY GREATER AVERAGE
EXCESS MONITORING CAPACITY AT THE 0.05 LEVELa
PZLO_ HSI/_DI _rr_ _D_/_Dm i i
3 0 7 2
o 9 2
5 I 4 I
6 I 1 4
immo,m,
Totals 3 _3 10
aThe null bTpothesls is "neither." The probabillty of
rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true is 0.05.
: Behrens', SchefTe 's, and Tukey's teats produced consis-
i tent results. 213|
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the number of cor_rable pairs of runs for which the null hypothesis was
accepted. The probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true is
0.0_. Again Behrens', Scheffe's, and Tukey's tests produced consistent results,
because there were usually at least eleven samples in the ensemble for each rJn.
The column headings '_4SI"or '_VD" identify the numbers of comparable pairs of
runs for which the null hypothesis was rejected, i.e., for which one or the
other display arrangement exhibited significantly greater average excess moni-
toring capacity at the 0.09 level. The totals show that the null hypothesi._
was rejected for 13 of 38 pairs at the 0.09 level. Of these 13 pairs, the
"MFD" exhibited greater average excess control capacity for 10, and the '_{SI"
greater for 3 pairs. .
P_ot Opinion htingJ
Tables 6a and 6b present s_mm_arles of the subjective opinion ratings of
the HSI and MFD by each of Pilots I, 3, 2, and 6 during the second phase of the
experiment in March emphasizing geographic orientation as well as tracking. A
comparison of Tables 6a and 6b shows a slightly less favorable central tendency
in the ratings of the task controllability and precision when using the HSI,
whereas the ratings are more uniformly distributed over four descriptive phrases
when using the MFD. Ratings of task controllability and precision with the
flight director in use are uniformly distributed over four descriptive phrases
when using either the HSI or MFD. Comparison of the ratings for utility of
status information between the HSI and MFD shows more favorable ratings for the
MFD m_d a markedly unfavorably skewed distribution of ratings for the HSI which
e.:hiblts a mode beside the descriptive phrases: (Sh_ "inadequate number of
states...." Comparison of the ratings for clutter shows few differences in the
tendency of both groups of ratings to centralize beside the descriptive phrase:
(K3) "some clutter." Only one rating of the MFD _s more unfavorable than K3.
Comparison of the ratings for display attentlonal workload shows a more favor-
able central tendency beside the descriptive phrase: (D3) 'Snildly demanding"
for the MFD, whereas the distribution of ratings for the HSI is unfavorably
skewed with a _de beside the dezcriptlve phrase: (D4) "quite demanding."
During the tracking of reference flight paths in the first phase of the
experiment in February, slightly different central tendencies in some of the
ratings by Pilots 3, 2, and 9 were observed. For example, the rat_rigs for
utility of status information on the HSI were bimodally distributed between
(S2) '%nanyof desired states presented" and (S_) "inadequate number of states."
The rationale was apparent from the aecce_anying co-,nentary, vlz., that the HSI
_ is quite adequate for tracking rectilinear courses whether inclined or not,
whereas the HSI is deficient for tracking curved courses in the presence of
wind. RatinNs of the utility of status information on the MFD were skewed
favorably wAth a mode beside $2. A few more "quite cluttered" (K4) ratings
of the MFD were received, although the central tendency on both HSI and MFD
remained beside K3. Ratings of attentional workload while tracking with
either HSI or MFD were centered on (S_) "quite demanding," although relatively
more (DS) "completely demanding" ratings of the HSI were given.
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EFe-Point-of-Re_d (E'PB)
This experiment has resulted in the acquisition of our largest archive of
high quality data to date with the STI Eye-Point-of-Regard System Model EPR-2.
However, it will be possible to review only a small sample of the EPR data
here. The EPR data acquisition was confined to runs wherein both HSI and MFD
(as well as all other active displays and controls in the coc_-_) were avail-
able to the pilot in accord with the experimental plan in Table I. The reduced
data to be presented are fromthe go-around phase of four runs by two pilots.
Figures 9-8 show EFR dwell fractions, look fractions, and transition link frac-
tions for the pilots using either (a) only raw situation data or (b) the flight
director with situation data during the go-around phase to a holding fix follow-
ing a missed approach.
The dwell fro tion is merely the relative dwell time-weighted look fraction,
and the look f_ac_ion is simply the relative number of fixations on each instru-
ment or display. The look fraction represents the ensemble probability of fixa-
tion and the dwell fraction, the temporal probability of fixation. The bi-
directional link fraction is the relative number of scan transitions in both
directions between each pair cf instruments or displays. In rare cases, tran-
sitions occurred in only one direction noted by an arro%.. The sums of each
type of fraction may not equal exactly unity, because of round-off errors in
the listed values.
Comparison of Figs. 9 and 6 shows that Pilot 3 used the HSI more when the
flight director was off and the MFD more when the flight director was on. This
is exemplified by all three types of fractions. Pilot 3 was consistent in this
dichotomy. There are probably two underlying reasons:
a. When using raw situation data, it may be easier to close the
heading control loop with the more familiar HSI, and
b. When using the flight director on the EADI, it may be easier
to monitor the aircraft 's heading and geographic position
simultaneously using the moving map-'_isplay on the MFD.
Direct crosschecks between the HSI and the MFD, although rare, do appear
in one direction from the HSI to the MFD in the results in Figs. 9 and 7 with
only raw data.
Pilot I (Figs. 7 and 8) used the HSI hardly at all during the go-around
phase to a holding fix with raw data and not at all during the go-around with
the flight director. The absence of any transitions to the altimeter in Fig. 8
may be because barometric altitude was available on the MFD, although we have
not yet analyzed subsidiary transitions within the face of the MFD.
Pilot I, a research pilot, was much more familiar with the EADI and MFD
than Pilot 3, a commercial airline pilot. The familiarity and confidence of
Pilot I in using the MFD is evident in comparing his eye-point-of-regard dis-
tribution with that for Pilot 3, in spite of the extensive training time pro-
vided for the commercial pilots who participated in the experiment.
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Although we must conclude this brief preview of results, we shall 3 in the
sunm_rywhich follows, provide a concise overview of some of the other trends
in the eye-point-of-regurd distributions.
SUMWARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUDING Pa24AR/_
On the basis of the blunder distribution alone from the simulation, the
MFD seems to offer a worthwhile improvement in safety, since 13 of 20 blunders
among 160 runs involved runs wherein the MFD was not available to the pilot.
Six involved runs with the MFD, but not the HSI, an-_only one involved a run
with both.
The flight director provides for more precise tracking of the assigned
altitude and the glide slope than otherwise. However. there _ _ ....4_ hevldenc of differences between tracking errors ith the HSI versus the MFD
among the five practiced pilots who participated in the simulation, although
there are instances where altitude-keeping was more precise with the MFDwhen
using only situation data.
The null hypothesis of equality between average excess control capacity
within comparable pairs of flight plan waypoint groups using either the HSI or
the MFD arrangemlent was tested for significant differences. The results show
that the null hypothesis was rejected for 27 of 38 pairs of ccmparable waypoint
groups at the 0.05 level, where 0.05 is the probabiliSy of rejecting the null
hypothesis when it is true. Of these 27 rejected pairs, the MFD exhibited
greater average excess control capacity for 15, and the HSI greater for 11 pairs.
The null hypothesis of equality between average excess monitoring capacity
within comparable pairs of runs using either the HSI or the MFD arrangement was
tested for significant differences. The results show that the null hypothesis
was rejected for 13 of 38 pairs of comparable runs at the 0.05 level. Of these
13 rejected pairs, the MFD exhibited greater average excess monitoring capacity
for 10, and the HSI greater for 3 pairs.
The pilots provided subjective ratings of (a) task controllability and
precision, (b) utility of status information, (c) symbol-background clutter on
the display, and (d) display attentional workload, each on five-point descrip-
tive scales. Summarized comparisons of all ratings for the MFD and the HSI in
each category follow.
Task Controllability and Precision. There is a slightly less favor-
able central tendency to rate the HSI "controllable, with inadequate
precision," in tracking curved paths in the presence of wind, whereas
the ratings favor the MFD as "controllable, with fair precision."
Ratings with the flight director in use are uniformly distributed
over four descriptive phrases from "easily" to 'harginally" control-
lable and exhibit no central tendency with either HSI or MFD.
Utility of Status Information. The MFD received more favorable ratings
than t_e HSI. Ratings of the usefulness of information supplied covered
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the three adjectives "adequate": "some": "inadequate" in the ratios 4:3:0
for the MFD and 4:2:5 for the HEI. The bimodality of ratings for the
HSI is believed to be associated with the favorable view of the HSI for
tracking rectilinear flight paths and the unfavorable view of the HSI
for maintaining geographic orientation while tracking curved paths in
the presence of wind.
Clutter. Ratings of both the HSI and MFD as having "some clutter" pre-
domina{e, but there is a slight tendency to rate the _VD less favorably.
Display Attentional Workload. Ratings of the MFD show a central ten-
dency between "mildly" and "quite demanding," whereas ratings of the ""
HSI exhibit a less favorably skewed mode between "quite" and "com-
pletely demaod_ n_."
The reduced eye-point-of regard (EPR) data for 8 runs among Pilots I, 3,
and 4 reveal that, with few exceptions, there are relatively more looks at and
longer fixation dwells on the MFD than the HSI when using raw situation data--
and especially when using the flight director. This finding is consistent with
the respective comments by Pilots I and 4 and tends to confirm _n expressed
preference by Pilot I for the MFD in curved path tracking and in negotiating
holding patterns. While not definitive in the case of Pilot 4 because of the
single flight plan, the EPR data from two runs also suggest a preference by
Pilot 4 for the MFD in curved path tracking. In the case of Pilot 3 the EPR
data suggest an equitable distribution of looks and dwells between the HSI and
MFD throughout the approach with the flight director, but a preference for the
MFD during the missed approach, go-around, and throughout the holding pattern
in Flight Plan 3. In the case of Pilot 3 using raw data, the EPR measurements
offer little basis for inferring a preference between the HSI and MFD, because
both horizontal displays are scanned, in turn, from the EADI fairly consis-
tently throughout Flight Plan 3, except during the straight final approach
where the HSI receives relatively more looks. Direct crosschecking between
the HSI and the MFD is rare, but such scan transitions are predominantly uni-
directional from HSI to MFD by Pilots I, 3, and 4 when using raw situation
data.
All of the pilots provided a great number of helpful supporting comments
in the course of the experiment. There was a consensus among the pilot com-
ments which acknowledged the excellence of the HSI for tracking rectilinear
inclined courses, yet recognized the superiority of the MFD for maintaining
confidence in geographical orientation while tracking curved approach courses
and establishing holding patterns in the presence of wind. The summary comment
by one of the pilots provides a decisive conclusion: "If the MFD in opera-
tional aircraft could be shared with the weather display...between the pilot
a moving map display might be provided at no extra cost in panel space. The
HSI bearings, DME, and deviations would seem to be an essential backup, even
for a moving map. I would...want both HSI and MFD, if the MFD could be shared
with the weather radar display....The HSI improves my confidence in the moving
map on the MFD."
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AIR-TO-GROUND VISUAL DISPLAY SYSTEM
I
Daniel L. Kugel
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Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio _
ABSTRACT
The ability to simulate realistic alr-to-ground tactical missions is
very important in the evaluation of prototype fighter aircraft, testing of
new Air Force weapon systems, and the training of piiots for high performance
aircraft. Most aerospace simulators however do not have this capability. The
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio has
recently developed, in a Joint effort with the Northrop Corporation, a Large
Amplitude Multi-mode Aerospace Research Simulator (LAMARS). The use of this
simulator for air-to-ground tactical mission simulation is discussed. The
utilization of a state-of-the-art helmet sight system and its role in the
development of a head slaved visual display system is explained; the major
subsystems are described, with principle emphasis placed on the visual display
system, terrain model, and helmet sight system. Engineering data gathered to
evaluate this area of interest (AOI) display is included, along with details
of the drive logic and a summary of pilot comments evaluating the ability of
the visual display sys=em to provide the necessary requirements to perform
the air-to-ground mission.
I. INTRODUCTION
The LAMARS engineering simulator is currently in operation at the AF
! Flight Dynamics Laboratory. This high performance simulator will serve as
one of the major engineering tools in the new ground-based simulation faci-
lity, the Flight Control Development Laboratory. This facility is the focal
point for coordinated studies encompassing pilot/vehicle studies, ground
based and in-flight simulation as applied to flight dynamic research, proto-
type evaluation and weapon system development. The LAMARS will be used in
support of programs covering advanced development, system development and
integration, and simulation support.
The combination of wide angle visual cues and large amplitude motion
cues that the simulator gives to the pilot provides an environment which will
evoke proper pilot response characteristics for a large number of mission
conditions and pilot control tasks. Knowledge of how a pilot will react to
various conditions is required during preliminary design and preflight evqlu-
ation of military aircraft designs. Such prior knowledge will identify possi-
ble trade-offs between aircraft performance, stability and control, and man-
euverability. The engineering flight simulator gives the Air Force pilot the
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unique opportunity to significantly influence the design of a flight vehicle
long before the final configuration Is determined.
Though not its principle mission, the Flight Control Division of the AF
Flight Dynamics Laboratory has the engineering knowledge and first hand hard-
ware experience to help make determinations of simulator criteria and require-
ments. Recently, the Simulator System Program Office of the Aeronautical
Systems Division, Wrlght-Patterson AFB began work on testing present Air
Force simulators for the purpose of developing visual requirements for air-
to-ground mission simulators. This study was to determine both qualitatively
and quantltatlvely the cues which could be generated vlsuatly by the LAMARS ._.
simulator at the AF Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wrlght-Patterson AFB, Dayton,
Ohio, the Advanced Simulator for Undergraduate Pilot Training (ASUPT) at
Williams AFB, Chandler, Arizona, and the Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat
: (SAAC) at Luke AFB, Glendale, Arizona. By evaluating these three methods of
visual projection one can better determine which methods wlll best provide
the needed visual cues to perform the alr-to-ground tactical mission.
It should be noted that this program was conducted to show what present
Air Force simulators could provide _ the way of air-to-ground visual cues.
The intent was not to update these simulators with the most current hardware
available but to use what hardware was in the simulators at the time, note
any limitations which could be eliminated or improved by recent hardware
developments and substantiate these comments with engineering data. It
should also be pointed out that the LAMAR simulator was designed primarily
for air-to-alr combat mission evaluations and handling quality studies. Thls
simulator is not a training simulator but an engineering design and evalua-
tion tool obtained primarily for handling qualities evaluation and alr-to-alr
combat studies.
II. DESCRIPTION O[ THE MAJOR SIMULATOR SUBSYSTEMS
Visual Display System
The visual display system of the IAHARS consists of a 20-foot diameter
spherical projection screen fixed to the cockpit. Within the sphere are two
projectors which display the visual information to the pllot (Figure i). One
projector mounted above and to the rear of the cockpit projects the high
resolution detailed terrain image while the other projector, located above
and sllghtly _o the rear of the tarset projector, referred to as the sky/earth
projector, projects a passive blue sky, green earth horizon display through-
. out the entire sphere.
As was mentioned previously, the pilot is at the center of the spherical
screen, which helps eliminate distortion of the projected images. As a
result, the target projector and the sky-earth projector are off center and
the projectors themselves have been speclally designed to compensate for this
effect. The target projector has a docus servo which moves the cathode-ray
tube (CRT) in and out wlth respect to the projection lens. By knowing the
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position of the projector with respect to the center of the sphere and also
the azimuth and elevation of the projector, the "throw distance" or focal
length from the projector to the screen can be calculated and used to drive
the focus servo. The target projector also has a "keystone" correction provi-
sion lu its raster control circuitry to compensate for the varying angles
at which the projected image impinges on the surface of the screen. The sky/
earth.....prnJ_.v, has a mechanic,. _,_u_"-_ _-_,,=twin_,hemispherical transparent
domes which can position the point light source of the "sky" lamp and "earth"
lamp, to the proper x, y, and z coordinates within the transparency so that
the projected horizon line is always correctly oriented on the screen without .,.
distortion. This is demonstrated in Figure 2.
Terrain Model/Computer Image Generation
The image which is presented to the pilot is generated by a large scale
model of a typical terrain area. This =hree dimensional full color terrain
model has its own gantry supported, optical probe equipped television camera
positioned by precision servo drive systems cowmnded by computer signals.
These computer signals are a result of the aircraft orientation and provide
properly oriented visual cues to the pilot. Also, computer generated images
(CGI) can be programmed and superimposed over the terrain image to provide
moving targets, Forward Air Controller (FAC) aircraft, computer generated
heads-up displays, etc; however, their utility using a televlsion display
system is questionable (see Appendix I). The resultant video picture is
transmltted to the cathode-ray tube of the target projector and is projected
onto the spherlcal screen. The sky/earth horizon dlspi_y a_d the horizon !n
the video picture are synchronized by superposition of the terrain image and
sky/earth image on the dome. This provides a 60" diago_ml forward fleld-of-
view displaying high resolutlon terrain imagery and also a wide field of view
horizon display to produce the necessary peripheral cues needed to help the
pilot in Judging sink rate, roll position, roll rates, etc.
Projection Capability
The requirement for a 60" dLagonal area-of-lnterest projection beam which
can be positioned anywhere within _he fleld-of-vlew of the pilot arose from
the desire to have a dlaplay capability which could provide the visual
requirements for such tasks as .It-to-ground weapon dellvery, terrain follov-
Ing/avoldance, and take off/landlng work. The resulting display capability
represents • compromise between a full field of view terrain imaSe and what
• was believed to be a realistic achlevement based on a thorough review of
existing hardware.
The requlrenent of a large fleld of view results from the new aircraft
desLsns, which to properly slmulate, require an unl_.alted view in both
azlnuth and elevatlon. The _ slnulator was able to achieve a 266" fLeld
of view in eztnuth and a 108 ° field of view in elevation. These values were
not quite as larse as was desired (280 ° in azhnuth, 1500 in elevation) but
represent the larsest field of vte_ possible, ltatted only by the cockpit
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gimbal system and the projector system mounting configuration.
III. THE AIR TO GROUND WEAPONS DELIVERY TASK
In performing an alr-to-ground task in the LAMARS there are three methods
in which to display the high resolution terrain image. The first, and most
basi_ i5 =o •=_v_ho,....._o° area of interest to the x-axis of the aircraft. In
doing this, the rectangular AOI will remain fixed in the front winduw of
the cockpit. The picture within the field ot view will change solely as a
result of the aircraft orientation, This provides a forward fixed scene but ,_.
does not permit the pilot to perform his typical roll _aneuver when attacking
a ground target since the target at that point will be out of the area of in-
terest.Secondly, it does not utilize the large field-of-view capability of
the spherical projection screen.
The second approach would be to fix the visual scene to a specific tar-
get. This would permit the 60_ diagonal terrain image to appear anywhere in
the dome based on the relative positions of the aircraft and the target.
For example, if the pilot was flying into the target the terrain image would
be directly in front of the pilot. If the pilot flew by the target the
terrain image would move off to the side and on back to the rear of the _ome
and finally disappear from view. This is certainly more realistic than the
first case but does not permit the pilot to do terrain following and target
search since he knows that if he keeps the terrain image directly in front
of him he will eventually fly directly over the target. To help eliminate
the problems associated with the above method_, an area-of-lnterest, head-
slaved visual display sysce_ was developed.
Head Slaved Visual System
To develop a head-slaved visual system, one must first be able to monitor
the pilot's head position. This should be done in a manner which is com-
pletely unobtrusive to the pilot. Once the head position is known and call-
brated with respect to a fixed reference point in the cockpit then drive
logic and its associated software can be developed.
The hardware used in this experiment was a state-of-the-art helmet sight
system. Sensor surveying units were rigidly fixed to the cockpit and aimed
in the direction of the pilot's head. These units ualt fan-llke beau of
infrared light rotatln 8 at a constant velocity. The infrared beams sweep
over a reference photo sensor and two pairs of helmet aounted photo sensors,
one pair on each side of the helmet. The time intervals between the pulses
froe the helmet vhoto sensore and the reference pulse are a measure of the
pilot's head orientation relative to the body axis of the aircraft. The
outputs of the photo sensors are transmitted to the helmet sight computer
where the angular computations are performed and converted into azimuth and
elevation information. The accuracy of the systlm is one-half deRree CEP.
As was shown before, the target projector and the pilot's head are at
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different locations within the sphere. As a result, to point the center
of the image projected by the target projector to intercept the point
directly in front of the pilot's head, a geometrical transfcrmation Is
required.
At the same time, it requires that the distance from the target projector
lens to the sphere be calculated to drive the focus servo. Because the tar-
get projector probe is not as responsive as the angular position servos of
the visual probe, the _,,b_^-_1^_v,^_the head ar___then recalculated using a simi-
lar geometric transformation and the position feedback signals from the tar-
get projector. The calculated head positlon and the aircraft position are
combined to form a resultant drive signal to the '-isual probe servos. The
prcbe servos are lead compensated to provide better response. This arrange-
ment permits the pilot to look about within the sphere and view a correctly
orlented visual segment.
Other software hat also been adde_ to help make the visua] image seen by
the pilot more realistic. One of these is a dead zone filter which is used
to help eliminate small amplitude, high frequency head movements from plac-
ing Jitter into the system. The dead zone requires that the pilot move his
head some predetermined delta value 5efore the tarset projector reposltions
itself. This allows the pilot to slowly scan the terrain image withou
constantly reDositioning the projector. It also acts to keep out high fre-
quency noise which could result from calcul,=ion errors in the digital
machine.
IV. EVALUATION TEST PLAN
The LAMARS air-to-ground visual system was evaluated by six pilots from
the Tactical Air Command, Aeronautical Systems Division and the Navy. These
pilots were currently r_ed in various high performance aircraft and "_¢re
highly experienced in the air-to-ground task.
Each pilot flew the device for a total of ei_at one-hour sorties. The
pilots performed the following weapon deliveries:
1. 10 ° skip bomb
2. 15" low angle bomb
3. 15 ° low angle strafe
4. 20 ° 1or angle dive bomb
5. 30" high angle strafe
6. 30 ° dive boub
7. 45 ° dive bomb
At weapon release the following data ,,as recorded:
1. sLrcrsft postt£on, velocLty, aNBles, angular velocities
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2. weapon miss distance (bomb) or mean impact point (gun)
A number of tactical targetq were used during the sorties.
i. range target
2. gravel pit
3. suspension bridge
4. dam pumphouse
5. railroad overpass
6. small house
7. runway lights
8. highway intersection
9. oil tank
i0. SAM site
ii. parked aircraft
12. bulldozer
13. airport terminal
The aircraft could deliver either a MK82 bomb or deliver gunfire with a
30mm gun.
A pilot questionnaire was used to gather information on:
I. opinion of weapon delivery performance
2. ease of target acquisition
3. comments on AOI display
4. comments on simulation realism
5. other pertinent comments
The following numerical data was computed for each pilot/target/delivery
conditions:
1. mean along track miss distance
2. standard deviation, along track miss distance
3. mean cross track mlss distance
4. standard deviation, cross track miss distance
5. correlation coefficient, along track and cross track miss distance
6. median radial error
7. maxlmummlss distance
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8. minimum miss distance
9. the number of hits long, short, left, and right of target.
Engineering tests were also conducted on the LAMARS visual system itself.
These tests included
i. System Static Resolutlon/Modulatlon Transfer Function
2. Image Generator Static Resolution/Modulation Transfer Function
3. Display Static Resolution/Modulatlon Transfer Function
4. Image Generator Dynamic Resolution/Modulation Transfer Function
5. Display Brightness
6. Display Grayscale
7. Display Contrast
8. Display ShaJing
9. System Brightness
i0. System Grayscale
ii. System Contrast
12 System Shading
13 S_s=em Geometric Distortion
14 AOI Field-of-View
15 AOI Dynamic Envelope Size
36 AOI Edge Transition Quality
17. Target Tmage Location Dynamic Lag
18. System Rate Accuracy
19. System Design Data
V. PILOT EVALUATION RESULTS
The pilots were debriefed at the end of each 60 minute sortie and were
asked to evaluate the task with respect to the LAMARS head-slaved visual
system. The following cor_.ents and their cause were noted as being common
comments of all pilots.
Attributes ,_
1. Diversified Scene Content - The model board type of image generation
is unique in its ability to produce high quality scene detail. The detail
has good texture and is significantly more detailed than computer generated
imagery, i
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2. Smooth Projection Surface - The spherical dome does not have discrete
displa> surfaces as do CRT type displays. Because of this the scene can
transition throughout the 266 ° x 108 ° viewing area with smooth continuity.
3. Head Slaved AOI is Promising - The pilots all felt that the head
slaved area-of-interest display was the best of the three projection methods
within the LAMARS but felt it was presently limited due to other hardware
shortcomings presently found in the rigid model visual system.
Limitations
i. AOI Too Small - The rigid model visual system presently is limited
to a 60 ° diagonal area of interest t4_° wise by 36 ° high). This is inadequate
for many tactical maneuvers. For example, to attack a ground target or to
turn from base leg to final during landing requires a minimum of 90 ° field
of view. A navigational land mark is used to guide the aircraft and when
the target or runway appears over the left wing a turn or roll maneuver is
executed. With a 48 ° wide area of interest, the target and navigational aid
are not within the same visual segment. In the head slave mode, the pilot
can command the probe/target projector to pick up the visual cues he needs
to perform the task. The pilot, however, is now placed in a situation where
he is performing unrealistic head movements which degrades his performance.
A minimum of 120 ° diagonal (96 ° wide by 72 ° high) area of interest is required
to perform a realistic tactical maneuver using a head slaved visual system.
2. 47 ° Pitch Restriction Too Small - The AFFDL rigid model visual
system has a 47 ° down pitch hardware limit on the visual probe. When this
limit is exceeded the visual segment is obscured by a pseudo-cloud cover.
In high angle tactical maneuvers, since the head and aircraft now command
the probes pitch position, these limits can be easily exceeded. It is quite
distracting and unnatural to lose the target near weapon release. An un-
limited pitch axis on the probe is an "off-the-shelf" modification which can
be easily performed on the AFFDL system,
3. Uncertain Scoring Accuracy - Scoring accuracy using head-slaving
is presently uncertain because it was not possible to calibrate it prior to
pilot evaluation. Weapon delivery data, at first look, appears to i,dicate
that there is a dynamic lag using head slaving which could cause impact
errors on the order of several hundred feet given the approach speeds
and dive angles used in this simulation.
4. Horizon Mismatch - The sky/earth horizon display did not always
match the horizon display from the rigid model terrain board image. The
reason for this is that the two were driven from separate loops, one was
programmed for flat earth (terrain board image) while the other was for
spherical earth (sky/earth display) and the sky-plate used by the probe to
prevent viewing the probe/gantry in the mirrors can displace the apparent
horizon location at high altltude or near the mirrors surrounding the board.
_urther programming improvements will alleviate this problem.
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The pilots in general found the combination of the small field-of-view
and the pitch restriction on the probe produced unrealistic piloting condi-
tions. They did feel that if these two problems were alleviated/eliminated,
a viable air-to-ground display could result.
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APPENDIX I
TELEVISION DISPLAY RESOLUTION
When a television display is used, one must keep in mind that each
visual picture is obtained from a series of raster lines painted by a cathode
ray gun. The more lines a display is able to paint across the face of the
• screen, the more accurate will be the resulting picture. Using a typical
60° field of view probe and a television display whose resolution is 700
effective lines, one can determine at what distance a target of known dimen-
sions will be able to be recognized.
If N - number of effective resolved lines across the sensor's FOV
M = number of lines across the target for identiflcatlon/recognitlon
v
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L = maximum dimension of target
S = slant range
then using
2N -i L
probe FOV required = _- tan 2--{ (I-i)
if 8 lines are required for recognition of a moving target whose maximum
dimension is 30 feet, the effective resolution of the display is 700 lines ....
and the probe FOV is 60°, then
L
S = (1-2)
2 tan {probe FOV • M }2N
S = 2500 ft ~ 1/2 mile.
It is obvious that in unlimited vislbility, a 30 ft aircraft can be seen for
several miles. Using the same information as above, a 30 f_ airplane at two
miles would be painted by less than two scan lines resulting in only a
single dot on the screen.
APPENDIX II
SOFTWARE EQUATIONS
The block diagram for the head slaved visual systera is shown in Figure 3.
In this appendix, the important software equations are described.
A. Head to Target Projector Transformation
Azimuth
_* = 180.0- _H
2
R_ - [10.0]2 + [2.0]2 - 2(10.0)(2.0) cos _*
Therefore
R. - [104.0 - 40.0 cos (180.0 - _H)] I/2 (II-A-I)
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Also,
-1 [(2'0)2 + % 2 "" (10"0)2 ]_TP = cos 2(2. O)R_)
which reduces to
_os [ 4.% (II-A-2_
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Then
rlH + A + 47.29 ° = 180 °
or
A ffi 132.71 - nH
Rr12 = [10.0] 2 + [2.9486] 2 - 2110.0][2.9486] cos A
Rq i [108.6944 - 58.9727 cos (132.71 - rlH)] 1/2 (II-A-3)
Also
-qTP + B + 42.71 - 90"
or
nTp " B - 47.29 °
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[ I I I
I
ijR2+294862i00]B = cos n 2(2.9486)Rq
which reduces to
[ 291"3055 ]
B = cos-I Rq -
5.8973Rq
and r 2
cos-I I Rq - 91.]055
nTp = - 47.29 ° (II-A-4)[ 5.8973R n
Using the body axis coordinates, x, y, z, then the location of the head with
respect to the target projector is
xH = 2.0
YH = 0.0
zH = -2.1666
The components of the vector from the head to the screen can be given by
Xp = R cos _H cos qH (II-A-5)
yp - R sin _H cos qH (II-A-6)
m
Zp R sin qH (II-A-7)
The throw distance to the screen is then
211/2
• Rf = [(x,H+Xp)2+ (yH+Yp)2 + (zH+zp) (II-A-8)
B. Calculated Head Angles from Target Projector Feedbacks
To determine the calculated head angles based on the position feedback
signals from the target projector, _TP and nTp ,_re replaced with _TPFB
239
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and nTPFB respectively, in equations II-A-I through II-A-4.
The results are
R_CAL = 2.0 cos _TPFB + 0.5[392.0+8.0 cos _TPFB ]I/2 (II-B-I)
-i [R 2 - 104.01
= cos _CAL (II-B-2)
_HcAL 40.0
R = 2.9486 cos (_TPFB + 47.29 °)nCAL
+ 0.5{17.39[l+cos(2qTFFB + 94.58°)] + 365.22}1/2 (II-B-3)
2
132.71 c°s-I [ 108.6944 - R -I
nHcAL = - 5879727 CAt (II-B-4)
C. Axis Transformations
Given a set of earth fixed axes, tangent to the surface of the earth,
z axis dora,,and the alto:raft Euler angles (body axis, _, e, _) and the
head angles with respect to the body axis (nH, _H' CH = 0), the various
B
azls transformation matrices are desired. The transformation matrix, CE,
from earth axis to body axis is given in terms of the aircraft Euler
angles, _, e, _ by
c_c$ cOs_ - sO
CEB. sOsOc_-cOs_ s_sOs_+cOc_ sOcO (II-C-I)
where c denotes cosine and s denotes sine. The transformation matrix, CHB'
from b_dy axis to head axis, is given by
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I
l
r
t I
cqHc_H cqHs_H - sqH
H
cB = s_H c_H 0 (II-C-2)
SqHC_H sqHs_H c_H
where _H is the head azimuth and qH is the head elevation (Euler angles)
relating head to body axes. For our purposes CH (head roll) is not measured
and is identically equal to zero.
The transformation from earth to head is then calculated using
H H C_ (II-C-3)CE = CB
C0EQCSEQ cezQsSZQ -SeEQ
(S_EQSeEQC_EQ (S_EQSeEQS_EQ S_EQCeEQ
-CCEQS_EQ) +CCEQC_EQ)
--I
(CCEQSeEQC@EQ (C_)EQS_EQS_EQ CCEQCeEQ
+ SCEQS_EQ) -SCEQC_EQ) (II-C-4)
where
OEQ - sin-I [CnHC_HSO-CnHS_HS$CO+SnHC¢CO] (II-C-5)
o,o.,._ [.,.o+ ]-2nHc.XsO+snHs.Hs.,0icn_c0c0 (If-c-6)
sOs_) + (c_sCnc_c_-snHc_sOs_+sn_s_s_) ]0EQ = tan-I (=n_IC_HC0C_e+CnHS_HsOs0c_)+ (=cnHm_HcCs_-snHcCs0c_-enHsCsO)
(ZI-C-4)
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D. Dead Zone Logic
This is a nonlinear filter realized by two logic tests which a11ows
the target projector to be moved only by head position. Random small
amplitude noise is filtered out permitting a smooth projector response.
The position and rates of the head can be calculated using the following
equations.
Elevation position limit = ABS(qH(new ) -_H_Old)) (II-D-I)
Azimuth position limit = ABS(_H_new )- _H(Old)) (II-D-2)
Elevation rate limit = ABS(nH(new ) - qHcAL(Old)) (II-D-3)
Azimuth position limit = ABS(_H(new ) - _HcAL(Old)) (II-D-4)
Using a 25 sample/second update ratp, the required position and rate
limits can be calculated. As lon_ as the p_lot does not exceed either the
position or rate limits, then the target projector will remain fixed. As
soon as either the rate limit or the position limit is exceeded, the target
projector will move to a new position based on the commands from the head
sensing unit. This allows for small head motions to be made and not affect
the target projector and also helps eliminate noise on the signals from
driving the target projector.
E. Visual Probe Drive Equations
The visual probe is also required to be slaved to the pilot's head
(llne of sight). The visual pcobe orientation is determined by the trans-
fermatlon matrix from earth axis to head axis, where
H
CE' OEQ' _EQ and _EQ are calculated as in section C.
The probe compensation required was based on the target projector
transfer function of
s(,)= K
s2+2(.7)(25) s+(25) 2
The probe was compensated to have a transfer function of
H(s) = -- g(s+55)
s2+2(.7)(25)s+(25) 2
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with the compensated probe having a 6% overshoot and a 6 ms lag. The com-
pensation was performed in the digital computer, using the equation
(ANGLEI - ANGLEi-I) 1
DRIVE = , + ANGLEAT _ _" •
The angles were nondimenslonalized and AT was about 16 ms.
: 243
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/IN-FLIGHT "4IILATION STDDY OF DECOUPLED
LONGITUDINAL CONTROLS FOR THE APPROACH
1
AND LANDING OF A STOL AIRPLANE
By Edward Seckel and Benjamin Feinreich
Princeton Univel sity
SUMMARY
A simulation study of a powered lift STOL transport having decoupled
longitudinal controls for the approach and landing flight phases has been
conducted on the Princeton Navion in-flight simulator. In the decoup!ed
control concept, the natural interacting airplane responses (combined pitch
attitude, speed, and flight path angle changes for fore and aft stick motion,
for example) are suppressed, and the pilot operates a separate control
lever /or each variable.
In this study, fore and aft control column motion produced chan_ee in
flight path angle without changing attitude or speed; the throttle commanded
speed changes independent _,f attitude or flight path angle; and the pitch trim
wheel allowed independent pitch attitude changes.
Landings were made out of various typical STOL straight and seg-
mented approaches using ILS and precision optical guidance. The flying
qualities were judged to be very favorable, although a short period of ad-
justment to the unconventional constant-attitude, constant-speed flare was
required. The precise control over flight path resulted in small touchdown
point dispersion along with consistently low sink rates.
SYMBOLS
C L lift coefficient
CL® lift coefficient out of ground effect
d_/du chanse of flight path with speed, thrust constant, deg/kt
This study was performed for ",ASA, Langley Research Center, ,-.rlder
Contract NASI-1350Z.
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t i! , I !i t i 1 , ,
g acceleration due to gravity, m/sec e, ft/sec 2
h altitude, m, ft
vertical velocity, m/sec, ft/sec
1 3M
M pitch acceleration derivati,_e due to speed, I _u ' rad/sec peru
Y
m/sec, rad/sec per ft/sec
M p!tch acceleration derivative due to forward speed command input,
uc
1 __M rad/sec e per m/sec, rad/sec e per ft/secI "_u '
y c
I _M
M pitch acceleration derivative due to angle of attack, I 3a '_y
rad/sec 2 per rad Y
M. pitch acceleration derivative due to rate of change of angle of
1 _M 2
, rad/sec per rad/sec
attack, I _
Y
M7 pitch acceleration derivative due to flight path angle, (used when
the equations of motion are written in u, Y, e, rather than the
more common u, _, e; for unaugmented airplane My = -Ma }'
1 _M a
I _y , rad/sec per rad
Y
hQ/ pitch acceleration derivative due to rate of change of flight path
1 5M
rad/sec 2 per rad/sec
angle, ___-" 5_ 'Y
M_c pitch acceleration derivative due to flight path command input,
1 bM
rad/sec _ per tadI _)' '
y c
1 _M
MB pitch acceleration derivative due to pitch attitude. I _e '
rad/sec _ per rad Y
MSc pitch acceleration derivative due to pitch colnmand input,
1 bM
rad/sec _ per rad/secI b8 '
y c
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1 5M
M_ pitch rate damping, I ._ , rad/sec a per rad/secy -
pg roll rate equivalent of linearly spanwise distributed vertical gust
velocity component, rad/sec, deg/sec
q pitch rate, rad/sec, deg/sec
s Laplace transform variable
2
S wing reference area, m , ft a
T thrust, N, lb
u airspeed perturbation, m/sec, ft/sec
u fore and aft gust velocity component, rn/sec, ft/sec
g
v side gust component, m/sec, ft/sec
g
V trim airspeed, knots, m/sec, ft/sec0
w vertical speed perturbation, m/sec, ft/sec
w verticalgust velocity component, m/sec, ft/sec
g
X longitudinal acceleration derivative due to forward speed,
U
1 5X
, I/sec
m _u
X longitudinal acceleration derivative due to forward speed corn°
UC
1 5X
mand, , I/sec
m _u
C
X longitudinal acceleration derivative due to angle of attack,
1 _X m/sec _ per rad, ft/sec _ per radm _ '
Xy longitudinal acceleration derivative due to flight path angle,
I _X m/sec _ per rad, ft/sec _ per rad
m _ '
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I i i
X longitudinal acceleration derivative due to flight path command
_c
1 _X _ a
input, m/sec per rad, ft/sec per rad
m bY '
c
1 _X
X 0 longitudinal acceleration derivative due to pitch attitude m .___.,
2 2
m/sec per rad, ft/sec per :cad
Xec longitudinal acceleration derivative due to pitch attitude command
input, 1 _X a
m _0 , m/sec per rad, ft/sec a per rad
c
1 }Z
Z vertical acceleration derivative due to forward speed,U m _U '
1/sec
Z vertical acceleration derivative due to forward speed command
uc
1 _Z
input, m _u , 1/sec
c
1 _Z
Z vertical acceleration derivative due to vertical speed,w m _w
(-Z /V ), 1/sec
o
1 _Z
Z_ vertical acceleration derivative due to angle of attack, m 3a '
2
m/sec per rad, ft/sec per rad
1 3Z
Z7 vertical acceleration derivative due to flight path angle, m 37 '
2
m/sec per rad, ft/sec per rad
ZTc vertical acceleration derivative due to flight path angle command
1 _Z 2
input, rr./sec per rad, ft/sec per rad
m _ '
¢
1 _Z
Z e vertical acceleration derivative due to pitch attitude, _-,m
m/sec 2per rad, ft/sec _ per tad
ZOc vertical acceleration derivative due to pitch command input,
1 a
m b--_'-' m/sec_ per rad, ft/sec per rad
c
angle of attack, rad, deg
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, !
7 flightpath angle, rad, deg
7 flight path angle command, rad, degC
4( ) perturbation from trim condition
5 fore and aft control columrl deflection, cm, in.
C
5f flap deflection, rad, deg
6 spoiler deflection, cm, in.
sp
5 horizontal tail deflection, rad, degt
5 throttle deflection, cm, in.th
O pitch attitude, rad, deg
pitch rate, dO--$dt rad/sec deg/sec
0 pitch command, rad, degC
INTRODUCTION
Piloting Problems of STOL Airplanes
The approach and landing is probably the most demanding task per-
formed by the pilot of a transport airplane. It is even .more so with an
STOL aircraft that is landed out of a steeper glide slope with a higher ac-
curacy requirement on touchdown dispersion. The problem is further com-
plicated in the case of powered lift machines by their poor handling quali-
ties in approach and landing. A stability augmentation system (SAS) is
usually necessary to provide acceptable flying qualities. However, some
deficiencies, mainly in the longitudinal plane, exist even with the stability
augmentation. The most important problem is a poor flight path angle re-
sponse to attitude changes which makes it difficult to use pitch attitude for
precision control of the flight path. In the powered lift airplane a sizable
flight path angle response is associated with the throttle, but if jet engines
are the power plants, there is a time lag between the throttle movement and
the change in engine thrust. This time lag creates problems in attempting
to use the throttle as a precision flight path control. The inadequacy of
either the control column or the throttle alone in the control of flight path
angle necessitates the use of both. Typically all three flight variables,
248
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flight path angle, forward speed, anc pitch attitude chanke in response to
control column displace.q_,ent, aucl _light path and speed respond to throttle
mo\ement. Consequently, the pilot has to coordinate action on both levers
in order to control the thr_e coupled variables. All this results in the de-
ficient flying qualities. Adverse ground effect and turbulence cause a sub-
stantial increase in pilot workload.
The above observations are substantiated by Reference 1 in which a
fixed base _imulator study that has been conducted by NASA LanRley Re-
search Center (LRC) is described. The purpose of this study was to deter-
mine the flight characteristics during the approach and landing of a repre-
sentative STOL transport airplane having a high wing and equipped with an
external-flow jet flap in combination with four high-bypass-ratio fan-jet
engines (see Figure 1). Conventional stability augmentation systems (SAS)
have been applied to obtain satisfactory handling qualities.
The Concept of Decoupling
Decoupled longitudinal controls have been suggested in Reference 2 in
an attempt to improve the handling qualities of the airplane treated in Refer-
ence 1. The essence of this concept is to make each one of the three flight
variables respond only to one cockpit control. In this study, the column
was chosen to affect flight path angle and not to change speed or attitude.
The throttle handle was chosen to control speed without affecting flight path
or attitude, and a pitch-trim thumb wheel controlled attitude without chang-
ing flight path angle or speed. Provided that the quality and authority of
each of the flight variable resl:onses to their appropriate cockpit levers are
adequate, the pilot can use one lever to control one flight variable.
In landing such a decoupled STOL airplane, speed and pitch attitude
are stabilized early in the approach and the pilot does not have to concern
himself with their active control any more. He can concentrate on control-
ling flight path angle by using the column only. With tbe excellent flight
path response to column that was provided, this resulted in a very signifi-
cant improvement of flying qualities which is especially pronounced in the
presence of adverse ground effect and turbulence.
The price that has to be paid for this improvement is an unconven-
tional and complex flight control system that in the configuration suggested
in Reference 2, employed foui feedback variables (u, a, 0, q} and four ac-
tive control elements: throttle, symmetric spoiler, flap, and horizontal
tail.
249
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Ground Simulator Study of Decoupled Controls
A fixed base, ground simulator study of decoupled controls for the ex-
ternallyblown flap (EBF) STOL in the approach and landing was the subject
of Reference 2. An improvement in flyingqualitiesof the longitudinallyde-
coupled airplane in comparison to the conventionally _ugmented one was re-
ported. Visual cues in the simulator were obtained by a closed circuit
televisionsystem. However, the use of this system for image generation
caused difficultiesin sensing altitudeand altituderate resulting in higher
sink rates at touchdown and higher touchdown point dispersion along the .,.
runway than would be expected in real flight.
The same control concept has been tested on a moving base simulator
(Reference 3) which increased the realism of the simulation by providing
motion cues. However, a closed circuit television generated image of the
same type that had been used on the fixed base simulator, was also used on
the moving base simulator. Another deficiency of the moving base simula-
tor resulted from the wash-out circuits needed to prevent position, velocity,
and acceleration limiting.
In-flight Simulation Study of Decoupled Controls
This paper summarizes an in-flight simulation study of the longitu-
dinal decoupled controls for the same airplane that was the subject of
References 1, Z, and 3. This study which was conducted on Princeton's
in-flight simulator, was motivated by the positive results obtained in th'e
ground simulators. The more realistic environment of the in-flight simu-
lator with its real-world visual cues and its full unlimited motion (for the
STOL approach and landing problem) produces an investigation tool that is
superior to ground simulators.
Decoupled lateral controls were also introduced and tested in the
ground simulators; however, the advantages offered over conventional SAS
were not as significant as in the case of longitudinal decoupling, therefore,
the in-flight investigation included only the latter.
A more detailed account of the in-flight study may be found in Refer-
ence 4.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
The In-flight Simulator
The in-flight simulator is shown in Figure 2. It is a "fly-by-wire"
airplane with adjustable stability and control characteristics• In this test
program they were adjusted to match the characteristics of an EBF STOL
transport in an approach and landing configuration having decoupled longi-
tudinal controls in some experiments and conventional SAS in others. "
Tested Configurations
Five control configurations were tested in this program. Three of
them were variations of decoupled controls:
• Steady State Decoupled (SSD)
• Completely Decoupled (CD)
• "Recoupled" (REC)
Two configurations were variations of conventional augmentation:
• Stability Augmentation System (SAS)
• Improved Stability Augmentation System (ISAS)
Following are the descriptions of those configurations and their
characteristics.
Steady State Decoupled (SSD) Configuration - The decoupled longitudi-
nalcontrol scheme, described in Reference 2, was the main subject of this
study• In this design, steady state, rather than complete decoupling was
implemented. The term "steady state decoupling" means that whereas
only one of the three fIight variables (airspeed, flight path angle, or pitch
attitude) exhibits a steady state change in response to the appropriate cock-
pit control lever, the other two variables may undergo transient variations.
The Navion in-flight simulator control assignments for this configura-
tion were: column to control flight path angle with a beep trimmer on the
left horn to trim W; throttle to control forward speed; pitch thumbwheel to
control pitch attitude, The controls were mechanized such that the changes
in the flight variables were proportional to control displacements from
their trim positions. A constant ±Z°/sec 7 rate was associated with the
beep trimmer.
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The schematic structure of the decoupling control system that was
employed in Reference 2 is shown in Figure 3.
This system may be represented by the following equations:
• F_Uc"-x -x_, -x0 _u x x
S
U UC _/C
Zu/Vo (s+ZT/Vo) zo/Vo _7 = -Zuc/Vo -ZTc/Vo -ZOc/V ° ,',7c
-M -(M_s+M 7) (se-M_)s-Mo: _O M MTc _,OU UC C
(i)
The terms in the left hand side (lhs) matrix are made of airframe stability
derivatives, augmented by feedbacks of the F matrix. The right hand side
matrix is determined by the G matrix. The airplane can be made steady
state decoupled by choosing G such that the rhs of equations (1) equals the
lhs with s = 0. The lhs matrix determines the airplane's response dynam-
ics; therefore, the F matrix may be used to obtain desired dynamics o[ the
responses of the three variables to their controls, as wellas to minimize
coupling transients.
Analog computer traces showing the responses of the steady state de-
coupled (SSD} EBF STOL of Reference 2 are shown in Figure 4. It can be
seen that this configuration has a minimal amount of transient coupling.
The responses of the three variables to their controls are rapid and very
well behaved. This situation was achieved by highly augmenting all sta-
bility derivatives with respect to the basic airframe values. High aug-
mentation increases turbulence sensitivity. This will be discussed further
in following sections.
Completely Decoupled (CD) Configuration - Transient, as well as
steady state decoupling, results from the following set of equations:
z_,/Vo) ". . zTIv "
s - X ) 0 0 l_u -X 0 0 _u
U U C
0 (s+ 0 I_Y = 0 0 _7 (2)
o co o (s_-M_s-M s) 0 o o -Me _e,_,
In this configuration, feedbacks are used to null off-diagonal terms in the
lhs matrix and, again, a prefilter, G, is used to obtain a diagonal right
hand side matrix.
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Unaugmented Navion derivatives were used in the left hand matrix
diagonal with the cxcepLion of .M0 which was augmented by a factor of about
two to impr-)ve pitch damping.
Analog computer responses to step inputs of this completely decoupled
configuration are shown in Figure 5. As expected, they do not exhibit any
coupling transients; also, allthree responses are noticeably slower than
those of _he SSD configuration (Figure 4)• The responses could have been
made faster by augmenting the Navion derivatives in the diagonal of the left
hand side matrix. However, this was not done as the responses were iudged --..
to be quite adequate and, therefore, there was no reason to bear the penalty
of increased turbulence sensitivity associated with augmented stability de-
rivatives.
"Recoupled" Controls (REC) - This configuration was identical to Lhe
completely decoupled (CD) one with one difference: pitch attitude response
to control column was restored, such that column displacement caused a
change in pitch attitude that was of equal magnitude and in the same direc-
tion as the flight path angle change produced by the control column in the
completely decoupIed configuration. The reason for including this con-
figuration in the study was that attitude cl,anges might provide the pilot with
a good visual cue to predict variations in flight path angle. It was felt that
the elimination of this cue in the constant attitade landings with the de-
coupled configurations might present some piloting problems and that they
might be alleviated by recoupling pitch attitude to flight path angIe as they
are coupled in conventional aircraft.
EBF STOL with Conventional Stability Augmentation System (SAS) -
This configuration was the subject STOL aircraft with its conventional SAS
es tested in a previous flight simulation program that has been carried out
at Princeton (Reference 5). The SAS included pitch attitude and pitch rate
feedbacks to the horizontal tail to provide a pitch attitude command/hold
system. Speed feedback to the flap and symmetric spoilers was incorpor-
ated in the system to enhance speed stability.
Improved SAS (ISAS) Configuration - A modified SAS configuration
was evaluated in order to explore the possibility of improving handling
qualities of the SAS airplane with a control system that is not as compl_.x
as the decoupling system. The modifications of the SAS were the follo0ving:
•Lift response to angle of attack, Za, augmentation was incorpor-
ated.
•The speed stabilityparameter, d_/du, was changed from zero to a
small negative value.
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• The thrust response lag was reduced (implying throttle to spoilers or
flaps interconnect),
• The thrust control sensitivity, ZSth, was increased•
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the SAS and ISAS configurations• The
major advantage of the ISAS j s an improved flight path response to control
columr, input, having a faster rise time and settling down at a positive
steady state value rather than going back to zero as in the SAS casc. The
Zaaugmentation is the main contributor to this improvement. The rise
time of the flight path response to throttle was also shortened in the ISAS,
mainly by the reduction of the thrust lag,
Simulation of Turbulence - Three components of turbutence were
simulated in this program: fore and aft, Ug; vertical, Wg; and spa_wise
gradient, pg. Turbulence signals that had been prerecorded on a magnetic
tape were channeled into Navion controls to produce simulated turbulence-
induced accelerations. The magnitudes of the accelerations were propor-
tionalto the appropriate stability derivatives of each configuration. Aug-
mented, rather than bare airframe, stability derivatives were used in cal-
culating turbulence sensitivity, as it was assumed that aerodynamic sensors
were used in the feedback loops•
Lateral Directional Dynamics - Lateral directional dynamics that are
typical for the subject airplane were employed in this program with all the
various longitudinal configurations.
Adverse Ground Effect - A lift loss of &CL/CL-- -0.1 was simulated•
No moment or drag changes wer_ included•
Test Procedure and Conditions
The test pattern that was used is shown in Figure 7. The approaches
were either straight-in with 6° or 4° glide slope angles, or segmented with
an initial9° or 6° angle transitioning into a final 4° segment. The normal
approach speed was 70 kts. The outer part of the approach was simulated
IFR using a TALAR (Tactical Landing Approach Radar} MLS (Microwave
• Landing System} unit. At an altitude of 6: m (Z00 ft) the pi|ot transitioned
to VFR, using ,_tical glide slope light bars for guidance. The task re-
quired touching down within a 61 m (200 ft) long marked area on the runway
with a rate of sink as low as possible.
Evaluation was mainly based on pilot rating using the familiar Cooper
Harper scale adopted from Reference 6. Landing performance in terms of
254
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touchdown distance and rate of sink was also measured. Most of the evalua-
tions were flown by two Princeton University pilots.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Decoupled Configurations Compared to the STOL
Airplane With Conventional SAS
General Aspects of Landing the Decoupled Airplanes - The steady
state decoupled (SSD) STOL airplane turned out to be very well-behaved.
The approach-and-landing was performed at a constant pitch attitude, and
speed was constant at 70 kts. In calm air, speed and pitch attitude staved
at their selected trimmed values without any pilot intervention so that he
had to control only flight path. Flight path response was judged to be very
favorable in terms of quickness and authority.
A short period of adjustment was required for one of the pilots to ac-
cept the visual aspects of the constant attitude flare. The lack of aircraft
rotation made this pilot underestimate the amount of flight path angle change
associated with column deflection. This caused him to overflare. An over-
flare with the decoupled airplane resulted in a substantial touchdown over-
shoot since it maintained a parallel to the runway or slightly ascending
[light path, and a constant speed unlike a conventional airplane that would
lose speed and eventually settle down under similar circumstances. The
decoupled airplane, following an overflare, had to be brought down by re-
leasing pressure from the column. However, after a short learning period,
this pilot was able to acquire the proper technique that resulted in a con-
sistently precise touchdown at the middle of the prescribed zone, with a
very low sink-rate and with a very small work load. The other Princeton
pilot, having more experience with unconventional configurations, did not
need even the short adjustment period. It turned out that the visual and
normal acceleration cues that are available in a constant attitude flare, are
quite adequate, enabling the pilot to land the airplane with remarkable pre-
cision.
4°Both pilots gave this configuration a Cooper rating of 2.0 for a ap-
proach with no turbulence. This applies to the instrument part of the ap-
proach to the visual part, and to the flare-and-landing.
The completely decoupled (CD) configuration, in calm air, received
ratings practically idcnG_.al to those for the steady state decoupled (SSD)
STOL, as might be predicted considering the similarity of the time re-
sponses of the two configurations.
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Some quotations from pil>t commentary about the decoupled configura-
tions u:nder no-turbulence conditions follow:
Pilot A: "This configuration, in the idealno-wind, no-turbulence
conditions tested, is very good. The airplane is controlled very
easily on the glide slope where speed is m_intained autorr, atically
and the pilot has to control7 only."
Pilot B: "Airplane can be landed smoothly and accurately; still,
it is different from a conventional airplane in the fact that a nor-
real airplane in the case of an overflare will eventually lose some
speed and touchdown, in this airplane an overflare results in no
touchdown unless pressure is released from yoke."
A flight path to column control sensitivity of &7/_c = 1.0 deg/cm
(2.7 deg/inch) was found to be a good value for the approach, and for a
flare out of a 4° approach. A 35% higher value was preferred by the pilots
for flying in simulated turbulence or landing out of a 6 ° approach.
The capability to trim out forces on the glide Mope was considered an
important feature of the decoupled system. A flight path trim rate of
7TRI M= ±2°/sec was found to be convenient. The trimmer was used quite
extensively to make corrections on the approach.
6° Approach - No degradation in pilot rating was associated with the
steeper, 6 °, final segment of the approach. The pilots felt that the re-
sponsive control they had over flight path minimized the increase in work
load that might have been associated with a higher rate of sink.
Ground Effect - Ground effect variations of -0.1 < &CL/CL_ < + 0.20
were tested and found to have no significant impact on landing the decoupled
configurations. The pilots felt that with the tight flight path control that
could be applied, they had no problem in counteracting the ground effect
"suckdown." In contrast to these results, in the case of the STOL with
conventional SAS, adverse ground effect contributed to piloting difficulties
and accentuated other airplane deficiencies, as reported in Reference 5.
Figure 8 shows a landing time history for the steady state decoupled
• configuration for a 6 ° approach with no turbulence. It is very clear that the
flare was performed by the column only. The pilot did not touch the throttle
(or rather speed handle) throughout the flare. He made a small 8 adjust-
ment prior to flare initiation. Speed and attitude are essentially constant
.and &6c, _7, and h change smoothly from flare initiation to touchdown at
h=0.
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Segn.ented Approaches - (,0/40 and 90/4 ° appro,tches have b_,en per-
formed and have not been found to present any pilotinla difficulties with tile
deco_,pled contiguratlons, lhe pilots telt that the task wa.,, q,lite ectby to
pe:'forn.. The flight path trimmer was the n_ain controlh'r used tjy tee
pilots in turning the two segment corner. In calm air aln,ost no ('otRrol
cohm.n motion was used and the corner was turned on trimmer only.
Aborted Approaches - Aborted approaches were tested with th¢. d(,-
co_lph.d config,,rations on several runs. The _ao-around technique for these
airplanes was sin,ply to pull on the column in order to comn_and an _lp
flight path angle. This indeed was very easy to do and presented no hand-
ling problen,, and ,..as rated at 2.0; however, the sin, ulator clin, b perforn,-
ance was very limited in this maneuver. The Navion in this respect was
probably not an accurate simulation of the STOL; however, the climb per-
forir_ance of the STOL is also very limited in the land,ng configuration, and
therefore the simulation was not unrealistic. A rate of climb of 1.5Zm/sec
(300 ft/min) could be established, and the pilots con._idered it acceptable.
STOL with Conventional SAS - The STOL with conventional SAS was
clearly a more difficult machine to control. It was described by the pilots
as sloppy and sluggish and they had to work harder to obtain touchdo,vn per-
formance similar to that of the decoupled configurations. Landing it re-
quired the coordinated use of both column and throttle because neither alone
provided adequate flight path control. The response of i._, to column coq-
tained a transient due to the presence of 7w, but no steady state as dg/dv
was zero. The transient was not big enough to pern.it using the column as
the sole controller in the flare. The throttle, on the other hand, did pro-
duce steady state changes in )', but because of the !a_ that was associated
with it, the pilots could not use it for the rapid fine lift modulations that
were required in the flare.
4 °A landing time history for the SAS configuration at a approach with
no turbulence but with the nominal ground effect (2 ELmax = 0.1 CL_) is
shown in Figure 9. The extensive use of the throttle is in obvious contrast
to the situation in the decoupled airplane. A throttle advance about 8 sec-
onds prior to touchdown is employed in order to obtain the desired stead_
state change in _¢.
• Figure I0 provides a comparison of pilot ratings assigned to the com-
pletely decoupled (CD) configuration and to the SAN airplane. (CD and SSD
have the same ratings in the absence of turbulence. ) With no turbulence
the SAS is seen to be rated 3.0 for the approach, which is one unit worse
than the CD configuration, For the landing, the SAS is rated 4.0, or two
units worse than the decoupled airplane.
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The improved SAS (ISAS) configuration is seen in Figure 10 to t,e
rated significantly better than the airplane with the conventional SAS. With
no turbulence it is rated only 0•_ units below the CD confi/_uration for the
approach and 0.7 _, units for the landin_z. The ISAS was found to be better
than the SAS because of its improved flight path response to colun-,n and to
throttle, ttowever, the pilots still elected to use bot}: hands in coordina-
tion while flying this airplane. They could rely more on the control col-
umn and less on the throttle in flaring the airplane, but they still did not
have sufficient confidence to use a single control• This explains the slight-
ly worse rating of the ISAS with respect to the decoupled confitluration. "
Tile Effects of Turbulen,.e - Turbulence was simulated in this pro-
gram as described in the Tested Configurations section. In the steady
._tate decoupled configuration (SSD), as was indicated before, highly aug-
mented stability derivatives were employed in order to achieve fast re-
sponses to pilot controls, and minimal coupling transier, ts• Since it was
assumed that aerodynamic, rather than inertial, sensors were used for
aug, mentatian, sin_ulat,-d turbulence disturbances were proportional to zh..:
augmented stability derivatives, rather than to those of the bare airframe.
This resulted in an excessive sensitivity to turbulence of the SSD configura-
tion that was beyond the control capability of the simulator. Therefore,
this cot.figuration had to be tested at a lower level of simulated turbulence
(about one-fourth) than the other configurations. Using the same ground
rules, the CD configuration was much less sensitive as its off diagonal
stability derivatives were hulled (through the use of feedbacks), and all of
its derivatives were lower ttlan those of the SSD• Th_s made it possible to
test the CD configuration with the same amount of turbulence in which the
conventionally augmented (SAS) STOLwas tested; therefore, the CD,
rather than SSD was used in comparing the effects of turbulence on the de-
coupled versus SAS configurations.
The main problem incurred by turbulence with all tested configura-
tions, was heave upsets. Increased pilot effort was r,:qul-ed to co,rater
those upsets, depending on their magnitude and on _he effectiveness of the
available flight path control. Speed disturbances wexe also caused Ly tur-
bulence; however, since they were mostly of low magnitude and frequency
higher than available with speed control, the pilots chose to accept those
disturbances rather than try to fight them.
Figure II provides a comparison of landing the decoupled conf_gura-
tionm with and without turbulence. The turbulence related heave motions
can be seen on the &_ trace, and the increaaed pilot activity is very ob-
vious in the control column trace.
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The effect of turbulence on pi"_t ratings ot the various configurations
can be _een in Figure 10. The CD in landing is seen to be degraded bv tur
blllcn¢ c fron_ a rating of 2. 0 to 3. 0 which is still a good position in tile
( ooper sCale• Tt_e SAS is degraded Irom 4.0 to _. 5 which is not _oo ac od,
as a rating higher than 6. _ puts an airplane under the "major deficiencies"
iat..1. The ISAS in landing with turbulence is rated at 4.0, which is not
quite as good as the decoupled airplane, but it is significantly beIter than
tho SAS.
It should be emphasized that a high sensitivity to turbulence _s not ln-
t-erent in the steady state decoupling concept. The particular confitzuration
that was tested in this study turned out [o be that way since, as discussed
pre _o_si_ 'tie best p_ssLble tral_slent response wa. _ _ou_hl in the design,
whereas tu,'bulence sensitiv:ty was not taken into account. Turbulence sen-
sitivity is an important factor affecting aircraft handling qualities and it
should be taken into account in the design of an augmentation system• Tur--
tmhnce sensitivity may be reduced by:
• Avoiding highly augmented stability derivatives if aerodynamic
sensors are to be used,
• Using inertial sensors.
• Filtering.
Indeed, the turbulence sensitivity of the SSD coniiguration has been reduced
in the moving base s. nui.,tor study of Reference 3.
Landing Performance
Figure 12 come, ares the landing performance obtained with the de-
coupled airplane to the performance of the conventionalIy augmented S'IOL.
The data used in this figure included runs with turbulence and without it.
The median touchdown point of both configurations is seen to be very close
to the center of the touchdown zone (0 in the figure). The spread is very
small for the decouplecl airplane and somewhat bigger for the SAS. The
median rate of sink of the decoupled control scheme is a very good deal less
than 0.3 m/sec (1 fps), and its spread is very small. The median rate of
sink of the SAS is significantly higher, at 0.6 m/sec (Z fps), but still ac-
ceptable. The SAS rate of sink spread is markedly higher than the results
with the decoupled configurati'm.
Figure 13 shows a comparison of results obtained with the decoupled
airplanes in the in-flight simulation versus the ground simulator studies of
References g and 3. It is very obvious that the in-flight results are much
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better than those of both fixed base and moving base ground simulators. Go-
ing from fixed base to moving base ground simulator, seems to improve
noticeably the rate of sink performance, but hardly affects touchdown dis-
tance results.
The Recoupled Configuration
The recoupled configuration was derived from the completely de-
coupled one by restoring pitch attitude response to control column, equal to
the flight path angle change, as described in the Tested Configurations sec-
tion. This was done in an attempt to evaluate the role of pitch attitude as a
cue that might help the pilot in jt_dginq flight path changes. This configura-
tion was introduced into the program after the pilots had flown the decoupled
airplanes extensively. The surprising result was that the pilots found the
recoupled control scheme to be somewhat less desirable than the decoupled
one. The first reaction of both pilots to landing the recoupled airplane was
to rate it by 0. 5 unit worse than the decoupled case. After some more ex-
perience had been gained, one of the pilots thought that the recoupled con-
figuration might be equivalent to the decoupled one, wherea_ the other pilot
retained his opinion that recoupling caused some degradation of flying quali-
ties.
Pilot commentary: "No advantage over the decoupled airplane. ILS
tracking: attitude coupling neither helps nor hurts. Visual tracking: don't
get much help out of attitude change. Get information from rthe glide slope]
lights. There is a problem for close-in down-gamma correction; Idon't
like the nose going down in response to a d,_wn-gamma command. Flare
and touchdown: very much like a normal airplane. Nose up and down mo-
tion interferes with good prediction of the tovchdown point. The ability to
judge sink rate close-in is not improved by the theta coupling."
To conclude, the results of the tests indicate that coupling attitude to
flight path does not provide any advantage over the decoupled situation.
This suggests that the perceptions obtained by the pilot from the visual and
motion cues that are available in a constant attitude landing, are clearly"
adequate for the task and no additional improvement is obtained by using
pitch attitude changes.
Deceleration Prior to Touchdown
It was felt that it might be advantageous for the powered lift STOL
airplane to approach at a speed that is somewhat higher than the touchdown
peed, as this might improve handling qualities, and performance for a
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possible aborted approach. This, of course, necessitates a speed reduc-
lion prior to touchdown. Runs in which the pilots were requested to fly the
approac}_ at 7_ kts and touchdown at 70 kts were incorporated in the flight
prouram in order to evaluate tile effect of the deceleration n_aneuver on
pilotin_ with tile various configurations. Speed reduction was performed
\viih the decoupled configurations by simply pulling back on the speed com-
n_a,'_d lever /throttle). In the ISAS configuration, a simulated autopilot speed
command dial was employed, and in the SAS, coordinated control column
and throttle movements had to be used in slowing the airplane down. The
pilots were requested to reduce speed below breakthrough altitude, but no --'
precibe point was specified. It turned out that an increment in workload
,.,as c,atlsed by tile deceleration in all cases. The amount of this increment
depended on how well the approach was going prior lo the deceleration, and
on tile configuration. With the decoupled configurations deceleration was
easy and could be done in coincidence with the flare. The ISAS and SAS
configurations required an ever increasing effort. The increased difficulty
in performing the deceleration was offset by the pilots' choice to slow the
harder configurations down at a higher altitude.
Further details on this subject are given in Reference 4.
CONC LUSIONS
Three variations of decoupled longitudinal control configurations and
two variations of conventionally augmented longitudinal control configura-
tions for an EBF STOL airplane in the approach and landing flight phases
were studied through in-flight simulation. The conclusions of this study
follow:
1. The decoupled longitudinal controls that were lested produced very
favorable flying qualities in the approach and landing. This resulted
in small touchdown dispersions along with consistently low sink rates.
2. Adverse ground effect did not cause any piloting problems with the de-
coupled airplane as it could be easily countered by control actions.
3. Segmented approaches, in which an initial 9 ° glide slope segment was
followed by a shallower 4 ° or 6 ° final segment, were easy to perform
with the decoupled airplane. Turning the corner between segments
was found to be an easy task. No significant degradation was asso-
ciated with using a 6 ° rather than a 4 ° final glide slope.
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4. No significant differences in flying qualities were found between the
steady state and completely decoupled control concepts. This con-
clusion would seemingly apply for any steady state decoupling scheme
in which transients were kept sufficiently sm:.ll and of short duration.
_. The extreme turbulence sensitivity of the steady state decoupled con-
trol scheme that was tested in this study, resulted from the use of
high feedback gains along with aerodynamic sensors as sources of
feedback signals. High sensitivity to turbulence is not inherent in the
steady state decoupling concept. It may be reduced by either using "'
inertial sensors, or by avoidance of high gains in feedback paths.
Sensitivity to turbulence must be considered in the uesign of such a
control system.
6. The completely decoupled configuration which, under the assumptions
adopted in this study, had a low sensitivity to turbulence produced in
simulated turbulence a very significant il_provement in flying qualities
with respect to the conventional SAS that was tested.
7. The recoupled configuration in which pitch attitude changed along with
flight path, but which was otherwise decoupled, did not result in any
improvement of flying qualities with respect to the decoupled configu-
rations. This suggests that the perceptions obtained by the pilot from
the visual and motion cues that are available in a constant attitl:de
landing, are clearly adequate for the task and no additional improve-
ment is obtained by using pitch attitude changes.
8. The conventionally augmented airplane that was tested had signifi-
cantly poorer handling qualities than the decoupled configurations,
especially for landing in turbulence and with adverse ground effect.
The piloting problems of this airplane resulted mainly from its low
lift response to angle of attack, the lag associated with _ '_rottle
response, and the resulting necessity to use coordinate¢2 _ :trolcol-
umn and throttle action in controlling flight path.
9. Modifying the conventional SAS by increasing lift response to angle of
attack, Z a, changing dT/du from zero to a small negative value, in-
creasing thrust control sensitivity, Zst, and reducing thrust response
lag, yielded a significant improvement in pilot rating, but the overall
level of handling was judged to be not as good as for the decoupled
configurations.
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Figure 1. Three-View Drawing of Simulated Airplane (All Linear
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Figure 2. The Princeton In-Flight Simulator
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Figure 3. Scherratic Block Diagram of the Steacly State Decoupling Systen_
Figure 4. Analog Computer Generated Responses of the Steady State De-
coupled Configuration to Step Inputs
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Figure 7. Simulated STOL Runway and Flight Pattern
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HIGH ACCELERATION COCKPIT DISPLAYS ,'J4DCONTROLS
E/ James A. Townsend and Norbert J. Kropewnickl
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
SUb_u_RY
Modern fighter maneuverability has outstripped the pilot's physical
capability to perform in alr-to-air combat. The objective of the Air
Force Iiigh Acceleration Cockpit program is to provide pilots with
increased physiological protection during sustained and repeated high
G air-to-air combat maneuvers. A major breakthrough ill useful combat
maneuverability can be achieved by providing the pilot with an advanced
cockpit design incorporating an articulating pilot seat which allows the
pilot to repositlon himself for high energy, high G maneuvering.
Controls, displays, ejection seat, restraining system, seat supinating/
reclining actuation system, and other man-machine interfaces are
included in thz cockpit design.
This paper describes the High Acceleration Cockpit (HAC) Program in
general with emphasis on the fighter cockpit design relationships,
including side-stlck and throttle characteristics and the design of
displays to retain total mission capabilities of the aircraft. Results
of pilot evaluations of complete mockups and highlights of other work
to date are presented.
INTRODUCTION
A new concept in the field of fighter aircraft crew station design
and control display technology has emerged in the form ot the High
Acceleration Cockpit, come,only referred to as the HAC cockpit. This
concept has been developed slncc 1970 and is Just now in the threshold
of a full scale evaluation in a TF-15 fighter aircraf=. The latest
complete step to date in the development of this concept is the HAC
Applications Study - the basis of this paper.
BACKGROUND
T4e beginning of the development activity in HAC was founded on the
grewin_ appreciation of the fact that new fighter designs were outgrowing
the hu_mn pilot's capabilities in sustained high-G (3 to 7) turns
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_peaLec several times ill a_l air combat engagement. Not only were the
pilot's maximum G tolerances going to be good over too short a time span
compared to the airplane's continuou_ high G maneuvering capabil_ty, but
the fatigue effect of repetitive exposures would dramatically reduce
post-G tracking accuracy and ability to fly several combat missions a
day in a wartime scenario.
The HAC concept, that of repositioning the pilot transverse to the
load vector is intended to significantly increase his G tolerance, reduce
his workload and fatigue, and improve his cognitive capability. --'
Figure i _ilustrates the effect of HAC seat back angle on increa:_ing
the useable ACM envelope.
[igure 2 illustrates the principle of the HAC seatLng concept, which
provides _ reduction in the he_Bht of the hydrostatic column between eye
and heart by allowing the G forces to act transversely. Blood pressure
at eye level can be maintained and blood pooling in the lower extremities
can be reduced with a consequent lower_ng of [=art rate.
'"_[--o T - i'- --T --f- 'r...../ I ' L'7_u,_,.i,
_nJ,,o lira,*m
II0qlnml1
_ ,OA_IkO|_ |nmmam
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Ct _trifuge tests conducted at Wright-Patterson AFB, (AMRL) and
Brooks AFB, (A_/SAM) (Ref. i) have demonstrated that the HAC concept
provide_ significant improvement in pilot cognitive functioning and
physiological condition in the 3 to i0 G range when the seat back angle
is rotated above 45 degrees and up to 65 degrees. A 2 to 3 G improvement
in normal G tolerance has been shown with substantial increase in
tracklng performance and comfort at all G levels during combat type
maneuvers
Background studies in the last two years have also included two ,
manned air combat simulations at McDonnell Aircraft Company's dome
simulator. Manned simulation involved subjects from Tactical Air Command.
Results indicated a distinct and consistent combat advantage for the HAC
equipped "aircrafe" and a reduction in overall high G exposure because of
tlte earl}" advantage attained over the non-HAC equipped adversary. (Ref. 2).
Indications from t_,e latest of these simulations based on one-on-one
encounters comparing a HAq-equ_pped 10.5 G fighter with a non-HAC equipped
7.5 G fighter of otherwise similar design against a common threat air-
craft include:
a. 20% more first offe_sive opportunities for HAC A/C (Engagements
converted to first kill).
b. 20% reduction in threat a/c first conversion capability.
c. 50% increase in cumulative missile hits in the first 40
seconas of the enco_ter.
d. 200% increase in cumulative bullet hits in the first 40
seconds of encounter.
e. 80% increase in kill ratio in the first 40 seconds of
encounter.
f. 75% reduction in load limit exposure of HAC fighter versus
non-;_AC fighter.
g. Average G level redured from 3.[ G for non-H_C a/c to 3.3 G
for HAC alc.
h. Improved tracking
i, Improved vision
j_ Reduced pilot workload-physical and cockpit operations.
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Fig _re 2
THE APPLICATIONS MLCK-UP STUDY
Our mock-up or design aid study consisted of the following major
elements (Ref. 3):
a. Construction of a full scale cockpit mock-up of the single seat
version of the F-15.
b. Modification of a conventional ejection seat to include the HAC
reclining/lifting capability (positioning system).
c. The effect of the pilot positioning system on the pilot's abilit)
to accomplish his mission tasks.
d. Flight controller (side arm) and throttle integration and
evaluation for the range of seat positions.
e. Evaluation of control/dlsplay concepts designed to provide
accessibility and visibility from all seat positions.
f. Test Plan preparation and static evaluation of candidate cockpit
configurations by six operational fighter pilots.
Figure 3 depicts the HAC concept in the full scale mock-up
design aid. The standard ejection seat and launch rails are in the
normal upright position. The HAC articulating seat liner can be raised
to the reclined and lifted position at the pilot's option when he needs
load factor protection. The cockpit was designed r that while flying
274
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Upright
Reclined
Figure 3.- HAC F-15 Cockpit Mock-up
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hard maneuvers he retains outside-the-cockpit vision, can see necessary
inside-the-cockpit displays, and can reach the required controls and
switches. He is provided with side arm controller and low-throw rudder
pedals both of which are manually adjustable for the range of 5th to
the 95th percentile pilots. Partial automatic adjustment with seat
articulation is also provided.
EVALUATION OF THE DESIGN AID
The pilot evaluators were subjected to a series of tests including
anthropometric measures, vision envelopes, task performance times and
eye an,J head movements.
Pilot tasks during each simulated mission phase received subjective
comments. The crew also ranked individual cockpit items, priority of use,
and design location by a "Paired Comparison" technique. Pilot comments
were obtained with regard to: control and display design, grouping and
location, seat adjustment, back angle, body support, restraint, escape
system, and external and internal vision. Two over-all display and
control arrangements were presented and evaluated: Configuration A,
Figure 4, and Configuration B, Figure 5. The first represented off-
the-shelf components s_itable for use in a near term _light test
evaluation, and the second a concept depicting an advanced HAC cockpit
using technology compatible with the 1980/85 time frame. This latter
version, Configuration B, maintained a control/display capability
equivalent to the baseline F-15 aircraft.
Considerable effort was expended and several iterations were made in
finalizing the design and conducting the evaluation of the primary
flight and propulsion controls, side arm and throttle (Figure 6). A
previous study had also investigated this area and evaluated other
controller locations (Ref 4).
The pilot subjects felt that the concept was good and would provide
a very real advantage in the combat area. The HAC seat with minor
improvements was considered as satisfactory for follow-on testing in an
in-flight program. Pilot tasks, visibility and reach, and controls and
displays were judged acceptable for an actual aircraft installation and
evaluation. Actual production application if decided upon would require
Configuration B, as the near term Configuration A was considered
compromised for full mission compatibility.
Areas of concern were mainly those which require in-flight evaluation.
Control capability with the sidearm controller will require close
attention, since precise tracking is required in t_,e fighter mission.
High fidelity simulation will be used for this component prior to flight
tests. Further effort is also required in design and ground tests to
obtain a fllghtworthy ejection seat design with its articulating mec',_ism
prior to flight.
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A basic issue emerging from the evaluation pointed out a requirement
to develop multi-sensor displays for iptegration into the cockpit if the
HAC concept is ever to become a production system. The need for these
displays is a result of the reduced main instrument panel area due to
the interference of the pilot's legs in the reclined position. Several
programs, independent of HAC, dealing with such displays ar_ currently
in the development phase at Wright-Patterson AF Base. An example is the
Multimode Matrix Display (MMM), which is a short depth, light weight,
low power level device using Light Emitting Diodes (LED) to display "
primarily alpha-numerics.
FUTURE PLANS
The next plateau in the overall High Acceleration Cockpit program is
the design, fabrication, and flight test of the cockpit in a TF-15 air-
craft. This phase is about to commence in the form of an Advanced
Development Program (ADP). The flight test will include basic tracking
maneuvers at various G levels and seat back angles, simulated combat
with an adversary aircraft, and demonstration flights for interested
_ervice and industry personnel. The ADP contract, with McDonnell Air-
craft Company, will require 30 months. Flight tests will be run during
the last half of 1978.
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DESIGN OF AN ENGLISH LANGUAGE DATA
BASE QUESTION-ANSWERING SYSTEM
By David L. Waltz
University o_ Illinois
Coordinated Science Laboratory and
Department of Electrical Engineering
Urbana, Illinois 61801
SU_DIARY
A question-answering system, PLANES, has been written to allow a casual
user to obtain information from a large data base by typing natural English
questions to the system. This paper discusses design goals, gives examples
of PLANES' operation, and discusses helpful factors and de' gn difficulties
in the PLANES world.
iNTRODUCTION
A prime obstacle for non-technical people who wish to use computers
has been the need to either learn a special language for con_unicating with
the machine or communicate via an intermediary. We feel that the time is
ripe for computers to be equipped for natural language sysLems which can
be used _y persons who are not trained in any special computer language.
In order for such systems to be of value to a casual user, the systems must
tolerate simple errors, must embody a degree of "common sense," must have
a relatively large and complete vocabul_ry for the subject matter to be
treated, must accept a wide range of grammatical constructions, and of course
must be capable of providing the information and computations requested
by the user.
We are developing such a system called PLANES (for Programmed lANguage-
Based Enquiry System) at tha University of Illinois Coordinated Science
Laboratory (see reference I). PLANES includes an English language front
end with the ability to understand and explicitly answer a user's requests
and to carry on clarifying dialogues with him, as well as the ability to
answer vague or poorly defined questions. We are also building a library
of associated programs which includes function3 for recognizing patterns
within the data base and for alerting a user when certain patterns of data
occur which are of interest to him. This _ork is being carried out using
a subset of the U.S. Navy 3-M data base of aircraft maintenance and flight
data, although the ideas can be directly applied to other record-based data
bases, both military and non-military.
,._ _,'r _'*_'v NOT _M1E_
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ITHE GOAL OF PLANES
Our main goal is to allow a non-programmer to obtain information from
a large data base with no prior training or experience. A system to realize
this goal (I) must be able to understand to a substantial degree a user's
natural language and (2) must be able to held guide and educate the user
to formulate requests in a form that the system can understand (see reference
2).
Subgoals of PLANES
We have fomnu]ated a number of subgoa]s which we fee] are important
for realizing our main goal:
(i) The system must accept a user's "natural" English input, possibly
incldding complex syntactic constructions, abbreviations, pronoun reference,
and ellipsis (i.e. omission of one or more words that can be obviously
understood in context).
(2) The system must provide explicit answers to questions, and not
merely retrieve a file which somewhere contains the answer. The system
should phrase its answer in a clea_ manner, including units or dimensions
of numerical answers and a description of the answer values. Whenever
possible, graphical output is desirable.
(3) The system must be tolerant of minor _ _ors, e.g. spelling and
gran_natical errors; it should suggest correctio_s for user approval whenever
possible, and should in general be able to continue processing of the
corrected request without requiring a complete retyping of the request.
(4) The system should use clarifying dialogues tot several purposes:
(a) to feed back its understanding of the user's req',_st, _o that
the user can feel confident that the system has understood his
request.
(b) to ask the user pointed questions about portions of a request
which it does not understand, in the hope of evoking a paraphrase
it can understand.
(c) to add new words, phrases and sentences to the system's know-
ledge base.
(d) to provide appropriate HELP file information in the event of
user errors or direct requests for help.
(e) to provide information about the system's capabilities, abbre-
viations it knows, general contents of the data base, and other
such information to help orient a new user.
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_ Such a system should be convenient to use:
(a) it should be interactive and on-line,
(b) it should operate rapidly. One minute seems to us to be a
critical length of time: if one in general gets responses in
less than a minute, one retains a level of nvolvement and interest
in the interactive process; past a minute, .nterest begins to wane,
and boredom or impatience sets in.
(c) the system should require a minimum of typing; abbreviations --
and ellipsis should be routinely handled.
(67 The system should be relatively easy to extend, both within its
own world, and to new data bases and domains of discourse.
It is unlikely that any design can simultaneously satisfy all these
subgoals in an optimum manner. In fact, in PLANES we have chosen a solution
which is not particularly easy to extend, either within our world or to
another world. In addition, in our current implementation we have not
included I_echanisms for satisfying all the clarifying dialogue subgoals.
In particular, the system now fails totally if it does not recognize any
one of the phrases in a sentence. Unlike the problems of extending the
system, this subgoal can be realized within our model relatively easily.
We have achieved considerable success on all other subgoals, though our
current system (as of May 1976) will answer probably no more than 25% of
the questions phrased by a novice user.
EXAMPLES OF PLANES' OPERATION
All examples in this section are taken from actual transcripts of
PLANES' operation. Figure i is a complete transcript of the oeeration of
the current planes system on a single question. Note that the paraphrase
and answer are expressed in a form which is not as intelligible as an
English form would be. We intend to soon augment the system to provide
English paraphrase and answer forms.
Figure 2 shows an extended session, with all but the question and
answer suppressed. Figure 2 illustrates the ability of the system to handle
ellipsis _i.e. information omitted which is to be understood in context).
Figure 3 shows PLAE_S' ability to provide answers in a graphical
form. NORHRS stands for "Not Operationally _eady HouRS"; ACTDATE stands
for "ACTion DATE"; 2001 is the first day of the year 1972.
Figure 4 shows a short dialogue. PLANES first asks for time period
information necessary for performing its data base search. It then
detects a misspelling and suggests two plausible corrections to the user.
Once the user selects the appr_.priate correction by typing "2", the syste-
is able to continue processing without requiring further typing.
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Please enter your question .....
HOW MANY FLIGHTS HOURS DID PLANE 0003 LOG IN JAN 73
parsing ......
{cpu time was 1.7/. seconds, real time ,,as 5.95 second_.
I have understood your request as: "*
(COUNT TIME
(NET NIL)
(FLY (PLANE (PRONOUN NIL)
(TYPE PLANE)
(BUSER3.)
(PLNEG NIL)
(PLDAM NIL)
(PLMAI NI L) )
NIL)
(TIME (DATE (MONTH (I. 0. 0.))
(DAY NIL) (YEAR 73.)) NIL))
Interpreting .....
[cpu time was 0.29 seconds, real time was 3.71 seconds
I have interpreted your request as follows:
(FIND ALL
((v o))
((SUM (V TOTHRS)))
(AND (EQU (V ACTDATE) 301.) (EQU (V BUSER) 3.))
NIL)
Evaluating .....
[cpu time was 6.29 seconds, teal time was 16.9 seconds.
((SUM TOTHRS) = 33.)
Fi_,ure I. Complete transcript of 2LANES' answer
to a user query
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)) How many flights d_d the A7 with tail number 003 make in
January, 1973?
((SU_LTOTFLTS) = 17.)
>> How many flights did plane 003 make in Feb. 7_?
((SUM TOTFLTS) = I.)
>) During April?
((SUM TOTFLTS) _ 8.)
)> March?
((SUM TOTFLTS) = 13.)
)) All of 19737
((SUM TOTFLTS) = 39.)
Fiffure 2. Partial transcript o: dialogue showlr,
PLANES' handling of e111psls
2C7
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)>$ plot how much ma_.ntenance occurred to plane 2 between Jan. I and
Jan. 12, '72.
Evaluating ..... ,,
Icpu time was 29.32 seconds, real time was 38.11 seconds.
2z_ X X X X X
X X X X X
N X X k X X
0 X X X X X
R 18: X X X X X
H , X X X X X X
R : X X X X X X X
S 12: X X X X X X X
i
, X X X X X X X
, X X X X X X X
6_ X X X X X X X X X
!
, X X X X X X X X X X X
I
, X X X X X X X X X X X X
2901 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
,'.CTDATE
MIN = 1.0 AVERAGE = 14.0 MAX = 24.0
Figure 3. PIANE' 8raphfcal presentation
of o.n answer
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>_ _hlch Skyhawks logged less than i0 hours
PLEASE ENTER A SPECIFIC TIME PERIOD:
>> between Jan. 1 and Jule i '73.
I DON'T KNOW THE MEANING OF JULE
PERHAPS IT'S MISSPELLED?
PLEASE ENTER A NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
I. JUNE
2. JULY
3. NONE OF THE ABOVE
>) 2.
OK
<Answers question>
: Figure 4. Example of PLANES' dialogue
and spe11In8 correction abilities
289
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Figure 5 shows PLANES' ability to answer general questions about its
contents.
THE PLANES WORLD
in this section I describe the general environment in which the lan-
guage understanding programs operate. This environment includes the data
base, the user, and the user's range of queries•
The PLANES Data Base
We have obtained a data base from the Navy 3-M Data Base for Aircraft,
Mechanicsburg, PA., consisting of complete records of aircraft maintenance
and flight information for 48 A7 and F4 aircraft, extending over a period
of two years• Each time a plane is serviced, a record is made including
such information as the time and duration of the maintenance, who performed
it, what action was taken, which parts were used, the manufacturers of
these parts, whether or not the service was scheduled or unscheduled, and
so on. Records on the number of flights and the number of hours in the
air are also kept for each plane. There are roughly forty different record
formats which occur in the data base, each containing between ten and twenty
separate field.___s,wl_ere each field encodes information llke the date of
the action, type of aircraft, serial number of the aircraft, type of mal-
function, component serviced, the work station pertorming maintenance and
so on.
The 48 aircraft in our data base are divided into three groups:
(I) 24 planes which crashed or sustained major damage in accidents
involving mechanical failures;
(2) 12 planes with bad maintenance records; and
(3) 12 planes with good maintenance records.
"Good" and 'bad" records were Judged by comparing the ratio of the number
of NOR (Nc_ 2perstionallyReady) hours to the number of flight hours. A
high ratio represents a bad record while a low ratio corresponds to a good
record.
• In addiLion, we have summaries of maintenance and flight data for
all F4 and A7 aircraft for the same two year period, so that we can have
some basis for classifying events as "normal" or "unusual."
The PIANES data base contains on the order of 108 bits, and occupies
about one third of a DEC RP04 disc pack in compressed form. This data
base, while q,,ite large, represents only a fraction of the entire 3-M
data base, which now contains on the order of 1011 bits (10 years' complete i
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Please enter your question .....
>> _1_at types of aircraft are there.
parsing ......
THE FOLLOWING PLANES WILL BE RECOGNIZED BY THE SEMANTIC NET:
(I) A3
(2) A7
(3) F4
(4) FII
(5) CHEROKEE
(6) PHANTOM
(7) SKYHAWK
The above planes may be further specified by giving the
"tail number" (i.e. BUSER, BUNO, Bureau Serial Number, etc.)
along with the name of the series.
[cpu time was 2.59 seconds, real time was 5.75 seconds.
Figure 5. PLANES' ability to answer questions
about its contents.
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data on all U.S. Navy aircraft, plus summaries).
Helpful Factors in the PLANES World
A number of factors contribute to making our problem much easier to
solve than the general problem of understanding unconstrained natural lan-
guage.
(I) Lack of ambiguity - Relatively few words and virtually no sentences
in the PLANES world are ambiguous. The only ambiguous words we have been ._.
able to find are '_ing" (meaning "a squadron" or "part of a plane") and
"fli_,t" (,_a_i_ "a flying ev_,L" or an adjective, as in "fiighc computer"
or "flight director"). This means that if PLANES can find any interpre-
tation at all for a request, it is in all likelihood to correct interpre-
tation.
(2) Small vocabulary - Our current system has about II00 words. We
estimate that 2000 words will cover 90% or more of all requests made by
users with at least a little prior experience with PLANES.
(3) Only two modes - PLANES is always either answering a question
from the data base or attempting to help a user express his request in a
form PLANES can understand. In general the system need not deal with
declarative sentences.
(4) People do not type complex sentences - The increasing likelihood
of making typing errors in lengthy requests, the increasing likelihood
that long requests will baffle a program in some aspect, and general
laziness all contribute to keeping input requests short and simple in
construction. Reference 3 describes an experiment in which non-programmers
thought that they were communicating with an intelligent program, when in
fact they were interacting with another person who would respond appro-
priately to any input. It was found that I0 simple sentence types covered
78% of all input requests, and that another I0 would handle all but 10%
of the requests.
(5) Less than 100% answer rate is acceptable - We feel that a 90%
answer rate without rephrasing would be adequate to keep a user's interest
and provide a practical and useful system. It is possible that even a
lower rate might be acceptable.
(6) We have a good idea of what potential users would llke to know -
The Navy has made a study of all the requests made to 3-M data base during
a one month period, and the frequency with which various requests were
made. We thus had a good idea about where to concentrate our initial
: efforts, and the order in which to proceed. ,
i
Not-So-Helpful Factors in The PLANES World
(1) The System must contain a great deal of specialized knowledse -
' 292 !
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one of our major realizations has been that a small number of general rules
cannot suffice to "translate" natural ErElish reques_ into data base queries.
Consider the sentences:
(Sl) '_ich A7 has the worst maintenance record?
($2) "Find any con_non factors of plane numbers 37 and 78."
Clearly the system must contain special programs to compile a '_aintenance
record", and special knowledge to judge its "goodness"; the system must
know that having the same digit as the fourth element of their serial
numbers does not constitute a "common factor", but that similar event
sequences are important.
(2) E_h request may be expressed in a great many different ways.
Clearly, if users are encouraged to sit at a console with little or no
prior training or instruction, and if the system is expected to understand
enough of a user's input to keep his interest and perform useful actions
from the beginning, then the system must be able to make some sense of a
large number of types of queries, and a wide range of syntactic construc-
tions.
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented only a brief discussion of some design issues
and examples of the performance of a natural language front end for a large
data base. Many issues remain, both in the man/machine interface and in
the underlying understanding mechanisms, but it is clear that we can now
think of the design of such systems in engineering terms - such systems
are no longer in the realm of science fiction.
Readers interested in more details of implement_ 'on and operation
can consult reference 3; a technical report describing the system much more
completely will be available in August 1976.
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tEFFECTS OF LINGUISTIC REDUNDANCY ON PILOT'S
COMPREHENSION OF SYNTHESIZED SPEECH
Carol A. Simpson*
Ames Research Center, NASA, Moffett Field, California
SUMMARY
Previous research indicates that pilots' familiacity with aircraft
phraseology results in high intelligibility for synthesized speech cockpit
messages presented as short sentences - 95 percent articulation (percent cor-
rect) for unknown messages heard once (ref. I). In the present study, the con-
tribution of the sentence context to intelligibility was tested using two
levels of linguistic redundancy: (i) two key words in isolation, for example,
"cargo fire," versus (2) the same two key words in a short sentence context,
for example, "You have cargo compartment fire."
In the first phase, airline pilots listened to unfamiliar messages that
differed in linguistic redundancy, and that were presented in a background of
continuous weather broadcast at seven signal-to-nolse ratios (S/N) ranging
from -8 dB to +8 dB. Pilot performance was assessed by the accuracy of com-
prehension for the two key words in each message and the response times mea-
sured from the end of each message to the pilot's signal of comprehension. In
the second phase, pilots first studied a list of the same messages while lis-
tening to them and were then given recognition tests with and without
competing weather broadcast at S/N of 0 dB.
Analysis of the data showed that monosyllabic key words in two-word for-
mat were significantly harder to understand than the same key words heard in
short sentences. Key words in sentences were approximately 20 percent more
intelligible than key words presented alone and response times to sentences
were approximately I sec shorter than response times to two-word messages
across all S/N conditions. For polysyllabic key words, the differences in
intelligibility and response times for the two levels of linguistic redundancy
were smaller but in the same direction.
It was concluded that synthesized speech messages for the cockpit should
be worded in the form of short sentences or phrases, such as "The fuel pres-
sure is Ic_0,"instead of in abbreviated key word format, such as "fuel low."
This design principle is especially important when the key words are
• monosyllabic.
*National Research Council Associate
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INTRODUCTION
Miller, Heise, and Lichten (ref. 2) presented convincing evidence that
words in a sentence context are more intelligible than the same words in iso-
lation. Their finding applies to speech heard without the benefit of any par-
ticular real-world context. The authors also found that as the number of
possible alternative interpretations decreased, due to the context of the
situation or to knowledge of the message set, message intelligibility
increased. These findings could be extended to predict that listeners famii-
iar with a particular situation, such as flyin_ an aircraft, and familiar with
a particular type of well-learned phraseology, such as Air Traffic Control
(ATC) phraseology and cockpit terminology, would exhibit, for messages per-
taining to the flight situation, little or no intelligibility differences
between words presented in isolation and words presented in sentences. It has
been found in a previo_s study (ref. i) that pilots do indeed have an advan-
tage over nonpilots in understanding flight phraseology. The messages in that
study were short ATC clearances and cockpit warnings and advisories. For both
human and synthesized speech, pilots familiar with the type of phraseology,
but not the particular message set, understood the cockpit messages better
than did a control group of nonpilot police patrolmen, even though both groups
were equally able to understand messages relating to commonly experienced
events for both human and synthesized speech.
The wording of cockpit voice communications - including voice warnings -
must be chosen such that the messages are understood accurately, rapidly, with
few repetitions, and with as little demand on pilot mental workload and atten-
tion as possible. The present study was designed to determine whether the
influence of familiarity with flight phraseology would be so strong as to out-
weigh the advantage that the sentence context was found to have in the Miller,
Heise, and Lichten study (ref. 2) where the listeners were airline pilots pre-
sented with synthesized speech cockpit warnings. If short sentences, with
their additional linguistic redundancy, fulfilled the requirements listed
above better than did the key-word-only messages, then the longer, ser_tence-
length format would be preferable for cockpit voice warnings.
A solution to this question is crucial for the following reasons.
Brevity has been highly valued for speech co_municatlons in the cockpit
because it is believed to reduce the length of the comprehension period. It
does reduce the probability of temporal overlap with other auditory events.
Also, brevity of wording conforms to the style of current cockpit communica-
tions with ATC and inside the cockpit for checklists and crew conversations.
Finally, for warnings presented in digitized speech, each additional word
represents additional cost in terms of dollars and additional read-only-memory.
A corresponding additional hardware and memory cost for extra words for syn-
thesized speech is not a problem since addltional words are obtained via soft-
ware modifications and memory increments on the order of only I00 bits per
spoken word. The human factors "cost" for using brevity in cockpit voice
, warnings may be low Intelllgibillty and high demands on pilot attention for
comprehension.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
For a comparison of the effectiveness of key-word-only messages to
sentence-length messages, airline pilots listened to both types of message
wording with and without competing weather broadcast. The study was divided
into two phases. For Phase i, the pilots were given no familiarization with
the message set before testing and received no feedback on _uccessive trials.
For Phase 2, using the same messages, pilots first oh+ained familiarization
with the warnings by listening to them while reading them from a printed list.
Then the pilots were tested for their ability to recognize the warnings with
and without competing weather broadcast.
Subjects
Sixteen airline pilots participated in Phase i. Seven of them returned
6 months later for Phase 2, along with an eighth pilot who had participated in
earlier voice warning research using the same speech synthesizer. The pilots'
ages ranged from 31 to 44 years. They were paid for their participation.
Test Materials
Sixteen two-word warnings relating to airline transport operations were
composed. Eight messages contained monosyllabic words and eight contained
polysyllabic words. For each two-word warning, an appropriate sentence-length
message was constructed that contained the same two key words presented in the
same order as in the two-word version. Both versions of the messages are
presented in table i.
TABLE i.- COCKPIT WARNING MESSAGES AND MESSAGE DURATIONS IN SECONDS.
MONOSYLLABIC WORUS DURATIO¢_ MONOSYLLABIC WORDS IN SENTENCES DURATION
, FUELLOW 0_ 1 THE FUEL PRESSURE ISLOW 'U
2 GEAR DOWN S2 2 THE L,'LNDINt._GEAR I$0OWN ITS
3 CHECK FLAPS U 3 _ YOUR _ SETTING | O0
4 BRAKES FAILED a 4 THE WHEEL |RAKES HAVE FAILED ' E,
S MAIN DOOR _ S THE MAIN ODOR iS NOT LOCKED t 20
• BOOST PUMP 54 • TH_ FUEL I_T Pt.kMPISO4JT |X
7 OIL I_DT $7 7 THE OiL TEMPERATURE iS HOT , U
II ICE VALVES 47 | THE WING ANT•iCE V44tLV._._ARE 219
INOPERATIVE
MEAN S)' MEAN 1 •2
-
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The warnings were synthesized on a VOTRAX VS-6 speech synthesizer I using
identical phoneme coding for the key words in their two-word and in their
sentence-length versions. This coding ensured that the key words were pro-
nounced identically in both types of message wording. A tape of the messages
can be obtained from the author.
Continuous weather broadcast, used as background "noise", was recorded
from a local weather station operated by the National Weather Service. This
recording was then edited to eliminate pauses in the speech.
Testing Environment
Pilots were tested individually while sitting in a sound-treated booth.
The warning messages and the weather broadcast were individually adjusted for
desired peak sound pressure level (SPL)2 and fed through an audio mixer. The
summed output of the mixer was amplified and presented to the pilots binau-
rally via Koss ESP-9 electrostatic headphones. The pilots sat at a table
which contained a response box with a button for signaling message comprehen-
sion (used in Phase l) and a push-to-talk microphone for message readback
(used in Phase 2). A PDP-12 computer was programmed to deliver the weather
broadcast and the warnings and to record response times.
Excerimental Conditions
Phase I- For Phase l, the pilots had no prior experience with the message
set. Each pilot was assigned a message set containing eight two-word warnings
and eight sentence-length warnings. Pilots were _lternately assigned to one
of two groups. Group 1 pilots were given two-word monosyllabic warnings and
sentence-length warnings containing poZysyllabic words. Group 2 pilots heard
two-word poZysyllabic warnings and sentence-length warnings containing mono-
syllabic key words. In thls way, each pilot was tested on all 16 pairs of key
words but no pilot received the same key-word pairs in both the two-word and
the sentence-length versions. For a baseline comparison of the ability of the
two groups to understand the speech produced by the synthesizer, all the
pilots were given a pre-test consisting of 16 unfamiliar short ATC clearances
and a post-test containing 16 unfamiliar cockpit advlsor_es, without competing
weather broadcast.
Each pilot was given repeated trials on his entire message set of eight
two-word and eight sentence-length warnings at seven levels of increasing
_r slgnal-eo-weather broadcast (S/W) and peak SPL ratios of -8, -5, -3, O, +3,
+5, and +8 dB. The weather broadcast was held constant at 60 dB SPL, and the
SPL of the warnings was varied from 52 dB to 68 dB to obtain the desired S/W.
i For the eighth and final trial, the 16 warning messages were presented at
i 60 dB SPL without weather broadcast. The experimental conditions for Phase 1
are shown in Table 2.
i llnvented by Richard T. Gagnon and manufactured by Vocal Interface
Division of Federal Screw Works, Troy, Michigan.
[ 2Referenced to 0.0002 d_ne/cm 2.
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TABLE 2.- EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS The order of presentation of the
FOR PHASE i. two-word messages and the sentence-length
......_ _ messages was balanced across pilots so
8,wowoRo .SEN,ENOS that half the pilots in each _roup heardWARNINGS WARNINGS
sentences before the two-word format for
POLYSYLLABIC
c,of,,MONOSYLLAB'CK_, all trials and the remainder heard two-
A._L,N_ *tY WOROS word format before sentences The des-WORDS IN
PIt OTS
SENT[.NCES sages were presented to each pilot in a
MONOSYLLAB,C different random order for each trial.
(;HOUP 2 POLYSYLLABIC K[YA,.L,N[ K_Y WORDS As they arrived for testing, pilots were
WORDS IN
PILOTS S£NTENCES assigned alternately to either the
sentences-first order or to the words-
LISTENING LONDITIONS
first order.
' ' " ; ' _ ' - For trials I through 7, continuous
WEATHER I 60 : 60 60 i _ ' 60 ' _
S,L_,,R) weather broadcast occurred throughout
• _ ' i *
SN i B S_ 3 0 3 I S '.4° each trial. For each SPL, warning des-
TRIAL No / 1 ' 2 , 3 I 4 _ s i 6 7.___s sages were presented one at a time att i i
SOUN(::IpRI:SSURELEVELSlNDECIB[LSR¢_02d¥'/Cm2 40-sec intervals. Pilots responded by
pressing a button labeled "Understand"
as soon as they believed they understood
each message. They then wrote the message on a prepared answer sheet. If
they did not understand a message, they were instructed to think about it for
a while and then press the button and either write their best guess or the
word "no." Response times from the end of each message to the pilot's
"Understand" button depression were recorded. The procedure for the eighth
and final trial and for the pre- aad post-tests was the same except that no
competing weather broadcast was used and the SPL for all messages was 60 dB.
Phase 2- The sam_ messages used Jn Phase i were also used in Phase 2.
Four pilots were assigned to the monosyllabic two-word messages and the poly-
syllabic sentence-length messages. The other four pilots heard the poly-
syllabic two-word messages and the monosyllabic sentence-length messages.
Assignment of pilots to message sets was such that the seven pilots originally
in Phase i heard the opposite message set in Phase 2 than they had heard in
Phase i. As in Phase i, the order of words-flrst versus sentences-first was
balanced across p_iots. "ach pilot was given a.dlfferent presentation order
in each of three listening conditions. The first llstenln8 condition was a
familiarization session. While looking at a printed message list, the pilot
heard each message presented twice in succession. Next, he received a recogni-
tion test in which the messages were presented only once at 12-sec intervals
in a different order and with no competing weather broadcast. The pilot
responded by keying a microphone and reading back each message as rapidly as
possible, then wrltin8 it down on an answer sheet. Finally, he was tested on
" the same messages presented in a third order and embedded in weather broadcast
at a S/W of 0 dB. Again, the pilot responded by keying a microphone and then
reading back and writing down the message. The weather broadcast and warning
message were delivered concurrently with the weather leading the onset of the
warning by approximately 950 msec and continuing until the end of the w_rning.
An Interval of 40 sac was used to reduce the changes that the pllots would be
prepared for successive presentations. A_I messages and the weather broadcast
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TABLE 3.- EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS were delivered at approximately 50 dB SPL.
FOR PHASE 2. Table 3 shows the experimental conditions
for Phase 2.
8 TWOWORD BSENTENCE
WAP,NIN(_S WARNtNGS
POL YSYI LAmIC4 MONOSYLLABIC
AIRL1Nt WORDS WORDS RESULTSPtLOafS IN SENTENCES
4 POLYSYLLABIC MONOSYLLABICAiRLiNE WORDSWORDS
P,LO,_L _ 'NSEP'TENCES Group Differences
LISTENING CONDI ]'tONS
Wilcoxon's Sum of Ranks for the Pre- ...
LISTEN TO I RECOGNllE i RECOGNIZ|
WARN'N_SWARN,NDS WARN,NGS test (R = 68, nI = 8, n2 = 8, p > 0.i0)WHILE READING WITHOU T C'URING
LIST I WEATHER 'WEATHERS, N, and the Post-tcmt (R " 68, nI : 8, n2 : 8,b , ,,,
WA,N,N_ _ _ _ p > 0.I0) indicated that the two groupsSPL d8
_ _ of pilots were not significantly differ-WEATHER
_t_. *' _ ent in their ability to understand the
! synthesizer. Means and standard devia-TRIAL No I 2 i 3
i I tions for the two groups for pre- and
post-test articulation scores (percent
correct) are shown in Figure i. However,
the two groups were significantly differ-
'STANDARODEVIATION ent (t " 2.27, df " 14, p < 0.05) in
............ MEAN
_o.Es,o_ average response times to the pre-test
,,LOTST.A' messages. They were not significantlyRETURNED FO(q
,.AS,, different (t = 1.16, df = 14, p > 0.i0)
_00 p- .........
.......... . ....'----_ _ _ in average response times for the post-
i w- ! test messages. Table 4 shows the means
. and standard deviations in response timefor the two groups for the pre- and post-
,7_ 827 8,, ,_, test. Because of the initial response. o.8o_,_.o_2 GROU", G.ov,2
,s _. 8, ,. time difference between the two groups,
| _" i which may have continued for an indeter-! "i minable number of trials on the test mes-t20| _ sages, the response time data wasi : normalized using individual subjects'
0 ,m,T., ,o.,,_ means and standard deviations across mes-
sage type so that between-group compari-
Figure I.- Hean articulation scores
sons could be made for the same key-word(percent correct) for the two pairs presented in isolation and in
Pilot Croups for synthesized sentence context.
speech Pre- and Post-tests.
N = 8 pilots per group.
Presentation Order
TABLE 4.- COMPARISON OF RESPONSE
TINES FOR PRE- AND POST-TEST Analysis using Wilcoxon's Sum of
HESSAGES FOR PILOT CROUPS 1 AND 2. Ranks determined that presentation of
T|_f _ T|ST
sentences or words first had no signlfl-
G,o,,, cent effect on the articulation scores
II &St am I_ ms
•,u, ._=. ,u,. for words (R = 59.5, n] = 8, n2 = 8,
_LO1m
- _ p > 0.I0) or for sentences (R - 68,
, ,.. ,_.. n I - 8, n_ = 8, p > 0.10). Similarly,
_._u ,,Ms ._m there were no significant presentation
_OVI
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} order effects on response times to words
:,_0 _.,._,_,_ _--- _ x-v----, (R = 52, n I = 8, n2 = 8, p > O.10) or for
.... / -- - x_ response times to sentences (R = 58,
/" /f'--- n 1 = 8, n 2 = 8, p > 0.10).he-
/ Artict, lation Scar{ •
%o /0
_* ,,--_ i q _ {-* ..... _-_o_T-_ Articulation scores are tile percent
"_'"_'_'_" '_""_'_' of kev word= o-,-_..-_ly i-%nLified for each
_*- message wordin_ type.• _ute 2.- Me.m articulation
scores for key monosyllabic
words in unfamiliar synthe- f.:onosyllabic zoo_'_s- Figure 2 shows a
sized speech cockpit warnings between-groups comparison o{ articulation
with and without a sentence scor_s for men 3yllabic kex words in the
context, heard in background two-word and sentence-length versions.
of continuous weather broad- The eight trials at increasing S/W for
cast for repeated trials at Phase 1 are on the right, and the two
increasing signal-to-"noise" testing trials of Phase 2 are on the left.
ratios (Phase I) and for the The higher mean articulation scores indi-
same messages with and without cated that for unfamiliar messages, the
competing weather broadcast key words in a sentence context were sig-
after prior learning of the nificantly more intelligible than the same
message set (Phase 2). key words presented alone across all S/W
conditions, significance being determined
by W!icoxon's Signed Ranks Test (R = 0,
; no. of pairs (np)= 8, p < 0.01). In
Phase 2, when pilots were given prior
-.N,,__ , familiarization with the message set and
. tested for recognition of the "learned"
_ _/ _._oR?s.,_ _ messages, all pilots scored 190 percent
{._ // ,_,_,_, articulation for all messages of both
,/ types of wording when no competing weather
_"__o_ / _ broadcast was present. With weather broad-_ , cast present, mean articula ion fo wo ds
; UNFAMILIAR L|A"_41D presented alone dropped to 78 percent, but
s,=_,o_o_q,,,o_ only dropped to 94 percent when the same
words were presented in a sentence context.
Figure 3.- Mean articulation Thls difference, however, did not reach
scores for key polysyllabic significance as measured by Wllcoxon's
words in unfamillar synthe- Signed Ranks Test (R = 2.5, np = 6, p > 0.10).
sized speech cockpit warnings Only six pairs were used because the dlf-
with and without a sentence ference scores within two of the pairs
context, heard in background were zero.
of continuous weather broad-
cast for repeated trials at Po_/s_Z_ab_.o _8- The mean articula-
increasing slgnal-to-"nolse" tlon scores for unfamiliar polysyllabic
ratios (Phase I) and for the words with and without ser, tence context in
same messages with and without Phase 1 are similar to those for the mono-
competing weather broadcast syllab_c words at S/W of +3 dB and lower,
after prior learning of the as shown on the left side of figure 3.
message set (Phase 2). Across all .qlw conditions, however, the
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,. addition of a sentence context did not
significantly improve (R = 3, nl, = 8.
p > 0.10) intelligibility for polysyllabic
\ M,,_...... _,,, key words in initially unfamiliar messages.
x .... _ For previously learned warning_ (;'!lase 2),
_"_\ articulation scores were again lO0 _eccent2. k
_ \__ for both types of wording pre_ented with no
__- _ broadcast "¢a_presented at S/W of 0 dB,
competing weathp," broadcast. _qJen weather
l--
POL Y'.YLLABIC WORD'_
,_,_,,_,_, _ articulat: i scores for words presented _..
alone dropped to 92 percent and articulation
o, _ _.--'_ _ _ _ _,_, for words in sentences dropped to 81 percent.
_I_,NAL Io N()I_' _AIIU dR
The difference between articulation scores
for words alone and in a sentence context
Figure 4.- Response times for
Pilot Group i for cockpit was again not significant (R = 4.5, np= 6,
warnings: Monosyllabic P > 0.I0).
words alone and Polysyllabic
words in sentences presented Response Times
for repeated trials at
increasing slgnal-to-weather The response-tlme data closely paral-
ratios. Response times
measured fzom end of warning leled the intelligibility data in Phase i.
to pilot's "Understand" The response times were measured fzom the
ont.of each message to the time when the
signal (Phase i). pxlot pressed the "Understand" button and
began his response, regardless of accur-cy.
,. For Pilot Group 1 (fig. 4) and Pilot Group 2
X (fig. 5), the mean response time for the
sentence-length messages was significantly
13_ _,,,,,A,,_,o, shorter (Group 1: R== O, np; 7, p < 0.05;
- p <| _._.._ Group 2: R 3, np 8, .05) than the
' \ _\ For Group 1, response time data was avail-
_,_ mean response time fo: the two-word messages.
4 able for only 7 of the 8 pilots since one
'_ "°_°"L_'_'_'-"'__V pilot misunderstood the instructions and
,_..,,_,, pressed the "Understand" button after he
I finished hJs responses.
ALO_I
Included in the response time data are
Figure 5.- Response times for several types of responses:
Pilot Group 2 for cockpit
warnings: Polysyllabic I) incorrect response,
words alone and Monosyllabic 2) "unable" response,
. words in sentences presented 3) message correct for the first time,
for repeated trials a_ 4) massag_ correct on a previous trial
increasing signal-to-weather and co" _c_ agai_ on the current
ratios. Response tines trial.
maasured frouend of warning
, to pilot's "Understand" It would be reasonable tc expect dlfferenc_s
signal (Phase I). in response time_ as a function of the type
of response the pilot made. Therefore, mean
301|
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response times were calculated only for
responses of type 4, that is, for messages
------WORDSALONE
\ --_O.DS,NS,...CES which a given p_lot had understood correctly
\ MO_OS_LLA_,C_O"r,S and had also understood correctly on theI- \
\\ /F_ _-- previous trial at a lower S/W. The assump-
_''"3-_/_ tion was that for the small message set used
POL¥SYI LABIC WO_L,S
_0_--_----_ ..... in this s_udy, op_e a pilot correctly under-
_:.......LO,,_.O_P2 stood a particular warning, he was likely to
_o_cwo.t.s remember it during the next trial and so
_-___ facilitate the recognition process. The
'- response time to such "previously understood
MO_OS_L_AB_O"DSv and now familiar" messages should allow a --"
valid comparison between words presented in
° '_ __ _ _ AL_NE isolation and those presented in a sentence
S,_A_TOWEAT._.._,O,,S context, for familiar messages. In general,
Figure 6.- Response times for the response times to the familiaz, cor-
cockpit warnings recognized ractly recognized warnings were shorter for
correctly and recognized both Pilot Groups (figs. 6(a) and 6(b)) than
correctly on previous trial were the response times to all messages
for repeated trials at regardless of accuracy (figs. 4 and 5).
increasing signal-to-weather
ratios (Phase i). Because of group differences in mean
response times, each pilot's response times
were normalized. The resulting z-scores were then used for between-group com
parisons of the effects of sentence context on monosyllabic (fig. 7) and poly-
syllabic (fig. 8) words. In each cas., the response times for each S/W were
significantly longer (Monosyllabic words: R = 0, np= 8, p < 0.01; Polysyl-
labic words: R = 0, np= 8, p < 0.01) for the two-word messages than for the
sentence-length messages. The size of the response time difference diminished
slightly for the polysyllabic words at positive S/W conditions, but the differ-
_nce occurred at all S/W conditions for both mono- and polysyllabic words.
Four-way Comparison of Message Types
In addition to the major comparisons of articulation scores and response
times for the mono- and polysyllabic words with and without a sentence context,
:E, 'F
2 _ WORDS ALONE
-_ 'r , ,, WOROSALON_
-I SENTENCES WITH
MONOSYLLABIC WORDS SENTENCES WITH
:c -2 _. POLYSYLLABIC WORDS
* -3 _r, -3 _ -- _ I S ALONE -5 -3 0 3 S II ALONE
SIGNAL TO WEATHER RATIO, d6 SIGNAL TO WEATHER RATIO. dR
Figure 7.- Z-scores for response times Figure 8.- Z-scores for response times
for "familiar" cockpit warnings for "familiar" cockpit warnings
containing monosyllabic words, with containing polysyllabic words, with
and without sentence context, pre- and without sentence context, pre-
sented for repeated trials at sented for repeated trials at
increasing signal-to-weather increasing signal-to-weather
ratios (Phase i). ratios (Phase i).
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i_ is interestinR to note that pilot performance for monosyllabic words
presented alone (MW) is poorer than performance for the other three presenta-
tion types: monosyllabic words in sentences (MS), polysyllabic words alone
(PW), and polysyllabic words in sentences (PS). Peak intelligibility for MW
was only 84 percent compared to 98 percent for MS (fig. 2) and 95 percent and
97 percent for PW and PS, respectively (fig. 3). Similarly, the z-scores for
response times to familiar messages for the last trial are well above the mean
for MW (+0.46) and below the mean for MS (-0.37) (fig. 7), PW (-0.56), and PS
(-0.58) (fig. 8). These data indicate that response times to the monosyllabic
words presented alone were consistently longer than response times to poly-
syllabic words presented alone and both mo. - and polysyllabic words presented
in sentences. ""
DISCUSSION
The reader is cautioned against an interpretation of inte]ligibility and
response time as a direct function of S/W, because this function is confounded
with learning. The experimental paradigm used in this study makes use of the
modified method of limits, also known as the ascending method of limits
(ref. 3). It is recommended for obtaining only the relative thresholds for
some variable, such as S/N ratio, for two or more classes of stimuli which are
to be identified by the subject without prior knowledge of the total set of
response alternatives. By presenting repeated trials on alternating lists of
the different classes of stimuli at increasing intensities, durations, or S/N
ratios, the relative thresholds for the different classes of stimuli under
equal conditions of number of previous trials can be obtained while minimizing
the effects of subject familiarity with the individual stimuli. If anything,
the effects of increasing familiarity with the message set would be expected
at higher levels of S/W to reduce the chances of significant intelligibility
and response-time differences between the two levels of linguistic redundancy
for message wording.
Nevertheless, intelligibility scores are higher and reaction times are
shorter for synthesized-speech cockpit warnings presented as short sentences
th:n they are for warnings presented in a briefer two key-word format. For
listeners who are experienced with cockpit phraseology, this relationship is
true across a wide range of S/W broadcast ratios. The advantage of the sen-
tence context is larger for monosyllabic words than for polysyllabic words in
that for polysyllabic words the facilitating effect of the added linguistic
redundancy #ecreases or perhaps disappears at S/W of +3 dB or higher. Famili-
arity with individual messages decreases reaction time and increases intelli-
• gibility but _oes not override the facilitating effect of the sentence context
for recognition and response times. Monosyllabic words alone produce con-
sistently poorer performance in terms of lower intelligibility and longer
response times than do polysyllabic words alone and both monosyllabic and
polysyllabic words in sentences. This performance relationships is consistent
with Howe's research (ref. 4), in which longer words were found to be more
intelligible than shorter words, presumably because of their phonetic redun-
dancy - there are far more restrictions on allowable sequences of sounds that
"make sense" when additional syllables are included.
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It would seem, then, that the additional linguistic redundancy provided
by the sentence context, and to a lesser degree by the additional syllables in
the polysyllabic words, helps pilots process synthesized warning messages more
accurately and more quickly than when the two-word format is used. This con-
clusion is further supported hy a subsequent study, also presented at the 12th
Annual Conference on Manual Control (ref. 5) and using time estimation as a
secondary task, in which it was found that the more redundant sentences
required less attention for processing. It was also found that total listen-
ing time - measured from the beginning of the warning with the warnings
repeated until the pilot cancelled the message to signal that he understood -
was shorter for sentences than for two-word messages, because the pilots !
allowed the two-word warnings to repeat more times than the sentence-length
warnings. This difference occurred despite a ratio of sentence to two-word
warning-message duration 2.3 to I. The operational implications of this find-
ing are strengthened by the fact that the actual duration of any sentence
warnings synthesized for use in the cockpit would be slightly shorter than the
durations used in this study. The durations of the key words in this study
were made identical for the words-alone and the words-in-sentences versions of
thp warnings so as to present identical acoustic stimuli for both conditions
of linguistic redundancy. In human speech, the pronunciation of all but the
final words in sentences and phrases is actually shorter than when the words
are pronounced in isolation (ref. 6). Additionally, the shortening of the key
words in the sentences would improve timing rhythm of the sentence pronuncia-
tion, which would be expected to result in still higher sentence intelligi-
bility because of the perceptual importance of proper timing relationships
among the segments of sentences (ref. 7).
If the increased recognition accuracy and decreased response time for the
sentences versus the two-word warnings is taken as an indicator of less cogni-
tive effort for processing the sentences, then it is possible t"_t under
extremely high workload conditions in the cockpit, sentence mes ges would be
understood more reliably by conveying the warning more accuratel_ and rapidly;
possibly with only a single repetition.
This suggestion is supported by judgments from the eight pilots who
participated in Phase 2. They were asked to Judge the difficulty of learning
and recognizing the two types of message wording in the experimental situation
and to give their preferences for warning-message wording in the cockpit.
While most of the pilots found both types of wording equally easy to learn and
to recognize in the absence of competing speech, five of the eight thought
that the sentences were easier to recognize during simultaneous weather broad-
cast, and six of the eight would prefer the sentence-type wording over the
two-word format for cockpit warning3 (table 5). Their reasons for this prefer-
ence were obtained in response to an open-ended question, "Why do you think
the were easier than the ?" The reasons the pilots
gave for preferring sentences to two-word messages fell into three general
categories:
i) Extra words in the sentence help you figure out the words you missed.
2) The first words of the sentence get your attention and cue you in to
the particular voice that is talking so that you are listening for the
critical words.
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TABLE 5.- AIRLINE PILOT PREFERENCES FOR 3) The longer pattern of the
COCKPIT WARNING MESSAGE WORDING: TWO sentence with extra words
KEY WORDS VS A SENTENCE (PHASE 2). between the critical ones
gives you more time to
-- understand the words.1
TWO WORD | SENTENCE FORMAT NO N
FORMAT EASIER 1 EASIER DIFFERENCE
.......... _- -- The two pilots who preferred two-
MESSAGE 2 0 6 8
-_ LEARNING word warnings expressed a prefer-k
z ,ECOGNIT,ON ence for brevity of verbal
WITHNO I 2 S e communications. One thought that
COMPETING I
wx I the sentences, being longer, would
RECOGN ITION I ? distract his attention more from
COMPETmGOURING0 i S 3 ' his flight tasks (but see ref. 5)
wx i Both these pilots, however, thought
PREFERENCE, that a warning message format wouldIN 2" , 6 0 S
COCKPIT i I __J be acceptable if it consisted of an
"THETWOPILOTSWHOPREFERREOTHETWOWOROFORMATFORUSEINTHEalerting word such as "warning"
COCKPIT THOUGHT THE LONGER MESSAGES WOULD O'STRACT THEM FROM followed by a sequence of key words.OTHER FLIGHT TASKS BOTH FOUND THE FORMAT WARNING + KEY WORD + KEY
WORO
These eight pilots generally
favored the concept of cockpit
TABLE 6.- AIRLINE PILOT RESPONSES TO voice warnings. Table 6 shows
A PROPOSED COCKPIT VOICE-WARNING their responses to a question pro-
SYSTEM (PHASE 2). posing that voice warnings replace
REPLACE ALL CURRENT AURAL WARNINGS WITH VOICE fT_ current aural warnings but with
t
ALITOMATICVOLUMECONTROL(AVC)TOMAINTAINCONSTANT the provlslon that the voice warn-SiN RATIO
PRIMARY DELIVERYVIAHEADSETSATLEVEEEOUALTO ings be presented at a comfortable
INOIVIDUALPILOTSELECTEDCOMMUNICATIONSAUOIOLEVLLllstenlng level adjusted to indl-
BACK UP DELIVERY VIA SPEAKER USING AVC TO MAINTAIN vldual pllot preference and withCONSTANT SIGP',AL TO COCKPIT NOISE LEVEL
PILOTPREFERENCE back-up vla speaker and automatic
adjustment of voice warning volume
r relatlve to the changing cockpitYES NO
noise level. Seven of the eightELIMINATE ALL BELLS, KEEP FInE VOICEOK
HORNS.CLACKERS. BELL FORSOMENOVO,CE pilots favored voice for all cur-BUZZERS ONLY WARNINGS
rent aural warning situations.
NoOF 4 3 1 0 Three of the seven wanted to keepPILOTS
the fire bell and have the voice
announce the engine number. TheTABLE 7.- AIRLINE PILOT PREFERENCES
FOR REPETITION OF COCKPIT VOICE eighth pilot sald that voice would
WARNINGS (PHASE 2). be acceptable for some warnings.
SHOULD VOICE WARNI_ BE REPEATED? Table 7 deals wlth warning
eight pilots thought that the warn-
/ ' t * II ' I ingsshould be repeated more than
once. Preferences for the number
NUMBEROF REPEATS FOR COCKPIT VOICEWARNIMG$ of repeats and type of cancellatlon
.e--
_ UNTILCANCELLED_TILPAOB,EM depepded to some extent on the
1 ZOR3 OR CORRECTED Ilk
_OBLEMCORREC ED"NOTC NCELL_LE criticality of th warnings. For
._ "- critical warnlngs_ seven of theCRITICAL 0 1 1 (I) LANDINGGEAB II I
''L'°'LYr'NON*CRITICAL 0 4 4 0 IL..
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r eight pilots thought that the warnings
should be repeated until either a crewH
_Y member cancelled them or the situation
_, was corrected, whichever happened first.
One of these seven made an exception to
_--_ this for the landing gear and flaps warn-
o ,_,R,Bt_POOR MEO,U._OODEXC.LE_T ing, stating that at low altitudes above
the ground, he would not want to be able
Figure 9.- Airline pilot ratings to cancel this warning until the problem
of clarity of pronunciation of was corrected.
synthesized-speech cockpit
warnings after learning mes- For noncritical warnings, the pilots
sage set and recognizing warn- were divided in opinion with four pre-
Ings with and without competing ferring two or three repeats with auto-
weather Lroadcast (Phase 2). matic cut-off and the other four
preferring to have the warnings repeated
TA!iLE 8.- AIRLINE PILOT ACCEPT- until cancelled either by a crew member
ABILITY OF SYNTHESIZED SPEECH or by correction of the problem.
.%NDDIGITIZED SPEECH FOR COCK-
PIT VOICE WARNINGS (PHASE 2). These pilots judged the clarity of
- _ __ yes _ I pronunciation of the messages produced on
*OULOWANT..... _ - this synthesizer as generally good, and
..,svo,cE , , seven of the eight said that they would
_ ,N_NC_KP,T_ L -- find this particular voice acceptable in
WOULOWANT l their cockpit (fig. 9 and table 8). All
(;_S TYPE 8 0
vo,c_,Now, eight pilots Judged the voice quality of
:_KP,T the Ground Proximity Warning System
(GPWS) - representing digitized speech -
,6[ acceptable but thought that the current
,4 GPWS voice is too loud. It is interest-
ing to compare the responses of these
_,2 pilots to their responses after the ear-S
_,o lier testing in the unfamiliar message
o condition of Phase I. Figure I0 shows
' " - - the voice clarity ratings of the 16
, pilots in the Unfamiliar Message Set con-
dition. As a group, they tended to rate
4 "" this synthesizer as having medium clarity
i_ .... of pronunciation, and half the group said
_ I they were "bothered by the voice quality."
i 0 [--]_i J • --- The dotted lines show the responses ofTERRIBLE _ '1 MEDI_ G_D EXCELLENT YES
_% PILOT RATING _THEREDBY the seven pilots who returned six months
VOICE _ALITY
later for retesting on the same messages
_ "_O LINES INOICATE PRSFERENCES OF THE ?PILOTSW_uAETURNEDSIXMONTHSLATERFORTESTINOONTHE under the familiar condition. They were
AMEME_GESWITHPRIORFAMILIARIZATIONWITHrepresentative of the larger group, as :ME_AGE _ET
, _igure i0.- Airline pilot ratings evidenced by their medium ranking of '
I of pronunciation cl_rity of ini- pronunciation and divided opinion regard-
tially unfamiliar synthesized- ing voice quality. Several factors may
i speech cockpit warnings to cause to changeheard have combined them
I st i_creasing slgnal-to-weather their rating of the pronunciation and to :br_,adcast sound pressure level be willing to have this particular voice
ratios (Phase i).
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in their own cockpit, such as familiarity with the particular messages and
experience listening to the synthesizer voice.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Advantages seemingly may be gained from carefully designed cockpit voice
warnings. One design principle that should be followed in order to ensure the
effectiveness of this mode of presenting warning information to pilots is to
include sufficient lingu_scic redundancy in the message wording to ensure
rapid and accurate comprehension. The context provided by a short sentence
has been found to improve accuracy and decrease response times to cockpit
warnings, particularly when the key words in the warning are monosyllabic.
This effect is significant despite a strong facilitating effect of pilots'
familiarity with flight phraseology. Further research will be directed at
assessing the facilitating effects of the different types of linguisitic redun-
dancy - semantic and syntactic - and tilea;.erting and "accent"-cueing effect
of an initial low information word provided by the sentence context. These
effects will be studied under simulated flight conditions with varying levels
of pilot attention workload.
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EFFECTS OF LINGUISTIC REDUNDANCY ON SYNTHESIZED COCKPIT WARNING
MESSAGE COMPREHENSION AND CONCURRENT TIME ESTIMATION
Sandra G. Hart*
University of California, Berkeley, California
Carol A. Simpson**
Ames Research Center, NASA, Moffett Field, California
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SUMMARY
The relative amc:nts of attention required to comprehend and recognize
two types of speech messages that differed in linguistic redundancy were
evaluated with two concurrent time estimation tasks. Two-word and sentence-
length synthesized-speech cockpit warning messages were presented to 12
commercial airline pilots with and without competing weather broad'ast. The
pilots had two tasks: a) to read back and write down the warning messages
and b) to give two types of time estimates. It was found that the intelli-
gibility of messages presented in a redundant sentence-length format was
higher, and that listening time and number of repetitions was less, during
the Familiarization Phase. Sentences were also more intelligible than two-
word messages when presented in a background of competing weather broadcast
for recognition. Differences in verbal estimates of session length and in
the length of 10-sec estimates produced by pilots indicated that messages
presented in a sentence format required less attention for comprehension than
did two-word messages.
INTRODUCTION
It might be expected that the many different concurrent tasks performed
in flight would demand varying amounts of attention and mental workload, even
though such variation might not be reflected in pilot performance on the
primary flying task. Two types of time estimation tasks have been used as
quantitative measures of such concurrent task processing requirements:
a) verbal estimation in which the length of an interval of time that has been
experienced is estimated in minutes or seconds and b) time production in
*This author's research was supported by NASA Grant NGL 05-046-002 to the
San Jose State University Foundation.
**This author's research was supported by a post-doctoral fellowship from
the National Research Council.
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which the duration of an interval of time that is specified verbally is esti-
mated by reproducing it operationally. Hart (ref. i) and Hart and McPherson
(ref. 2) reported that the length of time productions made during compen-
satory tracking and simulated flight, and the length of verbal estimates made
of intervals fillLd with tracking, covaried with the difficulty of the manual
control tasks. It was suggested that the length of verbal produced time estl-
mates reflected the attention demands of concurrent activity. In the present
study, similar time estimation tasks were used to assess the attention
required for two speech processing tasks: a) comprehending unfamiliar two-
word and sentence-length synthesized-speech cockpit warnings (Familiarization
Phase), and b) recognizing these messages once they were faml]_ar (Recognition
Phase).
It has been previously reported that words presented in a sentence con-
text are more intelligible than the same words in isolation, by v_rtue of the
increased redundancy (refs. 3, 4). Linguistic red_mdancy refers to a reduc-
tion in the number of interpretations which can be assigned to the segments
of an utterance due to semantic, syntactic, and phonological constraints such
as those provided by a sentence frame. Since the results of Simpson's research
(ref. 3) showed increased intelligibility and decreased response time as the
redundancy in synthesized cockpit warnings was increased, it seemed reasonable
to assume that the attention required ot pilots to comprehend messages ini-
tially and recognize them once they were familiar would be inversely related
to redundancy. The present study was designed to assess by means of verbal
and produced time estimates, the attention required to comprehend and recog-
nize warnings presented in either two-word or sentence formats. The
operational motivation for this study was to examine the possibility that
increased linguistic redundancy would reduce the attention required for pilots
to process synthesized-speech warning messages in the cockpit. If warnings
could be worded so as to reduce the attention required for their compre-
hension, this could leave more attention available for flying the airplane
and taking proper corrective actions. This savings in attention would be
especially important in emergency situations, where higher-than-normal
attention demands exist.
It was predicted that less redundant two-word warnings would require
longer listening time and more repetitions for initial comprehension and
that they would be less intelligible than messages presented in a sentence
format during both the Familiarization and Recognition Phases. If attention
demands vary inversely with redundancy, as predicted, pilots should increas-
ingly underestimate the passage of time as message redundancy is progressively
decreased. (Underestimation occurs when concurrent activity momentarily
diverts attention from timekeeplng 8o clock time passes relatively unnoticed.)
Increasing underestimation of time will in turn result in progressively
shorter verbal estimates and longer produced durations.
310
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TASK AND PROCEDURE
Subjects
Twelve commercial airline pilots, ranging in age from 35 to 45 years,
served as paid participants in the present study.
Test Materials
The intelligibility of 16 monosyllabic and polysyllabic two-word
synthesized-speech warning messages was assessed by computing the percentage
of words correctly identified in a pilot study. Eight messages were then
assigned to each of two message sets so that the average intelligibility of
the sets was approximately equal. Sixteen sentence-length warning messages
were then constructed from each of the sixteen two-word messages. As shown
in table I, each sentence-length warning contained the same two words in the
same order as in its corresponding two-word version.
TABLE i.-- COCKPIT WARNING MESSAGES AND THEIR DURATION IN SECONDS
DURATION DURATION
TWO-WORDFORMAT IS**! SENTENCEFORMAT (Sed
FUEL LOW .56 YOU HAVE HYDRA_JI,I(_SYSTEMFAIL_. 1.8g
CABINPRESSURE .61 THE FUELBOOSTPUMPIS OUT. 1.36
GEARDOWN .52 THECOCKPITWINDOWISOVERHEATED. 1.51
GROUP1 DIMEMALFUNCTIONING 1.52 THEWHEELBRAKESHAVE FAILED. 1.21
PILOTS CHECKFLAPS .56 THEAUTOPILOT'S DISENGAGED. 1.36
SPOILERSINOPERATIVE 1.18 THEOIL__TEMPERATUREIS HO___T. 1.5g
TERRAIN CLOSURE .80 THEWING ANTI.ICE VALVESARE INOPERATIVE. 2.19
CARGOFIRE .74 THEMAIN DOORIS NOT LOCKED. 1.28
MEANDURATION .83 MEAN DURATION 1.56
DURATION DUlIATI¢_I
: TWO-WORDFORMAT _ SENTENCEFORMAT Ik_
HYDRAULIC FAILURE 1.06 THE FUELPRESSUREIS LOW. 1.13
BOO_ PUMPS _4 THE_JkBINPRESSUREIS LOW. 1.13
GROUP2 WINDOWOVERHEATED .a81__ THE LANDING_ IS DOWN. 1.20
PILOTS BRAKESFAILED = YOUR DME 18MALFUNCTIONING. 1.e0CHECK'_R F[J_nr]m_TN_, 38
AUTO_LOTDILHOT D,_ENGAaEO_S7 FOUWl!_3__[lit 0NOMRAT0VL 1.38
• EVALVE8 .47 YOU HAVE RAPIDTERRAIN CLOSURF. 1.03
MAIN DOOR .B YOU HAVE CARGO_E. 1.1r/
MEAN DURATION .N MEAN DURATION 1.48
The wsrn1_p were syntheslzed on • VOTPJ_XVS-6 speech synthesizer using
Identlcsl phoQeae codln$ for the key works In both the two-word and sentence-
length msssse formats. A PDP-12 computer dellvered the messages and recorded
the response times.
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The background noise used in tne Recognition Phase was continuous
weather broadcast recorded from a local station operated by the National
Weather Service and edited to eliminate pauses. The ratio of warning-
message signal peak sound pressure level (SPL) to weather-broadcast noise
SPL was +3 dB.
Procedure
Each pilot as tested individually in a sound-attenuated booth. The ai..,
warning messages and weather broadcast were presented to the pi]ots binau-
rally through Koss earphones, Model ESP-Q. Pilots were asked to initiate
message readback by keying a hand-held microphone. Subsequent to verbal
readback, pilots were asked to write down on a prepared answer sheet as much
as they had understood of the message. Message readback via keyed microphone
was used to provide pilots with a response mode similar to that which they
normally use for responding to spoken messages in the cockpit. It was also
expected that vocalization would result in shorter response times than would
be obtained using written responses. However, for intelligibility scoring,
written record of the pilot's response was required so as to eliminate
possible experimenter bias in listening to recorded spoken responses.
Pilots made verbal time estimates during the Familiarization Phase by
writing their estimate of elapsed time on the answer sheet. They produced
10-sec intervals during the Recognition Phase by pressing one button to begin
their estimate when cued to do so by a pre-recorded message and a second
button to terminate their production when they believed that i0 sec had
elapsed.
Half of the pilots were randomly assigned to each of two test groups.
The six pilots in one group received the first set of eight two-word messages
and the eight sentence-length messages constructed from the second set of
two-word warnings. Conversely, the second _roup of six pilots received the
second set of two-word warnings and the sentence-length messages constructed
from the first set of two-word warnings. The messages given to each group
and their durations can be seen in table I.
All twelve pilots were given three familiarization runs for each of
eight two-word messages and each of eight sentence-length messages. After a
30-min break, pilots were given one recognition run in which each message
was presented one time only in a background of continuous weather broadcast.
The order of presentation of the two-_ord and sentence-length warning message
sets was balanced across subjects so that three pilots in each group heard
" sentences before two-word messages during all the test runs. The other three
pilots in each group heard the two-word versions firse, and then the sentence-
length versions. The eight two-word and eight sentence-length messages within
the two sets were presented in a different random order for each pilot.
i
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Fam;Ziarization phage- During the Familiarlzation Phase, pilots heard
each of the 16 warning messages for their group at least 3, but not more than
30, times to give them an opportunity to understand and become familiar with
as many messages as possible. The eight two-word and eight sentence-length
messages were all presented on each of three fami]iarization runs without
competing weather broadcast. Within a familiarization run, each message
was repeated after 950 msec intervals until the pilot keyed his microphone
and read back the message. After I0 repetitions of any 1 messa_=, its
presentation was automatically terminated under the assumption that the pilot
was not going to understand it on that run. Following verbal message read-
back, pilots wrote down whatever they had understood of each message on a
prepared answer sheet. They were also asked to estimate the amount of time that
they had spent listening to that particular message. The response time, which
is the interval between the beginning of the first message repetition and
the tJme when the pilot keyed his microphone, was recorded and used to _t-
culate the number of message repeats and the ratio of estimated to actual
time. Pilots were given no feedback on message comprehension or time estl-
marion accuracy. This procedure generated the following data: a) response
latency, b) number of message repeats, c) verbal time estimate, and d) pilots'
written versions of the warning.
Recojnition phage- During the Recognition Phase, pilots were asked to
produce eight lO-sec intervals during which no other activity occurred
(baseline) and then sixteen 10-sec intervals during which one of the eight
two-word or eight sentence-length messages that had been presented during the
Familiarization Phase was repeated one time on)v with a background of contln-
uous weather broadcast. It was assumed that the majority of the messages
had been comprehended during the Familiarization Phase and that for these
familiar messages, the Recognition Phase of the experiment involved only simple
recognition.
A pre-recorded message cued pilots when t.o begin each lO-sec production.
By pressing one button, pilots initiated their production and the onset of
the background weather broadcast. Approximately 2 sec later, 1 of the 16
warning messages was presented imbedded in the wea her broadcast. Followlog
warnlng-message presentation, which lasted no longer than 2.20 sec (table I),
the weather broadcast continued until pilots pressed a secor i button to
terminate their lO-sec production. Then, they were asked to key their micro-
phone and as quickly as possible, read back and then write down the warning
message. This procedure generated the following data: a) length of time
i productions, b) pilots' written versions of the warning, and c) the length
of time pilots waited after the end of their production to begin message
readback (response latency).
!
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RESULTS
Familiarization Phase
Overa_ perJ_rma_e change actor8 runs- Intelligibility, as measured by
the percentage of words correctly identified, increased significantly (F = 5.12;
df = 2j20; p < .025) across the three familiarization runs (fig. l(a)). The
total time spent listening to each message (fig. l(b)) decreased significantly
(F = 15.50; df = 2,20; p < .001) across runs. The number of times that ne_- "_"
sages were repeated (fig. l(d)) also decreased significantly (F - 12.81;
df = 2,20; p < .001) across runs. The ratio of overall verbal estimate length
to actual time spent listening to messages (fig. l(c)) increased nonsig-
nlfica,tly (F - 2.77; df - 2,20; p > .10) across runs.
INTEL.IGIBILITY ¢. NORMALIZEDRATIOOFVERBALESTIMATES
(V[) TORESPONSELATENCYIRL)
;'® _s _'6 _s
_ - i o.s -
4 7
0 I I I 0 I I I w:TWO-*OROFORMAT
1 2 3 1 2 3 WARNINGMESSAGES
t_REmq_N_ELATENCY eLNUMOEROFMESSAGEREPEATS S: SENTENCEFORMAT
, . , . .AR_,NO.E.AO.
E s
0 I I I O I I I
1 2 $ 1 Z S
liUCCIHIIVSFAMtLIAItlZAlgONRUNS
F/sure 1.-Performance durtns the fanlltarLzation runs r_;
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Two-word versus sentence-Length format- Warning _ssages presented in a
two-word format were significantly (F = 13.39; df - i, i0; p < .005) less
intelligible than those presented in a sentence format for all runs (fig. l(a)).
Note that there were more words to be remembered in the sentence-length tea-
sages than the two-wo_d messages. Even so, the sentence-length messages
were more intelligible as a further consequence of the added linguistic
redundan cy.
Pilots allowed the two-word messages to repeat (fig. l(d)) significantly
(F _ _5.32; df = i, i0; p < .005) more often (at least one more time, on the
aver_) than sentence-length messages. The time spent listening to two-word "
messages (fig. l(b)) was also consistently longer than that spent llstening
to sentence-length messages even though each sentence-length message lasted
longer than its corresponding two-word message. This difference was not
statistically significant (F = 2.06; df = i, i0: p > .i0) because of a Pilot
Group X Message Format interaction (F = 7.09; df = i, i0; p < .025).
Verbal estimates of the length of time spent listening to two-word
warnings were consistently shorter than the amount of time that had actually
passed, whereas verbal estlma_.es of intervals filled with messages presented
in a sentence format were close to, or slightly longer t|'an,elapsed clock
time (fig. l(c)). This difference in verbally estimateo duration as a
funtion of message format was statistically significant (F = 25.79; df = I,I0;
p < .001).
Influence of key word intelligibility- The 16 pairs of key words were
rank ordered on the basis of intelligibility qcores across famil_arization
runs, and then divided into quartiles that represented increasing int_lli-
gibility. As can be seen in figure 2(a), there was a large difference in
intelligibility scores for two-word messages. Less intelligible two-word
messages were repeated more often (fig. 2(b)) and were associated with the
shortest verbal estimates (fig. 2(c)). These same key words, when preset,ted
in a sentence, were consistently more intelligible (fig. 2(e)). The facil-
itation provided by a sentence format was particularly great for the messages
that were the least intelligible when presented in a two-word format. Sentences
were repeated less often (fig. 2(b)) and sentences were associated with verbal
estimates that most closely approximated the amount of time that had actu-
ally elapsed, for all quartiles of key word intelligibility (fig. 2(c)). The
differences between two-word and sentence formats for all three measures
(intelligibility, number of repetitions, and verbal estimate duratiou) were
statisfically significant (p < .002) in each case, as measured by Uilcoxon's
signed ranks test for differences between 16 pairs of means.
In_ue_ of maegage du_orr- Intelligibility was not correlated with
simple nessase length. For example, the two-word message "IN_ Malfu_c-
tionlns" was the longest tvo-vord yarning (1.5 sec), yet it was the least
intelligible message when presented in 8 tvo-_ord foruat. The mesFage "Your
DHE is Kslfunctlonlng" was, by contrast, one of the most intelligible mes-
sages by virtue of the additional words "your" and "is" in the sentence context.
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a. INTELLIGIBILITY b. NUMBER OF MESSAGE REPEATS c. NORMALIZED RATIO OF VERBAL ESTIMATES(VE)TORESPONSELATENCY(RL)
75 4 1.o w
|0.6
o/ I i I I o I I I I o i I i I
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
INTELLIGIBILITYGUARTILESFORKEYWORDSACROSS3RUNS
W:TWO-WORDFORMATFORWARNINGMESSAGES
S:SENTENCEFORMATFORWARNINGMESSAGES
Figure 2.--Comparison of two-word versus sentence format for intelligibility
quartiles (based on key word intelligibility for 3 familiarization runs)
Recognition Phase
Ducing the one recognition run, the intelligibility scores were higher
that, .hey were during the three familiarization runs, even though each of the
16 messages was presented only once and with competing weather broadcast.
Two-word message intelligibility increased from 76 percent to 82 percent and
sentence intelligibility increased from 95 percent to 96 percent between the
last familiarization run and the one recognition run.
_o-wcrd versus sentence-length J_rmat--As before, sentences were more
intelligible than two word messages (fig. 3(a)). Pilots also began sentence
readback more quickly than two-word message readback (fig. 3(b)). Overall,
produced durations lasted 12.55 sec, and were nearly identical for intervals
filled with two-word and sentence-length messages (fig. 3(c)). This represents
an increase of 2.5 sec in production length over the length of baseline produc-
tions made with no warning meassage presentation, i
Influence of message fe_iliarity-- Several of the messages had not yet
been completely understood at the end of the Familiarization Phase so 26
percent of the messages were still un£amillar at the beginning of the Recog-
nition Phase. This phenomenon occurred more often for two-word than sentence-
length messages (fig. 4(a)). For messages that were still unfamiliar,
response latencies were 1.0 sec slower (fig. 4(b)) and produced durations were
2.0 sec longer (fig. 4(c)) than were response latencies and produced durations
for messages that had already been understood and were simply recognized. The
length of produced durations that had been filled with unfamiliar two-word
_ i messages was 1.5 sec longer 'han the l.agth of productions filled with I
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a. INTELLIGIBILITY b. INTERVAL BETWEEN END OF c. DURATION OF PRODUCTIONS
PRODUCTION AND READ BACK
100 - 3 - 13 -
"" 75 -- 2 - 12 Irr
Z
uJ 50 -- 1 -- 11 ""
I7 I
o o i o
TWO SENTENCE TWO- SENTENCE TWO- SENTENCE
WORD WORD WORD
• FORMAT IN WHICH THE SYNTHESIZED MESSAGE WAS PRES' NTED
Figure 3.-- Performance during the recognition phase
=. FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE b. INTERVAL BETWEEN END OF c. UURATION OF PRODUCTIONS
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WORD TENCE WORD TENCE WORD TENCE WORD TENCE WORD TENCF WORD I"ENCE
UNFAMILIAR FAMILIAR UNFAMILIAR FAMILIAR UNFAMILIAR FAMILIAR
TWO-WOR0 FORMAT. MESSAGE STILL UNFAMILIAR _ TWO-WORD FORMAT, MESSAGE FAMILIAR ATAT BEGINNING OF RECOGNITION PHASE _ BEGINNING OF RECOGNITION PHASE
" I_ SENTENCE FORMAT, ME_U_GE STILL UNFAMILIAR _ SENTENCE FORMAT, MESSAGE FAMILIAR ATAT BEGINNING OF RECOGNITION PHASE ,,mine BEGINNING OF RECOGNITION PHASE
Figure 4.-- Performance during the recognition phase as a function
of warning message familiarity
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unfamiliar sentence-length messages. For familiar messages, however, produced
durations filled with two-word messages were slightly sborter (0.5 sec) than
productions filled with sentences.
Influence of Number of Syllables
In order to compare the results of the present study to results by
Simpson (ref. 3), the influence that the number of syllables had on intelli-
gibility was also determined for both the Familiarization and Recognition Phases.
While polysyllabic words were not necessarily longer in duration than mono-
syllabic words, the former were more intelligible, again suggesting that
linguistic redundancy, rather than simple duration, was the most important
factor in intelligibility. These results confirm the results of Simpson's
research (ref. 3). During familiarization runs, both monosyllabic and
a. FAMILIARIZATION PHASE b. RECOGNITION PHASE
100 100 -
r :ii.:,):' / _ ......P" ",,c I-- - - : ,¢ 75 // :'- - _: 75 - : '-'
' f:_;
//i .: :,_,,.:,
illJ /,A : ,..-,.t- //, - : ,-,:, ,.• i -';i,-z SO _ SO- // : I,;,,,::_, _, // <:'.. _.,::.0 I 0 " _ LL-:::
MONO POLY MONO POLY MO_I POLY MONO POkY
TWO-WORD SENTENCE TWO-WORD SENTENCe
r"l MONOSYLLABIC WORDS PRESENTED IN TWO-WORD FORMAT
POLYSYLLABIC WORDS PRESENTED IN TWO-WORD FORMAT
MONOSYLLAOIC WORDS PRE$ENTICD IN SENTENCE FORMAT
POLYSYo.LABIC WORDS PRESENTED IN SENTENCE FORMAT
Figure 5.--The influence of monosyllabic and polysyllabic words
on intelligibility as a function of message format
polysyllabic two-woro warnings were less intelligible than the same monosyl-
labic and polysyllabic messages presented in sentences (fig. 5(a)). During
recognition, with competing weather broadcast, polysyllabic words increased
two-word message intelligibility to 91 percent. However, there was no corre-
sponding gain in intelligibility for monosyllabic words (fig, 5(b)).
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DISCUSSION
The results of the current research confirm and expand the research
reported by Simpson (ref. 3) with respect to the facilitating influence of
linguistic redundancy on initial comprehension and subsequent recognition.
Warning messages presented in a sentence format were consistently more intelli-
gible, required fewer repetitions and less listening time than two-word messages
during familiarization, and were more easily recognized and read back more
quickly during recognition.
Variation in the length of verbal time estimates and productions was
used to assess the attention required to process messages differing in lin-
guistic redundancy. It has been suggested that active verbal time estimation
requires attention (ref. i). If attention is diverted from timekeeping by
concurrent activity, clock time continues whereas subjective timekeeping does
not. This disparity results in an underestimation of elapsed time so that
verbal estimates of the duration of an interval are too short. As expected,
verbal estimates of the duration of intervals filled with less redundant, less
intelligible, two-word messages were consistently shorter and less accurate
than those of intervals filled with sentence-length messages during famil-
iarization. These very short verbal estimates indicate that comprehending
two-word messages may require more attention than comprehending similar mes-
sages presented in sentences.
It was further suggested (refs. i, 2) that active time production
also requires attention. If concurrent activity momentarily diverts
attention from timekeeping, the amount of time that has passed may be under-
estimated causing subjects to wait too long to terminate their productions.
This results in produced durations that are too long. In the present study,
presenting weather broadcast and warning messages while the time production
was in progress was associated with an increase of 2.5 sec in the average
length of productio[,s as compared to baseline. Produced durations filled with
two-word messages were generally equivalent in length to those filled with
sentences. This occurred even though sentence-length messages had the potential
for greater distraction from timekeeping, simply because they lasted longer.
If the foregoing hypothesis is correct, it appears that the linguistic redun-
dancy provided by the sentence format not only facilitated understanding but
did not require additional at_.ention.
It is also interesting to note that produced durations filleO with mes-
sages that had not yet been learned at the beginning of the recognition
phase were 2.0 sec longer than those filled with previously learned messages
that required only simple recognition. We infer that this length difference
is a consequence of the additional attention required to comprehend a message
that had not yet been learned as compared to the relatively simple task of
recognizing a previously learned message. This difference in produced durations
was particularly great for two-word messages which appear to be less intelli-
gible and so require more attention when unfamiliar than when famil±ar.
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Sentence-length warnings appear to require less attention to comprehend
initially than two-word messages. The former were associated with productior's
that were 1.5 sec shorter than those for intervals filled with two-word mes-
sages. However, sentences that had been previously learned had longer produc-
tion times than did two-word messages that were familiar. Once a familiar
message had been recognized, pilots had to hold it in memory during tile
remainder of the production. Distraction from time estimation most likely
varied as a function of the number of items held momentarily in memory. If
pilots attended to the passage of time only at the end of each mental repetition
of the recognized message, the sentences, being longer units, resulted in lesb
frequent attention to time, and thert:bv _onger productions, than did the two-
word warnings.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
From these, as well as previously reported results, it appears that ver-
bal and produced time estimates may provide a useful index of the attention
demands of concurrent activity. Factors associated with the intelligibility
of synthesized warning messages, such as redundancy and familiarity, pre-
sumably influenced the attention required to process them. The length of
verbal estimates and produced durations provided an indirect measure of the
amount of attention required by messages differing in intelligibility.
The results of this research, and of that reported by Simpson (rcf. 3),
have demonstrated the facilitating influence of linguistic redundancy, such
as that provided by a sentence format, on cockpit-warning comprehension and
recognition. Even though sentences last longer and contain more words to be
remembered than do two-word messages, the former require fewer repetitions,
less time, and less attention to comprehend initially and are read back more
quickly and accurately once they are familiar.
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TACTUAL COMMANDS FOR PILOT FLARE TRAINING*
Richard D. Gilson and Ronald _. Ventola
Departments of Aviation, Psychology
and Electrical Engineering
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio
INTRODUCTION
The problem of aircraft control during approach and landing
operations deserves strong attention, as evidenced by aircraft
accident statistics. Approximately one-half of all aircraft
accidents occur during such operations despite their contribut-
ing only a brief portion of the total flight time. (1)
A primary cause is the heavy demand placed on a pilot--
especially the division of visual attention required to control
the flight path and airspeed. During the approach to landing,
information pertaining to the flight path is primarily obtained
from visual cues outside the cockpit, while pitch information is
obtained via a panel-mounted airspeed display.
In addition, just prior to touchdown, the pilot's visual
attention is progressively drawn towards runway-specific cues
allowing little, if any use of instrument panel information.
It is hypothesized then, that the use of a non-visual dis-
play would allow:
(a) An alleviation of this unwanted division of visual
attention, and
(b) the opportunity of presenting accurate pitch-command
information during the roundout (or flare) just prior
to touchdown.
* The efforts reported here were sponsored by the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA), Contract No. NAS 2-8954.
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this should be especially benefitial to a novice pilot - who
lacks the experience to use relevant visual, inertial, and aural
cues. This should result in the following benefits:
(i) His task should be simplified
(2) His performance should be improved and
(3) His learning of the appropriate visual cues from out-
side the cockpit should be enhanced.
Previous work by Fenton, Gilson and others (2, 3, 4 & 5) has
shown an effective and practically implemented non-visual dis-
play for automobile, aircraft, and helicopter controls. Based
on their findings, the use of a kinesthetic-tactual display
appears to be a natural way of overcoming the unwanted division
of visual attention during flight, while also avoiding any fur-
ther division of auditory attention.
In the present study, information pertaining to the aero-
dynamic state of an aircraft was continuously presented via a
kinesthetic-tactual display during takeoffs and landings. Fig-
ure 1 depicts the desired control information during an approach
and landing. The tactual display is programmed to present crit-
ical-pitch directives from the beginning of takeoff roll through
the approach and flare-to-landing. The reference input is the
desired angle-of-attack (AOA) which is, of course, related to the
desired approach airspeed. Whenever the aircraft is higher than
50 feet above the ground the desired angle-of-attack is held con-
stant. Below 50 feet the desired AOA is an increasing inverse
function of height, so that the aircraft is near stall at liftoff
and at touchdown.
Figure 2 shows the control loop. The feedback signal is the
measured AOA. The display input is the difference between the
measured and reference (or desired) AOA--thus, a compensatory
tac_ai "pitch director."
The tactual display was built into the head of a convention-
al aircraft control yoke. The display itself, photographed in
Figure 3 consisted of a moveable section of the control grip.
This is shown as protruding from the forward part of the grip and
recessed into the aft part. This protrusion corresponds to an
unwanted increase in angle-of-attack, and a pilot responds by
moving the yoke forward so as to decrease this angle and return
the display to its neutral or flush position. Next, in Figure 4
is a view of the display protruaing "backward" which requires a,i
aft corrective motion of the control yoke. In essence, the pilot
323
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Figure 3 Kinesthetic-tactu:21 display
protruding forward
Figure _ Kinesthetlc-tactual display
O,_,Q_ protruding rearwardo/, :,,q,_.
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follows the display commands to reduce errors to zero.
PROCEDURE
The experimental inflight study considered novice pilot per-
formance while flying approaches to landing. Initially, each of
12 novice pilots received flight instruction with a standard, 3-
hour primary training syllabus designed to teach them fund._men- --
tals of aircraft control (but without allowing practice of land-
ings.) At the completion of this Preliminary Training, the sub-
jects were evaluated on a standard series of test maneuvers
designed to equally match subjects, by performance, into two
groups.
The first experimental phase then commenced, wherein the
subjects flew four one-hour test periods of six takeoffs and
landings. One group, designated the airspeed group, received
only the conventional visual display of airspeed. The other, the
tactual group, received only the tactual displayed information.
The second experimental phase then followed, consisting of
two one-hour test periods, wherein the display conditions were
reversed; that is, the airspeed trained group now flew with the
taczual display, while the tactually trained group received
visual airspeed information only. In all the experimental phase_
performance was analyzed during the final approach and landing
from approximately 1% miles out to touchdown. Performance meas-
ures included: the number of instructor pilot (a) verbal assist_
(b) assisted landings and (c) actual takeovers during landing
(where safety of flight was involved). Touchdown performance
measures consisted of: (a) lateral deviations from runway center-
line, (b) longitudinal touchdown position measured from the fixed
distance marker and (c) sink rate or "g" loading at touchdown.
Other performance measures recorded but not as yet analyzed in-
clude, angle of attack, flight controls positions, runway lineup,
dnd glide path errors during the final approach.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preliminary data are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5
• depicts the total number of unassisted landings performed by
327
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subject groups per test period. Unassisted landings were those
expected not to exceed three "g's" at touchdown, with 6 landings
per hour and 6 subjects per greup, a total of 36 landlngs per
test peziod were possible. The group initially trained with the
tactual display significantly (p<.01) out-performed the airspeed
group not only in the first four periods but subsequently when
they were transferred to fly with the visual airspeed indicator
only.
This suggests that the group initially trained with the
tactual display was facilitated in their flares-to-landing by
following the display (5_ unassisted landings), and that they
had learned enough to subsequently perform quite well (almost 7_
unassisted landings) with the conventional airspeed display only.
The latter rejected an initial hypothesis that a "crutch-like
dependency on the display might develop _%en this group was trans-
ferred to the visual-only condition. On the other hand, the
group first trained with the airspeed display performed like
typical flight students with approximately 22% unassisted land-
^ f_ot fou_ periods. What was remarKabl_, however,_n_ during _ -'"
was that the airspeed group did nmt significantly improve when
they were transferred to the tactual display--there were only 4_
unassisted landings in the last test periods (5 & 6) compared to
5_ unassisted landings in the initial training periods for the
tactual group.
The reason for this lack in improvement is suggested in
Figure 6--summargzing the number of instructor takeovers. An
analysis of variance for the takeover restuls shows a significant
interaction effect of group by test period (p<.05_
It is apparent that when the airspeed group was transferred
to use the tactual display (sho_n by test periods 5 & 6} ehere
was a dramatic increase in the number of takeovers. These data
indicate that some apparent conflict occurred when the airspeed
group was transferred to the use of the tactual display. Th<s
conflict may occur for the airspeed group becaase their initial
strategy, in utilizing the available visual cues, developed
largely by trial and error. Such strategies most likely differed
from the approach commanded by the tactual display. Conversely,
the group initially trained with the tactual display wes forced
to use and observe the desired flare-to-landing strategy. Thus,
when this tactual group was transferred to use the visual air-
speed display, they relied on what they had learned before rather
than trial and error.
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Among the other performance measures, no significant dif-
ferences were found in either the number of verbal assists given
by the instructor-pilot, or in the vertical velocity or "g" load-
ing, just at touchdown for unassisted landings. This suggests
that no apparent biases were introduced by the instructor-pilot.
CONCLUSIONS
There are several directions of future research that are
envisioned at this time.
(I) For pilot trairing purposes, tactual commands may
benefit a student's understanding of the interactions between
aircraft attitude, speed and power by means of a tight control
loop and the disp]ay's natural stimulus-response compatibility.
(2) For more basic studies, cognative, perceptual, and
motor learning may be investigated by employing appropriate
tactual feedback to differentially augment visual or tactual
display-control relationships. Such studies are currently being
initiated in a flight simulator with a computer graphics display
of the landing environment.
(3) For practical aircraft control, kinesthetic-tactual
displays incorporated within the appropriate control levers
could allow for zero-zero landings. For example, during an in-
strument approach, a power command could be located in the
throttle lever and a lineup command could be incorporated in a
multiaxis control yoke. Indeed, the tactual pitch commands
currently allow an ILS approach to touchdown if the cros_pointer
indicator is utilized.
In summary, the exploration of the efficacy of tactual dis-
plays in the aircraft environment has only begun and many, per-
haps significant, improvements may be made in both the safety
and precise control of aircraft.
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SUMMARY
Compensatory tracking experiments in one and two axes using tactile
displays are described. The electro-tactile inputs to the operator are
located circumferentially about the waist region utilizing four electrodes.
The error signal, applied to the operator through the electrodes, is an
amplitude modulated I00 Hz pulse train with a fixed pulse width of 40 _sec.
The dynamic range of the display between sensation threshold and pain is
one order of magnitude. The operator's output is isometric muscle force
applied to a two degree of freedom joystick. Describing functions for both
one and two-dimensional tracking with low frequency pseudo-random noise
inputs are presented. The results indicate that tactile tracking with this
particular display in one- and two-dimensions is indeed practical. Coherence
analysis of the two-dimensional tracking task indicates that, for the low
frequency forcing function utilized, no significant linear cross-coupling
exists in the operator model. Therefore, a two-dimensional task can be
considered to be two independent one-dimensional tasks. A comparison of
the tracking ability of traumatic paraplegics with that of normal individuals
allows the conclusion that there are no essential differences between these
groups.
INTRODUCTION
Paraplegics with spinal cord lesions at or above L3 have a great deal
of difficulty in ambulating. One of their major problems is the lack of
motor control over knee and hip joints. Poliomyelitis paraplegics, whose
condition is due to a virus which selectively attacks motor fibers, have
their sensory ability remaining intact, which allows them to perceive the
position and velocity of their paralyzed limbs. This perception of
position and motion is called proprioception. In contrastp traumatic
* Supported in part by the Rehabilitation Services Administration, DHEW
under grant number RD-23-P-55442.
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paraplegics with a spinal cord lesion due to a traumatic injury usually
have neither muscular control nor proprioception of the affected limbs.
The poliomyelitis pdraplegic with no hip control can functionally walk in
long leg braces with forearm crutches, whereas the traumati_ paraplegic
chooses to utilize a wheelchair. The lack of proprioception in the legs
and hips is the only difference between these individuals. Based on this
fact, it has been hypothesized that the provision of synthetic sensory
feedback of body posture information fcom the affected areas will help the
traumatic paraplegic to maintain a better static vertical posture. The
maintenance of static posture is a prerequisite for stable, possibly
electrically stimulated, gait. ,
Out of the three commonly used channels of communication, which are
visual, auditory and tactile, the latter was chosen to be the mode of
information display for the sensory feedback. The visual channel is
utilized extensively during walking, mostly for path choice in obstacle
avoidance and for the admiration of scenery. Although the auditory channel
is less utilized in a walking task, it can be most easily jammed or over-
loaded by inputs such as horns, sirens, etc. For both visual and auditory
displays the problem of providing a cosmetically acceptable mechanization
presents great difficulty. For the tacti e channel, especially when the
display is located in the waist region, the problems of interference and
cosmetic acceptability are greatly diminished.
A number of tactile tracking studies have been reported; their
approach and results are summarized in Reference i. The displays for these
studies were mainly vibratory. They were applied at diverse body locat_ons
such as on the thumbs, fingernails, hands, arms, forehead and chest. All
studies concluded that tactile tracking is possible, but with generally
poorer performance as compared with visual displays. More recently,
Reference 2 reports experiments with tactile displays for aircraft control.
In this study, electrotactile and vibratory displays were utilized. Better
consistency and pilot acceptance were attained with the vibratory display.
The displays were multi-electrode or vibrator type arranged in + or H
fashion on the chest and abdomen of the pilot. The problems with all
previous studies are that they do not provide an easy mode of presenting
body posture information to the subject wearing the display. The models
presented also were not analyzed for cross-coupling components and do not
provide a model of the human tracking an input whose power spectrum
resembles static posture sway. Humans standing erect control small
oscillatory movements about the normal upright position_ this deviation is
called sway. It has been measured and its power spectral content has been
reported in Refereuce 3.
The basic objectives of this study are (I) to show the feasibility
of tracking a forcing function, having a power spectral density (PSD)
similar to standing sway in humans, utilizing an electro tactile display
of four electrodes located about the waist, (2) to model the human operator
tracking this forcing function in one- and two-dimenslonal compensatory
tasks, (3) to investigate the ccoss coupling terms in the human operator
model in order to determine their relative importance and (4) to compare the
tracking ability of normals to that of paraplegics.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The simple tactile compensatory tracking task considered in this
experiment is shown in Figure I. The subject in the loop has the task of
minimizing the error displayed to him. A pseudo-random binary sequence
generator, appropriately filtered, provides the forcing function c to be
tracked. The subject's force response r, a function of his voluntary
muscle force transformed by the isometric joystick manipulator, is subtracted
from c to provide a measure of the tracking error ¢. The tactile display
signal generator produces negative constant current pulses at a frequency of --
i00 Hz with a duration of 40 _sec and an amplitude directly proportional
to the error. The tactile display consists of an elastic belt, four (4)
electrodes and the associated wiring shown in Figure 2. The placement of
the electrodes about the waist region is shown in Figure 3. Details of
tilesurface electrode can be seen in Figure 4. These electrodes are
constructed from silver according to the findings in Reference 4 and are
of the concentric type. The center circular region is the active area
supplying the negative current. It is isolated from the rectangular ground
plane by a small teflon spacer.
The dynamic range of the display is one order of magnitude between the
threshold of sensation and the threshold of pain. This range is indicate_
in the strength duration curves presented in Figure 5. There the current
stimulus amplitude for sensation and pain threshold is plotted for a number
of pulse durations. The duration of 40 _sec was chosen since it provides a
reasonable dynamic range without requiring unduly large voltages. The
electrodes are applied to the skin after a small amount of electrode gel
is applied. The electrodes in this configuration present a dynamic
impedance of approximately 2-4K ohms. The minimum level of stimulation
throughout the experiments was adjusted to the threshold of sensation in
order to eliminate the dead zone inherent in this display configuration.
The two-dimensional tracking system is shown in Figure 6, in block
diagram form. The pseudo-random noise generator is a 17 stage digital
shift-register with a modulo-2 adder in the feedback path. Design details
may be found in Reference 5. An original sequence SI and a delayed
version Sp can be generated through utilization of additional modulo-2
adders. For this particular design, utilizing a clock rate of 30 Hz, the
duration of the sequence is 72.8 minutes. The delayed sequence is shifted
by 36.4 minutes providing two independent signals. Each of these sequences
are filtered by identical filters labeled A/P (anterior/posterior) and Lat.
(lateral) sway filter. The output of each summing Junction, representing
the tracking errors e, is amplified, separated into positive and negative
components, synchronously sampled, converted to stimulus current and finally
applied to the subject via the electrodes. The tactile display gain (TDG)
was set at five for all experiments presented and is included in the models.
This gain setting minimizes the tracking error; that is, lower and higher
gains tend to increase the tracking error score as measured by the performance
monitor (PM). The performance monitor calculates the integral of the
absolute value of the tracking error, which is displayed on a meter for
on-llne performance evaluation. The isometric force response measured by
334
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the two degree of freedom manipulator (joystick) is fed balk to the
summing Junction.
The physical configuration of the tracking system hardware is shown
in Figure 7 and contains all the elements described above.
One paraplegic and three normal subjects 1,ave been tested in two
one-dimensional and one two-dimenslonal compensatory tracking task. The
one-dimensional tasks are (i) tracking in the anterior/posterior plane and
(2) tracking in the lateral plane. The two-dimenslonal task is the
combinetion of these individual tracking tasks.
For each experiment the forcing functions (cI and _9), the tracking
error (el and ¢_), the force response (rI and rp), and a i00 Hz trigger
signal sgnchron_us with tht stimulation _ate ar_ recorded on analog tape.
The analog data is later digitized at the i00 Hz rate and finally analyzed
at a i0 Hz rate. Proper precautions are taken to reduce aiiasing due to
sampling by appropriately filtering the data at each step of the operation.
The time history of tLe recorded signals for a typical tracking run
are shown in Figure 8. The similarity between the forcing function and
the force response are obvious. The tracking error is plotted on an
expanded scale.
ANALYSIS
Quasilinear describing functions, based on spectral analysis, are
utilized to represent the human operator model in this tactile compensatory
tracking task. The model for the human operator in a single axls task is
shown in Figure 9. Models of this form have been extensively discussed in
the literature on hunmn operators, such as Reference 6. The open loop
describing function for the human operator (Reference 6) is found to be
Scr(J_)
YH(j®) " S (J®) ' (1)
c_
where S (J_) and S (J_) are the input-output and input-error cross-cr
power specrtal densities.
Estimates of the cross-power spectral densities are obtained by a
method of averaging modified periodograms as described in Reference 7. In
this procedure the time domain data is sectioned into M overlspping segments
of length N. The overlap here has been chosen to be N/2 in order to
minimize the variance o_ the spectral estimate for the tote1 available
data length. Each data section is tapered in some fashion; the Hnning
• Window was chosen to perform this function. The Fourier Transfo_mp defined
rs
N-I 2_nk
_ - _ x,.,, "j m, k-O,I,...,N-1 (2) :
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is calculated for each windowed section utilizing a standard FFT algorithm.
The modified periodogram
2
A t i m=l, , M (3)Im(_k) = _ IXk ...
is formed, where U is a function of the total energy in the window and At is
the time between samples. The estimate of the Spectral Density is then
obtained by averaging the modified periodograms according to the equation
M
Sxx(_) = !M m_--_lIm(_k) • (41
Cross-power spectral density estimates are obtained by following the same
procedure, except in this case the modified periodogram is defined as
At
Im(_k) = _ IX_ Ykl , (5)
where X and Y are the Fourier transfo_ms of the two signals under considera-
tion and the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate.
For this particular analysis, ten sections of 1024 points overlapped
by 512 points were used. Under these conditions it can be shown, Reference 7,
that the variance of the spectral estimate is given by
I IVar Sxx (Wk) = 9.104 " (6)
Utilizing this technique to estimate the PSD of the forcing function
gives the results presented in Figure i0. The time domain signal CI is
shown in the top portion of the figure and the estimate of its PSD (GCICI)
is shown in the lower portion of the figure.
In order to investigate the cross coupling in the human operator for
the two dimensional tracking task, the closed loop cross-coupled model
shown in Figure ii is utilized. Ordinary, partial and multiple coherence
functions can be calculated as described in Reference 7. For notational
convenience the frequency dependence of all terms in the following
equations has been dropped. The ordinary coherence between input cI and
• output rI is given by 2
Isc Iiri2
= . (7)
0 Clrl SCl¢ 1 Srlr 1
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This function describes th_ portion of the power contained in the output
r. which is attributable to cI passed through a linear system H I. The1 i
ordinary coherence for H^^ is obtained by changing all the subscripts
from one (I) to two (2).zz
The partial coherence between input c2 and output rI is given by
2 Iscicis 2rls ic2Sclrl12
Pc2rl'Cl S2 S S I l-p 2 2 " (8)ccll
This function describes the portion of the power contained in the output
r. which is attributable to c2 passed through a linear system HI2 , with
all effects of cI removed.
The multiple coherence function
2 = 1 I 2
- l'PClrl IPrl.c ]I l-p2c2rl.c I (9)
describes the portion of the output power attributable to both inputs via
linear systems. For equations 8 and 9, the coherence functions for the
other input can be determined, as it was for equation 7, by interchanging
the numerical subscripts.
The remnant, that is the remaining output power which is not explained
by the linear system, may be found from
GNN = (l-p2) Grr , (I0)
2
where GNN is the remnant power. When the coherence (p) is large, that is
as it approaches I, the remnant power can be seen to approach O.
RESULTS
The results of a typical anterlor/posterior tracking experiment are
shown in Figure 12. The magnitude of the describing function YHI is
given in the top left of the figure. The phase of YHI is given in the
lower left of the figure and the coherence function for this task is
presented at the right. The vertical bars indicate the 95 percent confidence
intervals for the estimates of magnitude and whase. The phantom curve is
a visual fit to the estimated magnitude and phase, The equation of this
model is
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6.31e-0.29s
YHI (s) = 5s + I (ii)
The coherence function indicates that a linear model describes most of the
output power to a frequency just beyond I radian per second for this
particular task. The main difference between this model and those obtained
from visual tracking tasks is the delay time. For tactile tracking, delay
times of 250 to 300 msec have been found where delay times of i00 to
150 msec are reported for visual tracking. --
The results of the coherence function analysis for the two-dimensional
task are shown in Figures 13 and 14. The results for the Anterior/Posterior
(A/P) output (Figure 13) indicate that the ordinary and multiple coherence
functions are almost identical. This is due to the extremely low coherence
of the A/P output with the Lateral input as shown in the partial coherence
function on the right side of the figure. This lack of coherence leads to
the conclusion that there is no linear system which can explain the A/P
output power from the Lateral input. Figure 14 presents th_ same results
for the Lateral output. Again the contribution of the cross-coupling term
in explaining the Lateral output is not significant. This analysis shows
that, for the task considered here, the subject is capable of uncoupling
the two-dimensional task into two one-dimensional tasks. Therefore, it
suffices to model the subject in a two-dimensional tracking task by using
two one-dimensional models as shown in Figure 9, represented by an equation
of the form given in equation II.
The parameters of equation ii will vary as a function of task
dimensionality. This can be seen by comparing the open loop describing
function magnitude for one- and two-dimensional tactile tracking (see
Figure 15). The describing function bandwidth is reduced when the
complexity of the task is increased. In addition to that change, the
time delay associated with two-dimensional tactile tracking is approximately
twice that of one-dimensional tactile tracking, or 500 msec,
Tracking tests accomplished with an L3 paraplegic indicate that his
ability to track the signal is as good as that of normals.
CONCLUSIONS
The feasibility of tracking with a tactile display using electro-
cutaneous stimulation at the w_ist has been demonstrated in one- and two-
dimensions. Quasilinear models have been fitted to the data. The cross-
coupling terms in the model are negligible; hence, for the range of frequen-
cies used as forcing functions in this study, the subjects are capable of
decoupling a two-axis tracking task into two independent single axis tasks.
Paraplegics seem to be able to track with this type of display as efficiently
as normal individuals.
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A SIMULATOR STUDY OF HELICOPTER PILOT WORKLOAD
REDUCTION USING A TACTII,E DISPlaY
An informal report presented to the
Twelfth Annual Conference on Manual Control
By Richard S. Dunn, Richard D. Gilson, Pershing Sun
Mission performance in current tactical Army helicopter operations is
significantly limited by high visual workload. Aircrew tasks in low level
or terrain flight demand continuous outside visual reference to fly, navi-
gate, and perform mission functions. In nap-of-the-earth or contour flight,
the airspace is a ground-defined environment in which operators strive for
masking cover, speed and accurate navigation. £his kind of visual contact
flight leaves no time for scanning display devices in the cockpit. These
considerations have generated interest in a simple tactile display concept
which may form the basis of an effective information display strategy for
Army helicopter cockpits.
This is a brief report of a limited simulation experiment intended
to test the feasibility of a tactile display. It had two objectives: to
determine whether the adaptive measurement procedure developed by Dr. Per-
shing Sun at the Avionics Laboratory (Reference i) could be used to evalua'.e
novel display devices in tactical operations; and to determine whether a
tactile display could provide useful reductions in visual workload in tac-
tical helicopter operations.
The laboratory prototype single channel tactile display used for these
tests has been described in previous reports to this conference (Reference 2)
and is shown in figure i.
Figure1. TactileDisplayPrototype
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The piston moves in both directions to cue a 2-way tracking control movement.
It is a compensatory display in use; the operator tracks the output to ob-
tain a centered or flush piston. Tests were conducted at the US Army Elec-
tronics Command's Avionics Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey using the
fixed base helicopter simulator, the Tactical Avionics System Simulator
(TASS). The device was installed on the collective lever to provide altl-
tude or power commands as shown in figure 2.
Figure 2. TASS Cockpit with Tactile Display on Collective Control
Two separate tests were performed. The first task was a steep ILS approach
with a deceleration phase in the last 400 feet of altitude. The math model
for this task represented a UH-I helicopter. Here, tactile cueing was com-
pared with the normal glide slope command in a four cue electromechanical
flight director. A unique adaptive scoring procedure was employed as the
dependent variable. Dr. Sun has described this procedure in detail at pre-
vious meetings. Briefly, the handling qualities of the vehicle are slowly
degraded by the introduction of a pure time delay in the cycle roll control.
The amount of time delay is increased adaptively until a primary task per-
formance measurement circuit indicates that th equally weighted sum of
errors in vertical, lateral, speed, and heading (the four commands of the
flight director) are at a criterion vqlue. This procedure has the disad-
vantage of altering the vehicle handling qualities, but the advantage that
every subject glves the same level of system performance. He flies Just at
the acceptable error criterion. In this adaptive measurement, .clmary task
performance alters primary task difficulty until the criterion is reached.
The amount of time delay present after reaching criterion is taken as an
indicator of workload for the combined dlsplay-control-task combination.
After practice, five qualified helicopter pilots each made five ILS ap-
proaches with the standard visual cue on the flight director and five
approaches with the tactile display. Typical results are shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Tracking Command and Time Delay Results
The two tracings on top show the glide slope error (or command) signal:
first visual tracking, and below *t tactile tracking. Time delay achle,ed
is ta_:enafter the build up period, the first 90 seconds, has elapsed. All
subjects on all trials showed a greater time delay when using the tactile
display. Over all subjects and trials, the increase in time delay using
the tactile display averaged 38%. This along with the higher frequency of
response to altitude seen in the tracings for the collective command support
the hypothesis that visual workload relief is present and is effective at
enhancing system performance.
But visual scanning in a flight director is not clearly an example
of the kind of visual workload present in tactical helicopter operations.
To get closer to the operational environment of interest _.second, basically
different, simulation was made.
For this task a visual scene was employed, generated by a 300 to 1
scale movlng-belt terrain model. The display was a small black and white
TV w_houL collimated vlevlngo The task required hovering over a point ac
an assigned heading. Ch_,,_es _n =!t_:ude were commanded to simulate a
tactical bob-up maneuver. The helicopter math model employed represented
an OH-6 scout helicopter.
Command information shown in Figure 4 was superimposed over the
video display. It vas the Integrated Trajectory E_ror Display operating
in the hover dlsplsy mode (Reference 3). It provides both attitude and
position cues which can be employed for hover position tasks. The cross
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is z movable indicator of desired ground position. The circle is a fixed
ownship position indicator. Th_ line displays velocity, both magnitude
and direction, while the small bug is an acceleration cue. For these tests,
the left hand vertical band displayed absolute altitude with a collective
command on the left inner scale. The heading command was provided by the
indicator at the center bottom of the display.
s__ Rate of ClimbCommand
__ | Acc eleration
! 0 I- Cue
-- I  ,,'ound |
I Position --_ _
I -- _Welocity Vector 1
I -- Absolute I / _ I
! __ Altitude k Y I
1 Fixed_ J
\ -- Ownship Heading Rate /
-- Position , & Heading Error
. Indicator| i ,I i,, . I -- ! J
Figure 4. Integrated Trajectory Error Display - Command Information
The task required hovering in position while holding an assigned
heading, and altitude. After one minute a maximum performance climb was
required to a new altitude with subsequent holding at the new level. This
was followed by descent to the original altitude. The change was from
25 feet to 125 feet and back. Auditory warning signals were presented to
alert the pilot t> upcoming altitude changes.
To estimate the effect of the tactile display on visual workload a
visual secondary task was employed as the dependent variable. As before,
the adaptive circuits computed primary task performance and provided a
weighted sum of error scores. But the output was not used to alter the
vehicle handling qualities and no time de!aNs wsre applied. Instead, the
adaptive measurement procedure was used to alter the dlfficulty of a second-
ary task by turning the task on and off.
The task involved cancelling lights and was similar to a secondary
visual task employed by Kelley and Wargo (Re erence 4). Two lamps were
mounted in the peripheral field of view so that it was clear when one
came on, but a shift in gaze away from the main display was required to
determlnewhich one. Lights were illuminated randomly one _alf second
after the previous response. Cancelling required operation of the appro-
priate left or right rocker switch on the cyclic grlp. These were stan-
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dard Army intercom, or radio push-to-talk switches. When the primary
task scoring circuits showed performance within the error criteria, the
secondary task was activated. When performance exceeded the criteria,
the _econdary task was deleted Thus, the situation represented cross-
adaptive control of secondary tack difficulty by measurement of primary
task performance. As might be expected, the basic flight task proved to
be very difficult with the narrow field of view visual display and no
motion cues.
Only three subjects obtained sufficient practice in the time avail-
able to perform the task reliably without loss of control. It is important
to note, however, that the cross-adaptive procedure resulted in stable sys-
tem performance at or near the error criteria for all these subjects. Each
one performed the task six times with the visual cue and six times with the
tactile display.
Here the results also favored the tactile display. Overall, the
trials with the tactile cue resulted in activation of the secondary task
about the same amount of time or slightly longer, but with more than 15
percent more correct light cancellation responses when using the tactile
display. This supports the hypothesis of equal system performance with
an increase in visual workload reserve.
Unfortunately, scheduling for both the experimenters and the TASS
facility prevented testing of enough subjects to solidify these findings.
They must therefore be classed as preliminary and only suggestive. But
they are encouraging and support the contention that the tactile display
concept can produce useful reductions in helicopter pilot visual workload --
useful in the sense that the workload reductions can free visual attention
for other productive tasks.
This research was Jointly sponsored by the US A_y Air Mobility Re-
search and Development Laboratory and the Avionics Laboratory of US Army
Electronics Command; and aided by participation of personnel from the Re-
search Foundation of Ohio State University.
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CONTROLAUGMENTATIONAND WORKLOADREDUCTION BY
KINESTHETIC INFORMATION FROMTEE MANIPULATOR
S.J. Merhav and O. Ben Ya'acov
Department of Aeronautical Engineering,
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology,
Haifa, Israel _,.
SUMMARY
This paper is concerned with control augmentation and workload reduction
by means of kinesthetic information provided by the manipulator. The control
stick is loaded by a torque motor and the system is so interconnected that it
presents complete kinesthetic input and output information from the controlled
plant. Thus, the control task involves the same kinesthetic cues and the low
workload as in nonintermediary handling of objects. It is demonstrated that
within 20 rad/sec, which is the effective bandwidth in manual control, the
method is realizable for a large variety of plants which may be unstable and
time varying. Tracking and regulating tests demonstrate that very substantial
improvements in accuracy and reduction in workload are obtained in comparison
with ordinary isotonic, isomorphic or isometric manipulators. A test for the
fixed set point regulation task involving a second order plant reveals that
the control force law involved is strikingly similar to that of a linear regu-
lator with an energy constraint obeying a quadratic performance criterion.
The corresponding theoretical closed loop transfer function is in agreement
with knewn linear models of the manual neuro-muscular system.
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of high performance aircraft, attention has focused on
display augmentation and control augmentation systems (CAS). This paper is
concerned with a special form of CAS, in which complete kinesthetic informa-
tion is provided by the manipulator. Conventional manipulators are essen-
tially passive linear transducers which translate manual commands into elec-
trical inpat signals. In accordance with control theoretic man-vehicle mod-
els, e.g., McRuer et al [I], Kleinman et al [2], the generation of these ma-
nual commands require state estimation and optimum weighting which are exe-
cuted by the functions of visual perception and cerebral data processing of
the central nervous system. This explains the considerable workload generally
experienced in the manual control of dynamical systems. Several studies in
recent years attempted to reveal whether, and to what extent isotonic, iso-
morphic, isometric, inertia loaded, or other passive manipulators affect
tracking and regulation performance [3, 4].
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Since the muscle spin,._s and Golgi tendons in the manual neuromotor
system provide position velocity and force measurements [5], different combi-
nations of neuromotor loop closures should be involved in the operation of
various types of passive manipulators. Recent laboratory open-loop tracking
tests [6] have indeed revealed significantly different motor noise levels in-
dicating such differences. They become, however, insignificant in closed loop
tracking tasks as a result of the overriding supervisory visual loop closure.
The dominant factors which determine performance and stress remain plant dy-
namics and system inputs, since the operations of state estimation and optimal
weighting [2] are essentially the same with all types of passive manipulators.
An interesting attempt to overcome tnis shortcoming of passive manipulators is _
aue to Herzog [7] (1969), who studied the effect of a "matched manipulator".
It ideally consists of a plant inverse operator at the input of the controlled
plant. Thus, the human operator is always presented with a zero order system.
Torque loading proportional to the plant input was applied to the manipulator
so that an illusion of "natural feel" was provided. Significant improvement
in tracking accuracies was reported [7] even when the manipulator match was
not perfect. Two major shortcomings in this concept, have apparently pre-
vented its emergence from the laboratory stage: i) Inadequacy for systems
with large parameter variations, as present in high performance aircraft.
2) Absence of response to external disturbances. Thus no advantage over pas-
sive manipulators exists in this important respect. Other investigations with
similar techniques for the control of unstable systems were reported by Noggle
[8] (1969) and more recently a tactile display of angle of attack was reported
by Gilson et al [9] (1974), in particular when much attention was required in
the visual channel.
The encouraging results obtained by these previous researchers were mo-
tivating factors in the work presented in this paper. Its specific objectives,
however, are:
i) The method should improve control performance and reduce work-lo_d for a
large variety of dynamical systems and the design should not require ad=
justment of parameters for different systems.
2) The design should be realizable for time varying, high order stable or
unstable plants.
3) The system should provide complete kinesthetic cues including the effect
of external disturbances.
4) Comparative evaluations with conventional manipulators should consider
both accuracy and workload.
These goals ha,_ been reached and the results have been experimentally
demonstrated by means of a specially constructed single axis torque-motor-
loaded manipulator suitably integrated into the control loop.
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2. BASIC MANIPULATOR MODELS
Figs. la-lc schematically describe the interconnections of basic manipu-
lators with the man-machine system, and their corresponding kinesthetic feed-
back paths. The diagrams suggest that the commanded scalar control uc con-
sists of a contribution uS from the central nervous system which comprises
visual perception and cerebral processing and a contribution u_ from the ma-
nual neuromuscular center associated with the cerebellum. In the sequel it is
shown that the type of manipulator determines whether the visual-cerebral or
the manual neuromotor center carries the main burden in the control task. A --
desired goal is clearly to achieve the latter. A control theoretic approach
suggest_ that in either case, estimates _ and _ of the system state x and con-
trol force u are available so that an optimal weighting matrix 1 can be set in
accordance with a suitable performance criterion. Fig. ]a represents the si-
tuation of the nonintem,lediary handling of an object (natural feel). In this
case the system output y equals the manual deflection o. Ti, the torque
exerted by the muscle output equals the reaction torque T0 and is identical to
the plant.control input u. The muscle spindles Gsp measure position x = xl
velocity x = xa from y [i, 5]. The Golgi tendons p] Gk measure fi or u.
These signals, corrupted by their corresponding measurement noises Vp and V_
yield the estimates _and £_. Thus, the optimal setting of _Nis possible
b ._. l
X v I VISUAL Fir IrDSACK
CALL_ VISUAL PIrllICl[PTlON AklO
W i ¢ Ir Illlr IIIIAL PROCESSING
u_ J • ,
,, _ Vy
.() ,, ,I , ,.
I FORCE Ir[EOliACK
__ POSITION &NO VI[LOCf_Y
• ! Irl[l[OllJCS
t ¢ Ir ll| lll[ILLAi. MANUAL
lefUliOWOTOll IrUleCTIOll
FIGURE la. Schematic description of the manual control system in ordinary
noninterm_diary handling tasks.
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and u_= -_N_NiS a substantial contribution to the control signal uc. Con-
sequently the contribution of tile visual center u_ = -;v xv will be comparati-
vely small. This explains the small workload involved in nonintormediary
handling of objects and the relative ease of manual operations in darkness or
with closed eyes. Only in operations which require extreme precision (as the
threading of a needle) the main burden is on the visual channel since a large
_v is required to suppress the effect of V k and Vp. This is possible since
Vy is very small by comparison,
Fig. lb describes the man-machine system with a conventional isomorphic
manipulator. The kinesthetic information path is now disconnected from the --.
plant output y. e, the manipulator deflection is proportional to u. Since
T0 = _ = ku (k - spring constant), G k and Gp both provide measures of u only.
Since _N is not present, the setting of Z__vmust be zero so that u_ = O. Con-
sequently, the central nervous system must take the entire control task load
and the optimal setting of _v is consequently high. The lack of kinesthetic
information from the system output thus explains the considerable workload
which prevails with all types of passive manipulators, isotonic (k = 0), iso-
morphic (k _ O) and isometric (k = _). Only in _he special case of a zero
order plant, y _ c, so that Gp provides information proportional to _ and the
setting of _N is high. This explains the small work load experienced in the
control of zero order systems.
[
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FIGURE lb. Schematic description of the manual control system with a passive
isomorphic manipulator.
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FIGURE ic. Schematic description of the manual control system with a "matched
manipulator" according to Herzog [7].
Fig. lc represents the idea of kinesthetic feedback by a "matched" ma-
nipulator according to Herzog [7]. The manipulator output signal is fed into
an inverse plant operator. Thus, ideally y is proportional to o and effecti-
vely the system acts like the zero order system mentioned above. In addition,
however, To = AHu (,4 - amplifier gain, H - torque motor constant) provides a
measure of the actual control effort and the situation of "natural feel" as
described in Fig. la, in principle, reestablished. However, since the
kinesthetic information path is actually disconnected from y, the system can-
not react to external disturbances w. Thus, in this important aspect - the
method has no advantage over conventional passive manipulators. Another limi-
tation is the impossibility of maintaining the match of the inverse operator
if Gc(8) undergoes substantial parameter variations. Moreover, the method is
inadequate for unstable plants.
In the following section it is shown how complete kinesthetic input and
output information can be provided and that the method involved can be imple-
mented for a large variety of stable and unstable plants which may undergo
large parameter variations.
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3. REALIZATION OF MANIPULATORSYSTEH WITH CONPLETE
KINESTHETIC INFORHATION
Let Gc(s) denote the plant dynamics. Instead of an inverse operator
G_Z(s) in ta,ldem as indicated in Fig. lc, the inverse operation can be ap-
proximated by placing Gc(8) in the feedback path of a high gain amplifier K as
shown in Fig. 2. Nl and N2 are compensation networks to ensure stability of
the corresponding feedback loops. The plant input u is amplified by the power
amplifier A driving the torque motor which is mechanically linked to the ma- "
nipulator and the pick-off. Since gc(S) U(s) = Y(s) and [Yc(s)-Y(s)]KNz(s) =
= U(s), it follows that:
Z(s) K
Zc(8---f= _ + i C1)
• 1(s)cc (8)
If it is possible to maintain the condition
>> 1/_l(_)Cc(S) (2)
up to the frequency of _ _ 20 rad/sec, which is the effective bandwidth in
° __
CKm|I_AL I _O¢|SSmG
,,-.' , ,,.. I v _J I -I
''
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I
I I ¢_W
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• V|£OCIIV _t fllACI
lll|l|l,t A£ NIL_&&
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FIGURE 2. Realization of manual control system with complete kinesthetic
information,
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manual control, then from (1) one has:
Y(8) _ y (s) (3)C
Since Yc _ c (Fig. 2), it follows that the kinesthetic feedback path from c is
equivalent to that from y in Fig. lc. Since N2(s) is in practice a wide band
network, it follows that To _ u in the relevant frequency band, and it is
equivalent to the direct reaction torque To in Fig. lc. In view of (2),
equality (3) is insensitive to wide parameter variations in Gc (s) and if Nl(s)
is suitably designed, (3) holds for an unstable Gc(s) as well. --.
It is easily verified that the reaction to the external disturbances W(s)
is satisfactorily provided by the system shown in Fig. 2:
Y(s) = C¢ (s) [U(s) - W(s)] (4)
s(s) = ._ (s) [re (s) - z(s) ] (s)
Thus,
y(s) = - - w(8) (6)
I+KN1(8)a c (8) Yc (8) I+KNI (8)G c (8)
In view of (2) and since Nl(s) _ 1 in the effective frequency band,
WCs)
y(e) ., z_ (_) - -7" (7)
Thus, due to the large gain K, if Yc = O, the response to the disturbance is
effectively eliminated. The torque required to maintain Ye (B) • 0 is deter-
mined by substituting (6) into (5), and deriving U(8):
Gc(_)
UCs) --KNI Ce) I+KNIGc (s) WCs) _ WCs) (8)
Thus,
TI (8) -- AHU(s) _ AHW(s) (9)
The value of A must be so adjusted that for a typical disturbance level of
W(8), Tt (s) should not cause muscular fatigue.
From the fordgoing it follows that the system shown in Fig. 2 provides
complete kinesthetic information in equivalence to Fig. la. It fulfills all
the requirements regarding:
- Wide variations of plant parameters
- Unstable systems
- External disturbances
It now remains to show that the condition in (2) which underlies the validity
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of the concept described, can indeed be guaranteed by practically realizable
networks N1 (s) and Ni(s).
4. CONTROL LOOP DESIGN
The initial design of the control loop was carried out for _ (8) = 1/s 2.
This system is on the verge of instability. The networks NI(s) and N2(s) were
then checked for other stable and unstable forms of _ (s). The detailed block
diagram of the manipulator feedback loop is shown in Fig. 3. The bru_hless _..
torque motor develops a maximum torque of 12 Kg-cm which is stepped up by a
factor of 4 by means of an antibacklash gear. The transfer function of the
torque motor is:
C(s) 2145
em(e----7= s(s+5.5)(s+167) (10)
TORQUE MOTOR
MANI PULATOR MOUNT PICK-OFF
• M _- 5VlradS( S* 55 )(S°18"/)
Ti -MANUAL TOR9 _ ( OUTER LOOP I
NIIS)
_ '(S2"SOS'I2SO)(S'_O) _ __*
(S°100)_ (S°6) [ ]
(INNER LOOP)
NI(S) CONTROLLED YPLANT
]20(S'20)' u 1I [ = G¢ (S)S* 400
FIGURE 5. Block diagram of manipulator feedback loops.
The root locus of the inner loop involving Oc(s) , K and Nl(8) is shown in
Fig. 4. The complexzeros in N2(o) (Fig. 5) are intended to arrest the complex
pole pair arising in the inner loop. The lag-lead network (e+60)/(e+6) is in-
troduced to increase the D.C. gain of the loop without impairing its dynamic
performance within the 20 rad/sec band. The root lo.us of the complete
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FIGURE4. Root locus of inner loop, Gc (a) = 1/s 2.
manipulator system of Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 5. Since all the closed loop
poles are either compensated by neighboring zeros or are outside the 20 rad
20 _ad/sec bandwidth, the required proportionality e _ y is effectively im-plemented. On replacing Go(a) by 1/8, 1/s(a-1), 1/(e +0.668+10) while re-
taining the same values for K, fl,(8)and fl2(8)as in Fig. 5, it was found that
the closed loop pole locations vary only slightly so that e = y is guaranteed.
The gain yielded a control forue of_-2.5 Kg for o = ±20°. The complete mani-
pulator is depicted in Fig. 6. It should be noted that though e = 9 for dif-
ferent plants Go(.), large differences exist in the corresponding reaction
torques To. For a given command output Yc(.), and since Y(s) m Yc(.). T0 is
given by
Ycfs)
Yo(s) _ _ AH - u,4H (11)
This display ofuj characteristic of each Go(s) is essential in the ability of
the human operator to execute optimal or near optimal control inputs. This
is demonstrated in the next section.
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FIGURE 5. Root locus of complete manipulator feedback system, Gc(S) = 1/s'.
FIGURE 6. Torque_otor loaded kinesthetic manipulator .
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5. OPTIHAL CONTROL IN A SECONDORDERPLANT
The control objective is to eliminate an initial deflection Y0 in minimum
time, subject to constraints on the control effort u. The cvntrolled plant
was _(8) = k/s 2. A recorded sample of the time history of four such tran-
sient responses obtained in laboratory te_ts and the corresponding ceatrul in-
puts u(t _ are shown in Fig. 7. The results demonstrate the remarkable clnbe-
ness between Z4 and Jc and its excellent dynamic response. This, and the typi-
cal shape of the control time history u(t), indicate that a linear control law
is actually implemented by the human operator. Ti,ls hypothesis was tested by
the optimaI solution of the corresponding analytical model as follnws:
The state space representation of _ (s) is:
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) ('2)
The system matrix is 2x2, xl = x and x2 = x. The controlled variable is
y(t) = Cx(t) (13)
\u U/
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FIGURE 7. Tlme history of transient r_:nses of a fixed set-point regulation
task for _(e) • I/s •
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The performance criterion which iz assumed to underly the control policy is
th_,minimization of:
CO
J = [ [y2(t) + Ou2(t)] dt (iS)
J
0
0 _> 0 is the weight on the control effort.
In accordance with Fig. ic, the observed variable is:
z(t)= ax(t)+ vy(t) (16)
where Vy (t) represents white observation noise.
Let _ = (xl, _2}r be the reconstructed state vector provided by a full
state observer. The optimal control law is then given by:
u(t) --- I _(t_ (17)
where Z = (1/_) BTp and V is the solution of the 2×2 Ricatti equation
crc - -P-BBrp+ Arp + PA = O.
The result is:
z ,/-C (is)
The full s_ate ,bserver is of the form:
__(t) = Am(t)_ _- Bu(t) + K[y(t) - C_(t)] (19)
where y(t) = Cx(t), and K : (kl,k2) r.
Defining _e(t) A _x(t) - _&(t), the resulting augmented differential equa-
tion interconnecting x(t) and __(t) for the closed loop system [10] is given by
: Le(t)j
The characteristic values can be shown to _e those of A-Bt (regulator poles
and those of A-KG (observer poles).
The characteristic equation of the observer is of _ne form
e2 + kls + k2 : O. Given 7:: 160 and choosing kl = 2¢_-_2,substituting (14)
into (20), the numerical solution of (_,_)r for the initial conditions
(x0,e0)r = (x1(O),O,e_(0),e2(O)) r = (x1(01,O,xl(O),O)r yields the best fit to
Fig. 7 for the parameters 0 = 64, kI = 25 and k2 = 312. The plot of the com-
puted optimal u(t) for these parameter values is shown in Fig. 8. It is
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FIGURE 8. Computed optimal control force u(t) for the fixed set point regu-
lating task.
P = 64 k = 160, kl = 25, k2 = 312.
easily verified that the closed loop transfer function Hc(s) relating y(s) to
u(s) is given by:
k
%c8)= _ (2J)
82+ 2r_8 +k__
It follows therefore that with torque feedback the human operator strongly
resembles a linear optimal regulator with observation noise, subject to a
quadratic performance criterion with an energy constraint (15).
It is also of interest to compare the closed loop transfer function of
(20) with the neuromuscular limb-manipulator model according to McRuer et al
[15]. From this model it follows that the closed 'oop transfer function for a
purely inertially loaded manipulator, (equivalent to our example Gc(8) = k/82),
the closed loop transfer function C(8)/Uc(8) (Fig. Ic) is:
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^sp _'f
C(s) M
N K (22)
b'c (s) Bm sp Cf
+ %T s +
where:
Ksp - Muscle spindle gain factor
@ - 3P/_ f neuromotor firing rate, P muscle tension
M Combined limb-manipulator mass
Bm - _p/_v, muscle damping factor, V - velocity.
Since To = AHu and since U(s) = Y(s)s2/k, it follows that To(s) = AH/ks2y(s).
Thus, AH,/k is equivalent to a mass M. With the given torque motor gain set-
tings, M = 0.3 Kg. Since c = y, it is justified to compare (22) to _(s) in
(21). It is significant that they are of the same form.
The corresponding coefficients are:
2_ Bm
- _ (23)
- (24)
M
The parameters Bmand Q can vary widely [5]. Thus, for different values of
M, the neuromuscular system has sufficient freedom to maintain the optimal pa-
rameter values dictated by the left hand sides of (23), (24). This is due to
the independent control of Bm and @. By comparison, the measured and com--
puted values of u(t), it was found that Bm = 1.9 Kg sec/cm, which is in the
region of values reported in the literature.
6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METHOD
From Sections 2 and S it follows that a major advantage of kinesthetic
information must be workload reduction since the strenuous task of state esti-
mation and optimal weighting by the visual perception and mental processing is
nearly eliminated. In order to evaluate the method, two requirements had to
be met:
I. The evaluation should be on a comparative basis.
2. It should involve workload measures.
Consequently all perfox_ance tests were carried o_t so that every type of
(s) was tested both for the kinesthetic manipulator mode and the
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conventional isomorphic manipulator mode. In practice, in order to keep all
other factors unchanged, the same manipulator was switched into the system in
either the isomorphic or the kinesthetic mode.
The specific requirements of the evaluation method were:
- It should provide an objective measure for the control task effort for
any type of manipulator or controlled plant.
- The evaluation method should present a control task which is similar
to that encountered in flight practice.
- The operator should not be able to influence the outcome by adopting "'"
"clever strategies."
In all tests the primary task was tracking and/or regulating Gc(S) for a
stationary random input or disturbance band limited to N1 rad/sec. The con-
trol test was single axis and in the vertical plane.
In order to meet the foregoing requirements a secondary task method was
developed and adopted in the evaluation. A general block diagram is given in
Fig. 9. The method consists of reading out (to permit supervision) of two-
-digit random numbers displayed outside the foveal field of the primary task
display. The random numbers change at a increasing rate lft) = Bt, where B is
a constant. During tl.einitial 20 seconds, the operator concentrates on the
FIGURE 9. Block diagram of the secondary task evaluation system.
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primary task only and the initial mean squared error e_ is determined.
Thereafter the secondary task is activated. The operator has to control the
primary task but simultaneously read out the random numbers the subsequent
error variance e2 is normalized to e_ as in Jex [ll]. Due to the workload of
the secondary task e2/e_ gradually increases. When some predetermined level
Ec is reached, the system a__utomaticallystops at h = _c. The performance
measure was chosen as _/e_. A comparatively easy task will have a small
and a large hc and vice versa. Thus, a large value of _/@- indicates a sys-
tem with good handling qualities. It easily verified that the method meets
all three requirements listed above. In particular, the operator has no
choice of "clever" strategies. For example, if he choose_ initially to devote
less attention to the primary task in order to reach a higher Xc, his initial
e-_will tend to be larger so that _/_ tends to remain constant. The noise
generator output i provides both the prlmary task input and the random numbers
to the secondary task display. Preliminary tests of the evaluation method
with several subjects demonstrated that _c/_ is significantly and consisten-
tly different for different types of Ge(8) like I/8, I/82, i/s(8-1). The
method was therefore adopted for the comparative evaluation of the kinesthetic
manipulator.
7. EXPERIRERTS AND RESULTS
The tracking and regulation experiments were carried out by a group of
five students with no flying experience. They were selected from a larger
group after undergoing preliminary screening tests of reaction time and
tracking ,biiity.
The experimental equipment used wa_.
- EAI-580 hybrid analog computer which was also used for the realization
of the compensation networks Nl(s) and fl2(s) and gain K.
- HP H01-3722 noise generator for input, disturbance and secondary task
signals.
- HP 1310A CRT display with a 30x40 cm screen.
- The single axis manipulator is loaded by n,edium power brushless torque
motor and the pick off is linear low torque potentiometer.
- The power amplifier A has 200W output and a voltage gain amplification
range of 10 ˜(• The input i is obtained from a 1.5 Hz rectangular :_pectrum filtered by a
single lag filter 1/(8+1). The disturbances w are obta ned from the same
source but after a delay T to avoid correlation with i.
The first series of tests were tracking tasks with i _ 0, w _ 0 for
Gc(s) = 1/(8a+0.668*10), Ge(s) = 1/s _, Gc(8) = 1/8(a-1). The duration of each
test was approximately 2 min, depending on the instant e--g/e-_z = Ec .
A t_,ical set of results of 10 tests for subject I is shown in Fig. 10.
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FIGURE 10. Results of tracking experiments - Subject I.
The results of other subjects were quite similar. The following conclusions
can be drawn:
1. For the isomorphic manipulator the performance measure _c/eTis sig-
nificantly lower, the harder the control task. This demonstrates the in-
creasing work-load associated with difficult control tasks due to the load on
the visual channel and mentai processing. It also indicates the potential of
the evaluation method in workload measurements, and task rating. A certain
tendency of learning can be noticed for 1/8 z and 1/8(8-1). It was also pre
sent in the results of the other subjects.
2. For the kinesthetic manipulator, _c/e_ is practically the same for
all types of Go(s), and it is considerably higher. This demonstrates the un-
loading of the visual channel by the provision of complete kinesthetic infor-
mation paths. It is significant that even an unstable system yields the same
performance measure.
The second series of tests were regulatin_ tasks with i E 0 and w _ O.
In this case the control task with the kinesthetic manipulator reduced to
holding the manipulator in a "stick fixed" position against the jerks induced
by w(t}. Th3 visual feedback path was only required for occasional monitoring.
Consequently _e/eTwas extremely high.
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FIGURE 11. Results of combined tracking and regulating experiments -
Subject I.
The third series of tests was a combined tracking and regulation, i.e.,
i _ O, w _ O. This is a typical situation in practical control tasks. The
results are, as expected, intermediate between th first and second series of
*ests. The results for subject I are shown in Fzg. 11 for Go(8) = 1/8;
1/(¢2 );1/9z; 1/9(9-1). The results for the other subjects again
were very similar. In all tests e_ with the kinesthetic manipulator was
between 3 € timessmaller than with the isomorphic manipulator, depeT_ding on
the type of G¢(9). The main observations are:
1. The performance measure Xc/eTdeteriorates gradually by an order of _ag-
nitude from 1/9 to 1/9(9-1) in a consistent manner. It is also consider-
ably lower than for the pure tracking task shown in Fig. 10.
2. The performance measure _/eTfor the kinesthetic manipulator deteriorates
only by~50_ from 1/9 to 1/8(8-1) and is higher by 170 as co_ared with
the isomorphic manipulator.
3. The secondary task method and the criterion _/e_ provide a consistent
and sensitive yardstick for per£ormance evaluation.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
The kinesthetic information paths in manual control have been shown to
play a vital role in workload reduction and that in the case of high order or
unstable plants, this role may be decisive in stabilizing the system. It has
also been shown that by the technique described in Sec. 3 it is possible to
essentially close the same kinesthetic feedback paths that exist in the natu-
ral nonintermediary handling of objects. These loop closures provide the re-
quired state estimates for implementing near optimal control without loading
the visual channel and mental processes. Comparative test demonstrates the --
superiority of the method both :n precision and workload reduction.
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TIME OPTI_;AL CONTROl. OF AN UNDAMF'ED HARMONIC OSCILLATOI.?:
EVII)ENCE FOR BIASES ANI) SCHEMATA 1
By Richard J. Jagac[nski, Michael W. Burke,
and Dwight P. Miller
The Ghio State University
SUMMARY
Choosing the appropriate enviroumental conditions for executing a given
_esponse is argued to be a task basic to many kinds of skilled performance.
_s an example of this skill, three experiments investigated how iluman
subjects solve the problem of bringing an undamped harmonic oscillator to
rest as quickly as possible by means of bang-bang control. Comparison with
the optlmal control theory solution to this problem suggests that subjects
have difficulty in using acceleration information in both learning the form
of the optimal switching pattern and also in executing their learned switch-
ing patterns when the harmonic oscillator is speeded up. Excellent transfer
by several subjects in situations involving system positions and velocities
not previously encountered constitutes evidence for stimulus recognition
schemata underlying their performance.
INTRODUCTION
The optimal control patterns derived from optimal col.trol theory can be
used as a reference for examining the actual control pattr "_s used by human
subjects. Several control probletas which have been inv_stigated from this
viewpoint have involved first order unstable systems (refs. i, 2, 3, 4),
pure inertia systems (refs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9), and undamped harmonic oscillators
(ref. 9). The present set of experiments investigates how human subjects
solve the problem of bringing an undamped harmonic oscillator to rest as
quickly as possible when they are limited to applying a rightward or left-
ward force of fixed magnitude.
A second aspec' of these experiments is to investigate the level of
generality of the subjects' control patterns by means of various transfer
tasks. The term schema has been used in various ways in psychology to refer
to a generalized response generating capability that is not limited to
stimulus situations previoL_ly encountered. Adams (ref. i0) and Schmidt
(ref. ii) have recently reviewed three uses of the term schema corresponding
|The present work was supported by grants from the Graduate School and
from the College of Social and Behavioral Science of The Ohio State
University.
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to motor recall schema, motor recognition schema, and stimulus recognition
schema. _i]e there have been numerous studies supporting the notion of a
stimulus recognition schema for various types of static visual forms (e.g.,
refs. i2, ]3), the present authors are unaware of any previous expuriments
relating this concept to motor behavior or the control of dynamic systems.
Motor theorists have tended to concentrate on t_e concepts of motor recall
schema and motor recognition schema, which ref_ respectively to the
capability of producing or recognizing movement patterns not previously
experieilced. However, a generalized ability for choosing the appropriate
conditions in a dynamic environment for executing a given response would
also appear to be an important aspect of many kinds of skilled performance.
For example, a baseball player who has re_ched the limits of the outfield
fence and who must leap to _atch the baseball has to choose an appropriate
point in the ball's tr_je_'tory to b_gin his response. ,lumping either too
early or too late may result in his missing the ball. Similarly, a rifleman
attempting to hit a distant target on a windy day will introduce a certain
amount of compensation into his aim for wind velocity, indicated by the
state of specific visual cues such as the motion of tall grasses. He w[11
wait for the instant when the wind velocity is appropriate for that precise
amourt of compensation before pulling the trigger. Both of these _ituations
involve recognizing special conditions of a dynamic environment and the
notion of a stimulus recognition schema is appropriate for describing this
kind of generalized skill.
An experimental strategy for demonstrating the existence of a schema
using a within subject design is to show that over the course of an experi-
ment a subject learns a new response pattern, and that he exhibits this
leacned pattern when he is transferred to a new situation in which he has no
previous practice. The present experiments will involve a variety of
transfer tasks to explore the applicability of the co,cept of a schema to
controlling a dynamic system. The subject's responses in these tasks will
be limited, however, to simple button pressings, thus making the selection
of the appropriate environmental conditions more critical. Because evidence
for motor recall schema and motor recognition schema must necessarily
involve production or recognition respectively of new mow ments, any evi-
dence for schemata in the present experiments will be interpreted as
stimulus recognition schemata. These experiments will also attempt to
determine the implications of the subject's transfer behavior for a process
model of performance.
TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL OF AN UNDAMPED HARMONIC OSCILLATOR
The present set of experiments investigates one particular control
problem -- bringing an undamped harmonic oscillator to rest as quickly as
possible by the application of a leftward or rightward force of fixed magni-
tude. The problem is analogcus to bringing an oscillating pendulum to rest
by means of two magnets which can exert either a constant rightward or
leftward force o. the pendulum. The optimal switching locus for brIL_ging the
pendulum-like system to rest at the origin as quickly as possible is sh_"
in figure I. The locus co.sists of a string of dashed semicircular a,
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iFigure i. Optimal switching locus ( ') for bringing the system to
rest at the origin as quickly as possible.
(ref. 14) that divides the phase plane into two regions, R and T, When the
system has a position and velocity corresponding to Keglon _ r_Fhtward
force should be applied. In Region L, the leftward force _,,,. , applied.
Two examples of the optimal switching strategy (A-B-C-Orlg_ ,_-_ -E-Or1£in;
are shown in figure I.
Miller (ref. 9) instructed subjects aL to _he optimal sw_tchi,_P • itegy
and measured their asymptotic performance using flee dlfferen_ d •
Even when the optimal swltching curve was available on a phase ,. :: _play,
subjects experienced some difficulty in _h_s control task. The ,_,,_dto be
least consistent in switches occurring near t_e cusp region bet_t_ the
inner and outer lobes and also tended to switch a little late along the outer
lobe. These difficulties were considerably magnified with the least aided
display, a slngle dimensional display of system position. Subjects'
switches with this display tended to be both late and highly variable in the
cusp region and out into the outer lobe. Miller was unable to account for
this pattern of errors in terms of the subjects' psychophyslcal and reaction
time limltatlons, and suggested that more research is necessary to clarify
how subjects plan their responses in controlling such a system. The present
expcrlments pursue this problem by investigating how subjects using a single
3_
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dimensional display learn to stop an undamped harmonic oscillate when they
ar2 given pc, prior instr_ lions as "o the optimal swit hing .qtr,_tL.gy.
EXPERIMENT 1
Tile [irst experiment examined subjects' performance with initial v,llues
of posit,on and velocity that corresponded to optimal switching performance
, along the inner lobe in figure l.
Method
Apparatus. The undamped harmonic oscillator system was simulated on an EAI
Pace TR-_8 analog computer, and system position was displayed as a l/8-
inch (.32-cm) diameter white dot moving herr: totally across a 14-inch (35.56-
cm) video monitor. The _arget region was represented by a 1/8-inch (.32-
cm) wide mark in the middle of the television monitor. Above the mor, itor a
pair of aJjacent arrows pointing In opposite directions away from tile center
of the field alternately lighted, indicating whether a leftward or rightward
force was being applied t,, the system. Sub,ects controlled the direction of
the applied force with their right middle and index fingers by means of two
pushbuttons. Momentarily depressing the left button caused the left arrow
to light, produced a 500-Hz llO-msec tone over the earphones worn by the
subject, and caused a leftward force to be aeplied to the pendulum-like
system. The leftward force persisted until the right button was momentarily
depressed. The righ _ button functioned similarly.
Subjects. Four male, right-handed Ohio State University students
participated in all four experiments.
Design. Each subject received 80 trials per sess.on for 8 sessions.
Each session lasted approximately i hour. The 80 trials consisted of four
randomized blocks of the 20 initial conditions represented as black dots in
figure 2. The undamped harmonic oscillator corresponded to the differential
equation
(I/_ 2) _ + _ " E (1)
where x is system position reltlve to its natural resting posi.ion i_
Inche.,_ _ is system accelcration in inch/see 2, w - .4 rad/_ec, and _ =
+ 1.75 inch (4.45 cm), depending on whether the right or left button was
last depressed. At the beginningof each trial _h_ system had une of the
20 initial :onditlons pictured in figure 2 and the rightward force was
applled to the system. Optimal performance for bringing the system to
rest at the c 'Igin as quickly as oosslble consisted of appyllng a leftwerd
force when the system InterseLted the Inner switching ]obe (figure 1). If
e subject behaved in tbls manner, the time beaween the beginning of a trial
to the optimal switch would range from 8_0 to 3,040 msec over the 20 initial
conditions.
The system was considered to be at test and o_, target when system velo-
city was less than 1/8 Inch/sec (.32 c_Isec_ and _he s_ "em was within 1/16
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Figure 2. Initial positions and velc ities tot Experiments 1 and 3.
inch (.16 cm) of the center of the video monitor. Subjects were paid a base
salary of $0.75 per session, and an additiona_ amount per trial contingent on
their performax,_e. They received 4 cents per trial tf they brought the
system to rest on target as .JJckly as an ideal subject whose swit:h_ng locus
corresponded to the inner lo_e in figure I. For less than optimal perfoz'-
mance, payoffs decreased linearly to zero as the time to bring the system to
rest increased to 4 seconds longer than optimal performance. 2
-- _Technically, lh_ ,:ouimal switchi,_g locus is sliBhtly different from _he
inner lobe shown in figure 1 because the effecl_e target in the phase plane
is a small rectangl_ about the origin rather than a single pcint at the
_rigin. However, f_r the purposes of this experime _, the optimal s_ItchJ.B
locus for the point target was used to define optimal performance.
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Procedure. Subjects were told that the dot represented a vehicle which
would have a rightward force applied to it at the beginning of each trial.
Their task was to stop the vehicle at the target region as quickly as
possible by applying a leftward force at the appropriate instant. If the
dot overshot or undershot the target, then the subjects were to apply right-
ward and leftward forces until the dot finally slowed to criterion over the
i/8-inch (.32-cm) target region. The dot then disappeared from the screen,
and tbe trial was over. Immediately after each trial, subjects were told how
much they had e:.rned for that trial to the nearest i/i0 cent. If at any time
the 'ct exceec - the bounds of the 14-inch (35.56-cm) viewing window, the
trial immedia__Ly ended and the subjects received zero payoff.
_7_ data for each trial consisted of the position and velocity when the
subj¢ t executed his first three switches for each trial, the elapsed time
for the first two switches, and the total elapsed time for the trial.
Results
Median switching points were calculated for subjects' first switches
with each of the 20 initial conditions. The medians were calculated in
terms of elapsed time along a given orbit in the phase plane. In figure 3
the upper and the lower medians for each of the i0 orbits have been connected
with straight lines to indicate the average switching patterns for two of the
four subjects. The optimal switching pattern for a point target is indicated
by the dashed semicircle.
One aualltative property of the optimal switching pattern is that it is
a line through the phase plane. In other words, the two initial conditions
lying along each orbit in figure 2 have the same optimal switching point.
The width of the subjects' switching locl in figure 3 indicate how closely
their performance approximated a llne through the phase plane. All subjects
markedly reduced their intra-orbit inconsistency over the first several days
of practice (e.g., compare A-I and B-I with A-3 and B-3). However,
Subjects B and E then exhibited increased inconsistency in the five orbits
farthest from the target (e.g., see B-8). A 1% level multiple Fmax ratio
test (ref. 15) revealed that the increase in variance was statlstT_lly
significant for Subject B (F_max(7, 5) = 67.92), but not for Subject E
(F_max (5,5)= 8.S9).
If a subject's intra-orbit inconsistency is relatively small, one may
then meaningfully compare the shape of his switching locus with the optimal
locus. All four subjects achieved roughly monotonic switching loci with the
root mean square difference between intra-orbit medians less than 200 msec
(e.g., A-3, and B-3). However, the large intra-orbit variance exhibited by
Subjects B and E late in practice was Judged too large to warrant any more
detailed analysis of the shapes of their switching loci. Further analyses
were only conducted for Subjects A and C. Comparisons of the switching times
: on Days 2 and 3 with Days 7 and 8 revealed that by Days 7 and 8 both Subjects
A and C switched significantly earlier on the outer orbits (1-5) and
significantly later on the inner orbits (6-10). To test whether the shapes
of the switching locl for Subjects A and C were non-monotonlc in the phase
388
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Figure 3. Median first switches in Experiment I for Subjects A and B.
L
plane, the switching velocity at the two middle orbits (5 and 6) was compared
with the switch.:_$ velocity at the outermost orbits (I and 2) and at the
innermost orbits t9 and i0). On Days 2 and 3, these two subjects had not
achievel a non-monotonlc switching pattern in that the switching velocity
for the two oute.-_ost orbits was not significantly less than the switching
velocity in th_ middle orbits. However, by Days 7 and 8 Subjects A and C
did have a significantly lower switching velocity in the two outecmost
orbits.
One final measure of how closely these two si_Jects approximated
optimal performance is the root me_,n square deviation from the dashed semi-
circular locus sl.o,_ in figure 2. This statistic equalled 114 msec for
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Subject A and 160 msec for Subject C on Days 7 and 8, and both differences
were significant at the .05 level.
Discussion
In order to interpret the manner in which the subjects' switching
patterns changed over the 8 days of this experiment, it is useful to ask,
"What must the subjects learn about the system in order to approximate the
optimal control solution?" By trial and error subje2ts could arrive at a
set of paired associations between the 20 initial conditions and the 20 "_"
corresponding switching points necessary to stop at the target without under-
shooting or overshooting. Each of the initial conditions is uniquely speci-
fied by a combination of position and velocity cues, and the switching points
could be specified in terms of position, velocity, and/or elapsed time cues.
As suggested by Preyss and Meiry (ref. 8), overshooting the target would
cause the subjects to revise the switching point for a given initial condi-
tion to occur sooner, and undershooting would result in a similar revision in
the opposite direction, assuming that subjects are attempting to stop in the
target region with a single switch. According to this model of learning
behavior, one might expect an initially random-looking phase plane switching
pattern to converge in a relatively uniform manner toward the optimal control
solution. This simple model seems inadequate because of the extremely slow
and non-uniform manner in which subjects did approach the optimal control
solution after a more rapid initial convergence toward a monotonic switching
pattern. The menotonic switching loci suggest that subjects are relying on
control patterns that are appropriate for stopping a freely moving vehicle,
but inappropriate for a pendulum-like system. More specifically, one typical
property of braking systems for moving vehicles is that if one is traveling
on a smooth level surface, stopping distance Js an increasing function of the
vehicle's velocity, but does not depend on its location. This property does
not hold for the harmonic oscillator. As indicated in equation i, when the
leftward forr_ is applied to the system, Lhe net braking force is an additive
combination of the constant leftward force and the system's pendulum-like
tendency to move rightward toward its natural equilibrium at the center of
the target•
Assuming an initial bias toward characterizing the task as an ordinary
vehicular braking task, one might expect the subjects' transition to a more
verldical characterization of the system's dynamic properties to cover three
stages of learning. In Stage i early in practice subjects assume that the
braking force is not a function of position, and their switching velocity
increases with distance from the target. Such behavior would be analogous to
• the manner in which car drivers traveling at higher velocities typically be-
gin to apply the brakes farther from the intersection in order to stop in
time• In Stage 2, subjects begin to reallzp that the braking force decreases
with distance from the target and begin to apply the leftward force at
correspondingly lower velocities. A switching pattern in which switching
velocity continually increases with distance from the target is also con-
sistent with this stage. If the subjects believe that the braking force
actually decreases to zero for longer distances from the target, then they
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should adjust their switching patterns so that the switching velocity becomes
a constant for distances farthest from the target. Subjects cannot be in
Stage i if they exhibit this switching pattern (e.g., figure 3, A-3), which
represents the maximum downward adjustment possible in Stage 2. In Stage 3,
subjects not only realize that the braking force decreases with distance
from the target, but also realize that for longer distances from the target
the system accelerates even though the leftward force is applied. This in-
creasing acceleration with distance from the target requires the subjects to
curve their phase plane switching patterns downward.
Within each of these three stages it is plausible that subjects might ,_.
adjust their switching locl in accordance with the simple learning model
previously mentioned. The stages place different limitations on how far
such adjust_lent can proceed. Unless subjects reach Stage 3, they cannot pro-
duce a nonmonotonic switching locus. According to this interpretation, the
slowness of subjects to approach the optimal control pattern can be attribut-
ed to their difficulty in making the two qualitative transitions to Stages 2
and 3. Subjects A and C showed clear evidence of reaching Stage 3 (e.g.,
figure 3, A-8). Whether Subjects B and E also reached Stage 3 is uncertain.
Statistical tests of monotonicity were not performed for these latter two
subjects due to the large Intra-orbit variance they exhibited. The increase
in intra-orblt variance shown by Subject B is still unexplained in this
model.
The three stage theory just outlined deals with qualitative aspects of
the phase plane switching patterns, namely their monotonicity. Further
interpretation is possible if one assumes that subjects have non-verldical
internal representations of the pendulum-llke system, and that at any point
in time subjects are attempting to behave optimally with respect to those
non-veridlcal models. Assuming that subjects try to reach the origin without
overshooting or undershooting, the pattern of switches must all lie on what
the subjects believe to be a single trajectory to the target. One may there-
fore interpret the phase plane switching loci as trajectories of the sub-
jects' internal models. An additional, but not very restrictive assumption
is that the subjects' internal models do have unique trajectories that reach
the origin when a constant force is applied. Under this interpretation the
phase plane loci can be used to generate analytic representations of the
subjects' internal models (R.A. Miller, personal communication). The detail-
ed calculations and the problems of uniqueness of these analytic representa-
tions will not be pursued in the present paper.
EXPERIMENT 2
The second expeciment extended the range of initial conditions so that
; on some trials it was necessary to use two switches in order to stop the
system in the target area (see the outer lobe in figure 1). One aim of this
experimental manipulation was to investigate how closely the subjects' first
switch patterns would approximate the double lobe pattern of optimal perfor-
mance for a point target. A second aim was to seek evidence for schemata by _
testing whether the observed switching patterns would transfer to new initial _
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positions and velocities. If subjects simply learn a set of paired associa-
tions between the initial conditions and corresponding switching points, then
they should not be able to perform this t,ansfer task.
Method
The same four subjects used in Experiment i received 8 days of practice
with the 20 initial conditions represented as black dots in figure 4. The
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Figure 4. Well-practiced initial positions and velocities (0) and new
initial positions and velocities (A) for the transfer test in Experiment 2.
"i
i I0 initial conditions requiring only a sivgle switch were identical to I0 of
the initial conditions used in Experiment 1. Subjects were instructed that
the range of starting positions would, be extended, but that otherwise the
system would be the same• Following Day 8 there were scheduling delays of
56, 54 and ii days for Subjects A, B and C respectively. Each of these three
subjects was therefore given I extra day of practice upon his return to the
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experiment. All four subjects were then given i day of performance with the
well-practiced initial conditions, ] day of performance with 20 new initial
conditions which are represented as triangles in figure 4, and a final day
of performance with the well-practiced initial conditions. Subjects were not
told that there had been any procedural change on the day with the new ini-
tial conditions.
Results
The median switch point was calculated for each initial condition as in .,.
the previous experiment. The means of each intra-orbit pair of medians have
been connected with straight lines in figure 5 for the day with the new
initial conditions ( ) and for the preceding ( ) and follow-
ing (--'.--..) days using the well-practiced initial conditions.
To assure _he subjects' performance on the new initial conditions cannot
be attributed to previous practice on these very orbits, it was necessary to
ascertain that second and third switches in Experiments I and 2 did not
occur along these "new" orbits. Available records indicated that such
switches were rare in the region of the outermost eight new orbits, and sub-
sequent analysis was restricted to this region.
For each subject an F test was performed at the .05 level to determine
whether there was a significant increase in intra-orbit variance with the
new initial conditions. None of the [ tests was significant. In order to
test whether the switching pattern for the new initial conditions differed
from the patterns on the preceding and following days, a polynomial was fit
via multiple regression to the median switching points with the new initial
conditions and a second polynomial was fit to the data for the preceding and
foilowitl8 days. A_, F test was then performed to compare the sum of the
residuals from these two polynomials with the residual when the data from all
3 days were fit by a single polynomial of the same degree. Only the reduc-
tion in residual for Subject B, [ (2, 40) = 4.17, £ < .05, was significant at
the .05 level.
Two types of analyses were similarly conducted to test whether the
performance of Subjects A, C and E with the new initial conditions differed
from their performance on the outer seven orbits on the first 2 days of
Experiment 2. First, an [ test was performed for each subject at the .05
level to test whether the Intra-orbit variance was larger at the beginning of
Experiment 2. Subject C, [ (14, 8) - 2.29, £ < .001, did exhibit signifi-
cantly larger intra-orbit variance at the beginning of Experiment 2; however,
Subjects A ,,d _ dld not. Polynomial regression analyses revealed that the
shape of Subject A's switching pattern early in Experiment 2 was slgnlflcant-
ly different from the pattern for the new initial conditions; however, Sub-
Ject E did not exhibit any significant difference.
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iDiscussion
That none of the four subjects' switching loci resembled the double lobe
optimal solution is perhaps not very surprising if one considers the difficul-
ty involved in discovering such a solution by trial and error. The inner op-
timal lobe is part of a trajectory of the system through the phase plane, and
subjects could have appruached the optimal solution in this region by adjust-
ing their switching points so as to eliminate undershoot or ,'v_rshoot of the
target. In contrast, the outer optimal lobe is not part of a trajectory, and
subjects will overshoot the target for trials starting in this region of the
phase plane no matter when their first switch occurs. The outer optimal lobe
is not even the switching locus that minimizes overshoot of the target. A
second reason for difficulty is that the total time to reach the target is not
very sensitive to deviations from the outer optimal lobe. Engineers imple-
menting automated switching devices typically take advantage of this fact by
substituting a zero velocity switching locus in place of the outer optimal
lobe. Such a locus is easier to construct and does not increase the total
time to reach the target by more than 5% (ref. 16). In the present experimen_
it would probably L,edifficult for subjects to detect a 5% difference between
optimal and sub-_ptkmal loci because of variation in their second switch
"performance.
Within the acculacy of experimental measurement, Subjects A, C and E exhib-
ited the same switching pattern for the new initial conditions as for the well-
practiced initial condltions. Secondly, for Subjects A and C this pattern was
significantly different from the switching pattern exhibited at the beginning
of Experiment 2. Finally, records of previous performance indicate that these
two subjects had negligible practice alon_ the new orbits prior to the trans-
fer task. Together these statements constitute evldpn_e for _h=..._existcnce _-c
schemata underlying the performance of Subjects A and C. While Subject E did
show excellent transfer to the new initial conditions, this subject did not
exhibit a significant change in switching pattern with practice. Therefore,
this subject's performance does not constitute evidence for a schema. Subject
B's performance also does not meet the strict criterion previously specified
for the existence of a schema.
In order to further delineate the nature of the schemata implied by the
performance of Subjects A and C, it is necessary to discuss alternative _ro-
cess models for behavior in this experiment. In the present taRk, the detail-
ed time course of the button pressing responses was not measured; however, a
simple, unvarying movement pattern would be sufficient to perform well. The
concepts of motor recall schema and motor recognition schema, which reAper-
tively involve production and recognition of new movements, therefore need not
be invoked for these experiments. What is necessary is that subjects know
when to execute the button pressing response as the harmonic oscillator passes
through states not previously observed. Stlmulus recognition schema is an ap-
proprlate concept for describing this skill.
A more detailed question concerns what aspect of the subjects' performance
is encoded in the recognition schema. Does the schema encode states of the
oscillator system at which the subject should initiate the button pressing
i response, or does the schema encode states of the oscillator system at which395
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the actual depression of the switch should be completed? If the button pres-
sing response could be executed instantaneously, this distinction would be
meaningless. However, assuming at least a 200 msec reaction time in the sub-
jects' execution of such a response, the distinction is important for this
task. Unfortunately, the data in the present experiment do not distinguish
between these two possibilities. These data do imply that subjects have
learved a skill which is not specific either to the positions and velocities
at the beginnings of trials or to particular orbits. However, subjects
could perform the transfer task if they bad learned a generalized locus of
system state_ for either response initiation or for completing the switch de-
pression. The basic difference between these two kinds vf recognition schema
is that the latter assumes subjects can predict when the system is one reac-
tion time away from the switch completion locus. To distinguish between the
two possible kinds of schemata, it is necessary to use a transfer task that
necessitates the prediction capability postulated by the response completion
schema. Such a test is provided by using a speeded simulation of the harmonic
oscillator system.
EXPERIMENT 3
In order for subjects to achieve perfect transfer of a switching pattern
with a speeded simulation of the oscillator system, three conditions must
obtain. First, they must encode the switch completion locus rather than the
st;Itch initiation locus. Because the simulation is speeded, the oscillatory
system will move through a large_ fraction of its phase plane orbit during the
subjects' reaction time. The locu_ of response initiation necessary to
achieve the same switching locus will therefore be pushed farther back fro_
th_ _.._-L .... l__J_- 1 ..... AL_I J_-owxL_,, Lv,,,px=_u. _v_uo. _u_x_y Lu make this necessary compensation is
evidence for the use of a response completion locuc. Secondly, subjects must
be able to time scale their representation of the response completion locus if
they use time or velocity cues to encode this locus. For example, assume sub-
jects encode the locus at the accustomed speed as Fc (t, x, v), where ! is
elapsed time, x is system position, and _ is system velocity. If the speeded
simulation is twice as fast as the accustomed speed, the subjects' new locus
should be Fc (½!, _, 2v__).Elapsed time cues must be halved, position cues
need not be changed, and velocity cues must be doubled, because the speeded
simulation covers the same distances as before with twice the velocity and in
half the elapsed time. Thirdly, subjects' ability to predict when the system
is one reaction tlme away from Fc must be of such quality as not to deterio-
rate signiflcantly in its predictive accuracy when appl_d over a relatlve!y
longer fraction of the phase plane orbit, For example, a simple constant
velocity extrapolation of the system's motion might provide adequate predic-
tive accuracy when the simulation is slow, because the fraction of the phase
• plane orbit covered in one reaction time is small, and the system undergoes
relatively little acceleration over the prediction interval. _nis approxima-
tion may break down, however, with a speeded simulation. In summary, perfect
transfer with a speeded simulation will be evldence that all three of these
necessary conditions obtain. Less than perfect transfer will be evidence
that at least one of these conditions does not obtain•
At a more general level of description, this experiment also provides a
further test of the subjects' ability to transfer to a new situation•
I 396
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Perfect transfer would provide additional support for stimulus recognition
schemata.
Method
The same four subjectsused in the first two experiments were given i day
of practice with the initial conditions used in Experiment i. Subjects were
then given another day at the accustomed speed, 2 days with the simulation
running twice as fast as usual, and a final day at the accustomed speed. On
the first day with the fast simulation, subjects were told that the system had ._.
been speeded up, but that nothing else was changed.
Results
The first switch data for the day i_mediately preceding and the day im-
mediately following the speeded simulation were analyzed to determine how
closely subjects approached the optimal switching locus. To test for a non-
monotonic switching pattern, the average switching velocity in the middle two
orbits (5 and 6) was compared with the average switching velocity in the
innermost and outermost pairs of orbits. Subjects A, C and E all exhibited a
non-monotonic pattern. However, for Subject B the switching velocities for
the middle and outermost orbits were not significantly different (figure 6).
i dJ (I.6_ II 4 (1.6) i
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, Figure 6. Means of median first switches for Subjects A and B in Experi-
ment 3 with the speeded simulation ( .... ) and the simulation at the accustom-
ed speed (" ). The ordinate values in parentheses refer to perfor-
mance with the speeded slmulation.
A second anal_Ls compared the first switch data on the two speeded
simulatlon days with the immedlately preceding and the Immedlately follovlng
day at regular speed. In order to facilitate comparison, switching times on
the two speeded days were all multipZied by a factor of 2 for the follovlng
analyses. _ tests were conducted for each subject to determine whether
i
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intra-orbit variance on the five outer orbits (1-5) and the five inner orbits
(6-10) increased with the speeded system. For the outer orbits, Subject E
exhibited a large increase in lntra-orbit variance, F (i0,i0) =
9.10, 2 <.001, and Subject C exhibited a smaller increase, F (I0,i0) = 2.97,
that approached significance at the .05 level. No other statistically sig-
niflcant increases were detected.
In order to test whether a change in the shape of the switching locus
had occurred with the speeded system, separate analyses of variance were
performed on the outer five and inner five orbits for Subjects A, B and C,
but only for the inner orbits for Subject E, because of the large increase in
variance he exhibited on the ouLer orbits on the speeded days. As shown in
Table i
Mean Differences Between Non-speeded and 2 x Speeded
Switching Times in Experiment 3
Outer orbits (1-5) Inner orbits (6-10)
(msec) (msec)
Difference Diff. necessary
Obtained necessary for Obtained :or significance
Subjects difference significance, p <.05 difference p < .05
A 106" +86 -6 +60
B 119" #.i07 -15 +_.25
C 77* :b55 42 +_57
E .... 21 _115
*2 <.05
Table I, Subjects A, B and C all switched significantly later in _he outer
orbits with the speeded simulation. None of the four subjects exhibited a
significant difference In the inner orbits. In order to indicate the sensi-
tivity of these contrasts, the mean differences between speeded and non-
speede4 svitchlng times necessary to achieve statlstical significance at the
.05 level have been listed in Table I. The power of the contrasts for de-
tecting differences as large as these is about .56; the power for detecting
differences twice as large is abour .97.
Given chat subjects did show excellent transfer for the inner orbits, it
becomes important to test whether tbls svitching pattern was learned over
the course of the experiment. Accordingly, F tests were conducted to test
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whether the intra-o_bit variance on tile2 days with the speeded system was
significantly less than intra-orbit variance on the first 2 days of Experiment
i for these live orbits. Subjects A, F (I0,i0) = 26.35, _ < .001, Subject C,
(i0,i0) = 6.65, _ < .01, and Subject E, F (10,10) = 12.15, _ < .001, all
exhibited significantly higher intra-orbit variance on Days I and 2 of Experi-
ment i. Only Subject B, did not exhibit a significantly higher variance and
this subject also exhibited no significant change in his mean swltch[_.,_times
with practice.
Discussion
Subjects A, C and E all exhibited non-monotonlc phase plane locl; howeve_
Subject B did not. In terms of the three stage model described in Experiment
i, Subjects A, C and E reached Stage 3, but Subject B, .ly reached Stage 2.
In other words, in adjusting his switching locus Subject B still did not take
into account the system's increasing acceleration for orbits farthest from
_ the target. This subject's failure to converge on the optimal solution after
such prolonged practice lends further credence to the three stage model as a
necessary elaboration of the simple learning model.
The perfect transfer exhibited by Subjects A, C and E in the inner orbits
constitutes evidence for the existence of schemata. The transfer was to a
new situation not previously practiced; within the limits of experimental
measurement the pattern was identical to the pattern exhibited on the im-
mediately preceding and following days at the usual speed; and the pattern of
behavior was different from the beha¢ior exhibited by the subjects at the
very beginning of practice in Experiment I. These results imply that o_er the
course of the experiments Subjects A, C and E learned a general response
generating strategy, which may be called a schema. Although one cannot con-
clude that Subject B learned his switching pattern in the inner orbit_ over
the course of these experiments, his transfer behavior did exhibit the same
general pattern as Subjects A and C. In the following discussion of possible
underlying process models the construct Fc should therefore be called a
respoz_ue completion locus rather than schema for SubJec: B. However, for ease
in exposition, this point will not be constantly reiterated.
The perfect transfer exhibited in the inner five orbits is covsistent
with the assumptions that subjects used a stimulus recognition schema for
switch completion, that they were able to time scale this locus if it involved
time and velocity cues, and that their ability to extrapolate the system's
motion pattern was relatlvely accurate. If subjects used a response initia-
tion schema and appropriately time scaled any time and veloclty cues, the
measured swltchln8 locus with the speeded slmulation would be shifted upward
by one-half the duration of the subjects' reaction ti_. Assuming • reaction
t/he of at least 200 meet, the shift would amount to at least I00 meec in
real time, and at least 200 ssec on the doubled time scale used for compsrlng
the two shsulstlons. In fact, no statletlcally slgnlficant shift was observ-
ed in the inner orbits, aud the power for detecting • 200 moec shift was sp-
prox/mately .94 for Subject E and conslderably greater than .99 for Subjects
A, B and C.
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The h_pothesis that subjects used a response initiation schema must
therefore be rejected unless one additionally assumes that subjects used ve-
locity cues and failed to time scale them sufficiently. Failure to time
scale would lead to initiating the response at a lower velocity and would
move the measured switching locus downward in the phase plane, reduci-g the
pred<ctlon of a full 200 msec shift. A similar explanation would alsc need
to be invoked to account for the considerably less than 200 msec shlf ob-
served in the outer five orbits for Subjects A, B and C. The large increase
in intra-orblt w_riance in the outer orbits f-r Subject E does not fit this
description, and suggests that the decision o #hen to switch is based on
different information for the two initial conditions within each orbit. In
this regard Subject E's behavior appears to differ in a more fundamental
manner from normative switching behavior than the performance of the other
three subjects and will not be included in the discussion that follows.
While it is not possible to rigorously rule out the above response ini-
tiation schema hypothesis on the basis of the present data, the assertion of
nearly equal, but opposite effects to account for the excellent transfer in
the inner orbits is not wery plausible. A second explanation of the data for
Subjects A, B and C is that they did use a response completi_ chema, but
failed to sufficiently time scale the locus in the region of the outer five
orbits. Failure to time scale elapsed time cues by a factor of one-half
would result in subjects' switching at too long an elapsed time, and hence
the observed switching locus for the _peeded system would be shifted upward.
The excellent transfer in the inner orbits would then be attributed to the
subjects' using position and/or velocity cues to specify the switching loc-s
in that region of the phase plane.
In evaluating the plausibility of this explanation it is important to
note that subjects must estimate elapsed time rclatlve to some easily identi-
fied starting point. The only two likely starting points in the present
task are the beginning of the trial and the point at which the system re-
verses direction from left to right. 1_e beginning of the trial cannot be
the starting point, or subjects would not have been able to exhibit the excel-
lent transfer observed in Experiment 2. The point at which the system re-
verses direction is also implausible. Subjects having to wait for this event
before starting their prediction process could not exhibit switching times
less than one reaction time after the system reversed direction. However, for
the orbits farthest from the target Subjects A and C exhibited switching
times less than 200meec. Without a llkely starting point for estimating
elapsed time, this second explanatlon also appears Implauslble.
A third explanation of the upward shift for Subjects A, B and C is that
in using a response completion schema their ability to _redlct the motion of
the system over the duzaclon of one reaction time was rela=iv_ly accurate for
the inner orbits, but not for the outer orbits, the outer orbits, the
motion of the system more nearly approximated a constant acceleration in the
period immediately prior to the observed awltchln_ locl. R_senbaum (ref. 17)
has reported correlatlonal data indicating subjects can extrapolate constantly
accelerated motion to a fixed reference point with ccnslderable accuracy.
Therl are, however, a number of other studies in which subjects have had
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considerable difficulty in extrapolating accelerated motion in manual track-
ing tasks (refs. 18, 19, 20) and in predicting collision with a second object
moving at constant velocity (ref. 21). In these latter experiments, subjects
tended to underestimate or ignore the increase in velocity of an accelerated
motion. In the present experiment, this kind of bias would lead to subjects
initiating their switching response too late and overshooting the desired
switching locus in agreement with the observed data. This bias would have
much less effect in the inner orbits because of the lower level of accelera-
tion in these orbits.
While it is not possible to rigorously exclude any of the above three --.
explanations on the basis of the present data, the third explanation does
lend itself as the most plausible alternative both because of its agreement
with previous studies showing difficulty in extrapolating accelerated motion
and because this explanation does not have to postulate any different kind
of information processing for the inner and outer orbits. On_ _pecial case
of a process model fitting this third explanation is a model used by Miller
(ref. 9). He assumed that subjects specify the switch completion locus in
terms of position cues and use a constant velocity extrapolation of the
system's motion over a 200 msec reaction time. For each of the four subjects
in the present experiment, this model predicts an upward shift of the speeded
switching locus on the inner five orbits of approximately 50 msec on the
doubled time scale used to compare performance on the two simulations. The
probability of _iling to reject the null hypothesis for at least one of the
four subjects given a true shift of this magnitude is approximately .005,
which suggests that this model should be rejected. The probability value is
so low primarily due to the data of Subject B.
A model assuming constant acceleration extrapolation predicts shifts of
less than 6 msec on the doubled time scale for both the inner and outer
orbits, even with an assumed reaction time as long as 350 msec. This model
can also be rejected by the present data. One cannot, however, reject the
possibility that subjects made some, though insufficient, use of acceleration
information. This latter kind of model can approximate the present data
more accurately than Miller's model by assuming some usage of acceleration
extrapolation and a reaction time longer than 200 msec.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
One aspect of these experiments was to compare subjects' switching _at-
terns with optimal switching behavior. The optimal control theory solution
to stopping the harmonic oscillator was not used in a direct way to generate
a process model for the human controller as has been done by Kleinman, Baron,
and Levlson (ref. 22) for tasks involving continuous correction of random
disturbances. Rather, the optimal control solution was used as a reference
for examining qualitative aspects of the subjects' performance such as intra-
orbit switching variance and the monotonicity of the switching locus. The
Kleinman, Baron, and Levison model assumes that the human controller has a
veridical representation of the system he is attempting to control, and when
necessary the criterion function that the subject is assumed to be optimizing
401
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is adjusted away fronlnominal values in order to match the model to subjects'
behavior. In the present experiments it has been assumed that subjects are
always attempting Lo minimize time, and that deviations from optimal perfor-
mance can be attributed to anon_eridical characterization of the pendulum-
like system. The plausibility of this interpretation would be enhanced if
incorporating evidence for non-veridical internal models into the more de-
tailed process models of continuous tracking behavior led to superior predic-
tion of subjects' performance in those tasks.
According to the three stage learning model described in Experiment i,
the subjects' difficulty in approaching the primal control solution is
attributable to their not taking into account the system's tendency to ac-
celerate toward its natural equilibrium position at the center of the target.
However, even after Subjects A and C overcame this difficu]ty, their lack of
perfect transfer on the outer orbits with the speeded simulation has been
attributed to insufficient use of acceleration cues in predicting the sys_
tem's motion over the duration of their reaction times. These results are
not surprising An that only ordinal knowledge of the increasing acceleration
of the system with distance from the target is necessary to permit subjects
to curve their switching loci downward. In contrast, more than ordinal
knowledge of acceleration is necessary for appropriate short-term prediction
of the system's motion to permit perfect transfer wlth the speeded simula-
tion. The data for Subject B are surprising, however, because this subject
showedthe most evidence of using acceleration information for short-term
prediction in the inner orbits, but did not take the system's acceleration
into account in the shape of his switching locus.
Another aspect of these experiments was their support for the existence
of schemata. Subjects' ability to exhibit the same switching locus with
new initial conditions not previously encountered and _ith the speeded simu-
lation are evidence that a generalized skill was learned. The three different
types of transfer tasks used in these experiments occurred at different
points in practice and tested different segments of the overall first switch
pattern. By combining some of these transfer tests, future research may be-
gin to ask more specific questions about developmental aspects of the skill
involved in controlling a dynamic system.
In their schema theories of motor skills, both Pew (ref. 23) and Schmldt
(ref. ii) have treated the conditions of the external environment and the
performer's musculature as inputs which determine the choice of an appropriate
motor response. However, the converse relationship is also quite plausible
for many skills -- namely, that the range of possible reponses determines the
performer's choice of internal and external environmental conditions for he-
ginning a response. In the present experiments It has been assumed that
subjects had only a single possible motor response, a stereotyped button
press, and the choice of external environmental conditlo[_s for response ini-
tlatlon was therefore the only choice available to them. In more complex
skills involving a variety of possible responses, both kindP of choices are
! probably involved. For example, the skilled tennle player described by
! Bartlett (ref. 24) may possess the versatility to begin hls stroke over an
! entire range of possible conditions of the ball, the racket, and hls muscula-
1
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ture and be capable of altering the form of his stroke accordingly. How-
ever, to at least some extent, he has the ability to choose the internal
and external environmental conditions for his stroke by appropriately posi-
tioninghimself and waiting for a particular point in the ball's trajectory.
The form of the stroke he wishes to execute will determine his choice of
environmental conditions, as well as vice versa. The conception of a motor
recall schema as emphasized by motor theorists is appropriate for describing
a generalized ability to choose the form of the response given the environ-
mental conditions. The conception of stimulus recognition schema as empha-
sized in the present experiments is appropriate for describing a generalized
ability to choose the environmental conditions given the desired form of the
response. An issue that any general theory of skilled performance must
ultimately address is how these two aspects of choice are related in situa-
tions where neither the form of the response nor the environmental condi-
tions are fixed.
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CONTINUOUS COMPENSATORY AUDIO MANUAL TRACKING
Richard Gray Costello
The Cooper Union For The Advancement Of Science And Art
Electrical Engineering Department
Cooper Square
New Yor_ N.Y. 10003
SUMMARY
For the purpose of this investigation, continuous compensatory audio
manual tracking is defined as thc set of circ,_mstances under which a human
operator manipulates a manual control in response to a continuous audio
input or command signal; and attempts to null out any changes in the audio
command by generating appropziate manual responses.
The investigation was prompted by several recreational glider pilots,
who commonly employ a device called an audio variometer to adjust their
flight path. The audio variometer is a sensitive differentiating altimeter,
which produces an audio output proportional to the glider's rate of climb
(or rate of sink, as the case may be). If the glider is climbing, the pitch
of the audio tone output climbs, if the glider is falling, the audio pitch
falls. The glider pilot is thus able to adjust his control tactics in
response to the audio tone output, and use his eyes for enjoying the
scenery.
An analog computer, a voltage controlled oscillator, and a side arm
controller were employed to simulate a single axis continuous compensatory
audio manual trucking task. A student built digital interface sampled four
channels of real time simulation data, for later analysis by a dedicated
NOVA 1200 mini computer.
The rather limited results indicated a corner frequency for this task
in the region of i/i0 hz., well below the corner frequency for visual manual
tracking tasks. It was observed that those subjects who had had some
musical training produced consistently better audio-manual tracking results,
when compared to subjeots who had had no musical training.
INTRODUCTION
. Intermittent control of a human operator system, utilizing an audio
feedback link, has been with mankind for a surprising long period of time.
An eighteenth century helmsman piloting a sailing vessel through fog used
his ears to select a course in response to bells, foghorns, and perhaps the
sound of breaking waves. A mule skinner, becking his rig, with its team of
twenty mules into a borax loading station, responded to yelled audio
commands. Under such circumstances, where both decision and system time
constants easily exceeded one second, audio control worked and still works
admirably.
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In more recent times, intermittent audio control is used in an ex-
panding variety of applica£ions. Audio warning systems, which call for one
or more human operator actions in response to a bell, whistle, woop, or
siren, are seen everywhere - from the controversial atomic reactor scramming
controls to the surly sounding automobile ignition on buzzer. Recently,
electronically generated voice commands have been investigated and then
applied as a possibly improved audio feedback control link. Simpson and
Williams (6) investigated such an audio control link in the context of air-
craft collision avoidance; specifically they discussed the ground proximity
warning system which is now being installed in commercial airlines, and
which electronically yells "Whoop, Whoop - Pull up! Pull up!" Here again, a -_
discrete action or set of actions is required in response to the audio signal,
and the audio systems appear to work admirably.
Vinje, who wrote his Ph.D. thesis on audio compensatory tracking, has
written several papers dealing with aural compensatory tracking. His ]972
paper, co-authored with Pitkin (9), enumerates several early investigations
of a pilot's ability to control an aircraft in response to audio control
signals; including DeFlorez's (i) 1936 paper dealing with"T rue blind flight",
Forbes et al.'s (2) 1957 description of the "Flybar" experiments, (Flybar =
Flying by auditory reference), and Katz, et al.'s (3) 1966 paper concerning
"***Acoustic displays*** in a simulated aerospace vehicle".
Conversely, when continuous manual responses are required of an
operator in response to an audio control input, the quality of system per-
formance reported in the literature is somewhat vague. A small to fair
amount of experimental work can be found in the literature, primarily deal-
ing with flying an airplane blind under instrument flight rules (IFR), with
a primary flight display instrument, such as a pitch, roll, or yaw display
replaced by some sort of audio whistle, chirp, buzz or other continuously
variable aural display.
1972 was a good year for audio manual tracking papers. Mirchandani
(4) discussed, "An Auditory Display in a Dual-Axis Tracking Task", based
upon his MIT Master's thesis of 1971. Mirchandani suggested that
"supplementary auditory displays in existing systems, such as, in air-
planes (especially helicoptors and VTOL) *** could improve the performance
of the operators and make the systems more efficient". Vinje wrote his
second paper of 1972 (8) on audio displays for IFR Hover Control, and pre-
sented the results at almost the exact same time that Mirchandani suggested
the application.
Vinje concluded that, "*** pilots could control an aurally displayed
function and another visually displayed function better that if the
two functions were both presented visually and separately displayed".
That is, Vinje concluded that audio tracking could be superior to
visual tracking, when more than one display had to be simultaneously
tracked.
This is directly opposed to the conclusion reached three years later,
&
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in 1975, by Uhlemann and Geiser (7), when they reported on "Multivariable
Manual Control with Simultaneous Visual and Aeditory Presentation of In-
formation". Uhlemann and Geiser specifically state that "*** visual dis-
plays are indispensable". Furthermore, if visual displays are widely
separated, by, say 70 degrees of arc, so that the pilot must turn his head
to watch various displays, then, in this case, auditory support of the
visual display can help - but - "the auditory support should be attached
to the least important control system". This is exactly opposite to Vinje's
1972 conclusion, that "An audio display was most effective when it pre-
sented a signal which was important to the pilot, e.g., a nonredundant
signal which changed rapidly and which was directly related to a con- "_"
trolled variable".
Clearly, uniform agreement on the value of auditory control does not
presently exist.
Furthermore, agreement on the most suitable type of audio display does
not exist either. Vinje found the best display to be continuously varying
tones from 330 to 4300 hz., interrupted near the zero error point, a,,d
presented to either the left or the right ear as the operator's input func-
tion switched sig_ Vinje's audio display is illustrated in Figure I.
Uhlemann and Geiser found the best display to be a constant frequency 800
hz. tone, of varying amplitude or volume, presented to either the left or
the right ear as the operator's input functions switched sign. Uhlemann
and Geiser's audio display is illustrated in Figure 2.
To the best of my knowledge, none of these experimentally investigated
audio-control systems has Eeen the light of day to day use. Intermittent
or discrete audio-manual control systems do not exist in quantity. Continuous
audio-manual control systems do not exist in quantity.
However, at least one continuous audio-manual control system does
commercially exist and is used with same degree of regularity.
This investigation was prompted by several recreational glider pilots,
who commonly employ a device called an audio variometer to adjust their
flight path. The audio variometer is a sensitive diff-.rentiating altimeter,
which produces an audio output proportional to the glider's rate of climb
(or rate of sink, as the case may be). If the glider is climbing, the
pitch of the audio tone output climbs, if the glider is falling, the audio
pitch fails. The glider pilot is thus able to adjust his control tactics
in response to the audio tone output, and use his eyes for enjoying the
scenery. Figure 3 displays the response of such an audio variometer.
AUDIO VARIOMETERS
Several types of Audio Variometers are marketed by the firm of GRAHAM
THOMSON LTS.,* who kindly supplied the information concerning variometers
that is presented here. A most significant point concerns the establishment
of a set point or zero point, when continuous audio tones are employed to
convey information which varies both An magnitude and in polarity, or
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Consider the tone assignments, shown in Figure 4, which were used for
one experiment concerning a model for a "Zero-Reader" Speed Director and
Variometer (A Compensatory Tracking System).
A relatively high audio frequency of 3000 hz. as shown in Figure 4 re-
presented the maximum positive error in the flight vector allowed, and
a relatively low audio frequency of 333 hz. represented the maximum
negative error allowed. The geometric midpoint frequency of i000 hz.
represented the set point o_ zero error. For compensatory tracking, the
human operator or pilot wishes to keep the error at zero. For the audio
case illustrated in Figure 4, this means keeping the audio tone at the
zero set point of I000 hz. Zero error does not correspond to zero sound
or zero frequency, but rather to some intermediate frequency. Without
a sense of perfect audio pitch, keeping a frequency reference in mind is
extraordinarily difficult, if not impossible. Hence, another audio tactic
is almost invariably employed to distinguish positive errors from negative
errors, and to indicate zero or tolerably small errors.
The commercial "Cambridge Triple-Range Variometer with Speed Director
and Mark II Audio" uses an interrupted tone for positive rate of climb
errors and a continuous whistle tone for negative rate of climb errors.
This is illustrated in Figure 5.
Note that the audio information is identically displayed to both
ears. Glider pilots do not usually wear earphones, which essentially
precludes switching the tracking signal from the right ear to the left ear
as the signal changes sign. Thus, the audio display modes favored by
Vinje or Uhlemann and Geiser are not used in this particular application of
audio manual tracking to the control of a glider.
Several glider pilots with thousands of hours of experience were
interviewed, and two of them claimed that the audio variometer was a big
improvement over the visual variometer. A third stated that he liked it
at first, but later stopped using it entirely, because the whistle got on
his nerves. The two pilots who held favorable opinions concerniiAg the
effectiveness and usefulness of the audio variometer also mentioned that
they often disconnected or turned down the audio output in order to hear
the rush of the wind, or just plain silence.
This application of audio manual tracking by glider pilots was the
first and only such application the author has knowledge of. Commercial
airline pilots, NASA researchers, and every control expert that was
questioned agreed that actual applications of audio-manual tracking were
as rare as a quiet politician in an election year - that is, there were
not any applications at all, aside from the glider system.
*Graham Thomson Ltd., 3200 Airport Avenue
Santa Monica, California 90405 (213} 398-4714
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The investigation consisted of a simulation, flown by students who,
with only one exception, had no musical training. The basically simple
experimental set-up is depicted by the block diagram of Figure 6. The
TR-20 analog computer generated the single sine wave input signal, and
formed the system error in response to the input signal and the system
dynamics modeled by the analog computer. The results presented later on
deal only with the case of unity controlled dynamics, although other higher
order dynamics were investigated. A NOVA model 1200 digital computer --.
s_mpled the system input signal (sine and cosine components), the
operator's input signal (which was the system error), and the operator's
output signal (which was the system output for unity dynamics). Sampling
was performed ten times a second, and the analog information was digitized,
and stored on a magnetic disk file for later data analysis. Figure 7
displays the major digital compcnents utilized.
The simulation was run as part of a special projects electrical
engineering course taught at the Cooper Union in N.Y.C. One group of stu-
dents designed and built the multiplexer, another group built the analog
to digital converter and the requisite computer interface, another group
built the digital to analog converter and computer interface, and the last
group built the voltage controlled oscillator and amplifier, which pro-
duced the actual audio output signal. After much trial and an astounding
amount of error, the entire instrument package was pronounced up and runn-
ing all in its own bright blue relay rack. Funding was obtained from the
field, stream and sponge department, with the exception of a $200 hard
cash IEEE research prize won by the supervising student group that per-
formed the actual experiment.
RESULTS
The results of the audio-manual glider pilot tracking simulation are
bothersome. The results appaar to indicate that audio-manual tracking is
decidedly inferior to visual manual tracking - even though some glider
pilots claim otherwise.
To allow for a ready comparison of results, the three minute tracking
runs were performed by the same subject three different ways. The subject
performed via audio tracking alone, via visual tracking alone, an4 via audio
plus visual tracking.
e
The order of runs was reversed, to see if this made any _ifference. It
did not. Several different audio diaplays were used. Some were clearly
inferior, some were clearly superior. Head phones were superior to a loud-
speaker, even with no ear switching - apparently the phones cut our
extraneous audio noise. A pure variable tone signal with no absolute zero
reference was cleary inferior. See Figure 8. The best audio tracking
signal found in these experiments is shown in Figure 9. The signal con-
sists of a continuously variable tone of constant amplitude, to which is
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added a constant center frequency tone, corresponding to a zero error. When
the tracking tone equals or is nearly equal to the center frequency re-
ference tone, beats are heard. The beats grow lower in frequency as the
error is nulled out, from either error polarity. Zero error yields zero
beat, an extremely easy to perceive condition. Large errors produce tones
of either high or low frequency_ which clearly give polarity information.
Without such polarity information, sign reversals are common - the
operator does no, now which way to move his stick. An example of
polarity reversal is shown in the recordings of Figure i0, for the case of _.
audio-Finual tracking with no zero tone reference. Figure ii shows the
operator's response for the case of compensatory visual manual tracking,
using an oscilloscope display. It is effectively identical to Figure 12,
which shows the operator's response for the case of compensatory audio-
visual-manual tracking, with a zero beat reference tone. In both these
cases, the data indicate an approximate magnitude corner frequency of
approximately 0.4 hz. When the very best data for the compensatory audio-
manual tracking task with a zero beat reference tone is examined, the
anproximate magnitude corner frequency is found to be slightly less than
.2 h3, or almost an octave lower than the visual case. Note that these
frequencies are all significantly lower than the figures generally re-
ported for trained operators performing tracking experiments.
CONCLUSIONS
This data indicates that visual tracking performance enjoys a band-
width advantage nearly double that for audio-manual tracking, for the
idealistically simple case of unity dynamics and a single axis tracking
task, with sinusoidal inputs. It is interesting to note that the single
students who had had musical training learned far faster than the other
students, and consistently outscored them in minimizing total mean square
error.
In conclusion, it may be worthwhile to speculate upon how a glider
pilot actually utilizes his audio variometer. It is the author's opinion
that the glider pilot does not continuously track the audio signal, but
rather uses it in an intermittant fashion, to provide directional goals
for his flight path, which he controls via visual tracking cf the horizon
and other visual cues. That is, it is conjectured that the glider pilot
actually uses visual information for the second by second fine control of
his glider, and uses the audio variometer to provide relatively long
" term information concerning his overall performance (is h_ going up? or
down?) which he then uses to alter his flight strategy, in a long term
fashion.
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Figure 1 - Pilot's Input Signal, Varying Tone, From Vinje (8)
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Figure 3 - Response Of The PIEP Audio
Unit For V=riometers
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"Zero-Reader" Speed Director And Variometer
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Figure 5 - Audio Output Of The Cambridge
Triple-Range Variometer With Speed Director
And Mark II Audio Unit
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Figure 8a - Compensatory Audio Manual Trackino Performance
With No Zero Reference Tone
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Figure 8b - Normalized Operator's Response to Single Sinusoidal
Inputs (average of i0 runs)
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Figure 9a - Compensatory Audio-Manual Tracking With
A Zero Beat Reference Tone
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Figure 9b - Operator's Performance For Compensatory Audio-
Manual Tracking With A Zero Beat Reference Tone
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Figure 10 - Analog Outputs Recorded From An Audio-Manual
Tracking Simulation Utilizing A Pure Tone Signal
With No Zero Reference Tone. (As shown in Figure 4)
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Figure Ii - Compensatory Visual Manual Tracking Performance,
Oscilloscope Display, i0 runs of 3 minutes
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Figure 12 - Compensatory Audio-Visual Manual Tracking Performance,
With A Zero Beat Frequency Reference Tone, And
Oscilloscope Display.
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EYE TRACKING: HORIZONTAL VS. VERTICAL
By John Hornseth, Gary Stanley, James Porterfiel
Crew Station Integration Branch
Human Engineering Division
6570 Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433
Paul Carson
University of Dayton Research Institute ,_.
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Dayton, Ohio 45409
SUMMARY
The Honeywell Remote Oculometer was used to obtain eye pursuit tracking
data on eight subjects. A three-minute recording of Gaussian noise, band-
width limited to 1.5 Hz served as the forcing function. A galvo-laser system
rear projected the forcing function onto a vertical viewing screen as a spot
of light randomly moving in one dimension (horizontally or vertically) with a
maximum excursion of +5 ° visu_l angle as viewed by the subject. Each subject
tracked the forcing function twice vertically and twice horizontally in a
balanced design. Frequency analysis of the data showed: (i) coherence
values were essentially the same for both horizontal and vertical eye track-
ing, (2) average vertical gain (.70) was significantly higher than average
horizontal gain (.62) with both showing no drop with frequency, and (3) phase
was essentially the same for both vertical and horizontal eye tracking, was
linearly correlated (-.99) with frequency, and could be represented as a
transport delay of .125 seconds.
INTRODUCTION
Stated similarities, or differences, between horizontal and vertical eye
tracking capabilities, in smooth pursuit tracking, are based _pon meager ex-
perimental evidence. This study was designed to obtain substantial eye
tracking data on eight subjects. Of specific interest were possible differ-
ences in coherence, gain, and phase.
APPARATUS
A three-minute recording of a Newlett-PacLard 3722A Noise Generator, set
at infinite sequence length and at 0.0 to 1.5 Hz Gaussian Noise Bandwidth,
served as the forcing function. An optical projection system consisting of a
low power laser and a pair of galvo-mirrors _=ear projected the forcing func-
tion onto a cloth screen in the form of a 1/2" diameter spot of red light
422
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randomly moving in one dimension, either horizontally or vertically, about a
center spot marked on the screen. The maximum excursion of the forcing func-
tion was +5° visual angle, as viewed by the subject. The +5 ° visual angle
positions were also marked on the screen and, along with the center spot,
served as calibration points for both the forcing function and the subject's
eye movement response. The subject tracked the forcing function from a
position on the opposite side of the screen from the optical projection
system and equidistant from the screen.
The subject's eye line-of-sight was computed using the AMRL Honeywell .....
Remote Oculometer. For a complete description of the Oculometer see refer-
ence i. Calibration of the Oculometer prior to each tracking run was accom-
plished by using a second optical projection system positioned adjacent to
the forcing function optical projection system. The Oculometer-driven laser
spot was turned off during the tracking run.
Five channels of a seven channel i/2-inch Ampex 300 instrumentation tape
recorder were used to record: (I) time code, (2) forcing function on hori-
zontal runs, (3) forcing function on vertical runs, (4) horizontal eye move-
ments, and (5) vertical eye movements.
PROCEDURE
Eight male students from the University of Dayton were tested using an
ABBA order of presenting the horizontal and vertical tracking runs. Four
subjects were given the horizontal run first and four subjects were given the
vertical run first _n a balanced design. After seating the subject, the
operation of Oculometer was checked and calibrated. The subject was instruct-
ed to sit in a natural, comfortable position. The only constraint placed upon
the subject was the instruction to refrain from making large head movements.
The subject was not given any practice trials. The subject was instructed to
follow (pursue) the moving spot of light with his eyes as the spot moved
horizontally (or vertically) on the screen. The subjects were screened for
uncorrected 20/20 vision. Between runs subjects were given a short rest
while the forcing function tape was rewound to its starting position and the
equipment calibration was checked.
RESULTS
Frequency analyses of the tracking sessions for the eight subjects were
accomplished by the Dynamics Technology Applications Branch (AFDL/FBG) at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. For each run the power spectral density of
the forcing function, the power spectral density of the eye response output,
the cross power spectral density, the cross correlation, the coherence, and
_he transfer functions in gain and phase were computed. Only the statistical
analyses of these data are presented in this report. Development of a de-
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scriptive model representing subjects' performances will be accomplished at
a later date.
The data for the two horizontal runs and for the two vertical runs for
each subject were averaged for each of fifteen frequency points between 0
and 1.5 Hz. Analyses of variance were performed on these averaged data to
obtain the horizontal and vertical comparisons presented in this report.
An 8 x 2 x 15 analysis of variance was performed on the coherence,
gain, and phase data. The results of these analyses are presented in Tables
I, II, and III fGr coherence, gain, and phase respectively. Plots of co-
herence by frequency, gain by frequency, and phase by frequency were
obtained by averaging the data across subjects for each axis (Figures i, 2,
and 3).
The analysis of variance of the coherence data (Table I) shows no
significant difference between horizontal and vertical coherence. In
addition, there was no significant interaction between axes and frequency.
However, the effect of frequency on coherence was significant and can be
observed in Figure I.
Vertical gain was significantly higher than horizontal gain (Table II
and Figure 2). Vertical gain, averaged across subjects and frequency, was
.70 and average horizontal gain was .62. No interaction between axis and
frequency was present as can be observed in Figure 2.
No significant difference between horizontal phase and vertical phase
was observed (Table III and Figure 3) although a small, but significant,
interaction between axis and frequency was found. The increase of phase lag
with frequency was hlghly significant. The regression of phase and frequency
for both axes is plotted in Figure 4. Both horizontal and vertical phase
showed a high llnear correlatlon (-.99) with frequency. The slopes of the
regression lines, -71.13 for the horizontal data and -66.85 for the vertical
data, represent transport delays of .131 seconds and .119 seconds for hori-
zontal and vertical eye tracking respectively. (The transport delay of
1/15sec introduced by the Oculometer was subtracted before computing these
values. )
DISCUSSION
The major finding of this study was the slgnlflcantly higher vertical
gain as compared with the horizontal gain. This result confirms the
observation made last year by Shlrachl and Black (Reference 2). However,
two of the eight subjects tested showed slightly higher horizontal than
vertical gains. Further study is planned to examine the range of these
individual differences (emphasized by Huddleston in Reference 3) and the
persistence of this observed horlzontal-vertlcal gain difference with
training.
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Figure 3 does not appear to reflect the significant, but small, inter-
action between axes and frequency observed in the analysis of variance of
the phase data (Table III). However, the difference in slopes of the re-
gression lines shown in Figure 4 does reflect this interaction.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study comparing horizontal and vertical eye tracking performance,
vertical gain was found to be significantly higher than horizontal gain. No "_"
differences were found in coherence or in phase.
I_FERENCES
i. Merchant, John; Morrissette, Richard; and Porterfied, James L: Remote
Measurement of Eye Direction Allowing Subject Motion over one Cubic Foot
of Space. IEEE Transactions in Biomedical Engineering, Vol. BME-2] No.
4, July 1974.
2. Shirachi, D.K.; and Black, J.H., Jr.: Head-Eye Tracking in Two-
Dimensional Pursuit Tasks. Eleventh Annual Conference on Manual Control,
NASA TM X-62, 464, 1975.
3. Huddleston, H.F.: Oculometer Pursuit of Vertical Sinusoidal Targets.
Nature, Vol. 222, May i0, 1969.
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TABLEI
ANOVAfor Coherence
Error Mean
Source Term df S_uare F
Axis (A) AxS i 0.0814 0.5458
Frequency (F) FxS 14 0.0923 13.0216"
Subject (S) 7 0.4214
AxS 7 0.1492
FxS 98 0.0071
AxF AxFxS 14 0.0044 0.9451
* p < .001
TABLE II
ANOVA for Gain
Error Mean
Source Term df S_uare F
Axis (A) AxS 1 O.3810 6.6652*
Frequency (F) FxS 14 0.0325 3.8734**
Subject (S) 7 0.2967
AxS 7 0.0572
FxS 98 0.0084
AxF AxFxS 14 0.0064 1.7109
AxFxS 98 O.0038
426
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TABLE III
ANOVA for Phase
ErEor Mean
Source Term df Square F
Axis (A) AxS i 22.26 0.0980
Frequency (F) FxS 14 13010.20 145.7360"* ._
Subject (S) 7 1,09.12
AxS 7 227.21
FxS 98 89.27
AxF AXFxS 14 60.57 1.8996"
AxFxS 98 31.88
427
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HEAD TRACKING: A FATIGUE STUDY
By John Hornseth and Gary Stanley
Craw Station Integration Branch
Human Engineering Division
6570 Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Wrlght-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433
Paul Carson
University of Dayton Research Inst_tut_
300 College Park Avenue "_
Dayton, Ohio 45409
SUMMARY
A Helmet-Mounted Sight was used to obtain two dimensional head pursuit
tracking data on eight subjects. For each dimension, Gausslan noise, band-
width limited to 0.5 Hz or 1.5 Hz, was alternately recorded (for four
minutes and 2.5 minutes respectively) five times to obtain a 32.5 minute
continuous forcing function. A galvo-laser system projected the forcing
function as a (target) spot randomly moving in two-dlmenslons with a maximum
excursion of +i0 ° visual angle. The follower spot (computed head position)
was projected by a second galvo-laser system. Frequency analysis of the
beginning and final tracking periods for the 0.5 Hz tracking data revealed:
(i) no change in horizontal or vertical coherence with trials; (2) a
significant reduction in gain from trial i to trial 5; (3) a significant
increase in phase lag from trial 1 to trial 5; (4) significant differences
between horizontal and vertical tracking dimensions in coherence and phase
lag; and (5) several significant higher order interactions involving trials,
axes, anc frequency. Coherence analysis of the 1.5 Hz tracking data revealed
a breakdown in linear tracking performance.
INTRODUCTION
This study was co_Lducted to determine whether extended continuous
pursuit tracking in two-dlmenslons with a helmet-mounted sight would produce
significant changes in tracking performance. Of specific interest were
posslble changes which might occur in coherence, gain, and phase.
APPARATUS
Gaussian noisc was recorded for 32-1/2 minutes independently on two
channels of an instrumentation tape recorder. The bandwidth of the noise
generator was alternately set at .5 Hz, for four minutes, and then at 1.5
Hz, for 2-1/2 minutes, five times to make up a 32-1/2 minute, two-dlmenslon-
._ 430
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al, forcing function consisting of a sequence of slow and fast tracking
sessions.
An optical projection system consisting of a low-power laser and a pair
of mirror galvanometers rear projected the forcing function onto a cloth
screen in the form of a target spot of red light randomly moving in two
dimensions about a center point on the screen. The maximum excursion of the
forcing function in both X and Y dimensions was _i0 ° visual angle, as viewed
by the subject. Lower left and upper right i0° visual angle positions
marked on the screen served as calibration points for buth the forcing
function and subject's line-of-sight, as computed by the helmet-mounted
sight. The Honeywell Helmet-Mounted Sight (HMS) used in this study is
described in Reference I. The output of the HMS was used to drive a second
optical projection system which produced the follower spot of light con-
trolled by the subject. The subject tracked the target laser beam from a
position on the opposit_ side of the screen from the optical projection
system and equidistant from the screen.
Five channels of a second instrumentation tape recorder were used to
record: (i) time code generator signal, (2) horizontal forcing function,
(3) vertical forcing function, (4) horizontal (azimuth) head tracking
response, and (5) vertical (elevation) head tracking response.
PROCEDURE
Eight male students from the University of Dayton served as subjects
for this study. After seating the subject and adjusting the helmet as
snugly and comfortably as possible to his head, the HMS was boresighted and
calibrated for proper alignment and gain settings. The subject then tracked
the forcing function (target spot) with his follower spot continuously for
32-1/2 minutes. Subjects received no practice trials prior to the experi-
mental session. The helmet visor and reticle were up and out of sight
during the tracking run.
RESULTS
Frequency analyses of the first and fifth slow-fast tracking sessions
for the eight subjects of this study were performed by the Dynamics Tech-
nology Applications Branch (AFDL/FBG) at W-PAFB. Only a statistical treat-
merit of the data is presented in this report. Development of a descriptive
model representing subjects' performance will be accomplished at a later
date.
Slow (.5 Hz) Tracking Data
The analysis of variance (Table I) of the coherence data for the first
and fifth slow (.5 Hz) tracking runs showed no significant overall change in
431
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coherence with extended tracking. However, the presence of significant
higher order interactions indicates that changes did occur at specific
frequencies (observable in Figure i) and for specific axis bI frequency
combinations. The analysis also shows that while horizontal coherence was
significantly greater than vertical coherence, this difference was also
specific to certain frequencies (observable in Figure 2) and for certain
frequency by trial combinations.
A significant reduction in gain from Trial 1 to Trial 5 was noted
(Table II, Figure 3). However, a significant interaction between trials and "_"
frequency was present (observable in Figure 3). No overall difference
between horizontal and vertical gain was found, but a significant inter-
action between axes and frequency was observed, as can be seen in Figure 4.
A significant increase in phase lag from Trial i to Trial 5 was
observed with no interaction effect between trial and frequency (Table III
and Figure 5). Vertical phase lag was found to be significantly greater
than horizontal phase lag but a significant interaction between axes and
frequency was present as can be seen in FigL,_e 6. Linear regression plots
of phase lag with frequency are shown in Figure 7, comparing Trial 1 and
Trial 5, and in Figure 8, comparing horizontal and vertical axes. The
coefficient of correlation for these regression lines are between -.98 and
-.99. The slopes of the regression lines shown in Figure 7 for Trial 1 and
Trial 5 are essentially the same and represent a transport delay of .176
seconds. The slopes of the regression lines shown in Figure 8 represent
transport delays of .123 seconds for the horizontal axis and .232 seconds
for the vertical axis. (A transport delay of 1/30 second introduced by the
helmet-mounted sight was subtracted before computing these values.)
Fast (1.5 Hz) Tracking Data
Coherence values for the 1.5 Hz tracking runs averaged well below .5.
Consequently the analysis of the gain and phase data was not considered
appropriate. An analysis of variance of the coherence data was carried out
(Table IV). The analysis reveals no significant trial effect, but a
significant interaction between trial and frequency (Figure 9). Horizontal
coherence was significantly higher than vertical coherence. However, a
significant interaction between axes and frequency was also present (Figure
io).
DISCUSSION
The coherences observed for the fast tracking runs were surprisingly
low. It is believed that the chief reason for these low coherence values
was the subject's lack of experience in head tracking. A study to examine
the effect of practice in head tracking upon subject's coherence scores, as
a function of forcing function bandwidth, is planned. Further study is also
needed to determine whether the significant interactions between trials and
frequency and between axes and frequency, as observed in the coherence
432
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analyses of both the slow and fast tracking sessions, are meaningful. For
the slow tracking coherence data, the interaction effects do not appear to
be large enough to be practically significant. For the fast tracking co-
herence data, the reduced vertical coherence, as compared with the horizon-
tal coherence, at the higher frequencies (Figure I0) may be meaningful in
terms of helmet mass. However, it is more difficult to account for the
reduction in coherence at low frequencies on Trial 5 as compared to Trial i
as seen in Figure 9.
The significant trial by frequency and axis by frequency interactions
present in the analysis of variance of slow tracking gain (observable in _.
Figures 3 and 4) do not appear to be of sufficient magnitude to be meaning-
ful. Although it was anticipated that trials (fatigue) would have more of
an effect upon the vertical axis gain than upon the horizontal axis gain, it
is interesting to note that the trial (fatigue) effect is similar for both
the horizontal and vertical axes.
As anticipated, the significant axis by frequency interaction found in
analyzing phase angle data showed (Figure 6) that vertical phase was larger
than horizontal phase at the higher frequencies. However, this effect was
not enhanced by trials (fatigue) as was expected (i.e., the trial by axis
by frequency interaction was not significant). Of final interest is the
observation that trials (fatigue) did not affect subject's transport delay
(as represented by the slopes of the regression lines) but instead affected
the Y intercepts (see Figure 7) which presumably represents an increase in
the operation of some sort of non-linear dead zone by the subject. Further
study is needed to establish the significance of this observation.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Extended continuous pursuit tracking, in two dimensions, with a helmet-
mounted sight does produce significant changes in tracking performance. The
results of this study showed that 32-1/2 minutes of continuous tracking pro-
duced a significant reduction in gain and a significant increase in phase.
REFERENCES
1. Ferrin, F.J.: "F4 Visual Target Acquisition System," Proceedings of A
Symposium on Visually Coupled Systems: Development and Application,
' sponsored by Aerospace Medical Division, Brooks Air Force Base, Texas
and 6570th Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wrlght-Patterson AFB,
Ohio. AMD-TR-73-1, September 1973, pp. 15-32. AD 916572.
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TABLE I
ANOVA for Slow Coherence
Error Mean
Source Term df Square F
Axis (A) AxS i 0.0684 10.6386"
Trial (T) TxS i 0.3766 5.2078
Frequency (F) FxS 8 0.0226 11.4054"**
Subject (S) 7 0.2008
AxS 7 0.0064
TxS 7 0.0723
AxT AxTxS i 0.0066 1.6285
FxS 56 0.0020
AxF AxFxS 8 0.0054 2.9605**
TxF TxFxS 8 0.0079 2.5036*
AxTxS 7 0.0041
AxFxS 56 0.0018
TxFxS 56 0.0032
AxTxF AxTxFxS 8 0.0094 4.6307***
AxTxFxS 56 0.0020
* p < .05
** p < .01
*** p < .001
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TABLE II
ANOVA for Slow Gain
Error Mean
Source Term df Square F
Axis (A) AxS 1 0.1753 0.5626
Trial (T) TxS i 1.6763 9.1965"
Frequency (F) FxS 8 O.3962 26. 7230***
Subject (S) 7 O.1868
AxS 7 0.3116
TxS 7 O.1823
AxT AxTxS 1 O.0446 I.5769
FxS 56 0.0148
AxF AXFxS 8 O.0225 3.3025**
TxF TxFxS 8 O.0301 2.4085*
AxTxS 7 O.0282
AxFxS 56 0.0C68
TxFxS 56 0.03 25
AXTxF AxTxFxS 8 O.0049 0.9502
AxTxFxS 56 0.0052
* p < .05
** p < .005
*** p < .001
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TABLE III
ANOVA for Slow Phase
Error Mean
Source Term df Square F
Axis (A) AxS i 5597.5 35.6682"*
Trial (T) TxS i 2056.6 5.8132"
Frequency (F) FxS 8 5670.7 64.3181"*
Subject (S) 7 1277.9
AxS 7 156.9
TxS 7 353.8
AxT AxTxS 1 21.5 I.0928
FxS 56 88.2
AxF AxFxS 8 397.8 9.2252**
TxF TxFxS 8 18.5 0.6683
AxTxS 7 19.6
AxFxS 56 43. i
TxFxS 56 27.6
AxTxF AxTxFxS 8 33.6 i.1698
AxTxFxS 56 28.8
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TABLE IV
ANOVA for Fast Coherence
Error Mean
Source Term df Square F
Axis (A) AxS 1 0.5696 7.8571"
Trial (T) TxS 1 i.1553 3.6152
Frequency (F) FxS 15 0.0429 2.7184.*
Subject (S) 7 1.3447
AxS 7 0.0725
TxS 7 O.3196
AxT AxTxS 1 0.0181 1.2516
FxS 105 O.0158
AxF AxFxS 15 0.0613 5.4819"**
TxF TxFxS 15 0.0352 2.5506**
AxTxS 7 O.0145
AxFxS i05 O.0112
TxFxS 105 0.0138
AxTxF AxTxPxS 15 0.0351 2.8318"*
AxTxFxS 105 0.0124
* p < .05
** p < .005
*** p < .001
i
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Figure i. Coherence as a Function of Frequency for Trial I
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Figure 5. Phase as a Function of Frequency for Trial 1 and
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A COMPARISON OF IN-FLIGHT AND GROUND-BASED PITCH ATTITUDE
TRACKING EXPERImeNTS
by M.F.C. van Gool and H.A. Mooij
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR
SUMMARY
Servo-analysis, applying mathematical models of human pilot behaviour,
is an efficient approach to broaden the understanding of the "match" between
the characteristics of the flight control system-aircraft combination, the
human pilot and the displays. Quasi-linear models can be used in this type
of analysis.
The influence of motion cn the human pilot characteristics in command-
type pitch attitude tracking experiments is investigated in flight and in a
moving-base flight simulator (also used fixed-base).
The results are compared with results of s_mi!ar investigations published
in the literature.
INTRODUCTION
Reseazch directed at the development of criteria for good handling
qualities of aircraft under manual control has been in the past and will be
in the future an important on-going activity. The emergence of new tech.
niques in aircraft design ane the associated changes in operational use
forms the most important reason for these activities. Recent emphasis on
CCV/FBW (Control Configured Vehicle/Fly-By-Wire) technology to be applied in
production type aircraft emphasizes the need for development of adequate
handling quality criteria.
Handling quality criteria formulated in the form of "specifications"
or "regulations" are in many cases not directly applicable to aircraft with
the electrical, closed-loop, primary flight control systems as they are pro-
posed in contemporary design studies.
: " Servo-analysis, applying mathematical models of human pilot control be-
haviour, is an efficient approach to broaden the understanding of the "match"
between the characteristics of the flight control system/aircraft combi-
nation, the human pil ,t and the displays and can therefore be used in the
formulation of handling quality criteria.
Quasi-linear models can be used in this type of analysis. Available
quasi-linear models have been developed for certain simple piloting con-
trol tasks such as single-loop compensatory tracking, using data which
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have been mainly obtained under laboratory-type experimental conditions. It
is considered valuable to be able to validate the applicability of these
models for particular circumstances such as handling qualities investiga-
tions usin_ flight simulators. Following such a validation, servo-analysis
studies can be carried out to predict stability and performance of the
pilot-aircraft system for a wide range of dynamical co_fit_ra_ons in the
flight simulator. In addition, if knowledge on the relation between the
pilot's control behaviour in flight simulators and in-flight is available,
the prediction can be extended to the in-flight situation. _"
A discussion of the correlation of in-flight and ground-based measured
pilot transfer characteristics based on results obtained during three
experiments will be presented.
HU_@JiOPERATOR DYNAMICS IN CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL SYST_4S
Because many piicting problems involve principally one axis and because
experimental analysis of the multiloop control _ituation is very complex,
most of the research effort reported in the liLerature up to now has been
related to the investigation of single-loop compensatory control systems.
In such control situations, the pilot, characterized by the describing
function Yp, driving the controlled element, characterized by its transfer
function Yc, pays his attention to one control task having a visual stimulus
which shows the "error" between command input and system output.
A helpful concept for describing the relation between the human pilot
and the controlled element transfer characteristics in single-loop compen-
satory control systems is the "crossover model" as formulated by McRuer
and others (Refs. I and 2).
Based on the observations of compensatory control systems covering a
wide range of dynamic properties of the controlled element, the open-loop
transfer function Yp Yc can be represented by a single two-parameter mudei
in the frequency range where Y Y = IIp cl
The model has the following form:
e-J_Te
yp(j_) yc(j_) = c J_
where _c = crossover frequency
Te = effective time delay
Up to now the majority of accurate describing functions have been
determined only on the ground (and mostly from fixed-base experiments). The
set of experiments, described in this paper covers in-flight as well as
moving-base flight simulator and fixed-base flight simulator environments.
The dynamic characteristics of the controlled element (flight control
system/aircraft combination) and the operational environment were the prin-
cipal experimental variables during the investigations, listed below:
- Experiment I The controlled element was a pitch attitude controller with
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pitch-rate-coi_and/att[tude-hold properties and selectable dynamic
characteristics.
The experiments were carried out in flight with a Beechcraft Queen Air
aircraft fitted with a model-following flight control system. The general
oxpression for the transfer function of the controlled element is:
= Ke(s+l/_)
P 2
s s( s-+2_d%s+_,e )
1/Te, _@ and Ke were _electable over a wide range while _@ was maintained
close to 0.7 in all cases.
The variable dynamics were mechanized according to the so-called Prefilter
Model Following principle as described in reference 3.
- Exoeriment II The dynamics of the flight control system/aircraft combina-
tion were identical to those used in Experiment I, but the experiments were
carried out in the moving-base flight simulator of the Department of Aero-
nautics and Space Engineering of the Delft University of Technology which
was also used fixed-base.
- Experiment Iii The controlled element again was of the pitch-rate-command/
attitude-hold type, although this characteristic was not obtained through
model-following but was inherent to a pitch attitude controller designed
around a simulate_ jet transport aircraft having neutral static stability
as described in reference h.
In one configuration Direct Lift Control (DLC) "augmentation" was pro-
vided for improving m_noeuvring. Lift modulation was commanded directly by
stick displacement through a wash-out filter. These experiments were carried
out in the same flight simulator used in Experiment II.
This paper presents only a small part of the result of these experiments.
More controlled elements than presented here have been evaluated. Furthermore
remnant data, measured for all controlled elements, are not presented
in this paper. However these results are presented in the complete report
on these experiments, reference 5.
For Experiment I and II a comparison of the tracking results for one
of the controlled elements (C-3) in different environments (in-flight,
moving-base and fixed-base simulator) will be presented to demonstrate
the effect of motion on human tracking behaviour. For Experiment IIIa
comparison of the tracking results for two controlled elements having iden-
tical pitch attitude characteristics, but differing due to direct lift
control augmentation (B-4 with, and A-I without DLC), will be presented to
demonstrate the effect of DLC-heave motion. The transfer functions of these
controlled elements are presented in figure I.
PILOT DESCRIBING FUNCTIONS AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Experiment I and II
The forcing function, injected into the display was a sam of 10 sinusoids
with a cut-off frequency of 1.5 rad/see. (4 sinusoids were used as low
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amplitude high-frequency shelf). The average pilot describing functions for
three environmental conditions are presented in figure 2.
In accordance with the crossover model a large amount of pilot lead has
been generated. This can be demonstrated by the parameters of a h-parameter
pilot model that has been fitted to the describing functions:
TL j_1 _j_Y =K e
p p TI j_+1
K = gain
T_ : lead time constant
TI : lag time constant
Te = effective time delay
With a fitting procedure that emphasizes a good fit in the neighbourhood of
crossover frequency, the following average results are obtained:
deg stick )
Ko(cm_ dispiay Ti(sec) TL(sec) Te(_ec)
In-Flight 0.5 0.1 8.0 0.26
(2 pilots, 5 runs each)
Moving-Base 0.5 0.1 7.0 0.31
(4 pilots, 5 runs each)
Fixed-Base 1.6 0.1 2.2 0.30
(2 pilots, 5 runs each)
Fixed-base results are different from results with motion. With motion
higher lead time constants and lower steady state gains are obtained.
Experiment Ill
The forcing function consisted of a sum of sinusoids forming a spectrum with
a first-order roll-off shape with a cut-off frequency of I rad/sec (again
augmented with a low-amplitude hlgh-frequency shelf). The average pilot
describing functions for the configurations with and without direct l<ft con-
trol are presented in figure 3.
The parameters of the h-parameter pilot model, obtained in the same
way as for Experiment I and II, are as follows.
(deg stick _ ri(sec ) eKp'cm display" VL(sec) ;(sec)
With DLC 13.4 0.6 1.2 0.32
(4 pilots, 5 runs each)
Without DLC 17.8 0.3 0.8 0.35
(2 pilots, 5 runs each)
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It is observed that with addiBicnal translational motion due to DLC, the gain
decreases and the lead time constant increases
Pilot-aircraft performance
Loop bandwidth and stability as expressed in crossover frequency and
Ue2
phase margin an__ the performance measures Score ( = I-_---__),and relative ---
2 i
o _;ei
=--), related to the pilot's input, are as follows.
remnant, (Pae _72
_m Score p 2c ae
ExD. I In-Flight 1.7 35 0.34 0.66
Exp. iI Moving-Ease 2.0 31 0.55 0.74
Exp. II Fixed-Base 2.0 16 0.48 0.66
Exp. IIl Moving-Base with DLC 1.4 54 0.81 0.86
Exp. IIl Moving-Base without DLC 1.8 44 0.84 0.82
With respect to Experiments I and II it can be observed that in-flight
the crossover frequency is lower, the phase margin is higher and the Score is
lower than moving-base.
With respect to Experiment II, it is observed that moving-base the phase
margin, Score and the relative remnant are higher than fixed-base.
With respect to Experiment III it can be observed that for the con-
trolled element with DLC the crossover frequency is lower and the phase
margin is higher than for the controlled element without DLC.
INFLUENCE OF MOTION
In the evaluation of the influence of motion on the outcome of the ex-
periments it has to be kept in mind that command-typetrackinghas been carried
out in which the displayed error signal is not congruent with the actual
pitching motion and in which a frequ2ncy dependent relation exists between
pitch and heave motion.
In general, sensing of angular motion, usually associated with the "semi-
circular canals" can be characterized as a second-order response to angular acce-
leration (Ref. 6). It is believedthat a threshold is incorporated in this
mechanism which has a value of 0.5 deg/sec 2. The dynamics of the second-order
system are such that from 0.2 to 10 rad/see, angular motion perception is
proportional to angular rate. For prolonged turning the "subjective" signal
447
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washes out. The treshold value for angular rate based on this number is
2.6 deg/sec for the pitch axis (Ref. 2)
Sensing of linear motion is ordinarily associated with the "utricles"
which are sensitive to the total applied force (Because the utricles do not
respond only to inertial accelerations but to the total applied force, they
have to be considered specific force indicators).
For the discussion here, the inputs to the utricles will be referred to
as accelerations. The model for linear motion sensing presented by the
author of reference 6 can be characterized as that of a second-order system ,-
responding to linear acceleration. Because it is estimated that the two
first-order break-points are located at frequencies of 0.1 and 1.5 rad/sec,
the subjective perception of acceleration over the frequency range of interest
is accompanied by large phase lags. It is believed that also in this case a
threshold is present which has a value of 0.1 m/sec 2 (Ref. 6) for the ver-
tical axis.
Possibly the mentioned threshold values are even higher in tracking ex-
periments, because the pilot experiences both visual and motion inputs, as
opposed to the experimerts described in reference 6 were the subject con-
centrated sole!y on the task of detection motion.
To be able to estimate the amount of motion during the experiments, the
level of motion in each of the three experiments has been computed. Root mean
square (r.m.s.) values of pitch rate and vertical acceleration are as follows
r.m.s, pitch rate r.m.s, vertical acceleration
(deg/sec) (m/sec2)
Exp. I In-Flight 1.0 1 24
Exp. II Moving-base 1.1 0.08
Exp. III with DLC 1.9 0.08
Exp. III 2.1 0.05
without DLC
Threshold of 2.6 0.1
perception suggested
For Experiments I and II the r.m.s,valuesof pitch rate have been below the
threshold of perception. The difference between Experiment I and II with respectto
motionwas the r.m.s,value of vertical acceleration whichhas been well above the
perception threshold for Experiment I and of the same magnitude as the perception
threshold for Experiment II.
For Experiment III the r.m.s, of pitchratewassomewhatbelowtheperception thres-
hold.Withrespect to the r.m.s,value of vertical acceleration an increase of 50 _ is
observed for the experiment withDLC as compared to the experiment withoutDLC. Assuming
thatduringanappreciablepart of the time a level of motion equaltotwice ther.m.s.
value existed,theverticalaccelerationwithDiC has beemai_vetheperceptlon threshold.
Turning to the literature it is observed that most trackin_ investiga-
tions including rotational motion have been performed with distucbance-type
448
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forcing functions, thus having rotational motion congruent to the displayed
error signal; this type of investigations are described in references 7
to 11.
Although not directly applicable to the test described _n this study it is
remarked in reference 11 that previous work by R.S. Shirley (Sc.D. Thesis,
_.I.T., 1968) has shown that addition of congruent motion (disturbance
tracking) in a single-axis tracking task is beneficial if the lead informa-
tion that the motion supplies is not redundant and can be used to maintain
better control of the system. Another way of saying this is that the merits _.
of motion are dependent on task difficulty in single-axis control tasks.
However, it should be observed that the improved performance for Exp. II
moving-base as compared to fixed base shows the same trend.
Stapleford_ Peters and Alex (Ref.12_ 1969) state that their studies
indicated that motion cues will be used except when tracking a random-
appearing command input with a compensato_ display. Due to the fact that
with a command input the visual system will only sense the difference between
the input and the vehicle motion, while the vestibular system senses the ac-
tual vehicle motion there is a "conflict" between the two modalities involve_
The authors of reference 12 conclude that when this conflict exists, the
pilots apparently ignores the motion inputs.
A study on the effect of rotational motion using a large amplitude
command-type forcing f_mction is reported by Junker and Replogle (Ref. 13_
1975). The authors conclude from their investigations tha_, "the human
operator will make use of large amplitude motion information when controlling
a moving platform with dynamics of the general form K/s2''.A controlled
element with K/s 2 characteristics discussed in the present paper is Con_r_lled
Element C-3, although the level of rotational motion was small.
No literature with respect to translational motion in command tracking
could be located. Although not directly applicable to the tests described
in this study it is considered interesting to mention that Rin61and and
Staoleford (Ref. 14_ 1973) state that among others the following conclusions
can be drawn from the work they performed with respect to disturbance
tracking:
- Low level linear acceleration cues can be effectively used by pilots to
improve performance in tracking tasks
- Performance improvements with linear motion cues are highly subject
dependent.
CONCLUSIONS
Command-type tracking experiments have been carried out with a pitch-
rate-command/attitude-hold flight control system controlled by side
stick with and without motion.
The results of the experiments give reason to believe that the effect
of rotational motion during _he experiments resulted in an increase in sys-
tem stability as well as in improved performance for a controlled element
requiring low-frequency lead generation. This is observed for an ex-
periment during which the simulator motion level was lower than the commonly
449
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accepted threshold of human motion perception. This result is in accordance with
an observation made by Junker and Replogle (1975)for large amplitude motion.
Translational motion existing during the tracking tasks (aircraft
dynamics) lowered the values of crossover frequency and Score and thus
degraded the pilot-aircraft performance in the pitch tracking tasks as com-
pared to the performance obtained fixed-base.
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EFFECTS OF HEADGEAR AND VISUAL ANGLE
ON HEAD ROTATION SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS
By D. K. Shirachi1
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D. L. Monk and J. H. Black,Jr.
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Human EngineeringDivision
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SUMMARY
Dynamic cl_racteristics of the unrestrained human head movement control
system are measured as a fu,_ction o._ headgear weight and size of the stimulus tra-
jectory envelope. The coherence, gain and phase spectral characteristics are un-
affected by variations in the weight of the helmet and associated head line-of-sight
measurement hardware; however, a g-,tin amplitude nonlinearity related to stimulus
visual field size is shown to exist.
INTRODUCTION
Significanthardware developmentsduringrecentyears now permit practical,
remote measurement ofan operatortshead line-of-sightwithgood accuracyand
reliability.The advGmtofthispracticalcapabilityhas stimulatednumerous proposed
applicationsofVisuallyCoupled Systems, controlsystems which are directedby
naturalhead movemGmts withfGmdbackinformationdisplayedintheoperator'svisual
1present address: Computer Sciences Corporation
1101 San Antonio Road
Mountain View, California 9404_
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field. The purpose of this investigation of head pursuit trac'king was to provide
dynamic performance data to aid in the evaluation of the hcad movement system as
an active controller and to identify important design considezations in the future
development of head line-of-sight measurement systems.
Several DoD agencies and NASA are seriously com idering potential applications
of head-aimed control systems for aircralt flight controi, head slaved simulator
displays, navigation and reconnaissance sensor control, aml target designation.
Chouet and Young [ 1] have shown that a head position measurement device can be
used as an efficient means of controlling vehicular attitude, especmlly for three-
axis manual control, and other investigations of Visually Coupled Systems [2] have
demonstrated the feasibility of head-controlled sensors and weapon systems, tlead
line-of-sight measurements are also being considered for selection and control of
aircraft cockpit information displays anti as a means of providing accurat? bearing
Coway points for precision updating of onboard navigation systems.
All the,._e applications of head control take advantage of the operator's prop.rlo -
ceptive feedback and t,til:'_e the r_pid, precise head movement coordination whicll Is
a natucal physiological activity in man and is co,_pled to his perception of and
reaction to l,.is environment. The research reported herein describes the character-
istics of vm _strained head movement as a function of headgear weight and angular
size of tl',e visual field in which the pursuit task occurs.
M ET HODS
ExperimentalApparatus
A HoneywellHelmet-Mounted Sight(HMS) which measures theoperator's
helmet angularline-of-sightinreal-timewas used toobserve dynamic head move-
ments. The Honeywell HMS [3] computed head line-of-sightcoordi,mtesfrom in-
formationgeneratedby scanninginfraredlightbeams transmittedfrom fixed-
coordinate"lightfans"mounted besidetheecperimentalsubjectar:.lreceivedby
inP'areddetectorsmounted on a helmetworn by the subject.An electronicomputa-
tionunitprovidedanalogvoltagescoxrespondingtothe horizontaland vertical
coordinatesofthe head line-of-sight.The followingthreehelmet configurations
weighing 4-11/4, 3 and 2 pounds respectively were used in the eKperiments: a Navy
Model LG1065; a Phase I, lightweight prototype, Model LG1087; and a modified Air
Force Model LG1063 with visor, oxygen mask recepticles and associated lmrdware
removed to reduce weight.
The moving target s_imuli for the bead pursuit tracking were generated by pro-
jecting a laser beam directed by an X-Y mi': "or galvanometer system onto a vertical
viewing screen w_ch subtended a visual angle of _+20° in both vertic_' and horizontal
axes. The vertical and horizontal inputs to the galvanometer system were
456
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uncorrelated and consisted of band-limited, Gaussian noise with a half-power band-
width of 3 Hz. The helmet weight experiments used a +10 ° visual field as the
stimulus projection envelope, and the angular field experiments used amplitudes ofO O O
+5 , +10 and +15 for the stimulus field.
The helmet weight experiments were conducted on two experimental subjects;
the angular ,,_ld experiments were performed on three experimental subjects For
all of the experiments, one subject was tra.ned and the other subjects were un-
trained. The angular field experiments were performed with both the 2 and 4-1/4
pound helmets; however, since the results were identical, only data for the 2 pound
helmet is presented here.
DATA ANA LYSIS
The data analysis meChod chosen for investigation of the head movement system
dynamics was power spectral analysis [4, 5 ], and the frequeocy information of the
spectral analysis permitted a comparison of the authors' data with those in the
literature. Using power spectral analysis techniques, one may directly compute the
system's linear, input-output transfer function and coherence function which is a
quar.titative measure of the credibility associated with the computed linear transfer
function.
It is assumed that the measured output response, x(t), is the sum of an input
stimulus, u(t), multip, _ b the system transfer function, h(t), plus an additive
noise source, n(t), which is uncorrelated with the input.
x(t) = h(t) u(t) + n(t)
E[n(t) u(t)] = 0; 0<t< T
Performing a Fourier transformation of the input and output variables and converting
to power spectra
G = HG +G
UX UU rg:
where G = auto-power spectrum of u(t)UU
G = cross-power spectrum of u(t) a_d x(t)
ux
G = cross-power suectrum of n(t) and x(t)nx
E[ ] = egpected value operator
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Assuming that n(t) is uncorrelated with x(t), and n(t) is zero mean, Gaussian
noise, then the use of ensemble averaging for the auto- and cross-power spectra for
many segments of frequency computations causes G to approach zero. Therefore,
nx
G =tlG
LLK an
and
G
UXH -
G
UU
where G denotes the ensemble average.
2
The coherence function, _ , is defined as
-- 2
G
2 ux ,,27 = ; 0< , <1.0
G G
UU XX
where G = auto-power spectrum of x(t).
XX
The coherence function is the proportion of input power contained by the output
power spectrum and is a quantitative measure of the linear causal relationship
between the input and output of a system.
Input-output cross-correlations were computed to determine the time delay of
the output response relative to a given input stimulus. The lag time corresponding
to the maximum value of the cross-correlation function is considered as the time
delay of the measured input-output relationship.
The following time responses were recorded: horizontal stimulus, vertical
stimulus, horizontal head movement response and vertical head movement response.
For each of the stimulus-response pairs, cross-correlation functions, coherence
functions and transfer function gain and phase angle spectra were computed so that
direct and cross-coupled characteristics of each coordinate axis could be determined.
RESULTS
Helmet Weight
Data recorded from the helmet weight experiments showed no appreciable
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differences in the coherence, phase angle or gain characteristics when HMS helmet
weight was increased. The spectral characteristics for two subjects are shown on
Figures i through 6, and these curves show no appreciable differences between
helmets of different weight.
Based upon the definition of half-power bandwidth which is the fr_uency
region in which the input-output signal power transfer function remains above 0.5 of
maximum signal transmissibility (Bendat and Pi,_rsol [4 ] ) and forming an analogous
definition for the coherence function _'he_e a coherence value of 0.5 is analogous to
the half-power point, the bandwidth of the head movement system was found to be
approximately 2.0 Hz.
The transfer function gain varied between 0.3 and 0.4 for horizontal move-
ments and 1.0 and 1.5 for vertical movements (figures 3 and 4). One can easily
observe that the vertical gain was much greater than the horizontal gain, and these
results agree with those of Shirachi and Black [6 ].
The phase angle curves showed no differences as a function of increasing
helmet weight (figures 5 and 6), and the phase angle was a linear function of fre-
quency as determined by a linear least squares fit of the data points with a correla-
tion coefficient greater than 0.98.
Visual Field Size
In contrast with the results for the helmet weight experiments, there was a
significant effect of visual fi )ld size on the transfer function gain (figures 7, 8 and 9).
An increase of visual field size produced sizeable increases of gain throughout the
response bandwidth of the head movement system. It should also be noted that the
vertical gains were always greater than the horizontal gains, just as in the helmet
cO
weight experiments. The + _ stimulus envelope produced quite small gains in the
region of 0.07 tc 0.15 #horizontal) and 0.2 to 0.7 (vertical_ and the + 15 envelope
produced gains of 0.6 to 1.5 (horizontal) and 1.1 to 3.0 (vertical). These results
indicate that an interaction exists between the transfer function gain and size of the
stimulus visual field.
The coherence functions for the visual field e_periments were similar to those
for the helmet weight experiments. Stimulus amplitude appeared to have negligible
effect on coherence (figure 10a).
The phase angle curves also showed no ampli_de effects (figure 10b), and they
were linear with frequency just as in the helmet weight e_periments. However, the
phase angles in the higl= frequency region near 1.5 Hz showed less phase lag than the
phase curves for the helmet weight e_periments.
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CONC LUSIONS
The head movement system had previously been thought to exhibit linear be-
havior which can be modeled by a constant gain term in series with a time delay
element (Shirachi and Black [6]). However, new experimental evidence which
shows an amplitude-dependent transfer function gain relationship .has been presented
in this paper -'hich appears to challenge the linear model of Shirachi and Black. The
invariance of the coherence and phase angle characteristics with stimulus field size _
combined with an amplitude-dependent gain characteristic do not conform to the
linear system model. It is not readily apparent what mechanism or mechanisms are
operating to produce the amplitude-dependent behavior presented here. Transfer
function gain may be influenced by head and eye interaction at small stimulus ampli-
tudes. Another probable factor is target angular veloc_.ty which varies as a function
of stimulus amplitude when the forcing function bandwidth is constant. However,
future experimentation is necessary in order to provide sufficient data to explain the
transfer function gain behavior.
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LI_Z OF FIGURES
Figs. 1 and 2
Coherence functions for two experimental subjects wearing various weight
headgear.
Figs. 3 and 4
Transfer function gains for two experimental subjects wearing various weight
headgear.
Figs. 5 and 6
Transfer function phase lag for two experimental subjects wearing various
weight headgear.
Figs. 7, 8 and 9
Transfer function gains for different stimulus field sizes for three experi-
mental subjects.
Fig. 10a
Coherence functions for different stimulus field sizes.
Fig. 10b
Transfer function phase lag for different stimulus field sizes.
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IIUNANENGINEERINGLABORATORYHELICOPTEROBSERVERPFRFORMANCESTIIDIES
By John A. Barnes
U. S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland
The Systems Performance and Concepts Directorate of the U. S. Army tluman
Engineering Laboratory has, since 1972, been conducting a series of flight _
studies relating to some of the typical tasks performed by the U. S. Army
helicopter observer. The first ser_es of observer performance studies were
called the Human Engineering Laboratory Helicopter Acquisition Tests (llELl_T).
HEU'_T I
The initial study, reference 1, was corducted in October 1972 at the
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California. This study was performed in
conjunction with a tri-service target detection/acquisition test. The test
was designed to help determine which was the most advantageous location for
the observer position in operational helicopters, figure 1. The 68 simulated
tactical low level route reconnaissance missions were flown by pilot observ-
ers from the 1st Cavalry Division using AH-1 and 0H-58 helicopters. The tar-
gets were twenty items of 1950-60 era ordnance and three bridges set along a
three leg, seven mile flight course over rough terrain with a cover of scrub
growth.
The results indicated that although the obsexwers detected a slightly
larger number of targets from the left seat of the OH-58, there were no sig-
nificant differences in the number of detections that could be attributed to
tbe location of the observer in the helicopter.
HELHATII
The second flight study, reference 2, was conducted in July and August
of 1973 at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. This study was designed to
allow us to determine whether a single observer or the pilot and observer
team could perform a better job of target detection/acquisition during low
level route reconnaissance using the OH-58. The 56 pilots and pilot observ-
ers who flew the 24 flights that made up this study were again from the Ist
Cavalry Division, and many of them had flown in the previous study at China
Lake.
The Zlight course was set up along s three leg, 15 mile route over the
flat wooded area of Aberdeen Proving Ground and nine item of 1950-60 era
ordnance and six "Fire Orange" boxes were the _irgets. The boxes, which
_asured 4 feet by 8 feet by I f_ot were ustl as control targets.
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An ancillary six flight Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) test was flo_n after the
main study had been completed. This test was flown at the lowest ooszibla
altitude depending upon the height of the ground cover; the altitudes varied
from three to thirty feet as the crews flew an "S" pattern reconnaissance
along the last leg of the low level course ir the reverse direction. The
NOE crews had great difficulty in maintaining their geographical orientation;
crews 4 and 6 became lost and had to be told by the over-flying con_'ol sir-
craft to climb out and return to the base. Crew 5 also became disorientated,
b,,t they momentarily v_nt to a higher altitude to reorient themselves and
the, proceeded to finish the mission NOE. All of these crewmen had combat
experience and had had some NOE training.
The results of ItEU_T II are shown in Tables I and 2.
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TABLE 1. TARGETS DETECTED
TARGET CREWS OBSERVERS NOE
TYPE
ORDNANCE 40% 42% 44%
ORANGE BOX 76% 42% 67%
OVERALL 55% 42% 55% --
TABLE 2. NOE DETECTION RANGE (METERS)
TARGET
CREW 15 14 13 12 11 10
1 520 120 470 64C
2 160 570 350 770 220
3 780 400 1110
4 460 200 1470
5 340 100 90 600 1280
6
HELHAT
The final port_on of this series, reference 3, was published in 1974
and contained the major portions of HELHAT I and II as well as the target
detection ranges achieved by the subjects during these two flight studies.
The maximum detection ranges and the helicopter altitudes that accompanied
them are shown in Table 3. These data, along with other pertinent facts
about each detection, were processed using a multip:_ regression technique
to try to determine the significant factors that contribute to successful
5 targt" detection
,r
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TAB wE 3
Low AIt,wde Target Detection Efforts
(APG and NWC)
Mmmmm l)etechon AGL Maximum Detection Range
Mmmmnr MaxHnum
Targcl Description V.Ivme AGI. R:mge Range AGL
[Ctlblc Feet) (Feet) (Meters) (Meters) (Feet)
NWC 3 M-211 Trucks{3) 1674 ea 80 1060 1800 280
NWC o M-4 Tractor 1273 100 930 1020 210
NWC 10 V-62 Van 1715 80 580 740 320
APG 5 V-62 Van w Antenna a 3405 84 b 570 640 249 c
NW(" _3 Bridge, 2 lane i J,8,200 100 460 785 150
NWC Supply Dump 69,445 IO0 420 660 250
NWC 24 Bridge, I lane 102,400 O0 380 1470 260
NWC 19 M-37 Truck (3) 578 ea 90 280 1130 190
NW(" 20 P_ckup Truck 665 O0 280 890 230
NWC 1; 75ram Sk} Sweep Gun (3) 1944 ea 90 230 550 270
NWC 16 V-62 Van w Antenna 2910 90 220 1060 340
APG 4 l)ay-GI- Orange Box 32 80 b 140 840 214 b
NWC 15 M-47 Tank 2620 110 250 510 200
NWC 17 Tn,ck, Amphibious 2259 110 580 1290 310
NWC 4 M-535 Van 1678 120 1160 2200 330
APG 1 M-258 Van 7397 120 c 620 1800 362 b
NWC 12 Searchlight (3) 307 ea 120 310 441 150
NWC 13 M-38 Jeep (2) 177ea 120 190 470 300
NWC 14 75rnm Sky Sweep Gun 1944 120 190 280 160
NWC 7 Bridge, 1 lane 21,700 140 370 760 280
NWC 27 Tractor and Tanker 3115 160 880 1030 220
APG 2 Day-GIo Orapge Box 32 186b 230 600 351 c
NWC 9 V-62 Van 1715 190 670 830 250
APG 3 M-259 Van w Antenna 3394 189 c 570 1880 251 b
NWC 2 105mm Howitzer (3) 720 ea 210 1060 1060 210
NWC 1 M-48 Tank 2881 220 610 2320 340
APG 12 Day-Glo Orange Box 64 239 b 220 400 328 b
NWC 5 90ram Gun Mount 1637 250 63" 1000 330
APG 10 Day-Glo Orange Box 32 268b 210 640 361 b
APG 13 M-21 Rocket Launcher (3) 422 ea 296 b 950 950 296 b
APG 15 Da"-Glo Orange Box 32 316.b 400 600 419 b
APG 14 ._ "_ Rocket Launcher 422 310 b 200 500 362 b
APG 6 M-38 hard-top Jeep 434 307 c 100 500 434 b
APG 7 Day-GIo Orange Box 64 329 c 1600 ! 600 32oc
APG 9 XM387EI Missile Truck 1316 370 c 1240 1290 392 c
NWC 8 Truck, Amphibious 2259 370 700 700 370
2This van had been extended by 3 feet.
bcrew score
CObserver scort
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The results of the stepwise multiple regression analysis of the 268 de-
tections in which the desired 29 measures for each detection were available
indicated that the significant aspects of target detection were;
Sighting Angle
Terrain Slope/Roughness
Target Background Coqspicuity
Target Foreground Conspicuity
Target Distance _rom Flight Path
Aircraft Heading
Aircraft A!titud. Above Ground Level
Aircraft to Target Range
Apparent Target Size
Bearing Estimate Firor
When the HELHAT data were analyzed, not considering Conspicuity and
Range and Bearing Estimate Errors, there were some changes in the signifi-
cant variables. These 851 detections added;
Target Difficulty
Relative Bearing to Target
Cloud Cover
Target Length
Target Vollme
and caused the deletion of Terrain Slope/Roughness and Apparent Target Size.
POP-UP STUDY
A third flight study, reference 4, investigated the effectiveness of a
helicopter using the pop-up tactic and a simulated wire-guided missile
against a heavy tank's main gun. This test was flown in August of 197S at
Aberdeen Proving Ground. This was a dynemic encounter rather than a passive
one such as HELHAT; the study was primarily to test the ability of the tank
crews of two different types of heavy tanks to defend themselves against a
helicopter gunship, therefore it was the tank crew that changed rather than
the air crew. The test scenario called for the Forward Observer to direct
the helicopter to move to one of the eight preselected positions to perform
the pop-up tactic. The tank crews had been briefed that they would be liable
to encounter helicopter missile fire on certain portions of the extensive
• tank road course.
The mean Air-to-Ground and Ground-to-Air detection ranges are shown in
Table 4. The "LOS Range" entry is the maximum possible range at which either
vehicle could have seen the other from that position• The "ND" entry indi-
cates that the tank crew did not detect the helicopter during the attack from
that position. A typical engagement plan is shown in figure 2. The _orward
Observer located in the area of CP 22G alerts the helicopter to proceed to
pop-up position II for the a_tack as the tank will be in his line-of-sight
473
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Fig. 2. CP 22G to CP 23G Course Segment, Pop-Up Position lI
FiE. 3. Helicopter At Pop-Up Position II, Ready For Missile _aunch
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after it passes CP 226 enroute to CP 23C. Figure 3 shows the helicopter in
firing position at position II; an OH-58 was used as a substitute for the AH-1
because of scheduling problems. Figure 4 shows the helicopter on a simulated
gunnery run against the tank; this procedure was used to alert the tank crew
that they had been under missile attack and that if they had not seen the
helicopter before, it was too late!
TABLE 4, POP-UP RESULTS (NETERS)
POP-UP LOS MEAN A-TANK RANGE MEAN F-TANK RANGE
POSITION RANGE AIR/GND GND/AIR AIR/GND GND/AIR
1 2250 1640 1511 1631 1070
2 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
3 3000 1480 1i25 1700 1125
4 1400 1100 1120
5 1800 1200 720
6 1750 1420 485 1303 840
7 2100 2030 ND
8 2950 2100 ND
HELCAT
The current effort, Human Engineering Laboratory Camouflage Application
Test (HELCAT), is the air-to-ground portion of a larger, interagency camou-
flage application test in which the detectability of pattern painted tanks
is being compared to that of camouflaged tanks. The day and night airborne
phases will be flown in mid-June. During the day phase we will, for the first
time, record the observer's actual eye point of regard during an air-to-ground
target search. We will measure the single glance dwell time, the total dwell
time and the observer field of view for each of the day target detections.
_,e night phase will use the AN/PVS5 Night Vision Device as an observer aid.
The results of the study will compare observer's dayti,_ target detec-
tion performance, against pattern painted and camouflaged tanks, with and
without the eye movement measurement device. The night portion will compare
the observer target detection performance, against the same tanks, with and
without the AN/PVS5 Night Vision Device, and the unencumbered day performance
with the night AN/PVS5 performance. These results should tell what part of
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Fig. 4. Helicopter On Firing Pass From Pop-Up Position If.
the camouflage on the tanks needs to be improved to prevent detection, the
amount of detection degradation from day conditions to be expected when the
AN/PVS5 devices are used, and the gain in night detection capabil ty to be
expected when the AN/PVS5 devices are used.
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INTERACTIONBF.'I_qEINWARNINGSIGNAL J_NDFORE-PEI_IOD
IN SI_DLE FOOT REACrION TIbN
Nataraj S. Nataraj JohnM. tloward
•Engineering Teclmologies Dept. of I.E. and O.R.
Sinclair Community College Wayne State University
Dayton, Ohio 45402 Detroit, blichigan 48202
ABSTRACT
Th:s paper reports in part the results of an experiment set up to
study the effects of interaction bet_qeenthe fore-period and warning signal
on a sLnrplefoot reaction time task. The task required the subject to
respond with a lateral movement of the right foot from right to left after
observing the onset of a ten,oral vistml event. Reaction times were record-
ed for varieus combinations of fore-periods and warning signals. Inter-
pretation of results are made with respect to design and operation of foot
controls.
INTRODUCTION
In the operation of machine-foot controls the htman operator is some-
times required to respond after a varying interval of time which is pre-
ceded by a warning signal of variable length. 51an/machineinterface of
this type is most colmnonin an industrial environment. In this setting it
is common to find an operator monitoring a set of r chine-readincss lights,
manipulating material with his hands and operating the machine ftmctions
with one or both of his feet. Successful opera'ion of this type of _mchine
is dependent upon many variables, such as working environment, operator ex-
perience and motivation, and machine design. In certain situations operat-
or speed of response is crucial to successful and safe machine operation.
One factor that may have an observable effect upon the operator's speed of
477
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response is temporal expectancy. Temporal expectancy ts defined as mn in-
creasing readiness to respond to events (signals) that occur over time.
The measurement of simple reaction time can be used as an observation of an
increasing readiness to respond. In general, as readiness increases,
reaction time decreases.
Naatanen (1970) in a review of the literature points out t_vodiverg-
ing tendencies with respect to the relationship between fore-period and
simpl reaction time: (I) when the fore-period is not varied, a general
observation is that the longer the fore-periods, and (2) when fo.e-periods
of different duration are randonLly presented, the reaction time--in addi-
tion to its being generally longer than in the aforementioned case, is
longest after the shortest fore-period in a series. It has also been ob-
served that the longest fore-period in a series yields the shortest reaz-
tion time. Naatanen in conclusion proposed that four factors exert an in-
fluence on the relationship between fore-period and the reaction time when
varying fore-periods with a given range are delivered in a random order.
Two of these factors act via the variables called "expectancy": (1) the
expectancy-reducing effect of the flow of time after the warning signal,
because longer periods are more difficult to estimate than shorter ones;
and (2) the expectancy-increasing effects of the flow of time after the
warning signal, because the objective probability of the occurence Of the
stimulus increases.
Several earlier studies used the term expectancy to describe the sub-
ject's change in reaction time over a range of time intervals. Deese
(1955: 363) hypothesized that "cxpectancy should be low immediately after
a signal, should increase as the mean intersignal interval approaches, and
478
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finally should become quite high as the intersignai interval goes beyond
the mean." Baker (1959) offered another hypothesis suggesting that ex-
pectancy increases as intersignal interval increases until the mean inter-
signal interval and then expectancy decreases as fore-period increases
further. Both hypotheses have been supported by research. The major
a/.,.
difference between the studies supporting one or the other of the hypo-
theses was in the size of the range of fore-periods.
In experiments that supported the theory of increasing expectancy,
ranges of less than S sec. were used, while in experiments that supported
a U-shaped function the ranges were 18 sec. or greater. In those experi-
ments the varying fore-perio&_ were always preceded by a )earning signal
of fixed length.
Since the intervals appropriate to the operation of foot-operated
industrial machines (such as described previously) are relatively short,
and usually include a warning signal (machine ready signal) of varying
length, the range of fore-periods and warning signals used in this exper-
iment were short.
Following from those earlier studies it was expected that temporal
expectancy and therefore speed of reaction time would vary as a function of
the interaction between the duration o_ both a fore-period (FF) interval
within a range of FP and a warning sigrml 0VS) within the range of WS. To
test this hypothesis a range of eight common values of WS and FP were
paired with itself and with each of the other seven values, producing 64
paired presentations of WS and PP. The eight common values were 250
msec., SO0 msec., I, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 sec.
479
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_ts. Forty-eight (30 males, 18 females) volunteer college students
served as subjects. M1 subjects we,'e screened for the absence of visual
color defects, corrected 20/20 visual acuity and physical disability with
regard to the right leg and foot movement. Twenty-nine male and 15 female
subjects were right leg dominant. Table 1 gives the subject characteristic
for age, weight ,and stature.
Apparatus. The foot reaction time measurement apparatus is shown in Figure
1. It consisted of a vertical-horizontal adjustable seat that provided for
control of subject knee angle, 30" off vertical. The start .rod exT_eri-
mental targets were each 6 cm. in iiameter and placed 15 cm. apart. The
display consisted of a yellow warring signal (WS) and red stimulus light
which were mounted vertically (WSbelow) oh a gray panel 15 cm. apart. The
gray panel was positioned 266 cm. in front of the subject at seated eye
height from the floor. Each light was 6 era. in diameter. The recording
equipment included a sandal sole approximating a 9 1/2 shoe with a brass
spike (protruding 2 era. downward) affixed to the center of * w sole. The
sandal was attached to the subjects' right foot with straps. The targets
were brass places. An electronic timing _aeasuring device (Beckman Univer-
sal Timer) was used to measure response time in 1/1000 see. Response time
was measured from onse e of the red stimulus light until the experimental
target was contacted.
Experimental Design. Using a table of random nt_mrs, the experimenters
assigned a random sequence for the presentation of 64 combinations of _3
and FP. The presentation order was counterbalanced to minimize the effects
480
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TABLE I
BIO DATA OF SUE}ECTS
HALE.(30) FL"_IALE(1B) TOTAL (48)
F'_uN STD.DI.._._:._N STD.DEV. _.IE_N STD.DEV.
Age (years) 23.45 3.77 23.37 5.08 23.21 4.31
Stature (meters) 1.79 0.07 1.64 O.0S 1.73 0.10
Weight (kg.) 75.33 13.91 56.20 10.00 68.70 14.74
A - Starting Position
B - Experimental Target (6 cra. in diameter)
FIGIIRE1 - DT_qSIONS OF _ tKKYrREACrlON-TI_ bIEASURI_iNTAPPARATUS
48_
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of subject learning and fatigue. The complete test session took approx-i
imately 50 rain. All subjects were tested between the hours of 10:00 A.M.
and 4:00 P.M. Subjects were not provided with knowledge of results during
testing. Subjects were given 5 unscored practice trials (3 sec. WS, 3 sec.
FP), during which they became familiar wit_ the foot reaction time measure-
ment apparatus. All subjects were debriefed following testing.
Instruction Given to the Subject. The subject was instructed to sit com-
fortably but straight, his thighs horizontal, with his right foot over the
target. The knee angle was measured 30* off vertical. If necessary, the
chair was adjusted to achieve this body posture. The subject was in-
structed to fixate on the black dot located on the gray panel before
them. A yellow light would appear in the circle toward the bottom of the
panel and a red light would appear in the circle to the top. The yellow
light appeared first, went off and then was followed by the red light.
When the red light appeared, the subject was asked to move as rapidiy as
possible from the start position (right plate) to the experimental t-:rger
on the left. The speed of this movement was the main obj-ctiw _4
therefore the st_ject us told not to worry about the accura,- _:
foot movement, althoug _- hitting the target plate was essential .,_ =chi
ing timed scores. After each trial the subjects were free to re._" _!
right leg in any desired position. When tee next trial was to be,.: _ne
subjects were asked to reset their leg to the start position and again
fixate on the black dot. Subjects were not permitted to hold onto the
apparatus seat during testing.
482
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TABLE II
REACTIONTIMES FOR i_S OR FP KEPT CONSTANTAT 7_.,0M.SECS.
WM_NINGSIC,_,_ WAK_INGSIG_, KI.I_ O)NS'FNN_ FORE.PERIOD _21F'r C_NS'I'_NT
OR AT 250 bi.oEC._ AT 250 M,SEC.
lORE _ERIOD
N* b_N STI_ N* bg_N STD. DEV.
• (m._ec.) (m.sec.) (m._ec.) (_. sec.)
250 m.sec. 48 170.98 38.00 48 170.98 46.03 ...
500 m.sec. 47 178.96 40.76 48 173.17 43.58
1 sec. 48 182.27 49.87 48 184.19 45.30
2 scc. 48 190.27 47.88 48 179.58 40.65
3 sec. 48 196.6S 61.15 48 181.13 37.38
4 sec. 48 189.08 50.71 47 186.94 36.62
5 sec. 48 189.75 44.68 48 180.58 38.56
7 sec. 48 187.69 48.19 48 184.$6 45.13
TABLE Iii
REACTIONTIDIES FOR WS OR FP KEPT CONSTANTAT SO0 M.SECS.
W_ING SIt'_L_L WK_NING SIC'bkL_:P'l" CONSTANT I:Ol_ PERIODl_irq"(Y)N_fANT
OR _T 5eo _I.SEC. AT 500 _I.S£C.
FOREPERIOD
N* [ _ STD. DEV. N* I_:.AN
J
STD. D_'.
I (m.sec.) (m.sec.) (m.sec.) (m.sec.__
250 m.se¢. 47 I 172.04 42.33 47 178.96 40.76
500 m.sec. 48 [ 180.31 39.74 48 179.90 39 2
I sec. 47 190.72 49115 48 199.77 6(.'.19
2 sec. 47 187.36 47.45 47 197.13 57.35
3 sec. 47 ]91.02 38_48 48 179.$8 44.94
4 sec. 47 I 188.36 44.74 48 182.81 43.18
5se,:. 47 ] 193.19 46.99 48 194.35 50:187 Fec. 48 210.96 49.68 4j IA9.73 43.70|
*_R OF SUKIECTS
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TABLE IV
P_CTION " TqES FOR its OR FI' KEIVFCONSTANTAT 1 SEC.
WARNINGSI(_AI, I£\P_NINGSIR_,U, K]PT CDN,';T,_.VT F_)RJ:PERIQI) kl;FF CONST&%'F
OR AT 1 SIX,;. AT 1 St';C.
FOPd:,PEF_OD -----
N* ,_,_','4 STD. l_l.'V, _,l* _0_LN , _'D. I)L%'.Imp..s:(c..____LE._,':c.___ __LE=__ecd..... _. se£.j__
250 m.sec. 48 184.19 ._.bi 48 182.06 49.93
500 m.sec. 48 198.21 58.95 47 190.32 50.43
1 sec. 48 204.10 53.08 48 204.15 55.57
2.See. 48 ]95.15 50.77 48 189.).5 42;42
3 sec. 48 194.13 50.78 48 187.3. _ 51.20
4 sec. 48 194.88 44.22 48 188_73 46.14
5 sec. 48 [ 200.25 45.52 48 193.52 _ a9.5!
7 sc'c. 44 I 191.41 49.17 43 192.90 l 53.01
* NL_O3EROF SUIUECTS
TABLI" V
REACTIONTI_S FOR _¢5 OR F? KEPT CON_',kqT AT 2 SECS,
I
_LRNINGSI&qAL [ '_A_ING SI_,XL KEPTCON;T&qT F_E PERIOD KEPT (DNSTANT
OR AT 2 SEC. AT 2 SEC.
FORE,P_RIOD
N* t._:.&N L'.I).I)L_'. N* ME&N _. BEV.
(m.sec.) Cm._cc.) C=.sec.) Cm.s_.)
250 m.sec. 48 179.63 41.03 41_ 190.46 48.57
500 L.sec. 48 190.35 57.40 47 187.23 47.51
I sec. 45 189.15 42.42 48 195.15 50.77
2 sec. 47 194.28 46.79 47 194.06 49.20
3 sec. 48 26 31 58.75 48 187.96 49._8
I
4 sec. 48 188.7S 41.59 48 189.77 dl6.90
i
$ s_. 48 19..25 52.27 48 188.70 45.81
| t*c. 47 190._ 43.09 48 186.88 ML21
*M_mEROFSUB:ECIX
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TABLE VI
REACTION TINE_.FOR I_SOR FP KEPT CONSTANT AT 3 SECS.
WARNINGSIGNAL WAI_NINGSIGiAL KEPT CONSTANT PORE PERIODKEPT CONSTANT
OR AT 3 SEC. AT 3 SEC.
I FORE PERIOD .........
N* MEAN STD. DEV. N* _N STD. DEV.
d (m.s_c.) (m.sec.) (m.sec.) (re.see.)
_ _l
t
i 250 m. "-. 48 181.27 37.35 48 196.02 61.63 Ira.,.
! SO0m.sec. 48 179.60 44.95 48 192.71 38.76
1 sec. 48 188.88 53.16 48 196.48 52.25
: 2.sec. 48 188.02 46.86 48 203.31 61.12
3 sec. 47 189181. 44.63 48 187.71 43.50
4 sec. 48 192.04 46.52 48 183.10 39.08
5 sec. 48 205,04 49.33 48 204.71 50.47
7 sec. 48 192.81 48.53 48 192.02 46.66
* NUMBER OF SUILTECTS
TABLE VII
REACTION TI__.S FOR IVSOR PP KEPT CONSTANT AT 4 SECS.
WARNINGSIGNAL WARNING SI_qAL KEPT CONSTANT FORE PLKIOD KEPT OONSTANT
: OR AT 4 SEC. AT 4 SEC.
PORE PERIOD i
N* _N STD. DEV. N* _ STD. DEV.
.... (m.sec.) (m.sec.) (m.sec.) (m.sec.)
250 m.sec. 47 189.06 39.04 48 188.60 50.63
SO0m.sec. 48 182.81 42.81 47 188.40 44.71
1 sec. 48 188.31 48.86 48 190.52 50.01
2 sec. 48 189.81 48.55 48 187, SO 43.30
3 soc. 48 183_21 39.03 48 181.94 46.59
4 see.. 48 185.58 &9.94 , 48 185.69 40.04
S sec. 48 192.23 41.58 48 197.25 50.23
7:0c. 48 192.60 44,76 47 187.66 45.88
* NLI_EROF SUBJECTS
ORIGinAL pAGB ]B
" i OF POOR QUALIT_ 485
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TABLE VIII
REACTION TIMES FOR IVSOR FP KEPT CONSTANT AT S SECS.
WAR'_INGSI(2_ WAI_NINGSIC6AL KEPT C_NSTANT FORE PERIOD KEPT CONSTANT
OR AT 5 SEC. AT 5 SEC.
FORE PERIOD
N* _'_AN STD. DEV. N* _ SID. DEV.
_L (m.sec.) , (m.sec.) (m.sec.) Cm.sec.)
2S0 m.sec. 48 176.63 44:S9 48 189.75 44.68
500 m.se¢. 48 193.83 48.33 48 192.63 51.18
1 set:. 48 194.56 S{).46 48 200.25 45.27
2 _ec. 48 188.79 46.43 48 190.96 51.74
3 sec. 48 204.71 46.11 48 205.04 49.33
4 se_¢ 48 192.38 48dl 48 192.23 43.93
5 sec. 48 192.46 49.92 48 192.88 _3.13
7 sec. 42 196.15 56.17 48 190.92 50.30
* NUMBEROF SUBJECTS
TABLE IX
REACrlON TIMES FOR IVSOR FP KEFI"CONSTANT AT 7 SECS.
WARNINGSIGNAL WARNINGSIG_IALKEPT CI_NST&qT FOREPERIOD KEFF CONSTANT
OR AT 7 SEC. AT 7 SF..C.
FORE PERIOD
N* _'_N STD. ]_£'V. N* _ STD. l_"V.
(m.soc.) (=.sec.) (m.sec.) (m.sec.)
|SO e_.sec. 48 182.48 41,80 48 !84.77 ,51.93
m.sec. 47 190,47 51.15 48 210.96 49.68
1 s_,,:, 46 193,72 52.02 44 191.34 48.37
2 sec. 46 187.83 46.27 48 190.19 42.66
3 s_c. 46 192.78 47.31 48 192.81 48.53d
4 sec. 47 183.59 51.64 48 193.02 44.72
S sec. 45 191.19 42.10 47 196. _dl 56.07
7 imp-. 47 186.26 39.$8 47 186.20 44.8S
* NIJ_ER OF SUBJECTS
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TABLE X
REGRESSIONVALUESOF REACTIONTIMF_ FOR I_S-FPKEPT CONS_FANT
WARNING SI&_kL WAP.NINGSI(;NAL KEFr CONSTANT FORE-PERIODKEPT CONSTANT
OR
FORE PERIOD Y- INTERCEtrr SLOPE Y- INTERCEPT SLOPE
Cm.see. ) Cm.see. )
,lib,..
250 m. sec. 180.030 1.996 175.800 1. 526
500 m.sec. 177.484 4.118 185.870 0.672
1 sec. -195.307 -0.007 190.140 0. 308
2 see.. 190.570 0.376 191.750 -0.601
3 sec. 182.707 2.454 195.467 -0.337
4 sec. 185.660 0.808 189.150 -0.026
5 sec. 188. 546 1.368 195.070 -0.260
7 sec. 189.012 -0.166 195.804 -0.910
RESULTS
Results are presented first for the eight con_non values of FP and i_;
these are followed by the regression analysis for each _ and WS kept con-
stant. Data were eliminated from the analysis for trials which subjects
failed to respond to stimulus or evidenced unusually long reaction time.
The mean, standard deviation and the number of subjects for each WS-
1_ combination are shown in Tables II through IX. For 128 combinations of
W3-FP, the mean reaction time values ranged from 170.98 m.secs, to 210.96
m.secs. The variability of reaction time varied from 36.62 m.secs, to
61.63 m.secs. The linear regression values for lqS-FP kept constant are
presented in Table X. The negatiw regression slope was found when W3 was
1 sec. and 7 sec. and for FT values o£ 2, 3, 4, S and 7 secs. In all cases
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FIGURE 2: REGI'_SSION PLOT OF RF_ACTIONTINE VS. FP
OrS KEPT CONST/_I')
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except for the 1 sec. I_S, the WS regression intercept value was less than
the corresponding FP value.
SUMMARY
To study the interactive effects of variable FP and WS on temporal ex-
pectancy of foot simple reaction time, forty-eight college students re-
sponded to a red visual stimulus by moving the right foot laterally left
to a dis<: target. The WS and FP were paired for 64 combinations with the
following co,mon values: 250 m.secs., S00 m.secs., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7
sees.
Results of the present study suggest that when the FP value is larger
than the _9Svalue, the reaction time (temporal expectancy) is usually less
than when the I_S-FPvalues are reversed. This finding is indicated mainly
for the WS-FP values of 250 m.secs., .c00m.secs., 1 and 2 sees., with the
reverse found for the values of 3 through 7 sees. In addition, when a FP
value was kept constant at 2 sees. or greater, the reaction time decreased
as WS increased. The combination of WS-FP that produced the least variable
effect on RT was shown to be a _S kept constant at . sec. or FP kept con-
stant at 4 secs.
While the results of this study are not conclusive _dth regard to the
interactive effects of variable warning signals and fore-periods, they do
indicate that the speed of human operator response (foot reaction time) can
be enchanced by controlling the duration of WS-FP intervals. Further anal-
ysis of this data and additional studies are in process.
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AUTOMOBILE DRIVING
Chairman: G.A. Bekey
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A SIMULATORFOR DRIVINGRESEARCH1
By RudolphG. Mortimerand RussellL. Adkins
Departmentof Healthand SafetyEducation
Universityof Illinois
SUMMARY
A fixed-basesimulatoris describedwhich is to be used in researchon
drivingskillsand the effectsof alcohol,as wellas other studiesof
driver-vehicleperformance.
INTRODUCTION
In a previousresearchstudyby Mortimerand Sturgis(referenceI),
a fixed-basesimulatorwas usedto evaluatethe effectsof alcoholon the
lateralcontrolcuesand motor skillsused by drivers. In addition,a
preliminarystudywas carriedout of the effectof alcoholon car-following
performance.Subsequently,someadditionalstudieswere carriedout in a
vehicleoperatedon publichighwaysfor a comparisonwith resultsusing the
drivingsimulator. Inorder to conductfurtherstudiesof this type,and
havingsimilarobjectives,but in additionto assessthe effectsof stress,
incentivesand informationloading,as well as alcoholon these basic
drivingskills,a drivingsimulatoris underdevelopmentat the University
of Illinois.
The objectiveof thisreportis to providean overviewof the general
operatingcharacteristicsof the device.
THE DRIVINGSIMULMOR
The driving simulator consists of a numberof major components,
_ includingthe fol_,owlng."an automobilein which the driverIs seated,a
roadway display generation and projection system, a vehicle dynamics
le
simulation, a control console and a data recording and acquisition
capabl1Ity.
, L
1Thts research was supported by the Nattonal Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism, U.S. Dept. of HEW.
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The Automobile
A 1969Simcaautomobile,cut-offabout 0.5 m rearof the front seats
is mountedon a supportingstructure. The rack has been removedfrom the
rackand pinionsteeringbox and a springhas beenattachedto the steering
columnby a nyloncordwhichwinds aroundthe columnif the steeringwheel
is rotated,therebycreatinga returnforce. Steeringfeel thusachieved
was modeledafter an Americanautomobilehavingpower steering. A multi-
turnrotarypotentiometeris attachedto the end of the steeringcolumnto
measuresteeringwheeldisplacement.The conventionalacceleratorand brake
pedalsare left intact. Depressingthe acceleratoractuatesa linear
potentiometerwhoseoutputis fed to the analogcomputer. Similarly,
depressingthe brakepedalactuatesthe vehicle'smastercylinderwhich is
connectedto a hydraulicbraketransducer,the electricsignalfrom which
is also sentto the analogcomputer. A positionservowhich is actuatedby
a signalproportionalto simulatedvehiclespeeddrivesthe speedometer
cablewhich is directlycoupledto the speedometerpointer.
The driver'sseat is adjustablein fore and aft positionas well as
in the rakeof the seat back,as is conventionalwith thisvehicle•
RoadwayDisplayGenerationand ProjectionSystem
At present,a Raytheon704 3igitalcomputeris used to generatea
roadwaydisplayon a CRT. A te,evisioncameraviewsthe CRT displayand
sendsthe imageto an Adventvideo projectorwhich is mountedabovethe
automobile,in the samelongitudinalplaneas the driver'sposition. A
curvedprojectionscreen1.8m wide and 1.3 m high is positioned2.5 m
in frontof the driver.
The displayconsistsof a horizonline,the dashedcenterlineand the
edge linesof a two-laneroadwhich respondsappropriatelyin lateral
translationand yaw to steeringinputsand to speedcommandsoriginating
from the acceleratorand brakecontrols. In addition,the displaycan
show the rearof anothervehiclein the righthandlane (presentlycon-
figuredas a straighttruck)which will providethe stimulusin car-
followingstudies.
LongitudinalDynamicsSimulation
The automobiledynamicswere implementedwith the use of an EAI TR-20
• analogcomputerand someadditionalintegratorsand multipliers.The
extracomponentswere requireddue to the sizeof the simulation.The
longitudinaldynamicswere assumedto be independentof the lateralsteering
dynamics. Becausethe car model is to be used in car-followingexperiments
a relativelyelaboratemodelwas used for the longitudinaldynamicsof
the c_r.
The forces resisting the motion of the car are composedof three
parts: a factor proportional to the speed of the car, a factor proporttcnal
to the square of the speed, and a constant term. The constant term is
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negative and is used to simulate the effects of an automatic transmission.
It will accelerate the car from rest without any driver input. The other
two factors are positive and may be adjusted to match the coastdown curve
of the car to any other desired curve. By eliminating the speed-squared
term a linear resistance force may be obtained and the stability deriva-
tives of various cars utilized (see references 2 and 3). Figure I shows
the coastdown curve for a typical configuration. Note the acceleration of
the car from rest due to the negative resistance factor.
The available acceleration force is equal to the rolling radius of the
rear tires times the torque applied to them from the driveshaft with the "
engine at full throttle. For a given car this acceleration force is assumed
to be a function of car speed only. This functional relationship is simpli-
fied to consist of two linear segments with one breakpoint. By eliminating
the breakpoint a linear available acceleration force is obtained and the
published stability derivatives may again be used.
The acceleratcr pedal attenuates the available acceleration force in
a linear fashion and thus gives the driver control over the speed of the
car. Figure 2 shows the accelerationof the car for various throttle
positions,
The driver controls the deceleration of the car by applying a force to
the brake pedal. A pressure transducer on the brake line provides an out-
put to the analog computer proportional to the force applied to the brake.
To provide the effect of the tires skidding on the road the output of the
pressure transducer is diode-limited at a level which provides a decelera-
tion corresponding to the maximum deceleration of a real car. Up to the
cutoff level the car will decelerate at a rate proportional to brake pedal
force.
Lateral Steering Dynamics Simulation
The lateral steering dynamics are speed dependent and consist of a
two-degree-of-freedommodel, the roll axis being neglected. For a develop-
ment of these equations and a comparison to a three-degree-of-freedom
model see reference 2. TK: tire characteristic curves are generated by
two diode function generators (one for the front tires and one for the
rear tires) which have three positive and three negative breakpoints.
The function generators permit a falrly accurate representationof the tire
characteristicsand also provide a limit on the lateral force provided by
the tires. Figure 3 shows the steering response of the car at 30 mph for
various step inputs, the input angle being measured at the front tires.
Note that the curves are all exponentials. Figure 4 shows the steering
response at an increased speed of 50 mph. In this case the response
curves are damped oscillations, illustrating the speed dependence of the
lateral steering _ynamtcs.
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Fig. I. Coastdowncurve for a Fig. 2. Accelerationof the car for
typicalvehicleconfiguration, variousthrottlepositions.
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I Ftg. 3. Steering response of the car Ftg. 4. Steering respon._eof the
i at 30 mph for various step inputs to car at 50 mphfor various step
i the front wheels, inputs to the front wheels.
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Control Console
A control console provides the experimenter with status displays, such
as the speed and lateral position of the subject's vehicle, as well as a
number of control functions, such as to label, initiate and terminate the
test trials. Two types of forcing functions will be provided in the
lateral control studies, besides road curvature. At all times a low ampli-
tude pseudo-random signal will be added to the subject's steering wheel
position output signal to act as a low-level background track,ng task,
simulating minor inputs from the road, wind or other sources to require "
continuous vigilance on the part of the driver. Similar signals of higher
amplitude will also be used as forcing functions to create a more complex
continuous steering task as one type of test input. The second type will
consist of a discrete step input signal added to the subject's steering
wheel position to simulate a persistent, sudden wind gust.
Additional controls are concerned with setting up initial conditions
in car-following studies and for providing both manual or automatic {ontroI
of the lead-vehicle'sspeed-time history.
Data Recording and Acquisition
In order to provide continuous monitoring of system operation, in-
cluding acquisition of data signals, an eight-channelstrip chart recorder
will be used at all times. This recorder will also be used to monitor
physiological recording of heart rate or EMG which will be taken on all
subjects. A number of the analog data signals which can be used to descrihe
drlver-veilicleperformance, such as speed, lateral position, heading angle,
yaw rate, etc. in steering and headway, relative velocity, etc. in car-
following will be recorded on magnetic tape after digitization at 20 Hz by
the same computer used to generate the roadway display. Time series and
other analyses will then be carried out on these data.
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A STATISTICAL APPROACH TO THE ANALYSIS OF
PILOT BEHAVIOR IN MULTILOOP SYSTEMS
By Norihiro Coto*
N_SA Ames Researct_ Cente_
SUMMARY
This work aims at examining the feasibility of a statistical approach to
studying the correlation of the pilot rating with pilot behavior in multiloop
control situations. Moving-base simulator experiments were conducted at the
Ames Research Center with emphasis placed upon the lateral-directional control
of an aircraft under gusty air conditions in the landing approach phase.
Analyses have been made of the pilot behavior variation with respect to three
experimental variables, using the recently developed identification method
that utilizes the so-called autoregressive scheme. The effects of one experi-
mental variable, SAS ON or OFF, are particularly discussed in this report to
show that the method is quite prar.tical and feasible to obtain unknown pilot
dynamics and spectral quantities associated with multiloop control systems and
that the correlation can be well understood by this analytical approach.
INTRODUCTION
It would be superfluous to say that the pilot in control of an aircraft
is a multivariable processor and controller. He receives more than one feed-
back cue through visual displays or through his own visual and/or vestibular
organs. Then he exerts controls over more than one quantity to offset the
gap, if any, between the current states and the desired states of the air-
craft, thereby constructing a multiloop feedback system. The evaluation of
the aircraft handling qualities made by the pilot in flight tests or simulator
tests is considered to be based, except for some particular flight phases,
upon the results of the multiloop control. Understanding pilot behavior in
multiloop control situations is therefore fundamental to properly interpreting
the pilot rating and comments, and also fundamental to setting up tl pilot
model that might be used as an analytical design tool in making assessments of
the handling qualities of aircraft. As pointed out in reference i, however,
there have been instrumental, measurement, and analytical difficulties inher-
ent in identifying the pilot behavior, especially in finding unique pilot
describing functions in multiloop systems. This situation may be reflected in
the fact that less than half a dozen experimental series pertinent to aircraft
multiloop control have been carried out so far to identify pilot behavior
(e.g., refs. 2-4). As far as the analytical difficulties are concerned,
_ recen_ development of identification methods seems to be encouraging us to go
*National Research Council Research Associate.
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a step ahead into the area of determining human pilot dynamics for some multi-
loop situations.
In this work, one of the identification methods, which makes use of the
so-called autoregressive scheme, is applied to the analysis of the pilot's
lateral-directional control of an airplane in the landing approach phase under
gusty air conditions. The simulator experiments, conducted at the NASA Ames
Research Center with the use of the FSAA (Flight Simulator for Advanced Air-
craft) moving simulator, employed three exper_menta! _,ariables to investigate
the variation of the pilot rating and b a_ior with respect to the variables.
This report discusses particularly the correlation of one of the three
variables, Roll/Yaw SAS ON or OFF, with the pilot behavior, emphasizing the
influence of the aircraft dynamics change. The general objective is directed
toward examining the feasibility of the statistical identification approach to
understanding and interpreting the pilot rating and behavior. Results may
help to define pilot models in realistic multiloop control situations.
SYSTEM MODEL AND THE ANALYTICAL METHOD (AR-MODEL METHOD)
Let us assume the system model to be a typical compensatory control sys-
tem as shown in figure i. Although we do not have a definite ground on which
the system model like the one shown in the figure is set up by the pilot for
aircraft control, we shall proceed with this model for the understanding of
the analytical procedure. For the lateral-directional control in the landing
approach phase on IFR, however, it will be shown that the model in figure i is
appropriate.
In figure i, the vectors _(n) and O(n) (n - i, 2, . .., N) may be set
for the lateral-directional control of the aircraft as
H(n) = [_a(n)6r(n)]' (i)
and
O(n) = [_(n)_(n)B(n)]' (2)
where
6a(n) = pilot's wheel movements (rad),
6r(n) - pilot's pedal movements (cm (in.)),
_(n) = roll angle output of the aircraft (tad), (3)
_(n) = yaw angle output of the aircraft (rad) p
B(n) - sideslip angle output of the aircraft (tad) ,
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and ' denotes the transpose. The matrices [Y_(z)] and [Gc(z)] represent theP
pilot dynamics and the aircraft dynamics, respectively. They are defined, if
we employ the definitions of e{uation (3), as
da 8a _a
T (') T (z) T (z)
[Yp(z)] = (4)
dr dr 6r
T (_) T (z) T (z)
g
and
L (z) }
a _r (z)
[Gc(Z)] = _a (z) 6_r (z) (5)
B B
where z is the backward shift operator, i.e., zky(n) = y(n - k). Expand the
transfer function matrices [Yp(z)] and [Gc(z)] into the series in z as
[Yp(z)] = _ [yp(m)]zm (6)I
m=l
[Gc(z)] = _ [gc(m)]zm (7)I
m=I
where [yp(m)] and [gc(m)] show the impulse response matrices. Then, using the
impulse response matrices, we may describe the system of figure 1 by the fol-
lowing equations :
H(n) = _ [yp(m)]O(n- m)  Ur(n)(8)
u_=l
• O(n) = Z [gc(m)]H(n - m) + Ug(n) (9)
m=l
lit is assumed here that [vv(O)] = 0 and [gc(O)] = O. See reference 5
for the discussion on the incluslon of [yp(O)] and [gc(O)].
5O4
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where Ur(n) is the 2 × i noise vector injected by the pilot, [U6a(n)U_r(n)] ,
and Ug(n) is the 3 x i external noise vector, such as the gust-induced quan-
tities, [u_(n)u_(n)uB(n)]. The feedback system model of equations (8) and (9)
w_ first studied by Akaike (refs. 5 and 6).
We set assumptions as follow:
i. H(n), 0(n), Ur(n)= and Ug(n) are all stationary and zero mean.
2. The feedback system is stable, i.e., all the roots of the determinant
of {I - [Yp(z)][Gc(Z)]} must lie outside the unit circle. "_"
3. The noise vectors Ur(n) and Ug(n) are uncorrelated with each other,
i._., every element of Ur(n) is uncorrelated with every element of Ug(n).
4. The noise vectors Ur(n) and Ug(n) satisfy the following autoregres-
s_ve (AR) relationships for a properly selected L:
L
Ur(n) = E Cr(£)Ur(n - £) + Wr(n) (i0)
L
Ug(n) = E Cg(£)Ug(n- £) + Wg(n) (ii)
£ffil
where Wr(n) and Wg(n) are white noise processes, and Cr(£) (2 × 2) and
Cg(_) (3 × 3) are coefficient matrices.
Operat_ag the AR filters of equations (i0) and (ii) conceptually on
equations (8) and (9), respectively, we get
L
n(n)= _ Cr(_)n(n-t)+ _ _(Oo(n- £)+ Wr(n) (12)
£=I £=I
"tn) = _ Cg(£)e(n- 1_) + Ac(t)n(n- tl + Wg(n) (13)
£=i £=i
: where
; l,-1
: Ap(t) = [yp(t) ] - _ Cr(k)[yp(t - k)] (14)
_, k=l
t-1
: Ac(t) = [gc(t)] - Cg(k)[gc(t- k)] (15) ,
|
l
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: By putting together equations (12) and (13) we arrive at the matrix form
X(n) = _ A(£)X(n - _) + W(n) (16)
if we set
X(n) = [H(n) O(n)]' (17)
W(n) = [Wr(n) Wg(n)]' (18) "-
and Cr(;) = Cg(_) = 0 for _ > L. Equation (16) is the AR model of the vector
X(n) of infinite order, which cannot be fitted to the given data.
Instead of having the AR model of infinite order, consider an AR model of
finite order M,
M
X(n) = E A(E)X(n - £) + W(n) (20)
satisfying the relationships
E[W(t0] = 0 (zero vector) /
E[W(n). X'(n - _)] = 0 (zero matrix) for _ _ i I (21)E[W(n). =
where 6n,E = i (n - £), = 0 (n # £), E w is the covarlance matrix of W(n),
and E denotes the expectation. In equation (20) it is assumed that
A(£) - 0 (zero matrix), for _ > M. (22)
Suppose we have completed the fitting of the AR model in the form of
equation (20). We first partition the estimated AR coefficient matrix A(_)
as shown by equation (19). Then, the impulse response matrices [yp(£)] and
[gc(£)] are calculated from equations (14) and (15) up to any desired £ under
the assumption of equation (22). The frequency response function matrix of
the pilot is obtained by replacing z by exp(-J_AT) in the following
equation:
[Yp(Z) ] = [I - Cr(z)]-lA.(z) (23)
mr
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where I is the unit matrix, AT the sampling interval, _ the frequency in
rad/sec,
M
Cr(Z)= _ Cr(_)z_
_ffil
and
M
_(z) -- E Ap (£)z£ --"
£=I
The estimation of the AR coefficient matrix A(£) is made along the
least squares method. From equation (20) we have
M
Rxx(n) = E A(£)Rxx(n- £), n = i, 2, . .., M (24a)
£=I
M
-- E A(£)Rxx(£) + Ew, n = 0 (24b)
where Rxx(_) is the covarlance matrix of the vector X(n). Equation (24a)
is solved for A(£) (£ = i, 2, . .., M). Practically, we may use the effi-
cient recurslve computational algorithm of the least squares based upon the
formulas developed by Whittle (refs. 7 and 8). Note that the estimate of the
covarlance matrix rw, which is obtained by using the relationship of equa-
tion (24b), is important in that it may be used to check assumption 3 stating
the uncorrelatedness of Ur and Ug, and thus can be used to check tbe propriety
of the system model.
The determination of the optimal order M in equation (20) is made by
the use of an objective Judgment criterion MFPE (Multiple Final Prediction
Error) proposed by Akalke (ref. 8). This criterion is defined by
MFPE = (i +Mk + l)k(l Mk + ll-kN IIdMII (25)2
where k = number of the component_ in the vector X, N = number of the data
points, M = order of the AR model, dM = the estimate of the covarlance matrix
_w, when the AR model of order M is fitted, and []dM[]= determinant of dM.
The criterion MFPE gives the optimal order M that best approximates the pos-
sibly infinlte-order system such as equation (16) in the sense of the minimiza-
tion of the mean square error of the one-step-ahead prediction obtained by
using the least squares estimates of the AR coefficients.
2Akaike later generalized the Judgment criterion to propose the informa-
tion criterion called AIC (ref. 9). The use of NFPE and AIC in this work has
shown that both give the same order.
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The power spectral density matrix Px(j_) of the time series vector
X(n) is given by
Px(jm) = AT[A(jm)]-I Zw[A,(jm)]-I (26)
where
M
A(j_) = Z A(_)exp£-j_o_)
_--o
and A(0) = -I (I: unit matrix), and A(jm) is the complex conjugate of
A(jo).
In order to see the effectiveness of our results, given by equation (23)
for example, we have to look into the linear coherency, which can be esti-
mated by the use of the spectral density matrix Px(Jm). When _w is
diagonal, meaning that the components of the vector W(n) are mutually inde-
pendent, we reach a simple expression which gives the Indicati,:n of the linear
coherency characteristics as
rij(Jm) = qij(J_)/Pii (jW) (27)
In equation (27), Pii(Jm) is the power spectrum of the i-th component of the
vector X(n) (e.g.,ithe power spectrum of 16a if i = I), and
= 2
qi_ (J_) I[A(jm)]i4I 044, where [A(Ju)]i_ indicates the (i, j)-th component
J --i J JJ J
of [A(J_)] , and ojj is the (j, J)-th component of Zw; rlj shows the
contribution in power of the J-th noise source to the power of the i-th com-
ponent of X(n), and
k
Z riJ(J) = 1 (28)J-1
This quantity is called the relative power contribution, and it is worth
checking even when the off-diagonal elements of Zw are not zero but D, ac-
ticaliy small.
: EXPERIMENT
• Simulator experiments were conducted at the NASA Ames Research Center,
using the FSAA 6-degrees-of-freedom moving-base simulator. The simulated
flight phase was the final landing approach under gusty air conditions. Thus,
the pilot's task was to track th_ glideslope and the localizer while also
keeping the airspeed and the attitude of the aircraft at some desired values.
The flight configuration is visualized in figure 2. The flight loading condi-
tions of the STOL transport used are shown in table I, together with the
lateral-directional stability dynamics data which were measured prior to the
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TABLE I.- FLIGHT LOADING CONDITIONS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES DATA
Initial conditions Aircraft dimensions
Vo = 80 knots W = 68,040 kg
(150,000 ib)
Ho = 366.8 m (1203.5 ft) S = 154.9 m2 (1667 ft2)
Yo = -6"0° b - 34.0 m (111.6 ft)
ao = -0"33° deg Ix = 255,776 kg-m-sec 2
(1,850,000 slug-ft 2)
Iv = 483,900 kg-m-sec 2
(3,500,000 slug-ft 2)
Ixz = 37,385 kg-m-sec 2
(270,400 slug-ft 2)
Stability derivatives (body axis) a Response characteristics
Yv = -0.1431 i/sec Roll tlme constant
LB = -0.4894 i/sec 2 I/Tr = 0.7778 i/see
NB = 0.4397 i/sec 2 Spiral time constant
Yp = 0.007266 m/sec (0.02384 ft/sec) 1/Ts - -0.09317 i/sec
Lp = -0.5518 i/sec Dutch-roll mode damping
Np - -0.08578 i/sec _D " 0.08798
Yr " 0.7919 m/sec (2.598 ft/sec) Dutch-roll mode undamped
Lr - 0.6812 i/sec natural frequency
Nr = -0.1618 I/sec _D = 0.7938 rad/sec
Y6a = 0.0
L6a = 0.4428 I/rad-sec 2
N_a - -0.01632 i/rad-sec 2
Y&r = 0.1276 m/sec2/cm
(1.063 ft/sec2/in.)
L6r - 0.01486 1/sec2/cm
(0.03775 ll_ec21in.)
N6r - -0.02341 1/sec2/cm
• (-0.05945 1/sec2/tn.)
aTo obtain primed stability derivatives, refer to reference 10, p. 257.
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experiment. See reference Ii, for example, for the details of the FSAA simu-
lator system.
Three experimental variables were selected for this work:
i. Flight rules (VFR or IFR)
2. SAS (Roll/Yaw SAS ON or OFF)
3. Gust inLensity o - 1.2 or 1.8 m/sec (4 or 6 ft/sec)
where o is the rms value of the vertical gust component. Experimental runs
analyzed in this work consisted of six runs with four different configurations
as listed in table If. An experienced NASA pilot participated in this experi-
ment, and his rating on each configuration by the Cooper-Harper scale (ref. 12)
is also given in table II. It should be mentioned here that seven preliminary
runs preceded the six runs for data taking, and the pilot ratings and the
greater part of the pilot comments were collected in the preliminary runs.
The emphasis of the experiment and of the analysis was placed on the lateral-
directional control of the aircraft. Therefore, Pitch-SAS was kept in the
ON position so that the influence of the longitudinal control on the lateral-
directional control could be made as small as possible. Roll/Yaw SAS utilizes
TABLE II.- SIMULATOR EXPERIMENT FLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS AND PILOT
RATING FOR .EACHCONFIGURATION
Configuration Base Flight Roll/yaw Gust Pilot
rule SAS condition rating
Turbulent a
A-I Moving VFR OFF o = 1.2 m/sec 5.5 ~ 6.0
(4.0 ft/sec)
Turbulent
A-2 Moving VFR OFF o = 1.2 m/sec 5.5 ~ 6.0
(4.0 ftlsec)
Turbulent
B-I Moving IFR OFF o = 1.2 mlsec 6.5
(4.0 f_laec)
Turbulent
B-2 Moving IFR OFF o = 1.2 m/sec 6.5
(4.0 £t/sec)
Turbulent
C-I Moving IFR OFF o = 1.8 m/sec 7.0
(6.0 ft/sec)
Turbulent
D-I Movink IFR ON o = 1.2 m/sec 2.0
(4.0 ft/sec)
aEvery turbulent condition includes 20 knots headwlnd. Pitch-SAS is ON for
every configuration.
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roll angle and roll rate feedback to aileron and roll angle and roll rate in
addition to washed-out yaw rate feedback to rudder. The Yaw SAg was also
supplemeElted with an aileron-to-rudder crossfeed, in which the aileron move-
ment signal filtered by a first-order lag was cross-fed to the rudder, prin-
cipally to remove the effect of aileron yaw. A typical example of the air-
craft response to a relay-type wheel input is shown in figure 3 for both
' SAS-OFF and SAS-ON conflgurations.
The gust simulated in this experiment was based on the one-dimensional
spectral density functions of the Dryden form. References Ii and 13 contain
the details of the model and the method to generate it. One point to note is "_"
that the gust characteristics are a function of the altitude as the result of
employing the assumption of the two-dimensional isotropy near the ground.
Setting t = 0 at the I.C. (h = 366 m (1200 ft)), the time sector used for
the analysis was from t = 6.0 sea to t = 54.0 sec as shown in figure 2.
However, the change in altitude may not be so large as to make it necessary to
take into account the nonstatlonary characteristics of the gust (see ref. 14,
for example).
Six quantities, _a, 6r, _, _, B, Yc (where y_ is the deviation angle
from the locallzer beam and the others are defined by eq. (3)), in addition to
some other quantities useful for the analysis, were recorded for each run on
RUNDUM tape (ref. ii) and were processed by a TSS/360 computer system at the
Ames Research Center. Note that 8a and 6r are wheel angle and pedal travel,
respectively, instead of forces applied by the pilot to wheel and pedal. So,
the pilot dynamics results shown later may contain the wheel and pedal dynam-
ics. The sampling time was 0.06 sec.
Results of the analysis by the AR-model method are shown in figures 4-10
and in table III. The power spectral densities of the pilot control outputs
anA the aircraft outputs for configuration B-I (SAg-OFF) and configuration D-I
(SAS-ON), respectively, together with their rms values are shown in figures 4
and 5. Figure 6 is an example of the relative power contribution for config-
uration B-I. Note that in figures 4, 5, and 6, the abscissa is in the linear
scale of the frequency. Figures 7, 6, and 9 are the pilot describing ftmctlon
data (i.e., fig• 7 shows the wheel-related describing functions for configura-
tion B-l; fig. 8 shows the pedal-related describing functlms for conflgura-
tlon B-I; and fig. 9 shows the wheel-related describing functions for config-
uration D-l). The pedal-related describing functions for configuration D-I
are not shown here since the pedal movement of the pilot in this configura-
tion is so small (as indicated by the rms value in fig. 5) that it is not con-
sidered to be of any significance. Figure i0 is an example of the comparison
• of a particular describing function, 8a/_(Jw), between configurations B-1
and D-1. Table III gives the normalized dM's, i.e., the element is given by
d lj//dlldjj, if dM = [dlj]. These data provide a basis for examining the
propriety of the system_odel. Also, the order of the ARmodel determined by
D_PE is shown in table Ill.
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Figure i0.- Comparison of a describing functions, 6a/_, between configura-
tions B-I and D-I.
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TABLE III.- NORMALIZED COVARIANCE _TRIX dM AND TIIEORDER OF THE AR MODEL
6a 6r _ 0
Configuration B-I (M = 7)
5a 0.1000000D 01 0.I005529D O0 0.4019349D-02 0.1793190D-01 0.1280636D-01
_r 0.I005529D 00 O.IO00000D Ol -0.1968628D 00 0.6887329D-02 -0.II13333D 00
0.4019349D-02 -0.1968628D 00 0.1000000D 01 -0.9248254D 00 0.3880180D-01
0.1793190D-01 0.6887329D-02 -0.9248254D 00 O.IO00000D 01 0.2108075D-01
8 0.1280636D-01 -0.II13333D O0 0.3880180D-01 0.2108075D-01 O.1000000D 01
Configuration D-I (M = 4)
_a 0.1000000D 01 0.5945739D-01 0.6133936D-01 -0.i641999D 00 -0.4559047D-01
6r 0.5945739D-01 O.IO00000D 01 0.1626071D 00 -0.I138606D 00 0.i799904D-01
0.6133936D-01 0.1626071D 00 0.1000000D 01 -0.6793050D 00 -0.3196776D-01
-0.1641999D 00 -0.I138606D 00 -0.6793050D 00 0.1000000D 01 0.2076136D 00
B -0.4559047D-01 0.1799904D-01 -0.3196776D-01 0.2076136D O0 0.1000000D 01
Digital simulation study (M = 6)
_a 0.1000000D 01 0.6229741D-01 r0.1938894D 00 -0.1840873D 00 0.1226025D 00l
6r 0.6229741D-01 0.1000000D 01 [0.1642078D 00 -0.1619289D 00 0.9192547D-01J
r_.1938894D 00 0.1642078D 00] 0.1000000D 01 -0.9793968D 00 0.6785351D 00
_- 1840873D 60 -0.1619289D 001-0 9793968D 00 0.1000000D 01 -0.7119448D 008 01 226025 0 9192547 -01J 6 85351 - 7119448 0 1000000 1
DIGITAL SIMULATION STUDY
Before going into the discussion of the results of the simulator experi-
ment, we now briefly refer to the results of the digital simulation that was
made as a credibility study of the AR-model method. The digital simulation
made use of the system model of figure 1 with the known pilot dynamics matrix
[Y_] and the aircraft lateral-directional dynamics of table I. For the pilot
nolse Ur(n) , two mutually independent white noises were used The rms values
of these noises were 0.4° for the wheel control and 0.005 cm (0.002 in.) for
the pedal control. The gust simulation system was different from that used
for the simulator experiment and was based upon the method described in refer-
ence 15. The gust intensity was o = 1.2 m/sec (4 ft/sec). All equations
described by the Laplace operator S were reduced to the corresponding dif-
ference equations (ref. 16). From the records of the vectors I(n) and _(n),
the matrix [Yp(jm)] was identified as unknown.
Results of this simulation study are shown in figures ii and 12. The
normalized estimate of the covariance matrix dM is seen in table III, by
which we may say that the noise correlation is even worse than those in the
simulator experiment, possibly because of the different gust generation sys-
tem; however, the model of figure I is appropriate (see the off-diagonal ele-
ments in the bracket of the matrix). The estimated [Yp(J_)] appears to be in
reasonably good agreement with the theoretical one, at least qualitatively, up
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to a certain frequency. Sepcifically, the roll-angle-related frequency
response functions _a/_ and _r/_ are quite good due to the large magnitude
of their static gains compared with the others. The discrepancy in 6a/_,
especially in its phase, between the simulated dynamics and the estimated
dynamics may be due to its relatively small static gain and the computational
difficulty to realize a pure differentiato_. Since many off-diagonal elements
outside the brackets in the normalized dM shown in table III take on large
values compared with i, it makes little sense to check the relative power
contribution. It should be noted that the signal-to-noise ratio deteriorated
rapidly from the frequency of 4.0 rad/sec because of the use of white noises
as the pilot remnants. Also it should be mentioned that the data are influ-
enced by the computational method of the digital simulation and that the
influence of the magnitude and the frequency characteristics of the pilot
noises on the estimated results should be studied further in conjunction with
the external noise characteristics.
DISCUSSION
With the digital simulation study in mind, we now proceed to the discus-
sion of the results of the simulator experiment, using configurations B-I
and D-I to see the effects of the Roll/Yaw SAS on pilot behavior. It can be
seen that the effects of SAS-ON are very conspicuous. For configuration D-l,
pedal movements are zero in actuality, wheel movements are small, and the
variation of the aircraft outputs is also small. As seen in table III, most
off-dlagonal elements in the normalized dM are small compared with I for
both configurations, and the correlation between Wr and Wg of equation (18)
is small, thereby assuring the propriety of the system model of figure i. In
addition, it is worthwblle to examine the relative power contribution in these
configurations for the purpose of looking into the linear coherency character-
istics and the effectiveness of the pilot's control in the frequency domain.
Figure 6 shows the wheel- and pedal-related relative power contributions only
for configuratlon B-l, hut these values are sufficient to find that the
pilot's wheel and pedal movements are responding to the variation mainly in
roll and yaw angle in the low-frequency region up to about twice the Dutch-
roll frequency, beyond which the pilot appears to be Just a noise generator.
Accordingly, the pilot describing functions are considered to be reliable only
in the low-frequency region.
Looking at figure 9 which shows the wheel-related pilot describing func-
tions for configuration D-l, and comparing with figure 7, it can be noticed
that the SAS-ON does not require much compensation effort from the pilot;
static gains are much lower for configuration D-I than for B-l, and the first-
order lead control is noticeable only for the wheel-to-roll-angle describing
function. On the other hand, for configuration B-l, the pilot seems to be
employing the second-order lead control for _a/_, 6a/_, and 6r/_. This may
be suggesting that the pilot is utilizing motion cues for this particular run,
or that he is employing a special control technique to cancel out the air-
craft's oscillatory Dutch-roll motion (ref. 17).
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A comparison of the wheel-to-roll-angle describing function is made in
figure I0 between configurations B-I and D-I. Solid and dotted curves in the
figure show an attempt at the function fitting, although there is a great
uncertainty in the high-frequency region because of the bad linear coherency.
Physically realizable pilot models may have to include the first- or second-
order lag terms.
Putting together all the results and the consideration described thus
far, details of pilot behavior that may contribute to determining the pilot
rating can be understood fairly well. More systematic measurements are neces-
sary in order to develop the multiloop pilot model that can be used as an
analytical design tool in making assessments of the aircraft handling
qualities.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The AR-model method has been applied for the first time to the identifi-
cation of pilot behavior in multiloop tasks. Results show that this is a
practical and promising technique for obtaining a general idea of th. unknown
pilot dynamics in multiloop systems. However, more work is needed to identify
pilot describing functions that are reliable over a wide frequency range.
In the experiment described here, three experimental variables were used,
and their effects, particularly the effects of the Roll/Yaw SAS, have been
made clear to some extent. Pilot behavior and its correlation with the
handling quality variable may be further defined by this llne of approach.
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RIDE QUALITY SENSITIVITY TO
SAS CONTROL LAW AND TO HANDLING QUALITY VARIATIONS
• ,,_p A. Roberts, David K. Schmidt, and Robert L. Swarm
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Purdue University
SU_4ARY
State variable techniques are used to generate the vertical and lateral
fuselage loadfactor distributions for the B-52H and B-1 bombers. A compari-
son of loadfactors resulting from cruise turbulence excitation, reveals that
ride quality is not significantly improved by increasing the control law
complexity. Co._trol law complexity is meant to imply rate feedback in com-
parison to full state feedback. Handling quality parameterizations _ow
pronounced effects on the loadfactors. Finally variations under relaxed
static stability implementation show that the ride quality is degraded by
restoraticn of handling characteristics to original short period values.
INTRODUCTION
Control Configured Vehicle (CCV) technology is Just beginning to affect
the design and manufacture of aerospace vehicles. Current technclogy air-
craft like the F-16 fighter and B-1 bomber are utilizing concepts such as
ride control, Relaxed Static Stability (RSS), and fatigue reduction. Future
vehicles will certainly incorporate active controls, maneuver load control,
direct lift, flut :er mode control, and gust load alleviation concepts.
These future vehicles will be optimized under many manifolds t_ include Ride
Quality(RQ).
The objective of thi_ paper is to discuss the RQ trends which large
flexible aircraft exhibit under various parameterizations of control laws
and handling qualities. The information was generated as a data b_e for
research supported by NASA Dryden Flight Research Center under grant NSG
h003. The ultimate aim of the project is delineation of handling qualities
specifications for highly flexible CCV vehicles. This paper contains a
summary of the assumptions and solution technique, a control law parameter-
ization review, a discussion of ride sensitivity to handling qualities, and
finally the RQ effects generated by implementing relaxed static stabilit_
configurations.
SYMBOLS
A' Transpose of the A matrix
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c Mean _erodynamic chord length
cg Center of gravil;-
E{ } Expected value
HQ Handling Qualities
£ Distance from cg along fuselage centerline, positive forward
X
_t Distance between the tail and wing-body aerodynamic centers --"
N Loadfactor at a particular body station;
z,y
z denotes vertical
y denotes lateral
rms Root mean square
RQ Ride Qualities
RSS Relaxed ststic stability
S Wing planform area
St _ail planform area
U0 Averaged Steady State Flight Velocity
u Control(s) vector; elevator, aileron, and/or rudder
Tail volume coefficient
x State vector; usually associated with physical outputs in this
paper
Perturbation angle of attack
8 Perturbation side slip angle
Damping value
n Scalar unit white noise
! e Perturbation pitch angle
_i itn elastic mode generalized displacement
¢i(£x) Ith orthogonal elastic mode shape value at body station £x
¢ Perturbation roll angle
529
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IPerturbation yaw angle
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Equations oI Motion for Flexible Vehicles
Time domain representations for the flexible vehicles were decoupled
into longitudinal and lateral state variable formats. The Gaussian white
noise representation of turbulence was modeled as a state vector system as
suggested in reference i. The gust state vector was appended to the vehicle
state equations resulting in the familiar control form (i).
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Gq(t) (i)
where: x (n+p) X i
u m X i
n number of physical vehicle states
m number of controls
p n_£uer of gust states
a (n+p)x 1
A (n+p) X (n+p)
B (n+p) X m
Loadfactor Expression
The major contributions to vertical and lateral loadfactors at cruise
conditions can be represented by equations (2a) and (2b).
K
= 1 (e-a) • £ e [ @i(£x)_i] (2a)Nz(Bx,t ) _[Uo
x i=l
K
Ny( x,t) = - - - ] (2b)i=l
: where: K is the number of elastic modes included in the model.
Throughout this paper the standard right hand stability axis system is
utilized with the x axis positive forward from the cg as shown in figure 1.
The sign conventions for the vertical and side bending elements are
shown in figures 2 and 3.
The loadfactor expressions can be reformulated as functions of the
physical state variables by simple substitution.
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Z, Nz
Fi_e 1: Stability Axis Sign Convention
Figure 2: Fuselage Vertical Bending Sign Convention
>Y,N_
Figure 3: Fuselage Side Bending Sign Convention
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Nz(£x 't) : Pz Xz(t) (3a)
Ny(£x,t) = Py Xy(t) (3b)
The l×(n+p) row vectors, P are deterministic for a given vehicle
• . .Z
equation of motlon set, speclflc'_ontrol, and specified gain value. Equa-
tions (3) can be manipulated into a mean square value expression for the
loadfactor.
E{N 2 } = P E{xx'} P' (4)
z,y z,y z,y z,y
Assuming a stationary, zero mean process for the state differential system
(1) leads to an algebraic matrix Riccati equation. This equation can be
solved for the symmetric covariance matrix, E{xx'}. Utilizing one algorithm
suggested by Gelb in reference 2, convergence can be obtained within 35
seconds on a CDC 6500 for a 16×16 Riccati system. A simple matrix multipli-
cation routine completes the solution utilizing equation (4).
Study Vehicle Descriptions and Flight Conditions
The B-52H and B-I were chosen for this study because they exempiil_ the
trend toward more elastic structures for future large vehicles. The B-52,
and commercial derivatives thereof, was a member of the first generation of
elastic vehicles. Since that era, improved structural design techniques and
composite materials have made possible vehicles like the highly elastic B-1.
The flight conditions were chosen because they represent cruise condi-
tions which are mission essential and because turbulence encounters at low
altitudes must be included in future design considerations.
The B-52H is used by the US Air Force as a long range bomber. It is
47.55 meters long and has a wing span of 56.4 meters. Originally designed
as a high altitude bomber, it must now cope with penetration problems by
combined high/low altitude profiles. Table 1 describes the flight condition
for the B-52H.
Mass = 158,757 kilograms (350,000 Ibs.)
Math = .55
Velocity = 185.56 meters/sec (608.8 fps)
cg at 25% mean aerodynamic chord
Altitude = 609.6 meters (2000 ft)
TABLE l: B-52H Flight Condition
The B-I is currently being test flown in a major pre-production effort
by Rockwell International and the USAF. It is designed as the replacement
vehicle for the aging B-52 fleet. The advanced structures and integrated
technology make this vehicle an outstanding example for loadfactor
! 532
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contributions due to elasticity. The overall! length of the B-I is 46
meters. The reference wing span utilized at the flight condition in Table 2
is 41.8 meters.
Mass = 103,315 kilograms (227,770 ibs)
Mach= .85
Velocity = 289.4 meters/see (949.45 fps)
cg is at fuselage station 40.67 (meters)
Altitude = 30.48 meters (i00 feet)
TABLE 2: B-I Flight Condition --
CONTROL LAW VARIATIONS
Both vehicles were modeled as stable, unaugmented systems in the
vertical and lateral cases with the exception of the B-52H which required a
small roll subsidence mode stabilization before proceeding. Each vehicle
model was theoretica_lly _odie_e a utilizing _4 ....... .....rate, yaw rate, pitch rate/
pitch attitude, blended pitch rate with acceleration, and full state feed-
back control laws. No significant differences in RQ were generated by these
variations for identical (or nearly equivalent) handling quality values.
It should be mentioned here that the B-I Structural Mode Control System
was purposely not included or utilized because this study is involved with
general control design parameterizations and not the specific RQ optimiza-
tion of the B-I. For both aircraft studies, only the primary control
surfaces (elevator, rudder, and aileron) were used for RQ determinations.
To establish a basis for comparison, the unaugmented vehicle load-
factors were computed for .3048 meter/sec (i fps) rms (root mean square)
gust velocities.
Figure 4 depicts the loadfactor curves for the unaugmented B-52H. The
nearly linear loadfactors labeled "rigid body only" include all terms except
the summations in equations (2a) and (2b). Hence any interactive rigid body
and elastic dynamics from the Riccati solution are included in this output.
The second line which has a more pronounced curvature includes all the modes
that were utilized in the model. For the B-52H at this flight condition,
the maximum elastic contribution to vertical loadfactors is about 15% of the
total. (The lateral fuselage modes used in this data were primarily aft-
body modes. Hence the rise in elastic effects near the tail.)
Figure 5 shows an impressive increase in the elastic contribution to
vertical loadfactors on the unaugmented B-1. The discerning reader will
immediately note the changes in vertical scale in figures 4 and 5. The
different flight conditions and elastic contributions to ride on the
separate vehicles dictated these scale changes.
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RQ SENSITIVITY TO HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS
, Under each control law studied, the gains were changed so that a range
of handling characteristics and their resulting loadfactors could be cata-
loged. The values used for the handling characteristics were restricted to
the acceptable ranges given in MIL SPEC 8785B. Hence the following
boundaries:
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It is important to reiterate at this Juncture that the study goal was RQ
sensitivity to feasible controls, not the design of an optimal control for
either vehicle.
Pitch Rate Feedback (B-52H)
Figure 6 shows the percentage change in loadfactor for various handling
characteristics. The baseline in all these cases is the unaugmented vehicle
loadfactors from figures 4 or 5, whichever is appropriate. As shown, the
increase of damping and frequency for higher stabilizing feedback gains
produced better RQ.
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Figure 6: Pitch Rate SAS Changes
Yaw Rate Feedback (B-l)
Figure 7 shows the loadfactor curves for the B-1 lateral dynamics.
Notice the effect is similar; increased damping produces better RQ.
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Figure 7: B-1 Yaw Rate SA_ Loadfactors
Blended Pitch Rate and Acceleration (C*) (B-l)
Figure 8 shows the percentage changes in loadfactor under the C*
control policy wlth variations in handling characteristics. Again the same
general trends appear.
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Full State Feedback (B-52H)
The trend expected by control experts would show that higher frequency
and higher damping beget better RQ. This expectation was validated using
full state feedbach pole placing capacility. Figure 9 shows the results as
percentage ch_ges in !oadfactor compared to the unaugmented vehicle. The
forward fuselage percentage changes were distorted by relatively low baseline
loadfactor values. Hence the higher damping/frequency loadfactor curves
represent better rides overall. The asterisk cases in figure 9 deserve
special mention. In these two cases the elastic mode damping was artifi-
cially increased through the elevator feedback control policy. Note that
both cases generated appreciably worse RQ. This occurred because of the
increased elevator ,.xcitation of the rigid body parameters in equations (2).
BreakdowT_S oi't_e elastic contributions to the loadfactors showed the three
elastic modes chosen for increased damping actually did contribute less to
the rms loadfactor.
_5._ _ B--52H,MHCt_ .55, 610 riETERS
\ FULL STATE
325" 2 I1
-_s._- _" __.617 [.$1
__,-.81? 3.oo
O. _00. IWX}. 9(x_. IL'O0. ;SIX). tll(_, f INO'I[S )
BODY STATION
Figure 9: B-52 Full State SAS
This result prompted a theoretical attempt to parametrically plot load-
factor versus frequency and damping. Using a transfer function approach and
the Dryden power spectral density for vertical gusts, the loadfactor mean
square value was computed as an integral over the frequency domain. The
results support the numerical analysis shown in figure 9.
As frequency increases, the RQ gets better. Likewise damping value
excursions from the coupled elastic mode elgenvalue at constant frequency
will adversely affect the loadfactors. A numerical example was run for the
B-52H and is shown in figure l0 for two increased short period frequency
cases. The elastic mode increued damping was not included in these cases.
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Two methods were used to simulate this effect on the study vehicles.
First the tail volume coefficient, Vj,was reduced.
st
c S
This has the effect of shif ing the vehicle aerodynamic center toward the
center of gravity. Static stability is thereby reduced. _qe second method
involves an artificial cg shift toward the tail. This is the more practical
of the two methods, as it has already been incorporated as a fuel traqg¢-r
or management activity on a test vehicle (CCV B-52).
Figure ii shows the effect of RSS on vertical ride for the rigid body
B-52H vehicle. Essentially pitching moment effects are reduced until at
net,tral stability the loadfactors are constant and due only to the vertical
accelerations, his would logically follow from the definition of the neu-
tral point. The question now arises, what rides are induced by restoring
the original handling characteristics of the unaugmented vehicle with an
active control system? Figure 12 shows these results in terms of percent
loadfactor change. In general the restoration resulted in degraded RQ.
'_'_] k B-52H, MILCH.55, (,10 I',1t11::R,_/ • \ RSS, RESTOREO HQ
150.01
t;
o. _. _'800w _TION _L'w.
Figure 12: B-52H RSS, Restored Handling Qualities
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CONCLUSIONS
I. Ride quality is particularly sensitive to the handlzng characteristics
specifications.
2. Except in optimizing a particular vehicle's control capabilities, ride
quality is not dependent on the type of control law chosen.
3. Relaxed Static Stability has a favorable effect on B-I ride quality in
that less p_.tch acceleration and/or velocity contribute to the loadfactor.
h. Relaxed Static Stability with restored handling quolities generates
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A UNIFIED TIIEORY
FOR
PILOT OPINION RATING
By Ralph H. Smith
Vantage Eng_neering
Frenchtown. _J
4m..
SUMMARY
This paper presents theory for understanding and predicting pilot opin--
ion rating (POR) in closed loop, precision control tasks. The general Im-
p]ementation of the theory requires a unified model [or pilot dynamics that
is hypothesized to be multiple loop in form with essential nonlinearities.
A search for such a model was unsuccessful. However, the apparent self-
adaptive nature of the postulaced model with respect to controlled element
dynamics and system input suggests tha:, for single axis tracking tasks, a
simple POR metric can be estimated using state-of-the-art pilot models. The
POR theory was successfully demonstrated using available single axis tracking
data. The proposed metric was shown to be a consistent, sensitive mea_ur_
of POR for these data. Certain of these data were u=ed to calibrate the
variation of POR with the POR metric. _is calibration, together with a
suitable model for pilot-vehicle dynamics, can be used for the predictien of
POR. It is suggested, iowever, that state-of-the-art models for pilot dy-
namics are generally unsuited for the precision estimation of the postulated
POR metric in multiple loop or multiple axis tracking tasks; otherwise the
POR theory has no obvious limitations of the sort that bound the validity of
available pilot models. A generalized Paper Pilot method is proposed in a
for=,consistent with tbis theory.
SYMBOLS
J Cost functional for the optimal pilot model.
K Controlled element gain
C
Describing fun_tlon approximations for display gains in
• KDB' KDq _ and q loops
KFe, _Fq Equivalent Kal=an filter gains xn e and q loops
K Pilot gain in the Servo model representation
P
Controller _aina in the opttm_.l pilot model _ r the 6 and
KB, Kq q loops
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POR Pilot Opinion Rating (Cooper-Harper)
q Pitch attitude rate, deg/sec
qc Pitch attitude rate command, deg/sec
qp Pitch attitude rate perceived by the human pilot, deg/sec
R Cost functional weighting on _e
o
r Cost functional weighting on O_q
s Laplace transform variable, s = _+j_
TL Pilot lead time constant in the servo model representation,
secs
t Time, secs
u Forward speed, m/sec
WS, W Cost functional weightings on _ and o2q q
Y (s) Controlled element transfer function
C
Y (jw) Pilot describing function (servo model)
P
Bq Central nervous system signal from central processor
functions to the neuromuscular system
Elevator deflection, deg
e
_e d6e/dt
8 Pitch attitude, deg
8 Pitch attitude tracking error, dege
e Pitch attitude perceived by the human pilot, degP
o Standard deviation of q, degs/secq
aqp Standard deviation of qp, degs/sec
_Bq S;andard deviation of Bq, degs
ue Standard deviation of e degs
p P'
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INTRODUCTION
The present state-of-the-art of handling qualities is fundamentally
empirical. Available theories for handling qualities are all based upon a
network of empirical data, experiences with classical airframe dynamics,
servomechanisms analogies, and conjectural hypotheses which attempt to estab-
lish a connection between handling qualities and available models for human
pilot dynamics. All these have some demonstra :ed value for the codification
of experimental data or for the design of experiments; none has provided ....
significant insight _nto the physics of handling qualities or has a demon-
strated, general capability for a priori prediction of handling qualities.
We have no better physical understanding now of the dynamics of human sub-
jective response than we had prior to development of the servomechanisms
model for human pilot dynamics.
The elusive, intangible nature of handling qualities has presented a
formidible obstacle to the development of a physical theory for the subject.
We haven't even successfully defined what we mean by "handling qualities".
Attempts to do so are inevitably either personalized and vehicle-centered or
general, vague and practically useless. The entire concept of "quality" is
involved. Reference 1 is recommended for a discourse on quality and what it
can mean to our technology.
The lack of a suitable definition for handling qualities does not pre-
vent us from recognizing degrees of handling qualities in practice. We
attempt to systematically code these in terms of airframe and control system
parameters as a means for evaluating system design. It is here that the
lack of a physical and philosophical understanding of handling qualities has
its real impact on research. We arbitrarily invent handling quality metrics
and proceed to devote valuable resources to their study. This is all too
often done without concern for whether our inventions are capable of bring-
ing unity of understanding to a chaotic subject. This tangential approach
has produced no real payoff to research or systems design.
The sad fact is that handling qualities is not entirely credible as a
mature design technology; it remains a handbook art. This field differs
from other technology areas involved in aircraft design in one fundamental
respect: it is -_Ithout foundation on physical principles such as exist for
other fields. Handling qualities has no counterpart to the equations of
Navier-Stokes, Maxwell, or Euler-Lagrange. Accordingly, we are unable to
quantify the benefits of handling qualities to systems design except on the
most primitive level.
The handling qualities discipline originated with the pilot's subjective
opinion of ease of aircraft _ontrol. Opinion scales were invented to quan-
tify the pilot's subjective response. Pilot opinion rating (POR) is a wide-
ly used and poorly understood metric for handling qualities. It has almost
become a de facto substitute for handling qualities through familiarity.
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POR data often appear to be highly variable and to exhibit unpr'_dict-
able, systematic biases among the pilot population and random variations
for a given pilot. A major tenet of the present work is that anomalies in
P0R data may be illusory. Without a physical theory for handling qualities
(and, therefore, for POR) one should not assume that all the factors para-
meterizing POR are known for a given experimental configuration. Given the
typical handling quality experiment, it is a logical error to classify POR
data as inconsistent or variable merely because the same numerical rating
was not obtained for multiple runs with the same configurations of vehicle
dynamics and system input or because the variation of POR with vehicle re- _
sponse parameters does not obey the analyst's preconceived theory.
As a practical matter we must expect that POR data obtained from a care-
fully designed, realistic experiment will exhibit a certain amount of varia-
bility. What we need to do is develop methods for ensuring that the varia-
bility is not the systematic result of applying faulty theory or inadequate
metrics for the correlation and assessment of POR data. Unexplained varia-
tions in POR would not, in fact, be random if the pilot subjectively responds
to a particular system property; in that case POR data might be almost per-
fectly consistent with a suitable, but unknown, metric--in other words it is
conceivable that it is the engineering analyst and not the pilot who estab-
lishes the level of variability in POR data!
Of course the pilot is not a machine; run-to-run variability of a gen-
uinely random nature probably must be expected. The Cooper-Harper scale for
POR is not perfect and must be selectively interpreted by the evaluation
pilot. The presellt state-of-the-art requires that such effects be minimized
by averaging sufficient POR data. We should insist, however, that such data
be uncontaminated by effects that are within our capabilities to understand
and control. This is not easily accomplished.
The research summarized in this paper is based on the hypothesis that:
(I) a pilot's subjective response originates from a particular point,
or area, within his central nervous system, and
(2) POR is directly and uniquely related to the strength of the neural
signal at this location. If the validity of this hypothesis can be estab-
lished, then handling qualities can eventually be quantified by direct meas-
urement; also, handling qualities can be predicted given a satisfactory mod-
el for pilot dynamics.
A UNIFIED MODEL FOR PILOT DYNAMICS
There exist only two state-of-the-art models for pilot-vehicle system
dynamics and performance that have received general acceptance for analysis
of single loop, continuous tracking tasks. The servomechanisms model (ref-
erence 3) was developed to parameterlze pilot dvnamlcs for a wide range of
controlled elem=nts. The Klelnman optimal control model (reference 4) was
devised as a formal tool for the prediction of pilot-vehicle system perform-
ance. Both models are fundamentally empirical One must depend upon the
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existence of baseline data for their parameterization; they are, in a sense,
interpolative. Neither model offers real hope for understanding the fine-
grain character of pilot dynamics (e.g. the variations of phase margin or
crossover frequency with controlled element dynamics, the source of pilot
remmant, crossover frequency regression, control stick "pulsing", control
stick "pumping", the basis for pilot-generated dynamic equalization, etc.).
If we are to develop a general theory for handling qualities, then a more
refined and physically oriented model for pilot dynamics is a necessity.
Reference 2 offers two hypotheses which define the scope and nature of
the model sought:
HYPOIHESIS i:
The servo and the optimal control mode]s for human pilo_ dynamics are
linearizations of a more fundamental (and physically acceptab2e) nonlinear
model.
HYPOTHESIS 2:
Amodel for human pilot dynamics that structurally matches the human
physiology in the tracking process will lead to a natural and physical meas-
ure for POR.
The pilot model shown in figure 1 was investigated in reference 2 and
is proposed to be such a model. It is believed that--when properly param-
eterized--it will exhibit most of the known response properties of the human
pilot. The model of figure 1 is intended to subsume the servo and the op-
timal control models. Note that figure i applies for a pitch attitude track-
ing task. This is the only case that will be considered in this paper. The
model is applicable to any single axis task, however.
The model of figure i is nonlinear and multiple loop in form. It has,
to this date, not been successfully parameterized in the fashion desired.
It is demonstrated in reference 2, however, that the nonlinear model is a
very pleusible explanation for the parametric variations required by the
servo model as a function of controlled element dynamics. This is illustrat-
ed in figure 2 for the three familiar controlled element forms: Yc(s)=Kc'
K /s & K /s2. A highly simplified, linear version of the proposed nonlinear
p_lot mo_el is shown on figure 2. It may be directly compared with the servo
model Y_(J_) following closure of the q-loop; the resulting closed loop model
connecting 8 with 6e is then formally the same as Y (Jm) from the servo
model representation. The approximate forms for YD(_,o) predicted by the
nonlinear model are shown in figure 2 for each of the three elementary con-
trolled elements. The model in figure 2 is assumed to result from combina-
tions of model nonlinearities and closed loop dynamics which create the sit-
uation shown where qc is negligible with respect to q.
The nonlinear model suggests that low frequency approximations to Yp(J_)should resemble
546
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\i. a pure gain for Y (s) = K /s
C C
2. a gain and a low frequency lag for Yr(s) = Kc, and
3. a gain with a low frequency lead for Y (s) = K /s2.
C C
These results are consistent with measured human dynamics as embodied in the
servo model. The fact that rate feedback in the nonlinear model (figure i)
can conceivably produce an apparent low frequency lag in measurements of
Y (jw) for pure-gain controlled elements is a remarkable result. When the
P
effects of qc are not neglibible in comparison with those of q the nonlinear
model will predict a gain plus first order lead for Y (s) = K /s 2 rather than
the gain with pure lead shown, c c
Another startling implication of the nonlinear model is that it can
exhibit considerable rate feedback without creating an apparent low frequency
lead in measurements of Y (J_)--see figure 2 for Y (s) = K /s. In general,
p c c
the nonlinear model indicates that the level of pilot control of system rate
need not be directly reflected in low frequency lead or lag equalization as
measured in the describing function Y_ (Jm)--the servo model for pilot dynam-
ics, In contrast, this author's expe_ience with the Kleinman optimal control
model indicates that it too can produce a sizable rate feedback gain with a
K /s-like controlled element. Thus, there is a formal similarity between
t_e Kleinman model and the nonlinear model of figure i.
A THEORY FOR PILOT OPINION RATING
The qualitative nature of the handling quality tasks posed by each of
the three elementary controlled elements is noted on figure 2. It might
appear that increasing task difficulty (as reflected in POR) can be associ-
ated with an increase in the pilot model's rate gain K . This is not entire-
ly true. A more appropriate indication of task difficulty should be expected
in measures of closed loop signals since it is these which ultimately deter-
mine the linearized forms for the pilot model and its components. It is
therefore tempting to speculate that 8q, the q-channel response of the non-
linear pilot model, will parameterize POR regardless of system input or con-
trolled element dynamics since 6q will depend on both K and the closed loop
response, q
As an illustration of the possible connection between system rate and
handling qualities consider that for easily controlled vehicles system rate
is seldom large, whereas a vehicle that is difficult to control will demand
that the pilot devote considerable effort to the stabilization of rate errors.
It should be apparent that if rate cannot be readily controlled then neither
can attitude and the handling will suffer. T'_us, good rate control is very
nearly a necessary and sufficient condition for good handling qualities.
The closed loop signal 8q would, in the human pilot, consist of a series of
neural potentials (or electrical pulses) within a certain region of the cen-
tral nervous system. These conjectures are formalized in the following
547
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hypothesis.
HYPOTHESIS:
A physiological measure for P0R is the rate of nerve impulses (or an
equivalent "measure) at the point within the central nervous system where all
signals originating due to rate control are summed or operated upon by a
decision process of some sort. The neuromuscular system is postulated to
provide a component to this hypothesized signal junction; this component is
dependent upon the feel system characteristics and will affect POR. The
relation between POR and the nerve impulse rate is fixed for each pilot.
It .maydepend upon his piloting experiences, training and his personal inter-
pretation of the rating ccale. It is independent of controlled element dy-
namics, input an4 task.
The postulated output from the human pilot "central processor's" rate
channel _q (as depicted in figures i & 2) is not directly accessible for
measurement. It is internal to the central nervous system. In its simplest
form Bq probably consists of a series of nerve pulses with the pulse frequen-
cy proportional to the neural excitation at the point of impulse generation.
For present purposes it is probably sufficient to assume that, in continuous
tracking tasks with random inputs, Bq can be parameterized by its standard
deviation oh . Given a high fidelity pilot-vehicle system model, a^ can be
estimated; _rhaps _q(t) can eventually be directly monitored give_qadvances
in medical technology.
By the above hypothesis and the assumption that Bq can be represented
by oh , we may expect that P0R will vary with i_ the manner illustrated
in f_ure 3. O_q
Observe that, by hypothesis, POR is a function of only OBq for a given
pilot. However, OBq is dependent upon anything that affects the signal
strength of Bq(t). This includes controlled element dynamics, input spectrum,
display properties (since Shese affe:t the signal transmission of rate error)
the task and feel system. It may Include various vehicle motion cues avail-
able to the pilot in a flight test or moving base simulation.
At the present time no model for neuromuscular system dynamics is knf.n
to this author which will permit the estimation of feel system effect on
o6o. Many past experiments have confirmed the importance to POR of the feel
system. As a result, our present theory for the correlation or prediction of
P0R appears to be restricted to consideration of only those pilot-vehicle
data for which the control system was optimized with respect to POR.
VALIDATION OF THE RATING METRIC
IN SINGLE AXIS TRACKING
The hypothesized POR metric OSq can be correlated with rating data from
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any handling quality experiment provided sufficient data are available to
permit the estimation of oB_ (given a satisfactory model for pilot dynamics),q
provided that the control feel system was optimized with respect to POR prior
to each data run, and given sufficient POR data to permit the estimation of
statistically valid POR averages for each tested configuration. Few such
data sources exist.
Note that the servo and the optimal control models for pilot dynamics
are suitable only fo_ the estimation of average system properties. This
will constitute a source for systematic error in any attempts to correlate
POR with _ using these pilot models since it is likely that o__ will vary
from run-to-run with the same configuration due to pilot nonlinearities. It
is reasonable to suspect that the run-to-run variance of oB will be great-
est for those configurations that are the most difficult toqcontrol. Until
oR_ can be directly measured by experiment, there is no way to eliminate this
eg_or component from correlations of POR with o8 ; hopefully, its effectsq
will be small relative to the basic trends. If present theory is basically
correct, then the run-to-run variation of ok is responsible for much of the
so-called pilot variability that pervades t_ handling qualities data base.
It also explains why more data runs are required for the valid estimation
of average POR when the vehicle dynamics are poor (reference 5).
It has already been noted that the servo model will not always correct-
ly reflect the level of rate control predicted by the nonlinear or optimal
control models for pilot dynamics. When Yc(S)=Kc/S the servo model requires
no low frequeucy equalization (and therefore no rate control) whereas the
nonlinear model indicates that considerable rate control may exist. As a
rule-of-thumb, when the servo model would require either a lead time con-
stant less than 0.5 seconds or a lag then it should not be used for the es-
timation of OBq.
The nonlinear model of figure 1 has not yet been successfully parameter-
ized and therefore cannot be used for the estimation of o^ . However, there
is no objection to use of the optimal control model. A v_sion of this is
shown in figure 4 for the pitch attitude control example. This model dif-
fers significantly from the conventional Klelnman model. It incorporates
describing function representations for the visual threshold nonlinearities
in the rate and attitude channels (_q & _e' respectively); the cost func-
tional is stated in terms of the state variables perceived by the human
pilot. A discussion of this model can be found in reference 6 where it was
introduced. The cost functional weights shown in figure 4 were selected in
reference 6 to optimize the fit between measured and predicted closed loop
system performance for Arnold's tracking data (reference 7). Arnold's data
are entirely satisfactory for testing the proposed POR metric.
Note that for the Kleinman-Dillowmodel,
OSq - _q _q Kq Oq - Kq Oqp
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The Kalman filter gain KFq is describing function approximation to the actual
filter operation. The model shown in figure 4 is strictly applicable only
after convergence of the optimization routine.
The Kleinman-Dillow model was applied to the Arnold tracking data to
estimate O_q for each of his dynamic configurations. The Arnold POR measure-
ments were obtained using values of pitch control effectiveness that were
approximately optimum with respect to POR, and sufficient data were collected
to permit the reasonable determination of average POR for each configuration. --
Arnold also published measured _ ; thus the Kleinman-Dillow model was requir-
ed only for the prediction of ra_e loop gain _q _q Kq. The resulting cor-
relation between Arnold's averaged POR data and the model-predicted OEq
(shown on figure 5) is seen to be quite good; the hash m_rks represent plus
and minus one-half rating unit (Cooper-Harper scale) about the mean curve.
The Arnold-derived correlation shown on figure 5 was obtained from POR
data averaged over several pilot subjects. Thus, if present theory is cor-
rect the variation of OBq with the nominal fit to Arnold's POR data should
constitute a model for the prediction of POR, averaged over many pilots,
provided only that a satisfactory model for pilot dynamics is available to
enable the estimation of _q. In other words, the function POR (aBq) shown
in figure 5 should be constant over a wide range of experimental conditiors.
The optimal control model of figure 4 was applied without chan$e to
McDonnell's data (reference 5). Unfortunately reference 5 did not publish
measured o ; thus it was necessary that the Kleinman-Dillow model be usedq
for the prediction of the rate loop gains and Oq. Also, the McDonnell data
were very sparse; in order to extend his data base it was necessary to aver-
age his POR data for a given configuration without regard for control system
gain. The resulting correlation is shown on figure 5; the correlation is
supportive of the present theory to a degree that is better than might be
expected in view of the date's shortcomings.
Two additional data points were obtained from Johnson (reference 8) who
applied the Paper Pilot theory to moving base simulator data published by
Onstott, et al (reference 9). The servo model was used to represent pilot
dynamics. Of the 35 configurations examine by Johnson only two resulted in
non-zero estimates for the piloL lead time constant; thus, these are the only
. two cases for which the servo model can be used to estimate OBq. (Time did
not permit the application of the Kleinman-Dillow model to these 35 cases).
For these two points OSq - Kp TL Oq where Kp TL are the servo model gain and
lead time constantj respectively. Onstott did not publish o and his con-q
trol system was not optimized relative to POR. Johnson's published values
of a , estimated from the Paper Pilot analysis, were used here for the esti-q
55O
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mation of O_q. The two Onstott-based data points, shown in figure 5, com-
pletely support the present theory.
The three data sets shown on figure 5 represent a wide range of control-
led element dynamics, input intensities, manipulator characteristics and
piloting backgrounds. The Onstott data were from a motion simualtion. Mc-
Donnell's data were for a command input tracking task.
There are no other acceptable data sources known to this author for
further testing of the present theory. Based on the correlations obtained,
the hypothesis that POR is parameterized by is considered as tentatively --
confirmed under the cited restrictions. O_q
IN-FLIGHT VS. FIXED-BASE POR DIFFERENCES
Arnold compared his fixed-base simulation measurements of POR with th_se
of Neal and Smith obtained from flight test for the same aircraft dynamics
(reference i0). This comparison, shown in figure 6, is generally good.
Arnold's three best-tested configurations were significantly down-rated in
flight, however. He attributed this to task differences between the two
experiments.
These three configurations were re-examined using present theory. The
Kleinman-Dillow model was modified to simulate the probable display character-
istics of the Neal-Smith flight tests. This was done simply by removing the
large display threshold present in Arnold's simulation. Predictions were
then made of o B for these three cases. The predicted in-flight POR were
estimated from _he nominal curve fit to Arnold's data shown in figure 5.
These revised predictions of in-fllght POR are spotted on figure 6.
The good agreement between the predicted and measured in-flight POR for
these cases suggests that Arnold's display threshold was a major source for
the in-flight vs. flxed-base POR differences. Display threshold effects on
the other configurations would be comparatively small. Motion cue effects
may be important for explaining the differences between the more poorly
rated configurations. These do not appear to be explainable with the Klein-
man-Dillow mo_ i in the form shown in figure 4.
RATING PREDICTION IN MULTIPLE LOOP TRACKING
Estimates of Ogq were made for the precision VTOL hover configurations
of Miller and VinJe (reference ii) using data supplied to the author by
James Dillow of the Air Force Institute of Technology. These were made using
the Kleinman model configured to match the measured system performance data.
This was the data base used by Anderson in his original Paper Pilot study
(reference 12). The Miller-VlnJe data were obtained with optimized control
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effectiveness. The POR were based on the Cooper scale; these were converted
to the Cooper-Harper scale u_ing ronvers|on equations suggested by McDonnell
(reference 5).
The Miller-Vinje simulation task was to hover a VTOL aircraft over a
ground reference in turbulence. The longitudinal control problem was to
create or arrest a forward velocity with pitch attitude control. The pilot
was therefore required to control forward position, speed u, pitch attitude
5, and pitch attitude rate q.
The variation of predicted oh , with measured POR is shown in figure 7. _
It appears that OBq is not unreasg_able as a correlating metric for POR;
however, the data do not support the Arnold results except in the _egion
where POR is less than about 3.
Part of the correlation problem is that it isn't clear what we should
use as a measure for system rate in a multiple loop system with the Kleinman
model. If both u and q are superimposed to form an augmented rate then a
somewhat better fit can be obtained as shown in figure 7.
A conclusion of reference 2, however, was that no state-of-the-art pilot
model is entirely suited for the estimation of the handling quality metric.
It was further concluded that a switching model was a likely candidate for
explaining pilot dynamics in multiple loop/axis tracking.
It is interesting that both metrics shown in f_gure 7 yield POR correla-
tions that are asymptotic to the Arnold data in the region of good handling
qualities. This suggests that, in this region, outer loop control of speed
or position has little effect on handling qualities.
A GENERALIZED PAPER PILOT METHOD
Dillow and Picha, in reference 6, propose a generalized Paper Pilot
method for formalizing the prediction or correlation of POR. They suggest
using the Kleinman model for pilot dynamics--incorporating provisions for
display or visual thresholds--and a cost functional based on pilot-perceived
system states as illustrated in figure 4. By replacing the servo model with
the Kleinman model and its attendant cost functional they hoped to eliminate
the troublesome Paper Pilot rating functional which has been a principal
weakness in the theory. Their rationale for doing this was that it may be
easier to select appropriate weights for the Klelnman model cost functional
than to find a general rating functional for the Paper Pilot theory.
Their approach to the estimation of POR is empirical. They assume that
POR=_, provided that the weights of J (the cost functional) are selected
to optimize the model-predlcted and measured match of system performance and
POR. This rating predictor was totally inaccurate for the McDonnell data
when the cost functional was weighted using Arnold's data as a base.
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It is su_Rested in reference 2 that the Dillow-Picha revisions to Paper
Pilot have merit provided that J is augmented by a term representing POR
(in keeping with the spirit of the original Paper Pilot theory); the POR
estimate must then be determined using this component of J and not the total
value. For the pitch tracking cases discussed in this paper a suitable cost
functional should be
J = W0_ _ + [Wq + rK_] o2 + Ro_
qp e
POR = fcn (O6q) --"
Note that J is now a function of the optimal control gain K .
q
This work was performed under sponsorship of the Air Force Flight Dynamics
LaBoratory, Wrlght-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio; Contract AF 33615-74-C-
0035.
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Figure 1....Nonlinear Model for Pilot-Vehicle System
Figure 2 .... Linear vs. Nonlinoar Model Comparisonsi Hi I |,
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LONGITUDINAL _YING QUALITIES IN THE LANDING APPROACH
By William W. Rickard
McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Douglas Aircraft Company
Long Beach, California 90846
ABSTRACT
An investigation of the longitudinal flying qualities of large transport --
aircraft in the landing approach was performed as a portion of a long-range
flying qualities independent research and development program at the Douglas
Aircraft Company. A literature study was performed to gather all criteria
which showed promise as estimatorslof flying qualities. Then a piloted
motion base simulator experiment was conducted to produce data which could be
used to evaluate the selected criteria. Each criterion was evaluated by
comparing the estimated flying qualities it produced for each configuration
with the Cooper-Harper ratings given by the pilots. An appraisal was then
made of each criterion based on its performance in this study. The criteria
evaluated included several from MIL-F-8785B (Reference i) (flight path
stability, short period frequency, short period damping ratio, phugoid
stability, and static stability), the short period criterion of SAE ARP 842B
(Reference 2), the short period criterion of Reference 3, and a pitch
tracking task criterion (References 4,5,6). The best results were obtained
by combining the information contained in the flight path stability and pitch
tracking task criteria.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to accurately estimate the flying qualities of an airplane
which exists only on paper is essential to the aerodynamic, control system,
and autopilot design processes. Many criteria exist for estimating flying
qualities, of which the best example is the MIL-F-8785B. Unfortunately, this
is a military flying qualities specification, containing criteria developed
primarily on the basis of research and design experience on military aircraft.
The criteria in the MIL-F-8785B can be applied to all types of aircraft, from
the smalle_t trainer to the largest transport. However, there is much less
data to support the criteria for large transport (Class III) airplanes than
there is for fighter/attack/interceptor (Class IV) airplanes. Designers of
civil transport aircraft tend to doubt or even disbelieve the validity of
some of the criteria (e.g., the lower limit on short period frequency).
Further, civil aircraft tend to have missions which are quite different from
those of military aircraft, which suggests that different performance
standards would apply. This is not to say that the military criteria are not
used; however, they have certain shortcomings when applied to civil transport
design.
IThe term "estimators" is used because the criteria produce quantitative esti-
mate of flying qualities (i.e., pilot ratings or flying qualities levels).
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A more serious criticism of most existing criteria is rooted in the r_ct
that they are based on approximations to the response of an airp]ane.
Examples of this are seen in the MIL-F-8785B criteria for the short period.
These criteria are based on experimental data for which the short period is
well damped and well separated from the phugoid. The current trend toward
relaxed static stability airplanes with stability and control augmentation
is gradually eroding the ability of such criteria to accurately predict
flying qualities, especially for failure cases. There is a trend towards the
use of pilot-model-in-the-loop criteria which place performance standards on
the pilot plus airplane system, rather than on the airplane alone. At this
time, however, no closed loop criteria have been accepted for inclusion in --
the MIL-F-8785B.
For these reasons, the Douglas Aircraft Company has undertaken a program
of research in the area of transport aircraft flying qualities. The goal of
this research program is the determination of flying qualities criteria for
the design of conventional as well as relaxed static stability airplanes.
This paper is a description of the work being done to develop longitudinal
flying qualities criteria for large transport aircraft in the landing
approach. This description of the research program will be broken down into
the following sections: (i) discussion of criteria selected for investiga-
tion, (2) design of the experiment, (3) performance of the experiment, and
(4) analysis of the results. Each phase will be discussed in detail below.
DISCUSSION OF LONGITUDINAL FLYING QUALITIES CRITERIA
SELECTED FOR INVESTIGATION
The first stage of the program of research was a wide-ranging review of
the literature for longitudinal flying qualities criteria. There are far too
many criteria in existence to be tested in an experimental program or to be
discussed in detail here. A relatively small number which showed promise or
which are generally accepted, were selected for inclusion in this flying
qualities experiment. The criteria of the MIL-F-8785B were included because
they are "accepted" criteria. The short period criterion _r the ARP 842B was
included as an "accepted" criterion in civil aircraft des The short
period criterion of Reference 3 was included because it ce. ins, in a single
criterion, the information provided by several other criteria. Finally, a
pilot-mcdel-in-the-loop pitch tracking task criterion which had shown promise
in earlier studies was included. These criteria will be discussed below for
large airplanes (Classes II and III) in the landing approach (Category C
phase of flight_.
The MIL-F-8785B criteria which were evaluated were: flight path
stability (dy/dV), short period frequency (mnsP vs n/a), short period damping
(_SP), phugoid stability (_Ph or T2) , and static stability. All of these
criteria, except static stability, are sta_ed in terms of levels of flying
qualities. Table I shows the relation of the flying qualities levels to
p_lot ratings and to a _=t of descriptors. The static stability criterion
requires that an airplane exhibit positive static stability at all times.
The advent of relaxed static stability airplanes has called this criterion
into question, and the question was addressed. The flight path stability
criterion limits backside operation by placing limits on the parameter dy/dV.
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Limiting values are given _. Table 2. The short period frequency criterion
places upper and lower limits on short period frequency as a function of n/a.
Experience with the large transport aircraft (e.g., C-5, DC-10, etc.)
indicates that the lower limit is too restrictive. This criterion, when
combined with the short period damping ratio criterion, places limits on the
short term pitch response. Since n/_ is related to Te2 , all parameters
except gain have been specified for the short period pitch transfer function.
The short period damping ratio limits are given in Table 3, and the short
period frequency requirement in Figure i. The phugoid stability criterion
places limits on long period airspeed oscillations. This criterion, like the
static stability criterion, is conszdered unrealistically restrictive,
especially for relaxed static stability a_rplanes. The phugoid stability
limits are given in Table 4.
The ARP 842B short period criterion is based on a presumption that for
transport aircraft, the desired ranges of values _nsP and _SP are invariant
with flight condition. It is similar to the CAL "thumbprint" which was well
accepted in the past, but has lost popularity as it is not in the MIL-F-8785B.
The criterion limits are illustrated in Figure 2. The short period criterion
of Reference 3 is similar to the MIL-F-8785B short period criterion, combining
frequency and damping ratio limits in a single criteria. The parameter n_
was replaced with the closely related variable La, as shown in Figure 12.
The pilot-model-in-the-loop pitch tracking task models the pilot task of
compensatory tracking of pitch attitude in the presence of random disturbances.
It is in some respects similar to the Crossover Model (References 7,8) and to
the Paper Pilot (References 9,10). The criterion places the following per-
formance requirements on the closed loop system: (i) no more than 3db droop
in the decade below the bandwidth frequency, (2) bandwidth of 1.2 radians per
second, (3) closed loop phase angle of -90 ° at the bandwidth frequency, and
(4) minimum closed loop resonance at any frequency greater than the bandwidth
frequency divided by i0. The pilot model has a gain, a transport delay
(generally taken to be 0.3 seconds), a lead, and a lag. Inclusion of a low
frequency lag (e-a/s ) was found to have at best no positive effect ¢n the
criterion, though the theory indicates that a low frequency lag should be
included for very slow controlled elements (see, e.g., Reference 8). The
pilot lead, lag, and gain must be adjusted to satisfy the performance require-
ments, as the pilot transport delay and the airplane model are fixed. The
flying qualities are then estimated as a function of pilot phase compensation
(exclusive of the transport delay) and system resonance. The phase compensa-
tion is represented by the phase angle of the pilot model lead-lag network at
the bandwidth frequency. Figure 3 illustrates the boundaries for this
criterion. This criterion will be referred to as the Bandwidth Model.
DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT
A flying qualities experiment was designed to provide data for evaluation
of the selected flying qualities criteria. The proper approach to designing
such an experiment is first to collect all the parameters involved in the
criter _ to be evaluated. They are as follows: static stability, dT/dV,
_nsP, _ ;_, n/u, _nPHD _PH, phase compensation, and resonance. A set of
configurations should then be designed which vary each parameter independentl,_.
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so that the effects of each parameter may be isolated. Assuming that four
values of each parameter will cover the region of interest, and that static
stability is not independent, there will be 48 or 65536 configurations. The
pilots would probably get bored evaluating so many configurations, so a
balanced fractional factorial design could be used to reduce the matrix by a
factor of perhaps eight, leaving only 8192 configurations.
Since this proper approach yields impractical results, two other
approaches were used to design two groups of configurations. The twenty-slx
configurations o_ the first group are either typical wide-body airplanes with
cg location varied from far forward to far aft of the neutral point, or such
airplanes with a single stability derivative varied to change the flying --
qualities. The characteristics of these configurations are given in Table 5.
The configurations of Group II, on the other hand, were obtained by specifying
the characteristics given in Table 6, and solving for the equations of motion
coefficients. The solution to this transformation is not unique, as there
are more than twice as many unknowns as there are conditions. A computer
program was written to solve this transformation on the basis of minimizing
a weighted sum of squared errors between the specified values of the
parameters and the values calculated for a trial set of equations of motion
constants. The algorithm exhibited poor convergence propertie_ in general,
and in particular for I_Phl < 0.04. However, several hundred configurations
were calculated for which the algorithm converged. The sixteen configurations
of Group II were selected from these.
PERFORMANCE OF THE EXPERIMENT
The configurations were rated by pilots flying the McDonnell Douglas
six-axis motion base simulator located at Long Beach. The simulator, shown
in Figure 4, is supported by six hydraulic jacks arranged in a configuration
developed by the Franklin Institute. The limits of linear and rotary motion
of this system are given in Table 7. Interior and exterior views of the
simulator cockpit are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The airplane equations of
motion are programmed on a hybrid computer system, of which the major elements
are a Xerox Sigma Five digital computer and a Comcor Astrodata Ci-5000 analog
computer. Cockpit motion commands are generated in the hybrid system and
transmitted to a DEC PDP 11/40 minicomputer. The minicomputer computes the
geometric transformations and controls the hydraulic jacks in a closed loop
fashion, using LVDT transducer feedback from the Jacks. Figure 6 is a
schematic of the elements of the motion base simulator facility. The visual
display is generated by a Redifon !I system, using a detailed terrain model
for landing approaches. Figure 7 is a layout of the System Simulation
Laboratory, of which the motion base simulator is a part.
Five Douglas Aircraft Company test pilots performed 154 evaluations of
the forty-two configurations over a period of two w_eks. Each evaluation
consisted of one to three ILS approaches, at the pilot's discretion, after
which the pilot gave the configuration a pilot rating on the Cooper-Harper
scale. The ILS approach began at a range of 13.7 kilometers (7.4 n.mi.)
from the threshold, at an altitude of 457 meters (1500 feet), and on the
extended runway centerline. The three-degree glide slope was intercepted
at a range of about 8.7 kilometers (4.7 n.mi.). The pilot then flew down the
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glide slope in a turbulent atmosphere. Latera!-directlonal dynamic_ ryplca]
of a wide-body transport were simulated but held constant throughout the
experiment• After breakout at an altitude of 213 meters (700 feet), the pilot
transltioned to the visual display for flare and touchdown, fhe simulation
permitted the pilot to stop, turn, and taxi the airplane on the ground, but
this was not part of the evaluation task. The test engineer, who rode in the
copilot seat, recorded the pilot rating and pilot comments. Figure 8 is a
typical evaluation record• Every variable of interest (and many of no
interest) was recorded on half-inch-wlde nine-track tape on 760 meter
(2500 feet) reels at a rate of four hertz, while the simulation computer _
cycle rate was twenty hertz. The configurations were presented to the pilots
in random order, with a different random order for each pilot.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The evaluation of the flying qualities criteria was performed by com--
paring the level of flying qualities predicted for a given configuration wlt_
the actual, or true, level of flying qualities for that configuration. The
true level of flying qualities for each configuration was assumed to be
represented by the average of the ratings that the pilots gave that configu-
ration. The Cooper-Harper pilot rating scale used in this experiment is
repeated here as Figure 9. The results of this experiment are given in
Tables 8 and 9 for the Group I and Group II configurations, respectively.
The first column in each of these tables lists the configurations by number.
The next column gives the mean pilot rating for each configuration. The
third column, labeled Ro, is the actual, or true, level of flying qualities
for each configuration, based cn the mean pilot rating• Every configuration
in Group I was rated by at lea_' three different pilots, some by four, and
some by all five pilots. IT,. II, one configuration was rated by one
pilot, one by two pilots, and .;_. est by three, four, or five pilots. The
average number of ratings per configuration was 3-2/3 for both groups.
While the criteria generally do not have half levels, a configuration
that falls near a level boundary probably is indistinguishable from a con-
figuration just across the boundary. Therefore, half levels were created
for most of the criteria by the rules given in Table i0. Some of the
criteria do not have a boundary for every level. The MIL-F-8785B short
period frequency criterion, for example, has a common lower boundary for
levels 2 and 3. A level 2 boundary was added midway betwee, the level i and
level 3 boundaries, as shown in Figure I0, to facilitate evaluation of this
criterion. The ARP 842B short period criterion is stated, not in terms of
levels, but by the terms "acceptable augmented," "acceptable unaugmented,"
and "unacceptable." These terms bear a similarity to the definitions of the
flying qualities levels, so were equated to levels i, 2, and 3, respectively,
as shown on Figure ii.
The fourth column, labeled RI, is the level of flying qualities predicted
for each configuration using the Bandwidth Model criterion. The name Band-
width Model is used to refer to the pilot-model-in-the-loop pitch tracking
task criterion. The number at the bottom of the column (23 for Group I and
23 for Group II) is the total error (in half levels) of these predictions.
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Inspection of the totals for all criteria reveals that the Bandwidth Model
criterion is the best performer for the Group I configurations and is second
to d_/dV for Group II.
The flight path stability criterion (R2) is the second best performer
for the forty-two configurations. This is an indication that pilots are more
sensitive to bad flight path response than they are to bad pitch response.
The MIL-F-8785B short-period-frequency criterion (R3) was the poorest per-
former overall and also for Group II, but was slightly better than the worst
for Group I. The short-period-damping-ratio criterion (R4) performed better
than R3, though pilot opinion should be insensitive to it over a wide range.
Even the phugoid stability criterion (R5) outperformed R3. The static --
stability criterion (R6) was evaluated, but not on the basis of levels. The
positive answer was considered an estimate of level 1 to 2-1/2, and a negative
answer as level 3 to 4. On this basis, R6 was wrong for eight of the twenty-
six configurations of Croup I. A more meaningful observation is that only
half of the statically unstable configurations are level 3 or worse. This
means that in half the cases, a requirement for positive static stability
was not needeo to achieve level 2 flying qualities. The performance of R6
with Group II is not mentioned because it was not varied in Group iI.
The_e is not any methodology in the MIL-F-8785B for combining the
estimates for several criteria to get an overall el=plane lev,_l of flying
qualities. One can only guess that the overall flying qualities will be as
bad as the worst rating or perhaps worse. Criterion RIO is an overall
predicted level of flying qualities based on the MIL-F-8785B criteria. It
is equal to the worst of R2 to R6, and turns out to be a poorer performer
than any other criteria except R3 and R5. The prediction of RI0 was better
than actual in six cases, and worse than actual in twent?-eight case[. While
it is better to err on the conservative side, this performance is too
conservative.
The last two criteria evaluated, the short period ¢ritezia of ARP 842B
(R8) and of Reference 3 (Rg) performed well, being third and fourth best out
of eight when both groups are considered. They both performed better than
the MIL-F-8785B short-period criteria.
Inspection of the data for R1 and R2 shows that when RI is better than
RO, R2 is worse than RI, and thus probably closer to R0, in 85% of the cases.
When RI is worse than R0, R2 is better than RI in 78% of the cases. But,
when RI is the same as R0, R2 is better than R1 in 77% of the cases. Thus,
when R2 is worse than RI, R0 is generally worse than RI. But when R2 is
better than RI, the odds are even that R0 is the same as RI or better than
RI. This suggests a combination criterion, RI3 , which is defined by the
equations:
RI3 = R1 when R1 > R2
i
= _ (RI + R2) when RI < R2
The results show that this combination criterion is better than any of
the other criteria evaluated. The sum of the errors is thirty half-levels
for forty-two configurations. Further, when the characteristics covered by
the various criteria are taken into account, such a criterion makes more
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sense. The Bandwidth Model criterion is sensitive to all parameters varied
in this experiment, except dy/dV. Thus, a criterion which takes both the
Bandwidth Model and dy/dV criteria into account, is sensitive to all the
parameters varied in this experiment.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
I. Since there was enough data collected in the simulator experiment to
permit the evaluation of virtually any longitudinal criterion, it is recom-
mended that some additional criteria be evaluated. Obvious candidates are
the Crossover Model (Reference 8) and the Pitch Paper Pilot (Reference i0).
The Crossover Model will be difficult to evaluate on two counts. First, one
must decide how to model the task. The performance of a landing approach
appears to be a two-input, two-output task longitudinally, which the Cross-
over Model cannot handle. Second, assuming that a suitable system model can
be determined, and the required pilot model adjustments made, one must then
have a rule for estimating flying qualities. The information available in
the literature indicates that the estimated flying qualities depend on the
amount of pilot compensation required and on the nature of the controlled
system. Further candidates for evaluation include the following: (a) McPilot
(Reference ii), (b) c* (Reference 12), (c) _/0SS and nz/n_s S (Reference 13),
(d) c_ (Reference 14), and (5) maneuvering stability (Fs/nz) (Reference I).
2. Another ine of further work would be identification of the parameters
of a model of the human pilots. This was attempted briefly, but abandoned
when the algorithm failed to converge. The computer program used was
Program Newton, a modified Newton-Raphson technique documented in Reference
15.
3. While the combined criterion, RI3 , performed quite well for the present
study, it should be tested against other longitudinal flying qualities data
for large transport aircraft in the landing approach, a source of such data
is Reference 6, an in-flight simulation of a large delta wing transport in
the landing approach.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A number of longitudinal flying qualities criteria were evaluated
against the res,'Its of a motion base simulation of large transport aircraft
in the landing approach. The c.iteria of MIL-F-8785B performed poorly over-
all. Two short-period criteria, from ARP 842B and Reference 3, performed
adequately. The best performance was exhibited by a criterion combining the
results of a pitch tracking task and the flight.-path-stability criterion.
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TABLE i. FLYING QUALITIES LEVELS
Cooper-Harper
Level Pilot Rating Description of Flying J_ualities
i i - 3.5 Clearly adequate for mission.
2 3.5 - 6.5 Adequate to accomplish mission but
with reduced performance or increased
pilot workload.
3 6.5 - 9+ Safely controllable but excessive ""
workload or inadequate performance.
>3 9+ -.10 Loss of control probable.
TABLE 2. FLIGHT PATH STABILITY CRITERION (MIL-F-8785B)
Level dy/dV Less Than
i 0.06 deg/kt
2 0.15 deg/kt
3 0.24 deg/kt
TABLE 3. SHORT PERIOD DAMPING RATIO LIMITS (MIL-F-8785B)
¢SP
Level Min Max
i 0.3 g 1.3
2 0.25 2.O
3 0.15 - -
TABLE 4. PHUGOID STABILITY LIMITS (MIL-F-8785B)
Level CPh or T2 (see)
1 0.04
2 0
3 55 (sec)
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TABLE 5. GROUP I CONFIGURATION CHARACTERISTICS
V = i_0 kts y = -3° W = 350,000 Ib
_nsp _SP _nph _Ph n/a dy/dV I/TsI I/T%2
I 0.846 0.628 O.IS6 0.072 3.80 -0.0399 -0.084 -0.506
2 0.732 0.708 0.169 0.063 3.94 -0.0432 -0.083 -0.528
3 (-0.633) (-0.307) I 0.086 0.318 4.14 -0.0491 -0.082 -0.556 --
4 (-0,811) (+0.090) 2* 0.200 # 0.636# 4.20 -0.0511 -0.082 -0.564
5 (-0.909) (+0.158)3" 0.184 t 0.210# 4.24 -0.0530 -0.082 -0.568
6 0.828 0.645 0.190 0.057 3.80 0.148 -0.0i3 -0.577
7 0.819 0.653 0.192 0.649 3.80 0.236 +0.015 -0.605
8 O.vil 0.662 0.194 0,041 3,80 0.324 +0.041 -0.631
9 0.804 0.565 0.188 0.084 2.75 0.0054 -0.102 -0.339
i0 0.795 0.502 0.191 0.0£9 1.78 0.095 [0.166] [0.917]
]I 0.723 0.431 0.194 0.117 0.82 0.400 [0.143] [0.587]
12 0.853 0.888 0.184 0.080 3.80 -0 0399 -0.084 -0.531
13 0.836 0.337 0.188 0.066 3.80 -0.0399 -0.084 -0.481
14 0.829 0.149 0.189 0.064 3.80 -0.0399 -0.084 -0.466
15 (-0.991) (+0.225)4* 0.211 # 0.388 # 4.29 -0.0551 -0.082 -0.575
16 (-1.061) (+0.291)5* 0.210# 0.331% 4.35 -0.0572 -0.082 -0.583
17 (-1.125) (40.358)6* 0.209 % 0.295t 4.43 -0.0593 -0.081 -0.595
18 0.953 0.570 0.165 0.107 3.65 -0.0360 -0.087 -0.484
19 0.596 0.841 0.141 0.073 4.06 -0.0465 -0.082 -0.544
20 0.843 0.395 0.187 0.106 0.71 0.498 [0.141] [0.545]
21 0.441 0.665 0.1.70 0.043 1.05 0.285 [0.149] [0.676]
22 (-0.577) (+0.152)7" 0.]90 # 0.347t 1.22 0.222 [0.154] [0.731]
23 (-0.767) (+0.341)8" 0.196 t 0.240 t 1.37 0.173 [0.158] [0.776]
24 (-0.904) (+0.499) 9* 0.196 t 0.207 % 1.54 0.133 [0.163] [0.828]
25 0.833 0.263 0.188 0.065 3.80 -0.0340 -0.084 -0.475
26 0.831 0.197 0.189 0.064 3.80 -0.0340 -0.084 -0.470
( ) First-order factor [w] [_]
I_ = 0.441, _ = 1.07 _T2 = 3.08 7T2 = 4.56
2T2 = 7.70 5T2 = 2.38 8T2 - 2.03
_T2 = 4.39 6T2 = 1.Q4 9T2 = 1.39
*Tested agatvst phugoid criterion
%Tested against short period criterion
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TABLE 6. (,ROUI' i I CONFI(;URA'I'I()N CtlARACTEF, I,gTICS
V = 140 kts _ = -3 ° W = 350,000 Ib
n/'_ dT/dV I/T_ I/T_
Con fiJ_ LS___PP ';SP _'PI---!LPh _ (deg/kt) 1 J2
27 1.39 0.50 0.16 0.12 3.5 0.I -0,0607 -0.325
30 1.05 (1.85 0.13 P.12 2.0 0.1 -0.334 -0.179
39 (-0,744) I (-2._585) I 0.I, 0.28 3.5 0.i -0.0372 -0.484
40 1.05 0.85 0.16 0.12 2.0 0.I -0.119 0.0435
43 1.39 0.5 0.08 0.12 3.5 -0.05 -0.0534 -0.293
49 1.05 0.5 0.08 0.12 2.0 0.i -0.(1397 -0.221
i 1.39 0.85 0.08 0.28 3.5 0.i -0.0428 -0.555
c2 1.05 0.85 O.0S 0.12 2.0 0.I -0.0408 -0.218
,o 0.592 0.85 0.08 0.12 3.5 0.I -0.0681 -0. 380
75 (-0.318) 2 (-1.10) 2 0.16 0.28 3.5 0.i -0.0471 -0.608
76 0.592 0.85 0.08 0.28 3.5 -0.05 -0.0767 -0.430
84 0.447 0.85 0.16 0.12 2.0 -0.05 -0,171 0.0"95
85 G.447 0.5 0.16 0.12 2.r; 0.i -0.0494 -0,272
90 0.592 0.5 0.08 0.12 3.5 -0.05 -0.0761 -0.400
91 0.447 0.5 0.08 0.12 2.0 -0.05 -0.0860 -0.458
96 1.05 0.5 0.08 0.12 2.0 0.1 -0.186 0.0667
IEquivalent _ns P = 1.39, • = 1.2
2Equivalent _ns P = 0.592, _ = 1.2
TABLE 7. _TION LIMITS FOR TIIE MOTION BASE
Motion Excursion Velocity Acceleration
Heave ±116 cm (/81 cm/sec ±1.75 G
(±46 in.) (±32 In./sec)
Sway _147 cm z98 cm/_ec ±1.45 G
(±58 in.) (±38.5 in./sec)
Surge ±152 cm t98 cm/see _1.45 C
(±60 in.) (±38.5 in./sec)
11011 ±30" ±23"/sec 6.9 rad/sec 2
Pitch ±30" t23"/sec 6.9 rad/sec 2
Yaw _30" ±30"/_ec 8.1 rad/sec 2
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TABLE IU. 5ONE NO'fEbOil THE AYFLI_ATiON OF THE FLYING QUALITIES CRITERIA
i. PR Levels: PR 1-3 3.01-3.99 4-6 6.01-6.99 7-9 9.01-9.49 9.50-10
Level 1 112 2 232 3 3_2 4
2. Bandwidth Model: Half levels were created by saying that any configu-
ration within 0.7 dB or 3.5° of a boundary would be rated as an average --
of the adjacent levels.
dy/dV : Level i i_2 2 212 3 3_2 4
dy/dV +0.045 0.0451- 0.075- 0.1351- 0.165- 0.2251- 0.255
0.0749 0.135 0.1649 0.225 0.2549 & Up
4. _ns P vs n/s: See Figure i0 -- No half levels for lower boundaries.
5. Half Levels for Other Criteria: When parameter falls on or very close
to boundary, it is considered half way between levels.
6. RI0: The standard way of applying MIL-F-8785B is to compute flying
qualities of an airpla_Le for a number of criteria. The only way
to estimate the overall flying qualities of the airplane is the let it
be the same as the worst estimate.
7. RI3: This criterion is a combination of the Droop-Bandwidth criterion
-- and the dy/dV criterion. If the level for dy/dV is worse than
the level for baadwidth, the two are averaged. If not, the Bandwidth
level is taken.
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PILOT DEBRILFING FOR[_
Date: "2- 3 - -7
Name: _I_ I,_-_ _._ Run No, -_
ConFiguraLion No. -_
lurbulence Level _vl,__..,.., "-'C-
Time of Day (Start): m) II:_:__.i)
_ !i: .__z#(.
Ability to control flight path: "_
Ability to control airspeed:
Pitch response:
Other:
_' r_ •_ "4
'i_, z YI_ . ,:
Ji
Pilot Rating: _I"
Main reason for rating, if adverse:
FIGURE 8, TYPICAL EVAI IIAIIO/I RECORD,
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WORTH ASSESSMENTS OF APPROACH TO LANDING
Renwick E. Curry
Man Vehicle Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
ABSTRACT
The objective of worth assessment is to determine the relative
• importance of attrib tes in the overall preference of objects,
i.e., to determine the functional relationship between preference
and the known, physical attr butes of a set of objects. This
technique is described below and is applied to the assessment
of worth functions in approach to landing for general aviation
and air carrier pilots.
INTRODUCTION
The objective of the worth assessment technique is to determine a func-
tional relationship between preference in a set of objects and their known
attributes (say) Xl, x2, x3... In other words, we wish to be able to
create a function W(Xl, x2,... ) which can be used to determine the relative
importance of the attributes as well as determining the preference between
any pair of objects with those attributes. As we will show, the technique
is identical to the regression point of view in the analysis variance, and we
will further show how one can obtain essentially interval scale data from or-
dinal, ranked preference for objects.
Applications of this technique have been used primarily in marketing re-
search (Green and Wind, 1973). There are many posslbile applications within
the man-machine systems area as well; for example , in display evaluation
(with attributes of displayed variables, resolution, etc.) and in handling
qualities, where the Cooper rating is known to depend on the dynamic element
being controlled, the disturbance level, the RMS error, etc.
WORTH MODELS
Suppose we have a set of objects or stimuli (Si) with attributes limited
to, for illustrative purposes, three variables Xl, x 2, x 3. In this section
we will discuss the techniques for obtaining a worth function for this set of
objects under two conditions: in the first case magnitude estimates of worth
are available from the subject, i.e., numcrica! vslues for preference; in the
595 _
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second case, a rank ordering of a]l objects in a set is used to obtain the
worth function.
Magnitude Estimation
There are many situations where the only feasible way of measuring prefer-
ences is by numerical estimate provided by the subject. This is the well-known
magnitude estimation technique, known to have many pitfalls (Poulton, 1968),
but i'_a _.sefulway to gather data when treated with caution. If, in the ex-
ample above, we have three attributes with various levels along each, we can
assume various forms for the worth function. Perhaps the most common form is
the additive worth function given by
W(X I, X2, X3) = WI(X I) + W2(X 2) + WB(X 3)
Denoting the numerical responses to the stimuli by Yijk' we may express these
responses in the traditional main-effects analysis of variance format.
Yijk = I_+ A.I+ B.j+ Ck + eijk
There are many analysis of variance programs, for example, BMDIOV _from the
UCLA Biomedical Package), which treat analysis of variances as regression
problems. In this case, the vector of the responses can be expressed in terms
of the design matrix and of unknown parameters in the form
A
y _ y = Z_
Treating the numerical representations for preference in this way, one is able
to reconstruct the additive partial worth functions WI, W2, W3 from the coeffi-
cients _.
Assuming additive worth functions of the type described above allows for
complete freedom in the shape of the individual or partial worth functions.
For example, we may still have a non-monotonic worth function as would be true
of someone who prefers one teaspoon of sugar in coffee: cups with one teaspoon
of sugar are preferred to cups with zero teaspoons or two teaspoons of sugar,
leading to an inverted U-shaped partial worth function for sugar.
On the other hand, there are many worth functions where it is known a
priori that the worth functions are monotonic with the attribute, e.g., money.
For such worth functions, it is not unreasonable to assume a linear/interaction
(LINT) form for the worth functions as given by equation
W(X I, X2, X3) = 61X1 + 62X2 + _3X3 + _4XlX2 + B5XIX 3 + B6X2X3
Whether _he additive worth functions or the LINT worth functio_,models are
used, the number of objects to be evaluated, i.e., cases to be evaluated, will
depend on the reauirement for the regression to be non-singular. Certainly
the factorial presentation will suffice in both of the above cases.
Rank Ordering of Preferences
In many cases it is feasible, and. from a psychological scaling point of
view, more desirable to obtain the rank order preferences of the objects with-
in the set. fo obtain the worth functions from these rankings, we assumed that
these rankings _re related to the (internal) worth by the following
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rijk = M(A i + B. + Ck)]
where M(') is any monotonic function of the apparent worth provided by the
model, i.e., Ai + Bj + Ck. This worth can be formulated in tllesame form
as equation 3, with the coefficients 8 adjusted to minimize some suitable
statistical criterion. In our work, we have used the Spearman rank-order cor-
relation coefficient, which is equivalent to minimizing the RMS rank error be-
tween the ranks provided by the model and the ranks provided by the subject.
A reasonable initial value for these 6 is to do a least squares fit, assuming
that the ranks are in fact the scale values. That is, we assume all objects --"
are at equal distances along the interval scale, an assumption which is no
doubt untrue. However, this is a reasonable starting point for the Bs to be
further iterated to minimize the RMS rank error. In all of the cases we have
tried to date, we have not found any coefficients B that could improve the
RMS rank error below that obtained by the least square procedure. Thus it
seems reasonable, although it should always be checked, that the assumption of
equal-intervals along the interval scale is in practice a good one.
WORTH OF APPROACH TO LANDING
We have applied the worth assessment techniques to evaluation of differ-
ent landing conditions by general aviation and air carrier pilots. In the
first experiment, we placed all possible combinations of a limited set of wind
direction, wind strength, runway surface conditions, and turbulence level on
36 computer cards. These computer cards were rank ordered by a general avia-
tion pilot and a DC-9 first officer. The two wind directions (340° and 090°)
were symmetrical about the runway heading of 035 °. The additive worth func-
tions obtained from these two pilots are shown in Figure i, where it can be
seen that both pilots had no preference for wind direction, and essentially
the same preference to the effect of turbulence. The major differences occur
in the attributes of wind strength and runway surface conditions, where it can
be seen that the general aviation pilot is more sensitive to wind strength,
whereas the DC-9 first officer is much more sensitive to the runway surface
conditions. Presumably these results reflect the concerns of both of these
pilots of the relative importance of these attributes during the landing oper-
ation.
We continued this experiment by providing 36 computer cards containing
the f_ctorial combinations of attributes shown in Figure 2 to seven air carrier
pilots; the results for six of these are shown in Figure 2. It can be seen
that there is a wide variety in individual responses to the day/night condi-
tion, the wind strength condition, and the braking conditions. Most pilots
had essentially the same response to the visibility condition (RVR), the
dominant attribute.
After these pilots had ranked the approaches, the instructions continued
as follows:
"You have Just finished ranking the approaches in the order of
i preference of which you would like to make them. Some are good,
some are bad, so bad, in fact, that you would never attempt an
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approach under those conditions. Assume the following situation
holds. You have had a good night's sleep and now you are about
to make the first landing of the day. Your alternate is 200
miles away. Place the colored card between those approaches
you would attempt (the top group) and those approaches you would
not attempt (the bottom group)."
The results of this are shown in Figure 3 which displays the number of
approaches that the pilots would attempt as a function of age and total flight
time. Besides showing correlation between age and total flight time, there is
a surprising consistency across all pilots with one exception. It cannot be
inferred from this procedure that this one pilot really would attempt 24 of
the approaches because of possible misinterpretation of instructions_nonethe-
less it appears that this might be a reasonable way to assess risk taking
tendencies.
THE WORTH OF WORTH ASSESSMENT
The approaches of worth assessment outlined here appear to be a convenient
method to determine the relative importance of various attributes from object
preferences, whether these preferences be expressed in numerical terms (magni-
tude estimates) or in terms of rank ordering various objects in a set. These
techniques have the advantage that standard ANOVA programs can be used to pro-
cess the data if they provide regression coefficients as part of the output.
We have found in our experience that ranks seem to be a good approximation to
the actual scale value when processing the rank-order data. This is particu-
larly useful since it allows one to obtain essentially interval scales from
ordinal responses. We suggest using models incorporating both additive worth
functions and those with interactions, since the latter may be important under
some conditions. (For six out of the seven air carrier pilots in the evalua-
tion of landing approaches, additive worth functions gave better agreement to
the actual responses than any of the LINT models.)
We have also found that the card sorting procedure may yield artifacts,
since subjects seem to sort the cards based on the one or two most important
_ttributes, and then sort cards within the major attributes according to some
algorithm which does not truly reflect preference. It also may be an indica-
tion that the attributes beyond the first two are ignored (Shepard, 1964) and
perhaps may not be important relative to other attributes.
All in all, the worth assessment techniques outlined here should prove to
be a very useful analytical tool in man-machine system studies.
REFERENCES
i. Green, P.; Wind, Y.: Mulrlattribute Decisions in Marketing, Hinsdale,
Ill.: The Dryden Press, 1973.
2. Poulton, C.: The New Psychophysics: Six Models for Magnitude Estimation,
Psychol. Bull., G4, 1-18, 1968.
3. Shepard, R.: On Subjectively Optimum Selection Among Multiattribute Alt-
ernatives, In Shelly and Bryan (Eds.), Human Judgements of Optimality,
New York: Wiley, 1964.
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A COMPUTER-CONTROLLED MACHINING AND MANIPULATING DEVICE
By Tony C. Woo and John M. Paul
Coordinated Science Laboratory
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois
SUMMARY
This paper concerns the control of a laboratory scale
machining and manipulating device for automatic fabrication
of three-dimensional mechanical parts. The device performs
the function of pickup of stock, setup and clamping of
stock, cutting, and transfer under the control of a
time-sharing DEC-IO system.
INT"ODUCTION
As part of the Advanced Automation Research Group in
the Coordinated Science Laboratory, the manufacturing
automation project has embarked on the goal of automatic
fabrication of discreet mechanical components from designs.
There have been three tasks defined within the present
scope--the design and description of parts, automatic
interpretation of designs, and automatic fabrication. This
paper describes the hardware and control aspects of a device
for fabrication.
Three-dlmenslonal parts are designed _ith volumetric
primitives [I, 6]. The primitives are unit solids such as
cubes, cylinders, and fillets. In addition to such
conventional operations as translation, rotation, and
scaling, the primitives can be glued together graphically
via an ADD command or negated and then intersected with
other volumes via a REMOVE command. The logic involved in
ADD and REMOVE of solids is quite cifferent than the
conventional Boolean logic.
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Before a design can be realized by cutting a piece of
stock, certain procedural information must be obtained from
the design. Among the information to be derived are the
cutting tools required, the cutter paths, stock size, and
manipulation and clamping information. The difficulty in
arriving at these information lies in the fact that the
geometry of the volumetric designs are locally simple yet
globally complex. To combat this difficulty, the concept of
a cavity is employed as an intermediate description between
design and fabrication. The automatic interpretation
process is reported elsewhere[7].
One way of creatin_ three-dimensional objects from
derived data is via cutting. Though paper tape driven
numerical controlled machines have long been available, the
idea of treating a milling machine as a computer peripheral
device in conjunction with computer graphics has only been
explored recently [3]. One of the advantages of having a
three-dimensional model made from graphical data is the
enhancement of visualization. A user, for example, does not
need to integrate multiple views in order to appreciate the
subtleties often not detectable in graphical form.
The device reported in this paper has a modest
manipulating capability as well as cutting capability. Our
interest in the manipulation aspect relates strongly to
productivity in manufacturing and programmable automation.
According to one recent study [4], over 95 percent of the
time a part spends in a factory is in transfer, positioning,
loading, etc. This motivates our implementation of
programmable transfer and fixture capabilities as an
integral part of the reported device.
The combined machining and manipulating capabilities
enable us to automate the fabrication process without human
assistance. A typical scenario involving our device is as
follows. After initialization, a piece of stock is picked
up and placed on a worktable. Pneumatic clamps are
positioned around the stock and are tightened to _he
worktable. A cutter is then selected and the cutting
proceeds. The entire process is reversed after cutting is
finished.
The computer controlled machining and manipulating
device is interfaced to a DEC-tO KI processor via a 7
megabaud I/O bus . The device was originally designed as a
robot for hand-eye coordination studies [2]. It has a
gantry configuration, capable of reaching anywhere in a five •
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by five by five foot volume. The arm can be moved in the
x,y and z directions. The arm contains a shaft with an
11/16 chuck which can be rotated in the theta direction by
means of either a high or low speed motcr.
DEC-IO I/O Computer Machining
and
Manipulating
Processor Bus Interface Device --
i , ,
A work table in the form of a raised platform in the
work space is constructed so as to minimize the bending
moment of the z-axis under cutting force. The table top is
an aluminum plate witn an array of half inch threaded holes
spaced two inches apart. The holes serve a dual purpose.
Small chips can be vacuumed through the holes to a vacuum
cleaner under the work table. Blocks can also be fastened
to the worktable for automatic clamping and set up. A tool
rack rests on one side of the worktable. The tools include
cutters for drilling, milling, facing, and a socket for
tightening the bolts on the programmable blocks.
" ,J Nil.. --._ ."_-- '
i IIl_ "-- Tl.-" :
: Haehtntng and Hantpulat, tng l)evlee
.!
i
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FEATURES
X,Y and Z Movement
Movement of the arm in the three transl_ional
directions is accomplished with computer controlled stepping
motors. The X and Y axis havre 120 steps per inch and the Z
direction has 96.4 steps per inch. Scaling can b: done with
software and will be discussed later. The corcrol of the
stepping motors is open loop, therefore if a stepping motor
stalls for any reason the arm will have to be reset. The
speed of movement in any direction is under computer control
with a maximum rate of I inch per second_
Ouick ChanFe
For computer controlled changing of tools on the wrist
shaft a solenoid actuated quick change mechanism with a
11/16 inch chuck is used. All the tools, including cutters,
sockets and the hand can be placed on the rotary shaft of
the arm under computer control. Then ,Ither the low speed
stepping motor or the high speed cuttin_ motor can be used
to rotate the arms shaft.
Pneumatic Clamp
Automatic clamping of materials to be machined is
accomplished with an air vise. Two blocks are positioned
with the hand and bolted down with the socket tool. Then
through computer control one of the blocks slides under air
pressure to clamp the work piece in plate. The pressure
created by the vise is also under computer control.
Hand with fingers
As mentioned earlier a hand may be placed on the rotary
shaft of the arm. Then by means of the low speed stepping
motor the hand may be rotated in the  and- theta
direction. The hand has two fingers which can be used to
grasp objects and can also apply varying amounts of pressure
through the fingers. The hand can be attached and detached
from the arm completely under computer control.
598
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High Speed Shaft Hota,.ion
The shaft may be rotated at high speeds (70-25,0_U H_M)
with an AC motor. There are 256 increments in the s;_eed
control and this motor can on]y engaged if the low speed
stepping motor is disen@aged.
Low 3p_ed shaft r._tation
The low speed stepping motor can be used to rotate the --
shaft in increments of 4 degrees. The maximum rotational
velocity with this motor is approximately 120 RPM. However
torque is greater at a low speed.
HARDWARE CONTROLLER
The DEC-IO has a 36 bit word format. All hardware is
interfaced to the i/O bus through a 36 bit parallel word.
Three different I/O instruct'.ons can be used to communicate
with the device:
DATAO <address>, <accumulator>
CONO <address>, <accumulator>
CONI <address>, <accumulator>
where <address> is the devices address on the I/O bus (424)
and <accumulator> contains the appropriate 36 blt word or in
the case of CONI will contain the 36 bit word read. The
DATAO instruction writes the contents of the accumulator to
the device as data. The CONO instruction writes the
contents of the accumulator to the device as condition
information. The CONI reads a 36 bit word from the sensors
of the device. Appe,ldix A contains the bit assignments for
each of the 3 different instructions. For example by
executing a DATAO instruction with bit 35 ot the accumulator
a "I" the arm will move one step in the +x direction.
Executing 10 consecutive DATAO'S will step the arm 10 steps
in the +x direction. _t can be seen that speed and feed
control is strictly done with softwa_ _. A CONI instruction
that returns a "1" In bit 35 will ind..ate t_at the +x limit
switch has been depressed, It can be seen tn_t the majority
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of the actual hardware is just 36 bit data latches, along
with a high speed motor controller, AC solenoid drivers, an
air pressure controller, stepping motor drivers, and
interrupt handling hardware. Software is responsible for
the majority of control.
SOFTWARE CONTROL
The control progL'am for the device is called
Rob_nd.exe[5,736] and can be run interactively with the
DEC-IO monitor command:
.ru robhnd[5,736]
After typing the above monitor command the program will
respond with:
ROBOT READY, GIVE RESET FIRST
OR DETACH
If DETACH is typed, the robot-handler program is ready to
accept calls from programs written in higher level
languages. If RESET is typed, the device is ready to accept
commands. The following commands are valid:
RESET
Used to initialize the device or to recover from
"HARD" errors. A reset leaves the arm at the
absolute position, X=-3240 Y=-3240 Z=1400 and W=O,
where W represents the wr_st. All pressure
registers are cleared.
SENSE
Returns currezJt status of the arm which includes X
position, Y position, Z position, and W posit_on.
XREL N
Move N steps in the x direction relative to its
current location. -3241 < N < 3241.
XABS N
Moves to location N on the X axis. Again, -3241 <
N < 3241.
600
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YREL N
Moves N steps in the y direction.
YABS N
Moves to the y coordinate position N.
Z REL N
Moves N steps in the z direction (N may be -_
negative).
ZABS N
Moves to the z coordinate position N.
SETVEL N
where N is a number between 0 and I, and is used
as a scale factor for velocity (feed) when moving
in the X,Y,Z, or W direction.
SETVC N
this set the hand pressure control power source.
0 for current
I for voltage
It should be set to 0 with the hand attached.
SETPR N
where N is between 0 and 1777. A number greater
than 1777 is loaded as 1777 and any number less
than 0 is loaded as O. This controls the D/A
controlled power supply to either current
magnitude of 0-5 amps, or voltage magnitude of
0-15 volts.
HAND N
if N equals 1 the hand opens
N equals -I the hand closes
N equals 0 no power will be delivered to the
i hand.
i 601
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SETHS N
where N is between 0 and 255. This sets the speed
for the high speed motor controller between 0 and
25,000 RPM w)th 100 RPM increments.
SETAP N
where N is between 0 and 255. This set the air
pressure for the air vise to between 0 and 60 PSI.
HIGHS N
a 0 turns off the high speed motor, a I turns on
the motor. This is interlocked with engaging the
low speed motor by hardware.
LOWSP N
a 0 disengages the low speed motor, a I engages
the low speed motor. This is interlocked with the
high speed motor in hardware.
AIR N
a 0 turns off the pneumatic clamp, and a I turns
it on.
QUICK N
a 0 disengages th_ quick change, and a I engages
the quick change.
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APPENDIX A
oit meaning notes
am_-
DATO bits
:_-2 3 bit field for Priority Interrupt Channel i
3-6 4 bit field for AC solenoid control s
0000 not used
0001 quick change on
0010 quick change off
0011 not used
0100 not used
0101 high speed motor on
0110 high speed motor off
0111 low speed motor engaged
1000 low speed motor disengaged
1001 air pressure off
1010 air pressure on
1011 not used
1100 not used
1101 not used
1110 not used
1111 set all functions off
7-8 2 bit field to determine which register s
is loaded with bits 21-29
O0 not used
01 _et air pressure
10 set high speed motor register
_I clear all above register
9 load hand pressure register flag J
10 set slow wrist if wrist busy j
11 start timer s
12 move -z s
_3 move -y s
14 turn off hand solenoid s
15 open Jaw s
16 mo,'e -w if not slow wrist s
17 move -x s
21-29 8 bit data field for
air pressure register
• 604
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!high speed motor register
hand pressure register
depending on bits 7,8 or 9
30 move +z s
31 move +y s
32 turn on hand solenoid s
33 close jaw s
34 move +w if not slow wrist s
35 move +x s
CONO control bits
18-26 load "page register" c
(these bits specify the upper 9 bits
of the address to which interrupts will
vector)
27 clear "change interrupt" s
28 clear "slow wrist and wrist busy s
29 clear "time interrupt" s
30 clear "time enable" c
(enable timer interrupts)
31 set "time enable" c
32 set "time interrupt" if "time enable
and timer not running
33-35 load PI channel c
CONO bits
0 slow wrist flip flop a
I jaw open b
2 finger I touching b
3 finger 2 touching b
4 not used
5 Jaw closed b
6 hand down (soft) c
7 hand down (hard) d
8 extra switch
9 hand code e
10 -z limit switch d
11 -y limit switch d
12 hand locked e
15 hand energized e
16 wrist home e
17 -x limit switch d
605
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27 change interrupt
28 wrist busy e
29 time interrupt
30 +z limit switch d
31 +y limit switch d
35 +x limit switch d
notes:
a: set by DATAO bit 10, if wrist busy
"change interrupt" is also set
b: the first jaw switch "on" sets interrupt
c: this switch sets "interrupt" when it changes state
d: this group of seven switches sets "interrupt"
when the first switch turns "on"
e: no interrupt
i: occurs during interrupt sequence
j: occurs during CONO CLR or DATAO CLR time
s: occurs during CONO SET or DATAO SET time
I',
!,
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MECHANICAL DESIGN AND COMPUTER CONFIGURATION IN THE
COMPUTER-AIDED MANIPULATOR CONTROL PROBLEM
By Philippe Coiffet I, Jean Vertut 2, and Etienne Dombre 3
SUMMARY
Use of a computer-aided manipulator for performing a given task implies
that the computer keeps in memory a mathematical model of the manipulator in
order to periodically generate control signals. Interesting dynamical per-
formances may be obtained if the computer works very rapidly or the model is
simple enough.
The algorithms necessary for control of an articulated system depend on
the complexity of its dynamic equations. A study of the French AuC-MA23
manipulator consider_ the effects of changes in the mechanical design on this
relationship.
For a given control algorithm, methods which a11ow one to propose com-
puter configurations able to generate this algorithm are also presented.
Time minimization, memory size and eventual cost are taken into account.
These previous elements are of most interest in the design of new
manipulators since they would lead to a suboptimal control system from the
standpoint of performance.cost relationship.
INTRODUCTION
In the design of robots which are not provided with refined algorithms
of an artificial intelligence type, manual control is necessary since man
has to interact with them at different levels. However, the purpose is "o
decrease the psychological and muscular cost to the human operator who is
required until the robot can be driven without the help of man.
Since the end of World War II, the evolution of manipulators corrobo-
rates this previous trend: since Goertz' sophisticated mechanical grasping
device, manipulators are now provided with electrical servo-systems and are
. coupled with computers. The physical duty of the operator has then been
removed and now becomes more psychological.
ILaboratoire d'Automatique de Montpellter, USTL, Place E. Bataillon,
54060 Montpellier, Cedex, France.
2Centre d'Etudes Nuc1_alres de Saclay, France.
SLaboratoire d'Automatique de Hontpellier, France. Currently at Rancho
Los _Igos Hospital, Downey, California.
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However, these improvements have been done in an empirical manner and
it appears that a general theory of robot synthesis, manipulators especially,
is still lacking.
Our purpose in what follows is to make propositions regarding some
aspects of the synthesis of manipulators, mainly to point out the linkages
between the mechanical structures and different methods of cgntrol, as well
as a means to define these controls according to a cost-performance
criterion. A French manipulator, the MA-23, designed by the CEA-Saclay, will
be put forward as an example when required.
DIFFICULTIES OF THE SYNTHESIS PROBLEM
A manipulator is no more than a kind of sophisticated tool. Therefore,
it is an interface between man and tasks to be performed. In order to sup-
port man, this interface has to be provided with helpful characteristics
such as :
- versatility; i.e., the ability to perform various tasks
. adaptability; i.e., the ability to execute a given task despite
environmental modifications
The major problem encountered in the synthesis of a manipulator is the
definition of an interface when the two systems to be coupled are not fully
defined (systems which are evolutionary and interactive with the interface).
For this reason the synthesis is generally done taking into account
specifications required by the customer (or by the builder who has made a
survey of some specific application). There are three steps:
a) Generation of a mechanical structure which will execute the
specified tasks
b) Setting up of control algorithms. There are two classes:
(1) Elementary task type algorithms; i.e., those which
link the control variables to the variations of the
manipulator variables (degrees of freedom, applied
forces, etc.)
(2) Algorithms of strategy; i.e., the arrangement of the
elementary task sequence according to a goal and/or
to a determined criterion.
i
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c) Implementation of the control methods which makes the execution
of those algorithms possible.
The result, that is to say, the final realization is intended to satisfy
several requirements such as:
the actual execution of the desired tasks under the desired condi-
tions.
- the minimization of the cost of realization in order that the
manipulator can be actually used.
This cost-performance criterion is present in all the steps of the synthesis
as well as in all their interconnections.
INFLUENCE OF THE MECHANICAL STRUCTURE ON THE
CONTROL COST IN ELEMENTARY TASK TYPE ALGORITHMS
The specifications give the necessary conditions but usually, they are
not sufficient to provide a unique mechanical structure. Indeed, the pre-
dicted tasks have to be executed, but they must be executed under certain
constraints and the simplification of the control algorithms must be facili-
tated. (As a matter of fact, the simplification is connected with the cost
of the implementation and, therefore, with the cost of the manipulator.)
The _t_-23 will help us to show the connection between structure and
complexity of the algorithms. The MA-23 (references 1 and 2) is the most
recent of a series of telemanipulators which have been designed by the
"Centre d'Etudes Nucl_aires" in Saclay (France). Manipulation of radio-
active elements and operations in hot environ=ents were the first goal. The
kt_-23 possesses 6 degrees of freedom (ei) shown in figure I, plus the closing
up of the terminal device. It is activated by electrical torque-motors
secured on the fixed frame of the manipulator (fig. 2). The transmissions
and reductions are performed by cable systems and metallic tape systems.
Gears are used only for the vrist. The benefit of metallic tapes with
respect to gear transmission systems is to reduce markedly static friction
and backlash. Hoving counterweights enables one to obtain a neutral
equilibrium, whatever the configuration of the unloaded manipulator. T_,=ee
patterns of load are available, 60, lOO and 250 Newtons respectively.
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Kinematic Model and Position Control Coupling
The kinematic modeling consists in relating the generalized variables
9i (or degrees of freedom of the manipulator) to the coordinates of the
different lever extremities, especially the coordinates of the terminal
device Xj. Theoq coordinates are located in a fixed tridimensional refer-
ence system, re, .ed to the manipulator holding frame. Therefore, the motor
control voltage is related to the previous coordinates. This can be des-
cribed as below:
]vMOtor A___ Motor _Values of_Values of the terminal Ioltages "[Rotations Oi device coordinates
(13 C2) C3) (4)
The system can be position-controlledif the terminal device coordi-
nates can be predicted from the command 0i and vice versa (since generally,
the displacements are f_xed and the corresponding command is generated).
Therefore, the complexity of the control depends on:
a) The complexity of A, B and C
b) The fact that it may happen that A, B and C are
not reversible.
The connections A and B concern the me}ns of control to imvlement in
order to enable the transformationC and C-'. Those are nothing more than
the kinematic model of the manipulator, which by the way, has to be simpli-
fied in an important manner.
The complexity of the kinematic control is due to many characteristics
such as:
a) The number of degrees of freedom (however, the minimal number
depends on the type of tasks to be performed.)
b) The geometrical complexity of the manipulator which affects
the nature of the transformation formulas between the fixed
reference system and the generalized variables.
c) The minimal number of variables which have to be known about
the terminal device in order to elicit clearly the actual
' values of the generalized variables. This is the problem of
the manipulator reallzabillty.
|
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The MA-23 does not exhibit any translational degree of freedom. There-
fore, the transformations from one coordinate system to another may be
represented by rotation matrices. Their product becomes more complex when
the fixed reference system is transformed into a terminal device coordinate
system.
The r_alizability of the MA-23, that is to say the analytical descrip-
tion of C--, is possible only if the points C and E and the angle 06 (fig. 1)
are known, or if the coordinates of C and the terminal device orientation are ,_.
known.
In other words, for a given manipulator, the structure interacts with
the position control in the kinematic mode. The complexity of the centrol
depends on the solution to the realizability problem.
Kinematic Hodel and Rate Control Coupling
The kinematic model for rate controi consists of relating the generalized
variables (0) to variations AO and AX of the terminal device rather than to
its coordinates (_.
The new connection is established from C by appropriate derivation.
Therefore, the existence of the command depends on the issue of reatiz-
ability. The complexity of this rate control is consequently directly
related to the complexity of the position control but the problem becomes
more serious considering the existence of sinj_ularities.
A singular point corresponds to a specific configurationwhere it is
impossibleto get a given AX from any AO. (This problem occurs usually
when a determinant is zero.) If these singularitiesoccur in configuration_
which are used often during the execution of tasks, the implementationc:
the control is made more difficult since the singularitiesmust be detected
and the algorithm must be consequently modified. Therefore, the cost
increases.
For the _t_-23, the main singularities happen when a lever axis (for
instance, the axis Z7 of the terminal device in fig. I) goes through another
joint. Thus, the ranges of each degree of freedom have been computed in
• order to avoid those configurations during actual motion. It can be
noticed, in Table I, that despite this constraint, the amplitudes of motion
remain significant.
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Dynamic Model and Dynamic Control Coupling
The equations describing the manipulator dynamics have to account for
inertia and acceleration of each generalized variable. They are then
geperally very complicated For the btA-25, the set of equations can be
written as follows:
(1) 1 {A(i'j) e.j+C(i,j) 2+k_= j+ 1 B (i,j,k) 6.1 _k? = Qli)+ re.1
1,6
The A(i,j), BCi,j,k) and C(i,j) coefficients are, for the most part,
functions of the generalized variables 0: of the inertias and the masses
of the manipulator and of its geometry. They are not explicitly dependent
upon time. The terms q(i) represent the torques due to gravity and are
functions of the configuration and of the masses of the system. The ter_s
FOi are the motor-torques which act about the different degrees of freedom.
Looking for a co_nand consists in searching the r O. to be applied in
order that the manipulator be driven with the required 6haracteristics and
following equations C1). Any control algorithm refers to equations (11
which are then to be simplified to a great e_tent.
In the case of the bIA-23, provided with 4 levers and 6 degrees of
freedom (not accounting for the closing of the terminal device) there are
56, 90 and 56 terns for A(i,j), B(i,j,k) and C(i,j) which means a total of
162 fetus. Most of them need several lines of writing.
To decrease the cost of the control, the expression of F_ has to be
simplified. The solution is to voi_ or make nejligible as manylterus of
A, B or C as possible.
Three possibilities are available:
a) The general theorems of the theory of mechanics with which it
say be written for Instance:
A(i,j) = A(j0i)
C(i,i) - 0 etc. . .
b) The mechanical structure design as for instance the cutting out
of e6 with respect to the other angles, the parallelism between
certain axis of rotation, etc...
612
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c) The maximal rates admissible, which leads one to neglect some
centrifugal force terms or Eorriolis' force terms. This point ca_,
only be verified by simulation.
Table 2 gives the number of coefficients which can be neglected b)
simplifications specific to the MA-23 (reference 1). Those simplifications
can be done if the maximal rate of the terminal device and the maximal load
do pot go beyond 1 m./s. and 50N respectively. Equations (1) are written as:
I (i,j) 0 =Q(il + r_= J l
i=,,6
(The A(i,j) coefficients represent a sy_netrical matrix with ' zeros. There
are only 15 different terms left.)
Therefore, the connection between control co_t and mechanical structure
has been established. However, it must be noticed that in order to define a
structure on which the previous simplifications are pc_sible, it i_ necessary
to write the overall equations of the system. Furthermore, the behavior nmst
be simulated for several structures, the outcomes of mechanicdl modifications
on the behavior must be forecast, etc. . It is then obvious that the
writing of the equations by hand is not only tedious but difficult to get
through without any mistake.
This is the reason why a computer progrmhas been prepared (reference
5), using the PLI language. From heuristic data on a tree-like network,
such as number of levers, number of degrees of freedom, relation order, etc.,
the prograa_ yields literally:
* the different coordinate transformation matrices
" the coordinatcs of each lever end point in a fixed
reference system
" the gravity torques
* the dynamic coefficients A(i,j), B(i,j,k) and C(i,j)
• To date, this program is restricted to systems with only rotalional
degrees of freedom (the extension to trsnslation_l _otions ia in progress).
It needs 2 minutes (CPU) on an IN4 360-6S to give the results corresponding
_o the 14A-25. Another computer program, making use of the standard Runge-
Kutta method, stnulstes the mmipulator behavior from the results of the
first program.
These results for_an interesting and efficient tool for the determi-
nation of a structure which decreases the control cost.
61:3
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INFLUENCE OF THE MECHANICAL STRUCTURE ON THE
CONTROL COST IN THE STRATEGY TYPE ALGORITHMS
Since the strategy t_e algorithms use a sequence of elementary task
tYPe algorithms ac¢ordin_ to a aiven criterion of execution {reference 4),
it can be said that the connection between mechanical structure and strateev
tvpe algorithms is relatively flexible. The connection operates only if the --'
transducers which are necessary to the criterion elaboration introduce a
modification of the structure by means of their physical presence. For
instance, if "isual information is desired, the TV camera which could be Put
on a light l_ver of the manipulator would modify the masses and inertias in
an importantmanner. Likewise, chan_es in the shape of the terminal device
would be necessary if a sonar was supposed to be set up.
Usually, mechanical structure ana algorithm are supposed to be
completelyunrelated. With this hypothesis, researchers have been able to
propose complex artificial intelligencetype al_orithms but they are not
concernedwith the mechanical structure to be controlled. Likewise. the
computer which is supposed tO _enerate the al_orithms is seldom specified.
This. then, is another problem from the standpoint of cost-performance
criterion.
IMPLEMENTATIONOF A CONTROL ALGORITHM
So far, we havediscussed the specifications reouired for a mechanical
structure to minimize the complexity of the elementary task tYPe algorithm
in order to decrease the system cost freferences 5 and 6). Those algorithms
being established, as well as the strategy type algorithms, we are now con-
¢erned with the implementation in order that their efficiency and their cost
be optimized.
Practically this means that the motions of the manipulators must be fast r
enough (usually with a rate near that the man uses to carry over a load) but
that the "computer" and the manipulator must cost about the same.
The hypotheses of references 7, 8 and 9 are recalled below:
a) The algorithm is assumed to be given with a fixed
mathematical formulation
b) The mathematicalmethods used in the processing (for instance,
to get the inverse matrix) are given /
_" 614
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c) The computer structure is given as well. It is, at the present
time, a multiprocessor structure with unique memory (figure 3)
The problem is to define the number of processors to be used and the
respective minimal memory size in order to execute the algorithm in a given
time (this time is imposed by the expected performances of tile manipulator).
For this purpose, the execution of the algorithm is described by a state
transition graph with nodes and arcs. The arcs represent the crossing con-
ditions from one node to another. Computation times and memory sizes are
associated with nodes (figure 4).
The application of the "critical path method" (references 10, 11, 12
and 13) to the state transition graph gives the minimal time of execution
for the algorithm if sufficient resources (number of nrocessors and memory
size) are allocated to it. In this way, it is possi' le to determine an
upper limit for these resources. The purpose is to minimize the resources
accounting for the time constraint.
Two algorithms have been studied, with which it is possible to minimize
the memory size when the number of processors is given.
- The first one is of an heuristic type and the distance between
its solution and the optimum is unknown.
- The second one gives the optimum but all the possible configu-
rations of the task have to be specified.
Finally, a method allowing one to obtain the configuration which
minimizes the cost of the hardware (the cost is defined as a linear function
of the number of processc ; and of the memory size) and avoiding the
specification of all the possible configurations has been developed with a
progressive evaluation and separation procedure (PSEP) (reference 14).
Research is currently in progress in order to extend the hypothesis.
The possibility of conflict between several processors, from the standpoint
of memory access, is taken into account. Besides, it is assumed that an
addition of large but slow access memories, such as disks, is provided.
Currently in progress as well, is the realization of the control of the
MA-25 with microprocessors. (To date, this control is made with a T-1600
type of computer from "T_l_m_canique" (France)with a memory size extended
by a disk unit.)
I
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CONCLUSION
The present robots or manipulators used in industry are all controlled
in a kinematic mode and without adaptive characteristics (in other words,
without closed loop strategy type of algorithms). It might be thought that
the implementationof control algorithms in the d)mamic mode and of adaptive
algorithms costs too much if the efficiency of open loop controlled robots
is considered. However, the robots are supposed to perform tasks which are
mainly those bringing out the versatility and the adaptability of the human
operator (assembly tasks, transfers of load, etc. .).
The research presented in this paper is a contribution to the synthesis
of modern manipulators. The criteria of realistic cost and of performance
of the system are emphasized.
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Ranges of motion and lengths of the different
levers for the MA-23 (see Figure 1)
OA = 320 rnrn
AB = 400 ram
BD = 650 mm
- 60°< @1<+ 60°
70 ° < 82 <+ 57 °
" 135°< @3<" 30°
- 179o< 04< 179 °
- 81o< 05<+ 57 °
- 180°< O6< 180 °
BCD = 128 °
Table I
618
Table of simplifications to calculate the dynamic
coefficients of the MA-23 type of manipulator
Decrease in the number to be Number of
Dynamic Number to evaluated Coefficients
Coefficients be evaluated Due to Number Remaining
General Theorems
of the Theory of n(n- 1) = 15 Z 1
Me chanic s 2
2 MechanicalA.. n =36
lj Design 6 15
Maximal Rates
Admi s s ibl e 0 15
General Theorems
of the Theory of _ -- 15 75Mechanics 2
2(n-Bij k n 1)2 Mechanical Disjunction
Design of 06 = 35 40
Parallel
Axis = 11 29
Minimal Rates
Admissible 29 0
General Theorems
of the Theory of n = 6 30
Me chanics
2 Me chanical) C.. n = 36
_j Design 15 15
Maximal Rates
: Admissible 15 0
3
Total n + 3n 2
2 147 15
= 162
Table 2
: 619
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Captions
Figure l: Skeletal of the MA-23
01 and (94 are zero when O,A, B,C and D are in the OYZ plane
abe,
06 is zero when the terminal device is in an orthogonal plane
with respect to OYZ
Figure 2: A view of the MA-23
(I) Motors
(2) Servo - Systems
(3) Cable Reducers
(4) Counterweights
Figure 3: General architecture of the computer
MC --central memory
P. --processors1
Figure 4: Example of graph associated to the calculationof two
commands V I and V 2
V l "VsinS l + sinS2
V 2 = cOSSl+ c°_-_Z
A computation time and a memory size are associated to
each mode
_ 620
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A PRELI_frNARY EVALUATION OF MA}_JAL CONTROL TASKS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE SPACE SHUTTLE REMOTE M_/_IPUIAPOR SYST_S,_
Lloyd D. Reid
University of Toronto
Institute for Aerospace Studies
SUMMARY
A major hardware component in the Space Shuttle cargo handling system
is a large (50' long) remo_e manipulator arm. This arm is employed in the
zero-g space environment to load and unload cargo while in orbit. Due to
weight restrictions this arm must be of light construction and consequently
care must be taken to ensure that flexibility induced problems do not arise
while it is under the control of human operators.
The purpose of the present project was to perform a preliminary inves-
tigation of the ability of human operators to control the arm. In particular
attention was focused on the human's ability to da_0 out structur&', oscilla-
tions of the system. This was achieved by implementing the system equations
of motion on an analog computer and employing a pictorial display on a CRT
driven by a digital computer. The simulation was based on a slngle-degree-
of-freedom model.
Both arm stiffness and display update were varied in order to assess
their impact on system performance. Phase plane plots and tracking preci-
sion measures were obtained as part of the study. It was found that the
system was best controlled by a form of open loop response and that the
structural oscillations could be successfully damped out.
INTRODUCTION
At the present time a group of Canadian firms is developing a Remote
Manipulator Syst_m (RMS) for the space shuttle. This arm will be used to
move payloads into and out of the cargo hold. It is approximately 15.2m
(50 ft.) in length with a shoulder Joint, elbow Joint, wrist joint, and
end effector. One mode of operation involves thre, axes rat_ control by
a human operator while vlew_ng the arm either directly out a window or on a
closed-clrcult TV monitor.
In order to minimize the systmm weight design tra_e-offs must be made
against arm rigidity. This in turn can lead to significant structural
*Work awarded to SPAR Aerospace Products Ltd. by the National Research Coun-
cil of Canada, contract file 31053-5-385.
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oscillations when the system is operated. The p_'esent study was intended to
investigate the ability _Jfhuman ,p,_'ato_'sto damp out st_uctu al oscilla-
tions in the arm,when a massive payload is held by the end eli'ector. A
secondary goal was the evaluation ,0fthe influence of computer induced time
delays and display update lags in order to assess _heir"importa_Lce in future
RI,_ simulations.
OVERALL SYST_,iDESCRIPTI_II
The task to be simulated was a simplified single-degree-of-freedom
version of the real task (see Fig. i). Our laboratory _as provided with the
appropriate equations of motion at the start of the pr'oject. These described
a single Joint arm system. The human operator's task was to damp out ',er-
tical oscillations (relative to the space shuttle body axes) of a 29,030 kg
(32 ton) payload at the end of a 15.2m (50 ft.) flexible arm.
Working in from the payload, the simulated system consists of:
(i) The 15.2m (50 ft.) arm, described by its first mode of oscillation (the
cantilever mode). Arm stiffness values employed ranged from 0.57 to
13.7 m_ deflection per Newton force applied at the tip. Structural
damping ratios employed ranged from l_ to 2.4_0.
(2) The shoulder joint servo generates a relative angle 7 between the root
of the arm and the space shuttle horizontal body axis. This servo
system is rate limited and torque limited such that the nominal maximum
alto tip vertical speed is less than 7.6 cm/s (neglecting structural
oscillations) and the nominal maximum tip force that can be applied to
a payload by the shoulder joint servo system is 129 N.
(3) The space shuttle was free to roll and translate in the transverse body
axes plane. An automatic roll attitude contrr! system was employed to
attempt to maintain e = 0 referenced to an inertial frame. This
involved a rather limited pulsing rocket thruster.
VISUAL DISPLAY
The visual display employed was a mini-computer generated simulation
of a closed circuit television monitor. It depicted a 3 x 3 x 6m rectangular
payload on the end of a 15.2m arm (see Fig. 2). For the simple task studied
here a close-up picture of the payload was employed. The inverted V is a
screen fixed reference mark (see Fig. 3). The display is generated by a
high-speed digital-to-analog converter and is based on a 256 x 256 dot matrix
presentation on a 20 x 28 cm screen.
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HARDWARE
The system equations of motion _ere prograrmmed on a TR-48 analog
coz_uter and the visual display generated by an HP 2100 mini-computer. The
work station contained the display and the controller. The latter was hand
held and finger operated a_d does not represent anticipated flight hardware.
TASK DETAILS
In the present study the payload was assumed to be already attached to
the end of the arm with the arm flexed and at rest. The task begins with
ohe release of the _"system from these _nitial conditions•
The primary recording device employed was an X-Y plotter. This was
uq_d to generate phase _ _ _*_ _...... i..... payloa_i vertical speed v_. payload
vertical position (positive upwards) (see Fig. 4). This figure depicts the
nature of these phase plane plots when no human control is present. It is
seen that the overall system behaves much like a second order system despite
the presence of nonlinearities. In this plot the time in seconds following
system release is indicated by the flagged numbers located at the horizontal
axis crossings.
The overall system period and damping ratio as measured from phase
plane plots have be_n used to identifF the various cases in Fig. 5. Four
J different systems have been studied and two different display update rates
employed. The subjects were selected from a group o1"8 volunteers on the
basis of good performance on the present task. A tota_ of 272 final runs
were analyzed.
As can be seen in Fig. 5, the system's period of oscillation was quite
long and the damping modest. As a result it was found that in order for the
subjects to damp out the oscillation an intermittent form of control activity
was required. Attempts at continuous closed-loop control on the part of the
subjects almost always led to an instability•
Figure 6 can be used to illustrate the problem• Here all the elastic
properties of the arm are concentrated in a spring at its root. The human
cTerator is assumed to control the angle 7 through the integrated effects of
his rate co=sand ir@uts. Structural damping is absent.
In order to damp out the structural oscillation of this system the
energy contained in the elastic deflection of the spring and the moti_ of
the payload must be dissipated. When the system ia released from position
(I) all the energy is contained in the spring. By the time the payload
pamaes through Z = 0 (provided that 7 still is zero) all the energy resides
in the kinetic energy of the payload. Attempting to oppose this motion is
not very effective because this tends to slmply shift the energy of the
oscillation from kinetic energy to strain energy of the spring. The simplest
626
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way to dis,qipate the _nergy tn to rapidly relea_o the spr_ng by appro!2_ia,;o
control over 7 at some point where _ = O.
In addition, since we wish to bring the payload to rest at Z = f the
net change in 7 dttring these operations must also be zero. A possible
sequence to achieve thic is to release half the strain energy at (1) 0y
com_ncling down 7 a_d half at (2) by commanding up 7. Note that in order" to
release strain energy from the spring up conGrol is applied when the dcfll_-c-
tion is upward, etc.
This approach can be applied to the present system. Typical results
are shown in the plot of the elastic deflection of the _mm tip in Fig. 7.
The upper trace shows the response following tl,erelease from an initial
downward deflection when no control is applied. The middle trace sho;;sthe
effect of up command when the deflection is still downward. The bottom
trace shows the influence of applying up cormand at the upward deflection
peak in the cycle.
HUM_ OPERATOR CONTROL
The actual control technique adopted by the subjects was similar to
that outlined above. They were instructed to dar_p out the structural
oscillation which resulted "_henthe arm plus payload was released from an
initial deflection and to bring the payload to rest at the centre of the
display (marked by the inverted V symbol). The latter corresponds to F = 0.
The task was allowed to run for 2 mln.
Figure 8 illustrates the control activity of our best subject. He
employed strain energy relieving co_m_nds at the peak deflections and
generally followeu an up command by a down in order to ms/ntain / near zero.
The latter technique was necessary because the simulated system gives the
_perator no indication of the arm root angle F. Thus with a rate co:mnand
system he :m/st keep_track of the integrated effect of his inputs to the
system in order to bring the payload to rest at 7 = O.
Figure 9 illustrates an actual phase plane plot for the system under
human control. It was found that quite effective control could be exercised
over the system o.*tera reasonable period of training (8 hrs). The rectar-
@le drawn around the origin represents an artificial target zone used _o
assess the time taken to achieve effective contro± over the system. Its
dimensions are Z = + IA_ cm and Z = + 1 cmper sec. The time taken to ent,r
this zone of the phase plane was termed "time to capture". (Note that the
di_l_ resolution represents 6 cm full scale with the present configuration_
KXPERIMImTAL _SUKS_m_TS
Performance was Judged by the residual energy in the structural oscilla_
1977007802-623
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tion at the end of 2 rain. of human control and by the final value of 7 (see
Fig. i0). The residual energy was indicated by the peak-to-_es.k amplitude
of the structural oscillation and the final value of 7 by IZ| steady state.
The time to capttue was also recorded. Only the detailed results for the
ru_s performed by the group of 4 s1_bjeets are presented here.
An analysis of vsmismce performed on the data indicated that subject
and stiffness effects were significant at the 5% level while update interval
effects were not. Thls applied to all three sets of data.
C0NCLUS I0NS
The following conclusions are based on the results for the systems with
periods of oscillation af 27 and 51 sec.
(1) Flexibility is _._re important than display update rate in determining
system performance. Stiffer arms result in better performance.
(2) Update rates (along with system time delays) of up to 2 sec. have no
significant influence on the performance measures employed in this
study.
(3) Performance in same cases approached the resolution limit of the display.
(4) The tasks performed were quite complex in nature and the individual
subjects showed significant interaction effects with flexibility.
(5) An indication to the human o_erator of shoulder joint position would
probably have simplified the tasks considerably.
The results for the systems with periods of oscillation ef ll and 22
sec. were too limited to allow the formation of firm conclusions. However,
it appeared that the stiffer arm was marginally better and that increased
display update intervals tended to cause poorer performance.
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MODELING A MANIPULATION TASK OF VARIABLE DIFFICULTY
John W. Hill
Stephen J. Matthews
Stanford Research Institute
SUMMARY
In this paper we describe a manipulation experiment of variable diffi-
culty carried out with an Ames manipulator_ Rancho manipulator_ and the un-
encumbered human hand. The difficulty of the task is changed not by varying
the precision in the usual manner but by varying the number of degrees of
freedom (or c_nstraints) of a fitting operation. The goal of this work is
to model human performance with real-world tasks.
The preliminary model developed to describe the experimental results re-
quires that the tasks be broken down into consecutive phases or therbligs
similar to the units used in industrial time and motion analyses. This model
has several advantages over the Information-theory model (Flits' law) pro-
posed in reference I. For example_ the index of difficulty for nonprecise
tasks is zero. In Fitts' approach_ the index of difficulty for such tasks
remains large, and his original model cannot be easily extended to predict
the manipulator results from the hand results as can the consecutive-phases
model. We also develop an explanation for the failure of Fttts' law in high-
precision tasks where the task time increases abruptly as the precision ex-
ceeds a certaln limit.
INTRODUCTION
Previous experiments have examined manipulation tasks such as placing a
peg in a hole where the difficulty was controlled by the precision of fit
(references 1 through 6). In this study, we describe a manipulation task
where th_ difficulty is controlled by varying _he degrees of freedom; the
translational and rotational degrees of freedom of the task are constrained
one by onej and the real-time trajectories are recorded and analyzed. The
constraints will be measured as degrees of constraint (DOe) after the system
introduced in reference 7. As the number of degrees of freedom are reduced_
the DOCs increase from 0 to 6. This approach allows us to extend the results
of the previous laboratory studies to real-world tasks which seldom f4, the
posltlonin$ and peg-ln-hole casks often used.
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\Fitts has shown that the completion time for a number of different tasks
is proportional to the task difficulty expressed in bits,
movement time = a + b (index of difficulty). (17
This relation is co,only referred to as Fitts' law. Neither intercept a nor
slope b are the same, however, for a complex task, such as placing a peg in a
hole, or for a simple task, such as touching the inside of a rectangular bar --
with a pencil point, These constants also change by a large amount (I0 to i)
with different manipulators.
The usefulness of Flits' law in d_3cribin B actual manipulation data is
limited to a moderate range of difficulties, between 5 and I0 bits. When
difficulties are less than 5 bits, time is r_quired for the trajectory and
does not go to 0 with zero difficulty. An offset, proposed n reference 3,
assumes that the subject is aiming for the far side of the target rather than
at the center. Another failure is with very precise tasks having difficul-
tlem greater than I0 bits; here, time increases disproportionately as the
difficulty is increased, After a point, such tasks take so long that they
effectively cannot be done.
Another problem with Fitts' law is in calculating the index of difficuity
(I d) of the task. For example, consider Task A in figure I. The difficulty
in touching the inside of a rectangle of height H at,d width W, from distance
d, with a pointed tool is (reference I)
Id = log2 I_) . (2)
The question is to determine how the difficulty changes as the height of the
rectangle is decreased (Task B In figure 1). If movements on the two axes
are independent, the difficulties could be guyed on the two axes. In Task B,
this leads to the solution,
The 0 in the nu:erator of the _econd term is the distance on the vertical
azls correspondln8 to d on tbs horizontal axis of the task. The second term
640
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FIGURE 1 TWO SIMPLIFIED TASKS
evaluates to minus infinity, and it is impossible to assign a physica_ mean-
in8 to this result.
This example is Just a simple case showing the difficulties that arise
when we try to apply Fitts' approach to fitting real objects together. If
the tool in the abo_e example were sot a point but a rectangular bar (figure
2), the task wo_ld be even more difficult to quantize. To enter the hole,
not only must the tolerances on the x- and y-axes be within the tolerance8
(W-w) and (H-h), but the rotational orientation acound the z-axis _ust be
within certain limits. These limits are described by the three-dimenslonal
_olume i11ustrated in figure 3. Ou.side these limits, the block will not
enter.
Furthermore, if the block is to descend into the hole, tolerances on the
t_o additional angles (0 x and Oy defined in figure 2) must also be within
certain limits. If the receptacle or the manipulator have adequate compli-
ance, the object need only be inserted into the hole; the f,_ll insertion
will be no more difficult than the entry. If, hoverer, the c_ceptacle and
manipulator are rigid, the 6x a,d Oy tolerance# 2ill tncreas_ _:;_ difficu]_y
o| the insertion task.
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The parallelopiped describes the coordinates of the base of a
rectangular block permitting entrance into a rectangular hole.
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We know intuitively that_ even when the tolerances are the same_ insert-
ing a bar into a hole will be more difflcult than inserting a pencil point_
but it is not easy to extend the formulation used in reference i to such a
realistic case. In figure 2, only motion along the x-axis contributes a fin-
ite difficulty; alignments on the other four axes require no motion and all
evaluate to minus infinity. We could begin immediately to speculate about
different means for measuring the difficulty of such real-life tasks; however_
we have decided to conduct a practical experiment to obtain a data base to
test such hypotheses. The experiment requires the fitting of a tool into a
receptacle where the DOGs of the task are increased one by one.
MULTIPLE DEGREES OF CONSTRAINT EXPERIMENT
Our experiment was performed with a multiple-DOC task board. The task
consisted of moving a previously grasped tool to a given receptacle and in-
serting it into the receptacle. Tool trajectories were recorded on magnetic
tapes as a function of time, using the minicomputer-based data-acquisition
system described in reference 8. The variables of interest were generated by
off-line computer analysis of these data tapes.
Apparatus
The multiple-DOC task board is shown in figure 4. Initially_ a tool was
held over the liftoff switch so that the switch was depressed until the ex-
perimenter signaled "go." The tool was then moved to the specified recepta-
cle on the left portion of the task board and was inserted. The matching of
receptacles and tools for the six tasks is illustrated in figure 5. In the
0-DOC and I-DOC tasks_ a microswitch signaled the completion of the task by
lighting a lamp. In the other tasks_ a linear potentiometer measured prog-
ress into the hole and triggered the lamp after a certain distance (38.1 mm)
was reached.
Based on the dimensions of the tools and receptaclesj the tolerances for
each of the six placement tasks (O-DOC to 5-DOC) are listed in table I. Tol-
erances are the total translational or rotational motion on each axis_ as
indicated by the dimension (W-w) in figure 2 or twice the critical distances
in figure 3. In table 2_ the total distances moved are those traversed by
the end point of the manipulator_ not the end point of the tool. When the
Rancho arm was used_ the initial angles (0xl and 0zi in figure 4) were -20 ° and
0°, respectively; for the Ames arm, they were I0° and -30 °. These angles
were chosen for convenience in holding the tools over the liftoff switch.
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FIGURE 5 FITTING TOOLS INTO SPECIAL HOLE
Arrows indicate free angular alignments.
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Table 1
TOLERANCES OF THE MULTIPLE
DEGREES OF ........ "_ TASK BOARnI,.,Ubl b ,L [_.I J._J. ....
Task _X bY b@x boy b@z
(ram) (ram) (degrees) (degrees) (degrees)
0-DOC 71.4 76.2 180 180 360 --'
I-DOC 76.2 3.2 76 150 360
2-DOC 3.2 3.2 42 47 360
3-DOC _.4 3.2 42 47 3.0
4-DOC 2.4 3.2 42 18 3.0
5-DOC 3.2 3.2 18 20 3.0
Table 2
BASIC DISTANCES AND ANGLES MOVED IN THE DOC TASKS
(distances in mm; angles in degrees)
Straight-Line
Task X Y Z Distance ex ey ez
O-DOC 322 48 -373 495 0 90 0
i-DOC 319 -I0 -373 490 0 90 0
2-DOC 319 -59 -373 494 0 90 0
3-DOC 319 -59 -373 494 0 90 0
4-DOC 319 -59 -373 494 0 90 0
5-DOC 319 -59 -373 494 0 90 0
Procedure
The three manipulating means used in this experiment were the Rancho arm,
Ames arm_ and an unencumbered hand. Two male subjects participated in all
three parts of the experiment.
Each experimental run consisted of one trial with each of the DOC tasks.
Runs were repeated ten times for each subject. The order of presentation of
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the different DOC tasks was randomized for each run. Several practice trials
were performed prior to data collection. The subject and experimenter ex-
changed roles to provide rest periods. Continuous operation was limited to
less than 30 minutes without rest.
Contour pads fitted to the manipulator jaws (on both the Rancho and
Ames arms) ensured proper tool location in the jaws. The pads also served
to eliminate any possible slipping of the tools in the jaws during final
positioning.
Results
The mean times for the two subjects during ten repetitions of the tasks
are plotted in figure 6. The results obtained from the two manipulators and
the hand indicate a general increase in the task time as the constraints of
the task are increased. The task times with the human hand and Ames manip-
ulator were particularly linear with the number of DOCs; the linear trend
accounted for at least 95 percent of the variance_ and the nonlinear compo-
nents were not statistically significant. The task times with the Rancho
manipulator was not linear, and the cubic or S-shaped component was statis-
tically significant IF(I,90) = 5.25_ p < 0.05]. Completion tim_s for the
tasks varied greatly among the manipulators; the Ames was approximately four
times slower and the Rancho was approximately 20 times slower than the hand.
The normalized task times plotted in figure 7 were obtained by dividing
each time by the time for the 0-DOC task. The resulting spread between the
three manipulators indicates that this simple scaling does not account for
the differences observed; in particular_ as the rotational constraints of the
3-DOC and 4-DOC tasks are added_ a disproportionately longer time is required
compared to the simpler tasks. In other words_ the DOC measure does not
produce an index of difficulty that satisfactorily unifies the human and
manipulation results.
BREAKDO_q INTO SUBTASKS
We wish to determine whether there is a natural breakdown of the manip-
ulation tasks into the therbligs traditionally used in time and motion
studies (reference 8). The therbligs for this task are transport loaded and
position. The first therblig describes the motion between the liftoff switch
and a close proximity to the hold, and the second indicates the alignment or
orientatlon of the tool to the receptacle.
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Using the digitized trajectories recorded on magnetic tape_ the x_ y,
and z coordinates of the tool at the first contact with the hole were ob-
tained. By comparing x_ y_ and z coordinates measured at previous points on
the traJectory_ the times to a given distance from the contact position were
obtained. Times fro_ two intermediate distances from the receptacle to the
end of the trajectory are plotted in figure 8 for the three manipulators of
the experiment.
Time for the first part of the trajectories from liftoff to a distance
of 25 or 50 mm from the hole (corresponding to the transport therblig) is
relatively independent of the VOCs. This is evidenced by the nearly
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horizontal lines Jn the lower part of the figure. For the human hand, these
results are horizontal; however_ for the two manipulators, there is a slight
upward slope which indicates a more conservative strategy as the DOCs in-
crease. These results are similar to those described in references 2 and 5
where the transport times were found to be independent of task difficulty.
The second phase of the trajectories, between 25 to 50 mm of the receptacle
to full insertion (corresponding to the position therb]ig), depends greatly
on the OOCs.
There are several major differences between the unencumbered-hand and --
manipulator therbligs. For both manipulators, the transport time (time to
25 mm of first contact) increases approximately i0 percent per DOC instead
of remaining constant as it does for the human hand. The position therblig
for the manipulators is more time-consuming than What for the hand.
MODELING EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The DOC measure does not take into account the tolerance of the task.
In a task with a fixed number of DOCs, time is proportional to an index of
difficulty. In many tasks_ this takes the logarithmic form previously given
in equation 2. The problem here is to extend the approach originated in
reference I and subsequently used by others to realistic tasks with con-
straints on several axes.
Using an information-theory approach, F itts proposed that the decrease
in uncertainty of the task be calculated by subtracting the uncertainty of
the final position from the uncertainty of the initial position. For these
uncertainties, he used
Hfina I = 1og 2 6x (4)
}{initial = 1°g2 2x, (5)
and the resulting difficulty index is
Id = }{initial " }{final = 1082 2(_X) . (6)
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In this case, the initial uncertainty of the object is twice the reach dis-
tance, and Fitts' formu]_tlon inherent]y assumes that the initial position of
the object is uniformly distributed between +x and -x from the final position.
This approach is incorrect because, in most cases, the initial] position is
well known. For example, if the object is held in a fixture, all its coor-
dinates and angles are known exactly and its initial uncertainty is zero.
A new approach to the analysis of the task combines the results of the
time and motion studies and the information-theory approach. We assume that --
the motion is composed of two parts, an initial but uncertain open-loop tra-
jectory between the initial and fin_l positions, followed by a corrective-
positioning motion. This approach is supported by references 2 and 6 in
which it was observed that, in the first part of the manipulation tasks, the
trajectory time from initial to fin_] position is independent of task dif-
ficulty. All variability in the task time with difficulty must occur in the
final positioning phase.
To determine the feasibility of this two-phase model, we conducted a
simple experiment, usinB the same unencumbered hand and the Ames and Rancho
manipulators. The standard deviation of the open-loop positioning error was
measured by having two sabjects make 20 moves each from a fixed initial noint
toward a final point separated by 500 mm. They were instructed to shut their
eyes as the move began and not to open them until after the move was finished.
For the translation measurements, a string tensioner was attached to the tip
of a pencil-like tool to measure the position after each move. Angular mo-
tions were measured by having the subjects turn a potentiometer fitted with a
pointer and graduated scale between two fixed angles. The results of these
experiments are listed in t hie 3.
Table 3
STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SINGLE-AXIS MOVES
°x cO
Manipulator (mm) (degrees)
Human hand 7.5 5.4
Anms 28 3.7
Rancho 29 4.7
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In this two-phase approach_ the initial uncertainty is zero because the
position of the tool is known. The intermediate uncertainty of the normal
disLributioL_ of errors after the open-loop move is
Hintermediate = log22_'_e o A 2.05 + log 2 o, (7)
where ¢ is the standard deviation of the normal distribution. We assume that
the shape of the distribution after final positioning is the clipped dis-
tribution shown in figure 9. Its uncertainty is approximately that of a
rectangular distribution if _x is small_
Hfinal _ l°g2 _x _x < 2_, (8)
and is approximately that of the original distribution if gx is large,
Hfina I - Hinitia I _ Ax > 50.
The reduction in uncertainty (Hinitia I - _:final) for intermediate values
of Ax obtained by numerical integration are plotted in figure I0.
If the translational and rotational errors given in table 3_ which
are measured on only one axis_ are assumed valid for all axe_ then the
uncertainty after the open-loop move can be calculated. Using the dimen-
sioaal tolerances for the task board in tabl_ i_ the standard deviations
in table 3_ and the formulation in figure I0_ we obtained the indices of
difficulty for each manipulator_ as plotted in figure II.
One of the surprising results of thib analysis is that there is very
little difference in difficulty between the 2-, 3-, and 4-DOC casks. The
orientational constraints introduced by these tasks are much less than the
open-loop positioning ability of the subjects. The round-bottomed tools
employed in the first four tasks may also have less than the calculated
difficulty because of their self-guldlng behavior when inserted into the
hole.
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One advantage of the task model is that the O-DOC task has practically
zero difficulty because the receptacle is ]arge enough for the tool to be
inserted with the eyes closed. In contrast, Fitts' formulation [equation
(2)_ yields a task difficulty of 3.8 bits. lhe time we measure for the 0-DOC
task is then the time for the t_ansport therblig which is assumed constant
for all the tasks. A second advantage of the model is that the difference
between manipulators may be largely resolved into different time factors.
When the task times of each manipulator are normalized by dividing by the
O-DOC task time, the curves superimpose as shown in fi2ure 12. This attrib-
utes one portion of the time to the task--the part that changes with the .-,.
index of difficulty--and a second that multiplies the first--a constant for
each manipulator.
The disadvantage of the model is that the results are not linear at
high difficulties. This may be caused by underestimating the difficulties
on the 3-, 4-, and 5-DOC tasks. For example, the 4- and 5-DOC tasks have
the same difficulty, but the 5-DOC task always takes a longer time. A pos-
sible explanation for the upward curving lines of figure ii may be the lim-
ited accuracy of even the smallest moves. The small moves of the Rancho
manipulator approach a limit cycle with a standard deviation of 3 mm and
1.2 ° . In this limit cycling, there is only a fixed probability of entering
the receptacle within the correct positions and angles for each move. With
each added bit of difficulty_ the probability of being in the correct posi-
tions and angles reduces by one-half. For example_ consider the probability
of being inside the parallelopiped in figure 3 when the uncertainty of the
tool is described as a sphere around it. With each added bit of difficulty
(or uncertainty)_ the probability of entering the parallelopiped decrease_
by half and the number of moves or time to enter doubles, lhe curve in
figure ii describes this phenomenon for the Rancho results. The mathemat-
ical form of the curve is
(Id-lO.O)
T = 0.20 Id + 2 , (i0)
where the first term denotes a slope (the portion where Fitts' law applies),
and the second term represents the limited positioning ability of the arm.
A real-ti_e explanation of this behavior is plotted in figure 13. The
first phase of motion is the open-loop move toward the target. The accuracy
at the termination of this phase is roughly that required by the 0-DOC task.
This is followed by an exponential decrease in position error, the exponential-
alignment phase in which the accuracy increases by a factor of 2 every 0.20
seconds (for the Rancho arm, see equation i0). The i- and 2-DOC tasks fall
in this region for the Rancho. After the uncertainty has been reduced by
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i0.0 bits (again for the Rancho arm), the random-movement phase begins, cor-
responding to the 4- and 5-DOC tasks. During this last phase, there is
only a fixed probability of completing the task per unit time.
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A COMPARISON OF _tASTER-SLAVE AND RATE CONTROL IN THE
PRESENCE OF A TRANSMISSION TI_ DELAY
By Gregory P. Starr
e,b.
Stanford University
SU_LARY
When a time delay is inserted into the feedback loop of a manual control
system, in this case a remote manipulator system, certain characteristics of
the control system may change in importance. We conducted a one-dimensional
discrete tracking experiment to simulate manipulation and compaled three
controllers. Performance using a joystick rate controller degraded less with
increasing time delay than that using the same joystick as a position con-
troller. The results indicate the need for a comparison using a manipulator
system.
INTRODUCTION
When a time delay is inserted into the feedback loop of a man-manipula-
tor system as occurs when the manipulator is very distant, the normal tem-
poral organization of stimulus and response is disrupted. This disruption
has been shown Ireferences i, 2, 3) to be very detrimental to performance.
Ferrell (reference I) found that his subjects used one of two strategies
to deal with the time delay. The first strategy, that of moving slowly, re-
quires the operator to keep track of his movements for one full delay period
in the past to predict the position of the manipulator. This is very diffi-
cult to do with delays of several seconds and operator frustration often
OCCURS.
The second strategy, which was called "move-and-wait" by Ferrell, was
spontaneously adopted by seven of his eight subjects. In the move-and-wait
strategy, moves are made open-loop) i.e. without visual feedback) then the
control is held stationary until the manipulator "catches up." Ferrell's
results were obtained using a simple two degree-of-freedom manipulator. In
subsequent experiments Blackmer (reference 2) and Ble k (reference 3) both
observed the move-and-wait strategy being followed using a six degree-of-
freedom manipulator. Although all of these studies were carried out using
master-slave position controlD Ferrell believed that the move-and-walt stra-
tegy would be used with rate control as well.
Both Blackmer and Black noted a problem in using the move-and-walt
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strategy: tile _ubjects often had trouble holding the master control motion-
less while waiting for the manipulator to respond. Undesired "drifting" of
the control made it more difficult for them to use the move-and-wait strategy.
A master controller with an operator-actuated brake which would provide
positive locking of the master, a completely counterbalanced master, or a
spring-centered rate controller are controllers wbich would make it easier for
the operator to hold the manipulator motionless while waiting for feedback.
Tracking and Manipulation
Some aspects of manipulation resemble pursuit or compensatory tracking.
Many of the motions involved in manipulation have as their goal the minimi-
zation of a visually perceived error, which is the definition of tracking.
The manipulation task differs from continuous tracking tasks in that
all of its elements _xcept the manipulator are usually motionless, and there-
fore the manipulation task is a self-paced task. In contrast, a continuou._
tracking task requires the operator to follow _ constantly moving target.
Discrete tracking provides a situation similar to manipulation, since the
target is not moving during the positioning task.
Perhaps the main difference between tracking and manipulation is the
number of degrees of freedom of the controlled element. Tracking usually
involves one or occasionally two degrees of freedom, while manipulation
ordinarily requires control of six.
Taking into account the differences between tracking and manipulation,
we feel that a sufficient degree of commonality exists between them to justify
the use of a discrete tracking cask as a preliminary experiment in an inves-
tigation of position versus r_+ ._._trol of a manipulator.
EXPERIMENT
We performed a discrete tracking experiment with controller, target
distance, and time delay as the variables. The task was to bring a dot,
the controlled element, into the target as quickly as possible. The target
was represented by two vertical lines. The dot and target were both dis-
played on a closed circuit TV monitor. The target lines wer_ three cm. in
length and were 0.88 cm. apart. The dot was one mm. in diameter. The task
was completed when the subject kept the dot continuously inside the target
for two seconds. After the completion of the task, the target then appeared
at a new location on the TV monitor, signifying the beginning of another task.
Generation of the target lines and dot as well as data acquisition was
done by an IBM 1800 digital computer. The computer program which generated
the display used a sampling rate of 120 samples per second to insure a
fllcker-free inmge. The positions of the dot and target were recorded on
magnetic tape during each sample frame. This provided an accurate recording
of the subjects' performance. These tapes were the data base from which all
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of the results _:ere extracted.
The dynamics of the dot were either zeroth order, corresponding to
position control, or first order, corresponding to rate control. In neither
case were effects such as inertia, damping, or static friction simulated.
Controllers
Three controllers were used in the expeliment; two for position control
and one for rate control. The controllers were a joystick for position con-
trol, tile same joystick for rate control, and a linear displacement position
control. These controllers were respectively analogous to the following
manipulator controllers: master-slave control, spring-centered rate control,
and counterbalanced or lockable master-slave control.
The joystick position controller was originally a three-axis joystick.
We physicall_ locked out the yaw axis and used the roll axis as the command
axis. Position ef the dot was proportional to stick deflection about this
axis. mhe joystick was spring centered but there was no detent at the center
position. The torque/deflection ratio of the joystick was 1.16 newton-meter/
radian.
The second position controller is termed a linear displacement control.
The position of the dot was proportional to the position of the controller
handle along its axis. The primary reason this controller was included for
study is that no force need be applied to the controller to hold it station-
ary at an arbitrary position. This was true of the joystick. A subject
could remove his hand from the linear position control and the control would
remain in position. We felt that this would prove advantageous when using
the move-and-wait strategy.
The third controller was the same joystick previously described, but
this time used as a rate controller. The characteristics of the joystick
were the same as before, with one important difference, which was the use of
a centering detent. This provided a positive indication of the center posi-
tion. The velocity of the dot was proportional to the deflection from center
of the joystick. When the operator removed his hand from the joystick, the
center detent insured that the velocity of the dot would be zero.
Controller Gains
One characteristic of the tracking system which has not been mentioned
is the controller gain, i.e. the amount of dot motion produced by a unit dis-
placement of each controller. The gain for both position controllers was
dictated partially by hardware considerations. The optimal rate gain was
determined experimentally.
Gibbs (reference 4) investigated the choice of gain in a position con-
trol tracking system using thumb, hand, and forearm controlled joysticks.
He found that best results were obtained with the lowest controller gains.
We decided on the basis of Gibbs' findings to set the position controller
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gains as Io_. as possible. Considering the range of motion of the joystick
position controller and the necessary range of motion of the dot, the resul-
ting gain for this controller was 33.8 cm. of dot motion per radian of stick
rotation. In terms of stick tip trrnslation the gain of the joystick was
2.65 cm. of dot motion per one cm. of joystick tip translation. We wished
to set the gain of both position controllers at the same value, so dissimilar
gains would not be the cause of differences between them. The gain fo_ the
linear position control was therefore also set at 2.65 cm. of dot motion per
one cm. of handle motion.
We conducted an experiment to determine the optimum gain for our rate --"
controller. Two subjects, both right-handed and with good vision, partici-
pated in the experiment. We investigated six rate gains. The gains, ex-
pressed as ratios of dot velocity in radians/second at the subject's eye
divided by joystick deflection in radians, _ere 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60,
and 0.70 seconds The corresponding maximum dot velocities were 9.86,
14.72, 19.73, 24.66, 29.89, and 34.01 cm/second measured at the display.
Data were taken at no delay and with a 1.5 second time delay.
Each subject made one run at each of the twelve conditions of rate gain
and time delay. One run consisted of a sequence of I00 tasks. When the
subject completed one task, the target jumped to a new position, and the next
task was begun. The distance from one target to the next was randomi_ed by
using a computer subroutine to generate random numbers. The "seed" number
for the subroutine was the same on each run, so the resulting random se-
quences were "'entical for all of the runs.
We obtained two performance measures: the sum of completion times for
the i00 tasks and the sum of the distances moved by the dot for the I00 tasks.
The completion time was defined as the time interval from the beginning of
the spbject's first move to the time when the dot entered the target for the
last time, plus one delay time. This last delay time was added because the
task cannot be considered as completed until the operator knows it is com-
pleted.
With no time delay, increasing the gain beyond 0.30 seconds "I did not
improve performance in terms of completion time or distance moved. With the
1.5 second time delay, the 0.30 second_ gain was the best in terms of both
measures. Wherefore the 0.30 seconds gain was selected as the optimum gain
for the rate controller.
Method
We used a fo_torlal experinmatal design. The factors were con_roller
(C), time delay (T), target distance (D), and subjects (S). The controllers
were the joystick position control, linear position control, and Joystick
rate control. The time delays were O, 0.33, 1.0, and 3.0 seconds. Five
target distances were used, 1.766 cm., 5.297 cm., 8.828 cm., 12.359 cm., and
15.890 cm., all distances measured on the screen of the display. Four sub-
Jects participated in the experiment, all were r'_ht-handed with good vision.
Each subject performed in two sessionr, held on separate days. A
session consisted of 12 runs, oue at every condition of controller and time
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delay. One run consisted of the sequential presentation of 50 targets. The
course of 50 targets was pseudo-randomized over the five tabk di_tanL_s.
Constraints on the course were:
i) i0 tasks at each of the 5 distances must be presented
2) Of these i0 tasks, 5 must require dot motion from right to
left and 5 from left to right.
These constraints, when combined with the magnitudes of the target distances
and the width of the display, ruled out a true randomi_ed course. The width
of the display, about 25 cm., prevented certain distances and directions of _
the tasks from following one anotber. For example, a left-to-right task of
15.890 cm. could not follow a left-to-right task of 12.359 cm. In all, 4800
individual positioning tasks were completed.
RESULTS
Analysis of Variance
We Derfomed an analysis of variance on the completion times and found
all of the main effects (C, D, T, S) to be significant at the .01 level, as
were all but one of the interactions. Since the CxDxT interaction was sig-
nificant, it is not valid to test any of the lower order terms containing the
C, D, or T factors against the residual. We will therefore examine the re-
suits at each condition of C, D, and T.
Figure I shows mean completion time vs. target distance for each con-
troller at each time delay. Breakdown analyses of variaace were done at each
condition of C, D, and T, and the results are shown in Table I. As time delay
increased, performance with the joystick rate controller degraded less than
with the joystick position controller at the 5.297 cm. and 8.828 cm. target
distances. At the 12.359 cm. and 15.890 cm. distances the rate control
system's maximum attainable velocity of 14.72 cm/second became a limitation,
and at these distances thu rate controller did not compare as favorably with
the Joystick position controller. The linear position controller, however,
became the most effective controller of the three as time delay increased.
These results indicate that the suitability of the controller to the move-and-
wait strategy becomes increasingly important as the time delay increases.
Move Analysis
To examine the accuracy of individual moves, as well as to determine if
the move-and-wa_t strategy was being employed by the subjects, we broke down
the position vs. time record into periods of moving and waiting. The first
step was development of move criteria, i.e. the conditions under wnlch the
subject would be considered to be moving. We wanted to distinguish between
moves which were separated by at least one delay time and those which were
not. The former were called "move-and-wait" moves, since the subject had
seen the results of the previous move before making the current move, while
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P denotes joystick position control
L denotes linear position control
R denotes joystick rate control
s ig. Means Leas t
Time Distance F level -- Significant
De lay % P L R ¿)ifference
1.766 3.96 2.5 0.297 0.283 0.4¢)5 L P R
5.297 4.61 1 0.558 0.497 0.654 L_
0.0 _.828 17.15 i 0.775 0.591 0.941 L P R
12.359 125.9 i 0.576 0.594 1.178 £ L R
15.890 139.3 i 0.730 0.635 1.548 L P R
1.766 .491 0.955 1.056 1.027 P R L
5.297 .786, 1.683 1.581J 1.759 L P I_
0.33
8.828 2.40 2.203 1.883 2.113 L K P
12.359 19.42 ! 1.768 1.737 2.531 L_._PP R
15.890 30.7_ i 1.601 1.840 2.746 P L R
1.766 .043 2.386 2.439 2.377 R P L
5.297 5.34 i 3.769 2.912 3.346
1.0
8.828 6.84 I i 4.436 3.255 4. 137 L R_..._P
12.359 15.83 I 3.590 3.115 4.570 L P R
15.890 20.43 I 3.688 3.352 5.282 L P R
m
1.766 2.234 - 5.657 5.603 6.538 L P R
5.297 5.431 1 9.123 7.132 8.004
3.0 8.828 6.218 I 10.019 7.798 9.464 L R P
12.359 5.042 I 9.829 8.032 9.881 L P R
15.890 6.596 l 8.489 7.972 10.198 L___p_PR
i
Table I. Results of breakdown analyses of variance
at each condition of distance and time delay,
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the latter were designated "non move-and-walt" moves, bince the results of
the last move had not yet been seen when the current move was initiated.
The move criteria in their final form consist of two veloclty-time thresholds
plus a time criterion and a distance criterion. They "_ere the following (all
distances were measured on the display):
(i) Beginning of move: velocity greater than 1.24 cm/second
continuously for 0.042 seconds.
(2) End of move: velocity less than 0.52 cm/second continuously
for O.04P seconds.
(3) Moves shorter than 0.172 cm. were disregarded.
(4) If the elapsed time between the end of the previous move and
the beginnin_ of the current move were equal to or greater than
the delay time, the current move was classified as a "move-and-
wait" move; if not, then tt was classified as a "non move-and-wait"
move.
The normalized task completion time, broken down into periods of time
spend executing "move-and-walt" moves_ "non move-and-wait" moves, and time
spend waiting, i3 shown in Figure 2. The percentage of time spent waiting
increases with time delay, as expected from the move-and-walt strategy. The
most interesting aspect of Figure 2 is the comparatively large percentage of
time spent in the execution of "non move-and-walt" moves with the joystick
position control. At the 3.0 second time delay, the time spent executing
"non move-and-walt" moves is one-fourth the time spent executing "move-and-
wait" moves. This indicates a substantial departure from the pure move-and-
wait strategy with the joystick position control. The linear position control
exhibits less time spent in "non move-and-wait" moving and the Joystick rate
controller shows the least time spent executing "non move-and-wait" moves.
It appears that the move-and-wait strategy_s adhered to most rigidly
by subjects when theywereusing the Joy_tick rate control, and least when
theywereuslng the Joystick position control. Greater adherence to the move-
and-wai_" strategy does not necessarily correspond to better performance, but
in this experiment they were correlated.
FUTURE RESEARCH
The next step is comp_ ison of position control and rate control in con-
trolling a multi-degree-of-freedom menipulator. The manipulator control sit-
uation i_ obviously much more complex than the one-dimensional task w_ have
considered here. The difficulty of coordinating _nipulator Joint motions
using a rate control system may more than compensate for the ease in holding
the manipulator stationary during _altlng periods. We are currently compari_
master-slave position control and resolved motion rate control (reference $)
ing the seven desree-of-freedom Ames manipulator (reference 6).
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CONCLUDING RE_RKS
In this one-dimensional d_screte tracking experiment with a transmission
time delay we have sho_n that the level of performance was cor'elated with
the subjects' adherence to the move-and-wait strategy. Since manipulation
be_s substantial similarity to discrete tracking, controllers fo_ manipu-
lator systems in which there is a time delay should be chosen with this in --
mind. The particular characteristic of the controller which determines its
suitability is the extent to which human operator input is required to main-
tain a staticnary position of the controlled element, or manipulator. By
this criterion, center-off rate controllers and fully counterbalanced (or
equivalent system) position controllezs are the best choice.
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A COMPARISON OF TECHNIQUES FOR IDENTIFYING H_,D_N OPERATOR
DYN_4YCC _TILIZING TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
by
Keiji Tanaka*, Norihiro Goto**, Kyuichiro Washizu***
*Instrmmentation and Control Division, National Aerospace
Laboratory, Tokyo, **Department of Aeronautical Engineering,
Kyushu University, Fukuoka, ***Department of Aeronautics,
University of Tokyo, Tokyo
ABSTRACT
Several human operator models were identified utilizing the current
spectral analysis technique and the time domain analpsis techniques based on
the Akaike's Minimum Final Prediction Error (MFPE) method. Evaluation of the
time domain techniques is aimed at in this report. Analyses were made of the
data obtained from compensatory tracking tasks involving a human operator and
from digizal simulations using a human model.
The results of the time domain techniques are generally in good accord-
ance with each other. Moreover one of the techniques can offer the remnant
shaping filter, the controlled element dynamics and the impulse response of
the human operator.
Some preliminary consideration of the correlation between the human lead
operation and the human functio_L to forecast the system output has been made
through the analysis of the human operator dynamics in control cf unstable
second order systems.
SYMBOLS
AM(m) m-th autoregressive coefficient matrix when the order is M
B backward shift operator
c(t),c(n) human operator output
dB decioel
d,, estimated variance matrix of noise source when the order is M
-in
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e(t), e(n) displayed error
F{x(t)} Fourier-transform of x(t)
j £Cf-
MFPE(M) Multiple Final Prediction Error when the order is M
m(t), m(n) controlled element output
N data length _.
n sampling time ( = nA )
r(t), r(n) remnant
s Laplace operator
t time, seconds
Yc(j_) controlled element
Yp(jm) descr'bing function of a human operator
yp(B), yp(T) impulse response of a human operator
A sampling interval, seconds
T time shift, seconds
Cxy(J_) cross power spectrum between x(t) and y(t)
frequency, rad/sec
INTRODUCTION
Recent progress in aircraft size, variety, and automation of flight
control has greatly changed the role of the human pilot in aircraft control.
, The change causes more complex man-machine system problems than ever, and to
solve them requires essential knowledges about the human operator dynamic
characteristics. In most cases human operator dynamics have been investigated
on the basis of the describing functions, such as the crossover model, in
tracking tasks. The obtained human operator dynamics, however, usually show
a large variety according to the objects or circumstances of the experiments.
This is mainly because of his inherent adaptive dynamics, which include
threshold, memory, and learning characteristics. For this reasc,, precise and
general techniques for identifying the human operator dynam_cu have been
674
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required.
Confining ourselves to the -_pproaches to identify the !_,m_lano_eratnr
dynaalics, we may say that there are several techniques which haveJ bc,_n fully
discussed and put in order in literatures. In this paper, _.xistir_gtechniques
are briefly s'mmnerized in the next seczion, followed by the introduction of
several new techniques utilizing Aka_ke's HFPE m_thod, which takes sdvantage
of the rec_mt 4_,ve]opm_nt of the tim_ series analysis and the ,_t_istical
system identification. Results of the new techniques aru compared with those
obtained by the existing well-developed closed-loop spectral method. T6ey
indicate that the structure of the human operator dynaJnics can be distinctly ,,
expressed by employing the techniques of the _4FPEmethod, ana elucidatt, the
superiority of the new techniques to the existing ones.
REVIEW OF EXISTING IDENTIFICATION TECHI!IQUES
The man-machine system treated in this paper is confined to the simpl_
corniensatory tracking system as Fig.l, where the human operator out_,ut, c(t),
is the s_ of the linear response to the displayed error, e(t), and the rem-
nant, r(t). The objective of the identification is to determine the linear
portion of the operator model, Yp; namely the describing function of the human
operator. Also, the t_rm "identification" is sometimes used to mc'_n the deter-
mination of the model structure and the parameters in that linear m>del.
The existing techniques for identifying the human operator dynamics may
be calss_f]ed roughly into the following five kinds; the first three a_e in
the frequency domain, while the last two ave in the time domain:
(A) Closed-Loop Spectral Method [Refs.1% 4]
Let the portion irrelevant to the input in the human operator output c(t)
be p(t). Then, p(t) can be
p(t) = c(t) - f_g(T}i(t-T)dT , (i)
0
wL_re g(T) is the closed-loop impulse response function from i(t) to c(t).
The impulse response function g(T) may be determined in such a way that it
minimizes the variance of p(t). By using a few other relationships and the
Fourier-transform, we obtain the well known result as to the estimate of the
unknown human operator dynamics, as;
¢. (J_)
_pa(j_ ) = _c (2)
¢. (j_)le
It is generally admitted that this method can offer less fluctuant estimate
than the following two methods.
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(B) Open-Loop Spectral Method [Ref.3]
If we minimize the variance of
r(t) = c(t) - f_yp(T)e(t-T)dT
we obtain the second estimate of the describing functio_ as follows;
(j_)A
Ypb(J_ ) = ec (3) --.
_ee(J _ )
It is generally admitted that cares should be _ken of the fact that if
¢ii(_) << Crr(_)
then
1
%pb (j_ ) - Yc (j_ ) (4)
(C) Direct Fourier-Transform Method [Ref.3]
Direct Fourier-transform of the signals, e(t) and c(t), can offer the
estimate;
,,oc(j_) : F{c(t)}ie (5)
The describing functions obtained from the three methods mentioned above
have inevitable fluctuations in the frequency domain; therefore t is a common
practice to derive from these describing functions a human operator model with
a small number of parameters by the use of additional criteria.
(D) Impulse Response Function Method [Refs.2,5,6]
The human impulse response function can be estimated by applying the
least squares algorithm, the criterion of which is the same as that of the
A
method B. In the sampled data fornt the estimate _pd is given ty
%d = [ ....ETE ]-IETc (6)
where
^ = ^ 1 ^ 2)," ,Ypd(M)] TZpd [Ypd ( ),Ypd ( "" ^
c = [c(MI,c(M+II,'",c(N)] T
= /e(M) e(M-1)''" e(2) e(1)[:e(N).........
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and hereafter a<, x(n) (n=l,2,''') denotes the t_m,: seri,-:,_h_ch ]:: "_:::;_m,_dto
be sampled from th,_ corre'._I,orld_ngcontinuous signal x(t) with th,, '.:_Lm:,l_ng
interval A. M is th_ length of the human operator impuls_ • r,-spons_:, and N is
the data length. A describing function can easily be _n_t_rrlat_4by carrying
A
out the Fouri_-tran._form of Y.-_d" Th_s method has an advantag_ _t' the- i,hys-
ical real_zabi_ity of the estimate,, but it, _;hould be n<4.,d that th.- ;:'_m,
caution as in Ypb must be paid to this method. It has also h_,m i-tinted out
that in the case of estimating an element in a feedback loop, _t is not _ossi-
ble to obtain an unbiased estimate unless the remn:_nt is whitu [R_F.7]. Also
noze that the orthogona! filter method uses the basica]l_/ same criterion as .,
this method [Ref.5].
(E) Improved Impulse Response Function Method
The second named author has succeeded in obviating th.: 3ifficu]<y ex-
ist:ag in the preceding method by pre-whitening the remnant [Ref.£]. He
assumes the remnant to be a shaped output of a white noise and to be given in
a discret ,_ autoregressive form by
L
r(n) = [ h(&)r(n-&) + E(n) , (7)
&=l
where g(n) (n=l,2,...,N) is a white noise process, and h(Z) (£=I,2,''',L) are
autoregressive coefficients of r(n). Then, h(Z) (9_=1,2,''.,L), and y_(m)
(m=l,2,'..,M) are estimated by applying the least squares algoritlun, [he
criterion of which is the minimization of the variance of g(n). This pro-
cedure gives a good estimate regardless of the existence of feedback links.
AKAIKE' S MFPE _ETHOD
The method E in the preceding section is essentially different from th_
others, A to D, in that it estimates the remnant parameters and the system
( human operator ) parameters. It, however, has a difficulty in determining
the number of parameters to be estimated. Namely, though the model may
improve the fidelity to reproduce the experimen_! data with an increase of
the number of parameters, the value of each estimated parameter possibly loses
its accuracy. Recently a very practical criterion to determine the order of
the model has been proposed by Akaike [Ref.7], and a brief account of the
method is introduced here.
We consider the case of model identification when the data are of k-di-
mensions. According to a properly selected regression order L, the following
k-dimensional autoregressive model can be fitted to the data vector _(n),
which is assumed stationary and zero-mean:
L
: [ + , (8)
where
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x(n) : [x_ (n),x_(n),'-',x I(n)]T
-- ± _ i •
and !(n) is a k-dimensional white noise vector given by
kin) = [el(n),£2(n),...,ek(n)] T ,
the elements of which are assumed to be mutually independent. Also, in Eq.(8)
AL(m) = aLll(m) aL12(m) ... aLlk(m)
aL21(m) aL22(m)
:
aLkl( ) Lkk( ) ( '' L)m -.-....--.. a m , m=l,2," ,I
denoting the m-th kxk-dimensional autoregressive coefficient m_crix when the
order of regression is selected to be L. Values of A_L(m) and the estimated
variance matrix of e(n), denoted by d__,aredetermlned by making use of the
estimated varlance matrix of _(n), denoted by _(£) (£=1,2, ,L) as follows:
where 2 2 2'
_ = 011 °12 "'" °lk
2 2 •
°21 o22
•
2 2
_kl ....... Ckk
and r
!(£) = Cli(£) c12(£) ... Clk(E )"
c21(£) c22 (£) .
:
Cki(£) ......... Ckk(£), , (£:i,2,''',L),
also
N-£
1 -
cij(£ ) =--_--n_ixjCn+£)xj(n) , (£=1,2,''',L) . (9)
Upon multiplying the i-th equation of Eq.(8) by xh(n-£) , we obtain
L k
xi(n)xh(n-£ ) = [ [ anij(m)xj(n-m)xh(n-£) + £i(n)xh(n-£) . (i0)
m=l J=l
On taking the expectation of the both sides of Eq.(10), we obtain the follow-
ing k-dimensional Yule-Walker equations;
L k
Yih(£) = [ [ aLi.Cm)YjhC£-m) (h=l,2,.,.,k;£=l,2,'",L) (i11
m=l J=l J '
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where Tin(9) d,notes th_ cow_riance betwu<m xi and xh. .r_%t__that t,,, <x[, r-ta-
*.-_i_._;,Xi_(,,-_,)] vznish<.:_ wb.,n _. > O, By substituting4 t',e ,_._,tim;_,.
cl.](Z)" for y/j([),_ we can :olve Eq.(ll) for iL(m) (m=J ,2,-.- ,L). At b:,,::_m,=
time, from Eq.(3), dL is obtained by usinc A_A_A_A_(m)as;
L
,n
= [ ) <_) ':__ - L1 __
m=l
The calculi' ion can >,. performed by an it,_,rative proc_:du, e, wh,_r,: i_ i_ _o _.,---'
noted that the lower order coefficient'; :__l(m) (re=l,2,''" ,L-i), :ilL_,(m)
(m=l,2,...,_-_)_ ,.._, A_l(m) (re=l) are also obtained aurir,6 the it*ratJv< rrc-
tess of determining A_L(m) (re=l,2,"'" ,L). Then, the _aike':: m,:thcd ir%_os,_=
to determine the order M as the value of L _hich minimize= th< Ioi! owinC
criterion
!._PL(L) = (i + Lk :a+ 1 )k(1 nk N+ i )-}:1%_ (l:;)
This is called the multiple final prediction error, which means t_e reran-
square et'ror of *he one-step-ahead prediction c,bfl_ined by using the es%im'_',,.:d
of d_L, and I_ is t..= numb_-r of data feints.
The present method, which will be called Ak.aike's P_PE method hereafter,
has been alplied by th first named author to identifying the newman oFerator
dynamics in t.k_ control system sho,,m in Fig.l. By the use of the _.IFPEmethod,
the following techniques ha'_e been developed:
(i) The _WPE Method Utilizing Data of e(t) and c(t)
two-dimensional auboregressive model by the use of e(t) and c(t) is
determined first. Then, after checking the model appropri:_teness by the
values of the off-diabonal elements of d_],i,(namely, the ,estimated cross-
covsriance of the white noises be very small compared with the d{agonal
elements, ) we o0_ain from Eq.(8) the autoregressive equations of e(n) and
c(n) in a matrix form as
: + (_h)
e(n [A21(B) &22(B)[.e(n)] 022 [2(n ,
where
° (H)_M
Aij(B) = aij(1)B + aij(2)B_ + "." + aij , (i,j=l,2)
Bx(n) = x(n-l) [Ref_.9 and i0]
M is the order of the model determined by IWPE, and _i(n) (i=1,2) denote white
noise process of unit variance, which are independent of _ich other. It
should be noted that gl(n) [= Oll_l(n)] and £2(n) [= o22_2(n)] are the esti-
mated noise sources of the remnant r(n) and the external forcing function
i(n), respectively, as shown in Fig.2.
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Then, wc obtain from the first equation of Eq.(14),
{i - AII(B)}e(n) = Al2(B)c(n) + Oll_l(n)
and consequently
AI2( )
c(n) = 1 - All(B) e(n) + 1 - All(B) _i (n) (15_
Therefore an estimate of the human impulse response function is given by
AI2(B)
_pl (B) = i - All(B) (16)
The operator B can be replaced by exp(-J_Am) to get the frequency response
function as;
^ AI2(Jm)
Ypl (j_) = i - All(JW) (17)
where M
Aij(Jw) = _ aij(m) e-j_Am .
m=l
Eq.(17) will be called the first estimate of the describing function.
Moreover, an estimated shaping filter of the re_nsmt is given by
O11 (18)
-r (j_) = 1 - AII(J_)
From the second equation in Eq.(14), an estimate of the controlled
element frequency response and the shaping filter of the forcing function are
also given by
Aol (Jm)
__c(j_)C = 1 - A22(J_ _
(19)
and
027
Fi (je) = 1 - A22(J_-[ ' (201
respectively.
(2) The MFPE Method Utilizing i(t) and c(t) ^
An estimate of the cA£sed-loop frequency response, Y. (J_) is calculated
glves the secondas before. Making use of Yic(Ja_) and the known Yc(J_) .ic
estimate of the describing function as;
^ Yic(J
gp2 (j_) = i - Yc(J_)Yic(J_[ " (21)
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(_') The [,tP!"EMethod IItilizinc e(t) and re(t)
', ' of:,.i,_stu::ate the open-lool fr(:quenc_f resl,onse fPom _,(n) t_ r,(r),
9em(J_) i.; calculat,,d. By making use of Yem(J_) and ti,c known '£c(jw), tD-
third estim:tt_, is siren by
"y (j{_}) (£")
]
DIGITAL SIMULATIONS
Before: l,roceed_nF to the identification of a human ol__rator dynamics,
digital simulations were carried out to check the validity of the r,IF[Lmethod.
The block diagr'_m of the simulation_ is shown in Fig.l, wh,_r_ the contrclled
element dynmaics and the known filter corresponding to the human ,'<rJerator
dynamics were
-O.05sY (s)= 9 e P_3)
c 2
'.: +2s + 9
and
y (_) = o.5 -0.25se (24)
t _ i + 0.2s ,
respectively. The simulated system was driven by two random number se/ics:
one was for the simulated input and * e other for the simulated r^emn',nt.
Data analyses were carried out to obtain Ypa, Ypl, Yp2 and Yp3. ,here
were compared with the theoretical results. Examples are shown in Figs.3 _ 6.
It is found that:
(i) Ypa, Ypl and Yp2 prove to be correct, while YP3 to b nearly correct.
(2) The order of the extent of independency from the influence of the remnant
is, from small to large, YpI, Yp2 and Ypa.
HUMAN TRACKING DATA AND THEIR REDUCTIONS
Next, single-loop compensatory tracking experiments involving a human
operator as shown in Fig.'( were carried out. Three male subjects participated
in the experiments, and the following twelve kinds of controlled elements were
mechanized by an analogue computer:
(s) = i, 1 2 (25)Yc 7" ' s ± 2
and
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! I\ I t
• 2
hJ
Y (s) = n (26)
c 2 2
9_ s +(4
s + ' "tan n
with _3n = 3, 5 [rad/s_,c], and _ = 0.167, 0, -0.167, -0.333.
The forcinF, function was generated by shaping a white noise by the filter,
F.(s) = P2.5 + i00 (27)
(s + 1.5)2 (s + IO)2
Data reductions were implemented on NAL magnetic-tape-data reduction system
and FACOM 230-75 computer.
RESULTS OF HUF_YN TRACKING DATA ANAL_S!S
The techniques investigated were _pa, Ypl, Yp2 and YP3" It was chosen
that A = 0.i [sec]. The number of the data points, N, was 1200 ( ten min-
'.tes ), and the number of variance functions used was i00 ( ten seconds ).
Also for Ypa, Hsmlming-window was .'led.
Exampzes of the human operator describing functions of YDI, 902 and Yp3
are shown in Fig.8 % i! for Yc = i, I/s, 9/(s2-s+9) and 9/(s212s+9), respec-
tively. They show good accordance with each other. In order to compare the
identified models with the describing function based on the spectral analysis,
Ypl and Ypa are plotted one over the o_her. Examples are shown in Figs.12
and 13, where it can be observed that Ypl and 9pa are in gooC agreement.
It is noted, however, that the off-diagonal element of d_}[of the auto-
regressive model of 9p3 takes a relatively high value; therefore the uodeling
of Yp3 is not always successful. Also caution has to be paSd .o the values
of the relative noise contribution to confirm the cffectiv,- _ the iden-
tified model.;: the relative noise contribution RiJ(_ I, unOer the
assumption of the mutual independence of £i(n)'s in kq.(o "_
qi,(ta)
Rij(_) = -_1.'y_)-- (':_
where Pii(_) is the power spectrum of .i(n), and qij(_) = I[At , _ 2
the contribution from each noise source to _he total power of x0-l_;, cjj,
[_(_)]1_ is the (i,J)-element of [_(_)]-i
M
A(_) = _ _M(m)exp(-J _m)
m=0
where AM(0) = -I, and _j is the variance of £j(n). The relative noise
contribution of--the noise source of i(n) to c(n) is often in low level when
Yc is unstable; this may suggest that in this case the human operator is in
Pilot-Induced-0scillation.
An example of the comparison between the model output c*(n), which is
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computed through the convolution <f _i,i(_,_)and e(n) of th,. L',ta, :_r_,(:t .<
h_aman op_rator actual ._t.put darn., c(n), is snOW_l :n Flg.±i_. it _." 'ndi_'Lt.,'d
that tk,' linear mod,_.l of YD]¢' accounts for _'_ coh-_iu,_.rablu _,_r-tion ...f th h;_ma,',
out put.
oo,.m," OBSE[WAT:,t.N_'" O;{TAINED FROM IDENTIFIED tiU_T,L !'['/IU, Y'!' v ,_,.";"
llJ..
Several obscrcatlons obtained from the idL.n+.ified human o[,cr'_t.or mod,.lz
may b,_ ,._ummarized as follows:
(i) It is fairly clear that the describing functions of the .humr_no[.,rat,,r.:
im controlling the el_ments;
y (_) : ], 1 _'C S ' S + 2 '
can bo ox_r_ssed by th{" crossover model, where:_s th(,se iTl control]ing .%n
unstable scec,nd-order .ystem can be approximated by
2f !
1 + TLS + rLS -_e s
Y (s) = K t, (29)
2 p i + TNS
(2) Examples of _pI(T), shown for Yc = i and 9/(s2-s+9) in Figs.!5 and 16
respectively, indicate that the n_t time delay, which is the dead t,im,. in the
impulse respons_ _ , the human operttor, TO, s_ms to be about 0.i _, 0.' [zec]
< and is relatively smaller than the effective time delay, _e in Eq.(?9'.
(3) It is often observed that when the controlled element is unstable, there
exists a human ]cad operation which is expressed by the lead terms in the
hlmlan operator describlng _'unction. It is quite natural to presumt that when
a human operator becomes f:_niliar with the system dynamics, he can grasp the
charact,:ristics of the controlled _].ement and predict the output of the con-
trolled element [Ref,8]. This leads us to consider that the firzt- a_d the
second-order lead terms in human models may indicate the h,ana:',operator'u
function to forecast the output of the _ n_trolled elemen_
(4) The describing functions -Yc and Fi have proved to be uearly correct in
_he frequency range between 0 and i0 [rad/sec]. Also, the describiog function
Fr seems to be correct. However, it has no _en_ency of depending on Yc.
FINAL REMARKS
The linear models of a human operator cont,'ol._ing unstable systems,
which have been considered so far to be hard to est_ ue, have been precisely
identified by the MFPE method. Thes, , de!_ hove p'.'o._,d%o be succ,:,ssful in
68'
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(pressing a consi,erable part of the human operation.
Th_ {dent_fiear_nn t_rhn_ques ut!!izin_ the recenti_ d',veioped time
series analysis can offer very evident results. It may be concluded that
_hese techniques are effective tools to analyze the mPn-machine systems with,
and that Ypl offers the most information among the three. Yet, it should be
noted that in order to validate the model, full attention must be paid to the
variance matrix of noise scdrces, the coherency and the relative noise con-
tribution. As this MFPE method i, p, imarily quite effective when applied to
multi-variable syftems, it is expected to become one of indispenoable tools
for multi-variable system analyses.
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I DESCRIBING REMNANT OPERATOR SYSTEM
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Figure I. Equivalent Block Diagram of Compensatory System
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Figur,: 2. Block Diagram of Compensatory System by MFPE Method
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Figure lb. A Comparison between /_umanOutput (c(n) ) and Model Output
(c*(n) ) Computed through Erzor (e(n) ) and Identified Human Impulse
Response ( Ypl )
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SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION VIA A MICROCOMPUTER
Ralph Mekel and Avtar Singh
The City College of The City University of New York
New York, N. Y. 10031
SUMMARY
The purpose of this paper is twofold. The first part describes an adap-
tive identification technique for updating the parameters of a mathematical
model and in the second part it is shown how the identification process may
be implemented through a microcomputer system consisting of a microprocessor
(CPU unit), RAF_, ROMs, I/O devices, a clock generator _ other interfaces.
INTRODUCTION
The identification technique is formulated using a model-reference sys-
tem approach in conjunction with Liapunoves direct method to insure the con-
vergence of the identification process. An appropriate Liapunov function is
chosen whose time derivative provides the identification law equations. An
important feature is the simplicity of the system adaptive laws which are
decomposed into primitive forms for easier implementation on the microcom-
puter. These adaptive laws depend explicitly on the model-reference system
state variables and input. Therefore, in this identification technique it is
assumed that the entire state vector is known or accessible for measurement.
The dotted block in Fig. i. shows the part of the identiflcatic_ process
which is to be realized by the microcomputer. Figure 2. describes the se-
quence of operations performed by the microcomputer in the process of identi-
fication. The identifica' "_n process is a program on 8 ROMs each serving
a specific purpose. The RAMs contain the initial, intermediate and final
identified model as well as the m/stem input, state vectors and various ma-
trices used in the process of identification, The RAMs are also used for
intermediate steps of calculations which nee_ to be stored.
DERIVATION OF THE _ °ZON LAW EGUATI01_$
A block disgram depicting the identification process Im glv_n in Fig, i,
Let the reference lystem be do_rib_ b_
m all) U
Tnim reaeazch lm m_ppozTad by NASA Iangl_ Research CAster, Grant No. NSGI169
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and the model to be identified by
= Kx + (B - K) z + Cr (2)
m _ m E
where z, x are the state vectors each of order n, K is a stable n x n matrix,
r is the input vector of order m, Matrices A, B, C and H are initially dif-
ferent. The objective of the identification process is to generate a scheme
that dynamically adjusts the elements of matrices B and C so that
lim B = A (3)
t--m
llm C - H (4)
t*cm
lira (x - z) . iLm e - 0 (5)
t.cu t*_
Define the misalignment of the matrices as
IL
(B-A) " __Nu-i (6)
r%
L -j
where b_ and d_ are constant column vectors with i-th row as 1 and all other
rows being zero and ui and _ are the misalignment vectors. Next, define
the model-reference system error as
e - (x- z) (8)
m m ml
The time derivative of (8) ylelds
. i-_ (9)
elm elm elm
Substitution of (I) and (2) into (9) yields the following differential
equation for the error
. K(x - z) - A) z  (C- H) r (I0)
m mm m mmm m
Using (6), (7) and (8), Eq, (I0) can be rlwritt_ as
i" _ _.u_i a  •(1:)
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Equation (ii) may be vlewed as consisting of (2n + i) pertubations ui, w i
and e. _n appropriate Liapunov function should be positive definite in errori
as well as other perturbations. Therefore, one may choose a Liapunov func-
tion of the form
v=e_T__+ _-INiui (12_
L-_m i_d
where M, N i and Qi are positive definite symmetric matrices. For simplicity
Qi and N i may be selected as diagonal matrices with positive ele_nents, i.e.
. diagonal [nij ] 1 __ J -_ n (13)Ni
and Qi " diagonal [qi_] i __ J __ n (14)
The time derivative of V yields
V . -- S + MK)e +2_ i + ( _ +
is,
+ . w-iQi* _. (is)
&--!
Liap_;_vls crlter.%on for stability calls for V ), 0 and V -_ O, One way to
comply with Liapunov0s criterion for stability and to generate the controller
equations is to let
KTM + MK - - D (16)
• f [ (,,")_=" ( .l
.. ( O I (18)
D.1_fe_"e',tiattng Zqm. (6) and (7) and um,_,_.ngt.hat the mj_.m mtz,lc_ ^
I-Ican be cormlderedtim Invarlantduringthe IdeatlflcatloeIntarval,one
obtains
'20,
i,s!
i
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_U
and _ _ _T (21)
= /_. _-i--i
Substitution of (17) and (18) into (20) and (21) respectively yields
7 _ "=. biz (bihe)N i (22)
_ T T -1.. dir (bi_e_)Qi (23)
4.'|
Integrating (22) and (23) yields
B s B° --i-- --i --
s[2TT-11- d.r (d.Me)Q. dt (25)and C Co --1-- --i -- 1
_here B and C are initially assumed model matrices. Substitution of (24)
o o
and (25) into Eq. (2) gives the final model representation
[t ]t@ ,,..,"I
The do,.ted block in Fig. l. shows the part of the identification process
to be realized by the microcomputer" system and the next section describes the
microcomputer hardware needed for implementing the identification process.
MICROCOMERF/ER FARDWARE FOR IDENTIFICATIDH FROCESS
The identificationprocess based upon the adaptive laws de_.rlbed in the
prevlcua section can be implemented on a microcomputer system _ in Fig. 3.
The microcomputer system accepts uhe reference system input and _tateJ _s
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analog inputs and initial model _%d identification matrices as digital in-
puts. The analog signals are converted to digital equivalents by A/D con-
verters such as Datel's DAS-16-L8B which takes Jn an analog signal and puts
out an 8-bit digital signal. For entering the initial model and identifica-
tion matrices, a teletype may be used along with proper interface to the
microcomputer. One such interface is Intel's 8251 - programmable, synchro-
nous/asynchronous communication interface, which accepts serial information
from the teletype, constructs 8-bit words and presents to the computer. The
same interface can be used to print out the identified model parameters. In
transmitting mode, it accepts 8-bit words and converts to serial information ._
to drive the teletype.
The initial and intermediate model parameters along with the identifica-
tion matrices and signals from the reference system are stored in 256 byte
RAM memory which can be constructed from a pair of 256x4 RAM chips. Input
and output buffering for the RAM memory can be constructed using Intel, s 8212
data buffers.
The identification algorithm is stored in 8 different ROM chips such as
Intel's 8308 ROM which is i024x8 bit and stores up to 1024 bytes. The total
programming memory will be 8K, which is quite sufficient for the identifica-
tion of a second order system. RCM memory chip selection unit can be con-
structed uuing Intel's 8205 - one out of eight decoder. For a higher order
referenc:' _ystem it may be necessary to expand the ROM memory.
The program execution takes plac_ in the CPU such as IntelIs 8080 micro-
processor. The CPU is run by a two phase clock generator and driver such as
Intel's 8224. The total system consisting of ROMs, RAMs, A/D converters,
teletype and CPU is coordinated by the system controller unit such as Intells
8228. To service interrupts from various I/O devices, Inteles 8214 priority
J%terrupt control unit may be used.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have described an identification technique based upon Liapunovts
direct method in conjunction with a model-reference system configuration.
The adaptive laws are partitioned so that they can be implemented on a micro-
computer system. The later part of the paper shows directions for i.nlement-
ing the identification technique on a microcomputer system. Faster mple-
mentation can be achieved by using the microprocessor in conjunction with
hardware multipliers and linear circuits (such as integrators),
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PID (PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE) MODELING TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO
STUDIES OF MOTION AND PERIPHERAL DISPLAY EFFECTS ON
HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE*
By Daniel W. Repperger and Andrew M. Junker
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433
SUMMARY
A preliminary approach to system identification is introduced in which a
man in a closed loop tracking task is modeled in a Proportional Integral De-
rivative (PID) manner. In order to obtain a PID type model for man's transfer
function, a choice of state variables had to be selected in a proper manner.
The PID type model presented here is an approximation and is accurate within
the linear representation of man's transfer function. Closed loop remnant
signals may also influence PID parameters. Therefore, an investigation of
human remnant (remnant reflected at the human's observation point) was also
studied. This type of modeling approach yields interesting results on the
manner in which man uses the displayed error signal to generate his stick re-
sponse. The data base for this study includes motion cues of a roll axis
tracking task and also a peripheral display experiment, both of which studied
effects on tracking performance.
INTRODUCTION
The term PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) controller is well known
from process control and other applications as indicated by Athanst reference
(i). Recently in the area of manual control, PID type optimal control models
have been considered by Phatak and Kessler_ reference (2). The approach pre-
sented here is not an optimal control technique but is a method to identify
particular structures of _mn when he is involved in a closed loop tracking
task. The optlmal control models can be considered as methods to predict per-
formance in the future _h_l may be termed "A Priori" modeling ). The ap-
proach presented in this paper is to investlgatewhat happened in the past
from an experiment when all the data has been collected (t_k_l may be termed
" "A Fosterlori" modeling.) The modeling technique presented here can be used
only after the data has been collected; this technique cannot be used to pre-
*The research reported in this paper was sponsored by Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory, Aerospace Hedical Division, Air Force Systms Command,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Beset Ohio 45433. Further reproduction is
authorized to satisfy needs of the U.S. Govermaent.
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dict performance ahead of time as compared to the optimal (A Priori) control
type models. The approach presented here combines modern control theory tech-
niques (a least squares identification algorithm) with describing function
techniques. A study of human remnant effects must be considered and a rudi-
mentary statistical analysis is done. It is emphasized here that the results
obtained are only preliminary because of some approximations which must be
made in the sequel of this paper. It will take a more complete study to con-
sider this problem without the approximations.
Description of the Data Base Used
The study of motion effects on man and peripheral displays is extensive
as indicated in the work of Shirley, reference (3), You_:g, reference (4),
Stapleford, reference (5), Ringland, reference (6)_and others. The data
base from the roll axis tracking study used here differs from the data used in
the above references by the following:
(i) The roll motion in the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AMRL)
study was strictly in the roll axis with no washout circuits built in to aline
the g-vector with the spine of the subject.
(2) In the AMRL motion study, the input was purely a command signal;
i.s.the plant was driven only by the subject's control inputs. In the earlier
studies, the input disturbance was applied in such a manner that both the vis-
ual display and the motion simulation were driven by the input (i.e. the in-
put was applied essentially in parallel with the pilot's control).
(3) The plant dynamics in the AMRL study were higher order than those in
the previous studies.
Reasons (2) and (3) were pointed out by W. Levison, reference (7) and in
the report by Levison and Baron, reference (8). In the report, reference (8),
phase droop was identified as one of the important factors which is a conse-
quence of motion effects and also they were able to predict (in an A Priori
manner) when motion would help performance for simplier plant dynamics as a
function of attention allocation. The data base discussed in this paper has
been discussed by Junker and Price, reference (9), Morlarty, reference (i0),
and Price, reference (Ii), and details of the partlcular experiment can be
found in any of these references. It is noted that some of the analytic re-
sults presented here for this motion study may not be in complete agreement
with the analytic results of previous studies, references (3,4,5,6). The prl-
mary reason for this fact is that different simulators were used. Since the
study of motion effects is a very deep and complex area, the analytic results
from different simulators should be considered separately. Perhaps if the
analytic techniques presented here were applied to the earlier data, the same
conclusions would have been obtained.
The Trackln$ Problem of Interest
f
With reference to Fisure (la), the typical man-in-the-loop problem is i
illustrated. The input forcins function is a smuof sine waves with
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randomized initial phase angles, e(t) denotes the displayed error signal and
st(t) denotes the stick output signal of man (rate command). The machine de-
notes all non-human elements appearing in the closed loop which includes the
effects of the display and other non-human factors. For the data presented
here, the plant had dynamics characterized by:
14.0
H(s) = s2 (l+s/.5)(l+s/6.) (i)
Although this plant appears very difficult to control, the input forcing func- -_
tion to the closed loop had a 1/2 power pO_-% at 0.5 radians; hence this plant
is actually between second and third order (with respect to the input forcing
function).
Three modes of operation were considered in this study, they were
(I) Static
(2) Motion
(3) Peripheral
where the motion mode of operation was in the roll axis and the peripheral
mode consisted of TV monitors mounted on the side of the simulator in a fixed
base situation. Details of different aspects of this experiment can be found
in references (8,9,10,ii).
It is interesting to observe how performance in the closed loop changed
during the three possible modes of operation. Of the five subjects involved
in this experiment, Table 1 illustrates the performance results averaged over
the subjects after a sufficient training period for the same plant and input.
From Table 1, it is observed that the peripheral (fixed base) mode of
operation was apparently as helpful in improving performance (using the static
case as a reference point) as compared to the motion case (which is a moving
base simulation). These results made the data base very attractive to study
and also to apply some new analysis techniques.
The PID Modeling Approach
Wlth reference to Figure (lb), an internal loop approach will be consid-
ered. This can only be done if the measured time series e(t) and st(t) are
• ' available to do the modeling. For this study, e(t) and st(t) were stored on
magnetic tape and represent the input (displayed error) and output(force stick
_, response) of the man. By taking this internal loop approach, certain advan-
tages exist for purposes of modeling. With reference to Figure (Ib), _(t)
denotes the estimate of st(t) from the computer u_del. The output modeling
error in Figure (lb) represented the difference between the true data st(t)
: and the estimate It(t) from the computer node1. Ideally we would like to have
the output modeling error identically zero; in this manner the model and the
man would agree exactly. In the true application, however, the output
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modeling error is never zero due to many sources of uncertainty (including
human remnant). There are two reasons why this internal loop approach h•s •d-
vantages for modeling. First, when remnant is modeled in a closed loop, it is
best represented by a point injected (vector) noise source at the point e(t).
This has been discussed by Jex, Allen, and Magdaleno, reference (12). The
variance of the remnant injected noise source when normalized with respect to
the magnitude of the closed loop error signal is down to almost -20db as a
colored noise source for most pr•ctical plants. Using the number .01w as a
magnitude relationship, one can expect by going internal to the loop that a 3%
input to a linear system will only affect the output by 3% when normalized.
Thus remnant will not distort the modeling answers by that much of a factor.
It is true for this particular plant that the remnant spectrum was higher on a
db scale (a high lead case) when normalized but the above argument still
holds. A second advantage in this internal loop approach is that modellng is
a correlation between the input and the output time series. A white injected
noise at the point e(t) does not influence correlation because the noise
source is white. Hence the remnant will only bia_ the variance of the output
modeling error and not directly affect the llnear mo_el obtained.
Motivation (For Physiological St_Idies)For a PID Structure
With reference to Figure (2), it is desired to replace the man in the
closed loop by a PID type structure. This •pproach to modeling is not limited
to Just man-in-the-loop problems but c•n be applied to •ny two me•sured tlme
series (for this case e(t) and st(t)) which may result from any biological
process. The representation transfer function of the man-ln-the-loop is spec-
ified by:
Man = G(s) - ao+alS+a2s2+ (2)
where s indicates the Laplace tr•nsform oper•tor. The •dvant•ge8 of this sim-
ple type structure to investigate how the input-output time series •re tel•ted
can be seen by rewriting equation (2) as follows:
c4
Man = •o[1.+ClS+C2S2+c3/s+ _] (3)
where the terms cI •nd c2 indlc•te the •bility of the man to differentiate •nd
c3, c4 indlc•te how memory (or InteKr•tlon) is beinK used. The term •o de-
Fends on the display $•in, stick gain, scalln S and other factors. Wf.th refer-
ence to equation (3), and rec•llins the classlc•l definition of p_1ot lead
(displayed in ¥isure (3)), one can relate pilot lead to the bracketed terns of
equation (3). The terns c I and c 2 may be doninant with respect to 1 if they
are non zero. A18o, the nemory terns c 3 and c4 nay or nay not be zero. The
question of the existence of the coefficients (being non zero) can only be
answered in • statlstlcal harmer. The choice of the form of equation (3) in-
cludln8 the teras c 3 and c 4 was chosen for trackin K tasks which uay not be
coupenutory. In the well known book of Sheridan 8hd Ferre11, reference (13),
it is mentioned that the three hierarchies of tasks (precognitive, pursuit,
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and compensatory) are of interest in the study of man-machine systems. The
choice of the structure given in equation (3) was motivated by the need to
have a modeling approach applicable for all types of tasks (precognitive, pur-
suit, and compensatory).
It is now necessary to consider two basic problems that arise. First, we
must determine a i (i ffi o,-_4) given in equation (2) and secondly it is neces-
sary to implement this modeling approach.
The Technical Approach to Determine the PID Coefficients
Laplace transforming equation (2) yields:
4 3 2
E_s s) a2s +als +sos +a3s+a 4
m i i ii i is
2
s (4)
in order co apply state variables to such an expression as equation (4), cer-
tain difficulties arise. Taking the reciprocal of both sides of equation (4)
yields:
E s s2
T_(s= a2s4+alsJ+aoS1+a3s+a4 (5)
In the time domain, this can be written
a2"&'°+al °_'+ ao°_+a3_+a4 e = _ (6)
For simplicity, equation (6) will be written:
"_''+bl°_'+b2'_+b3_+b4 e - bsI_ (7)
It is necessary to now discuss what physlcally occurred in the transition from
i equation (4) to equation (5), In order to determine the coefficients bl,---
b5, an input error identification procedure must be used. Thls Is a conse-
quence of going from equation (4) to (5). I
With reference to Figure (4), a comparison between output error ident£ft-
! cation and input error identification is lllustrated. For input error identi-
flcatlon, st(t) Is the input Into the computer model and @(t) is the best es-
tate of e(t) generated by the computer model. Input error identification
has been used by Shinners (14), and is used commonly in Europe as discussed by
Astrom, reference (15). In order to implment this type of /denttftcatton,
the input-output data channels have to be switched in order and the time lag
(approximately .2 seconds) is accounted for in the input-output data by a
shift of an integral multiple of the smaplin8 rate (25 hz). The time lag is
actually positive with this type of shift on the data chennels. It is noted
that input error identification has advantages over output error /dentlfl-
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cation if e(t) is known with more certainty (i.e., less noise) than st(t).
The choice of the modeling approach Nay depend on the type of data available.
Implementation of the PID _del
In order to implement equation (7), the followin8 state variables are
cho sen:
Xl(t) = e(t) (8a)
_l(t) = x 2 (Sb)
(t) - x3+b 5 st(t)2 (8c)
_3(t) = x4 + (-blb 5) st(t)
and x4 satisfies equation (7). (8d)
lfferentiating the state vector yields the following state equations:
x -ax + ) st(t) (ga)
y(t) -]l_= [1, O, O, O] _- e(t) (9b)
Where:
mB m
O, 1, O, 0 (}
0, 0, I, 0 b5
A= I=
O, O, O, 1 -blb 5
.-b4' "b3' -b2' -bl ' b12-b2) b5 (10)i
It 18 noted that the _0U_ nmtrtx _ observable but £ Bay not be stable
(for b_>o). The _£tB] matrix is in a forB in _ch it cannot be deterulned if
it is controllable d-e to the non-linear relati_nehlps whlch appear in the
third and fourth elements of B. It would be necessary to nov inplement a con-
strained (with these non-linear constraints) least squares alsoritha on the
unknowns bl,--_jb $. For reasons to be mentioned in the sequel, the followin 8
approach is chosen to implement this method. Choose:
"07
| - b6
.b7 (11)
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where b6 and b 7 are free. There are three practical engineering reasons for
doing this: (I) After allowing b6 and b7 to be identified, the average values
of bl,--3b 7 are checked by the following non-linear constraint relationshlp:
b6 = - blb5 (12a)
b7 = (b12 - b2) b5 (12b)
since b6 and b7 are identified independently of bl,--$b 5, the non-llnear
constraint relationship seems to check within the same order of magnitude.
Hence, even with the constrained least squares algorithm, the results are
probably not different. (2) Let us now examine the third and fourth state
variable of equation (9a):
x3" x4 + (-blb5) st(t) (13a)
x4 = -b4Xl -b3x2-b2x3 -blX4 + (b_bs-bzbs)st(t) Cl3b)
with reference to Table i, and recalling that bl,--3b 5 were identified inde-
pendently of the remaining parameters, the terms _" and "_® were compared to
the non-linear terms multiplying st(t). In all cases the non-linear product
terms were significantly below 1% of _" and *_'. In other words, the ron-
linearities were well below the noise level in the time series measurement
e(t). This technique is typical of control theory problems such as in the
area of digital filtering. State variables which are two derivatives below
, the measured time series are generally only approximated. (3) If we were to
omit the memory terms (c 3 and c4) of equation (3), the non-linear constraints
disappear. Since this experiment was a compensatory tracking task, we would
expect c 3 andc 4 to not exist but the method i8 presented here for completeness
: in hope of its possible application in a precosnitive or pursuit type trackin 8
task.
Statistical Analysis of the PID Coefficients
i The statistical analysis section of this paper will answer two important
, questions concernin 8 the coefficients Cl, c2, c 3 and c 4 of equation (3):
(I) The questiou of existence (non-difference frou zero).
" (2) The question of change (from the static mode. the motion mode. and
i the peripheral mode of operation).
One method to stu_ly the question of existence of the coefficients c 1, c2,
c3 and c4 is to test whether they are statistically non-different frol zero
,' (uain8 their ueans and variances). A two-tailed t-test versus zero was per-
fons_ usin 8 8 pooled variance. Th.-ae subjects were chosen based on the plots
of their respective t_ series (8Xthoush Pouldon, reference (16), recomNnds !
a minimum of six subjects for any intra or between subject vsr/_tbLltty) and
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six replications were used (averaged over subjects) vlth the results presented
in Table 2. It is noted that these averages contained outlylng points
(ou;liers) and in some cases points were rejected using outlier tests in the
same manner as is done in FFT studies. In FFT studies, a frequency measure-
ment will be rejected if it differs sisnlflcantly from adjacent measurements.
In all cases (static, motion, and peripheral), the coefficients c 3 and c 4
were not statistically non-dlfferent from zero. Hence they did not exist in a
statistical sense, This is to be expected since this was a compensatory
trackins task and c 3 and c 4 were representative of memory terms. The follow-
ins interest£nS statistlcal relationships arise from Table 2:
c3 = 0 (14a)
p,m,S
c4 - 0 (14b)
p,m,S
The subscripts p, m, and s, of course, correspond to the peripheral, motion,
_nd atatlc modes of operation.
From the results of Table 2, ve can conclude that the transfer function
of man can be written In the follovln S manner:
_n - ao [l+ClS+C2s2] (15)
In other words, hls transfer function yes of a second order nature.
The second question the statistical enalysls nust answer is the questlrn
of chanses between coefficients. To •newer this question, • tvo-tatled t-test
of the suns of the coefficients (with • pooled variance) teas computed. The
results are presented in Table 3.
The three permutations of statlc-motlon, ststlc-perlpher81, and notion-
peripheral are displayed. A_ 8 .05 a level the followin 8 ststist/_al _esults
can be deterntnedz
Cla _ Cl c2=)p ' c2m _ C2p , c2s
At • .1 a level it cnbe seld thetz
C2p_ c2s
lkat It cannot be seld thstz
cI c. ?
c1=>cl i. or p_ _s !
even thOUlJh the s_ms of these vu/ablse tmiicate this fact. Also it is in-
terutln8 to note that in tho uotloa umle of operstiso tim a levol dist/a- i
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guishing c2m> c2 s is much sharper than the _ level distinguishing C2p> c2 .
This indicates that in the motion mode of operation the double lea_ term c2Sis
the most important factor. In the peripheral case, however, the double lead
term c2 may not be that importm_t. The results on the motion study agree (for
this simulator) with those results presented by Junker, Repperger, and Neff,
reference (17). What is perhaps most interesting about this analysis is that
if we were to look at Table 1 for the error scores, it would be concluded tho
motion and peripheral modes of operation had similar effects on the closed
loop error and one mode of operation could not be distinguished from another
based ._ the error scores. Looking at Table 3, however, it is easily seen
that there exist_ changes in the means of these coefficients (although statis- =_.
tically they cannot be distinguished) and in addition, sharper changes in the
a levels for c2_ versus c2 s compared to c2D versus c2 s. Hence the statistical
test gives us som_ incite into some model _arameter changes which cannot be
seen by looking directly at the error scores.
CONCLUSIONS
An A Posteriori approach to modeling a man involved "n a static, motion,
peripheral experiment was considered. The PID coefficients were identified
(based on an engineering approximation) and a statistical analysls was per-
formed. For the data base of the simulation used ha_e, the man was found to
be of a second order nature, and he used second order lead information in the
r_tion mode, less second order lead information in the peripheral mode, and
the smallest second lead information in the static mode of operation.
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TABLE i
eRMS SCORES IN DEGREES
...... STATIC MOTION PERIPHERAL
eRMS .....
ERROR 33.714 18.73 19.21
RATE VARIANCE
FOR ERROR 22206. 1031.2 1211.3
TABLE 2
RESULTS OF THE T-TEST VERSUS ZERO (EXISTENCE OF COEFFICIENTS):
,|
L'cOEFFICIENTSI_MEAN I VARIANCE NI MEAN STATISTICt
C1 I 3912 i .2343 6S J '
T 4 f
A C2 I
TI ' ! .5571 i .3559 , 6
C3 i 8479 I 1.5913 6 0 FT--F6C _ "
C4 1.49 2.5952 1.4063
297 i 6 0 0 I 6 3.3134 ! .0056M
.........' i i _I...........i0 C2 _T 1.327 i .58 _ 6 0 0 , 6 _ 5.6043 _ .0002
0 C3 .4187 ' 1,3905 i 6 0 0 i 6 ,7376 i .4777N l ' ii ! | _m.i '1 '
P Cl I ..... ! -; "'E .4401 ! .2851 6 0 ! O ! 6 3.7812 .0036
R
I
C2 1.132 .6721 6 0 0 ! 6 4.1256 .0021p
H
E C3 1.0813 1.7482 6 1.5151 ,1607
!
A
C4 1.1893 1.8751 6
L .........
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TABLE 3
T-TESTS VERSUS MFANS (CHANGES IN COEFFICIENTS):
COEFFICIENT MEAN IVAR INl MEAN IVAR I N2 STATISTICt
Static . Mption
I
STATIC CI .3912 .2343 6 .426 .297 I 6 -.2253 .8263
IVERSUS
MOTION C2 .5571 .3559 6 1.327 .58 6 -2.7713 .0197
• |i i
Static Periphel;al
STATIC CI .3912 .2343 6 .440] .2851 6 - 3246 0.7522
VERSUS
PERIPHERAL C2 .5571 .3559 6 1.132 .6721 6 -1.8517 .0938
Motion Peripheral ='
MOTION C1 .426 .297 6 .4401 .2851 6 -.0839 .9348
VERSUS
PERIPHERA_ C2 1.327 .58 6 1.132 .6721 6 .538 .6023
?
I
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1 J I ti
f(t) =_SlNS-+ e(t) _-_ st(_) __ _ x(t)
I-- _ MACHINE I _" .--
Figure (la) - The Closed Loop Tracking Task
e(t) _- MANJ 8t_t,)
• e(t) _ LF'AST SQu_qEsI _(t)
IDENTIFICATION
ALGORITHM
Fi§ure (lb) - The Internal Loop Approach
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e(t) I ,+ I it(T,)
a° + als+ a2s2 a.._. +-_2
Figure (2) - Replac*n8 Ran By His PID Parameters
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OUTPUT ERROR MODELING
i "Tl(t) MEASURED
MEASURED I _, It(_;) OUTPUT- st(t)
INPUT - e(t) PHYSICAL
r SYSTEM
OUTPUT
MODEL
ERROR
_ com,UTER} ._(t)MODEL
INPUT ERROR MCDELING
l'1(t) MEASURED
INPUT - e(t) _ 1 PHYSICAL _ + °UTPUT ."t(t)SYSTEM
INPUT r4
MODEL
ERROR
_(t) INVERSE mr(t)
COMPUTER
MODEL
FiSure (4) - Output Error Modeling, Compared To Input Error Model/_
i
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF MOTION AND PERIPHERAL DISPLAY
EFFECTS ON TRACKING PERFORMANCE*
By Daniel W. Repperger and Andrew M. Junker
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433
SUMMARY
A study of sensitivity was initiated in an effort to determine what
variables effect the decision making processes of a human as he performs a
tracking task. If the sensitivity of the closed loop tracking error can be
determined with respect to data variables such as displayed error and its
respective derivatives, then some knowledge can be obtained about the
decision making aspects of the human. In addition, if some other data is
useful for the human in his tracking, sensitivity analysis will indicate this
pertinent data. A Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) type modeling
approach was used with a sum _f sins input tracking task to enable sensitiv-
ity coefficients to be calculated. Coefficients of sensitivity were computed
at each frequency and comparisons of these coefficients were determined over
a wide frequency range for different experimental conditions. Data from a
motion experiment and a peripheral display experiment were used in this
study.
INTRODUCTION
The study of sensitivity in control theory has its origin from the
classical paper of Cruz and Perkins reference(_ More recently Boniveto
reference(_ has defined the term sensitivity in a manner which is related to
identifiability. What is meant by this statement is that in a modeling
approach in which data has already been collected (APosterio_i modeling), it
is important to ascertain which parameters are important or sensitive and
thus determine the proper model structure. If a parameter in a modeling
approach is a sensitive parameter, then this parameter is important in the
chosen model structure. Conversely, if a parameter is not sensitive in the
modeling approach, then it should probably not be considered for the model
*The research reported in this paper was sponsored by Aerospace Me_tcal
Research Laboratory, Aerospace Medical Division, Air Force Systems Co,mand,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433. Further reproduction is
authorized to satisfy needs of the U.S. Government.
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structure. From the sensitivity analysis, it is possible to determine the
influential parameters and thus to concentrate our effort and attention on
these parameters.
In this paper a conjecture is made on how to guess cost function weight-
ings on optimal control models based on calculated sensitivities. Since most
optimal control models require weighting of the closed loop error (and its
derivatives), a method will be explored to choose these weightings based on
the sensitivity (or gradients) of the closed loop error with respect to
parameters.
Since error in the closed loop is a measure of performance for the
closed loop tracking task, it is of interest to observe how this error
changes or how its sensitivity varies as a function of the parameters in the
closed loop system. In this manner it is possible to see how performance in
the closed loop is influenced by certain relevant or sensitive parameters.
Using the (A Posteriori) PID model presented in reference (3), the sen-
sitivity of the closed loop error was calculated with respect to the PID pa-
rameters already obtained. The data base and experiments used here are the
same as in reference (3).
Closed Loop Error Sensitivity
With reference to Figure 1, the transfer function of man (using the FID
model) is denoted as:
Man = G(s) - ao+als+a2s2 (1)
using the fact that X(s) = GH
F(s) l+Gs (2)
and E_ = CH (3)
Xs
or ECs)= _(s)
l+C(s)S(s) (5)
therefore E(s) = F.(s)
. l+(ao+als+a2s2) a(s) (6)
Equation (6) is In an ideal form. On the risht hand side of the equa-
tion is all the loop variables which influence the closed loop error. This
includes the external forcin 8 function_ the plant, and the man represented by
PID parameters. On the left hand side of equation (6) is the isolated ex-
pression for the closed loop error as a Laplace transform. The simplicity of
equation (6) is that the performance in the loop is isolated on the left hand
side of the equation and all the possible variables that effect this perfora-
ance are isolated on thL rJ4ht hand of this expression.
q
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Since a sum of sins input was used in these experiments, it is possible
to set s = J_i (i = 1,2,...,12 frequencies used) and for each value of _i,
the error and (as it will be shown in the sequel) the partial derivatives of
E(s) with respect to the parameters ao, al, and a2 can also be obtained.
In order to obtain the partial derivatives of the closed loop error with
respect to the PID parameters, it is noted that at each fixed value of fre-
quency _i, the partial derivatives of the closed loop error with respect to
the parameters ao, al, and a2 can be obtained quite easily. Simple differen_
tiation (for a fixed _i) of equation (6) with respect to ao, al, and a2
yields:
-F_s_H_s_ AIej01_ _m_ummmmmm
_a° = [l+(a°+als+a2s2)H(s)]2 A2e_82 (7a)
_E = -slF(s_H_s_ A3ej03
_al [l+(a°+als+a2s2)H(s)]2 = A2e_e2 (7b)
• A4eJ6 4
_E -s2F_s_H_s_ , ' '
T_a2" [l+(ao+als+a2s2)H(s)]2 = A2eje2 (7c)
Equations (Ta-c) are written in phuor notation since both the numerator
and denominator have different nmgnitude and phase angle shifts respectively
at each value of frequency. The following relationship can easily bc shown:
_E DE 2 9E
q q --= s = s _a° (8)
Using equations (7a-c), the gradients (or sensitivities) of E with respect to
ao, al, and a 2 were calculated. The results were given in Table I.
The plots of the (averaged) sensitivities are displayed in Figure (2)
for the static case. In this plot it is noted that the sensitivity functions
; peak near the crossover frequency which was approximately 1.35 radians for
the static wode of operation. The frequency at which peaks of all three
curves occurred did not differ by more than 1 radish. '_
, In Figure (3) the sensitivity functions are plotted for the motion case.
i In Figure (3) the curves of _E/_ao and _E/_al were not radically different.
i The curve for _E/_a2, however, had an unusually different peak three t/meg as
i large as the other two peaks and shifted to the right (beyond the crossoverfrequency) by almost 2 radians. Sinc these r sults are averaged over sub-
Jects and replications, it appears that in the motion mode of operation, the
I closed loop error has its greatest sensitivity to the double lead parameter
a2. This is in concurrence with reference (3) where the statistical analysis
was performed and also with 8oum previous work done in reference (4).
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In Figure (4), the sensitivity curves are plotted for the peripheral
case (ensemble averaged) and they appear similar to the static case. The
peaks are only 0.5 radians apart and are located near the crossover fre-
quency.
When comparing the peripheral case to the static case, however, the
peripheral peaks are much higher than the static case. Comparing the _E/3a2
curves (the second lead term), for the peripheral mode of operation versus
the motion mode, the motion case has the greatest shift to the right (and
beyond the crossover frequency) but not as great a magnitude as in the pe-
ripheral case. Hence it appears that the second lead term a2 is more domi-
nant in the motion case, less dominant in the peripheral case, an l much less
dominant in the static case. Thece results agree with the statistical analy-
sis obtained in reference (3). A method of choosing cost function weightings
based on the inverse variances of the sensitivity functions will now be con-
Jectured.
Conjecture: How To Pick Cost Function
Weightings in An A Posteriori Sense
Figure (5) illustrates a close up view of the static mode of operation
of Figure (2) near the crossover frequency. Also illustrated on this plot is
one standard deviation (at the frequency 1.572 radians) of the averages ob-
tained for the three curves. Since a greater variance in the estimate of
this sensitivity indicates less effect of thls parameter on the closed loop
error, the following conjecture arises:
Conjecture: Given a cost function of the form
J - lle(t)ll 2 ll2 t)ll2dt (9)
KI K2 K3
where T may become infinite. One may attempt to pick the unknown coat func-
tions KI, K2, and K3 in the followln$ manner:
- a [VAR _E/_ao ]-lK1 (10a)
K2 - a [VAR aE/aal]-I (lOb)
- a [VAIl. _E/_a2 ]-lK3 (lOc)
where a = A constant of proportionality. If co©t functiou we_htinsa are
chosen in this manner, then for parameters with a larse variance in the sen-
sitivity values the correapondin8 vei4htin8 matrices should have the enalleat
values in the cost function. In other yards if the closed loop error is not
sensitive to a particular perimeter (which Is indicated by a large variance),
then the weightin8 for this parameter should he small. Conversely if the
closed loop error has a large sensitivity vith respect to a given paraneter
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(as indicated by a small variance in the estimate of the sensitivity func-
tion), then the cost function should be weighted more. In Figure (_, we
would weight K1 and K2 (corresponding to e(t) and _(t)) more than we would
weight K3 (corresponding to _°(t)). This approach is consistent with the in-
verse of the standard deviations shown in Figure ($) and also has agreement
with the statistical analysis demonstrated in reference (3). It is hoped
that with additional work, this conjecture can be more carefully quantified
and perhaps more rigorously shown.
CONCLUSIONS
A study of closed loop error sensitivity is introduced for a PID type
model structure. The closed loop error sensitivity is computed for the three
PID parameters across three tasks denoted as the Static, Motion, and
Peripheral mode of operation. The peak sensitivities show quite a bit of
difference between the three modes of operation. For this simulator the
second lead term seems to have the greatest sensitivity of the closed loop
error in the motion (roll axis) task. A method of guessing at cost function
weightings based on the inverses of the variances of the sensitivities is
hypothesized. Further work needs to be done on this topic.
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LOW VISIBILITY LANDING SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
Capt R.V. Gressang, Capt J.J. Pollard and Mr. D.L. Kugel
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory _
SUMMARY
The paper describes two experiments which simulated a transport aircraft
landing in reduced visibility. The experiments were conducted as part of a
low visibility landing simulation program sponsored at the Air Force Flight
Dynamics Laboratory by the Federal Aviation Administration. Data during the
experiments were collected in a form suitable for use in an optimal control
pilot model.
For the experiments, a C-135B was simulated using six degree of freedom
nonlinear equations on a hybrid simulator. Visual, motion, and sound cues
and a gust disturbance were provided. The effects of reduced visibility were
simulated by driving a sky plate in the TV lense system focal plane.
The first experiment used two subjects, and considered four visibility
conditions. The second experiment used one subject, and considered three
visibility conditions. The experiment results included statistics on glide
slope and localizer tracking and on touchdown conditions. Pilot comments
were recorded, and limited data are available from the second experiment on
pilot eye scanning.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes two experiments conducted to collect data suitable
for developing a pilot model of low visibility landing. A sampling of the
results is presented in this paper, and the complete results can be found in
References i and 2.
These experiments were conducted as part of a low visibility landing
simulation program conducted for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL). The program was to
investigate low visibility landlng operations while minimizing new equipment
costs by making maximum use of AFFDL flight simulators. The overall program
aims were as follows: to develop a capability to evaluate and validate pilot
workload and performance in Category II and Ill weather conditions; to
determine the utility of visual cues in Category II and Ill landing opera-
tions; and to identify simulator improvements required for adequate and
; realistic engineering simulation of low vis_Ibillty landing operations.
As part of the low visibility landing program, the Flight Dynamics
Laboratory undertook to develop a pilot model. The rationale for developing
i a low visibility landing pilot model was that a pilot model would permit
analytical studies of low visibility landing to be made for a relatively
large number of aircraft configurations, visibilities, and disturbances.
PRECEDING PAGE STANK NOT RtMI_"
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These analytical studies would then be used in planning to effectively
allocate use of the engineering flight simulator.
The pilot model being developed (and described in another paper given
at this conference) is of the optimal control type, and is adapted to tasks
which are time varying. A model capable of treating time varying tasks was
chosen because of the variations in task dynamics as a function of range and
due to the flare maneuver. To develop this model, ensemble statistics of
the landing task state variables are _equired as a function of range. Thus
the data base for the pilot model must be established using experiments con-
taining sufficient replications for ensemble statistics to be meaningful.
The data base for the pilot model was established through two experi-
ments using the multicrew cab simulator. The first experiment was conducted
and the data from it analyzed, which revealed some limitations of the simula-
tion. Efforts were made to reduce these limitations, and the second experi-
ment was then conducted.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION
The aircraft used for this manned simulation was the military C-135B
transport, which is similar to the commercial Boeing 707. The aircraft con-
figuration had a weight of 160,000 pounds, the center of gravity located at
28.2 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord, a flap setting of 50 degrees,
and the landing gear down. The aircraft mathematical model used was a six
degree of freedom nonlinear model, and was programmed on a hybrid computer.
Each experimental run began from trimmed flight conditions at 956 feet alti-
tude on a three degree glide slope.
A conventional C-135B flight control system was used in the simulation.
The controls included wheel (aileron), column (elevator), and rudder pedals.
Thumb buttons for pitch and roll trim were located on the wheel; a crank for
rudder trim was on the center console. Throttle, flap, gear, and speed
brake handles were fully operatlonal.
The cockpit instruments were those typical of the C-135B. The instru-
ments driven during the simulation were the attitude director indicator (ADI),
horizontal situation indicator (HSI), airspeed indicator, rate of climb
indicator, barometric altimeter, radar altimeter, angle of attack indicator,
G meter, Math meter, clock, compass indicator (RMI), engine pressure ratio
gauge_, tachometers, exhaust gas temperature gauges, fuel flow meters, and
. oll pressure gauges. Annunciators for the outer, middle, and inner markers
were driven. Flight director pitch and roll steering command bars were
driven in accordance with the glide slope tracking mode of the Collins FD-109
flight director.
The aircraft simulated during the first experiment did not have a yaw
damper. Between the two experiments, a yaw damper was added to the aircraft
model. This yaw damper was used throughout the second experiment.
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The cockpit used was an actual C-135 cockpit modified for use as a
research and development simulator. It was mounted upon a three degree of
freedom motion base, and capable of limited pitch, roll, and heave motion.
Sound cues duplicating the sound of four turbojet engines were produced.
These cues were proportional to throttle position and airspeed.
Visual cues simulating real world changes in size and perspective with
respect to aircraft movements were produced using an illuminated three
: dimensional terrain model and television camera-screen projection system.
The field of view of the screen was 60 degrees diagonally wlth appropriate
cockpit cutoff angles for the C-135. The view was large enough to present
a realistic scene through the front windows, but there were no peripheral
cues. The pilot saw a daylight rural terrain with an airport complex
including strobe, approach, and VASI lights. The visual display was auto-
matlcally controlled by computer to simulate homogeneous fog with the
following initial visual contact altltude/runway visual range conditions:
a. Unlimited/unlimited
b. 400 feet/1600 feet
c. 300 feet/1200 feet
d. I00 feet/1200 feet
The reduced visibility conditions were generated by driving a knife edge in
the focal plane of the TV camera. The visibility conditions were settled
upon in consultation with the first experiment's subject pilots so as to
appear realistic.
During the simulation runs, light turbulence was added as a disturbance
to the aircraft. This turbulence had the Dryden._pectra of MIL-F-8785B
[J]corresponding to an average altltude of 500 feet .
During the simulation, the pilot's task was to conduct an instrument
flight rules (IFR) landing. The pilots had no auxiliary tasks, such as
communication, to perform. The pilot was assisted by a copilot, but this
assistance was limited to the copilot calllns the initial appearance of
cues in the visual scene and the cepilot monitoring such quantities as
airspeed and altitude.
During the course of the experiments, certain lim/tatlons of the simu-
lation became apparent. The most serious limitations were difficulty in
obtaining a satisfactory representation of the lateral directional dynamics
of the C-135 on the simulator, too high sink rates at touchdown In the
simulator, and an overly sensitive flight director commpd bar. Between
the two experiments, the simulation was modified to improve the lateral
dynamics data match, the flight director gains were modified, a yaw damper
was added, a landing gear simulation was added, the ground effects model
was modified, the instruunt drive signals were refined, and new plumbtcon
tubes were Installed to improve the vlsual display. The simulation fidelity
was improved in the second experiment. The main limitation remaining in
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the second experiment was a mean touchdown sink rate which was still higher
than that obtained in actual aircraft.
The subject pilots used in the experiments were USAF Rated Officers
with C-135 experience. The pilots in the first experiment had 2930 and
2686 total flying hours. The pilot in the second experiment had 97G total
flying hours.
Further information about the simulation can be obtained in References
i and 4.
III. DESCRIPTIOn, OF THE EXPERIMENTS
The main objective of the experiments was to obtain ensemble statistics
for developing the pilot model, Subsidiary objectives were to determine
the effect of reduced visibility upon the pilot's landing performance, and
in the second experiment to measure the pilot's inside/outside cockpit scan
behavior.
The first experiment used a complete factorial experiment plan, with
the factors being pilot (two levels) and visibility (four levels). The
experiment was replicated i0 times, resulting in a total of 80 simulation
runs. The order of presentation of the visibility conditions to the pilots
was random. Each pilot had a training session of about one hour duration
before data were collected.
The second experiment used a randomized block plan, with three different
visibilities (=/=, 400/1600, 100/1200). The order of presentation of the
visibility conditions to the pilot w_s random, and he had had about four
hours of experience on the simulator before the experiment was conducted.
Each simulation run was initiated with the aircraft trimmed, on the
Elide slope and localizer, at a range of 15,000 feet from the glide path
intercept point (GPIP). The pilot did not know in advance what the vlsi-
bility conditions would be, and he was instructed to fly the slmulator as
if it were a real aircraft. He was also instructed not to execute a missed
approach, but to land regardless of circumstances, and comment later if he
thought he should have gone around. He was briefed that there would be
light to moderate turbulence, but no crosswinds.
The simulation run was ended after touchdown, and pilot c_maents were
then collected via a questionnaire. During the simulation runs, the
variables listed in Table 1 were recorded at a rate of i0 samples per second.
DurlnE the second experiment, whether the pilot was looking inside or out-
side the cockpit was determined using electro-oculography. The electro-
oculographlc method used is described in Reference 2, where are also pre- .
sented the results of a pre-experiment which est#/Ollshed that wearing the
electrode assembly did not affect the pilot's performance.
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TABLE i. VARIABLES RECORDED DURING THE EXPERIMENTS
i. R - Range, ft.
2. Y - Cross track error, ft.
3. h - c.g. height, ft.
cg
4. h - Eye height, ft.
eye
em_.
5. x, Y, _ - Earth referenced velocities, ft/sec.
6. u, v, w - Body axis referenced velocities, ft/sec.
7. a - Longitudinal acceleration, ft/sec2.
x
8. n - Normal acceleration, g.z
9. _, 8, _ - Euler angles, degrees
i0. y- Flight path angle, degrees.
ii. p, q, r - Body axis angular velocities, des/set.
12. _- Yaw rate, deg/sec.
13. _ind " Indicated sink rate, ft/min.
14. Ve - East velocity, knots.
: 15. PSB - Pitch steering bar.
16. RSB - Roll steering bar
17. G/S Errorln d - Indicated glide slope error.
18. Loc errorln d - Indicated locallzer error.
19. RIM i, 2, 3, 4 - Engine RPN, for 4 engines, percent.
20. 6 e - Elevator deflection, degrees.
c
i 21. 6 a -Aileron deflection, degrees.
c
22. 6 - Rudder deflection, degrees.r
c
i 23. - Throttle positions, for 4 engines, degrees.T61, T62' T63' T64
24. Vin d - Wind velocity.
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25 Event
26 Ug, Vg, Wg, pg, qg, rg - Gust disturbances.
27 SVR - Slant visual range, ft.
28 AX, AY - Aim point coordinates, ft.
29 Run number
30. Time, sec.
IV. KESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS
Ensemble statistics were computed for each combination of pilot and
visibility existing in both experiments. Using the data from the ten simu-
lation runs for each combination of pilot and fog condition, a mean value
and a standard deviation were calculated as a function of range (equivalent
to time) for locallzer error, glide slope error, roll, pitch, aileron
defle_tlon, and elevator deflection. In addition, for experiment two cal-
culations were also made for displayed glide slope error, displayed locallzer
error, x, u, y, v, h, w, p, q, _,r, and _r" These quantities were then
plotted as a function of range, in the form of a mean trajectory and plus
or minus one standard deviation about the mean. The glide slope error and
localizer error plots for the m/_, 400/1600, and 100/1200 cases of experiment
two are given as Figures i through 6. References 1 and 2 present the com-
plete set of plots.
Overall, the ensemble statistics indicate that all three pilots
improved their tracking of the glide slope as out of the cockpit visibility
deteriorated. Based upon pilot comments and the in/out scanning data, this
improvement in g_de-slope tracking was caused by increased attention being
paid to the flight instruments. Localizer tracking also tended to improve
as visibility decreased. In the first experiment, difficulties with the
flight director mechanization resulted both pilots exhibiting an "s" curve
phenomena in tracking the localizer.
In the first experiment the pilots were unable to execute a proper
flare and touchdown. Pilot comments indicated that this was due to dlfficul-
ty in Judging height and sink rate from the visual display, due to lack of
peripheral vision cues. Therefore statistics were not computed for touch-
. down position and sink rate for experiment one. In the second experiment,
however, the pilot was able to execute a flare and the touchdown sink rates,
while high, were not unrealistic. The touchdown statistics for experiment
two are given in Table 2. The only statlstically significant effects due to
visibility in the touchdown data were the mean and standard deviation of the
longitudinal touchdown point were larger for the 100/1200 visibility case.
In addition to the ensemble statistics, means and standard deviations
of h, y, _, e, _, p, q, r, 6e, 6_. --_ 6 r were computed for all of the data
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collected on each run for ranges to the GPIP of from 5000 ft to 1500 ft.
The standard deviations of all the runs that each pilot made in each visibi-
lity condition were then averaged, and used as a measure of the pilot's
glide slope and localizer tracking performance. These average standard devi-
ations are presented in Table 3 for all three pilots. The third pilot seemed
to use more contrcl in the longitudinal axis, which resulted in somewhat
larger standard deviations when compared with the first two pilots. He used
smaller control inputs in the lateral axes than the first two pilots, and
acnieved better performance there. This might be due to the yaw damper
improving the handling qualities of the aircraft. Visibility did not seem to
strongly influence the pilot's performence for any of the three pilots. Most
differences in the data between pilots and visibilities can be related to
differences in the control inputs 6e, _a' and 6r, and the probable cause of
these differencLs is the differer_e between pilots.
TABLE 2: TOUCHDOWN STATISTICS, EXPERIMENT TWO
VISIBILITY
STATISTIC _/_ AND 400/1600 100/1200
x mean 125 ft 743 ft
x standard deviation 474 ft 1031 ft
y mean 6.3 ft .9 ft
y standard deviation 19 ft 31 ft
correlatien coefficient -.14 -.015
mean -6.5 ft/sec
standard deviation 2.4 ft/sec
probability ellipse parameters
semi major axis 559 ft 1214 ft
semi minor axis 22 ft 37 ft
eccentricity .999 1.000
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TABLE 3: AVERAGE ST%NDARD DEVIATIONS
PILOT VISIBILITY
_/_ 400/1600 100/1200
Glide Slope Error - h - ft
i 6.78 5.40 5.77
2 6.17 7.64 3.65
3 5.26 11.63 8.95 -_.
Locallzer Error - y - ft
I 13.66 16.44 27.18
2 12.10 21.40 18.90
3 11.79 11.93 11.33
Yaw - _ - degrees
1 1.24 1.19 .91
2 .73 1.00 1.05
3 .95 .73 .81
Pitch - 8 - degrees
1 .56 .51 .70
2 .66 .64 ._
3 .72 .95 .80
Roll - _ - degrees
1 1.56 1.45 1.57
2 1.73 2.17 1.20
3 2.08 2.59 1.28
Yaw Rate - p - deg/sec
1 .79 .87 .80
2 .96 1.24 .97
3 .58 .90 .75
Pitch Rate - q - deg/sec
1 .51 .49 .57
2 .59 .55 .55
3 .67 .73 .70
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TABLE 3: CONTINUED
PILOT VISIBILITY
_/_ 400/1600 i00/1200
Roll Rate - r - deg/sec
i .64 .52 .67
2 .53 .77 .57
3 .84 .78 .55
Elevator Deflection - 6 - degrees
e
I .84 .78 .87
2 1.04 .95 .95
3 1.07 1.72 1.47
Aileron Deflection - 6 - degreesa
i 3.54 3.67 2.57
2 4.20 5.60 3.82
3 4.07 4.27 4.11
Rudder Deflection - 6 - degrees
r
I .14 .04 .00
2 .12 .84 .00
3 .84 .78 .55
: During the second experiment, data were collected on whether the pilot
was looking inside or outside tim cockpit during the approach. These data
were collected using an electro-ocularographic technique, which is fully
described in Reference 2. The data as to whether the pilot was looking
inside the cockpit at the instruments or outside the cockpit at the visual
display were used to determine the number of in/out/In scans made on each
run, the duration of each scan, the time intervals between scans, the
duration of the interval immediately before touchdown during which the pilot
was completely visual, and the wheel height at which the pilot went complete-
ly visual. For each visibility condition, medians and ranges of the quanti-
ties were determined, and are presented in Table 4. Medians and ranges were
used instead of means and standard deviations becuase the data were obviously
distributed in a nongaussian manner.
The pilot was always flying visually at touchdown, and never referred to
the instruments below a wheel height of 40 feet. Since the copilot called
initial visual contact, the pilot never scanned outside the cockpit before
initial visual contact.
For i00 feet initial visual contact, the pilot did not scan on the
majority of runs, and commented that there was not enough time. He stated
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that any references back to the instruments were for the purpose of checking
aircraft attitude.
On those runs where the pilot always had visual ground contact, he
scanned back and forth between the instruments and the visual display
throughout the run, finally transitioning to only the visual display around
150 feet altitude. While scanning between the instruments and visual dis-
play, the pilot apportioned his time so that an average of 61 percent was
spent on the instruments. Kolmogorov-Smlrnov tests accepted the hypothesis
that the duration of the intervals of time spent inside the cockpit and out-
side the cockpit had exponential distributions. This implies that the pro- _
bability that the pilot will scan outside the cockpit is not affected by
the time since his last scan[5].
TABLE 4: PILOT SCANNING STATISTICS
VARIABLE STATISTICS VISIBILITY
_/_ 400/1600 16 J200
Duration of Final Median 18.5 sec 16,25 sec 14.3 sec
Fully Visual Period Range 23.2 sec 14.4 sec 22.8 see
Wheel Height at Median 147.5 ft 105 ft 60 ft
start of final fully Range 285 ft 115 ft 40 ft
visual period
Number of scans outside Median 7 1,5 0
cockpit during approach Range 5 3 i
Duration of outside Median 1.8 sec .9 sec 1.2 sec
cockpit scans Range 29.6 sec .9 see 8.6 sec
Duration of intervals Median 4.0 sec 4.5 sec .6 sec
between outside cockpit Range 22.2 sec 20.9 sec .4 sec
scans
t
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When the initial visual contact altitude was 400 feet, the pilot's
_canning behavior was intezmeuiate between the i00 feet case and the
case. Scanning from the instruments to ti_evisual scene and back was pre-
sent on the majority of these runs, only now the pilot apportioned 83% of
his time to the instruments, and transitioned to the visual display at about
i00 feet altitude. The histogram of the scan times outside the cockpit
indicated that this time was almost constant at .6 to .8 seconds, while the
times between scans were nearly uniformly distributed over the interval of
i to 8 seconds.
These results indicated that the pilot's scanning behavior changed
radically as the visibility conditions changed. The approach and touchdown
statistics for the aircraft trajectory are not strongly affected by changes
in visibility, indicating that the pilot increases his reliance on the in-
struments as visibility degrades, and thus successfully maintains a consis-
tent landing performance.
Pilot comments were obtained during the course of both experiments as
to what instruments the pilot referred to after he considered that he had
transitioned to visual flight, what if any special conditions occurred
when he transitioned to visual flight, and he was asked to give a rating
of the difficulty of the landing task in that visibility. The rating
scale used was a modification of the Cooper Harper scale used for handling
qualities. Further development is required to adapt it to rating low
visibility approaches, as all three pilots tended to rate the aircraft
rather than the task, thus the rating differences were very small. The
modification of the rating scale used in the second experiment did exhibit
constant sensitivity, a characteristic of the psychological continuum[6].
The instruments most often referred to after transitioning to visual
flight were the ADI (for aircraft attitude), the airspeed indicator, and
the vertical velocity indicator. All three pilots were unable to correctly
estimate what the visibility conditions were, usually giving the initial
visual contact altitude as being lower than it actually was, and thinking
that the runway visual range was greater than it was. For the i00 foot
initial visual contact runs, all three pilots stated that there was insuffi-
cient time to refer back to the instruments after transitioni_g out of the
cockpit. The special circumstances surrounding transition all occurred in
the 100/1200 visibility condition. They involved either initially inter-
preting the aircraft as being in a severe nose down attitude, or the air-
craft appeared to be lower than it was, or the pilot could not detect cross
runway drifts early enough.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The three pilots involved in these two experiments were able to compen-
sate for reduced visibility and achieve performance comparable to their
clear air performance in the situations considered in these simulations.
The main factor involved in the compensation appears to be increasing the
amount of attention devoted to the instruments and modifying the pilot's
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inside/outside scan pattern as visibility is degraded. The variation in
performance between pilots was as great as any variation in a single pilot's
performance due to visibility changes. The data collected has been usable
for developing an optimal control type pilot model for glide slope and
localizer tracking.
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THE APPLICATION OF PILOT MODELING TO THE STUDY
OF LOW VISIBILITY LANDING
By Captain Walter W. Harrington
AFFDL/FGD
Wright-Patterson AFB
SUMMARY
The optimal pilot model is developed for the analysis of simulation
experiments conducted by AFFDL/FGD for the FAA to investigate the effects
of low visibility conditions on approach and landing. To adequately model
the experiments, the complete aircraft system is considered. Thus, the
aircraft system model contains both longitudinal and lateral dynamics in
the form of linearized equations for the control feel system, aerodynamics,
gusts, and instruments, including Collins FD-109 flight director dynamics
for this application. To provide effective analysis of the experiments,
developments are made to the optimal human response model. Areas of devel-
opment include the control law, i.e., state penalties, control rate and
amplitude penalties, and control bandwidth, and the information processing
model, i.e., observed quantities, indifference thresholds, and degradation
of performance due to work load. The resulting model is designed for con-
fident analysis of the low visibility experiments and easy extension to
other aircraft systems and tasks.
INTRODUCTION
Low visibility conditions create a hazardous environment for aircraft
approach and landing. The Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL)
conducted a simulation program, in support of the FAA/USAF Inter-Agency
Agreement DOT-FA7_WAI-173, Modification No. 12, to investigate pilot inter-
action with this environment. Specific objectives included the evaluation
and validation of visual clues, pilot work load, and flight performance in
Category II and III landing operations. As one possible method of approach-
ing the objectives, an effort was undertaken to develop a mathematical
model of the pilot's control activity. Experiments were conducted under two
• phases of simulation to collect data for pilot modeling [i, 2]. This paper
presents the pilot model developed from this data base and the analysis of
the Phase II experiments.
SYMBOLS
al, a2 Control feel system coefficients
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A Open loop dynamics matrix (ns x ns)
Acl Closed loop dynamics matrix (ns x ns)
A Open loop dyna_cs matrix containing neuromuscular filter (n s x n )p s
_, A I Second order system response coefficients
B Control distribution matrix _(ns x n )c
C Measurement distribution matrix (nm x ns)
C Motor noise coefficient
m
C Measurement noise coefficient
Y
D Vertical deviation
E Expected value
E Disturbance distribution matrix (ns x nd)
F Feedback matrix (n c x ns)
G Control amplitude penalty matrix (nc x no)
i Index
I Moment of inertia
J Complex coefficient,
J Control cost
Pilot's commanded control (3 a vector of dimension n c
n Number of controls
c
nd Number of disturb_ces
n Number of measurements
m
n Number of states
s
P Riccati control gain matrix (ns x ns)
P Motor noise to signal ratio
m
[ P Measurement noise to signal ratio
o y
Q Measurement penalty matrix (nm x nm)
i 749
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R Control rate penalty matrix (nc x n c)
t Time
T Gaussian input describing function for measurement indifference
threshold
u Pilot's control input, a vector of dimension n
-- c
V Autocovariance of motor noise, a vector of dimension n
--m c
V Autocovariance of measurement noise, a vector of dimension n
-Y m
A disturbance vector of Gaussian white noise of dimension nd
x State of the system, a vector of dimension n
- s
X State covariance matrix
A vector of observations, or measurements, available to the pilot,
of dimension n
m
Y Lateral tracking deviation
8 Controller deviation, a vector of dimension n
c c
Damping ratio
Pi
o Root-mean-square of subscripted parameter
Riccati filter covariance matrix (mjx nj)
T Pure time delay
Phase angle
_c Control cutoff frequency
_d Damped natural frequency
wn Natural freq.ency
Neuromuscular frequency
Subscript:
a Au_nted
p Pez ceived
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Superscripts :
T Transpose
* Optimal
^ Estimated parameter
Abbreviations :
am.,.
BH Breakout Height
CAVU Ceiling and Visibility Unlimited
RVR Runway Visual Range
SYSTEM TO BE MODELED
This modeling effort is directed to the synthesis and analysis of low
visibility piloted approach as simulated by AFFDL. The Phase II pilct model-
ing simulation visual test matrix contained Category I through Category III
linear for structures.
FOG STRUCTURE PHASE II SIMULATION
SPECIFICATION (BH/RV W (PILOT 3)
CA_J i0 Runs
122m/488m (400 ft/1600 ft) i0 Runs
30.5m/366m (i00 ft/1200 ft) i0 Runs
Figure i. Phase II Pilot Modeling Test Matrix
The particular aircraft used in the simulation is the Boeing C-135B.
The C-135B (a military version of the Boeing 707) is a large swept wing four
engine Jet transport. It has fan Jet engines, and conventional arrangement
of control surfaces. It falls within Category Ill of MIL-F-8785B, and is
representative of its class.
_e AFFDL multicrew cab (C-135 cockpit) was used for the simulation.
Cockpit support systems include a three degree-of-freedom motion base system
(pitch, roll, and heave), instrument, visual display, control force loading,
communication, and sound effect systems. Instrumentation for the simulation
included a Collins FD-109 flight director system.
The approach task required tracking of a .05 radian (3. degree) glide
slope from a range of 4,572 metars (15,000 feet) to flare. The pilot was
instructed to follow the flight director and use raw data and visual cues as
required.
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OPTIOnaL PILOT MODEL
The optimal pilot model concept, developed by Kleinman, Baron, and
Levison [3 - 20], was selected for this application due to its apparent
success in modeling similar [12] and complex, time varying [13] control
tasks, rhe optimal pilot model is a mathematical construct designed to
synthesize pilot control performance and behavior. The model is based on
the assumption that the human operator will control a dynamic, stoichastic
system optimally subject to his inherent limitations. These limitations
are considered to be
i. A time delay, representing cognitive, visual central processing,
and neuromotor delays.
2. "Remnant" signals, divided into an observation noise to represent
signal degradation due to work load, scanning effects, and signal thresholds,
and a motor noise ro represent random errors in executing the intended
control.
3. A " " lag" to represent neuromuscular dynamicsneuromuscular
The control commands are synthesized by a continuous linear equa]ization
network which contalns a full state optimal filter (Kalman filter), a full
state optimal predictor, and a full state optimal feedback control law. The
control law is derived for an augmented state system which results from
introducing the neuromuscular lag by means of a coutrol rate penalty. The
structure of the model results from a suboptimal solution to a control pro-
blem involving a time delay and observation noise. The model is shown in
Figure 2.
The mathematical algorithm of the optimal pilot model is developed from
the following control problem:
Given the quadratic cost functional of the form
a - 1/2 Fo z Qz(t) + .%Z(t) g dt
Subject to the constraints
i_a(t) = Aa ._a(t) + Ba .9.a(t) + ga Wa(t)
• l(t) = Ca _(t - T) + V.y(t - Z),
determine the non-antlclpatlon feedback control _(t) which minlmlzes the
cos_ functional.
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The mathematical algorlthm, including developments, of the optimal pilot model
is presented in the following sections.
Optimal Pilot Model Computer Program
The optimal pilot model algorithm is executed by the digital computer
program FGD PILOT. FGD PILOT is a "batch run" Fortran computer program
designed for the Cyber 74 computer. The program uses subroutines from a
version of Kleinman's pilot model program [16] except for the solution of
the steady state Riccatl equations and the filter estimate covariance
equation. The program originally used a Newton Raphson method of solving
steady state Kiccati equations developed by Kleinman [17, 18]. However, the
subroutines proved to be unsuitable for the C-135B lateral equations [21].
The program now uses a diagonalization of the canonical equations method
[22, 18] from the program OPTSYS, which was furnished co AFFDL by Dr. Earl
Hall of Systems Control, Inc.
The program FGD PILOT is designed for easy, confident analysis. Devel-
opments to the progra--,dng algorithm are presented in the following sections.
Application of the Optimal Pilot Model to the AFFDL Low Visibility Simulatio:
The flight simulation which is to be modeled contained a nonlinear, time
varying, six degree-of-freedom, hybrid aircraft system model. Some consid-
erations and assumptions allow the hybrid simulation to be modeled within
the constraints of the optimal pilot model structure.
The optimal pilot model provides steady state optimal control end state
estimation. The flight simulation dynamics were time varying. But, they
can be considered slowly time varying for the approach task. It is then
assumed that the steady state solution of control and filter gains at each
point in time represents the adaptive ebilitle8 of the pilot in • physically
realizable manner. The model is thus applied to a slowly time varying system
with the calculations repeated with updated parameters as the system varies.
The optimal pilot model requires a linear representation of the el:craft
system dynamics. It is therefore required that the components of the simu-
lated aircraft system be represented by sets of first order, line=r, piece-
vlse constant coefficient, differential equstlons. The development of a
system model of this form is discussed below.
The numthenattcal lu_iel of the aircraft 8ysteu is augmented to allow the
introduction of a first order, closed loop. pilot 188. This la8 is first
orda_ and linear by definition. But, since it results frou the solution of
the nonlinear control _ccati equation, iteration is requXrad to obtain the
desired filter coefficient.
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The filtered control signal is the force the pilot applies to the air-
craft controllers. The C-135B contains a co_ventlonal wheel and rudder con-
troller configuration. These devices can be modeled as nonlinear, second
order systems. Controller deflection is given by
1
_(t) -_ Fop(t) - aI (_) _(t) a0 in6c) 6c(t)
6_(t)- f 6_(t)at
where aO and a. are nonlinear coefficients. Statistical linearization tech- --
niques 19] canlbe applied to linearize these coefficients. Iteration is
required, then, to adapt the coefficients to the resulting system perform-
_ce.
The controller deflection to surface deflection transfer functlons can
be modeled by pure gains for the C-135B dynamics. These are easily incor-
porated into the llnearlzed dynamics.
The surface deflections provide inputs to the airframe dynamics. Air-
frame equations are derived by linearizing _he nonlinear six degcee-of-
freedom equations for rigid body motion about a trim condition. The trim
conditioh used corresponds to the aircraft being in the nominal landing
configuration with .93 radian (50 degree) flaps and a flight path angle of
-.05 radlans (-3. degrees). The d_fferentlal equations are written in tho
stability axis coordinate system [23]. Aerodynamic forces and moments are
represented by dimensional, primed stability derivatives obtained from a llnk
data package used for C-135B simulators [24]. The stability derivatives need
not be varied with state or time since they vary only slightly throughout the
range of conditions corresponding to approach. Instead, they are maintainrd
constant at the values of a typical trim condition, thus resulting in a
linear constant coefficient system.
The Phase II simulation C-135B lateral airframe dynamics were augmented
by a first order, linear yaw damper. The yaw damper equation satisfies the
model constraints without modification.
In addition to stability dynamics, positional dynamics were generated in
the fliKht simulation. Glide slope and localizer error are considered impor-
tant for modeling the instrumented approach task. Both can be synthesized by
linear, piecewise constant coefficient, differential equations.
Turbulence disturbances to the aircraft were provided in the simulation
by implementation of the state variable model derived by Heath [25] of the
Dryden sF_ctrom of wind Susts described in MIL SPEC 8785B. Constant model
scales were used corresponding to an altitude of 152 meters (500 feet) as
specified by NIL SPEC 8785B for powered approach. _ze intensity of the
turbulence w88 noainally to be 1/4 of the 152 meter (500 feet) moderate
turbulence level. The state variable model is a linear syst_, driven by
white noise. For • constant turbulence level, the result is a linear con-
stant coefficient system.
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Control con_nand cues were presented to the pilot by a Co±iinb FD-±09
flight director. The flight director contains dynamic, nonlinear, and time
varying elements. Statistical linearization techniques [9] can be applied
to the nonlinear elements. Iteration is then required to adapt the line-
arized coefficients to the current flight director performance. The time
varying elements can be considered sluwly time varying. Thus, the flight
director is modeled as a linearized, piecewise constant coefficient system.
Raw aircraft data were presented to the pilot through instrument,
visual, and motion cueb. The dynamics of instruments providing raw data are
neglected for this model. Then raw data instrument cues and visual cues can
be modeled by the same information channels. Discrimination between instru-
ment cues and visual cues i_ thus left to the human operator model Motion
cues are assumed negligible considering the C-135B dynamics, the low turbu-
lence levels, and the limited response of the C-135 cockpit motion drive
system.
The aircraft system model presented above satisfies the constraints of
the optimal pilot model. In addition, the model is separable into two single
control input, linearized, piecewise constant coefficient systems.
Optimal Pilot Model Control Law
The optimal pilot model equali-atlon network contains a full state
optimal feedback control law. The pilot model determines the feedback
control u_(t) which minimizes the cost functional
J = 1/2 Jo'E {yT(t) Q y(t) +_uaT(t) R _a(t)} dt
subject to the constraints
(t) = A x (t) + Ba Ua(t)--a a --a
_(t) = ca _(t)
by the solution of the steady state Riccati control matrix equation
T T -1 T
A P + P A + C Q C - P B R B P = 0
a a aa a a aa a a
where
* R-IB Tu (t)= e x (t).
--a a a --a
The control law therefore reouires the specifi_ation of the measurement
penalty matrix Q and the control rate penalty matrix R.
If the pilot does not intentionally couple the longltudir.al and lateral
axis systems, i.e.p Q and R are block diagonal in a manner similar to the
decoupling of the system equations, the control problem formed by seeking the
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feedback control u (t) which minimizes J decouples into two separate control
--a
problems. Each control problem can be addressed separately, reducing the
dimension of the system, and subsequently the time and core requirements for
computer implementation of the pilot model. Also, only a single control in-
put pilot model is required for this application. Thus the matrix R reduces
to a scalar.
The measurement penalty matrix Q is then specified to provide rms mini-
mization of measured quantities in each axis system. The matrix Q is ,_.
normally specified as a diagonal matrix. Therefore, to simplify and clarify
the specification of this matrix, the vector TASK is defined such that:
TASK = Diagonal (Q).
The vector, of dimension n xl, provides one-to-one correspondence of measure-
m
ment penalties to the measurements given by the vector _(t). The vector is
named TASK so that it will be thought of as a numerical presentation of the
flight task.
For the low visibility approach task, the pilot was instructed to follow
the flight director and use raw data and visual cues as requi_ed. The
flight director task required the minimization of pitch steering bar and
roll steering bar deviations. Due to the flight director task, the C-135B
dynamics, and the low turbulence levels, it is assumed that the measured
raw data quantities were not controlled in an rms sense. Instead, the
information was used to evaluate the safety of the aircraft and the perform-
ance of the flight director, i.e., to detect adverse flight conditions or
flight director failures. The measurement of raw data and visual cues is
therefore considered a side task. The primary flight task is simply the
minimization of pitch steering bar and roll steering bar amplitude devia-
tions. °
The minimization of flight director steering bar deviations is a
simple, well defined task. The TASK vector is specified as a numerical
representation of this task by:
TASK(I:y(i) = steering bar amplitude) > 0
otherwise
TASK(i) - O.
The amplitude of the TASK vector is related to the control rate penalty R
in the following section. For complex tasks, the elements of the TASK
vector can be estimated based upon expected maximum errors [ii] or upon the
weightings of simi'ar tasks.
Control Frequency Response
Pilot control frequency response is resulat_d in the optimal pilot
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model by a first order filter which processes the commanded control signal.
The filter cutoff frequency, _c' is an output of the control solution and is
determined by the relative amplitude of control penalties to measure-
ment penalties (TASK vector). It is required by the closed loop dynamics
matrix,
Acl = Aa - BaR-IBa T Pa'
that, for a single control input system,
P
C
c R
where P is the Riccati gain matrix element associated with the control
filter, c The control law therefore requires iteration to adjust R or Pc
until the control frequency _ attains a desired value,
C
Consider the more general cost functional for a single control input
system:
1 E{zT(t)Qz(t)R uaJ = _ /o + 2(t) + G u2(t)} dt
where u(t) is the control amplitude and G is a control amplitude penalty.
Then, for a given TASK vector, G and R can be adjusted to regulate P /R to
attain the desired control frequency. It is then required to speclf9 _c' R,
and G uniquely for a given control problem.
The model has assumed that the pilot is highly motivated and controls
the system to his neuromuscular frequency limit. Neurological data [23, 26,
27] indicate that the neuromuscular time constant is given by
TN = .i seconds.
Thus, the model has assumed that
i
_c = _N =--TN ffi i0 radians/second.
It has also been assumed that G - 0_ thus requiring adjustment of only the
control rate penalty R. This, Incidentally, results in a unique solution
to the control law for a given task specification. The control rate
penalty R adapts to the TASK vector to attain the desired frequency response.
This results in a m_lque control solution which is independent of the actual
numerical value of the TASK vector. However, this algorlthm has been found
to predict "optimistic" performance for the control of real aircraft systems.
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To account for the degradation of pilot control performance encountered
in real aircraft systems, the estimation of control rate and amplitude
penalties based upon expected maximum control performance [ii] has been
considered. Thus,
i
R =
(u_(t))max
and
1
C_
(u2Ct))max
But, the maximum values of control rate and amplitude can be difficult to
predict, i.e., control force rate and amplitude to a controlled.
It is therefore desired to create a control law algorithm which can be
used predictively yet account for the controller configuration, the aircraft
dynamics, and the pilot's workload. Consider the following approach. We
make the following assumption:
Assumption: A pilot's control activity is limited to that required by
the system dynamics under the condition of a normal aircraft workload. Thus,
the pilot can control the aircraft system with a bandwidth less than that of
the neuromuscular system. The control frequency, _c' is then a "commanded
control frequency." Furthermore, _ is limited by the pilot's neuronuscu-c
lar response for the particular controller configuration, i.e.,:
< i0 radians/sec for a side stick controller
c -
< 3.3 radlans/sec for a center stick or wheel controller.
c --
The 3.3 radlans/sec figure for the center stick and wheel contro _ is a
first order estimate of the frequency response of the extended arm JFstem,
these controllers require and is consistent with the force gradients
allowed for these controllers. [28].
The control law is handled as follows. The control rate penalty R
appears to determine the control u*(t). The control amplitude penalty G
merely allows the increase of _ by the reduction of the augmented control
, c
u (t). The control law is apparently overspeclfled by the introduction of
=the control amplitude penalty G. We, therefore, let G - 0 so that c
directly reflects the control activity of the pilot. Note that the
control solution is then unlque if _c is specified.
The control frequency wc must reflect the system dynamics as well as
the pilot's workload. Consider "normal" aircraft dynamics, i.e., damped
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short period, phugoid, and Dutch roll modes, a stable roll mode, and a stable
or slightly dirvegent spiral mode. System oscillations eccur at damped
natural frequencies, _d' and decay or diverge at a rate determined by the
product of the damping ratio, _, and the natural frequency, _n" Given the
aircraft dynamics described above and a normal airc=aft work load, let
Wc =(_d)max, the maximum damped natural frequency of the closed
loop system
where .
mc --_N< (controller)
The closed loop damped natural frequencies can be determined by an eigenr
value analysis of the closed loop dynamics. We thus require that the control
solution outputs mc and {md)max be equal. This can be accomplished by adjust-
ing the control rate penalty R in a manner similar to previous control law
algorithms until mc is satisfactorily close to (Wd)max. This iteration is
done automatically in the computer program FGD PILOT with the algorithm
P (k)
C
R(k + i) = "o-[mJ}max(k)
with the convergence criteria
II  c(k) - ( d)max(k)II z
where
P (k)
C
mc(k) = R(k----_'
The control law is therefore uniquely determined, based on the control-
ler configuration, the aircraft dynamics, and the pilot's work load. The
only entries required by the computer program for the control law are the non-
zero elements of the vector TASK and the pilot's neuromuscular frequency
limit for the particular controller configuration.
The control law entries required for this application are therefore
TASK (i:_(i) - steering bar amplitude) > 0
and
_N " 3.3 radians/second.
As an example, consider the longitudinal dynamics of the C-135B. The
pole p&ot "s shown in Figure 3, The system dynamics require that
= .94 radians/second
C
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Figure 3 Closed Loop Poles of C-135B Longitudinal Dynamics
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L I , {
which is considerably less than the neuromuscular frequency response of 3.3
radlans/second for a control wheel. The predicted _c corresponds reasonably
well with the measured half power point of the power spectral density of ele-
vator deflection obtained from simulation data reduction, as shown in Figure
4. Furthermore, the resulting performance predictions are very good, as
shown for vertical tracking error in Figure 6. The predicted control fre-
quency is further supported by control frequency sensitivity curves, which
_re presented .in Figure 5 for selected turbulence conditions. A similar
analysis applies to the C-135B lateral dynamics.
Full State Estimation
The optimal pilot model equalization network generates a full state e_tl-
mate of the aircraft system based on noisy, delayed observations of the
system. This estimate is the output of a Kalman filter. The Kalman filter
gains are determined from the covariance matrix E which is the solution to
the steady state Riccati filter equation
A E + EAT + W - EC TV -Ic E = 0
p p a y a
where _ is a modified open loop dynamics matrix containing the pilot control
filter generated by the control law,
W - EVdET
where E is the state disturbance distribution matrix and Vd is the variance
ma=rix of state disturbances of v_',b the autoeovariance of the motor
noise V_m is an element, ,r_d
V = Diagonal (Vy)--y
where V,_is the autocovariance of the measurement noise. The filter there-
fore requires specification of the autocovariance of the measurement noise
Vy associated with the measurements _(t) and the autocovariance of the motor
_ise V associated with the control u(t). A prerequisite to this is the
speclf_catlon of the pilot model measurements _(t).
Pilot Model Measurements
The optimal pilot model is well suited for realistic synthesis of human
operator information processing. The pilot model can observe those instru-
ments or quantities which the pilot would observe to perform the flight task.
Furthermore_ the pilot model can contain algorithms for amplitude and rate
information proccsslng, instrument scanning, and signal perception. These
concepts are discussed below.
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The observations available to the pilot are given by the vector [(t).
To specify those instruments or quantities selected by the pilot to perform
the flight task, the vector SCAN, of dimension nm, is defined such that
SCAN(I:[(i) is observed) = i.
SCAN(I:_(1) is not observed) - O.
This vector is used to activate observation of the specified instruments or
quantities _n the computer program FGD PILOT. For this application, the
only observation required to perform the primary flight task is of the flight
director. The required entry is then
SCAN(i:z(i) = steering ear amplitude) = i.
The model has assumed that both the amplitude and first derivative of an
observed quantity are available to the pilot. But, the pilot must estimate
the rate of an expllcity displayed quantity by observing its time rate of
change. This rate estimation process is a function of the Kalman filter in
the pilot model. Theref6re, let the pilot model observe only those quanti-
ties explicitly displayed to the pilot; and, let the rate estimation process
be a part of the state estimation process performed by the Kalman filter.
Although only one observation is required in each axis system for the
main flight task, a scanning algorithm is required to synthesize the degra-
dation of information quality due to the multi-axls control task and the side
task. Scanning can be described by the qualities of pattern, frequency, aid
: dwell time. These qualities have two basic effects on information p_ocessing:
i. The effective perceptual threshold of an observed quantity is
increased as the frequency at which it is observed is decreased.
2. _ne quality of the perceived information is decreased as the dwell
time for which the quantity if observed is decreased.
Scanning algorithms [29] have addressed information degradation as a function
of total attention to an observed quantity. However, this approach does not
account for the dynamics of an observed quantity, nor the frequency or dwell
time with which it is scanned, Thus, it is desired to create a scanning
algorithm which realistically accounts for the effects of scanning.
Consider the following approach. Three types of thresholds are defined:
i. Perceptual threshold: The minimum deviation of an observed quantity
which the pilot can detect.
2. Scanning threshold: The effective perceptual threshold which results
from the superpositlon of scanning on the dynamics of an observed quantity.
3. Indifference threshold: The deviation of an observed quantity below
which the pilot will not take control action.
?65
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The perceptual threshold can be calculated [12] from the pilot's minimum arc
of resolution (typically .00087 radians (.05 degrees)), the distance to the
display, and the display scale. The scanning threshold arises from the
dynamics of an observed quantity and the pattern and frequency with which it
is observed. The following assumption is made:
A_sumptlon: For a well designed scanning pattern of dlsplays in a real
aircraft system and normal pilot work load, the scanning threshold of an
observed quantity will be approximately half the standard deviation of that
quantity ....
This assumption allows the pilot model to adapt to the dynamics of the dis-
played quantities as well as a changing aircraft environment. The indiffer-
ence threshold is subjective and represents the deviations of an observed
quantity which the pilot will tolerate. The observation threshold used in
the pilot model is defined to be the maximum of the three thresholds dis-
cussed above:
Threshold = Maximum (perceptual threshold, scanning threshold,
indifference threshold)
Due to the hazardous flight conditions of low visibility approach, it is
assumed that the indifference threshold will not exceed the scanning thres-
hold. The observation thresholds ere then given by
Threshold ([(i) = Maximum (perceptual threshold (_(i), 1/2 c (i))
The quality of information percelvea by the pilot when observing a quan-
tity will depend upon the dwell time, the scanning frequency, _nd also upon
the correlation of the quantity with other observed quantities. In the
optimal pilot model, information quality is given by the noise to signal
ratio of the observation noise. For the scanning of displays for a two axis
control task, across which information is uncorrelated, it has been found
that the noise to signal ratio of observations should be increased by 3 dB
or a factor of two. Correlated observations should not require as much
signal degradation. Thus, the following measurement noise coefficient is
proposed:
Cy = 2 x number of observations.
This form reL_ults in a 3 dB increase in noise to signal ratio of the obser-
vation noise for the two axis control task, and proportionately smaller
increases for additional observations in the same axis system.
This scanning algorithm is incorporated into the observation noise
algorithm of the optimal pilot model. The observation noise algorithm is
presented in the following section.
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Pilot Model Observation Noise
The optimal pilot model contains observation noise to represent signal
degradation due to work load, scanning effects, and signal thresholds. The
autocovariance of the observation noise V is given by
C P "Y
v(i) - y y E {z2(i)}TCL(±))
where P is the noise to signal ratio given byY
P = .01,
C is the mea=_r_ment noise coefficient given by
Y
C = 2 x number of observations,Y
and T(_(i)) is a Gaussian input describing function for the threshold non-
linearity [9]
T(_(i))- cerf threshold (__(i))
(E {Z2(t)}1/2)
Iteration of the covariance calculations is required since the threshold
gain is a function of system performance. This iteration is done automa-
tically in the computer program FGD PILOT.
Pilot Model Motor Noise
The optimal pilot model contains motor noise to represent random errors
in the execution of the intended control. The autocovariance of the motor
noise V is given by
m
V = C _ P E {u2(t) _..
m m m
where Pm is the noise to signal ratio given by
P - .003
m
and Cm is a motor noise coefficient to $. _e a 3 dB increase for the t_o axis
control task, given by
C -2.
m
The autocovariance of the aotor nolee completes the spe_ification of quanti-
ties required by the Kalman filter.
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Full Stat= Prediction
The optitr_l pilot model equalization network contains an optimal, full
state predictor which updates the delayed full state estimate generated by
the Kalman filter. It is required by the predictor to specify the pure
time delay x by which the observations _(t) are delayed. The typical value
of .2 seconds [3 - 12] is selected for the pilot model algorithm.
Pilot Model Performance Prediction
The optimal pilot model synthesizes pilot control performance by the
generation of piecewise constant aircraft system statistics. The state
covariance matrix X arises from the sum of the covarlance of the filter
estimate, t!_,ecocariance of the estimation error, and the covarlance of the
predictor error [8]. Thus,
X - E (X_a(t)xT(t) }
AclC A x A Tx T
" _o e e p _CaTvy-iCa_e p eAcl Ode
T T
Ax A x Ac A o
p P
+e p _e p +fo e We do.
The standard deviation of the aircraft states is then given by
E {N(t)} " ¢ (X)ii •
Pilot model analysis can then be performed by the evaluation of the
performance statistics. Evaluation is typically based on the subjective
criterion of whether or not the pilot model predictions exhibit sufficent
correlation with the experimental results. The additional criterion that
the pilot model performance be within the 95Z confidence interval [_] of
the experimental results is imposed. This gives a firm, but realistic,
measure o_ the correlation between the pilot model performance and experi-
mental results.
Analysis oi Phase II Simulation
Both ensemble statistics and stationary statiatics were calculated for
the three visibility conditions from the recorded simulation data. The sta-
tionary statistics were found to be consistently smaller than the ensemble
st_tls_es, indicating insufficient run length to obtain a stationary system.
Therefore, pilo_ model analysis can be applied only to the ennemble s_atls-
tics. Furthermore, only ten data runs were -_de for each visibility condi-
tion, resultLnS in a relatively _ow conflde_ce _ata set. TheTefore,
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statist_cally significant trends are evaluated relative to the 95% confi-
dence intervals.
The mean and standard deviation of the ensemble statistics were plotted
as a function of range from the glid_ slope intercept point. The p]ots for
the vertical and lateral tracking error for the three visibility conditions
are present, _ in Figures 6 through 8. The lateral tracking error is ini-
tially displaced to the right, in all three cases, indicating an erroneous
initial trim condition. The time varying means are indicative of the non-
stationarity of the system. The deviations of the =e_n error from the
nominal were found to be reasonably correlated wlth the nonstationary gust
statistics. Therefore, the gust model in Lhe pilot model program is scaled
to plecewlse constant gust statistics measured from the simulation.
ANALYSIS OF PHASE II PROGRAM O_JZCTIVZS
Pilot model performance predictions were made at 30.5 meter (I00 feet)
alti'ude increments. To provide comparison by visual inspection, the pilot
model standard deviation pre4ictions are plotted about the experimental
mean in Fisures 5 through I0. By visual inspection, the pilot model pre-
dictions and simulation performance appears to be well correlated, with the
exception of the performance at 30.5 meters (100 feet) altitude. Analysis
of the pilot model indicat(s that due to l,rge gust statistics at that
altitude, limlters in the flight director had become saturated. Therefore,
insufficient control Information is provided ":o the pilot with Just the
flight director. In the flight simulation, tee pilot must have changed his
control strategy. ._,d on raw data scannlns, to compensate for the poor
flight director ._ .... _c_. Motion c_es may also have assisted the pilot
in performing t_--: t'._'_._S task.
To evaluate the effect of the visibility conditions on the _11ots per-
formance, scatter dlasrams of the predicted versus measured per£crman_e
were plotted. The 95% confidence intervals for the measured data were
included for the evaluatlon. The sca:_er diagrams for the vertical and
lateral tracking error are presented %n Figures 9 and 10. Except for a
few data points, particularly those _rou the 30.5 meter (100 feet) altitude
cases, all the predicted data points are within the 95% confidence _ntervals
of the measured data. Therefore, _o statistlcally sisniflcant trends occur
b_cseen visibility conditions.
SI_qARY OF OPTIMAL PILOT HODEL
An optinal pilot nodel alsortthn has been developed for the analysis of
"he couplets _Lrcrsft system. The _trcraft systmumodel contains both lon-
8ttudtnml and 18term1 dynamics tn the form of ltnsarize_, piecswise constant
coefficient equations for the c_trol fee1 _Fstem, asrodymaatcs, stabtlzty
augmentation, aunts, and instruments. Statistical linear4zstion is applied
as required. Developmessts to the humm response model include (1) an optimal
769 _*
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co_trol law which represents the task, is related to the closed loop system
frequency response, and is unique, (2) a full state estimator which observes
those instruments or quantities available to perform the flight task, and
(3) a scanning algorithm which accounts for the scanning pattern, frequency,
and dwell time, as well as the dynamics of the observed quantities.
The optimal pilot model is executed by the digital computer program FGD
PILOT. Ine program requires specification of the aircraft configuration,
the appropriate stability derivatives and aircraft model gains, and the gust --
parameters. The program requires minimal inputs for the pilot model to per-
form the control task: (i) the TASK vector to define the flight task, (2)
the neuromuscular fr_qu=ncy limit for the controller configuration, (3) the
SCAN vector to define the instruments or quantities available to perform
the flight task, and (4) the perceptual thresholds of those instruments or
quantities. Otherwise, the program is self-contained and executes the con-
trol frequency analysis, the scanning a!gerithm, and all iterations required
to satisfy the control law and statistical approximations made in the air-
craft model. Thus, the program is designed for easy use and extension to
other aircraft systems and tasks.
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF THE PHASE II LOW VISIBILITY SIMULATION
The fcllowing conclusions are drawn about the data base:
i. The data base from the simulation i_ nonstationary, precluding opti-
mal pilot analysis of the stationary statistics.
2. Initial trim condition problems resulted in non-zero mean lateral
tracking error.
The following conclusions are drawn from or supported by the pilot model
analysis:
i. The glide slope and localizer tracking errors depend significantly
upon the current gust statistics.
2. Under the conditions of approach with a flight director through
linear fogs in a gusty environment with no cross wind, glide slope and
]ocalizer tracking performance does not depend upon the fog structure.
3. The Collins FD-109 flight director can saturate at low altitude,
requiring the pilot to change his control strategy. Although the saturation
property can aid in aircraft safety by reducing control activity at low
altitude, the resulting degradation of information quality can produce a
dangerous control situation during a critical phase of low visibility
approach.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The optimal pilot model has demonstrated effective synthesis of a com-
plete piloted aircraft system. The pilot model algorithm should be extended
and verified for aircraft systems with other stability characteristics,
controller configurations, displays, and for other control tasks. This
development process will result in a pilot model which can be used confi-
dently for performance prediction and analysis of aircraft systems. dlb_-
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STABILITY OF THE PILOT-AIRCRAFT SYSTEM
IN MANEUVERING FLIGHT*
by
John R. Broussard and Robert F. Stengel
The Analytic Sciences Corporation
Six Jacob Way
Reading, Massachusetts 01867 --'
ABSTRACT
A contlol-theoretic _ilot medel is incorporated in the analy-
six (,F pilot-aircraft motions during maneuvers. The pilot model
is found to be of value for the definition of maneuvering flight
_tability boundaries, and it simulates pilot control actions dur-
in!_ a representative task with reasonable fidelity. It is con-
(,luded that the pilot model developed here, which is synthesized
rapidly using new algorithms for solution of matrix Riccati equa-
tions, provides important capabilities for evaluation of flying
qualities and for identifying proper piloting procedures during
difficult maneuvers.
INTRODUCTION
High-performance aircraft are susceptible to degraded
('lying qualities during maneuvering flight, and the effects of
piloting actions play a significant role in determining overall
system stability. The pilot's task is made difficult by the need
to adapt control strategies to varying aircraft dynamics, by po-
tentially high work load, and by the physical and mental stresses
associated with maintaining safe flight. Under such circumstances,
improper piloting procedures can lead to inadvertent loss of con-
trol. This paper presents results from a study of pilot-aircraft
interactions during high angle-of-attack flight. A multi-input/
multi-output, control-theoretic human operator model is develored
*Contract No. N00014-75-C-0432 for the Office of _Taval Research,
Department of the Navy.
Presented at the 12 th Annual Conference on Manual Control,
Urbana, Illinois, May 25-27, 1976
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and al)pli(_d t() the stability problem. Effects of control mechan-
i._w..._ (o.g., convontional stick-surface linkages and aileron-
rudd_'r i_terconnect), and pilot adaptation to flight condition
•"_r(, (h,._('.i'ibod. Proper (i.e., stabilizing) control actions for
man(,uv',,ring flight are illustrated, and an example of pilot-
induc(,d oscillation (PIO) due to pilot non-adaptivity is demon-
._trat(,d.
CONTROL THEORETIC PILOT MODEL _..
The optimal control pilot model (Fig. 1) used for this
analysis contains the following elements: an estimator, which
processes the pilot's observations to provide an estimate of
the aircraft state; a controller, which mechanizes the pilot's
regulating functions and transmits the results to the neuro-
muscular dynamics; and a neuromuscular model, which represents
_(:} _-1_oep
DISTbRBANCE AIRCRAFTNOISE
- MODEL DISPLAY
_ ...... I
PILOT.MO_JL, __ --
j_ _ xmlt)
.., OBSERVATION ,J NEUROMOTORNOISE
I" q CONTROL ESTIMATION DELAY /
I I
J "_L ! I OSSERVATIONNoISE
I j jNEUROMUSCULARLAG
1 t........ J
Figure 1. Block Diagram of the Pilot Mode]. Containing the
Pade approximation to Pure Time Delay
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'h,, dynamics of the pilot's limbs. A block diagram of the4
mod,,] depicting the three elements is shown in Fig. 1. The
mod(,l top]aces the pure time delay that is commonly modeled in
hum:,n observations (Ref. 1) by a first-order Pad_ approximation,
:tsubstitution frequently made in analysis of human response
using quasi-linear human models (Ref. 2) The substitution is
useful, because it allows the predictor quations in the pure-time-
delay optimal-control model to be eliminated. The aircraft and
pilot model then can be combined in a single linear, time-
invariant equation, shown by Eq. 6 in the appendix. This form
is easier to simulate, and its stability and response character-
istics are readil," defined by eigenvalues and eigenvectors. From
the separation principle for linear-optimal stochastic regulators
(Ref. 3), the stability of the pilot model's estimation and con-
trol dynamics can be defined independently, i.e., the eigen-
values (or poles) of the pilot estimator are uncoupled from the
closed-loop poles of the pilot controller-aircraft system. Simi-
larities between the pure-time-delay model and the model in Fig. 1
include identical numerical values for the pilot control strategy
matrix, C, the observation covariance matrix associated with
Av (t), and the neuromotor noise covariance matrix associated
wT_h Av (t).
-u Two new algorithms have been derived for generating
the coefficients of the pilot model. One solves the regulator
Riccati equation and the other solves the estimator Riccati equa-
tion. These algorithms, are self starting and completely auto-
mated for computer implementation. The regulator algorithm is
shown in the appendix, and the estimator algorithm can be found
in Ref. 4. A unique feature of these algorithms is that any
number of controls can be used, and current results have been
obtained with up to three concurrent pilot outputs (longitudinal
stick, lateral stick, and rudder pedals). The pilot model for
this analysis is supported by a fully coupled, linear, six degree-
or-freedom, aircraft simulation, (Ref. 5). The p,lot model longi-
tudinal/lateral-directional modes are coupled or uncoupled _epend-
ing on the coupling in the aircraft model.
Investigations of pilot-aircraft instability using the
control-theoretic pilot model fall into two categories: those
in which the pilot fails to stabilize an unstable aircraft, ana
those in which the pilot destabillzes a stable aircraft. In the
first case, the pilot's time delay, observation noise, neuromus-
cular time constants, and scanning factors are important param-
eters. Assuming that the aircraft's ltnearized dynamics have one
or more unstable eigenvalues, the analysis determines
existeters for which the opt£mal control model fails to . The
optimal control model fails to exist when one of the model algo-
rithms diverges, i.e., when it is not possible to obtain a steady-
state solution to one of the Riccati equations.
The second category is related to the pilot's ability
to adapt to changing flight conditions. Stralght-and-level flight
at _ow angles of attack is a typlca! operating condition. In
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m_u,y ._itu;,tiGn_, _uch as air combat and tracking, the pilot must
,,mn(,,_ver the aircraft through widely varying flight conditions
:,l higi_ a,lgles of attack, resulting in rapidly changing aircra[t
d vn:lmic'._. These include such changes as the onset of adverse yaw
,h_,. t,) ailerons, the migration of roll and spiral root_ to unstable
i_,)sit i()ns, and large variations in the natural frequency and damp-
_ng ()f sh()rt period and Dutch roll modes. With the mean angle of
;,tta,:k, %_, changing in some instances faster than a degree per
_econd, tll(' pilot may not have the tt-e to update hxs control
._!rat,_gy fast enough, and local instabilities can result. For
,,xample, pilot-induced oscillations (PIe) and departures can --.
,)('c.t_r because a control strategy which is appropriate to one
[light condition is destabilizing in another.
The control-theoretic pilot model can be used to analyze
n()nadapting pilot behavior in a straightforward manner. In the
,,xamples considered here, the pilot model's control strategy ma-
trix, C, is first determined at a low-a o flight condition. This
_,ain matrix is frozen and the aircraft's dynamics are allowed to
('h;tni:(}. The stability of the pilot-aircraft system is determined
I)y its (:igenvalues. The Kalman filter dynamics are always as-
sumed to be adapted and stable; thus, the Kalman filter only
affects the simulation transient of the non-adapted pilot model
and does not affect its stability.
EFFECTS OF FLIGHT CONDITIONS ON PILOT-AIRCRAFT STABILITY
The open-loop stability limits of the reference $.Jrcraft
.'ire shown in Fig. 2. The primary instabilities are an unstable
l)utch roll mode in a band centered near ao = 20 dog art) an un-
stable roll/spiral combination xn a band near a o = "'L" ' ",
1.1 SSN
P41rr mort mT_,.¢ D_V|aGF*¢¢_
Figure 2, Open-Loop Stability Limitn of the Reference Aircraft
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'l'h_' pll,)t's contr,)l outputs can include latera _ stick
r,,r r',,ll c(_ntrol, longitidinal s*ick for pitch c-mtrol, a,d pedals
f,*I"V:|w ('()nlro[. When the aileron-rudder inter((,nnect system (API)
t_ ,,n_ag¢,d, th¢, iatcra! .tick commands to aileron are phas(,d ()ut
a._ ,t,,int'r('ases beyond I0 deg, and lateral ._tick to-rudder com-
mands are phas(,d in. Above '_o = 30 deg, the lateral stick con-
t,',,Is rudder only. The purpose of the ARI is to reduce adverse
yaw el f(_ct, due to aileron at high C_o, allowing the pilot to
use low-a o strategies at high angle of attack. This will be veri-
ried with the nonadapted pilot model.
The next three figures show simulations of the adapted
lin('ar-time-invariant control-theoretic model. In all cases, ,.
liu.• n()ise terms are set to zero, and the model starts with a 10-
d(,g heading errar, which is to be nulled by the pilot model.
l"igure 3 shows piloting procedure at low-too flight conditions
. using lateral stick alone and lateral st_ck plus rudder pedal.
The figures illustrate that the modeled control patterns are very
similar to the normal operating procedures of a human pilot. Ini-
tially, negative lateral stick movement rolls the aircraft and
._tarts the heading change; this is followed by positive stick de-
l'lection to null roll rate and to zero roll angle at the new head-
ing. The figure also demonstrates how the pilot can quicken
lateral re._ponse by coordinated control of stick and pedals.
m.I 1/xll
m-Sl]ll 8 II ,,
.,
O& I , . ,. • • L ' ' • • I i I , I
tO _.0 30 4,0 I0 s,i) |'0 |ll dl.O _.i) _ 3.0 3_ 4iJI t,O 0 S,il 2_ 30 40 $,0
?ill ¢$1¢J Tilde _1¢1 Ylidl (ILIICI Tlld[ ',||¢)
a) Lateral Stick Plus Rudder Pedal
..
i. I
41. • oS_ i _'.0,4
o(kl
-16 .14
II 1,0 ]l.l 4.11 W l II I II 14 _ ll I II l II 31 _ II
TIIIIIfiN) IIIM IIIICI YlUl llllt,.l
b) Lateral Stick &lone
Figure 3. Adapted Piloting P_'-,:edure8 :zt m - 10 deg
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At higher _nv, les of attack, adapteu pilot model bchavir ,"
_ltl, :ln(l "vith()ut the ARI can be determined. Figure 4 shows such
l),'i_._vl,_r:l! _o = 30_ deg, _o - 0 deg for control with iat_ral
:_tl,k :_l()n(,. When the ARE in off, as in Fig. 4b, the pilot model
v,_,_._tL_._.(, a stick deflection which is opposite to th,. • n()rma] move-
:,,('att,, null the ya_ angle. When the ARE is on, as In Fig. 4a.
th, l)il,)t m()del uses normal Iow-_ o orocedure tn null the yaw angle,
i._,., n(,gativ(, lateral stick to .J.1 neFatively. From Fig. 4. i_
(':_ni..._,,_,nthat tLe ARE achieves its purpose, in terms ()t main-
lnining the _:,me piloting procedure at high and low-_c for lateral
,_:t i ('k c()nt tel. ...
q-:'1358
4.o.
-15
I -2 0
0 1.0 _'.0 3.0 4.0 J.O 0 1.0 30 3.0 4.0 I,.0 1.(J 20 30 40 S 0
TiM_ |SIrC) TIME ($EC) TIME {SEC)
a ) hhl On
"8
5 _ oa
""
-18 .0.4
0 _ i * t J • t * -O.iJ I I I
0 t.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 e 5.0 3.0 3.0 4,0 1,.0 0 1.0 :.0 30 40 S 0
TIME II|C) TIME (_|(:| TIME ($E¢)
b) ARI Off
Figure 4. Adapted Lateral S_lck Alone
Piloting Procedure at _ -30 dego
figure 5 showo adapted I_ilot mode_ behavior at high-_ o
I,)r c,)mbined control with lateral st Lck and pedals, h comparLson
,)f Fig. 5b with FLg. 3a show8 that the latel"a_ stick movements
;tr,.._lmtlar, as are the LnLt2al pedal movements; howeve:, the
final pedal positions are opposite Ln _gn. The posltJve pedal
po,_itlon in Fig. 5b Is counter_ctlng th,} a'Jverse yaw caused by
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"_ _ _J_ '_.40
'., -sO ._ -60
, 01--_ _"_. , ' -Io , " _I .mi" d_. _ J n * . i ,I., • • *
O _0 30 40 SO 1.0 20 30 40 $0 1.0 2.0 30 40 SO 10 20 30 4#0 _0
Ti'_C (_EC) TIM(: (SEC) TIME ($EC) T,M[ i._[C)
mlt,_*
a) ARI On
• "41 "6
"6i" • t I I I-10 I x
Q 10 _ "_ 40 SO O 10 ?_0 30 _0 SO I'0 ;0 3.0_ 4_ SO 0 10 20 30 40 $0
TIM[ (:_C} TIrE (SIC) _M[ IS|:] TI_ !$E:1 i
b) ARI Off
Figure 5. Adapted Lateral Stick and Pedal
Piloting Procedure at a° = 30 deg
positive lateral stick at high ao. Figure 5a shows stick/pedal
control procedure at high ao with the ARI on. The large control 1
movements are not unexpected. At ao = 30 deg, lateral stick and
pedal both control only rudder and their movements conflict. It
would be possible to incorporate this known conflict by increas-
ing the appropriate penalty weights in the design equation. In
the present examples, the weighting matrices are held constant
to illustrate the effects of the pilot maintaining constant trade-
offs between allowed state errors and control usage.
: Nonadapted piloting effects on pilot-aircraft stability
regions can be presented in the aircraft's ao-B o plane. The re-
gions of instabil£ty are determined, as previously mentioned,
by rlxing pilot control strategy, C, and determining eigenvalues _
of the closed-loop system (Eq. 6). Figure 6 shows the stability _ ..
" regions for three-control piloting procedures, and Fig. 7 shows
stability regions under the assumption thaL the pilot does not use I
' pedal control. _n all cases the pilot model is adapted to a o =10 deg and _ = 0 deg (denoted by,in the figures). The insta-
bilities of _he longitudinal modes (phugold and short period) }
are the same in both cases, since the ARI does not affect longi-
tudinal control. From Fig. 3a and 4b, it is evident that if the :
pilot model does not adapt, at some point low-ao piloting r
784(
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N_TASk PERIOD-
USp,_At_E _ UNSTABLE :_wmAt
"& :S "_ 15
"IS..
_ ,o
O_ 5 _O S UNST£1ILE jlI_L_N _UNSTAJLE:
AD ADAPTATION k_ i"_'_
0 0 %NT
0 10 20 30 40 50 0 10 20 30 40 SO
ANGLE OF AI"/ACK, _0 (dell} ANGLE OF ATTACK, GO kl_l)
a) ARI Off b) ARI On
Figure 6. Stability Boundaries for 3-Control Pilotinv Procedures
Figure 7. Stability Boundaries for 2-Control Piloting Procedures
i procedure will cause an instability because of adverse yaw. In Fig." 7a thi_ occurs at a o = 17 deg, and the incorrect procedure is
characterized by an unstable (closed-loop) spiral mode. When
' three controls are used with the ARI off, the instability due
t,) incorrect procedure does not occur until a o = 26 deg, as shown
in Fig. 6a. Figures 6b and 7b indicate that the ARI eliminates
the spir;lJ instability seen in Figs. 6a and 7a, but it introduces
+! an unstable Dutch roll mode. In the stick-alone case, the insta-
bility occurs in bands centered on 20 deg and 32 deg angle of
attack.
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Simulations of nonadapted procedure are readily obtained
using the control-theoretic model, and these are shown in Figs.
S a,d 9. Figure 8b shows the unstable spiral mode response with
ARI off where negative lateral stick yaws the aircraft positively.
Figure 8a shows the unstable Dutch roll mode with ARI engaged, of
which only one cycle is evident. Note that negative lateral
stick deflection causes the correct initlal yaw response, but the
pilot model's stick movement does not compensate fast enough.
Figure 9b shows the unstable spiral mode for three controls
with the ARI off. The initial direction in yaw angle is cor-
rect, but sluggishness in control movement, particularly in
pedal, causes the J.nstability. The simulation in Fig. 9a is
stable for three controls with the ARI on. A comparison of
Fig. 9a with Fig. 3a shows that the pilot model successfully
uses the same strategy in both cases, but the lO-deg strategy
provides too little damping at ao= 30 deg.
R--ii369
40 ,"
2o 3 _ o _
_ S-s
-100
0
._ o .16
-10 I s I • a -20 I • J
1.0 _.0 3.0 4_ S_ 0 I_ 2_ 3.0 4a 6_ 0 1_ _.0 3_ 4.0 _.0
TIME _EC) TIME (SEC) TIME ($[C)
a) ARI On
_ 0
_ 10 •
10 0 --
, _M| _ TI_ _i_ _)
b) AnXOff
Figure 8. Use of Low-a o Pllotins Procedure in Hi_h-a o Flight
: With Lateral Stick Alone. Pilot ie Adapted to _o " 10 de_;
aircraft In at a0 - 30 deg.
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N-2 ] 360
I "1
i -_ 1 I , i i ,
a ) ARI On --.
** ,',, "°r ,,, 'r
-_j <_ , . -4o t , , l i I I I I T i
u !,) :r_ 30 it, '_0 0 ,0 ;PO 30 40 SO 0 I_ ;_0 30 li: ',0 0 10 _ q'_ lO SO
TIME i_r(.'l TIME |Sl'_) Till*l[ IS11") Till11 lSl[._l
b) ARI Off
Figure 9. Use of Low-a o Piloting Procedure in High-a o
Flight with Lateral Stick Plus Rudder Pedals
A direct indication of the destabilizing influence which
a nonadapted pilot could have and which could lead to pilot in-
duced oscillations is illustrated in Fig. 10. Figure lOa shows
the natural rolling motion of this aircraft at ao = 20 deg, which
is a consequence of a slightly unstable Dutch roll mode. In Fig.
lOb, the ARI is on, the pilot model is adapted to ao = 10 deg
i flight, and there is an initial sideslip perturbation (A8) of
i one deg. If the pilot uses the low-a o learned response to at-
i tempt to null AB and Ap, he may inadvertently "pump" energy into
the growing AB oscillation through the aileron's adverse yaw.
The result is a pilot-induced diverging oscillation whose char-
acteristics would normally be associated with wing rock. The
highly oscillatory nature of the control actions presumably is
: the result of limitations on the control rates which the pilot
model is able to use.
/
\,
LIUITS OF CONTROLLABILITY
t
For the reference aircraft and flight conditions, no
pilot model algorithm instabilities are encountered in this
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Figure I0. Sideslip Response at ao = 20 deg with Lateral
Stick Alone, ARI On, and the Pilot Model Adapted to
ao = 10 deg
analysis, even when parameters of the pilot model are varied
within accepted limits of neurophysiological capability. In
other words, the model indicates that the pilot is capable of
adapting his control s;rategy to stabilize the aircraft through-
out the flight regine investigated here. Nevertheless, for
other aircraft or flight conditions, the model could fail to
exist, and this would be a direct indication that a human pilot
• could not provide effective control in a similar situation.
The lack of an optimal control pilot model for certain i
: conditions has been shown indirectly in Refs 6 and 7, and ex-
• !
amples of the nonexistence of optimal control pilot models are
shown explicitly id Ref. 4 for a scalar system with time constant, i
z s. Reference 4 indicates that the pilot model regulator Riccati
equation does not have a solution if 2T n _ -_s,where Tn is the
nouromotor time constant. & comparison of this result with actual
experimental results contained in Ref. 8 can be made. In Ref. 8,
788
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w_]ues of Ts which first resulted in unstable conditions are de-
termined. Va]ues of Tn can be predicted as _n = -_s/2, since this
is the stability boundary for the control-theoretic pilot model.
Table, 1 summarizes the results of the comparison. There is good
a_re(_ment between values of _n shov'n in Tablc 1 and known values
or Zn(0.08 to 0.12 sec). The control--theoretic model has exis-
tence difficulties for the regulator if the system's unstable eigen-
wtlues are greater than 5.0 (_n Z .10). Experience with the pilot
model estimator algorithm in Ref. 4 has shown that estimator
existance difficulties can be encountered with system open-loop
eigenvalues as low as 1.0. In this case, the pilot's attention
allocation becomes the deciding factor for instability. "_
Table 1
Experimental Stability Boundaries
Corresponding Optimal
Value of Ts at Stability Control Model Predicted
Subject Boundary in Ref. 8, sec
Tn,where Tn = -rs/2, sea
III I
ETP -0.152 0.076
EWV -0.169 0.085
_S -0.182 0.091
KED -0.222 . 0.111
CONCLU81 ON
This paper has illustrated several ways in which a con-
trol-theoretic pilot model can be useful for examining the sta-
bility of the pilot-aircraft system. It is shown that this sys-
tem can be unstable for one of two reasons: either the aircraft
i itself is unstable and the pilot is incapable of providing sta-
bilizing control actions or the pilot can destabilize an otherwise
stable,aircraft by inapproproate control actions. The latter
:_ case can result when the pilot does not adapt to changing flight
conditions, applying control strategies which are suitable for
one flight condition in a dynamically dissimilar situation. Al-
though not detailed in this paper, the stability boundaries and
simulated time histories established with the nonadapted pilot
model are compatible with experimental results obtained from man-
ned simulation and flight test.
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An inverse interpretation of the results obtained with
the adapted pilot model is that they specify what the pilot must
do in a given dynamic condition to achieve well-behaved, _table
aircraft response. Given the accepted physiological parameters
contained in the design equations, the model illustrates what
the well-motivated pilot can do to null flight path errors with
available control effectors; hence, it identifies logical cues
for compensatory control, and it graphically depicts control
deflection histories which can be learned as adjuncts to precog-
nitive control. It is concluded that the control-theoretic pilot
model is a valuable tool for further analysis of aircraft handling
qualities and for understanding the piloting skills which are nec-
essary for maneuvering flight.
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APPENDIX
Mathematical ERuations
Small perturbations in aircraft motion are approximated
by the linear-time-invariant system
A_(t) = Fa_(t) + Oa_(t) + Am(t) (1)
where Ax(t) represents the perturbation motion, Aw(t) represents.
disturbance noise, and a_(t) is the pilot's compensatory control.
The observations of the pilot are assumed to be
AZ(t) - HAx(t-_) + DAu(t-z) + AXy(t-T) (2)
where z is the pilot time delay and Avv(t) represents pilot ob-
servation noise. The pilot is assumed#to choose Au(t), when
behaving optimally, by minimizing an Infinlte-time quadratic
: cost functional. This produces the control law
AS(t) = -RLAu(t) + CA_(t) + aXu(t) (3)
where AVu(t ) represents pilot neuromotor noise. The matrix, C,
is the pilot's feedback control strategy and the matrix, RL, has
the form
Tn 1 _
- 0 ---I 0 (4)Tn2
0 0 I
Tn3 i
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where the scalars,Tni,^are neuromotor time constants of human
limbs. The vector, Ax(t), represents the pilot's estimate of
the aircraft states based on observing AZ(t). The pilot model
observations can be restructed by using the Pad_ approximation
to e -Ts in Eq. (2) as follows:
2- s .Ax(s) + DAn(s)+ AVy(S (S)AZ(s) = - - -
Using Eq. (I), (3), and (5),the closed-loop pilot aircraft sys-
tem can be shown to be
-A_(t)- "F O 0 0 0 O- -Ax(t f .... A_(t) -
A_(t) C -PI 0 C 0 0 Au(t) I 0 AZu(t)
A_(t) H D [4 I]- 0 0 0 A_(t ) A_y(t )
= + ----_----
A (t) A (t)
A_(t) 0 Ff Am(t) -I K -A_y(t) i
A_(t) a_(t) J
........
In Eq. (6), Ff is the closed-loop filter matrix and K is the
Kalman filter gain. The states AH(t), AS(t), and A_(t) are the
estimation errors. The states Az_t) are-used to represent the
delay after the Pad6 approximation. The matrix C does not change.
Assumpt ions
The pilot model outputs drive the aircraft through the
matrix, G, which is adjusted to account for the ARI being on or off.
The pilot is assumed to observe only the perturbation angles and
angular rates of the aircraft. The pilot's observatto,i noise-to-
signal ratio is set at 0.025w to account for scanning. The neuro-
motor noise-to-signal ratio is set at 0.O03w. The pilot is ajsumod
to have a time delay of 0.2 sec and a neuromuscular time constant
of 0.1 sec for each limb.
The state and control weighting matrix, Q, is adjusted
untll a reasonable set of mean-square covartance values of the
:, aircraft states are obtained (Ref. 4). Present results indicate
that closed-loop eigenvalues of the pilot model regulator may be
relatively insensitive to Q. The adjustment of the control-rate
: weighting to maintain RL in the optimal control pilot model ap-
pears to have a strong effect on relative welghttng8 of states
and controls. The control-rate weighting matrix, R, is found
using the following new algorithm.
792
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Pilot Model Regulator Algorithm
The pilot model regulator Riccatl equation is given by
0 - SF" + F'Ts + Q - SG'R-1G'Ts (7)
where R weights the control rate and Q weights the states and
controls in a quadratic cost functional. The following substi-
tutions are made:
o]
!
[s11:s12]
Solving for R In Eq. (11) and using Eq. (9), Eq. (7) can be re-
stated as follows:
0 s SF" + F'Ts + Q - 8G'(G'TsG'RLI)-IG'T8 (12)
Using a procedure similar to that of Ref. 9, if an initial 8 o can
i be found in the contraction ma in conver ence s here of Eq. (12),
repeated substltut q. (12). The
following lterative scheme strives to achieve the solution:
(1) Choose a positive definite Ro and solve for 8 o
in
IG-TSo0 s Sot + rs ° + Q _ SoO'_ !
(2) Continue with the followinE until some converlence
criterion is satisfied (unless R1 does not become Ereater than R2):
. o.Tsx.xo._1
*
-_xG'Ts__I z-_,2,...
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F_ ffi F _ - 6"C K
T
o - sKF_+ F_sK, Q+ cKP_CK
(3) If R1 does not become greater than R2, increase
R and go back to (1).o
(4) If Ro exceeds a maximum acceptable value, either
Ro is larger than the stopping value or no solution exists•
The philosophy is to choose a stabilizing S o that is greater
than the solution S. Reference 10 provides a similar algorithm
in which R_ ffi aI, where o is a scalar; R is therefore symmetric
(Eq. (11))_ The algorithm devcloped here requires only that RL
be an appropriate positive definite matrix; hence, R may be
asymmetric.
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ANALYSIS OF A MANNED ANTI-AIRCRAFT ARTILLERY (AAA)
i PROPORTIONAL-INTEGRAL-DERIVATIVE (F-I-D)SYSTEM USING A
STRUCTURE OPTIMAL CONTROL GUNNER MODEL*
By Anll V. Phatak and Kenneth M. Kessler
Systems Control, Inc. (Vt)
Palo Alto, California
INTRODUCTION
An important problem in threat analysis is the evaluation and prediction
of system performance of a manned antl-aircraft artillery (AAA) system. A
systematic approach to manned threat quantification requires the development
and integration of models for the weapon system, the target trajectory and
the human gunner into a composite analysis algorithm that can be used for
analytical and predictive purposes. The accuracy and, hence, the confidence
in the analysis algorithm is clearly dependent on the fidelity of the models
used to describe the individual subcomponents of the weapon system and most
importantly the human gunner.** There exist several computer simulation
programs [I] for predicting aircraft attrition when exposed to various air
defense systems. However, a serious weakness of existing anti-aircraft
artillery attrition algorithms is in the submodels they utilize to describe
human target tracking performance. Typically, fixed empirical models for the
human gunner are used without adequate theoretical Justiflcatlon or system-
atic validation.
This paper describes the formulation and validation of a human gunner
model suitable for inclusion into a general anti-aircraft artillery attrition
algorithm. An optimal control theoretic model with n proportlonal-integral-
derivative (P-l-D) controller structure is shown to describe the htunan
gunner's Input-output characteristics in the most effective manner. Experl-
mntal data from manned AAA simulations is used in formulating and validating
the P-I-D optiul control gunner modal. The gunner model includes target
trajectory dependent parameters to account for the adaptive characteristics
of the human controller, and allows for lower order _nternal (to the human)
representations of the system dynamics (weapon system and target trajectory)
to reflsct realistic human psychophysical limdtattons. The model formulation
is in terms of the tracking error and a sufficient number of its higher order
derivatives. This output vector model formulation represents a sisniflcant
Thlsworkwes suppozted by the 6$?0th Aerospace Radical Research Laboratory,
Wrlght-Fatterson Air Force _8e, Ohio, under Contract No. F33615-76-C-5001.
In practice, as in the case described in this paper, there s_y be two
gunners involved in the A_A tamk. However, the slngugar form is used
here to inditers one or mort gunners.
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departure from the standard optimal control mode] [2] which requires explicit
state vector representation of the plant/noise (weapon system/target trajec-
tory in this case) dynamics. The P-I-D formulation in terms of the display
output (trackir_g error) in the AAA task has improved mathematical properties
over the standard representation (e.g., complete controllability with
respect to the control input) and, in addition, has the advantage of being
intuitively appealing and easily reconcilable with classical control theory
methodology.
The human gunner response data used for developing and validating the
gunner model was obtained from experiments conducted at the Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory (A_L/EMT), WPAFB, Ohio. A brief description of the
anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) gimu]ation is given below to provide the reader
with the necessary background to interpret the result_ presented ir this
paper.
THE ANTI-AIRCRAFT ARTILLERY TASK
The general configuration of the manned _AA simulation is shcsen in
Figure I. Two gunners, one each for the azimuth and elevation axcq, observe
the target aircraft through a gunBight with approximately a 5" field of view.
The size of the displayed alrcra_t subtends approximately a constant 0.5"
visual angle with respect to the gunner. Consequently, no range Infovdtlon
can be obtained from the visual display. The gunslght dynamics wer_ selected
to be representative of an actual AAAweapon system. Rate-alded sight
dynamics given by
TARGET
TRAJECTORY
0T
CON1_OLu(C_) I Ct_n _--
Figure I. Confiauration of the Nauned AJUk Sinulatiou Experineuts
(Conducted at the ANti., b'PAFS, Ohio)
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G(s) = 8g(S) ffi 64(s+i)
u(s) (1)
s(s2 + 12s + 64)
were used for both the azimuth and elevation axes. The two axes are uncoupled
and have two independert hand cranks for use by the human gunners. Yarget
aircraft fly-bys of 45 s duration corresponding to various levels of diffi-
culty were selected in a randomized fashion from a set of 4 trajectories as
shown in Figure 2. The operators were sufficiently trained before tracking
data was collected. Specifically, 15 runs per target tr-jectory were con-
ducted. Time histories corresponding to the azimuth and elevation axes %_re
recorded _or target trajectory, gunsight position, gunslght rate and crank
position and digitized at 25 Hz. These data were ensemble averaged across
the 15 runs per team to yield the ensemble statistics of the recorded vari-
ables. Any representation for the human gunner must be capable of dupllcat-
iDZ these response patterns according to some consistent functional model.
The following paragraphs describe the development and validation
of a human gunner model that is consistent with the AMRL experimental data
and known human psychophysical characteristics and limitations.
HUMAN GUNNER MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Several different approaches toward human operator modeling have
been proposed over tilepast thirty years. The human has been characterized
as a digital controller, a finlte-state machine, a describing function, and
an optimal feedback controller. However, since its formulation about seven
years ago, the standard optimal control model [2] has emerged as one of the
most promising models for the study of complex man-in-the-loop control sys-
tems. The primary reason for the success of the optimal control theoretic
model lles in the flexibility of the modeling technique in handling multi-
variable, multlaxes, multicue, nonlinear and nonstationary stochastic con-
trol situations within a well developed and general state variable optimal
control (_Linear-Quadratlc-_Gausslan)framework. The details of the standard
optimal control model are documented extensively in the literature and,
therefore, are not discussed in this paper. However, recent efforts have
shown the utility of using a simplified version of the standard optimal
! control model [3-5].
The modified optimal control model [4] retains the basic hypothesis
; that a trained human operator in a precision control task behaves like an
- _ optimal estimator and controller in achieving the task objectives subject to
I his inherent psychophysical limitations or constraints. Specifically, the; }
_ ! model assumes that: (1) the trained human operator has an internal state
variable model relating the displa" ed variables to his controls, (2) the :
i operator has a noisy perceptual channel and perceives the displayed variables ,_
:, (not rates) contaminated by observation noise, (3) the operator is a full
! state (internal model state) estimator and controller, and (4) the operator i
: 1 chooses a control law that minimizes a quadratic cost functional in terms
t t
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of the internal state vector, the control vector, and in some cases, higher
order control derivatives (kth derivative formulation). The resulting modi-
fied optimal control model [4] is as shown in Figure 3. The displayed state
y(t) is corrupted by observation noise v (t) and the operator is assumed
Y
to perceive their sum. The Kalman filter utilizes the internal state v_ri-
able model adopted by the human operator in estimating the internal states.
The controller subsequently operates on this state estimate according to an
optimal control law to yield the operator's control actions (inputs to the
controlled system).
Inherent to this approach is the central assumpticn that the human has
learned or developed an internal state variable model for the system from
knowledge of his control (efferent) and perceived (afferent) variables. The
standard approach is to assume that the human has explicit internal state
variable models for the controlled system dynamics (gunsight), noise disturb-
ances and command inputs (target trajectories). An alternative formulation
is to assume that the human learns an input-output type of internal model
relating the human's control variables to the displayed variables alone,
requiring no explicit representation of the actual system dynamics or dis-
tutbance/command inputs. Such a model is feasible and preferable from an
analytic as well as intuitive viewpoint for describing human gunner behavior
in an AAA tracking task [5]. Under these assumptions, the resultant modi-
fied optimal control model (shown in Figure 3) has the familiar proportional-
integral-derivative (P-I-D) controller structure which has improved mathe-
matical properties over the standard representation and is easily reconcil-
able with classical control theory methods.
The objective of this paper is to show the applicability and utility of
the P-I-D controller modified optimal control model [5] in _escrlblng and
predicting human gunner response in AAA tracking tasks. TL. next few para-
graphs give the details of the model structure formulation for the AAA task.
OBSERVATION
: NOISE
Vy(t)
i DISPLAY CONTROL
, OUTPUT OUTPUT STATE
ESTLMATE
Figure 3. Modified Optimal Control Model for the Human Operator
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P-I-D Controller Formulation /
The P-I-D controller formulation assumes that the human operator has an /
internal model for the AAA task in terms of the tracking error and its higher /derivatives. However, before such a model can be formulated it is first
necessary to have reasonable representations of the internal models for the
target trajectories and gunsight dynamics implicitly assumed by the human
operator. The following developmen_ assumes decoupled azimuth and elevation
axes and is consistent with the AMRL experimental design. Extension to
coupled multivariable situations should be feasible, although, with increased
difficulty and complexity.
Internal model for target trajectory.- The actual target traJ=ctories
in azimuth and elevation coordinates are characterized by deterministic func-
tions of time that are not finite polynomial representations. However, a
reasonable internal model for the target motion that may be assumed by the
human gunner is
e(k)(t) = w(t); W(t) = Var[w(t)] (2)
where w(t) is colored noise with variance W(t) representing internal model
uncertainty. For k= 2, this model represents a constant velocity target
assumption; for k = 3 a constant acceleration assumption, and so on. A
piecewise constant velocity (k= 2) internal model for the target motion is
shown to be adequate for this application.
Internal model for gunsight dynamics.- The actual sight dynamics as
given by Eq. (1) have a zero at s=-l, a real pole at s=O and a pair of
complex poles with a damping coefficient of 0.75 and a natural frequency of
8 rad/s. An appropriate internal model of the sight dynamics is
0
__ = s+__L1
u S
or
- u + u (3)8
The complex poles can be neglected in the internal model in view of their
high natural frequency (8 tad/s) and near critical damping (_- 0.75).
Internal model in term of tracking error.- The tracking error is given
by
e(t) = eT(t) - Bg(t) (4)
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Then
--w-li-_
or
= -u + w where u = u + _ (5)
In state vector form
x = Fx+ G_+ Fw (6)
y= HX
where
x'-[e e]
r = ; C'= [O, -i]
O
r'= [o i] ; H= [i o] (7)
represents the internal model used by the human operator for estimation and
control.
Task cost functional.- The human gunner is assumed to behave as an
optimal controller with respect to the cost functional
1J(u) = E 1 (e2  g_2)dt (8)
Op:tmal controller and Kalman filter.- The optimal control law is given
by
_(t) = _(t) + _(t) = -k'_(t) (9)
where _(t) i_ the output of a Kalman filter
= (F- 6_'-Kll)R + Kyp = Ft_+Kyp (10)
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!where
- = Vy(t) vat [Vy(t)yp Hx + Vy e + Vy ; - ] (ii)
and K are obtained by solving the appropriate control and filter Rlccatl
equations [6].
Human gunner transfer function.- For stationary assumptions, Eqs. (9)-
(ii) give the transfer function for the gunner model as
u(s) u
yp(S) " _ (s) _p (s) (12)
[-_,"(sI F_
" s(s_-l) - )-II<]
c°2 s+l
1 n
" s(s+l) /2 2"707)s/+" +1 (13)n
where
_"/g
. 71/4 + 1
n gl/4
W
V " V- (14)
Y i
The block diagram for the stationary closed-loop manned AAA system is given i
in Figure 4.
The overall tlme-varylng closed-loop manned AAA system can be slmulated
digitally by solving the vector-matrlx differential equation
= AlZ + A2(8T + Vy) (15)
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8T
64_+_i _ Og Cl • e
s(s2 + 12s + 64) "-_ t
GUNSIGHTDYNAMICS
i | i
( 4) r vI , 1 + 2 (. 707) s + I
__ n I JI
I__.______-__= -', ........ _J
Figure 4. Stationary Closed-Loop Manned AAA System Block Diagram
(Azimuth and Elevatlon)
where
[^ xu]Z = Xj Xg_
where _ is obtained from Eqs. (i0) and (ii).
= +
., Xg Fg Xg GgZlu
: (16)
" eg,-[ _]Xg g
corresponds to the transfer function
i °_IL = 64
_ Xlu s2 + 12s + 64
and
-Fx +G_
u u u u (17)
xu = [Xlu, X2u]
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I T t '
i f L
corresponds to the transfer function
Xl___u= i_-
2
S
thus, Eqs. (16) and (17) represent the equivalent transfer function between
8 and u, namelyg
eg= .__ Xl_....U.u 64 1
-_- (18)
Xlu _ s2+128+64 s
The matrices A1 and A2 in Eq. (15) can be derived by appropriate augmen-
tation of Eqs. (4), (i0), (ii), (16) and (17).
The human gunner model (_p) has some interesting structu--_l properties.
The transfer function has a zero and four poles (two real poles at s = 0 and
-i and a pair of complex poles with a damping coefficient of 0.707 and a
natural frequency of _n). Note that the Invarlant pole at -i exactly
cancels the zero in the gunslght dynamics. The values of _ and _ depend
n
only upon the ratio W/Vy. Since the noise variances W and Vy are in
general time dependent, the low frequency gain 2_2/W2n, the zero _/t0n and
the complex pole natural frequency _ are not expected to remain constant
n
throughout the course of the tracking engagement. The migration of these
varying parameters as well as their operating range is considered in greater
detail in the next section. The most important property in this transfer
function is the existence of a pole at s= 0 which guarantees zero steady
state tracking error if the target trajectory maintains constant velocity.
The open-loop man/gunslght dynamics have a type 2 structure for a constant
velocity model for the target motion. Similarly, a type "k" open-loop man/
gunsight transfer function is obtained for a constant (k-l) th derivs'ive
assumption on the target motion. Such a model structure implies integral
feedback compensation--hence, the name proportional-integral-derivative
(P-I-D) controller. The P-I-D controller structure, by definition, gives
zero steady state tracking error for exact model assumptions on target i
dynamics. However, the tracking error deviates from zero whenever the
internal target model assumptions do not match actual data.
While the transfer function representation is convenient from a struc-
tural point of view, Eq. (15) must be used to compute the (tiros-varying)
. mean, covartance, and perhaps a sample solution for the augmented state, z.
This formulation of the P-I-D structure was used in a computer program called
HOCUM_u_n Operator Gunner Model) to match input-output human gunner track-
ing data in response to four target trajectories for both azimuth and eleva-
tion axes. Results of this validation process are discussed next.
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MODEL VALIDATION RESULTS
The key parameters of the P-I-D modified optimal control gunner model
are: (i) k - the order of the human gunner's internal model of the target
motion, (2) W(t) - the variance of the human gunner's uncertainty in the
internal model for the target motion, (3) V (t) - the observation noise
Y
variance corresponding to the displayed tracking errors, and (4) g(t) -
the control weighting in the human's cost functional. The values of these
parameters over the tracking period are determined using HOGUMin an itera- ._
tive fashion until model predictions of the ensemble means and standard
deviations of the tracking errors m_ch actual human gunner tracking error
ensemble statistics obtained from dvta. The resulting functional model for
the parameters that consistently describes the data for the four target
trajectories (azimuth and elevation) is as follows:
k=2
w.[1 I112
leT(t)l
Vy(t) = .000375 (10) (19)
g ! lO"4
The parameter functional model is extremely simple and is easily reconcilable
with known human psychophysical limitations and constraints. Moreover, the
"tuning'* process is only a function of the target trajectory. This mechani-
zation allows for predicting tracking performance while performing a sensi-
tivity analysis on various target trajectories and weapon systems parameters.
Model predictions of the tracking errors and control inputs in azimuth and
elevation coordinates are compared_rlth data in Figures 5-8. Both the track-
ing error and control crank predictions using HOCUMcompare very favorably
with actual gunner response data. (The crank predictions match almost iden-
tically. Only trajectories 2 and 3 in elevation show any discernible devia-
tion.)
Trajectory 3 (elevation) indicates a sharp spike in tracking error near
28.5 seconds. This is a direct result of a sudden slope change in the tra-
Jectory caused inadvertently in the mechanization of the A_A simulation. It
is interesting, however, that HOGUMpredicts the sane type of discontinuity
• in the error. This is because the actual tarKet motion is directly utilized
as input to HOGLM instead of a numerical approximation of this function.
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The general methodology used in this model tuning procest: is presented
in the following paragraphs. It results in the identification of a function-
al model for the selection of HOGUM parameters for the four different target
trajectories. Note that the analysis here is limited to independent or un-
coupled azimuth and elevation axes. Extension to coupled gunsight dynamics
should follow, although, with greater complexity.
Selection of k: The value of k assigns a structure to the internal
model of the target motion adopted by the human gunner. For example, k= 2
implies a constant velocity target motion, k= 3 a constant acceleration
assumption and so on. Under steady-state conditions, the value of k also
defines the "type" of the gunner transfer function model given by Eq. (121.
A value of k= 2 gives a type I gunner transfer function (i.e., one pole at
sffi0) as given by Eq. (13); kffi3 gives a type 2 gunner model, and in
general for a rate-aided gun, k = m implies a type (m-l) gunner transfer
function. A human operator in a closed-loop tracking task is able to track
a constant velocity (within reasonable limits) target motion with zero steady-
state mean error (rcasonably short setting t_me). On the other hand, it is
not always possible for a human to track an accelerating target with zero mean
tracking error. These observations Jndlcate a value of k ffi2 as being con-
sistent with known human psychophysical limitations and, therefore, Is used
as the standard value in the gunner model.
Selection of W(t): W(t) reflects the uncertainty in the human gunner's
mind about the accuracy of his internal model for the assumed target motion.
Target traJectorle_ in an AAA task do not satisfy the constant velocity
assumption at all times. Thus W(t) should be approximately proportional to
{eT(t)}2, the square of the target acceleration. However, it seems un-
reasonable to assume that the human gunner learns a time-varying internal
representation for the target model uncertainty W(t). A sensitivity analy-
sis of W(t) using the HOGUM program indicates that a constant value of
W(t) = W throughout the tracking period is reasonable in describing gunner
response data. A value of
= (t)d
o
is chosen (R}ISvalue of eT(t)).
Selection of Vy(t) and g(t): Given k= 2 and fixed W as above, there
remain only two free parameters wlth which to tune the HOGIM program outputs--
g(t) and Vy(t). The zunner model transfer function in Eq. (13) indicates
that the model parameters--namely the low frequency gain, the zero and the
pair of complex poles--depend only upon g and (N/Vy). Note that it is not
mathematically proper to entertain the concept of transfer functions for
tlme-varylng systems. Rowever, It is still possible to get considerable
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insight into the gunner model cha_,I._J_tics using quasl-statlonary or
frozen-polnt analysis arguments. Figu[e 9 shows the migration of the lo%
frequency gain, zero and the natucal frequency _ of the complex poles
n
with respect to g and the ratio (W/V). As previously mentioned, the pair
Y
of complex poles with a damping coelfieient o_ 0.707 and a natural frequency
could be considered to be analogous to the "so-called" neuromotor time
n
constant [I/(TNs+I) ] referred to il_ hunlan modeling literature [2]. A vslue
of _ > i0 rad/s would be adequ_ from the neuromuscular system viewpoint. ==-.
n --
Figure 9 shows that _ is quite il_sensitive to variations in (W/V _ and
n j
depends pcimarily on the value of g. A value of _ < 0.0001 results in
c_ > i0 rad/s. Hence g = 0.0001 io adopted as the constant control term
n--
weighting in the cost functional given by Eq. (8).
The only [emai**iL_g parameter to be tuned i_ V (t) - the observaHon
Y
noise covariance. Tracking error data in Figures 5-8 reveals some interest-
ing characteristics. The mean error is nearly zero and the standard devia-
tion constant for segments of the target trajectories which agree with the
human's internal model assumption of constant velocity motion. This is
equivalent to constant g, W and V . However, both the mean and the
Y
standard deviation of the error deviate from their nominal values between
target trajectory segments satisfying the constant velocity assumptions.
Data in Figures 5-8 show that both the mean and the standard deviation of the
tracking error e(t) relate monotonically with I_TI. A similar relation-
in steady state. Thus V (t) should vary
ship holds with respect to Vy Y
with leT(t) l. The functional modelmonotonically
l T(t)l
Vy(t) = ,000375 (10)
gives the best fit of the model predictions to ensemble data as seen in
Figures 5-8. The functional model for V (t) takes on an intuitive meaning
if one observes that Y
, i0 log Vy(t) i
•i dg
is proportional to leT(t)[, which indicates that the observation noise in _i; , decibels is proporti nal to I_TI. The changing value f Vy(t) in conJunc-
; tionwlth the actual target trajectory (input to HOGUM) deviating from con- !
, stant velocity motion, causes error transients in both the _ean and standard
i _ deviation.
- I 1
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Table i indicates the range of y values (y = V_) corresponding to
each of the four trajectories for both azimuth and elevation. Typically,
the smaller values of y occur near crossover (when eT(t) obtains maximum
values). From Figure 9, it is possible to determine the corresponding range
of values for the low frequency gain, the zero location and the natural
frequency of the transfer function representing the human operator.
The functional model discussed above is not claimed to be unique. How-
ever, it does reflect reasonable assumptions on the known psychophysical
characteristics of the h,,,an operator.
Table I
TRAJECTORY AZIMUTH ELEVATION
i i
i 250-50 27-15
2 2700-175 13-8
3 2100-350 160-100
4 4000-200 960-275
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The P-I-D controller model has been shown to accurately predict human
tracking behavior. This model can be used as a baseline to determine the
effects on human performance due to differing environmental conditions, tar-
get motions, countermeasure tactics as well as sight system parameters. In
addition, various system configurations can be incorporated into this model
with only minimal modification. The computer program, HOGUM, is fast, effi-
cient and modular, and, as such, can be effectively used to determine per-
! formance sensitivity to various system parameters.
It is to be noted that these functional relationships have been vali-
d, dated using four target trajectories. 1_ue to the highly adaptive nature of
the human operator, these relationships might require modification for ex-
treme values of eT(t). Additional trajectories would be required to vall-
date the model in such cases.
817
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The P-I-D gunner model as represented by HOGUM can be used to describe
human gunner performance in general purpose air defense evaluation programs
such as the AFATL P001 [i]. Extensions of this model to include coupled gun-
sight dynamics, two-axls control cross coupling and task interference effects,
and on-carriage tracking (using some form of fire control systcm) is recom-
mended to generalize the capability of HOGUM for evaluating diff_-ent AAA
weapon systems.
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Analysis of Controls and Displays for a
Terminal Controlled Vehicle
by
William H. Levison and Sheldon Baron
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.
Cambridge, Massachusetts
The optimal-control pilot/vehicle model was applied to
the analysis of a Terminal Controlled Vehicle in approach and
landing. Approach tracking errors and landing statistics were
predicted for two control configurations (attitude control
wheel steering and velocity control wheel steering) and for
two display conditions (with and without electronic presen-
tation of a perspective runway). Steady-state analysis was
performed to explore performance-workload tradeoffs for these
control/display combinations, and time-varying analysis was
performed to obtain approach and landing statistics in the
presence of zero-mean turbulence. The results of this analysis
were compared with experimental data obtained in fixed-base
simulations performed at NASA Langley Research Center.
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A MODEL OF THE EMG-
TORQUE-MOVEMENT RELATIONSHIPS FOR
KNEE EXTENSION**
By
Etienne Dombre
Laboratoire d'Automatique de Montpellier
U.S.T.L., Place E. Bataillon, ,
34000 MONTPELLIER CEDEX, France
George A. Bekey, Ph.D.
DepartTaent of Biomedical Engineering
University of Southern California
Jacquelln Perry, M.D.
Chlef, Pat}.'okinesiology Service
Rancho Los Amigos Hospital, Downey, California
ABSTRAC T
This paper describes work currently in process at Rancho Los
Amigos Hospital on further clarification of the quantitative relationship
between the electrical activity of a muscle and the movement it produces.
The usefulness of such a relationship is obvious for rehabilitation
purpo s e s.
This research is based on the use of intramuscular wire electrodes
to provide specific signals from each muscle at a given joint. The
output of the system is the angular position of the moving limb. This
Input-output relationship is represented by a dynamic mathematical model
which includes the length-tension and velocity-tension relationships of
the act_lating muscles as weU as a mechanical model of the knee joint.
Methods for quantifying and validating the model are described.
Our objective is to build a model which is valid even near the
limits of the range of motion when various conditions of external
constraints are applied and when different modes of contraction are
considered.
**This work was supported in part by the Rehabilitation Services
Administration, DHEW, under Grant #RD-23- P- 55442.
*Currently at Rancho Los Amigos Hoapital, Downey, California
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INTROD UC TION
Since the work of LIPPOLD (1952), (reference #9) it is known that
the EMG- tension relationship in isometric situations is linear (although,
some disagreement exists concerning the precise value of the constant
of proportionality, as shown by LINDSTROM et al., 1974)(reference #8),
But, problems arise when the same relationship has to be described in
the presence of movement, Generally, these studies are performed with
constraints of constant velocity or of constant loading as in past studies
at the kinesiology laboratory at Rancho Los Amigos Hospital (PERRY "_"
et al., 1974)(reference #11), Such limitations lessen the clinical useful-
ness of the r_._1_,!tg since xxo one knows exactly how to handle the infor-
mation content of the E&:G signal produced by the muscle during free
motion.
Among the large number of muscle models which have been
proposed since HILL's classical work(1938)(reference #6) only a few
attempts have been made to build mathematical models of the EMG-
muscle force relationship in the presence of movement.
GOTTLIEB and AGARWAL (1971),(reference #5) published a
model which relates EMG and force for the anterior tibialis muscle
during isometric effort. Basically, the model consists of s_rie8 and
parallel elastic elements, a parallel dissipative element and an active
contractile element. The contractile element was represented by a first
order filter acting on the raw EMG signal picked up by the surface
electrodes. The model responses match measured forces very well
during repeated isometric plantar flexions. A similar model was used
to simulate the EMG-force relation in the human triceps brachii by
COGGSHALL (I768), (reference #4) and in the human gastrocnemius and
soleus muscles by AGARWAL et al., (I¢)71),(reference #I). Apparently,
these models have not yet been applied successfully to non-isometric
situations.
An alternative approach to relating EMG and force has been based
on summing the electrical activity and twitch produced by single motor
units using an appropriate recruitment hypothesis. OSTROY et al., (1970)
(reference #I0) then BRODY et al. ,(I774) (reference #3) synthesised
such a model from an isometric study of the cat flexor hallucis longu8
muscle and of the human biceps brachii respectively. More recently,
WANI and GUHA (1975),(reference #14) obtained EMG-motion character-
istics for elbow flexion by a similar approach. As far as we know, this
is the only dynamic model which is not limited to isometric cases, i
• However, models based on motor-unit recruitment incorporate 8o many
assumptions that their validity is questionable. i
This paper deals with a model of the EMG-tension-positiou
relationships in the knee joint without restriction to isometric or
isokinetic movements. Eccentric and concentric contractions are
modeled as well. The validity of the model will be shown by a
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tridimensional representation of the length-velocity-tension relation-
ships. The performance of the process will be described with a simple
example. Finally, methods for quantifying and validating the model
will be outlined.
In what follows, we call EMG the electrical activity of the muscle
after it has been rectified and integrated. The raw EMG is picked up
by dual intramuscular wire electrodes to provide specific signals from
each muscle at the knee joint. The recording and processing techniques
have been described by PERRY et al.,(1974)(reference #11).
im_o
MODEL OF THE EMG- FORCE- POSITION RELATIONSHIP
IN PRESENCE OF MOVEMENT
The fundamental assumption of this model is that the EMG is
proportional to the neural input of the muscle. In other words, the
actual representation of the process by a sin_,le input and two parallel
outputs can be described using a series representation as shown in
figure I.
neural ._ neural i EMG. FORCE
I
(a) (b)
Filure I : Neural input- EMG- muscular force relationships
(a) actual parallel representation, (b) assumed model using
two series elements.
The EMG signal is then considered as an input of the process
rather than as a parallel output. Furthermore, it is assumed that
the EMG-neural input relationship is static and time invariant so that
the EMG signal is representative of the ictull muscle input whatever
the movement.
+
In isometric contractions, the EMG-tension relationship is linear.
Taking into account the foregoing hypotheses, a simple EMG-tension
relationship in presence of movement should also exist. If this is not o
so, the variables which do not appear in the static mode must be more i
carefully described. It is then necessary to concentrate on the muscle
dynamics and on the joint dynamics.
822 I
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Muscle Model
Let us consider for instance the input-output model of GOT'£IJEB
and AGARWAL (1971)(reference 5),{figure 2a). It relates the raw EMG
to the isometri," tension produced by the muscle for a fixed muscle
length. If changes in length occur, the model is no longer validunlese
its parameters are fitted again. The proposed model, {figure 2b) allows
one to get rid of this con=traint_
L
" n 1stor zna "Lo J
t Ia} (bl J Static Model
Figure 2: (a) GOTTLIEB and AGARWAL (1971)(reference#5)model
(bl Static model for the muscle
The changes in the muscle length L are automatically accouI ted
for, using the length-tension characteristic as a filter on the output of
and "ideal" black box. This black box would be sufficient to me, de! the
muscle if its force output were not dependent on length. Actually. the
first block yieldt ,_n ideal force FID which is the isometric force at
rest length (I.t_) whatever the muscle state. The static force FSTAT
is the filtered-ideal-force which represents the muscle behavior in
isometric mode at any length. Therefore, FSTAT is equal to _D'
when the muscle is at rest leng:h.
The first box of figure Zb is similar**to GOTTLIEB's model. A
thresholdosaturation type of non-linearity, followed by a first or second
order filter will be used.
In order to generalize the static model to non-isometric situations,
the muscle velocity has to be included. The tension-velocity characteristtz
is used for this purpo=¢ and used similarly to th_ length-tension filter:
the static force FSTAT is filtered by it to yield the actual dynamic force
FDYN produced by the muscle during movement (figure 3). In i,_ometric
situations, this filter behaves as a gain whose value is one.
** It might be identical if the experimental conditions (type of electrode,
jJen_rode location...) and the signal processing techniques used were the
823
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Figur_ 3.__,.Overall muscle model
The muscle is then represented by the overlapping of a static
and a dynamic model. The first one can represent isometric contrac-
tior. by itself. Since the dynamic force is not observable, a model of
the joint is necessary in order to relate FDYN to the limb position e.
Model of the Knee Joint
Let us consider the joint shown in figure 4. in what follows, the
study is restricted to the knee joint and the extensor muscle group of
the leg (quadriceps), For sake of simplicity, it will be assumed that the
five muscles in the quadriceps group n',ay be represented by a single
muscle whose dynamic properties are equivaJent to the whole extensor
muscle group _ynamics. The thigh is assumed to be firmly secured in a
horizontal position and at right angles with the trunk.
FPASS;O) O)/
{M+-n)g
Forces applied to the leg.
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The meaning of the parameters and variables of figure 4 is as
follows:
- g is the mass acceleration due to gravity.
- m is the mass of leg.
M is an external load assumed to be hung at the center of
gravity G of the lower leg.
1 is the distance from the center of gravity of the leg to the
center of rotation O of the knee. The foot is assumed to
keep a constant angle with respect to the tibia. Furthermore,
it is assumed that the changes in the center of rotation O of
the knee are not significant with respect to l. "_"
- FDYN is the dynamic force produced by the quadriceps and
is equal to the output of the muscle model.
FPASS (I-i) is the passive force developed by the antago.list
muscle group when it is lengthened beyond its rest
length.
- FPASS(Q) is the passive force developed by the quadriceps
under the same conditions as FPASS (H).
The directions of FDYN,FPASS (H) & FPASS (Q) are assumed to be
parallel to the femur.
Note that FPASS(Q) corresponds to the passive force of the
length-tension diagram. It is necessary to represent it in this part of
the model since the length-tension filter of the muscle model deals only
with the active force (figure 5):
&Tension
__ Total Force
I PassiveForce/ FPASS (Q) r FPASS (H)
/
L0 w_ .ength
Figure 5: Length- Tension diagram
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This representation of the length-tension relationship by two
separate elements may be justified by the fact that the passive force is
a mechanical characteristic of the muscle group which does not produce
any electrical activity. Likewise, FPASS(H) which is the passive force
developed by the antagonist group, acts upon the agonist dynamics
through the joint and is not related to the electrical activity of the
quadriceps.
The dynamic equation of motion for the system show_ in figure 4
is given by: ._.
J0"= TDYN + TPASS (Q) - TPASS (I-I)- C%- gl(M + m) cos O
where:
- J is the moment of inertia of the lower leg.
- C is the damping coefficient in the knee joint and its
surrounding soft tissue.
0, _, 0 are the position, velocity and acceleration of
the leg respectively.
TDYN is the torque corresponding to FDYN.
TPASS(H) and TPASS(O) are the torques corresponding
to FPASS(H) and FPASS(Q). They include stretching of
tendon and ligalnents and are significant beyond the rest
position 0.
The complete input-output model of the extensor muscle group and
knee joint is now described by the block diagram of figure 6.
0
,t. [- , a redsre)
Figure 6: Block diagram of
the EMG - tension-positlon
relationships
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In this diagram:
- s is the Laplace transform variable.
- L and L are the muscle.length and velocity respectively,
corresponding to 0 and e. The functions g and g' realize
these transformations. Since the L - e relationship is
non linear, itmay be written:
L = g (0)
yielding:
L _--V 0 -- g' (e,0)
g, is then a function of the position and velocity of the
joint.
- The joint dynamics box transforms FDYN into TDYN
accounting for the changes in the center ef rotation of
the knee which imply a non linear variation of the
moment arm OO 1 of figure 4 with respect to the knee
position 0.
INTERPRETATION OF THE MUSCLE MODEL
The effects of the L.T. and V.T. filters may be explained by
a tridimensional diagram where the axes are length (L), velocity (V)
and tension (T). SONNENBLICK (1965)(reference #12) and BAHLER
(1968) (reference #2) used this representation to study the interconnections
between L.,T. and V., .
Let us follow what happens to the ideal force FID when the muscle
contraction is anisotonic at non-constant velocity (figure 7a). The ideal
force FID is first transformed into a static force FSTAT in the L.T.
plane. FSTAT belongs to a surface which would contain the dynamic
force if the muscle behavior were not dependent on velocity. If thxs
hypothesis is true, the so-called FDYN-IDEAL would be the anisotonic
muscle force. Actually, the dynamic force FDYN belongs to a surface
which is elicited from the previous theoretical one by the V.T. filter.
Different modes of contraction may be described with this repre-
sentation, (as shown by curves b and c in figure 7) as well as the
dependence of the V.T. relationship on the initial muscle length.
827
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FID
/
/
_l , I FDYN-IDEAL
FSTA k_/_T___I/ _,
V
Y___ .....
L FID (_)
mm
®
L t
Figure 7 Tridimensional representation of the L.T. and V.T. filter
effects on the ideal force FID during concentric contractions.
_, nisotonic contraction at non-constant velocity
anisotonic - isokinetic contraction
isotonic - isokinetic contraction
Situations a, b and c are sketched in the FID (t) diagram
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tLet us show now the behavior of the L.T. and V.T. filters when
submaximal forces are developed during eccentric or concentric
contractions.
A linearized form is chosen for the L.T. characteristic as shown
in figure 8. Each point of the solid lines represents the maximal force
produced at a given r.-mscle length within the range [ LMIN - LMAX 3.
LMIN and LMAX represent the minimum and maximum lengths the
muscular group can have during a functional movement.
FMA"K _ .L_FS TAT , (FID) --"
" ._/Actual L.T.
haracteristie
LMIN L 0 LMAX L
Figure 8: Structure of the L.T. filter
We *hall assume that the level of activation of a muscle is directly
related to_tscross section rather than its length: when amuscle is fully
activated, it develops its maximum force and the whole cross-section
is involved. If its activation is half the maximum, the maximal force is
halved at any length and the slopes of the lines in figure 8 are halved.
The ideal force FID represents the level of activation of the
musc-e but is independent of its length. Therefore, a variation of
FID (t) is equivalent on the figure 8 to a variation on the FSTAT (L = L 0,
axis, whatever the changes in length. The actual value of the static
force, taking into account the changes in length at a given time, is the
ordinate of a point belonging to the straight line:
" L - LMIN
L 0 - LMIN x FID If L_< L 0
FSTAT (L) =
L- LMAX
_. L 0 " LMAxX FID If L> L 0
The slope of the line is determined by the instantaneous ideal-
force. When FID is equal to FMAX, FSTAT(L) is given by the solid
lines of figure 8. If FID (t) is equal to FMAX/k, the slope is divided
by k (broken lines). The L.T. filter process is illustrated by an example
in figure 9.
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Figure 9 Effect of the L.T. filter on the ideal force FID. FID (t)
(top left) is arbitrary for free movement. The muscle length L
is assumed to be time varying in a sinusoidal manner (bottom left).
The contraction of the quadriceps is concentric when L decreases and
eccentric when L increases. The antagonist muscular group is passive
during the movement. The FSTAT (L) curve (top center) is elicited
by construction from FID (t) and L (t) as shown with dots • and o .
These two dots belong to the same L.T. characteristic but are related
to different muscle lengths. The FSTAT (t) curve (top right) represents
the L.T. filter output.
i i
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The representation of STARK et al., (1962)(rcference ,,u13) has been
adopted to characterize the V.T. filter. It is a linearized model of
HILL's curve (1938} which has been generalized by KATZ (1939}(reference
#7) for eccentric contractions (figure 10). STARK used this diagram for
simulation of the agonist-antagonist muscle system behavior during
hand motion.
, t FDYN _FSTAT)
2 FMAX V > 0 Velocity of shortening
V < 0 Velocity of lengthening
- L
-_ /6 0
o V0 y
Fiqure 10. L.T. filter of STARKet al. (1962). V0 is the maximal velocity
of shortening.
As mentioned above, the muscle force depends on its cross-
section. Furthermore, its maximal velocity Vo is a function of the muscular
fiber length and hence, is a constant of the process. Then, as for the
L.T. characteristic, when the muscular force is reduced, the slope of
the relation is lessened proportionally (broken lines of figure 10).
The static force FSTAT appears on the FDYN (V=0)axis (figure 10).
Each value of FSTAT corresponds, then, to a value of FDYN resulting in
the association of the instantaneous muscle velocity and the force FSTAT
produced at the same time. FDYN can be written as:
ZxFSTAT If V <-Vo/6FDYN (%z)= IVI + Vo/6 Vo < V < 0
Vo16 x FSTAT If -.-_--_ _
L Vo- V x FSTAT If V 0
>
VO
The V.T. filter works as the L.T. filter does. Its effect is shown
in figure II with the same example used in figure 9.
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,FSTAT _ T FDYN _ , FDYN
i
0 -Vo/6 t
' _e 4 4 b Ak
_V
/ t
I t
I i0 I t
Fibre II Effect of the V.T. filter on the static force FSTAT. The
FSTAT(t) curve (top left) is the L.T. filter output of figure 9. The V(L)
curve (bottom left) is the first derivative with respect to time of the
previous L (t) curve. For this example, concentric contraction occurs
when V< 0. The sign of V must then be reversed (bottom center) in
order to keep the same V.T. diagram as figure I0. The FDYN curve
(top center) is elicited by construction from FSTAT (t) and V (t) as
shown with the dots • and 0 . These two dots belong to the same V.T.
characteristic : the first is related to a velocity of shortening, the
• second is related to a velocity of lengthening. The FDYN(t) curve
(top right) represents the overall muscle model output.
: 832
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tDATA ANALYSIS
Quantification and validation of the model will be performed in
the following sequence of steps:
a. First, the basic parameters of the model will be obtained
by experiments. These parameters include the mass of the
leg segments, the damping of the knee, the inertia of the
lower leg, the passive tensions of the agonist and "_
antagonist muscular group, the maximum isometric
force with respect to limb position, etc.
b. The second step is the calculation of the ideal force
produced by the muscle from the knee position data, by
simulation. While in figure 6, the force appears as the
input and the position as the output, the recorded knee
position wiIl be used as the input to a computer simulation
and FID will be calculated.
c. Then, a parameter identification procedure will be
performed to determine the parameters of the relation-
ship between the integrated EMG and the ideal force,
It is expected that a non-linearity which includes thres-
hold and saturation and a first or second order model
would be adequate to represent the process.
d. Finally, the aggregate model of both muscle and joint
will be verified. For a given integrated EMG and
taking into account the experimental condit'ons, the
model must give the same knee position as the corres-
ponding recorded actual position.
CONCLUSION
The model of the EMG-force-position relationships we propose
include s :
- a muscle model using the length-tension and velocity-
tension relationships as basic elements. The series
filter representation makes it possible to relate EMG
to force during isometric contractions as well as during
more general movements without constraints on velocity,
length or force.
- a model of the knee joint accounting for its mechanical
characteristics (damping, changes in the center of
rotation...) and the passive torques produced by muscles.
The tridimensional representation shows the validity of the model
for various types of contraction. The velocity-tension diagram used
833
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enables concentric and eccentric movements to be modeled. Submax-
imal forces may be described as well, as pointed out by the example.
Therefore ,the proposed model is a general model of the joint and
its actuators, relating the electrical activity of the muscles to the
angular displacement of th_ moving limb and providing a prediction of
internal muscle force.
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INTRODUCTION
At the present time, our knowledge of the physiology of peripheral recep-
tors, the reflex arc and skeletal muscle has progressed to the point, where
reasonable models of each of these individual elements is now described. It
was the purpo: of this project to combine these elements into a model of the
entire skeletal muscle system. The system model was then thoroughly tested
to insure its accuracy. Upon verification, the model provided a facility
which allowed a prediction of the behavior of each element of the system,
during rapid and reflex movement, to be made and compared with physiological
observations. Of primary interest were the changes in system specifically
related to rythmic oscillation of skeletal muscle referred to as clonus.
The ability of the model to portray rapid and reflex movement was of
primary importance, as the mechanisms of these movements were believed to be
directly involved in the tremorous instabilities, which were of interest in
this study. Each peripheral receptor was, therefore, thoroughly analyzed to
determine its role in the regulation of reflex contraction. The complexity
of the model was minimized by assuming a simple monosynatic reflex. This
assumption allowed us to omit those elements which are primarily involved in
higher level controls of posture and deliberate movement. Thus, the joint
receptor, the renshaw cell and secondary spindle endings do not appear in
our model. The elements included in the model appear in Figure I.
FORMULATION OF THE MODEL
Selection Criteria
In the process of revi_ing publications, to select Infor_mtion necessary
for the formulation of any of the elements of this model, certain selection
criteria must be established. A comparison to these _riterla will provide a
method, by which information may be evaluated and the most feasible represen-
tation of the individual elmHnts selected. Primary consideration, of course,
should be given to the accuracy with which a given model portrays the charac-
teristics of the system. In formulating such an accurate model care must be
taken not to lose track of the physiological meaning of the parameters in the
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model. That is to say, it is possible to very accurately fit the response
curve of ,- particular organ with a high order equation. What is lost, thcugh,
is the physiological explanation for the coefficients of that equation. This
makes implementation of changes, representing physiological phenomenon, very
difficult. Thus, the task of relating the behavior of such a model to that
of the physiological system becomes unduly complicated.
Another desirable trait of the model is simplicity. This will allow for
efficient use of the facilities plus greatly enhance the ease with which the
mode] cap be operated. It was also deemed to be more representative, if when
programmed, each model would have a single input and single output a_ this
not only facilitated response studies of individual organs but alzo was con-
sidered more realistic. Therefore, the criterla or choosing a particular
model were finalized as:
i) the accurate portrayal of the chardcteristics of the organ,
2) the physiological realizability of the mode],
3) the minimum of complexity.
Muscle Fiber
The section of the model representing muscle tissue was the first sub _
system concentrated on. The literature presently contains a very large num-
ber of applicable models. The complexity of these models vary from the
simple viscoelastic representatlon to models based on the nonlinear Hill
force velocity equation.
The final representation, shown in Figure 2, was chosen to oe a contrac-
tile force generator in parallel with the passive tissue representation used
by Houk [4] in his Golgi Tendon Organ experiments.
The parallel elements Km and Kc represent the elasticity of the
muscle tissue and the connective tissue, respectively. Using this represen-
tation also allows the Golgi Tendon Organ to be positioned in such a way that
the entire tension developed by the contractile force generator is tranrmit-
ted through the tmldon organ. Tension developed by passive loading, however,
is distributed between the tendon organ and the connective tissue which will
enhance the representation of the Golgi Tendon Organ.
The parameters suggested by Houk for this model were
Ki - x - 346g/
K2 = 4 20 g/_
K = 233 g/mmc
Km - I13 g/_
B = 18 _Vm/,,c
When tested the parameters _,ved v_ry satisfactory.
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The step re_unse of the fiber with an appropriate mass attached is shown
ix, Figure 3. increasing the damping caused increased oscillation involving
the K2 term, the elasticity of the tendon, as it effectively stiffeped the
contractile unit. Decreasing the damping was seen to increase oscillation re-
._ lated to the ._eries combination of the springs K1 and K2. It was decided,
therefore, to use these parameters as they provided what appeared to be an
a4equate response.
The limD dynamics involved in mccicn play an important part in causing
inertial effects in the muscle response. Without these inertial effects: the
overshoot se_., in the figure would not be present. Therefore the limb dyna-
mics were assumed to be the movement of a mass, M, representing the mass of
the limb and the mass of the muscle. Limb motion was assumed to be directly
proportional to the muscle length for the magnitude of move_ants to be
involved in the study.
The transfer function for the model can then be derived in terms of the
input force. If we let G represent the total force, that is the accelera-
tion due to gravity plus the disturbance, F I, then the displacement, Ep, is
given by
M(% + Kc + K2 + BS)
E (s) = G(s)
p K + K + K2 K2 (Km + Kc)
MB (s3 + m c 2
B s + m'--s  K2 MB ")
Golgi Tendon Organ
The Golgi Tendon Organ is the source of inhibitory signals in the reflex
arc. These signals serve as a load detector and overload protection mechansim
in the muscle control system. A great deal of work has been published by
3. C. Hook [4,5,6]and hie associate on the function and modelling of these
organs. The tendon, in these works, is modelled with a linear equation. The
nonlinearities known to be .mresent in the system were defined as adaptation
and threshold f,mctions precuding and following the linear dynamics, respec-
tively. The sat,_ration curve precedes the linear dynamics so as not to de-
crease the uv_tJhoot in response _o rapid Rovaments. Conversely, the thresh-
old was seen to follow the linear dynamics, . it was Houk's c_nviction that
this pher_mmon was the product of conversion of receptor potentials to Ib
potentials.
By fitting recorded data to exponential responses Houk originall,:' d_-
rived a second order transfer furction, h(s).
(s + .95)(s  13.65)h(s) = K (s + 1.8)(s + 25.0)
Further work indicated that a third order teru reptuentlng the low fre-
quency "mechanical filtering" of the muscle tissue was _edad. However, Houk
stated his transfer fund.ion as a response to a force i.F:t at the end of the
tendon. The input to the tendon organ in _.he proposed _r:_el has been chosen
to be the tension, TIM, at the point prevxously indicated, Fiqure 2, between
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the contractile element and the tendon. In calculating the tension at this
point from dlsplacement, load and contractile force information, the Icw fre-
quency "mechanical" filtering required by Houk has already taken place. Thus,
the second order system will accurately model the dynamics of system in ques-
tion.
The nonlinearity related to threshold proved to have a very significant
effect when studying instabilities in the motor system. The inhibitory
effects of the tendon signals, which exceeded the threshold, were responsible
for limiting otherwise growing oscillations. Increased sensitivity to these
signals and/or lowered thresholds could also be seen to have a significant --"
effect on the damping of what would otherwise be sustained oscillation. The
adaptation function, however, did not appear to have extraordinary effects
on the system. The movements being studied were caused by forces of a magni-
tude such that they fell below levels which would be thought to cause signi-
ficant adaptation. Leaving this term out would also help compensate for the
different response to active force by not saturating during the high tension
conditions which those forces cause.
Another control must be considered before accepting this model for the
system. The degree to which the e motor neuron responds to the inhibitory
signals, propagated along the Ib neuron, is in some way controlled by the
central nervous system. A suggestion for this is that the nervous system
controls the excitability of the interstitial neurons forming the polysynap-
tic connection between the Ib and the e motor neuron. This can be represen-
ted as gain, ranging from 0 to i, which is controlled by a central nervous
system input. The final form of the model is described in Figure 4, where
h(s) is the second order representation stated above.
Muscle Spindle
The muscle spindle provides excitatory feedback to the contractile force
generator. These signals are essential in the proprioceptive network, neces-
sary for rapid movement and reflex activity. The secondary endings located
in the nuclear chain fibers of the spindle are slow responding and more adap-
ted to postural control. Therefore, only a model of the rapidly responding
nuclear bag fiber of the spindle was deemed necessary for this model.
The works of Rudjord [i0] and of Andrews [1,2] both strongly suggest that
a second order model would be accurate for this case. A number of second or-
der Bode plots were given to demonstrate how well these models would fit the
actual data.
The Bode plots suggest a pole near I00 which caused the decrease in phase
_ and the leveling off of the gain as it approached that frequency. A zero, Zl,
: is seen to bf an the neighborhood of 1 hz. The second pole was chosen to be
around 200 hz. so as to represent the great attenuation in response which is
seen at frequencies near 500-1000 hz. The second zero, z2, was chosen so as
to cancel the phase lag effects the pole at 200 has on high frequency res-
ponse. The value was also chosen high enough so as to eliminate any effects
it would have on the low frequency response. Thus z2 was set to 600. The
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asymptotic approximation of the Bode plot is shown in Figure 5. The transfer
function is then:
(s + zl)(s + z2)
h(s) = K
Y (s + i00)(s + 200)
where z2 has been chosen to have a value of 600. The choice of an exact value
for zI requires that consideration be given to the effects of y innervation on
the low frequency response of the system. If the elastic stiffness in the bag
fiber were to increase with innervation, the position of zI would change, mov-
ing farther into the left half plane. Green [Ii] has suggested neural control
of stiffness and damping was responsible for control of the contractile ele-
ment of muscle so why not the same effect for the control of the contractile
sections of the spindle fibers. Rudjord, however, had indicated doubt that
this change in stiffness was an accurate portrayal of the effects of innerva-
tion on he spindle and suggested the effects were similar to those of a force
generator in parallel with elements of fixed value. The idea of a force gen-
erator seemed a more logical representation of gamma control of muscle length.
However, it did not seem sufficient to explain the ease with which the system
could be driven unstable under conditions of high y innervation. An examina-
tion of a typical plot of extension vers_., tension for muscle fiber shows a
significant increase in stiffness as tension increases. Thus, even if 7 does
not directly control the stiffness of the fiber, increased activation of the
contractile force generator will increase tension in the fiber thereby in-
creasing the stiffness.
It was decided, therefore, to make the position of zI a function of y
while also including a y controlled force generator. The force generator
was to be represented in a manner similar to Dijkstra's [3]. That is, the
stretch sensed by the spindle is measured with respect to some reference
length, EPreference. The force generator is, therefore, a control of that
reference length and can be represented merely as a level to be added or sub-
tracted from the actual displacement. The input to the system, EPi n, becomes
then:
EPi n = Ep + Ep (7)reference
with the transfer function of the spindle being:
(s + Zl(y))(s + 600)
H(s) = (s + I00)(s + 200)
Similar to the Ib activity, the signals transmitted along the Ia neuron do not
have a constant effect on the e motor neuron. Even in the case of a monosyn-
aptic connection with the _ motor neuron, sensitivity to excitation is con-
trolled by the central nervous system. The physiological explanation for this
is that inhibitory signals from the central nervous system can reduce the sen-
sitivity of the anterior horn cell to Ia inputs. _"b account for this a sen-
sitivity term, having a value between 0 and i, is multiplied by the Ia at its
input to the contractile force generator. The only other addition to the
model is a diode in the feedback path which limits the excitation to the di-
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rection of contraction only.
Contractile Force Generator
The contractile forces generated by muscle fibers are known to be func-
tions of spindle, tendon organ and central nervous system activity. Effects
from renshaw cells and from the linkage with antagonist muscles were neglected
due to their absence from the model. The contractile force was then defined
as fc where:
fc = K(CNS + klI a - k2%) ,_
The gain, K, represents the conversion from frequency of firing in the e motor
neuron to actual contractile force. The gains, kI and k2, represent the sen-
sitivity term of the anterior horn cell and the interstitial neurons discussed
in the spindle and tendon organ models.
The inhibitory effect of the Ib, modeled by subtractlng it from the sum-
mation of excitatory inputs, could, in an extreme case, cause a sign change in
the contractile force. Since this would be analogous to the muscle pushing
the limb, a physiological impossibility, a diode was used to rectify the gen-
erated contractile force thus assuring that it always maintains a positive
va Iue.
Initial Analysi s
The above elements were assembled in the proper order. A root locus
analysis was carried out under two conditions:
i) the Golgi Tendon Organ sensitivity set to zero, and
2) the Golgi Tendon Organ inputs predominant.
The characteristics predicted by the model were very closely related to
: those which would be expected of a skeletal muscle system. That is:
i) The open loop response shows less than critical damping,
_=i, for physical parameters of the system.
2) Feedback from the spindle, at moderate levels, increases
damping in the systems step response.
3) Excessive sensitivity to spindle output can cause oscillation.
4) Significant changes in the position of the gamma controlled
zero, zI (7), will induce oscillation.
5) Feedback from the Golgi Tendon Organ is the limiting factor in
the magnitude of the oscillation and affects the sensitivity to
Ia needed to sustain oscillation.
Verification of the Model
The initial analysis of the system showed the model to be very promising.
Therefore, the model was wired on the analog computer. Before attempting to
model clonus, however, more tests were m_de to verify the model.
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To check the reflex loop, steps in stretch were applied under open loop,
normal and high tendon organ activity situations. A step response run during
high tension conditions was run to check the function of the diodes in the
feedback paths.
Satisfied that the reflex loop was operating properly, simulations of
activated movements were made to insure that the model adhered to currently
accepted theory of e,7 and _-y linked innervation of movement. The model
performed very well in these tests adding support to the assumption that
spindle innervation includes a contzol of a y dependent zero in the bag fiber.
The satisfactory completion of these tests indicated that the model was
very representative of a skeletal muscle control system. A study of clonus
using this model, therefore, could be expected to produce accurate results.
CLONUS
Explanation and Analysis
Mountcastle [9] defines clonus as "the tendency to oscillate at approxi-
mately 8 to 12 hz., a behavior that is believed to be caused by excessive
feedback from spindle receptors". Generating a i0 hz. sinusoid, however, is
not the major point behind the model. The model should not only display the
sinusoidal movement but also the proper phase relationship between the exci-
tatory signals and movement. To determine what the relationship should be
data, recorded by Iannone, Angle et. al. [8], on ankle clonus was examined.
A plate taken from lannone's notes is shown in Figure 6. In the photograph
down is the direction of stretch with the spindle output being the upper
trace, the EMG activity the center and displacement the lower trace. It can
be seen in the recording that spindle activity begins increasing significant-
ly with movement in the direction of stretch. The EMG activity is seen to
reach its maximum approximately 20 msec before the muscle reaches maximum
stretch. The frequency of the oscillation, being approximately i0 hz., means
the excitatory signal leads the displacement by approximately 72 °. In his
notes Ia_ne mentions the results of recording the afferent activity of
Golgi Tendon Organs. It is his finding that the activity of the Golgi Ten-
don Organ occurs just after the EMG has ended. It is his contention that the
purpose of the Golgi Tendon Organ during clonus is more one of inhibiting
excitation during the returning phase of the oscillation than one of ending
the excitation itself.
The implications of this statement about the function of the Golgi Tendon
Organ are that the Ib response should be almost in phase with the displacement
itself. If one assumes the spindle output to be primarily proportional to the
rate of stretch, the time delay involved in the I00 _/sec. propagation rate of
the la fiber will shift the phase of the excitatory signal to a neighborhood
of 72° of lead, quite easily. Likewise, the small velocity component of the
tendon organ transfer function can cause the tendon output to lead the dis-
placement by only a small aL_unt. The time delay involved in propagating
these signals along the Ib fiber, whose propagation rate Is similar to that
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of the Ia, could then 6asily compensate for this, putting the inhibitory
effects in phase with the displacement. Another comment made by lannone was
that large Golgi Tendon Organ events to.)K place occasionally during clonus.
This would see_ to indicate that clonus generates tensions which only occa-
sionally exceed the threshold necessary to generate effective inhibitory sig-
nals from the tendon organ. Thus, the Ib threshold of the model can be set
at a level just above that which would inhibit small magnitude oscillations
and still be representative of the actual circumstances.
This assumption, about the threshold of the Ib, was tested on the model
by simulating a condition with very large position sensitivity in the feed- "_"
back loop. Such a condition will, unless inhibited, cause an oscillation
which will grow in magnitude continuously until reaching the limits of the
simulation. With the Golgi Tendon Organ threshold set at a specific level
the oscillations were noted to grow until the tension required to excite them
exceeded the tendon organ threshold. The magnitude of the oscillation ceased
to grow at the% point with the Ib activity taking place at peak tension and
inhibiting the excitation. Similarly, the level of such an oscillation could
be lowered by further lowering the _b threshold. For marginally stable sys-
tems, the excitatory signals were seen to produce subthreshold tensions only
large enough to sustain the oscillation. Lowering the Ib threshold in such
a case was seen to damp out these oscillations. Since Mountcastle had com-
mented on the small magnitude of clonic oscillation and a marginally stable
system would allow the largest amount of phase lead in the excitatory signal,
it was justifiable to set the Ib threshold high enough that inhibitory signals
would not effect the oscillation of the system under marginally stable condi-
tions. In doing this it is felt that the model of clonus would be able to
give the maximum phase lead possible and still represent the tendon organ
effects seen by lannone.
Model Results
The phase relationship, established above, was readily duplicated by the
model. The phenomenon of clonus was initiated by allowing the system to reach
steady state, then adjusting the position of the zero for marginal stability.
After the zero had been adjusted a disturbance was added to the load to ini-
tiate a movement.
Figures 7 and 8 display the phase relationships produced by the model.
The spindle activity was seen to lead the displacement by 19 to 20 msec., that
is 68 ° to 72 ° of lead. The Golgi Tendon Organ activity leads displacement by
less than .01 seconds. This timing of the tendon organ activity reinforces
the suggestion by lannone that they are primarily responsible for suppression
of ill-timed signals. Since the properly timed excitatory signals are already
rapidly decaying when the tendon organ activity is building, the role of ten-
don organ in terminating these excitations is not shown to be significant.
Conclusions
The proposed model has been tested with respect to step response, s, 7
and s-7 linked activations. The results being outputs which can be explained
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by current theory and compare adequately with published data. This being the
case, the changes made in the model in order to cause c]onus can be assumed
to be analogous to those which take place in the physiological system itself.
Those changes being primarily excess y activity represented in two forms.
This activity causes increased tension, analoaous to reference length changes
in the contractile regions of the spindle. Due to this change in tension,
changes in the elasticity of the fiber also take place, which when represented
in the model greatly enhance the ability of the model to portray clonus.
Comments
To understand motor behavior it is imperative to have a thorough under-
standing of each of the peripheral elements. We feel that knowledge of the
individual elements is extensive and there is a need to integrate this knowl-
edge into model of the motor system. Thus, allowing a study of the inter-
action of these elements in generating control commands from the feedback
loops of the motor system. We believe the model presented here has accom-
plished a first step in this direction and can now be extended to include the
higher level influences of the central nervous system.
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Abstract lion information, wheren; ,he equalization _nd pmprovement
in trnrkh_g ability come_ primarily throuoh the: scm_-clrculaf
A model of pilot control performance is davelo£ed to canal contribution. R;f,.rence 4 used the data of kefcre.ce
account for the effects of mot;on cue; and external visual 5 to provide some inter_st_n 3 ideas concerning t_hewe,ghting
(VMC) cues. The starting point for the model is the optl- of perceived variables r_th_r then absolute vorlcbles.
real conhol modal of the human operator, which has been
wall validated in flxed-bose I_C (e.g., instrument cues) The obiectlve in this effort is to provide a model which
situations. The first goal w_s to incorporate marion cues describes the important o',_ect_ of motion and V_AC cues
by augmenting the toni:oiled-state vector with the dynamic with the eventual intent of determining s,muJnt_ require-
descr_ptlon of the vestibular senso_ organs (seml-circular meats. Specifically, the goals ore io show the d_fferances
canal and otollth/. Comparison of the model predictions in control performance between movlng-buse and f_xed-bose
with experimental resL.Its of motlon-only tracking indicates condH_ons as well as IMC c,nd VMC canal:hans. The
that the hoise/slgnal ratio for the vestibular measurements apt'each has been to modify the o_hmal control model of
can be modeled os approximah.Jy -18 dB. This new model the human operator from tho_u ec_dltlons _n wE'ich it has
was applied to a VTOL hoverh_g tomskand did an excellent already been validated (, .e., flxed-bose IMC cue_l. To
job of describing the control performance with and without this end, the model was |irst applied to the roll track ,ng
motion Cuu_, both on nn absotutc and relative basis. The data of P.eference 5 to &.term;he those corr,ponents in Ihe
difference between IMC and VMC visual cues was accounted model which describe the data. This portion of the model
for in the model by decreasln:t t'.t; quadratic penalty on roll was next validated with the VTOL hoverh_g tas_ reported in
rote (i.e., higher roll rates are allowed). The model pro- keference 6. The effects of VMC cues on the model porome-
vldes a good description of control pet'formance with and tars were evaluated using the data of Reference 7, and were
without motion and VMC cues, and predicts the change in then compared with both VMC ar.J motion cues in other data
scanning behavior observed under these conditions, reported in Reference 7.
I. Introduction II. Modellnq Motion Cues
Many successful attempts have been made to model the A block dlogrom of the optimal conffol model of the
rms performance and equalization strategies of the human pilot is presented in Figure I, which showsthe information
of_rator in the control I_. 1he two basic approaches flow gad the interaction of the pilot with the controlled
gee the frequency domain approach (Reference I) nnd the element. The displayed information, y(tl, passesthrough
optimal control formulation (Reference 2). These two the threshold element (e_ther a psychophyslcal thres, ._ldor
aFtxooches have stressed the fixed-base condition with on indifference threshold). Perce.ptual obser'vat_on hois_,
visual cues being derived from instrument displays. The V,,_t), is added to this quantity, whic._ then pusses through
extensions of these models to include motion cues and tl_e perceptual time deft, y, "% The perceived displays,
VMC cues has been based ors experimental d_ta generated yp(t), ore the input_ to the core of the model, which con-
before the advent of the modeling effor't. Reference 5 has s*sts of a Kolmon filter and predictor to compensate for the
cm_q_ile'l experimental data for a roll tracking task cover- observation no;t_ and time delay. The current state esti-
lr_ o wide range of controlled elements foe three experl- mate, ,_, is combin_l linearly to provide a c_nmonded
mental conditions: mati_ only, visual only (IMC), and control slg_al, to which is added motor noise, v u, w_th the
w',u¢_l and motion combined. Reference 6 compared the resuhpossing t_rougk o neuromuscular/manipulator first
pilot performance in the fixed-base configuration and order lag. The covorlance of each obt_rvctlon t_ise de-
moving-bose with angulor-o_ly motion cues and llne_ end lends on _vesol important parameters end has the form
_lm' cues. Reference 7 reports roll control data taken
in flzed-.bme IMC condlti_nt, fixed, bose VMC (_orge = itI
,-;-L.(o,..,)j
tw'_ altempfi at camblnlng t_._ and other ck_o into a
model are descrlbe_ in _eferences 3 ond 4. Reference 3
concludes that the otolith provides law frequency orlenta- wkere in the above expression Vy i is the covaelonce o/the
• Reteefch sponsored by USAF Fllgkt Dynamics [oboratory, umk_ Contract No. F33615-75-C-3069.
Paper also presented at the AIAA Visual Hotion and SimulatLon Conference, 1976.
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white observation no;so; fi is the fraction of attention de- rr.s model predictions with the expes'imental data far no;so
vgted to tte i th display; _i is the standard deviation of the to signal ratios. For all of these data, the motor noise was
i th displayed quar'tlt'/; N _ the describing function for the set at the recommended no;so/signal ratio of -25 dB. At
dead zone element of width 2o, and Pi is the f..ultipl;ca- the present tlm_ ehe only explonat;or_ for the somewhat
tivo nolse/s;gna ratio which has been f_nd to describe deviant behavior of the. control plants k/s and k/(s2 + 10) ;s
hur,lan performance under full-attentlon, fixed-hose, visual the interaction of the motion with the manipulator, which
IMC tracking. It I_as been Sound that a va_ue uf Vyi =' might be accounted for by dccreasing the motor noiso far
-20 dB (or .01 _ ) pray;des a qood description of the abe k/s and incre=s;ng it for I(/(s 2 + 10). Based on these cam-
served resul;l, porisons, however, a representative noise to signal ratio for
vestibular measurements appears to be approximately -18 dB,
One el_ent of the model which is not shown in the compared to the -20 dB typically used for visual inputs.
block diagram is the quadratic functional which is mini-
mized by the choice of the control gains, L. In its most To test the model with these motion cues ;ncarporo ed, ;t
general form this ;s was used to predict the performance ;n a V1OL hovering
task. This hovar;ng tusk was r_m under three motion condl-
2 tlons" fixed base; angular cues only; and angulo, and
1! " " 1 linear cues. The dynamics w.r. programmed ;n accordant.
J = E 0,'Qyy+ x'Qxx*u'Quu u)dt(2) with the simulation description (Reference 6). The weight-
ing coefficients and ;ndifferen:e thresholds for the visual
ot_ vestil:ulor inputs are shown in Table 1. No weights
where Qy, Qx, QI;, and Qu ore we;{_htings on the dis- were c_plied on the vestibular outputs, i.e., the vestibular
ploys, stbte, control rate, and control, respectively. In outputs were used us measurements only and were not to be
practice, it has usually been sufficient to weight the dis- nulled. The vestibular threshold levels were token as thre_
play deviatio_s from non.;n_l and ignore weights on the times the typical Ioborctary-determlned thresholds, to
state x _ control displacement, u. The weights on con- account for masking and effects of the simulator. Using
trol rote ore chosen to provide a neuromuscular time these parameters in the model resulted ;n the rms performance
constant (T N in Figure i_ consistent with the mon;pulator, predictions s_own in Figure 3, which also _ndicates the
with o value of TN = . I second being typical, range of means of the three subiects. Figure 3 clearly
demonstrate, that there is good agreement, both qualitatively
In _ite of its seeming complexity, there ore Cow fi.oe and quantitatively, between the model predictiom end the
parameters ;n the model: far fixed.base IMC control tasks, results for the three subjects (a small population). Both the
these parameters ore the display weights and display model end the experimental dote show little difference
thresholds. A good prediction of control performance under between fixed-base and moving-base conditions because the
these concllt;onl can be obtained be we;ght;r_9 the display simulator seemed to be operating near the vestibular t_esh-
deviations inversely propc.rtio,_ol to the _uare of their aids much o._ the time (Reference 6).
maximum values, and choosing thre_olds consistent with on
indifference value, i.e., o value a pilot ;s likely to accept Table t Weighting Coefficients and Indifference
without tcklng corrective action. Thresholds, VTOL Hovering Task
To extend the use of this model to incorporate mot;ore
cues, we first assume that the seml-c;rcular canal and
otolith signals con be represented by on equivalent set of Display Welg_r.ng Indifference
vestil:_lar argues aligned with the body axes, i.e., the Variables Display C_ir+ Coefficient Tl_reshold
coordinate tronsfmmations required would all be performed
internally. Following Reference 8, we use the following ! iq,/9. I ft I/(I in) 2 .2 in
transfer functions between the physical ;rr.ulul and the x,y
afferent firing rate (expressed in Siren of the stimulus unth):, u,v (I in/sac)/(9. _.fpt) ($lec/I in)2 .2 ;n/Ssec
S*mi-circulor co_l e,t) 5(lSO/_)deg/rml I/(10deg) 2 2 dog
y_c/_ = ._9, 3_ + so) (3) _,; S(l_'--_-_ 0-c/!o_) _ _des/_,,c
b + .05._) b + .0033) cleg/sec
td,il/mc2V(deq/tec2) • I.0 I/( I0ft)2 2ft
w !.0 (_1e¢/10 ft) 2 2 ft/$sec
Otolith
SCC !.0 0 .._d*_/_.c_
Yore/f = 2.024 b + .0988) (4) OTO 1.0 0 .015 IIb + .20)
ll_xm)tranlfer hmcticml rlpretlmt the effects Of the vmtlbu- III. VMC Cull
|at "dklpIoyl" tlmwn in the blc_,k d;oilram in Figwe |_ w|tk
Ike dynamics o/tke vestll_l_ _ incmp_alod in eke The primer/difference _ IMC and VMC _ (el
equdlem of tke system dy_mtcs, SOFt'ted enl_loledly) se_m to be tl_ the pllat it willing to
telemt.e I.a_r. excunlons of ettlUle ar_le to _'_m clmely
1'o oxmmine the offKh d the nolle to Ilg_l ratio fee control I_*tlm (Reference 6) _ to me k;gl_ honk ir_le
_lllib_ll tX_y _h, tke rm predictl_m d eke tales to null llelltlon t_rl (Roflmlt_,e 7). 1'holm we levertl
Imldel m _ witk tim expelilneetol dole delUlll_ll plecm in Ike _ _ tklt m_llst be o¢cm£_hld fel_
In Reflmmce .5 fee five I,/pIcal plmtl, i'ke skelf ipectnm decrlmUld noise e_ t_d an engul_ role became e/in-
in Ileftmmce 5 wm al_oeimated by • fmJ'lk-mdl_ _ peripkl._ _timvl_im, (i' by de=erled welllkting
fllt_mdmc_tllx_lnlteference4. Figure2¢oml_rmlke eneltltudemhltorellectdlflelenlpllalst_leiN. Jelke/
852
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_hcse parnmeter changes were explored ;n comparing pilot c_s,_._,_n
fixed-bose roll trnck;ng tasks: one with IMC cues (canyon- 4 _n ]tlonal roll uttltude displc'ty), and one wile VMC cues (wide-field contact analOg display). The results of vary;r_g the _ . I.,
perceived rate threshold on the calculated pilot describing
function are shown in Figure 4. The effects of vacying the
maximum roll rote are shov,n in Figure 5. These figures
indicate that the describing function is far more sensitive ,,,,om.pam_ss_oa
to changes in the maximum roll rate than to its threshold, it _ "-"-'_
above the assumq.d thre',hold values. This leads to the con-
clusion that far tile increased pilot gain observed in VMC
I mor0_ °°°_1'¥t1" Iattitude conh'ol tasks, VMC cues co,_ be incorporated in _*._._.J
the mad,I by drcremlng the penalty on art;rude ratep oe
increasing the maximum value of attih_e rate. L .... -_o_ _ 1
To determine the effects of t_ese VMC cues ;n a mare
complicated cor_dit;on, the model was used to predict the Figure I. Optimml Control Model of Human Re,poem.
pilot descr,b;.q [unction determined from in-flight experi-
ments in a VMC roll control task as described in Reference 7.
In comparing the predicted describing function and the
m_o_ured veJlu_st we fc,_,_dgood agreement except at low
The primary discrepancy between the predictions and the
data lies in rj low frequency fail off ;n gain cad o corres-
to;ned the gem w'th no phase lead at frec_uenc;es below .3 "
radlons per second. At the present time there ;s no adequate .,s
explanation f_' the difference between the model predict;ant
I;th measurements in ,:.omparison to the visual display has _ _ _ _ _ _._'____ _'
only minor effect on the pilot describing functions shown 4 • --
here. The primary difference in thu carnplete fo_voed loop
transfee function ;s lEar the model looks like o h;gb gain -e
first-order sy_t,'_mat low frequencies, whereas the data
imply that the fo_vord transfer f_ction behoves more _;ke
an ;ntegrotor at these low frequencies. ""
IV. Concluslc_t Figure 2. Comper;to_ of Model aml Experimental
D_t_ Versus Noi_/S;gem. _ Ratio -
The ootim,d control of the pilot has been exfemled to Motion Only.
;r,cerpor_t,_ motion and v;s'_al cues ours;de the c_kp;t. TEe
vestibular measurements appear to he ,_dequotely accounted .......
for by in_¢,_aratln_ their dynamic F_rop_tles in lee con- _.---T_'--1 -o*..... ,_-" _-'--- - T_o I'- _'
signals as measuremee_ts with noise to signal ratios of oppeoxl* --- **................' o, _ c_ o-
_;_otely -17 to -18 dE. Using this approach we kava occu- ", f,,_ o M o- •---, c_,Ww14C)_ C_ 0 _-_ _4_
rarely predicted the difference between fixad.-base and _differing movlng-bose cu s ;n e Vf(-)I hovering trek both on 's- 'o ..... _'-
ono_,so_utean,_o.'._at;vebos;s.'rE ine_ot;onofV_C1_" I=, i_. / .o I_. ____.___J
cu_s ,n :rtltude co_ol tasks op_e_rs to be modeled by o ,. , _ _ l" O --_ rL
c_onge m the wt-;b_tlng ¢oeff;clents of Ihe quodraHc cast _ , ,_o, _
funcr,enal, which are eq,_ivolent to raising tEe maximum _ _o ,,e
voh_l' of attitude rote. Usln_ this technique to i:,redict pilm --_ ......
descr;bh_g function data far _oth motion and VMC c_et t' _ _-e .............
prov_es excellent og_eemeM at the told- to high-frequency - - _ _ o_ | o_---o • ,-_
) 0o_ _o
range, but es yet If_re is no odeq;.mte explanation f_ the __4_.,__._ _o............ ,...__
discrepancy bel_eee tEe model and r,parted da_a ut low _ o t"0_ '
frequencies (. I - ,3 radiant pet second). In SlIM d Ikle_ ____ _ . _._ _
it ap_ass m tk .¢_ik tee model as if cun'emly stm_b it "
_.apable of pewid;_l an excellen_ ptedlctl¢m of cfmellm in " o_ o, o_ I c_
piles _emcmce wilk Ike addition d m_'ten and VMC cu_. e_,_o _ e_ e,,
|l ____ ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
l _,_ N_ WOOk_r _l,4r lineo,M
ORI_IN,4_ PAGI_
Poor
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Figure 4. Effect of At'l_de RoteThretholdon Plier F_e S. Effectof AftihrJe _ Cod Wo_llhei_ll_mPilel
DescriblnllFunction(l_femnce 7). Desulb;ng Functl_ (It_lenmce7),
/vladelt e4 Hum4mIqlet Ik_evier. AG_IOelW_ Fie. Ph.D. DIs_rtatlan, A_ewchuNm I._ilv_ e_
AGAIN. January1974. oW_ _ d ke_neu_cs endkd_n_l_.1%7.
Anely_t. lEE[ T_amecttensamAul.cmdlc C,_d_i, R.E.: Mc#_n Effec_ amon Wit Hwer nil 1,ink -
AC-_, _ 1971. Analytical Prmlict|em _ Expe.im_l,el lim_lh.CR-19_3, _ 1971.
3. S_l_ef_d, I. L.; PeN_, |. A.; _1 klu, F. R.:
|q_rimenhandoMeddl_lqle_Dynadcswll_Vhud 7. /_m_ll,_'.O.;endSm;Ih, H.J.: HumanTmm/_Ct_mchwi_|¢_ in Fllgk_and C._und Sb_ulel_mfe_ •
_vl Al_d;cmInl_h. NASA CR-13_S, M_ 1%9. Roll Ts.eckingTeA. NA,_.ATN D-_C07, f_ 1%9.
4. Oillm,, J. D.; tqcke, D. G4 end Andene% I. O._
ceed_n_ e/tl_ [levenlk Am,u_ Cen/e_enceon/dental NASA Ci-13"JS37. Jmv_ 1974.
Cen_e/, NASA TM X-I_,464, Me,/1_5.
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THE EVALUATION OF PERIPHERAL DISPLAY UNITS IN A
FIXED BASE SIMULATOR
by Lloyd D. Reid and Andrew J. Fraser
University of Toronto
Institute for Aerospace Studies
SUMMARY
As part of the design of a fixed base hovercraft simulator a periph-
eral display unit has been constructed. This unit operates in conJuncti_:i
with a central computer generated perspective view of a roadway lined with
poles and a horizon line. The peripheral display is controlled by the
computer in such a manner as to duplicate the passage of the poles through
the pilot's peripheral field of view,
In order to assess the effectiveness of the peripheral display, an
automobile simulation was implemented and a tracking task carried out.
The obsezved improvement in tracking performance with the displays oper-
ating was found to be statistically significant. In addition, subjective
comments from _hose involved in the test program indicated that the per-
ipheral displays added much to the realism of the simulation.
INTRODUCTION
The present display development has been undertaken as part of a pro-
gram at our Institute to study air cushion vehicle technology. My inter-
est is in putting together a fixed base simulator capable of performing
useful air cushion vehicle control studies. In particular we in_nd to in-
vesti6ate the control of air cushion vehicles of modest size during cruise
conditions when operated over restricted paLhw_y_. Such situations arise
in river or overland applications In the Canadian North.
GENERAL SYST_4 Dk_AiLS
In order to achieve a suitable simulation of this task it is necessary
to develop a display incorporating the essential visual cues. Based on a
limited budget it was felt that this could best be achieved by using our
mini-com_ter to generate a CRT display. The system is based on an HP 2100
< driving an electronic X-Y plotter with an 20 x 28 cm CRT through a high
speed 8 bit digital-to-analog converter. This results in a 256 x 256 dot
matrix display. A TR-48 analog computer is used to simulate the vehicle
855
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equations of motion.
The work station was configured with suitable vehicle controls. It
was decided to augment the central display with a peripheral display in
order to provide additional velocity cues and added realism.
CENTRAL DISPLAY
The format of the central display was selected to represent a
straight pathway lined with marker poles. See Figure i. This is a view,
in perspective, of the scene as observed out the front cab window. The
sides of the pathway provide lateral position cues, the pui_s providc
velocity cues, and the vanishing point heading cues. A horizon line com-
pletes the picture and provides pitch and roll attitude cues. The &mount
of detail must be restricted to allow the mini-computer to maintain a
display update rate sufficient to achieve smooth display motion. The
present system is updated with a newly computed picture at a rate of 25
per second.
Fi%_Ire 2 represents the display with non-zero vehicle attitude
variables.
PERIPHERAL DISPLAY
The peripheral display units are located on either side of the c_,-
tral display. See Figure 3. As a pole leaveq the central display it
is picked up on the peripheral display at the appropriate time and, under
mini-computer control, traverses the display screen. The correct angular
position of the pole in the field of view is achieved through suitable
software. The total field of view of the display is 170 when the view-
_r's eyes are 18 in. from the central display.
The mechanical features of the peripheral display units are shown
in Figure h. The front face of the unit is a translucent plexiglass
screen. A single pole is projected on to the rear of the screen by using
a vertical line light source. Motion of the pole is achieved by employing
a galvanometer mounted mirror. The galvanometer deflection is controlled
by a 12 bit high speed digital-to-analog converter that is part of the
mini-computer system. The left and right hand units are under independent
computer control. The poles can move, if required, either forward or
backward since the system is based on position information. Each unit,
however, is restricted to the display of a single pole. If a situation
arises where two poles lie in the field of view represented by a single
peripheral display unit then only the pole closest to the central CRT is
displayed.
856
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When a pole leaves the peripheral display the light beam is parked
out of sight at the front end of the unit by driving the galvanometer at
its maximum rate to this position. No detectable light beam motion res-
ults from this flyback operation. An alternative to this approach, namely
the use of a shutter to blank the light source, was deemed to be too com-
plex and unnecessary.
DISPLAY EVALUATION --,,
In order to evaluate the display it was first necessary to simulate
some vehicle on the analog computer. Because the equations of motion for
the air cushion vehicle were not yet available it was decided to simtulate
a car driving task. See Figure 5. This also simplified the Job of find-
ing qualified operators at this stage in the program. The equations of
motion employed represent a standard North American sedan travelling at
30 mph (reference i). A steering ratio of 20:1 was employed along with
a 3° steering wheel deadband.
A task distrubance signal was incorporated in the form of a road
wheel angle perturbation. This signal was made up of a sum of 4 sine
waves with frequencies between 0.5 and 6.28 rad./sec. The dc level
was zero and the rms corresponded to 3.25 ° of steering wheel angle. The
diagram of Figure 6 represents the analog computer implementation of this
system. (Note that Yr has been dropped from the equations because V >> Yr.)
During the tests 3 display configurations wer_ evaluated:
Mode A: full central display and peripheral units.
Mode B: full central display without peripheral units.
Mode C: partial central display (poles absent) with-
out peripheral units.
In the case of the latter (Mode C) no forward motion cues are present.
Over a period of several days, 3 subjects underwent a series of ses-
sions in the simulator lasting about 45 min. each. The first f_w sessions
were used for training, while the last three formed the data base for the
experimental test results. The number of training sessions per subject
was adjusted to ensure that each individual's learning curve had flat-
tened out.
TEST RESULTS
Typical tracking records are shown in Figure 7. Here 6d is the road
wheel disturbance signal, _ is the steering wheel position,-_ is thes
857
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iheading angle and Ty is lateral displacement _rom the center of the road.
The task was to drive down a straight road in the presence of the distur-
bance signal. The car's speed was maintained at 30 mph by the computer.
Tr_cKing score was measured as the standard deviation of lateral position.
After the training period and after the last test session, the subjects
were c,estioned about their impressions of the simulator, and suggestions
for improvements were invitea.
Figure 8 gives the tracking scores achieved by the subjects based on _
6 replicates per data point. The average of the scores achle _ by all 3
subjects shows a 9% improvement in going from Mode B to A and a 14% impro-
velaentin going from Mode C to A. An analysis of variance performed on
these data indicated that display mode effects were significant at the 5%
level.
The following observations were made concerning the present simula-
tion: An initial tendency to fixate on the motion of the vanishing point
to the exclusion of road side line cues resulted in inadvertent control
reversal, which was most proncunced (and persistent) in the Mode C dis-
play with its lack of forward motion cues. With training, subjects found
they used an aiming point 60 to 90m down the road and were then better
able to utilize the display. During Mode C tests subjects stated that
they lost all realism, and felt they were merely controlling an instrument.
In general they felt that the motion cues provided by the poles on the
central display were essential to the simulation end that the peripheral
displays enhanced their ability to interpret the display as a real world
situation.
CONCLUSION
Use of peripheral displays to complement the motion dspicted on a
small two dimensional screen creates a more compelling s'_ulation of the
r_el world. Human operator performance improves under _ •conditions
and they are more essily able to project into the task. effect, the
use of peripheral displays can generate a larger simulator display without
greatly increasing system complexity.
(Further details concerning this project are contained in reference
2).
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SIMULATION CONSTANTS
Pathway width 12 ft.
Distance-edge of road to pole 9 ft.
Distance to furthest pole 700 ft.
Distance between poles I00 ft.
Height of poles 25 ft.
Eye level 4 ft.
FIGUREI
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Ty -- - 4.0 ft.
SIMULATION CONSTANTS
Pathway width 12 ft.
Distance-edge of road to pole 9 ft.
Distance to furthest pole 700 ft.
Distance between poles 100 ft.
Height of poles 25 ft.
Eye level 4 ft.
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Automobile Motion Vectors
V = 6
-Nv s - NrJ
Automobile Lateral-Directional _trix
Gsy 90.9(s2 + 2(.56)(7.6)s+ 7.62)
= s2(s2 + 2(.94)(5.5)s* 5.62)
o_ _ l_._(,+6.1)
s (s2 + 2(.94)(5.6)s+ 5.62)
Automobile Transfer Functlons
Vehicle: NorthA_ericanSedan
Speed 44 £ps
¥6 90.9 ft/eeo 2- red
Y -5.6 sec"Iv
Yr 2.87 ft/sec - rad
-2
• S6 19.5 eec
Nt 0.094rad/ft- sec
_; -4.86 mec"1
r
AutomobileDynamicParameters
FIGURE5
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ROLL AXIS TRACKINC I.MZPROVEMENTRESULTING FROM
PERIPIIERAI,VISION MOTION CUES
Thomas E. Moriarty, Air Force Institute of Technology
An3rew h. Junker, Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Don R. Price, Aeronautical Systems Division
S_RY
Subjects performed a compensatory ro]l-axis tracking task, with and with-
out peripheral vision motion cues. Controlled vehicle dynamics, of tbe
general forms K/S2 and K/S 3, were simulated on an analog con,purer. Control
was commanded via a force stick in a stationary cockpit mockup. Plant roll
rate, in the form of vertically moving black and white grid lines, was
displayed on television screens nositio_ _d on either side of _he cockpit.
The target aircraft's motion was simulated by a sum-of-sines input forcin_
function.
Roll axis tracking performance is shown tc improve marginally stable
plants of the _enera! form K/S 3, when peripher,l plant roll rate information
is provided. Subject-controlled plant describlng functions are compared for
both plant_, with and without the peripheral m_tlon cues. Sublect descrlbin_
functions are also compared. The tracking error spectra are broken into
correlated and remnant contributions, and are compared for all four condi-
tions.
INTRODUCTION
In the last ten years, research has been performed which indicates t_tat
peripheral vision cues might be used to assist in accomplishing manual
contro_ tasks (Ref 1, 2, 3). This is particularly attractive from the view-
point of allowing the human controller to have additional Information
without increasing the complexity of nls foveal display. Ancciler motivating
factor for research into perivheral vision cues is the possibility of sub-
stltuting, at least in part, peripheral vision dlsplavs for actual moving
base capab_llttes in simulation.
The Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory at Wxight-Patterson AFB, Chlo
is presently engaged in a lorg term study of the effects of motion on the
human operator, Inclu#ing th_ effects of both peripheral vision motion cues
and actual moving base cues for roll-axls tracking tasks. This experlmen_al
study, performed by personnel at the Air Force Institute of Technology at
Wrlght-Patterson AI_, is in support o_ the laboratory's overall effort and
addresses the aImcific question of wh=ther a stationary operator's performance
of roll-axls compensatory tracklng is _mproved when controlled plant roll
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rate, in the form of vertically moving black and white grid lines, is dis-
played in the human operator's field of vision. Implicit in this study is
an analysis of the operator's control strategy and performance character-
istics.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
Y - controlled plant transfer function _ - correlated error power
c ee --,.
Y - subject describing function - -'
s _ - remnant error power
- phase margin eer spectrum
m
w - system gain crossover
c frequency
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS
Subjects were given a roll axis trackinR task in a fixed-base simula-
tion showo schematically in Figure i. In particular, the subjects were askeJ
to follow a target aircraft in the roll axis by minimizing the centrally
displayed angular error. The task was accomplished both with and without
peripheral display units which provided the subject with the plant roll rate.
Controlled Plant Dynamics. Two different controlled plants were used in
the experimr-t. The choice of plant dynamics - rmitted a comparison of
peripheral Jision motion cue effects on human operator control strategy for
(,ifferemt levels of task difficulty. The "easy" plant had a transfer func-
tion of
135C(s)=
s(s+l) (s+10)
K
and was considered to be an easy plant to control (_ s-T). The "difficult"
K
plant was designed to _e more difficult to control (_ s-T) and consisted of
63.75C(s)=
s2(s+O. 5) (s+10)
Figures 2 and 3 show the frequency responses of the easy aud difficult
plants respectively. The characteristics were similar to two of the plants
use( in a motion effects study performed by Junke[ _nd Replogle (Ref 4:819-
822).
Su__.m-of-SinesTrackin$ Input. A different sum-of-slnes input signal was
used with each of the two controlled plants. The input for the easy plant
was the sum of 12 sinusoidal components with a bandwidth of 1.25 radians/sec
and a 20 degree RMS amplitude, and is shown on Figure 2. For the difficult
869
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plant, the 12 components had a bLtdwidth of 0.5 radians/sec and an RMS ampli-
tude of 40 degrees. Figure 3 shows the input power spectrum for the diffi-
cult plant. Table i contains a list of the twelve input frequencies.
Table 1
Input Forcin_ Function Frequencies (rad/sec)
_I = 0.077 _7 = 1.572
37£
w2 = 0.192 _8 _ _"
w3 = 0.307 w9 = 3.567
w4 = 0.460 ml0 :=5.369
_5 = 0.690 mll = 8.053
m6 = 1.035 m12 = 12.080
EQUIPMENT & FACILITIES
The controlled plant dynamics were simulated on analog computers which
accepted inputs from a side-mounted force stick and produced output signals
to drive the central and peripheral display units. A digital computer was
used to generate the sum-of-sines input forcing function, and _as also used
for data collection and frequency analysis computations. The subject was
seated in a stationary flghter-type cockpit mockup which was, in turn, in an
isolated room with a low light ]evel. The central and peripheral displays
were positioned as shown in Figure 4.
Central (Fovesl) Display. The foveal display was presented on a 12% in
by 12_ in square area of a television monitor. The inside-out display con-
sis_ed of a 1 7/8 in long rotating lide whose center was superimposed upon a
st 'ionary horizontal llne, as shown in Figure 5. Upright orientation was
provided by a 1/8 in perpendicular line at the center of the rotating line.
The angle between the rotating and stationary lines, _e' depicted the dif-
ference between the controlled plant roll angle and the forcing function roll
angle.
Peripheral Display. The peripheral display was presented on two 21 inch
televisions placed on opposite sides of the cockpit mockup as shown in
Figure 4. The two television screens were vertically located such that
their midpoints were within 1% degrees of subject eye level. The horizontal
position of the screens was such that the _ripheral viewing field went from
40 degrees nasal _o 90 degrees nasal.
870
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The peripheral display presented plant roll rate in the form of verti-
cally moving alternate black and white bars 2 3/4 in wide. The bar motion
was scaled such that
V = 16.5 to
P
where V was the display pattern vertical velocity in in/sec and _) is the
P
instantaneous plant roll rate in rad/sec. The distance between the center-
line of the foveal display and each peripheral display is 16.5 in. Polarity
was such that the m_tion of the lines represented the apparent background
motion that would result from cockpit motion.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Four experimental conditions were experienced by each subject. The
subjects were divided into two groups, denoted as "morning" and "afternoon"
and then briefed on the experimental task. The three subjects in the mornin_
group first experienced the "easy" plant without peripheral display; and
daily replications were accomplished until the RMS error scores indicated
that the subjects had reached a sustained level of task proficiency. After
the subjects had "learned" the task, signals were recorded for subsequent
analysis. The peripheral display was then added and the morning subiects
performed the task until learning had been achieved and data could be
recorded. The afternoon group of three subjects performed the same tasks
but were exposed first to the easy plant with peripheral display and then to
the task without the peripheral units.
The experimental procedure for the "difficult" plant was changed some-
what due to subject limitations. The nuraber of subjects was reduced by one
and they were combined into one group. I_ an attempt to insure that separate
control strategies could be developed without biasing, each subject experi-
enced alternating tasks of one run with peripheral followed by one run with-
out the peripheral display.
Data Recording
&MS error scores were computed from digitized data for each subject and
each run. Once the RMS error scores indicated that the subjects of an experi-
mental group had "learned" the tracking task for a given experimental con-
" dition, time histories were digitized and recorded for use in analyzing
subject control strategy. The time histories from the last 4 replicates for
each subject in each condition consisted of input forcing function, error,
stick, and controlled plant output signals.
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DATA ANALYSIS
A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique was used to convert the raw
digital data into useful performance measures. Power spectral densities
were generated for both correlated and remnant components of the input, error,
stick (subject) ond plant signals. Transfer characteristics (describing
functions) were calculated for the subject and the subject-plant combination.
The analysis methods used in this study are based upon those presented
in Ref 5, and will be briefly summarized here, _"
For a 12 component sum-of-sines input, correlated power can only exist
at the twelve nominal input frequencies. Thus, any power observed at non-
input freqdencies is directly identifiable as remnant under the usual
definition (Ref 6, 7, 8). For each recorded experimenL run, the remnant
power was calculated at the FFT frequencies (base frequency _ = 0.038 rad/o
sec) over a frequency band encompassing 0.125 octaves on either side of, but
not including, each nominal frequency. Correlated power at the nominal
frequency was then computed as the difference between the total power at the
nominal and the average remnant in the corresponding band.
The experimental results were combined by groups for presentation and the
statistical significance of apparent group mean data was determined by means
of a small sample t-test (Ref 9). The group means along with an indication
of plus-or-minus one standard deviation were used for graphical presentation.
i
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The results and conclusions are presented with emphasis upon determining
if the peripheral motion cues improved subject performance in the compensa-
tory tracking task and, when performance was improved, determining how the
peripheral cues were used. Overall subject performance is presented first,
using RMS error scores of the tracking task as the performance metric
Analysis of subject control strategy follows and is performed in the frequency
domain.
RMS Tracking Error
Figures 6 and 7 show the group RMS tracking error scores for the "easy"
and "difficult" tasks respectively. The means (indicated by circles) and
standard deviations are plotted by day for each of the two experimental
conditions encountered for each plant.
The morning groups performance for the easy plant is not shc_. because
a circuit malfunction in the analog computer plant simulation made it diffi-
cult to validly compare the peripheral to nonperlpheral condition tracking
z
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The afternoon group "easy" plant tracking error, shown in Figure 6,
indicates that after learning has occured there is little improvement
to be obtained by providing peripheral roll rate information. Applying
a t-test to the last four runs with peripheral and the last four runs without
peripheral resulted in no significant difference between the population
samples (¢ 0.6 level).
The "difficult" plant results, shown in Figure 6, show that the use of
the peripheral plant roll rate display yields a significant (> 0.00i level) _
reduction in the RMS tracking error.
It can thus be concluded that for more difficult plants (K/sY-type
controlled plant dynamics) roll-axis tracking performance of a static human
controller is significantly improved when plant roll rate information, in
the form of vertically moving black and white horizontal grid lines, is
displayed in the peripheral field of vision. Tracking performance is not
significantly improved by displaying plant roll rate in the human operator's
peripheral f_eld of vision when the controlled plant is stable with control
dynamics of the form K/s 2.
Frequency Domain Analysis
F_equency domain data and analysis of the tracking task results are
present, d separately for the two controlled plants with the "easy" plant
results treated first. In order to assess the effect of the peripheral
display upon the correlated portion of the subiect's response, the group
mean subject-controlled plant describing functions (YsYc) are compared for
the two conditions of with and without peripheral displays. The group mean
subject describing functions (Ys) are then compared and finally the associated
error signal power spectra (_ee and _ee ) are examined. All data plots
C r
depict group mean values in circles with an indication of plus or minus one
standard deviation.
"Easy" Plant. Figures 8 and 9 show the Y Y describing function for theS C
two conditions of with peripheral display and without peripheral display
respectively. A visual comparison of the two describing functions yields
little noticeable difference and since Y is constant over the two condi-
C
tions, the subject describing function Ys should ylell a more direct indi-
cation of different control strategies. Figures i0 and ii are plots of the
group mean describing functions without and with the peripheral roll rate
display. The Y data agrees with the Y characteristics implied by the8 S
Y Y describing functions. The Y d_ts points which differ the greatest
S C S
in value fo the two experimental conditions were at _ - 1.035 tad/see, the
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difference was not significant at the 0.i level. Both group Y describing
s
fuDctions exhibit similar adjustment chara_ °ristics. First order lead
was applied over the measurement range through the crossover frequency, but
the accGmpanying phase angles indicate lag/time-delay effects below the
measurement range. Additional lead was applied at frequencies beyond cross-
over prior to the well known high frequency neuromuscular 1_ effects
appearing between _=5 and w=10 rad/sec.
Easy plant group error power spectra averages are presented in Figures
12 and 13. Included on the figures are the average percentages of total _
error power, and one standard deviation, calculated for correlated and
remnant error contributions. In both cases, the remnant error power was less
than 25 percent of the total error power. Correlated error power magnitudes
were relatively constant at nominal input frequencies up to sliRhtly beyond
the system crossover frequency and fell off sharply thereafter. The two
correlated error spectra show no appreciably different characteristics.
The two continuous remnant power spectra were similar in waveform shape
with the greatest values of remnant power occuring at the lower frequencies
of the measurement band. In each case, a lower magnitude plateau is evident
for a frequency band that includes the system crossover frequency, and a high
frequency roll-off is observed similar to that noted for the correlated
error signal.
"Difficult" Plant. Subject - controlled plant describing functions with
the difficult _lant as the controlled element are presented in Figures 14
and 15. The Y Y describing functions diffe_ in amplitude slope and phase
SC
angle at the lower frequencies but are strikingly similar at t_e higher
nominal input frequencies. The crossover frequency is about m=].4 rad/sec
in each case but the phase margin (_m) is about 38 degrees with the display
and about 22 degrees without the display.
Group averaged subject describing functions, Y , are shown in FiguresS
16 and 17. The Y describing functions indicate that considerably more low
8
frequency lead was generated with the peripheral display present. The phase
angle differences were significant at less than the .O01 level for measurement
frequencies < 1.572. The describing functions both reflect a 40 db/decade
slope at and--somewhat above the crossover frequency with higher frequency
lag effects above _=5 rad/sec.
Figures 18 and 19 show the error power spectra without and with the
peripheral display respectively. The spectra present the same genera]
characteristics for the two conditions but they do differ in magnitude.
Annotations on the figures indicate the significantly higher percentage
of correlated error present when the peripheral information was available.
Error correlated power is comparable for both conditions except at the
frequencies near crossover where error levels for the peripheral display
conditlon is somewhat less. Both remnant spectra are relatively flat
through mc and roll off sharply at higher frequencies, similar to the corre-
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fated power high frcqucncy dccrcasc. Remnant powcr with the peripheral
display present is consistently 4 to 6 db less at frequencies below gain
crosso,.er.
CONCLUS IONS
The Y Y and Y describing functions did not indicate any appreciableSC S
differences in subject control stretegy due to peripheral display effects
for the easy plant. "inor differences can be observed, but since there was
no apparent improvement in tracking performance or changes in error spectra,
the overall conclusion is that peripheral rate display has little effect
upon tlle subiect's roll axis tracking performance for the easy
(_ _ ) plant.
S" *
For the more difficult plant, the presence of peripheral rate informa-
tion allowed the subjects to insert more low frequency lead. Above cross-
over, there were essentially no difference between the describing functions
for the two conditions. The correlated error power spectra showed minor
diLferences but the remnant contribution to total power was appreciable
reduced in the peripheral display condition. The remnant power was reduced
mostly in the frequency range below crossover. Thus, it can be concluded
that for the difficult (_ K--r) controlled pla, t, the roll-axis tracking per-
S
formance of a static human controller is significanlly improved when plant
roll rate information, in the form of vertically moving black and white
horizontal grid lines, is displayed in the peripberal field of vision.
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USE OF MOTION CUES IN S[EADY-STATETRACKING*
by
William H. Levlson
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc
_ambrldge, Massachusetts
Presented at the Twelth Annual Conference on
Manual Control, May 25-27, 197f University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champalgn
ABSTRACT
Data obtained in an experlmental study of roll-axis tracking are analyz-
ed. The effects of motion cues on tracking performance are modeled by (a) an
increment of 0.05 seconds to the pilot tins delay, and (b) inclusion of sen-
sory variables that are likely to be provided by motion cues (vo.(tlon, rate,
and acceleration of the vehicle roll angle in these experiments_. The model
replicates the iuportant experlmental results; namely, that motion cues cause
(a) an increase in low-frequency phase lead, (b) an increase in hlgh-frequency
phase lag, (c) no change in nan-machine _ain-erossover frequency, (d)
a reduction in rue tracking error only _or the more dlfflcult plant. Modeling
of motlon-sensor dynamics is not required.
II¢rltODUCTION
This paper reviews the results of an aaslytlcel and experlmental study
to explore the use of motion cues in 8 sinulated roll-axle tracklns task. The
experiments were performed at the Aerospace Medlc81 Research Laboratory (AMRL),
Wrlsht-Patterson Air Force Base. Primary data reduction was performed by the
Air Force; statistical analysis end uedelin8 were performed by Bolt Berenek and
_n Inc (BIM). The results of this sZudy are documented in steerer decell
in Levison, Baron, end Junker (1).
This paper i8 concerned with the use of notion-related sensory informa-
tion for contint_us fliaht control. Other potential effects of notion, such
es providin8 elertin8 cues to the pilot or providin8 "rmelism" to aircraft
s/_lations, &re n_t considered here.
Analysis of the _ experinental results was directed towards develop-
in8 a 8enereZised description of the manner in wht_- the p_!ot uses notion
*This work use performed in part under AF_$R Contract No. _44620-75-C-0600. Lt.
_ Col. g/ll/mn gf_ecup of the Air Force Offlce of Scientific Reuarch use con-
tract nouitor. Hr. Andrev Junker of the Aeroepsce Nedical Basesrch Labors-
tory directed the ezperinen_l study of uhich sous _f the results are summr-= ined in this paper.
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cues, with the ultimate goal of providing a model that can predict the effects
of motion cues on system performance in a variety of control situations. Such
a model would have a number of important applications; for example, one might
use the model to:
(i) determine whether or not motion cues are used by the pilot
in a particular control situation;
(2) extrapolate the results of fixed-base simulation to a motion
environment;
(3) facilitate the design of ground-based simulators_
em_
(4) identify situations where misinterpretation of motion cues
is likely to cause a pilot response that seriously degrades
system performance.
Although a number of experimental studies have been conducteu to deter-
mine the effect of motion cues on pilot response behavior (2-5), a generalized
model has not been developed and tested. Rather, the conclusicns reached in
these studies have been restricted to the context of the experiments yielding
the data.
Perhaps the most comprehen'.Ive study of the effects of motion cue3 on
tracking performance was conducted by Shirley (4). He explored overall system
performance and pilot response behavior in a series of tasks that included a
wide range of vehicle dynamics. Mos" of his results conformed to the following
set of rules:
I. The human operator uses motion to generate additional lead at high fre-
quencies, which permits an increase in pilot gain and therefore an in-
crease in the gain crossover frequency of the man-machine system.
2. Greatest percentage reduction in rms error scores with motion is
achieved for systems that respond to input_ above 3 tad/see. That is,
improvement is greater for low-order than for hlgh-order systems.
3. Motion is used to greatest advantage In marglnally stable or unstable
systems.
Stapleford et al (3) also found that hlgh-frequency phase lag decreased
and gain crossover frequency increased when motion cues were preser ; further-
more, these effects generally decreased as the vehicle dynamics increased in
difficulty. In contradiction to Shirley they found that, on the average, the
effects of motion cues on error score increased for increasing vehicle diffi-
culty.
Because the effect of motion simulation on tracking performance is highly
dependent on the details of the tracking task, generalizations of the type re-
viewed above cannot be reliably extended beyond situations similar to those
studied experimentally. Therefore, an alternative philosophy has been suggest-
ed and partially explored: namely, to account for the pilot's use of motion
cues by including additional sensory feedback paths in the pilot nodal (2).
: Given a model structure that allows one to predict the influence of these feed-
backs on pilot response as a function of task parameters, one nay than extend
896
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experimental results to a variety of control situations. The "optimal-control"
• pilot model developed by BBN appears to contain the desired structure, and
application of this model to the AMRL roll-axls study is reviewed in this
paper.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The experimental data analyzed by BBN wet only a portion of the data
obtained in a larger study of the pilot's use of visual and motion cues in man-
ual control tasks; we review below those aspects of the experimental program
that pertain to the analysis performed by BBN.
oescription of the Tracking Task
The tracking task was mechanized similarly to that used in a previous
study (6). Briefly, the closed-loop roll-axls motion simulator consisted of
a drive system, aircraft seat, central visual display, and motion controls.
The rotating system dynamics were identified and simulated on a hybrid com-
puter. A block diagram of the resulting system is shown in Figure i. The
task was to follow a target aircraft in the roll axis. The d_fference between
the target roll angle and the controlled plant position was provided to the
human operator on a television monitor in the format shown in Figure 2. The
angle between the rotating and stationary lines, e, depicted the difference
between the controlled plant roll angle and the target roll angle.
Plant Dyanmlcs
Data were obtained for two sets of plant dynamics. "Task l" used a
plant that had approximate second-order response characteristics over much of
the measurement bandwidth, whereas "Task 2" employed dynamics that were approx-
imately thlrd-order. Previous experimental results indicated that performance
on Task 1 would be relatlvely unaffected by the presevce of motion cues, while
the presence of motion cues would appreciably enhance performance on Task 2.
These two tasks were explored to provide a check on the consistency of the
model d,:veloped to account for the pilot's use of motion cues.
Because of the complex dynamics and nonlinearities of the rotating mach-
inery, the plant dynamics did not conform exactly to the desired theoretical
, response behavior. In order to minimize difference in plant dynamics between
the motion and static (i.e., flxed-base) conditions, an effort was made to
simulate the rotating dy_lamlcs in the static cases. _
!
_ Figure 3 shows the transfer functions of the two plants as derived from
the experimental data,along with analytic ("modal") fits to these transfers.
Plant dynamics for corresponding static and motion conditions are nearly
identical over most of the maasurement range, but dlfferencee _ppear at the
highest frequenci:s. As these frequencies are well above the gain crossover
frequency of the combined man-machine system, differences between static and
motion plant dynamics were expected to have little effect on pilot behavior
and system performance.
i
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A side-mounted force stick was used for all tracking runs. A comfortable
stick gain was selected at the beginning of the experiment and maintained
throughout so that the same stick gain was used for all subjects for all runs.
_,_ Forcing Function
The target roll angle was driven by a random-appearing input signal that
con_sted of 12 sine waves with frequencies and amplitudes chosen to approxl-
_ite the power density spectrum of Gaussian white noise passed through a sec-
ond-c_rder low-pass filter having a double pole. The properties of the input
signal were varied from one controlled plant to the next so that the subjects
were always provided with a challenging tracking task, but one that did not
seve-ely restrict the bandwidth of the pilot's response. Rms amplitudes and
(sim_lated) critical frequencies for the input signals were 20 degrees roll
angL and 1.25 red/see for Task I, and 40 degrees and 0.5 rad/sec for Task 2.
Training and Data-Collectlon Procedures
The same three subjects provided data for both Tasks 1 and 2; data from
a fourth subject was analyzed for Task 2. All subjects were young, healthy
adults between the ages of 18 and 21 with previous tracking experience on the
simulator in both the static and motion modes. Since this tracking experience
was not for the plants explored in this study, additional training was re-
q lired.
Training and data collection were completed first for Task I; tracking
performance on Task 2 was then studied. In both phases of the experimental
study, the training procedure consisted of tracking in the static and motion
mcles until the rms error scores appeared to reach asymptotic levels. The sub-
Jects were provided their rms error scores after each tracking trial. To main-
tain subject motivation, subjects were also informed of each other's perform-
ance sc(,res.
During both training and data collection, each subject performed four
tracking runs per day. These consisted of two static and two motion runs of
about 164 seconds duration. Each subject experienced two consecutive runs at
a time - one static and one motion - w_th the order randomized. After the
final subject in the group accomplished his seccnd run, the subjects completed
the session by ex2eriencing two additional replicates of the tracking task in
the same subJ_,_t sequence as before. In order to prevent the subjects from
learning t_ _nput waveforms, a random number generator was used to vary the
phase relationships of the input sinusoids from one experimental trial to the i
next.
EXPERIMENTALRESULTS _
i Analysis Procedures
V_riance scores were computed for each experimental trial for the track-
ing _rror, tracking error rate, plant position, plant rate, control, and con-
tr_l rate. These variance scores were averaged across the four replications of
90O
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a given experimental condition within each subject. The square root was taken
of each subject mean to yield an rms performance measure*, and the mean and
standard deviation of the subject means pertaining to the same experimental
condition were then computed. In order to test for significant differences be-
tween motion and static conditions, paired differences were formed from corres-
ponding sdbJ_ct means; these differences were subjected to a two-tailed t-test.
Difference scores signiflcant at the 0.05 confidence level or smaller were con-
sidered "significant".
Analysis procedures were similar to those used in previous studies of
manual control (7-10). Fast-Fourier transform techniques allowed computation "_"
of pilot describing functions and signal spectra, with the spectra being par-
titioned into input-correlated and remnant-related components (where "remnant"
is defined as signal power not linearly correlated with the input forcing func-
tion). The pilot describing function was computed by dividing the Fourier
transform of the control response by the transform of the tracking error. This
response measure, therefore, included response to both visual and motion cues.
Means and standard deviations were computed for the describing function
amplitude ratio (in dB), for the describing function phase shift (in degrees),
and for spectral quantities (in dB). Statistics were computed at each input
frequency; in the case of spectra, statistics were computed separately for in-
put-correlated and remnant-related components. T-tests were performed on
paired differences of selected frequency-response measures to determine the
significance of motion cues on these quantities.
The input-correlated spectral components, which were discrete spectra be-
cause of the sum-of-sines inputs, were converted to equivalent continuous-fre-
quency spectral density functions to be compatible with the spectral densities
generated by the pilot/vehicle model. The conversion scheme is described in
(1). For notational conciseness, all power spectral density functions, whether
theoretical or derived from experimental data, are referred to in this paper
simply as "spectra".
• RHS Performance Scores
; Variables for which rms performance scores were computed, their units,
i and their symbolic notation are shown in Table I. Average raw performance
i scores are shown in Figure 4, with significant static-motion differences in- !
dicated by the arrows.
I
i
*More precisely, the resulting scores should be termed "standard deviation
scores", since the contributions of mean components, if any, were removed. t
Rowever, to avoid confusion we restrict the usage of the term "standard devla-
tlon" co indicate subject-to-subject variability. l
Z
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Table 1
Trackin9 VariablesAr_alyzed
Variable Symbol Units
TrackingError e degrees
TrackingErrorRate _ degrees/sec
PlantPosition p degrees
PlantRate _ degrees/sec
w
Control u in-Ib
ControlRate 0 in-lb/sec
Error and control variables were virtually unchanged by the presence of
motion cues in Task 1. Only rm8 plant position was significantly influenced
by motion cues and was about 12Z le88 when motion was present. When the third-
order plant (Task 2) was controlled, however, motion simulation allowed large
and significant reductions in rms tracking, error, error rate, plant position,
and plant rate. Rms control torque was essentially unaffected by motion. Al-
though rm8 control rate increased by about 23Z on the average when motion was
simulated, this change was not statistically siKnificant.
Frequency Response
FiKure 5 shows average pilot frequency-response behavior. The four sets
of curves shown for each tracktn 8 task are, from top to bottom, the amplitude
ratio of the pilot _escrtbin8 function_ the phase shift of the pilot describing
function, the input-correlated component of the spectrun of the pilot's con-
trol response, and the tensest-related.component of the control spectrum. _e
presence of apparent "system noise" a_sociated with the motion simulation in
Task 2 prevented reliable estimates of pilot reunant at the lowest three mese-
urenent frequencies shown in Fisure .5. Therefore, eetinatos of remnant st
these frequencies are not plotted for the Task 2 motion simulation.
The effect of motion cues on parfornance in both task8 was to increase
low-frequency phase _ while also increaeinK hish-frequency phase _. In
addition, motion simulation tn Task 2 stsntficantly modified the control apse-
true. Input-correlated and re_nant-related components were reduced at frequen-
cies correspondins to 8ate-crossover and lower. No aisnificant changes occur-
red in the correlated power at high 2requsnctss, whereas reunant increased. No
motion-related cheeses in anpltt,_s ratio were observed in the resion of 8ain-
crossover for either Cask.
: , The "open-loop" dsmcribtn$ functions shove in P/Sure 6 8Lye a nora direct
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indication of combined man-machine response capabilities. The gain-crossover
frequency is in the range of 1.5-1.8 rad/sec and is little affected by either
plant dynamics or by the presence of motion cues. The phase margin, on the
other hand, is quite variable. Phase margin is about 50-70 degrees for Task i.
Phase margin is reduced to about 40 degrees for Task 2 with motion simulation
and to about 20 degrees for Task 2 in the static mode. Apparently, the in-
crease in phase margin, combined with the reduction in controller re_nant at
frequencies below crossover, account for the reduced error score in the Task 2
motion simulatiot.
Comparison with Previous Experimental Results
The experimental results presented here appear to conflict with the find-
ings of others regarding the effects of Notion cues on tracking performance.
Both Shirley (4) and Stapleford et al (3) concluded that the addition of Notion
cues allows the pilot to generate greater lead at high frequencies, thereby
permitting an increase in gain-crossover frequency. Furthermore, Shlrley con-
cluded that Notion cues were relatively more beneficial for tracking tasks In-
volving low-order plants than for those involvlng hlgh-order dynamics. On the
contrary, the results presented above show that Notion cues result in more
h _h-frequency phase lag (rather than lead), no appreciable change in gain
crossover, and greater relative improvement with the hlgher-order plant.
These apparent contradictions do not necessarily indicate that the ANRL
experimental subjects used Notion cues in a manner different from the subjects
who participated in the studies of Shirley and of Stapleford et al. There
were some important differences between the ANRL experiments and the earlier
studies. Both Shlrley and Stapleford et al applied the input disturbance in
such a manner that both the visual display and the Notion simulator were driven
by the input. (That is, the input was applied essentially in parallel wlth
the pilot's control.) In the AHRL/_BN study, the input was purely a command
signal; the plant was driven only by the subject's control input. Thus, in
the latter study, Notion cues provided direct perceptions of vehlcle response
behavior; this was not the case in the earlier studies. In addition, the
dynamics used in Task 2 of the A}_L/BBN study were higher order than those ex-
plored in the previous studies.
Because of the strong interaction between pilot response behavior and
task parameters, we cannot tell from experlmontal data alone whether or not
subjects psrtlclpatln8 in two different experiments obeyed the same set of
rules with regard to the use of motion cues. A model is needed to account both
for the Itattatlons Inherent in the hunan's use of perceptual Inforsstlon and
for the interaction between task paramoters and human response. Given thls
nodal, we can then try to find a consistent set of rules for selectln8 pilot-
related paramoters that accounts for the use of s_tion cues across a variety
of task conditions.
The results of nodal analysis applied to the AImL ex_r/_ntal data are
described below, i
!
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MODEL ANALYSIS
Model Structure
The model applied to the foregoing experimental results was a modified
version of the "optimal-control"pilot/vehicle model that has been •pplled in
numerous previous studies of manual control (11-18). The modification to the
model described in the literature consisted of the following revised tre•tmant
of motor-relatedsources of pilot remnant: (i) "motor noise" was treated •s
a wide-band noise process added to control rate, rather than to commanded con-
trol, and (2) the concept of "pseudo" motor noise was introduced to allow •
differentiationbetween the actual noise driving the system ("driving"motor
noise) and the pilot's Internal model of this noise (the "pseudo" noise). No
modificationswere made to the model structure specifically to treat the pi-
lot's use of motion cues.
Injecting motor noise to control rate •flowed the model to reproduce the
low-frequency "phase droop" exhibited by most pilot describing functions• Al-
though tracking performance is generally little affected by low-frequency
phase response, it was necessary to obtain an accurate model of this aspect of
controller behavior because of the i=portance of low-frequency phase character-
istics on performance in the AHRL/_3N roll-axis tracking study. By introduc-
ing the concept of pseudo motor n_,Ise, we gained added flexibility in repre-
senting pilot uncertainties •bout his ._vn control behavior and about vehicle
response. The mathematical impllc•tlons of thib model revision, •s well •s
applications of the revised model to previous labor•tory tr•cklng results, are
documented in Levison, Baron, and Junker (1).
The focus of the modeling effort was to represent th• effects of motion
primarily by appropriate definition of the sensory variables assumed to be
available to the pilot. Thus, st•tlc-mode tracking was modeled with • fro-ele-
ment "display" vector Consisting of tracking error and error rate. In the
case of motion tracklns, the display vector was aug•anted to include quantl-
ties that would be provided by the pilot's notlon-senslng capabilities; speci-
fically, plant position (i.e., roll angle), plant rate, and Flant •cceleratlon.
These notion-related variables were considered individually and in coubiustion.
Bat•use we were dealing with study-state tracking signals of nod•rate
bandwidth, we did not expect notion-sen•or dy_mLc8 to have an inportant effect
on tracking performance. Therefore, sensor d]msnic• wire not included in the
pilot nod•l: infornational quantiti•s included in the display vector were
a_,suned to be corrupted only by observation noise and not by bsndvidth 1Lnita-
tiou.
Identification Procedure
The primary 8o81 of the uodel anal}aLe ws• to uek • co•st•tent ut of
rules for ••letting pLlot-r•l•ted nodal p•raMter• that weuld allow reliable
pz'ediction8 of the effect• of notion cue• in • variety of control tasks. A :
second (and related) 8o81 v88 to deterulne the 8pecifLc not/on-related cue• *!
• that the subjects had used in the AIWJ,/IWI exper/_mtal study.
i 9o7
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The identification scheme employed in this study was similar to that used
by BBN in previous studies (7, 9) and was applied to leduced data rather than
to time histories. Parameter values were sought that would simultaneously pro-
vide a good match to performance scores, describing functions, and control
spectra. A quantitative "matching error" was defined as described in (i), and
pilot-related model parameters were selected to minimize this error.
A number of iterations were required to arrive at a set of pilot-related
parameter values that would explain tilemaximum amount of data wlth minimum
variations in parameters. The logical (If not entirely chronological) steps in ,_
the identification procedure were as follows: (I) analysis of previous labora-
tory tracking experiments provided an initial set of values for pllot-related
paramters; (2) the Task i, static-mode data were matched to determine modifica-
tions, if any, to these parameter values for the roll-axls tracking results;
(3) the data of Task 2, both static and mot!on, were matched to test specific
hypotheses concerning the use of motion cues; (4) the results of Step 3 were
then applied to the static and motion data from Task i to verify the consis-
tency of the treatment of motion cues, and (5) iterations on Steps 3 and 4 led
to the final selection of model parameters.
Primary Results of the Model Analysis
Parameter values identified from the roll-axle tracking data are given in
Table 2. The followlng considerations were involved In arriving at this set of
parameter values:
Control-rate Cost Coefficie_It: We initially attempted to match experi-
mental results wlth control-rate cost coefficients corresponding to a motor tlme
constant of 0.I seconds, in keeping with previous model appllcatlons. We found,
however, that welghtlngs so chosen ylelded rum control-rate scores that were
much greater than those observed experimentally; accordingly, weightings were
re-adjusted to provide a better overall match to the data. (Predicted rma error
scores were relatlve_y insensitive to the choice of control-rate cost coeffi-
cient.)
Tgne DeZa_: A tlme delay of 0.2 seconds was selected on the basis of
previous studies and provided a good match to the ststlc results. It was neces-
sary to increase the delay to around 0.25 seconds, however, to account for the
greater high-frequency phase shift observed in the motion experiments.
Hoto_ Noiee: Motor noise was neglected as s source of direct input to the
control system. Pseudo-motor noise, reflectlng the subject's uncertainties
. about the systea ss well as uncertainty about hls own control action, was ad-
Justed to match the low-frequency portion of the pllot's phase characteristics.
Obeervation Noise: An observation nolse/slsnal ratio of -20 dB was
adopted as the noise level corresponding to noalnal "full attencloa". •
* On the basis of previous studle,, the observation _oleelslsnal ratlo was as-
sumed to vary /nvareely wlth "attention" (7, 17, 1S).
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Table 2
Identified Model Parameter Values
Task 1 Task 2
Hodel Paramter Static Motion Static Motion _.
Control-Rate Cost Coefficient 0.02 0.02 0.08 .01
,_otorTime Constant (sec) 0.126 0.130 .193 .145
Time Delay (sec) 0.20 0.25 0.20 0.25
Driving Motor Noise/Slgnal Ratio (dB) Negl. Negl. Negl. Nes].
Pseudo Motor Noise/Signal Ratio (dB) -35 -35 -35 -35
Observation Nolse/Slgnal Ratio (dB) -20 -20 -20 -20
Attention to Error Displacement 0.I 0.095 0.1 0.07
Attention to Error Rate 1.0 0.95 1.0 0.70
Attentior. to Motion Variables - 0.05 - 0 30
a
On the basis of the re-examlmttlon of previous I/s 2 tracking results, attention
to error displacement was assusmd to "be only one tenth the attention to error
rate (I). Thus, "full attention" to visual display variables was modeled by
observation nolse/sIsnal ratios of -I0 dB on error dlsplacewnt and -20 dE on
error rate. The modal paraMter8 relating to 8ttentlonal 811ocatloa in Table
2 reflect the hypothesis that attention must be shared betveen visual variables
as a Stoup and motion variables as a sroup. All motion cues (plant position,
rate, and acceleration) were assumed avail&ble, and there was assumed to be no
interference anon8 these lnfornstioual quantities.
Nodal-generated rug perfonmnce scores were conpat'ed with experimontal
results in Figure 7. The left-hand graphs show the results for "displacemont"
(i.e., zero derivative) variables, whtres8 rata variables are diasrsnmod in
the right-hand 8rapha. gtth one exception, model results show a near-perfect
• itch to experinent81 scores for displscemnt var/atbles. The hatch is lass
8ood for rate variables, but (again with one exception) the model correctly
predlcts the influence of motion cues on the trends of the performnce neasure8.
9O9
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Comparisons of model and experimental frequency-response curves are pro-
vided in Figure 8. In general, model response curves closely match experimen-
tal measures. Most importantly, the major effects of motion cues--the increase
in low-frequency phase lead and the reduction in pilot remnant at low frequen-
cies--are mimicked by the model, as is the constancy of the galn-crossover
frequency between static and motion conditions.
Having quantified the effect of motion cues on p_lot-related model param-
eters, we can now use the model to extrapolate the experimental results to
situations beyond those studied in the laboratory. A particularly useful ap-
plication of the pilot/vehicle model is to predict performance-workload trade- ,_
offs (17, 18), especially as it is very difficult to obtain objective measures
of workload experimentally.
Figure 9 shows predicted rms tracking error as a function of attention to
the tracking task, where "attention" _s related to the observation noise/slg-
nal ratio as described in Section 2. A relative attention of unity corres-
ponded to -20 dB in this analysis.
Although not apparent from Figure 9, attentional allocation between visu-
al and motion perceptual variables was readjusted to achieve minimum perform-
ance cost at different levels of overall attention. For both Task i and Task
2, decreasing overall attention required that an increasing fraction of avail-
able attention be devoted to motion variables.
Motion cues affect the predicted tradeoff curves differently for the two
experimental tasks explored in the AMRL/BBN study. The dependency of rms er-
ror on attention is similar for Task 2 static and motion conditions, with er-
ror being consistently lower for the motion case. The effect of motion cues
for Task i is basically to reduce the sensitivity of performance to workload
at low levels of workload. That is, perofmrance is about the same for moder-
ate to high workload levels; at low workload, motion cues apparently provide
stabllzlng information that prevents severe deterioration of performance.
Discussion of Model Results
As we noted in the discussion of experimental results, the AMRL roll-axl8
experiments produced results different from those observed in previous studies.
Specifically, gain-crossover frequency remained virtually constant, high-fre-
quency phase shift changed in the direction of more lag, low-frequency phase
lead increased, and the benefits of motion cues were greater for the high-or-
der (i.e., low-bandwidth) plant; most of the Stapleford et al and Shirley data
showed opposite trends.
Except for the greater high-frequency phase lag, the effects of motion in
the AMRL/BBN study are accounted for by a straightforward information analy-
ses. The increase in hlgh-frequency phase lag is modeled best by an increase
in effective pilot time delay. One possible cause of the apparent increase in
delay is the lag introduced by the dynamics associated with information proces-
sing by the seml-circular canals (19, 20).
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The time delay increase may also be related to llmb motion induced by
simulator motion. Recent studies of tracing in vibration environments have
shown that effective pilot delay increases under vibration conditions (8, 9).
Large increases in motor diving noise were also associated with vibration,
however; similar effects were not observed in the AMRL/BBN study.
The model results shown in Figures 7 and 8 are consistent with the hy-
pothesis that (a) the pilot obtains position, rate, and acceleration cues
from the motion simulation, and (b) visual and motion-related _ensory informa-
tion mutually interfere. Other hypo_heq_s were also tested; in particular,
that (a) onl_ rate information is obtained, and (b) there is no interference
between visual and motion information..
As documented in (i), these various hypotheses yleldea similar matching
ecror scores. Thus, analysis did not provide a clear-cut choice of hypotheses
concerning the use of motion cues in the roll-axls experiments, and some sub-
jec=ive judgement was required to select a modeling philosphy. Since there is
a physiological basis for assuming that postion, rate, and acceleration in-
formation will be provided in a moving environment (at least in combination,
if not as distinctly separate sensations), we adopt the more general hypothesis
that all these cues are obtained; we let the model then determine the extent
to which the available cues will be used in a specific tracking situation.
There is some supporting evidence to indicate that attention is shared
between motion and visual cues. The attentions shown in Table 2 were derived
on the basis of providing the best quantltativematch to the experimental
data. The model was also used in a purely predictive manner to find the allo-
cation of attention (assuming interference) that would provide the lowest cost,
where "cost" was defined as a weighted sum of error and control-rate vari-
ances. The attentlonal allocation that yielded least cost was very close to
the allocation that best matched experimental data.
As documented in Levlson, Baron, and Junker (i), additional model analy-
sis was performed to search for a consistent set of rules for selecting con-
trol-related cost weightings. In the case of the roll-axis tasks discussed in
this paper, the subjects appeared to operate at a point where the slope of the
error-vs-control-rate curve reaches a mlnimum. This finding suggests a notion
of physical workload that is similar to the ideas of attentlonal workload
offered various researchers (7, 21); namely that the pilot will operate in a
region in whlch additional improvement in overall system performance is off-
set by the additional cost of the effort required (where "cost" is defined in
terms of pilot noise/slgnal ratios in the case of attentlonal workload and
control or control rate activity in terms of physlcal workload).
CONCLUSIONS
; The principal results of this study may be summarized as follows:
1. The effects of motion cues on roll-axis tracking performance obtained
: by AMRL can be modeled by (a) an increment of 0.05 seconds t_ the
pilot time delay, and (b) incluslon of sensory varlables that are
i likely to be provided by motion sensors (position, rate, and accel-
: 914
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eration of the plant roll angle in these experiments). Modeling of
dynamics associated with motion sensing is not required.
2. The experimental results do not allow us to determine whether motion
and visual cues are processed in parallel, or whether the pllot must
"share attention" between modalities. Furthermore, we are unable to
determine whether the pilot obtains only rate cues from his motion
sensors, or whether he uses a combination of position, rate, and
acceleration cues.
3. If we assume th_ attention is shared between modalities, tracking
performance is consistent with the notion that attention is shared
optimally. Moreover, optimal allocation of attention between mo-
ron and visual sensory variables is different for the two control
systems explored in the AMRL study.
4. Although tracking error is not greatly affected by the selection of
a relative "cost coefficient" on control-rate activity, a good match
to control scores requires that this weighting be readjusted for the
two plants explored in this study; furthermore, different welghtings
are found for motion and static tracking for the more difficult
plant.
5. The results of the AMRL experiment are different in certain respects
from earlier studies of motlon-based tracking. The AMRL study shows
that motion cues result in an increase in low-frequency phase lead,
an increase in hlgh-frequency phase lag, and no important change in
galn-crossover frequency; whereas other studies have shown that motion
has little effect on low-frequency phase lead, reduces hlgh-frequency
phase lag, and allows an increase in galn-crossover frequency.
6. Although motion cues did not enhance tracking performance for the
less difficult plant explored in the AMP.L study, model analysis pre-
dicts that motion will enhance performance on this task if the pilot
is required to allocate a substantial fraction of his attention to
another task. That is, the less. attentlon paid to the tracking task,
the greater the relative benefit of motion cues.
The results of this study suggest a number of areas for future research,
some of which are likely to be the subject of a follow-on to the study des-
cribed herein. Recommended areas include:
I. application of the model to tracking situations explored in
preceding studies of motion cuea to determine whether or not
a consistent modeling philosophy accounts for the use of mo-
tion cues in a variety of steady-state tracking situations;
2. consideration of vestibular dynamics in the pilot model,
specifically to determine whether or not the apparent in-
crease in time delay can be accounted for by the lags associ-
ated with vestibular dynamics;
915
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3. effects of motion cues on performance in a high workload
environment;
4. effects of motion cues in tracking tasks with transient
inputs, especially in situations where vlsual/motlon con-
flicts may be important; and
5. a controlled study of the effects of control gain and sys-
tem bandwidth to help refine the motor aspects of the
pilot/vehicle model. -_
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THE INFLUENCE OF LOSS OF VISUAL CUES ON PILOT PERFORMANCE LURING THE FINAL
APPROACH AND LANDING PHASE OF A REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLE MISSION
James C. Howard
NASA-Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California 94035
SUMMARY
Remotely piloted research vehicles (RPRVs) are currently being flown from
fixed-base control centers, and visual information is supplied to the remote
pilot by a TV camera mounted in the vehicle. In these circumstances, the pos-
sibility of a TV failure or an interruption in the downllnk to the pilot must
be considered. To determine the influence of loss of _V information on pilot
performance during the final approach and landing phase of a mission, an
expeliment was conducted in which pilcts were asked to fly a flxed-base simu-
lation of a Piper PA-30 aircraft with loss of TV information occurring at
altitudes of 15.24, 30.48, and 45.72 m (50, i00, and 150 ft). For this experl-
ment, a specially designed display configuration was presented to four pilots
in accordance with a Latin square design. Initial results indicate that
pilots could not ensure successful landings from altitudes exceeding 15.24 m
(50 ft) without the visual cues supplied by the TV picture.
INTRODUCTION
To facilitate control of remotely piloted research vehicles (RPRVs),
visual information is supplied to the remote pilot by a TV camera mounted in
the vehicle as shown in figures I and 2. Because of the possibility of TV
failure, an experiment was conducted to determin_ the influence of loss of
visual cues on pilot performance during the final approach and landing phase
of a mission. A recent study (ref. I) established that the display of state
variables shown in figure 3, was an effective configuration for RPRV pilots.
In the configuration used, the basic display consisted of a TV plcture of the
terrain and runway, a horizon bar, and an aircraft symbol. Pilot opinion and
experimental evidence indicated that pitch attitude, glide slope information,
and a chevron combined with digital readouts of airspeed, altitude, and verti-
cal velocity were the most uaeful additions to the basic display. The chevron,
which is a sensitive indicator of altitude and sink rate, is shown separately
in figure 4. It enables the RPRV pilot to control these varlables with the
precision necessary for successful landlngs. In all simulated landlngs, the
chevron appeared on a head-up display at an altltude of 30.48 m (100 ft). In
the present experiment, the TV picture was blacked out at altitudes of 15.24,
30.48, 45.72 m (50, I00, and 150 ft), and pilot performance was measured as a
function of loss of visual information.
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Aircraft Description
A Piper PA-30 aircraft was simulated for this experiment. This aircraft
was _'hosen because it is currently being used at NASA's Fllgh_ Research Center
for RPRV flight test experimentation. It is a low-wing monoplane, powered by
two Lycoming, four cylinder, aircooled engines, each capable of delivering
160 rated horsepower. Figure 5 g_ves the principal dimensions. The airplane _
has a wing span of 10.97 m (35.98 ft), a wing area of 16.54 m2 (178 ft2), an
aspect ratio of 7.3, and a mean aerodynamic chord of 1.52 m (5 ft) (ref. 2).
The airplane has the standard three-control system. The horizontal tall is
the all-movable type with a control deflection range of 4° to -14° The tail
has a traillng-edge tab which moves in the same direction as the tall, with a
deflection ratio (tab deflection to tail deflection) of 1.5. The control
deflection on each aileron is from 14° to -18". The rudder control deflection
range is _27" (ref. 2).
Slmulator and Vehicle Model
'!hePipe_ PA-30 aircraft was simulat d on a Systems Engineerlng Labora-
tory (SEL) 840 digital computer. The final-approach model was based on avail-
able data from FRC's simulation model and references 2 and 3. The model con-
sisted of the rigid body, slx-degrees-of-freedom equations of motion that are
perturbation equations in the stability axis system (ref. 3). After passage
through a digital to analog converter (DAC), the output from the SEL 840 com-
puter was used to drive a vlsual-f)Ight attachment via an Applied Dynamics,
Inc. (ADI) 256 analog computer. The output from the SEL 840 computer was also
used to drive an Evan. and Sutherland (E and S) LDS-2 display genera.or, which
was mounted in parallel with the visual-fllght attachment. The E and S dis-
play generator was used to superimpose geometric representations of state
variables on the pictorial scene of terrain and runway generated by the
visual-flight qttachment. The visual-flight attachment used in this experi-
ment was a General Precision Systems (GP_) model. The essential components of
thi_ 8ttachment _r¢ a segvo-driven television camera, an optical probe, and a
TV monitor (ref. 4). A flxed-base simulator, consisting of a pilot's cab
equipped with a conventional cockpit display and augmented with the GPS visua!
scene, was used to assess the importance of the E and S generated displays in
_ssistlng RPRV pilots to execute the final approach and landing phase of a
mission without a TV picture of the terrain.
EXPERIMENTALDESIGN
The confisuration shown in flgure 3 was used as a head-up display super-
imposed on a picture of the terrain. The picture of tLe terrain _presents
the visual Information supplied to the RPR, pilot by the TV camer_ mounted in
the vehicle. Four landln$ conditions were devised, three with loss of TV
/_fonmt£on at d£ffersut altitudes and one with no loss of TV information. The
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resultlng tasks were given to four pilot subjects in accordance with a Latin
square design. If a Latin square witL four displays is used, the error mean
square will have only six degrees of freedom. To obtain an estimate of error
with a larger number of degrees of freedom, the experiment was replicated
using eight Latin squares. Each Latin square was then treated as a block in a
randomized block design, with the square X display sum of squares correspond-
ing to the block X treatment sum of squares in a randomized block design.
In the applications to which the Latin square has been typically applied
in the fields of psychology, physiology, and drug research, each row of a
square corresponds, to a single subject, with the columns corresponding to suc- "_"
cessive periods or tests. This procedure was followed in the present design,
where the element in a given latin square gives the performance measure
oStained during a test run with the corresponding display.
Each pilot was instructed to execute final approaches and landings start-
ing from an initial distance of 2743 m (9000 ft) from the runway threshold,
and an initial altitude of 152 m (500 ft). For each series of runs, the Latin
square design assures that a subject never encounters the same order of pres-
entation more than once, and that the order effect, whether it be practice,
fatigue, boredom, etc., is independent of particular displays.
During each run the following performance measures were taken for subse-
quent statistical evaluation: sink rate at touchdown, root mean square (rms)
of sink rate, rms of stick activity during the final 30.48 m (I00 ft), and rms
of distance from runway centerllne.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sink Rate at Touchdown
The influence of loss of visual information on pilot performance may be
seen by tabulating the sink rate at touchdown for each condition. In the
following matrices of performance measures, S denotes subject, L the Latin
square, and C the condition. Condition I is the condition without loss of TV
visual information. Corditions 2, 3, and 4 represent loss of visual informa-
tion at altitudes of 15.24, 30.48, and 45.72 m (50, i00, and 150 ft), respec-
tively. The elements of the matrices are measures of sink rate at touchdown
in ft/sec.
S-I
C= i 2 3 4
L = I -2.53000 -i.66400 -3. 07900 -0.60400
2 -i. 79900 -0. 78000 -0. 90300 -0. 59100
3 -1. 95200 -i. 04600 -i. 46200 -i.76100
4 -I. 84200 -0. 77900 -i. 21000 -i,48900
5 -i. 76500 -I. 82300 -i. 72300 -I, 42900
6 -i. 86600 -I. 31700 -0. 76700 -0.95100
7 -i. 87800 -i. 15200 -i. 24300 -i.26000
: 8 -_i.62200 -i. 12800 -I.11700 -i,77700
IL
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S = 2
C - I 2 3 4
L = I -4.88000 -3.35400 -2.18200 -1.91900
2 -3.50800 -5.20800 -7.84600 -3.66900
3 -4.12400 -0.83700 -6.55600 -3.64200
4 -4.33100 -2.65200 -2.32100 -2.03900
5 -4.00300 -2.82300 -1.48300 -4.64600
6 -4.06800 -1.15800 -0.79800 -3.17200
7 -2.59000 -6.17300 -1.62100 -4.66800
8 -2. 93900 -0.63400 -0. 94100 -i. 78200
S= 3
C = i 2 3 4
L = i -0.93200 -2.91900 -4.09000 -2.10800
2 -3.30600 -1.63500 -2.52300 -1.86800
3 -2.82900 -3.10100 -1.47900 -2.75400
4 -1.60300 -2.23200 -4.27900 -4.22900
5 -1.51800 -1.40300 -8.47300 -1.28400
6 -1.20400 -2.29900 -1.86800 -2.54900
7 -1.75900 -0.80800 -2.06900 -7.27100
8 -1.73000 -1.15500 -0.91400 -0.74700
S = 4
C = i 2 3 4
L = 1 -1.41100 -3.06000 -1.01800 -6.52400
2 -3.20000 -1.19300 -2.05300 -3.62200
3 -1.52300 -0.68100 -5.54500 -1.67500
4 -1.42300 -1.33100 -1.14000 -1.40000
5 -0.69000 -0.69100 -1.62500 -2.05400
6 -0.37500 -0.91400 -3.82400 -0.71000
7 -0.86000 -1.10300 -3.87600 -0.84500
8 -1.22400 -0.83300. -1.84700 -0.77100
The computed value of the variance for the four conditions was 3.24. An
error variance of 2.08 gave rise to an F ratio of 1.6. For a significance
level of 0.05, the critical value of F for a condition variance with three
degrees of freedom and an error variance with nine degrees of freedom is 3.86,
and it is evident that the experimental value is not statistically significant.
rms Values of Sink Rate
To assess the influence of loss of visual information on pilot perfor-
mance, as measured by rms values of sink rate, this parameter was computed
during the final 30.48 m (I00 it) of altitude. The mean rms value of sink
rate for all subjects and all error conditions was 1.9 m/s (6.24 ft/sec). As
in the case of sink rate at touchdown, the rms values of sink rate were tabu-
lated for each landing condition and are presented in the matrices below. The
elements of the following matrices are rms values of sink rate, calculated
during the final 30.48 m (I00 it) of altitude.
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S = 1
C = i 2 3 4
L = i 5.52900 6.32900 4.66000 5.02100
2 5.56400 4.65300 5.61100 5.42800
3 5.52200 4.85200 5.14200 5.20800
4 5.85000 6.25700 5.50800 5.07500
5 6.30900 5.75800 5.00800 5.81200
6 5.89200 5.90300 5.73000 5.88900
7 6.10300 6.32100 6.02800 5.81700
8 6.71100 5.73100 6.58100 5.92200 --
S = 2
C = I 2 3
L = 1 5.38800 5.90100 7.59300 6.86600
2 5.26900 7.20300 27.47600 6.28000
3 7.38000 7.14700 8.69200 7.33400
4 7.09000 6.57400 8.50800 6.22200
5 6.77900 8.47500 6.q2600 7.48000
6 7.33600 5.90700 9.12400 7.02900
7 6.17800 9.79200 7.37500 7.66600
8 6.96200 6.48700 7.98700 8.24400
S = 3
C = i 2 3 4
L = 1 6.51300 5.82200 5.65900 6.41800
2 4.60200 6.44900 3.76000 4.04800
3 5.70600 4.20300 4.45500 5.57700
4 4.87800 4.55400 3.93900 5.33500
5 4.92600 5.88200 5.28100 5.54900
6 4.78600 5.30900 4.77500 4.51300
7 5.31400 5.06000 4.47300 4.56700
8 4.58700 5.03800 6.20800 4.09100
S = 4
C = I 2 3 4
L = i 5.25900 6.20000 7.01000 9.07200
2 5.32100 6,21400 6.41900 7.65600
3 5.43000 6.67900 8.15900 6.30600
4 5.05000 5.47300 5.74400 5.41900
5 5.59300 5.31500 6.37900 6.59300
6 6.14500 7.49800 8.18100 6.68200
7 5.13300 6.03400 7.37300 6.67900
8 5.11000 6.18800 7.69200 5.84000
The computed value of the variance for the four landing conditions was
8.71. An error variance of 7.2 gave rise to an F ratio of 1.21. For a sig-
nificance level of 0.05, the critical value of F for a condition variance with
three degrees of freedom and an error variance with nine degrees of freedom is
3.86. It is evident that the experimental value obtained on the basis of rms
values of sink rate measures is not statistically significant.
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rms Values of Stick Activity
to determine the influence of loss of visual cues on pilot work
measured by rms values of stick activity, this parameter was measured
final 30.48 m (i00 ft) of altitude. The mean rms value of stick
all subjects and all conditions was 0.39 in.
case of sink rates, the rms values of stick activity were tabu-
condition. In the matrices of performance measures, the same
applies here as in the preceding two cases, and the range of condi-
same. The elements of the following matrices are rms values of
measured during the final 30.48 m (i00 ft) of altitude.
= i
= i 2 3 4
i 0.14900 0.14800 0.29300 0.19400
2 0.15600 0.26600 0.18800 0.14900
3 0.13800 0.19400 0.18100 0.15600
4 0.13100 0.14300 0.16300 0.18400
5 0.12000 0.14900 0.17600 0.16600
6 0.11500 0.16100 0.13100 0.12500
7 0.12700 0.12200 0.12500 0.13100
8 0.10500 0.14200 0.12600 0.15300
= 2
= I 2 3 4
1 0.31300 0.21000 0.15400 0.36600
2 0.21100 0.40200 0.i0100 0.21800
3 0.21400 0.17100 0.34700 0.24700
4 0.19900 0.17400 0.33300 0.12800
5 0.20500 0.14100 0.18800 0.13700
6 0.17700 0.11800 0.20200 0.21400
7 0.15400 0.].2600 0.19300 0.18500
8 0.14300 0.25200 0.14000 0.12000
" 3
- I 2 3 4
i 0.77900 0.85000 1.30300 1.42800
2 0.54900 1.51500 1.02500 1.13900
3 0.24500 1.56500 0.49000 0.89100
4 0.57600 1.52000 1.98700 0.56300
5 0.73900 1.90900 1.92800 0.42200
6 0.52000 0.49300 0.58400 1.37900
7 0.52200 0.72300 0.32500 2.25800
8 0.72600 0.63500 0.71600 1.41000
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S = 4
C = i 2 3 4
i 0.23300 0.21600 0.17700 0.21200
2 0.23400 0.17100 0.15400 0.15400
3 0.20700 0.25500 0.11800 0.21500
4 0.23200 0.20200 0.17200 0.20700
5 0.18900 0.22500 0.29300 0.15600
6 0.19600 0.14500 0.11300 0.14900
7 0.25400 0.23000 0.10700 0.13500
8 0.21300 0.17000 0.10400 0.18700 ._
The computed value of the variance of stick activity for all conditions
was 0.15. An error variance of 0.16 gave rise to an F ratio of 0.97. As in
the preceding two cases, the critical value of F for a significance level of
0.05 is 3.86. It is evident that the variation of workload with loss of visual
cues, is not statistically significant.
Lateral Offset from Runway Centerline
The data obtained indicate that with the head-up display configuration
used, the absence of a TV picture of the terrain made no significant differ-
ence to the pilot's ability to control sink rate. Moreover, landing under
these conditions imposed no additional workload on the pilots. However, the
disappearance of the visual scene provided by the TV camera impaired the
pilot's a_ility to land on the runway. In terms of distances from the runway
centerline, the performance data assumed the following form:
S = I
C = i 2 3 4
L = i -16.19398 39.46399 -90.33099 13.10200
2 -15.98100 -60.21599 30.13300 6.74900
3 -11.48700 -33.71100 26.88399 14.50500
4 0.81300 -18.58699 -12.41300 -99.40199
5 2.48700 5.56700 -62.53600 -83.81200
6 -9.32900 -20.62399 -157.37900 -65.90500
7 -8.54200 21.83099 -139.63100 17.70599
8 -0.42100 -0.24400 -123.98499 -108.51999
$ - 2
C - l 2 3 4
L = i 1.49000 28.60500 -136.31799 -143.21199
Z -1.18900 -121.96199 -19.43799 4.77600
3 12.89300 -35.34799 -83.18599 46.59299
4 22.04599 2.92600 -67.99300 76.88899
5 2.95300 -6.29400 -43.64899 81.21599
6 5.96100 31.53699 -69.62900 52.13899
7 5.27100 -9.15000 -133.36800 -69.99599
8 -6.56800 2.72700 -149.36899 -219.23499
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S = 3
C = 1 2 3 4
L = i -13.77200 7.39100 -32.41599 158.53600
2 14.23500 -3.22000 64.41699 -77.44899
3 8.16900 -234.73499 -19.11499 -10.81500
4 10.01300 24.25000 -237.16800 -15.80800
5 4.97700 57.75000 115.48999 -22.53899
6 14.15400 13.89200 -0.06200 -45.82999
7 6.12600 4.43200 20.12399 -62.76299
8 -10.66700 0.91000 13.35600 -46.70200
S = 4
C = I 2 3 4
L = i -26.34999 52.68100 16.80499 -29.35300
2 -33.31799 51.51299 -3.57100 24.44398
3 -10.27100 39.03400 -11.63700 19.67899
4 -8.64900 24.05399 45.72299 -_.87!00
5 -13.30500 25.73199 75.36400 19.04199
6 -11.76900 1.32400 -2.29400 23.49399
7 8.50900 -27.18500 -22.34698 -26.70599
8 -19.03799 -14.80900 -15.26000 18.64999
Since these data clearly indicate the influence of TV information on the
pilot's ability to land on the runway, there is no need to perform an analysis
of variance. However, to facilitate the interpretation of these data, the rms
values of lateral offset from runway centerline in feet are shown in the fol-
lowing table for each pilot and each condition.
Condition
Subject
i 2 3 4
1 3.08 m 9.39 m 29.22 m 19.80 m
(i0.i0 ft) (30.82 ft) (95.85 ft) (64.97 ft)
2 3.00 m 14.49 m 29.97 m 32.49 m
(9.83 ft) (47.53"ft) (98.33 ft) (106.59 ft)
3 3.30 m 26.24 m 29.66 m 21.61 m
(10.82 ft) (86.10 ft) (97.30 ft) (70.91 ft)
4 5.64 m 10.31 m 10.19 m 6.68 m
(18.49 ft) (33.82 ft) (33.42 ft) (21.92 ft)
The number of times each pilot failed to land on th_ runway, for each
condition, is shown in the following table.
Cond:Ltton
Subject
i 2 3 4
i 0 0 4 3
2 0 I 4 4
3 0 i 2 2
4 0 0 i I 0
930
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CONCLUSIONS
Statistical evaluation of the data obtained indicates that for the range
of conditions considered, there is no significant difference in landing per-
formance, as measured by sink rate, that can be attributed to the absence of a
TV picture of the terrain. Workload, as measured by stick activity, did not
increase significantly when the pilot was deprived of visual cues. However,
there appeared to be increased rudder activity as the pilot attempted to con-
trol heading without the visual scene. The sudden transition from visual to
instrument reference conditions was disconcerting to the pilots, and when this
occurred at 30.48 m (i00 it) or more, the probability of drifting off the run-
way increased, particularly if the transition occurred when the loca!izer
error was large.
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SIMULATION OF CONVENTIONAL AIRCRAFT APPROACH AND L_NDING:
THE EFFECT OF WITHHOLDING MOTION OR INSTRUMENT CUES
By R.V. Gressang, Capt, USAF
AF Flight Dynamics Laboratory
SUMMARY
The results of two experiments conducted using the multicrew cab simu-
lator of the Flight Control Division, Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
are presented. The first experiment was concerned with the effect upon
approach and landing performance of fixed base versus moving base operation.
The second experiment was concerned with the effect of denying instrument
information upon approach and landing performance in a simulator. For this
experiment, the instruments were frozen at their initial trim values, and
the pilot had to land the simulator using _nly _risual, motion, and sound
cues.
The aircraft simulated was a four engine jet transport of about 180,000
pounds. During the experiments, the aircraft was simulated both with and
without its stability and control augmentation system (SCAS).
The first experiment established that performance changes due to fixed
base versus moving base operation were slight, and were much smaller than
changes induced by turning off the SCAS system, in this simul_tor, the pilot
could achieve a credible landing without using the instruments, but he had
more difficulty if the SCAS was off. If instrument information were denied,
he flew a lower, slower approach.
INTRODUCTION
The simulation of aircraft approaches and landings has recently become
important because of the low cost, safe, flexible opportunities it presents
for aircrew training, pilot/alrcraft system research and engineerlngrl_n-
y_tlgation of potential flight hazards, and accident investigations t Jt [2],
" J" For these applications to be feasible, it is necessary to know how
simulation results and performance compare with actual results and perform-
ance for the appropriate task. It is also necessary to know that the pilot
does not significantly change his behavior in going from an actual aircraft
to a simulation of that aircraft, and to know what cues must be provided in
the simulator to allow the pilot to fly the simulator without changing his
basic behavior pattern for the task being simulated.
Experience to date indicates that it is difficult to simulate landing
an aircraft in such a way that the touchdcw_ p_rforman$_ _ comparable to
the performance achle_ed by a pilot in a real aircraft L_- J. The statistic
most commonly reported about landing simu%ations is the mean sink rate at
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touchdown, which is g_nerally sig_lificantly higher in the simulation than it
would be for an actual aircraft. This has been observed in over fourteen
different simulations, involving at least four different aircraft, both fixed
base and three degree of f_dom moving base, and at least five different
types of visual display. [z_]
Experimental investigations of the differences between simulator landing
performance and aircraft landing performance have not determined any specific
single factor which contributes most of the difference between simulator and
alccraft performance. Since no single specific factor has been related to
the difference between simulator and aircraft performance, and since attain-
ing maximum realism of cues in a simulator is limited by necessary physical
limitations (such as the amount of travel allowed in motion drive systems)
and the economic law of diminishing returns, the objective of attaining
realistic pilot behavior in landing simulations must be obtained by carefully
determining the sensitlvity of the pilot's performance to the various cues.
One approach to attaining realistic performance has been to thoroughly
familiarize the pilot with the simulation, giving him sevelal hours of simu-
lation time before the experiment is started and data collected. However, it
has been objected that this results in training the pilot to fly the simula-
tor as a simulator rather than as an aircraft. An alternate approach is to
analyze what cues are used by the pilot to accomplish the landing task, and
then conce:_trate on providing accurately only the minimum cues necessary. The
difficulty with this apDroach is that no clear concensus exists as to what
cues are used during landing, and what their relative importance is.
The experim&,,ts r_ported on in this paper provide information useful to
either of the above approaches. Information was obtained on how many simu-
lation runs would result in stabilized touchdown sink rates, while the effect
of freezing the instruments (thus preventing the pilot from flying the simu-
lator using only the instruments) was studied. Similarly, the effect of the
limited motion cues available upon touchdown performance was studied. When
the instruments were frozen, it was determined that visual and limited motion
cues were sufficient to land the simulator. The pilot did succeed in landing
the simulator with sink rates representative of real aircraft, but his
behavior was slightly modified from what it would have been in a real air-
craft.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION
The objectives of the experiments reported on in this paper were to
investigate the effects of visual and motion cues upon simulated aircraft
landings. The pilot's task was to execute a conventional Visual Flight Rules
(VFR) approach and landing, depending mainly upon the visual display for
flight path guidance. All approaches were conducted under simulated clear air
daylight conditions. Each experimental run began from trim conditions at
750 feet on a three degree glide slope. The pilot used visual path informa-
tion to fly a nominally three degree glide elope approach to the runway,
flare, and touch the aircraft down. The run was terminated after touchdown.
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The aircraft used for this simulation was modeled,by six degree of free-
dom nonlinear equations of motion on a hybrid computerL9]. The aircraft was
a four engine jet transport of approximately 180,000 pounds _ross weight.
The aircraft had conventional aileron, elevator, rudder, ar J throttle controls.
It also had a direct llft control obtained by using spoilers, and blown flaps.
The blown flaps resulted in considerable powered llft. Longitudinal control
was accomplished through the direct lift control and pitch trim button, while
lateral control was accomplished using the ailerons. In normal configura-
tion, the aircraft had an extensive stability and control augmentation system
(SCAS). Certain runs were made with the SCAS on, and other runs made with
the unaugmented aircraft.
The instrument panel was organized in a conventional manner. No flight
director was used. The cockpit was a C-135 cockpit that had been modified
for research and development use. It was mounted upon a three degree of free-
dom (roll, pitch, heave) motion base[I0]. Sound cues duplicating four turbo-
jet engines were generated.
Visual cues simulating real world changes in size and perspective with
respect to aircraft motion were produced using a thzee dimensional illumi-
nated terrain model and television camera-screen projection system. The
field of view of the screen was 60 degrees diagonally. The view was large
enough to present a realistic scene through the front windows, but there were
no peripheral cues. During an approach, the pilot saw a daylight rural
terrain with an airport complex.
Turbulence inputs were inserted into the simulation. These inputs
corresponded to light turbulence of the Dryden spectra of MIL-F-8785B TM.
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTS
Two experiments were conducted, with the following objectives:
i. Does the motion system affect landing performance?
2. Can the simulator be landed as a conventional aircraft without the
use of the cockpit instruments?
3. Can the simulator be landed as a conventional aircraft with
realistic values of sink rate at touchdown?
The first experiment was to answer objective i, and was a 2x2xlO
factorial experiment. The factors were motion system on or off, SCAS on or
off, and replication (I0 replications). Before the experiment began, the
pilot executed i0 practice runs. During the experiment, the various condi-
tions were presented to the pilot randomly.
The second experiment consisted of 20 slmulated approaches and landlnss,
made with the cockpit instruments frozen at their initial trim values.
Half of these runs were made with the SCAS on, and half with the SCAS off.
SCAS on or off was presented rlndomly to the pilot.
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The third objective was satisfied by recording the touchdown sink
rate_ u[ all the approach and landing runs that the subject pilot made.
On each simulation run, data were colleLted both at the instant of touch-
down and during the approach. The data collected _r touchdown consisted of
the instantaneous values of x, _, z, 0, q, y, #, _, 4, P, and v. During
the approach the means and standard devlatlons of e, q, h (glide slope
deviation in feet),_, _, p, _, r, y (localizer deviation in feet) and
were computed in real time for all point_ on the approach lying between
500 feet altitude and 50 feet altitude.
The subject pilot for there experiments was an Air Force pilot with
1700 hours total flying time. He was briefed on the purpose of the experi-
ments, and conducted the simulated approaches and landings alone, without
the assistance of a copilot. He had no tasks to perform in addition to
landing the aircraft.
RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS
The data coll_._ed during the experiments are presented in Tables 1
through 4. Table 1 presents the longitudinal touchdown data, Tablc 2 pre-
sents the lateral touchdown data, Table 3 presents the longitudinal approach
data, and Table 4 presents the lateral approach data. The classification
scheme used for the data denotes the (SCAS, motion) combination as A,
(SCAS, no motion) as B, (No SCAS, motion) as C, (No SCAS, no motion) as D,
(SCAS, no instruments) as E, and (No SCAS, no instruments) as F.
A complete statistical analysis of the data, using t tests, F tests,
M tests for homogenous variances, and analysis of variance can be found in
reference 12. The results of this analysis are summarized in the following
paragraphs.
The largest effects observed during the experiments were due to the
control system (SCAS). The aircraft was more difficult to fly when the
control system was off, and this was reflected in more scatter in the air-
craft variables during the approach and at touchdown.
The only effects observed due to motion cues were a lesser tendency
to "duck under" the nominal glide slope when the motion was off combined
with a tendency to land further down the runway. However, the tendency to
land further down the runway was in conjunction with a slmilar but more
prominent tendency associated with the control Jystem being off.
When the pilot was forced to fly the simulator using only the visual
display, he flew more slowly and had more difflcJlty in controlllng
airspeed, lle "ducked under" the nominal gllde slope to a greater extent,
and the control system being off increased the scatter in the aircraft
variables, especially the lateral variables. Despite these differences,
the pilot was able to fly and land the simulator as an aircraft.
The lack of an appreciable effect due to the motlor system being on or
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off is not unexpected for the landing task. The stax_dard deviations of p, q,
and r are all of the same magnltude or smaller than the thresholds for
human sensing of these angular velocities, so motion cues would not be
expected to be important in the task simulated.
The data avallable for studying whether the simulator can be landed as
a conventional aircraft with realistic values of sink rate at touchdown con-
sisted of values of the sink rate at touchdown on 128 simu]ated landings by
the same pilc_. These 128 sink rate values were listed chronologically,
examined for learning behavior and th_ effects of changing experiments, and
classified as to the various landing strategies used by the pilot. The data --
most readily a_ailable conceru_ng landing sink rates of actual aircraft is in
the form of a nominal sink rate, and sometimes a standard deviation, Typical
values are -2 ft/sec mean and a standard deviation of .5 ft/sec.
The mean and standard deviation of the simulation touchdown sink rates
were computed for groups of i0 runs, with the division into groups being on
a chronological basis. The exceptions to this were the last two groups,
which were of 7 and ii runs respectively, and so divided beca',qe of a change
in pilot strategy. The means and standard deviations for each group are
given in Table 5.
Examining the data in Table 5, a learning effect is present throughout
the first 40 runs, and terminates in a sudden step improvement in perform-
ance about run 40. The duration of _he learning period agrees well with
the data in references 8 and 13. The pilot's performance then plateaued
until about run 80, when either a three-week layoff or changing experiment
conditions resulted in the pilot having to relearn to his previous level of
proficiency. The sink rate performance then approaches the previous level
until run 118.
The most interesting part of the data is the sudden decrease in sink
rate starting at Run 118, as it is associated with the pilot saying he
changed his landing strategy. The first strategy used by the pilot involved
trading off longitudinal touchdosm position for sink rate. During the
flare, the pilot would retard the throttles as would be normal in an air-
craft. The change that resulted in the second strategy was that the pilot
waited until after touchdown to chop the throttles. This change resulted
in a mean and standard deviation of touchdown sink rate which compares very
well with the values for actual aircraft. Since the only cP_nge in the
pilot's behavior which occurred and resulted in the agre_ent with actual
aircraft sink rates was in the tlnin8 of the throttle chop, the possibility
is raised that simulator sink rate problems during landins may be due to
either pilot difficulty in Judsi_ _ heisht, or due to poor models of engine
thrust dynamics.
CONCLUSIONS
The overall conclusions of these experiments are that:
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I. The limited motion system used in these experiments had minimal
effect upon the pilot's landing performance.
2. The simulator can be landed as a conventional aircraft without
instrument cues.
3. The simulator can be _anded as a conventional aircraft with
reali_tlc values of sink rate at touchdowr, provided the pilot cuts the
throttles after touchdown.
4. C_nging the aircraft dynamic response has a much greater effect
upon the pilot's landing performance than turning off the _otion system.
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TABLE i: LONGITUDINAL TOUCHDOWN PARAMETERS
VARIABLE CONFIGURATION
A B C D E F
x Mean 83.02 191.87 450.86 902.13 27.5 679.2
Std. Dev. 556.5 457.42 679.92 999.02 919.21 869.44
Mean 185.44 187.07 182.61 179.79 169.93 166.93
Scd. Dev. 3.37 6.33 5.27 6.36 19.91 8.19
Mean -4.64 -4.30 -5.47 -5.96 -5.86 -5.29
_td. Dev. 2.15 1.90 2.51 2.48 3.99 1.59
¢ Mean 4.27 4.72 5.88 5.30 8.07 9.10
Std. Dev. .67 2.39 2.50 2.40 3.89 1.98
q Mean .45 .50 1.56 .79 .34 1.58
Std. Dev. .76 .58 .84 2.07 .82 1.36
Table i: Units are ft., ft/sec., deg., deg/sec.
TABLE 2: LATERAL TOUCHDOWN PARAMETERS
VARIABLE CONFIGURATION
A B C D E F
y Mean 15.11 14.77 -4.31 1.94 15.87 1.87
Std. Dev. 16.22 21.07 13.50 25.08 26.59 27.52
Mean -.63 .20 .85 1.07 -.I0 -1.19
Std. Dev. 2.86 4.75 3.53 _.99 1.27 3.58
Mean .45 .80 .47 1.04 -.29 .68
$td. Dev. 1.18 1.62 3.73 6.05 .77 3.12
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TABLE 2 (Continued)
VARIABLE CONFIGURATION
A B C D E F
Mean 89.49 89.36 88.94 88.19 90.19 90.06
Std. Dev. .60 1.16 1.59 2.39 .95 1.62
p Mean -.43 1.29 .78 -.95 -.01 -.30
Std. Dev. 2.15 1.88 2.13 3.25 1.14 2.19
r Mean 0.57 -.27 .29 -.05 .30 -.38
Std. Dev. 1.08 1.00 1.43 1.72 1.47 .93
Table 2: Units are ft., ft/see., deg., deg/sec.
TABLE 3: LONGITUDINAL APPROACH STATISTICS
VARIABLE CONFIGURATION
A B C D E F
e Mean 1.622 1.948 1.555 2.102 3.408 2.652
Std. Dev. .478 .502 .993 1.077 1.156 1.011
q Mean -.0035 -.004 -.002 .007 .039 -.013
Std. Dev. .309 .348 .866 .888 .375 .727
h Mean -24.6 -14.6 -27.6 -13.7 -34.07 -29.67
Std. Dev. 9.36 11.38 11.77 13.67 14.75 12.95
Mean 4.716 4.880 4.442 5.131 6.581 5.652
Std. Dev. .628 .653 .936 .964 .989 .819
Table 3: Units are ft., de8., deg/sec.
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TABLE 4: LATERAL APPROACH STATISTICS
VARIABLE CONFIGURATION
A B C D E F
Mean .449 .597 1.074 1.096 .097 .513
Std. Dev. 1.185 1.747 3.387 3.281 .830 4.555
p Mean -.031 .035 .032 .018 -.035 -.033
Std. Dev. 1.59B 1.814 2.375 2.478 .887 2.472 --
Mean 89.525 88.921 88.434 88.392 90.095 89.315
Std. Dev. .992 1.098 1.315 1.527 .900 1.381
r Mean .044 .002 .069 .013 .018 -.005
St_ Dev. .827 .862 1.193 1.243 .507 1.042
y Mean -4.4 22.8 -4.5 -3.3 17.9 17.4
Std. Dev. 27.0 31.9 25.4 19.6 21.3 38.1
B Mean .394 .921 1.476 1.598 -.147 .392
Std. Dev. 1.033 1.285 1.846 1.933 .686 2.069
table 4: Units are ft., deg., deg/sec.
TABLE 5: TOUCHDOWN SINK RATE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
RUNS MEAN _ _ STANDARD DEVIATION
i to i0 -7.81 3.18
ii to 20 -6.63 2.16
21 to 30 -6.34 2.37
31 to 40 -6.00 2.31
41 to 50 -4.04 1.37
51 to 60 -4.09 1.97
61 to 70 -4.38 1.59
71 to 80 -4.76 1.75
81 to 90 -6.58 3.67
91 =o 100 -6.37 2.59
101 to 110 -4.71 2.39
iii to 117 -4.51 1.15
118 to 128 -1.94 .57
: Table 5: Units are ft/see.
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EFFECTS OF DIFFERTNG MOTION SYSTEM DRIVES ON
SIMULATION OF APPROACH AND LANDING
Capt Joseph Pollard
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
SUMMARY
A discussion of simulator testing for motion response is coupled with a
scientific experiment to determine the effects of differing motion drive
equations on approach and landing of a heavy aircraft. The conditions of no
motion, motion driven by linear combinations of rate and attitude, and motion
driven by linear accelerations are tested to determine if significant statis-
tical differences exist between systems. All other factors were heJd con-
stant. The simulation was performed s_ the Flight Control Development
Laboratory utilizing the Multicrew Cab. The results of the simu'_L_on analy-
sis are clearly shown to be affected by the required choice of moL_on drive
equations in simulation design. Specific performance variables are indicated
as most seriously affected.
INTRODUCTION
One of the tasks most often investigated at the Flight Control Develop-
ment Laboratory is that of landing including power approach flare, and
touchdown. A simple experiment was designed to investigate the sensitivity
of pilot performance to changes in the drive equations applied to the limited
motion base simulator. The tracking performance of the pilot during power
approach was found to be relatively insensitive; however, the variations in
many of the aircraft states at touchdown were found to be statistically
significant. [i]
J
SYMBOLS
The following symbols are used throughout this paper. The most
commonly used units are given for presentation with this paper.
ax, ay, az Aircraft inertial earth axis accelerations, ft/sec 2
6, _, _ Aircraft body axis linear accelerations, ft/sec 2
_, _, _ Aircraft body axis rotational accelerations, deg/sec 2
8 Aircraft pitch angle, deg
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Aircraft _olI angle, deg
Aircraft heading aI:g_e, deg
p Aircraft roll rate, deg/sec
q Aircraft pitch rate, deg/sec
r Aircraft yaw rate, deg/sec
e Aircraft nominal pitch angle, trim, dego
_x' _y' _ Offsets from aircraft center of gravity to the pilot's
z station, ft
g Acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2
s Laplace operator
Confidence level assigned to statistical testing
F A ratio of variances used in statistical tests
THE SIMULATOR
A three degree of freedom motion base simulator with a multicrew cab
instrumented as an AMST aircraft was used for the experiment. The motion
system is a scissors configuration utilizing two forward hydraulic cylinders
and one aft. The forward cylinders are identical and have a stroke of + 12
inches while the rear cylinder has a travel of + 18 inches. Hydraulic power
was supplied by a 60 gpm pumping system at 3000--psi. Each actuator was flow
limited to i0 gpm. The motion base was programmed so that all three cylin-
ders provided heave while the two forward cylinders were operated asymetri-
cally to produce roll. The rear cylinder was operated alone to produce
pitch. Figure i shows an exterior view of the simulator. £_ch of the three
cylinders was also electrically and mechanically safety limited.
The motion base was instrumented with three accelerometers located at
the pilot's station to measure and a . The pitch rate and roll rate
were detected using gyros, ax, ay, z
A Redifon terrain board projection visual system was used to provide
vlsual cues to the pilot. The full color projection is 48° x 36°.
Landing lights were provided to the pilot.
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THE AIRCRAFT SYSTEM AND TASK
An AMST similar aircraft was utilized as the system airframe. These
dynamics were heavily an_ nonlinearly augmented. The pilot was asked to
land the aircraft in a conventional manner utilizing a 3° ILS. A matrix of
30 runs was then accomplished with each of two motion drive systems and no
motion drive being the experimental factor tested. This matrix provided
ten replications of each motion condition. No other factors were willfully
changed. Light turbulence (4 ft/sec rms) was applied to the aircraft dyna- --
mics for each run. Each approach took about 90 seconds at 120 knots.
Initial altitude was 750' AGL.
THE MOTION DRIVES
Drive system A is depicted graphically in Figure 2. This system was a
blend intended to present angular and angular rate information to the pilot.
The heave axis was driven by a blend of q and h. All signals were passed
through washout circuits. For each system component the time constants
used are shown in Table i.
Washout Time Constants Drive A
Pitch T - 4
Roll _ = 2.86
Heave T = 4
Table I
Motion fade and cab leveling circuits are also included to provide a means
of initializing the simulator.
Drive System B was designed to present linear acceleration data to
the pilot. Linearized equations expressing these accelerations are given
by:
= 6 - _yf + _z_ + sin O (i)ax
= - - _ _- _z_ (2)ay _ g_ cos % x
az = _ + gO sin % - _x_ (3)
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For purposes of implementation, these were simplified to:
ax = 6 + £z4 (4)
a = _ - g_ + £
x - _z_ (5)
a = _'_-£ _ _
z x (6)
For washout circuits, a model similar to that representing the otoliths
of the ear was used since it is assumed that they are the primary means of
motion perception. A typical model is
G(s) = k(t_s+l) 1
(tlS+l) t2s+1 (7)
where t3 is large compared to t2 and tI.
Thus the model is simplified to the washout plus filter given by:
l.Ss
Gl(S) = (s+l.5)(s+.19) (8)
Due to inherent 400 Hz noise in the hybrid simulator the acceleration rate
terms were filtered before use by
lO
G2(s) = s+10 (9)
Further each actuator was determined "to be accurately modeled by
2_(.4) 2.51
G3(s) ffi S+.4(2n) = s+2.51 (10)
• Therefore a compensator of the form
i0(s+.251)
G4(s) " (s+2.51) (ii)
was inserted to pre-emphasize each drive signal. Figure 3 shows a block
diagram of the system called Drive B.
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DATA COLLECTED
The data collected can be divided into two types: statistical and
discrete point. Time average statistics (mean and standard deviation)
were computed from 500' to 50' altitude on each run for Wg, Vg, e, _, _, ax
; a , az, p, q, r and glide slope error. These same data were collected atY
discrete points along tbe trajectory including the touchdown point. Tables
2, 3, 4 and 5 present the mean and rms data for the time average statistics.
As can be seen there is no statistical difference among these parameters.
The touchdown parameters, however, are statistically significantly
different. Tables 6 and 7 show the raw and average data. Figure 4 shows
scatter plots for a and _. Differences are clearly illustrated. TheY
parameters ay, _, az, e, p, q, and r are statistically different between
Drive A and Drive B. No significant difference exists between Drive A and
no motion but Drive B differs from no motion in ay, az, _, and r. The
smaller dispersions of the data occur for Drive B. All testing was done
for _ = .05 level of signlficance.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Differing drive equations have been shown to cause a statistically
significant change in touchdown parameters in the landing of an AMST
similar aircraft utilizing a conventional approach. No significant differ-
ence was seen in the power approach phase.
Extreme caution should therefore be exercised in the choice of drive
equations for use with a limited motion base simulator.
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THRESHOLDS OF MOTION PERCEPTION
MEASURED IN A FLIGHT SIMULATOR
R,J.A.W. Hosman and J.C. van der Vaart
Delft University of Technology
Department of Aerospace Engineering
SUMMARY
Thresholds for the perception of angular acceleration and specific forces
were experimentally determined in a moving base flight simulator.
The thresholds were determined by using sinusoidally changing test signals
at a number of frequencies. It was shown that the thresholds of the semicircular
canals of the vestibular system are directly related to a minimum cupula
displacement, if the latter is calculated in accordance with the well known
overdamped torsion pendulum model.
When using the available otolith models, a similar direct relation for
thresholds for specific forces and otolith displacement could not be
established.
The experimentally determined thresholds for angular accelerations were
significantly lower than those com_.only found in the literature.
It was further shown that mentally "loading" subjects with additional
tasks considerably increased the thresholds for motion perception.
INTRODUCTION
For a number of years research has been performed at the Department of
Aerospace Engineering of the Delft University of Technology in the field of
manual control.
The investigations are primarily related to pilot behaviour, handling qualitieE
of aircraft and flight simulation. See Refs. | and 2.
Theoretical work on pilot behaviour and handling qualities is aimed at
the development of a self adaptive pilot model, experimental reseach is done
to support this work on the pilot modelling and flight simulation, especially
motion simulation.
• The lack of detailed knowledge of motion perception necessary for its
implementation in pilot models and the availability of a simulator with a
three degree of freedom motion system with high fidelity characteristics,
inspired the start of the experimental work on motion perception.
The motion system was developed at the Department of Mechanical Engi-
neering under the responsibility of Viersma. The application of hydrostatic
bearing in the hydraulic servo actuators results in almost rumble free
simulato motions. In fact under normal conditions motion noise is below the
thresnolds of motion perception.
The simulator's three degrees of motion freedom allow five degrees
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of freedom to be simulated: pitching and rolling rotations and heave
translations in the normal frequency range of aircraft simulation and
specific forces in the X- and Y-directions by tilting the simulator at
very low frequencies. A general impression of the simulator is given in Fig.
I. Details of the motion system are summarized in the Appendix. In this paper
the usual aircraft frame of reference OXYZ is used _o define motions of the
simulator as well as of the subjects.
It was decided to first determine the thresholds of motion perception
using this particular simulator. Thereby the suitability of the simulator
motion system for research on motion perception was to _e evaluated. If the --
apparatus indeed showed to be an efficient tool for this purpose, a more
extensive research program related to motion perceptio_ and the problems of
pilot modelling and motion simulation, could be started.
Further, some answers might be found to questions concerning the
applicability of the available vestibular models as well as of the related
threshold values in the rather special case of pilot modelling and flight
simulation. In particular effects due to the differences in laboratory
environment and the working environment of the flightdeck, where a pilot
controls the aircraft, are to be expected.
Finally it has to be considered that ti]l now most research on the
vestibular system was directed at passive motion perception in contrast to the
pilot controlled situation where the motion perception plays part in the
control of aircraft.
In the design of the experiments and in the interpretation of the results
use has been made of a rather important and general concept of control by a
human operator, namely that of the "internal model". This concept implies that
for perception as well as for control a human operator uses an internal - or
mental - model of the system to be controlled. At any moment this internal
model is based on all the preceding information processed up to that moment.
Thus the interna] model can be seen as the result of a learning process.
When implementing motion perception in pilot models based on the inter-
nal model of the aircraft, the following should be borne in mind. The
perception of motion does not originate from the vestibular system alone but
is also based on the sensory information of pressure, touch and kinesthesia
receptors on the one hand and visual cues on the other hand. It is of great
importance to ihvestigate the influence' of these sensors on motion perception
and to incorporate all relevant motion related information in pilot models and
in flight simulation.
Baaed on the above considerations some experiments were performed to
evaluate the simulator motion system and to investigate the influence of the
information processin_ on motion perception.
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MOTION PERCEPTION, MODELS OF THE VESTIBULAR ORGANS AND PILOT BEHAVIOUR
Motion and the flight environment
The effect of motion perception on the behaviour of a pilot controlling
an aircraft is generally accepted as favourable. It has been experimentally
demonstrated, see Ref. 3, that the presence of "motion" increases the control --
performance in the case of simulated systems with noted "difficult" control
characteristics. The use of moving base simulators is therefor not only
justified for improving simulation realism, motion provides the pilot with cues
that appear to be as essential as visual inputs for the manual control of a
given system.
Whereas this effect of motion cues on the control task is generally
recognized, little appears to be exactly known about the motion a human pilot
is able to feel (thresholds of perception), nor is it clear whether certain
motion cues may be more essential than others, see Ref. 4. The work of many
researchers is presently aimed at improving the knowledge in this particular
field.
The research on motion perception has a long history. It has, from the
beginning, been based on the function of the vestibular system, consisting of
the semi-circular canals and the otoliths, man's sensors of angular accele-
ration and specific force respectively. Most investigations carried out have
been related to laboratory situations where the experimental conditions were
such that results are not readily extrapolated to the flight environment. In
laboratory experiments subjects are usually strapped to maintain a fixed
position of head and body. In contrast, a pilot in a flight environment is
free to adjust his chair and : "_ety belts mostly do not restrict head and
trunk movements. Apar= from th)_ _ference in physical limitations an enormous
difference may be observed in the p=ychological conditions of a laboratory
subject and a pilot controlling an aircraft.
When studying the applicability of the models of the vestibular system,
see Refs. 5 and 6, and the associated thresholds of motion perception in
relation to pilot modelling and aircraft simulation, the above considerations
should be t_ken into account.
A good starting point appears to consider the pilot as a multi-input multi-
output system with certain (as yet unknown) information processing of all
sensory input signals. Using this black box concept, one can try to evaluate
the influence of the pilot's information processing of these signals. Of course
the influence of the vestibular inputb should not be rejected or underestimated
but should be considered as an integral part of the information processing of
all sensory inputs.
Mathematical models of motion perception
Presently only models for perception of motion by the vestibular system
are available. These models, in which motion sensing by other organs such as
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proprioceptors, etc. is not included, are briefly discussed below• For a com-
plete description of the vestibular system and its characteristics, the reader
is referred to a number of excellent reviews, Refs. 5, 7, 8, 9 and I0. A
schematic drawing of a semi-circular canal is given in Fig. 2a.
According to the overdamped torsion pendulum analogy of the semi-circular
canals of the vestibular organs as formulated by van Egmond, Jongkees and
Groen, the transfer function, relating the Laplace transforms of input and
output signals, is:
_(s) 1
_(s----Y= (s+ a) (s+ b) (1)
where:
= the cupula deflection
= the input angular acceleration
a = 0,I rad/sec
b = 10 rad/sec
In Fig. 3 the modulus and phase angle of the above transfer function are
plotted.
In eq. (I) the constants a and b are dependent on the mechanical
characteristics of the organ such as the moment of inertia of the endolymph,
the spring stiffness of the cupula and the viscous damping of the endolymph
in the canals. From experiments described in Refs. 6 and 8 it is clear that
the coefficients a and b differ from subject to subject. As a consequence the
above values have to be considered as averages.
Investigations into the perception of specific force have by far not been
as succesfull as those into the perception of angular acceleration. The
structure of the otoliths suggests the dynamics of an overdamped mass-spring-
dashpot accelerometer, or, more exactly, a specific force sensor. A schematic
drawing of an oto]ith is given in _ig. 2b.
An attempt to measure and describe the dynamic properties has been made by
Meiry, Ref. I0, resulting in the revised otolith model of Young and Meiry,
Ref. II, the transfer function of which is:
Ap(S) 1.5
Ai(S) = (S + c) (S + e) " (S * 0.076) (2)
where:
A_i= perceived specific force• input specifi force
c = 1.5 rad/sec
e = 0.19 rad/sec
Eq. (2) may be devided into a part relating otolith displacement d and
specific force A.:
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id(S) = ].5 (3)A.(S) (S+ c) (S + e)
i
and a neural processing term, relating perceived specific force Ap and otolith
displacement d:
A (S)
P-_----= (S + 0.076)
d(S)
The numerical values of the constants c and e, dependent on the mass of the
otoconia, the viscous damping due to the endolymph and the supporting
structure of the otolith and the restraining spring forces of the hair cells,
are again to be taken as averages.
In Ref. II a reasonable fit of experimental data to the model according
to eq. (2) is shown. Other researchers, however, give experimental results
that are not in agreement with this model, see Refs. 6, 8, 12 and 13.
The ability of labyrinthine defective (L.D.) subjects to perceive tilt,
though with decreased accuracy with respect to normal subjects, shows that
touch, pressure and kinesthesia receptors also provide information on specific
forces acting on the human body.
An indication that motion is possibly also perceived by the motion of
internal organs is to be found when considering the transfer function of the
human body for _ _rations, see Ref. 14. There is a prominent resonance peak
at about 2 c.p.s, for vertical vibration of the erect body, a reasonance
which is due to the mass, stiffness and damping of the internal organs within
the trunk.
A slightly different otolith model is suggested by Mayne in Ref. 12. It
is argued thLre that in the vestibular system the sensory cells can be devided
into three groups, sensitive to otolith displacement, rate of displacement or
both. The proposed transfer function becomes:
xo(S) K2_I_2
--= KI - (4)
_(s) (s + _z) (s + _2)
This expression can be visualized as describing both the characteristics
of a conventional accelerometer (first right hand term o_ the equation) and
of a differentiating accelerometer (second right handterm). Neglecting _2'
representing the upper break frequency, Mayne suggests the following transfer
function:
Xo(S) ei
--= x I - x 2 (5)
_(s) " s + e 1
where:
x o = otolith displacement
= input specific force
Ki = 24.25 sec _
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2
K2 = |5.26 sec
m; = 0.232 rad/sec
The difference between the above presented models, see Fig. 4, according
to eqs. (2) and (5), is that the latter has a constant gain at high fre-
quencies.
Whether the mechanical properties of the otoliths (mass, restraining
force and damping) are also supposed to be accounted for in this model, is
not quite clear.
Thresho]ds of motion perception, pilot models
aLLdthe conception of an "internal model"
As already mentioned in the introduction the results of measuring the
thresholds of motion perception in a three degree of freedom aircraft
simulator will be discussed in this paper. As will be clear from the pre-
ceding discussion the semi-circular canals and the otolith organs behave as
dynamic systems, usually described by relatively simple mathematical
equations.
It stands to reason that neural signals from the cells in the cupula and
the otolith are, in some way, proportional to cupula deflection and otolith
displacement. These displacements are not only dependent of the input signals
but also, of course, of the dynamics of the vestibular organs as described by
eqs, (1) and (3). Therefore, the procedure used by van Egmond, Jongkees and
Groen, Refs. 8 and 15, to correct the experimentally determined threshold
values in the case of angular oscillatory accelerations by reducing the thres-
hold values to a normalized frequency, is essentially correct. A similar
procedure is followed in this paper by relating the threshold of motion
perception to the cupula or otolith displacements.
The techniques described in Refs. 6, 8, and 10 to determine the constants
in the models according to eqs. (1) and (3) are partly based on the deter-
mination of the threshold values. In this way there is a danger, however, that
the importance if the thresholds is being over-emphasized and that numerical
values of thresholds are considered as absolute.
It appears more appropriate to accept that all neural signals and in
particular those resulting from cupula deflections or otolith displacements,
are noisy signals, representing motion related measurements, see Fig. 7. Using
the concept of an "internal model" as mentioned in the Introduction, these
measurements can be thought as serving to update the estimate of the internal
model of the state of the system to be controlled. Stated in terms of modern
control theory, all sensory motion related signals (vestibular, visual,
proprioceptive etc.) can thus be considered as being used by the human operator
to improve the estimate of the state of the system to be controlled.
Returning now more specifically to the role of the vestibular organs, the
above proposed concept firstly enables the thresholds of perception to be
stated in terms of measurement noise: if the sensory signal is weak, it cannot
be recognized from the background of measurement noise, see Fig. 5. This
concept of threshold_ in terms of unfavourable signal to noise ratio has
already been stated elsewhere (Ref. 6).
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Secondly, it the concept of tilei,t_rnal model is acccptcd it should be
concluded that an influence of the internal model and the information pro-
cessing on the thresholds measured is to be expected.
There is evidence that the state of the internal model indeed affects the
thresholds of motion perception. It is well known that in vestibular sensing,
as well as in hearing and vision, man is able to feel (or hear or see) a
slowly increasing signal at a very low level, but ts not able to definitely
recognize it until it has exceeded a certain level (threshold). When next the
signal is decreased, however, he can still recognize its characteristics far
below this threshold: the internal model built during the preceding period _
helps to recognize the signal £rom a background of measurement noise.
Based on the foregoing, two experiments using the motion simulator, were
designed. A first experiment was designed to measure thresholds in terms of
cupula and otolith deflections. A second experiment was set up to demonstrate
the influence of mental load of the pilot on the processing of the vestibular
information.
The next Chapter described these experiments and the results obtained.
EXPERIMENTS
Experiment I. The effect of input signal frequency
on thresholds of motion perception
Based on the models of the vestibular system as described in the pre-
ceding Chapter, a dependency of the threshold value on the frequency of
sinusoidal input motions to be perceived should be exp=cted and an experiment
was designed to demonstrate this. Due to the limitations of the three degrees
of freedom motion system, only pitch, roll and heave oscillations could be
generated. The range of frequencies for these modes of motion were limited in
a number of ways, as will become clear in the following.
Firstly the noise characteristics of the servo system set the minimum
frequency of the heave motion at I rad/sec. The maximum frequency for heave was
chosen equal to the maximum frequency for roll and pitch, i.e. 14 rad/sec.
Further the lower limit input signal frequency for roll and pitch was set
by the fact that the pitch and roll angles necessary to produce pitch and roll
accelerations at low frequencies become so large as to be recognized by the
perception of change in specific force due to the change in gravity component.
Given the simple relation, in the case of sinusoidal oscillations, between
angular ac:eleration and angle of tilt and the threshold values for both angular
acceleration and specific forces, the minimum frequency for pitch and roll was
determined at 0.6 rad/sec.
Finally the maximum frequency for rotations was determined by the fact
that the subject's head was not situated on the rotation axes of the simulator
(see the Appendix). The specific forces acting at the position of the subject's
head due to angular accelerations set the maximum frequency at |4 rad/sec.
For the heave mode 8 frequencies betweem I arid 14 rad/sec and for the
pitch and roll modes lO frequencies between 0.6 and 14 rad/sec were chosen.
Two threshold values were obtained at each input frequency. The first
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one when the amplitude was increasing and where the subject ilad to correctly
identify both the mode (pitch, roll or heave) and tl;l,frequency of oscillation.
This threshold value will be call_.d the upper thrt__sho[d in this paper. The
second, lower threshold, was defined as th_ value meascred when, with the
amplitude of the test signal decreasing, the subject was no longer able to
follow the oscillation. The subjects reported their observations verbally. An
example of a time history of the test signal is given in Fig. 6.
Two preliminary experiments were performed to _stablish the technique used in
the final experiment. Especially the rates of increasing and decreasing the
amplitude of the input signal showed to have a significant influence and "
consequently these rates had _-obe chosen as low as possible. In Fig. 6 an
example of the time history of the input signal used to detcrmint, both the
threshold values is shown.
Three s ,V_jacts, general aviation pilots, participated in th,_ experiment
and three replications were taken. The 28 e_mbinations of modes ,,f motion
and frequencies were presented to the subjects in random order in three
sessions of approximately 30 minute_ each for each r_-plication. The preliminary
experiments were also used to train the subjects. For the final experiment
504 threshold value measurementswere made.
Experiment II. The effect of mental load
on the thresholds of motion perception
One )f the questions raised very often, see Refs. 6 and 16, is whether
the thresholds for motion perception, as described in the previous Chapter,
are applicable in the case of a pilot when performing a task in the aircraft.
As this question is very important when designing washout filters for
simulation and when developing pilot models, an experiment was designed to
investigate the influence of mental load on threshold values. To mentally loaJ
the subjects two additional tasks were used. One was a control task, incorpora-
ting either the symmetric or _symmetric control characteristics of a simulated
twinjet airliner, the other was an auditory binary choice task.
Five theshold values under different additional mental load conditions
were determined using an oscillatory input signal for either pitch, roll or
heave with increasing amplitude or a ramp function for specific force in X-
or Y-directionsby tilting the simulator.
During such a test the subject was asked to control the symmetric or the
asymmetric motions of the simulated aircraft and to further observ and
verbally report any disturbance caused by a test signal in the degrees of free-
dom not involved in the control task• T _ symmetric control task consisted of
maintaining constant altitude by contro!iing the pitch attitude. In the
• asymmetric control task constant heading was to be maintained by controlling
the roll angle. The simulated aircraft was disturbed by atmospheric turbulence
in both cases.
The binary choice task was used at three levels, O, 40 and 80% of the
maximum the subjects could perform. This maximum was def_u_d by the number of
tones the subject could answer in one mln.te making not more than one error.
In Table l the experimental combinations used are summarized. In this
experiment four subjects participated, three of them were general aviation
pilots, two of whom also participated in Experiment I. The fourth was a student
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pilot, As each experimental combination was repeated 4 times, the total number
of threshold values determined was 6 x 5 x 4 x 4 = 480.
These thresholds were determined during 288 runs of the additional tasks
lasting 150 seconds each. As a rule two threshold values were obtained during
one run, but in a limited number of runs no test signal was presented. This was
done to avoid the subjects concentrating too nmch on the determination of the
thresholds. The subjects were instructed and trained to do their best on the
additional tasks and their performance in these tasks was monitored. In the
case of poor performance test runs were rejected, thus improving the subject's
motivation.
Results of Experiment 1
In Figs. 9 and 10 the input related threshold values for pitch and roll
accelerations are plotted as a fun_tion of _requency. Both the values obtained
with increasing and decreasing amplitudes, i.e. the upper and the lower thres-
holds respectively, are given with their standard deviations. The thresholds
can be seen to increase with frequency while the slope of the upper thres-
hold is nearly equal to one, thus approximating the slope of the inverse ef
the modulus of the transfer function of the cupula model (eq. (I)). The slope
of the lower threshold is slightly smaller.
The pertaining results of the analysis of variance are sununarized in
Tabel 2. The difference in thresholds for pitch and roll appears to be
negligable. This could be expected as both pairs of vertical semi-circular
canals are activated by pitch as well as by roll accelerations, see Fig. 2c.
The analysis of variance confirms this equality.
The difference between upper and lower thresholds is probably significant.
The differences between subjects and the interactions of the subjects with the
other main effects are significant. This is not amazing bearing in mind that,
as stated in the preceding Chapter, each subject will have different vestibular
characteristics.
The interaction between frequency and upper and lower threshold and hence
the difference in slope of the upper and lower threshold is significant.
The threshold values for specific forces along the vertical axis are
presented in Fig. 9. It will be clear that here a dependency of the input
related threshold of frequency cannot be concluded, see also the results oi
the analysis of variance in Table 2.
The difference of the upp r and lower thresholds, however, is probably
significant. The treshold values again demonstrate significant differences
for the subjects and the interaction between subjects and frequency. JusL
as for the angular accelerations a significant diiference in slope of the
upper and lower threshold was fou_J.
Results of Experiment II
In Table 3 the average input related t6reshold values of all experimental
conditions are given. A revim of the re, _Its of the analyses of variance im
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Fres¢nt_d in Table 4. The specific forces Ax, _y and Az show a ditterence in
input signal. For the specific forces Ax and Ay a ramp signal had to be used,
whereas in the Z-direction a sinusoidal signal (_i= 1.88 tad/set) was used.
The input related threshold for specific force in the Z-direction is equal to
the value found in Experiment I, see Fig. 9.
The higher values for the X- and Y-directions are in accordance with the
otolith models (eqs. (2) and (4)) if it is assumed that the otolith displace-
ment is a m .sure for the threshold value. The difference between the X- and
Y-directions can, among others, have the following reasons.
Firstly the subjects were much more firmly fixed by the pilot's cha:r in
the Y-direction than in the X-direction. The subject= often remarked that they
observed changes in touch on their back due to roll angles of the simulator,
thus influencing their perception.
Secondly the orientation of the macula relative to the X-axis for _ normal
seated subject could also he of importance.
The m-ximum i,_creaseof th- threshold values due to the mental loading
tasks is Loughly 25, 50 and i00% for Ax, Ay and Az respectively.
Analysis of variance, see Table 4, shows a possible significant dncrease for
the thresholds in the Y- and Z-directi_'ns onl,. From the data it appears that
the ontroi task produced a larger increase in thresholds than the binary
choice task. More research is necessary to elucidate the ways in which diffe-
rent sources of mental load influence the subjective threshold values.
The input related thresholds for angular acceleration show a significant
increase due to the additional casks. Differences for pitch end roll are smalt.
The maximum increase of thL threshold value is 40 and 80% for pitch and roll
respectively.
It may be noticed that the threshold values presented here for the case
of no additional task do not correspond with the values found in Experiment I,.
This is due to t_.. f,_t that Experiment II was actually performed before
Experiment I at _ -,en the strong dependency of thresholds on the rate
of increase of :,,.'J:,(.was not yet fully appreciated, and the rates of
increase had not yet been set at more appropriate lower values. With the
original ra=e of increase, however, these threshold values can edsily be
reproduced.
Summarizing this paragraphit can be concluded that the threshold values
for motion perception can indeed be influenced by the mental load of the
pilot.
DISCUSSION
Some conclusions to be drawn from the experiments de,ctibed, hold for ;he
perception of specific forces as well as for the angular accelerations. There-
for these more general concl_,sion_ will be discussed first, to be followed
by a seperate treatment of he fln_ings that are more specifically related to
either the perception of angular accelerations or to the perception of speci-
fic forces.
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Differences among subjects, the internal
model and the influence of additiona_ tasks
From Experiment I, see Figs. 7, 8 and 9 it appears that the spread of the
threshold values measured is rather large. The analyses of varia,ce show that
this is mainly a result of differences among subjects as well as interactions
between subjects and the other main effects. After subtraction of these
significant effpcts the remaining standard deviations, independent of subject,
of the mean values for Experiment I as given in Fig_. 7, 8 and 9 are --
0,:03°/sec 2 and 0,006 m/set 2.
These values cannot be ascribed to experiment relateo measurement noise
alone but should also be interpreted as being caused by the noise present in
the ouput signals of the vestibular systems themselves. Especially at thre_-
hold deflections of the cupula and at threshold deviations of the otolith the
unfavoucable signal to noise ratio seriously affects the motion perception
as discussed earlier in this Report, see Fig. 5.
Apart from differences between subjects as far as physical characteristics
of the vestibular systems are concerned, differences in judgment may also be
present. Already during the evaluating experiment it appeared that some
subjects were more inclined to guessing while others refrained from reporting
on perceived motions untll they were quite certain. This effect was diminished
as much as possible by training but it nevertheless wa_ still present in the
final ezperiments.
Finally it should be remarked that the subjects usually reported that they
were moving lon_ before they were able to identify the mode (pitch, roll or
heave) and the Lrequency of the test signal, which ronfirms the findings of
Ref. 6.
_.,ete_ult_ of Experiment I demonstrate that the threshold value is
considerably decreased if the motion is known and expected by the subject.
This is in agreement with the idea that the human operator is able, by using an
internal mode. of the system to be controlled, to predict the state of the
system. In the case of a known sinusoidal motion cue the subject, using this
internal model, only needs a relatively weak vestibular signal to observe
the motion. Hence it is not amazing that the upper threshold values measured
for angular accelerations are approximately two and a half times the lower
th£eshold values and the upper thresholds for specific forces along the Z-
axis are twice the lower threshold values.
The results of Experiment II show a significant influence of the additional
ta_ks on the thresb,,Id values and this influence was strongest in the case of
rotations, see Tabl_ 4. The conclusion fr!m these findings is that threshold
values for motion perception are determine_ partly by the physical characteL-
istics of the semi-circular canals and the otoliths and partly by the pro-
cessing of the vestibular information: the more attention the subject can
share to motien perception, the lower the threshold values will be.
The abo_e can be summarized by concluding that using an internal model
1 gives th_ pilot a tool to improve the prediction of future motion cues and
to improve tbe ability to perceive these cues. A mental loading of the pilot,
however, o_presses the information processing of the vestibular signals. Hence
_hreshold values will depend on the total workload and on the amount of
necessary information the pilot can derive from the motion cues in order to
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estimate the state of toe aircr,ft with sufficient accuracy.
The thresholds for angular accelerations expressed
in terms of minimum perceived cupula deflections
As already shown in the preceding Chapter the input related threshold
value for angular accelerations increases with frequency in such a way that
multiplying the input by the modulus of the transfer function according to --
eq. (I) shou!8 yield a ncarly constant cupula deflection at the threshold.
The modulus as a function of frequency, however, i_ only known if th_ para-
me rs of the transfer function of each subject were known, which was not
the case in the present experiments. Therefore an approximation suggested
by Jongkees and Groen, see Ref. 15, was used. Between the break frequencies
of the transfer function the modulus is approximated by:
l
M = -- (6)
a._0
see Fig. 3.
For Experiment I the maximum input frequency was 14 rad/sec which is only
slightly above the generally used break frequency of _ = 10 rad/sec (see Fig.
3), allowing the approximation according to eq. (6) s_ill to be used to
compute the cupula deflections for pitch and roll. The results are plotted
in Fig. lO. It can be seen that the cupula deflection is not quite constant
with frequency, which could be expected from Figs. 7 and 8. This may be
caused by the experimental technique used to determine the threshold values.
As stated before the rate of increase of the input signal has a strong in-
•_luence on the thresholds determined.
Finally it is of course interesting to see how the threshold values
determined experimentally compare with results of other experiments.
For this purpose the threshold values have been corrected for the modulus
of the transfer function (according to eq. (6)). The threshold values of an-
gular ac-eleration thus derived are in fac_ those found at very low frequencies
where t modulus is constant, see Fig. 3, and could be termed "cupula related
thresholds". Theoretically these values should be equal to those found by
experiments using step input accelerations. The following cupula related
thresholds for pitch and roll accelerations are found.
Input acceleration Upper threshold Lower threshold
(°/sec2) (°/sec2)
roll 0.023 - 0.035 0.0069 - 0.015
pitch 0.022 - 0.053 0.0082 - 0.026
These values are remarkably below those found by other researchers:
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Input acceleration Authors Threshold
(°/sec2)
yaw, sinusoidal, Jongkees, Groen, 0,18 - 2,0
corrected 1948, Ref. 13
yaw, step input Meiry, 1965, 0,1 - 0,2
Ref. 8
yaw, pitch, r_ I, Clark, Stewart, 0,06 - 2,24 --
step input 1968, Ref. 15
The thresholds for specific forces
As shown in the preceding paragraph a certain minimum cupula deflection
can be considered to determine the lower bound of the thresholds for angular
acceleration perception. However, nor from the literature nor from the results
of the present experiments such a similar conclusion can be drawn with respect
to otolith displacement. If, based on the input related thresholds in
Experiment I and the revised otolith model of Meiry and Young (eq. (3)), the
otolith displacement is computed, then the threshold appears to decrease
with frequency• According to Mayne's model (eq. (5)) the otolith displacement
would be independent of frequency. Mayne (Ref. 12), however, does not specify
the upper break frequency w2 of his complete model (eq. (4)) and, as shown in
Fig. 4, the modulus of the simplified model is constant at frequencies larger
than I rad/sec. This can not actually be the case and the use of Mayne's model
would only be justified if a reliable estimate of _2 were available.
At low frequencies both models have the same modulus, see Fig. 4, and
are in correspondence with the higher threshold values found in Experiment
II for the specific forces in the X- and Y-directions.
From Refs. 8 and 13 it can be concluded that the perception of specific
forces is much more complicated than would be expected from the simple otolith
models mentioned. As stated before, specific force perception by pres-
sure, touch and kinesthesia receptors should not be excluded. As mentioned
earlier labyrinthene defective subjects have thresholds for specific force
perception that are only slightly higher than those of normal subjects (0,2
and 0,I m/see _ respectively)•
Another possible explanation of the fact that the threshold values deter-
mined do not fit the models could be that the subjects were seated in a normal
pilot's chair without fixation of head and trunk. As already mentioned due to
mass and stiffness of the internal organs of the body a resonance frequency
is found at about 12 rad/sec (Ref. 14). Therefore the specific forces acting
on the subject's head could in fact have been larger than the specific forces
acting on the simulator.
At this moment only a provisional conclusion can be drawn. For oscillatory
specific forces the threshold value is approximately 0.085 m/see 2 fitting very
well with the threshold values reviewed in Ref. 4.
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Mach 1875 0.I0 - 0.12 m/sec 2
Jongkees and Groen 1946 0.06 - 0.13 m/sec 2
Meiry 1965 0.]0 m/sec 2
Present experiment
Upper threshold 0.07 - 0.03 m/sec 2
Lower threshold 0.04 - 0.06 m/sec 2
For very low frequencies as for instance a specific force due to
sustained tilt, the threshold value is h_her ranging from 0.35 - 0.50
m/sec 2 depending on the direction of the specific force.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper two experiments to investigate the motion perception of
the pilot in the aircraft environment were described. The first experiment
was carried out to measure threshold values for motion perception as a
function of frequercy. A second experiment was designed to demonstrate the
effect of mental load on motion perception, especially on threshold values.
Based on the results and the discussion in the preceding chapter, the follow-
ing conclusions can be drawn.
I. Threshold levels for motion perception depend on the physical character-
istics of the vestibular system as well as on the information processing
of the motion related sensory signals.
2, As a consequence of the signal to noise ratio of the output signals of
the vestibular system, physically determined thresholds are not to be
considered as descrete values but rather as transition ranges from not
perceivable to fully perceivsble motions.
3. A considerable improvement of motion perception can be achieved and con-
sequently lower thresholds are obtained if a human operator is able
to identify an internal model of the motion to be perceived.
4. Threshold values for angular acceleration are directly related to a
minimum perceivable cupula deflection.
5. Thresholds for specific forces cannot definitely be ascribed to otolith
displacement alone. For oscillating specific forces a constant value
independent of frequency is a good approximation for a pilot in an air-
craft environment.
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APPENDIX
THE CHRACTERISTICS OF THE SIMULATOR MOTION SYSTEM
The three degree of freedom motion system of the simulator has
three hydraulic servo actuators. These actuators, having hydrostatic bearings,
produce a nearly rumble free motion of the simulator. The maximum attainable
single degree of freedom performance is presented in Table 5.
The angular accelerations and the specific forces applied during the
experiments are _mall in relation to the maximum performance of the motion
system. As this L_ats high demands on the motion system with respect to the
motion noise, a calibration program to determine the transfer functions be-
tween motion system input and output angular accelerations or specific
forces and to evaluate the motion noise, was carried out.
For all input signals of Experiment I the modulus and phase shift of the
transfer function was measured. In addition the power spectral density of the
motion noise was computed. It turned out that due to small differences in the
dynamic characteristics and due to slightly different loading of the servo
actuators the input signals also excite the other two degrees of freedom.
As an example, the data for the heave motion are presented in Table 6.
The amplitudes of the angular accelerations linearly related with the input
heave signal are roughly one tenth of the thresholds for angular acceleration
and increase with frequency.
The angular acceleration noise decreases with frequency hence increases
with the amplitude of servo actuator speed.
&ithough the standard deviation may appear rather large, it should be
borne in mind that the noise measured has a large bandwidth and moreover
could not be perceived by the subjects.
The noise of the vertical acceleration is small.
In Fig. II the position of the test subject relative to the rotational
axes of the simulator is given.
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S_ metric Asymmetric
Binary Control
Choice task Specific Specific Angular Specifi_ Angular
Task force force Acc force Acc
Ax Az q Ay
0 % - 1 1 i I I
40 % - 2 2 2 2 2
80 % - 3 3 3 3 3 --"
0 % asymmetric 4 4 4
40 % control 5 5 5
8_ % task 6 6 6
0 % symmetric 4 4
40 % control 5 5
80 % task 6 6
Table la. Survey of the experimental conditions for which the thres-
holds are determined in Experiment II.
Numbers are related to Table 4.
Specific Specific Angular Specific Angular
force force Acc force Acc
Az Ay
motion ' ramp- sinusoidal sinusoidal ramp- sinusoidal
test signal function _ ffi1.88 _ = 0.94 function w = 0.94
rad/sec rad/sec rad/sec
Table lb. Survey of test signals used in Experiment II.
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Input related thresholds
Main effects
and i,,Eeractions
Specific force Angular Acc.
A q
Z
Frequency _I_I _x1_x
K Upper - Lower II _I _tl --.
Subjects xx1_i Iz_
FS _li_i I_ li_1_
KS 11x_
FK x_x_1 _xll _11_
FKS
Replicates
< 0.05 i
< 0.025 _m
< 0.005 mmix
_, < 0.001 m11ul
Table 2. Survey of the results of the analyses of variance
on the results of Experiment I.
Input related threshold
No Specific force Angular Acc.
Ax Ay Az q
m/sec 2 m/sec 2 m/sec 2 °/sec 2 O/sec 2
I 0.57 0.31 0.08 0.85 0.81
2 0.65 0.36 0.08 0.94 i .00
•3 0.67 0.37 0.09 i.05 1.15
4 0.71 0.48 0.15 1.07 1.13
5 0.69 0.44 O. 15 I .07 i. 16
6 0.71 0.47 O. 16 I .20 I .45
Table 3. The threshold values resulting from
Experiment II.
Numbers are related to table la.
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Input related thresholds
Main effects
and interactions Specific Angular
forces Acceleration
Ax Ay Az _
Additional tasks - • _••Ix •_x xxlx
Subjects _ _2_ _2_ lli_2 i_llx --
AS - _•i_ _ - -
Replicates .....
< 0.05 I
< 0.025 Im
< 0.01 zxz
< 0.005 _,I
< 0.001 _lz_l
Table 4. Survey of the results of the analyses of variance
on the results of Experiment II.
Travel Speed i Acceleration
1
+ 15 m/sec 2
Heave + 0.3 m + I m/sec - 28 m/sec 2
Roll + 16° + 73°/see + 1090°/sec2
+ 315O/sec 2
Pitch + 15.5° + 50°/sec - 460°/see 2
L
Table 5. Single degree of freedom perfor-
mance of the three degree of
freedom motion system of the flight
simulator. September 1975.
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Pitch Roll
Input Modulus Phase Noise J
angle i Amplitude Noise Amplitude Noise
frequency M OAz 2 i o O/see2 g.
rad/sec (degrees) m/sec j /sec 2 c"O_sec 2 °_sec2
14 0.675 -89 0.016 0.165 0.501 0.418 0.546
12 0.745 -77 0.017 0.114 0.615 0.343 0.675
I0 0.834 -64 0.017 0.093 0.672 0.257 0.782
8 0.907 -50 0.018 0.129 0.734 0.133 0.803
6 0.968 -37 0.017 0.067 0.760 0.118 0.889
4 1.00 -24 0.018 0.031 0.817 0.086 0.953
2 1.01 -11 0.017 0.021 0.853 0.032 1.006
I 1.00 - 5 0,018 0.031 0.894 0,021 1.071
Table 6. The transfer- and noise characteristics of the motion system for a
sinusoidal inp4t signal producing a heave acceleration amplitude
of 0.085 m/sec'.
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F[_4. 2a. Schematic [)i.l:'_r:tm of tt_, Serni,-ir_.ular
Canal (Ref. IO).
",,d--'7.Z,L\\ x.\k I///. __
S.C. N. L Sp.C.
Fig. 2b. Schematic d-tawing of a cross section of an otolith
and its macula. 0 is the otolith, suspended by
strands which tun from the margins to the macula,
consisting of supporting cells (Sp.C.) and sensory
cells(S.C.X_etween the otolith and the macula there
is a thin Layer (L) to allow the otolith to slide
over the mcula,, N is the nerve (Rtf.lO).
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\\ _ _/ /Vectors indicot.\ _)_f /&rl ontal Can ,X /_ :.'f'ef,ectiv,di ecti_of_--_._-X\ // ""
"_ ._ _, angular occelerotion /_'/_--__
HorlzonloI x
Cm,ol _ Posterior Conols _/
Fig. 2c. '['he approximate orientation of the sime-circular canal-, (Ref, 9).
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram showing the change in signal to noise
ratio of the vestibular output due to an increasing
sinusoidal input motion cue.
Ampl itude
I upper threshold
,_ .!' _, , lower threshold
• " . " " I . I I I I I I_ I l" •
., _
: " ' !' i;'.'il_ ! , ' _ time
Fig. 6. Examples of the time history of the test signal to determine
upper and lower thresholds.
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Fig. 7. Input related threshold valuu for pitch angular
_. acceleration. • :
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z
i
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O. I I0 I00
,_. rad/sec
Fig. 9. Input related threshold values for specific force along
the Z-axis.
cuputa
deflection !
degrees f_.;
. !
• roll
= pitch
i "
• ,+
0.01
0.1 I0 I00
_ rad/sec
Fig. I0. Cupula deflection at threshold value for pitch and roll.
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BIOM-ECHANICAL RESPONSE AND MANUAL TRACKING PERFORMANCE
IN SINUSOIDAL, SUM-OF-SINES, AND RA_OM
VIBRATION ENVIRONMENTS*
By William H. Levison
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.
Cambridge, Massachusetts -_
ABSTRACT
A set of manual control experiments was conducted to explore biodynamlc
response and tracking performance in slnusoldal, sum-of-slnes, and random
z-axls vibration environments. Primary experimental variables were vibration
spectrum, vibration amplitude, and stick spring gradient. Biomechanlcal
response mechanisms were approx_nately linear for the vibration environments
explored in this study and, with the exception of stick feedthrough, were
independent of stick parameters. As seen in previous studies, stick feed-
through was considerably greater for the control stick with the higher spring
gradient. Tracking performance was degraded by vibration primarily through
an increase in effective pilot time delay and through increased motor-
related pilot remnant. Good model results were obtained by assuming that
motor nolse/signal ratio and time delay varied linearly with rms shoulder
acceleration. A model-based mapping procedure was defined and validated
for extrapolating the results of slngle-slne vlbration/tracking experiments
to complex vibration environments. Mapping in the reverse direction was
also validated.
INTRODUCTION
As technology continues to expand the performance envelope of military
aircraft, pilots will have to function in increasingly severe physical
environments. Vibration, either alone or in combination with other stressors,
may be an important part of this environment. In order to better understand
and predict the effects of vibration on pilot performance, the Aerospace
*Thls work was sponsored by the Aerospace Hndlcal Research Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, under Contract No. 33615-75-C-5043.
Lt. Philip D. Houck was the Technical Monitor for this contract and
: Project Ensimasr for the AMRL experimental progrma.
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Medical Research Laboratory has undertaken a long-term study of manual
tracking in vibration environments. Recent programs have explored the
nature of biomechanical response and the interactions between tracking,
vibration and control-stick parameters [1-4].
This paper summarizes the results of a Joint AMRL/BBN study that builds
upon the results of these programs. This study had two major objectives:
(1) to further define the interaction between vibration parameters and
tracking performance, and (2) to develop a mapping procedure to extra?elate
among single-sine, sum-of-sines, and random vibration environments. More
details may be found in [5].
One of the difficulties of vibration research is that the vibration
environments of ultimate interest are not the environments that are most
amenable to laboratory _ploration. A vibration environment encountered in
flight may well consist of a component that is continuous in frequency over
some band plus one or more sinusotdal (or near-sinusoidal) components.
Laboratory shake tables, however, are often constrained to generating f_inu-
so_dal vibration inputs. Even when random vibration is possible, sum-of-sine
(rather than continuous-frequency) inputs may be desired so as to maximize
signal/noise ratios and thereby maximize the measurement bandwidth. Thus,
an extrapolation (or "mapping") procedure is needed so that measurements
obtained in one type of vibration environment can be used to predict the
effects on perforaance of some other environment.
Because of the ways in which vibration influences tracking behavior, a
simple weighting function will generally not be sufficient to extrapolate
results from dtscrete sinusotd vibration environments to more complex envi-
ronments. First of all, a number of btodynamic response mechanisms may be
involved in determining the effects of vibration on tracking performance,
with the various mechanisms having different response characteristics.
Secondly, vibration-related performance degradation is largely not traceable
to simple additive effects. Except for stick feedthrough (which typically
accounts for a small fraction of the tracking error variance), the effects
of vibration are manifested as increases in pilot remnant and in other
adverse changes to basic informatton-proces8tng capability. Finally, the
pilot partially compensates for this unfavorable environment by re-adjusting
the adaptable elements of his response behavior. Thus, in general, a rather
comprehensive set of aodelswill be required in order to allow the results
' of one set of experiments to be extrapolated to different experimental
situations.
The "optinal-control" pilot/vehicle model appears to have a structure
that allows one to predict adaptive changes in tracking response strategy
that accompany whole-body vibration. This model has been applied success-
fully in previous studies of vibration/tracking [2-4] and forms the basis
for the mapping procedure outlined in this paper.
The strategy adopted for this research study was basically as follows:
(1) verify the ltneartty of biodynsatc response uechanttms, (2) detenLtUe
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the relation between biodynamic response and pilot-related model parameters,
and (3) demonstrate a method for using the optimal-control model to predict
tracking performance as a function of vibration parameters.
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS
Experimental appara us and procedures were similar to those employed ._.
in the previous study. Therefore, only a brief description of experiments
is given here. Readers desiring additional details on mechanization of the
tracking task and vibration inputs are referred to [3].
The tracking task consisted of a single-axis compensatory task with K/s
controlled-element dynamics. The tracking input was constructed by summing
five sinusoids of random phase relations with amplitudes selected to approx-
imate a first-order noise process having a break frequency at 2 rad/sec.
This disturbance input was added to the pilot's control input to simulate
a vehicle distrubance. Fore-aft motions of the control stick resulted in
vertical motion of the tracking error, which was displayed on a CRT.
The test subject, control device, and dlsplay were located on the
vibration table. Tracking response in the following vibration environments
was explored: (i) single sinusold vibration at 2, 3.3, 5, 7, and i0 Hz;
(2) sum-of-slnes vibration having equal acceleration components at 2, 3.3,
5, 7, and 10 Hz; (3) random contlnuous-frequency vibration, with the
driving noise filtered in such a way as to approximate a flat acceleration
spectrum over the range 2-10 Hz.
Nominal ms vibration amplitudes of 0.15 g and 0.3 g were explored for
all environments; in addition, 0.2 g rus was explored for randouvibratlon.
All vibration was vertical (i.e., z-axls).
Two control sticks were used in this study, a "spring stick" having a
spring constant of 7.5 1be/inch and a "stiff stick" having 8 sprin8 constant
of 130 Ibs/Inch. The control stick was always located in the center pos_tlon.
Seven subjects participated in all of the experimental conditions and
provided the data base summarized in thls report. An accelerometer mounted
on the subject's shoulder perultted measurement of vibration transaltted to
the body. Acceleroueters uounted on a bttebar held between the teeth pro-
vlded uusurments frouvhlch head transiatlonsl and rotatlonal accelerations
could be couputed.
Each data-taklng session consisted of a series of slx trials lastluS
approximately 2 minutes each. Rest periods were provided between successive
trials as desired by the subject. (A 30-second rest period was typical.)
Each session consisted of one ststlc trial and five trials under different
vibration conditions. Presentation of experJJmn_l conditions was balanced
across subjects to ainhnize bias in the results _ue to learning effects. By
987
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the completion of the exper_nental program, each subject tracked in the
static condition three times and under each vibration condition once for
each of the two control stick configurations.
EXPERIHENTALRESULTS
Biodynamic Response
Rm8 acceleration scores for shoulder and head response were averaged
across the seven test subjects and analyzed to explore the effects of stick
configuration (i.e., stiff or spring) on biodynamic response. No statis-
tically significant differences _rith regard to stick configuration were
found for these variables. Measures of vibration-induced control response,
on the other hand, were strongly influenced by control stick parameters.
Figure 1 illustrates the basic linearity of the relevant blodynamic
response mechanisms. Mean rms shoulder and head translation accelerations
obtained in the complex-vibration experiments are shown versus r_s
platform acceleration. Data from the two control stick configurations are
lumped in this presentation. The dashed lines (found through least-squares
regression) indicate the best straight-line fits to the data that pass
through the origin. In general, these fits lie_rithin one standard deviation
of the experimental measures. The linear fit is especially good for the rum
shoulder acceleration, which seems to be them oat critical biodynaaic vari-
able with resard to predicting tracking performance.
Describing functions relating control response to platform acceleration
are shmm in Figure 2 for the spring and stiff stick configurations.
Measurements from the three types of vibration spectra (randou, sun-of-slnes
and single-sine) are coupared for the 0.3 S input. The slngle-slne des-
crlbing function is a composite of the frequency-response measures obtained
individually at each of the five vibration frequencies.
Except possibly for a greater phase lag associated_v£th the randou
vibration input, there were no consistent differences in responms behavior
across the three vibration spectra. With reaard to predicting input-
correisted response power (which depends only on Jmplltude ratio), we can
consider this response mechanism to be independent of the shape of the
pistforn vibration spectrum. There were important difference8 beL3_ten
spring-stlck and atiff-stickmassuresments, however, slnca feadthroush Is
deteru£ned by the interactionbaL_wean the biomechanical confisuration and !
control-stick characteristics such an mechenlc81 tW?edence _ aisctrical
pin. i
J
We couclnde, therefore, that e_uplAn8 beL3_eu pistfom and control Input l
can be treated a8 linear over the ran8e of vibration aspliL_das conatdernd
in this study, kccordin81y, we can expect to predict response to coupisx
vlbrat/on inputs on the basis of ex_r/nents u_de ir£th slnsis-sinusoid
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vibration (and vice versa)._
Figure 3 shows that the spectral content of the platform vibration had
no consistent effect on the shoulder/platform describing function. Vibration
amplitude also had negligible effect, indicating that this blodynamlc
response mechanisms is basically linear.
Describing functions relating head translatlonal response to platform
acceleration showed a similar degree of Invarlance across vlbrar.on param-
eters. The relatlonshlp between head rotation and platform was also
largely invarlant to vibration parameters, except for the amplitude ratio
at the lowest vibration frequency (2 Hz). Figure 4 shows that the amplitude
ratio increases as spectral complexlty increases from f4ngle-slne to random.
The total increase is relatively large (12 dE) and staclstlcally significant.
Analysis of variance shows that the differences between slngle-slne and
sum-of-slne measures, and between sum-of-slne and random measures, are
significant at the 0.05 level. (Differences in phase shift at 2 Hz were not
significant.) Apparently, the subjects "predicted" the 2 Sz vibration input
and thereby partially compensated for head motion response. As expected,
predictive capability diminished with increasing spectral complexity.
If the blodyna_tc response mechanisms described above are linear, it
should be possible to use the frequency-response curves obtained with any
vibration spectrum and predict ras response motion for any other vibration
spectrum (_rlthln the range of amplitudes and frequencies for which the data
are valid). Of greatest practical interest is the ability to extrapolate
from Rasuraenta obtained in single-sine vibration environments to
predictions of response in complex vibration environments.
_a blodyaamlc response scores were predicted for (a) vibration-
correlated control input, (b) shoulder acceleration, and (c) head trans-
lation for each of the five (three randou, two suR-of-sinu) complex
platform spectra explored in thl8 study.
Extrapolation of sinsle-slnusold Rasurmmnta was performed as follows.
Biodyngnlc transer functions obtained from 8ingle-elne experiments
(averaged over vibration azplitnde) were cascaded with the complex platforn
vibration spectra to yield predicted response spectra. For sum-of-elnas
vibration, estates of response power predicted at each measurement
frequency were Buried to yield predicted noah-squared response power. For
rondos platforu vibration, the predicted response power spectra1 density
use intesrated over the frequency ran8e 2-10 Hz to predict usen-equared(
tUnttl further data ere obtsLtned, predictions are restricted to 8taody-
state vibration inputs. One is not Justified in extrapolating th_se
results to pulse-like accelJration inputs, for example.
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response power.* Square roots of these predictions were performed to obtain
estimates of rms response.
Predicted and measured rms response scores are compared in Figure 5.
Head and shoulder response scores have been averaged across the two stick
configurations. On the whole, predictions agree reasonably well with
measured quantities; average fractional difference is about 20%.
Tracking Performance
Error and control scores for the complex vibration conditions are
plotted versus vibration amplitude in Figure 6 and exhibit the following
trends: (i) error and control scores increase monotonically with
increasing vibration amplltude; (2) the increase in control score is more
severe for the stiff stick; and (3) tracking error is less for the stiff
stick than for tre spring stick in the static case, but these differences
become less as vibration amplitude is increased. These results are not
surprising and generally reflect the findings of the earlier study of
Levlson and Houck t3].
The error scores associated with single-sine vibration were generally
larger than scores associated with complex vibration. However, actual rms
platform vibratlon levels were somewhat larger for single-sine experiments
than for complex-vibratlon experiments for the same nominal vibration
level [4]. Therefore, one cannot properly conclude from these results that
slngle-slne vibration inputs are inherently more disruptive than complex
vibration inputs.
Rms error and control scores were compared against various blodynamlc
response measures to determine the response variable (excluding stick
feedthrough) most likely responsible for the degradation of tracking per-
formance in vibration environments. Comparisons were made with (a) rms
shoulder acceleration, (b) rum shoulder velocity, (c) rms rate-of-change
of shoulder acceleration, and (d) estimated rms relative motion between
eye point-of-regard and display. Data obtained from single-sine vibration
trials were used in this test. Visual inspection of these comparisons
revealed that the relatlon between error (or control) and biodynamlc
response variable was most nearly monotonic when shoulder acceleration
was considered.
Relationships between tracking variables and rus shoulder acceleration
are shown in Figure 7. The contribution of stick feedthrough has been
removed from the control scores shown in this figure, since we are interested
#
*Straight-line interpolation was performed between estimates of response
power density au adjacent measurement frequencies on a log-log basis.
Piecewise integration over the entire range of measure_nt frequencies
was then performed.
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here primarily in the effect of vibration on tracking response behavior.
Relationships between tracking variables and the other biodynamlc variables
considered (not shown here) tended to show less structure than the relation-
ships shown in Figure 7. Therefore, we have tentatively concluded that
motor-related inerference with tracking performance is associated primarily
with shoulder acceleration. There may, of course, be other response
variables not explored in this study (say, elbow acceleration) that correlate
equally well or better. Nevertheless, as we show later, reliable pre-
dictions of tracking performance can be made on the assumption that
motor-related pilot model parameters vary linearly with ms shoulder
acceleration.
The effects of vibration on frequency-response measures are typified
by Figure 8, which compares static performance with performance in the 0.3 g,
sum-of-sines vibration environment. Results are for the spring stick con-
figuration. Amplitude ratio and phase shift refer to the pilot describing
function and relate control activity (in volts) to tracking error (volts);
"rem/cor" is the ratio of remnant-related stick power to input-correlated
stick power at each input frequency.*
Increasing the rms platform acceleration from 0 (static) to 0.3 g
produced the following general trends: (1) amplitude ratio decreased at
frequencies below 6.3 rad/sec, remained nearly constant at 6.3 rad/sec,
and increased at 10.5 rad/sec;** (2) phase lag increased at 6.3 and 10.5
rad/sec; (3) remnant ratio generally increased at all frequencies. On the
whole, deviations from static measurements were greater for the 0.3 g plat-
form acceleration than for the 0.15 environment, and vibration effects were
greater for stlff-stick tracking than for spring-stick tracking. The single-
sine vibration environments showed similar influence on frequency-response
measurements, with 7 Hz vibration having a somewhat greater effect than
2 Hz vibration. Overall, the frequency-response measures are similar to
those found by Levison and Houck [3].
Model analysis using the optlmal-control model [5-8] was performed
so that vlbratlon-lnduced performance changes could be interpreted in terms
of changes in the pilot's basic Information-processing capabilities. A
second-order model of the pilot/stlck interface was included in the des-
cription of system dynamics as described in [5].
Static tracking results were first matched to provide a baseline set
*The ratio is based on what the input-correlated and remnant-related spectra
would be if the tracking input spectrum were continuous rather than sum-of
sines. Details of this computation are given in [3].
**Changes in frequency response are referred to input frequencies. Other
than having been included in the set of input frequencies, the frequencies
of 6.3 and 10.5 rad/sec have no special significance.
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of pilot-related model parameters. The following values--used also to match
static results in the preceding study [3J--provided a good match to static
results: 0.15 second time delay, a "motor time constant" of 0.i seconds, an
observation nolse/signal ratio of -21 dB, and a motor noise/slgnal ratio of
0.004 (about -30 dB).
The sum-of-sines 0.3g vibration data were then matched to determine the
effect_ of vibration on pilot-related model parameters. As in the preceding
study, two vibration-dependent parameters were identified: time delay and
motor noise/signal ratio. Time delay was increased to 0.2 seconds, and motor
noise/signal ratio was increased to 0.02. As shown by the solid curves in
Figure 7, these parameter changes allow the pilot/vehicle model to reproduce
the trend of the frequency-domaln results, and both error and control scores
(shown further on) are reproduced to within an accuracy of about 5%.
Once the 0.3g data were matched, the O.15g sum-of-sines results were
analyzed to determine the appropriate relationships between pilot parameters
and rms shoulder acceleration. A linear variation of both time delay and
noise/signal ratio with rms shoulder acceleration provided a good matcb _:o
the data and was adopted for the mapping procedure outlined in the
following section of this paper.
The increment in time delay for 0.3 g vibration was the same as that
found by Levison and Houck for a similar vibration environment [3]. However,
the motor slgnal/noise ratio was only half that found in the earlier study,
and no vlsual effects were found in this study. These differences may well
reflect a higher level of subject familiarity with the vibration environment
in this study. First of all, the experimental program was completed in a
shorter period of time than in the Levlson and Houck study; thus, there was
greater opportunity for the subjects to optimize the tracking strategy for
the vYbratlon environments. Secondly, the subjects had participated in a
tracking study explorlng the same plant dynamics and similar vibration
environment for the three months prior to this study, which allowed them to
begin this experimental program in a hlgh state of training.
MAPPING AMONG VIBRATION ENVIRONMENTS
A gener_l model structure is described belovwhlch is intended for
predicting tracking performance in a variety of control situations. In •
addition to predicting the effects of vibration amplitude and spectral shape
(which are given primary emphasis in this report), the model can predict
performance as a function of (a) vehicle dynamics, (b) tracking input
characteristics, (c) control-stick characteristics, (d) display gain, _
(e) performance requirements, and (f) attention to the task. Numerical
relationships between pilot-related tracking parameters and biodyna_c
response parameters are based on the experimental results documented in
[5]; until further data are available, these relationships must be considered
valid only for s-axis vibration and for the specific biodyna_c configuration
explored in this study. _
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This model is used as the basis of a "mapping" procedure for extrap-
olating results obtained in a given vibration environment to other vibration
environments. A definition and demonstration of the mapping procedure
follows the discussion of the basic model.
Model Structure
An outline of the model _ructure is diagrammed in Figure 9. This model
consists of the optimal-control pilot/vehlcle model referred to above, plus
an element (labeled "vibration feedthrough") to account for control inputs
linearly related to platform vlbration. For simplicity of exposition we
consider a slngle-varlable tracking task; extension of the model to multi-
input, multl-control systems is straightforward.
Input variables shown in Figure 9 are the tracking input, i, assumed to
be a zero-mean Gaussian random process; the platform vibration, ap; the
pilot's observation noise process, _e; and the pilot's motor noise process,
vu. Response variables include tracking error, e, the pilot's control force,
u, the electrical control input provided by the control device, 6t, the
control input due to vibration feedthrough, _v, and the total control input,
_, given as the sum of the tracking and feedthrough control components. (We
assume that platform vibration is at frequencies beyond the bandpas8 of the
man/machine system so that the pilot cannot effectively track out the
feedthrough-related inputs.) Error and observation noise are shown as
vector quantities, since the pilot will generally obtain and use both
displacement and velocity information from a slngle error indicator [i0, 11].
The reader is directed to the literature for detailed mathematical
discussion of the basic optimal-control model [6, 7]. Pilot-related model
parameters and relevant blodynamlc response properties are reviewed below.
Time delay. The following empirical relationship was found in
this study: TmO.15+O.15a s, where T is the pilot's effective time
delay in seconds, and as is the rms shoulder acceleratlon in S's.
Observation Noise. In the ideal display situation, each component
of the observation noise vector_ scales with the corresponding
rms variance of the correspondln$ display quantity. In non-ldeal
situations, threshold and residual noise components must also be
considered, as described In [5, 8, 9]. There is soma evidence --
albeit inconsistent -- that desradatlon of visual information
due to vibration can be represented as an Intreat in the
residual noise variance. Levlson and Houck obtained a 8ood
match to experlmantal data by setting the residual noise variance
(associated with perception of indicator displacement) equal
to the estimated variance of the relative displacement between
eye polnt-of-rngard and display [3]. On the other hand, best
results were obtained in this study by isnoring v_ual effects
altosether. Clearly, additional study is needed to _eten_tne
how head and/or eye novenants interfere with acquisition of
visually-presented information in a tracking task.
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Motor Noise. The following2emplrlcal relation was found in this
study:--_u=(0.O04+O.05a_) o., where V. is the variance of tbe
motor noise and _ the _arl_nce of th_ pilot's control input.
Motor Time Constant. For most slngle-varlable tracking tasks
in which excessive control forces are not required, the pilot
wlll adopt _ control strategy appropriate to minimizing a
weighted sum of error and control-rate variances. The relative
weighting on control-rate variance is chosen to yield a motor
time constc ' (i.e., first-order lag) of about 0.i seconds.
Results of t_.Is study, as well as of the study of Levlson ...
and Houck [3], indicate that motor tlme constant is not
effected by Z-axls platform vlbratlon.
Stick Feedthrou_h. "Stick feedthrough" Is defined as the
portion of control motion that is linearly related to the
platform vibration due to blomechanlcal coupling. Once the
relatlonshlp between platform vibration and control response
has been determined, the contribution of feedthrough to
error and control variances can be predicted for a given
platform vibration spectrum as described in the literature
[3-5].
The Mapping Procedure
Because of the llmlted data base avallable for validation, the
generality of the mapping procedure Is restricted to the follc_Ins
situations: (i) the tracking task Is slngle-lnput, slnsle output;
(2) vibration occurs at frequencies beyond the effective _8n/uachlne
response bandwidth; (3) vlbratlon is applied In a slnsle llnear axis. All
of these assumptions simpllfy the uappln$ procedure. In particular, If the
second assumption holds, the pilot will not effectively track out the
unwanted inputs produced by vibration feedthroush. Thus, we can compute
variance s_ore8 due to feedthroush separately frumvarlance scores related
to the tracking input and combine the results.
i For purposes of demonstration, assume that a series of 81nsle-slne
i vibration experinents have been performed and that we wish to extrapolatethaa_e results to a specific couplex vibration environment. (The procedure
for extrapolatln8 frou couplex to sln81e-slne enviromRnt8 is virtually
identical.) The mappin8 procedure is outlined In Figure I0.
Tracking performance tn sum-of-sines and randouvibration envirouments
was predicted on the basis of the slnsle-slne vibration rneults obtained In
the _ experinental prosrm described above. The follovin8 procedure,
which generally parallels the usppin8 scheme defined in Ftsure 10. v88
employed:
1. Static trscklns results were first analysed to detemtne
pilot-related node1 parameters. Parameter values obtained
in the Levt_n and Houck study [3] provided • good uetch
to static performance tn tht8 study.
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2. The sum-of-sines results were ma.ched to determine the
relation between vibration-dependent pilot parameters
(time delay and motor noise) and biodynamic response
parameters.*
3. Biodyuamic describing functions obtained with single-sine
vibration (averaged across g levels as well as across
subjects) were used to predict rm8 shoulder vibration
and vibration-correlated control variance for the sum-
of-sines and random vibration spectra. Variance scores
for the sum-of-sines environments were predicted by simply
adding the platform spectru_n (in dB) to the appropriate
transfer magnitude (in dB), transforming to absolute units,
and summing across frequencies. A curve-fitting procedure
was needed, however, to perform frequency-domain integrations
required for random vibration inputs. The single-sine
transfer magnitud_s were cascaded with the power density
levels of the platform acceleration at the five measurement
frequencies; piecewise-linear approximations to the resulting
power density spectruneeremade on a log-output velsus log-
frequency basis; each straight-line segment was integrated
analytically; and the results were combined to yield the
variance (and rag) of the biodynamic response variable.
4. The remainder of the mapping procedure defined in Figure 10
was carried out, except that the computation of vibration-
correlated _rro_ was omitted because of its 8uall contribution
(generally less than 2Z) to total error variance.
Rn8 error and control scores predicted in this manner are coupered with
experinental results in Figures 11 and 12 for the spring and stiff stick
configurations, respectively. Also shown in this fisure are the standard
errors for each of the experLnental measures. Model predictions reproduced
the trend_ of the date quite well, generally falling _thin one standard
i error of the mean.
The reveres maPPing is 818o dmonstretnd in [$], in vhich results of
the sun-of-sines vtbretion condition8 ere extrepoiatad to einSla-sLne vibra-
tion inputs. Again, predicted rum error and control scores vere within one
standard deviation of the experinental uasns.
*One o5 the objectives of th_ mzalysia v88 to detarutne as rel_bly 80
poastbla in the empirical relation between pilot permttare ted biod_mLc
response in • couples vibration environnont. Therefore, the mm-of-sl_J
data were used, rather than the 81nsla-Jine data that _ have been u_d
in • pure dmonstretion o5 the uapptn8 procedure.
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SUMMARY
The results of the study documented in [5] may be summarized as follows:
Biomec_nical Response. Biomechanical response mechanisms were
essentidlly linear for the range of vibration amplitudes and
spectra explored in this study. Rms shoulder and head acceleration -_"
scores varied linearly with rms platform acceleration. In
addition, describing functions relating control input, shoulder
acceleration, and head translational and rotational accelerations
to platform acceleration were largely independent of the param-
eters of the platform vibration.
Effects of Stick Parameters. Shoulder and head respmse to
platform vibration was independent of stick parameters, whereas
feedthrough was considerably more severe for the stiff stick
than for the spring stick. Although static error scores were
less for the stiff stick, vibration induced a relatively greater
increase in error for the stiff-stlck than for the spring-stick
tracking tasks.
Stick Feedthrough. Stick feedthrough for the stiff stick was
similar to that obtained in a similar experimental situation by
Levison and Houck [3]; feedthrough for the spring stick; however,
was considerably less than that in the prior study.
Vibration Interference Effects. Feedthrough accounted for a
negligible fraction (2% or less) of the tracking error variance.
In terms of the pilot/vehicle model employed in the analysis,
the important effects appeared to be an increase in motor-
related remnant and time delay. Both the motor noise/signal
ratio and time delay appeared to vary linearly with rms shoulder
acceleration. No interference with visual processes was
identified.
Mapping Procedure. A model-based mapping procedure was defined
and verified for extrapolating the results of single-sine
vibration/tracking experiments to complex vibration environments.
Napping in the reverse direction was also verified.
Because we lack models for extrapolating existing results to other
axes of vibration or other biomechanical configurations, the mapping pro-
cedure defined in this paper is intended to apply only to z-axis vibration
and to the biomchanical configuration employed in recent AHRL studies.
We can, however, extrapolate results to other steady-state z-axis vibration i
patterns, provided that rms platform vibration is on the order of 0.3 g or 7
less. Furthermore, because of the demonstrated capability of the under- !
lying pilot/vehlcle model to predict track_ngperformance in a variety of
loo8
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control situations, we expect the mapping procedure to be useful in exploring
tracking tasks beyond those studied in the laboratory.
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